
and Prime Image Converter • KCS 

high density floppy drive • Blitz 
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printers and much much more... 
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The BBC Radio 1 's 
TV and Radio present* 

THE 

JAKKI BRAMBLES COLUMN 

Well OK ilien you Mums and Dads, it > that liitiL" nt the year again when loiters to Santa are coming vour way. 
We yet it lot ol phone calls at This time of year from you guys because it really isn't that easy to decide which ot the mega 
bundles lo bu\ So ihis month we have an easy guide TO heir you make that really importani  \\WK C 
Amiga MM) Single I hi* e  1'hvOM N home .I'unpun-i lor less than i2nn s   .1 •     Lchild fed up with paying oui£40 foi 
software for their Mei:admc (software available I'rom 1° l/°i or lor the lirsi tunc buyer. Thine arc hundreds ol software titles 
available including games, education, uoid pnvesting, home accounts etc. Games available include strategy  role playing, titles 
where imagination is more imp ut. in ih, r, aggression, learn to create animations not zap aliens aimlessly Age <■ roup K - 13 
\tMH\ Hard Urive   A more serious version of the above The hard drive saves repeatedly loading and swapping floppy disks 

Suitable for serious games pl.iyei > and applications such as database management for a student or Nunc office ens uonment I he 
Epic Pack is particularly useful lor a foreign language orientated student Age (.roup 12 + 
Amiga 12IMr Desktop Ihuamile The perfect solution for the Student Sou want him or bet i<< have a computer to produce 
school work using quality Desktop Publishing software, he / slie wants a dynamic games playing machine Tins gives both of 
you what you are looking for The software alone is \uuth o\ei L.;oo You can expand this computer through the addition ot hard 
drives, extra memory, accelerator hoards whatever the option most suitable for producing any number ot serious application*. 
Want to be a graphic artist, video producer film director cartoon animator, musician, malhci 
latiou to the machine is yOUf imagination AyHinmp 14+ 
Amiga (1)32 - The choice r■ owners looking tor the latest product m the range oi for the dedicated console 
ownei Knocks the Sega foj M\ wuli its Stale    • •   ill.    \i      | lncs fColours on screen Sega -   '• t [)^2 - ]?d I>I 262JXHH 
and processing speed {Sega = 16-bit / CD32 - 12-bit i To y ou or me this means that people who write the games can now display 
more colours on screen and the action ean be even faster VJso he aware ibis is also a Compact disc player with lull tour voice 
stereo sound so you can play your favout ice CD's u hen the kids are at school. Connects to standard TV v and most hi  li s 
Age Ciroup 10+ 
I hope ihis info assists With Commodores help I'm certain that there will he thousands id Ikappy smiling faces on Christmas 
Day, but if you're still not sua* give Indi a call they w ill he delighted to help. 

P.S. btdi wit me that they are able to extend fftt "M Home 
Service" on most new Commodore products to a full 3 veai 
for as little as £39.99 through their agreement with ICL fft 
Giant European Warranty Company. Might he w orth 
cheeking out for that extra pt m i ot mind 

e 

BUY NOW PAY 1994!!!! 

AMIGA CD 

Lemmings, Oscar, Diggers 

We've said it before and no appoints for repeat- 
ing it. Adding an Indi Mkrolmties M12A0X \ 
card to vour Vmiga 121N) turns it into IL.ArHlNE' 

Performance ( 'nmpiirison 

The exterior may be sleek but lurking insule the 
Amiga CI J ^2. is a technological wonder 
At it s heart is ihe mightily powerful ntfH'iMI) 
processor from Motorola. "This contains Ihe 32 - bit 
technology which has made liv Amiga I-' Ml a run- 
away success throughout luirope.Alongside it is 
Commodores unique custom AGA (Advanced 
Graphics Architecture! chipset - comprising three 
chip* nicknamed Paula, Lisa and Alice 
Together lliey make Amiga CDM ami awesome 
powerhouse of high speed graphics and stunning 
•••Hind capabilities In fact, the machine can display 
Zsh.fXH'' niliturs nil vLreen icompared lo Segus 
Mega CD whiih can only display f*4a and has a 
total colour palette of I6.K million colours 
Amiga CTH2 also conies with a chunky _ Meg ot 
RAM tthat si 5 times more than Mega CDi and a 
douhle sj>eed drive 

ONLY 
£289.99 

with 3 great 
titles 

SI'KCIHCA I IO\N^^ 
* 14 MHZ 6SEZC020 processor 
* 2 Meg. ;0   hit Lhip RAM 
* 2 Joystick port s/coni roller ports 
* S- video jack 
* ( 'i imposite \ nleo |ack 
* RF output J;ick 
* Stereo audio jacks; 
* Keyboard connector/ auxiliary connecior 
* Full expaiisKin bus 
0 Headphone |ack 
* Headphone volume control 
* Fx tern a I brick power supply 
* Internal MPHG FMV expansion capability 
■  Multiple session disc capability 

WIH. V 
401MKUVI 

( hristnias i^ ;i \m i-\pcnsi\e tiim ol year 

inonihs time Here's mm if works. chi>i>sc* 
>ne Indi on 11543 

41 WN ,I cvin Sales Wc w ill 

!.l ah J thai 

Vre \ ou nM-r IN y i-itrs. 
Have yoti \i\vd it» lbtfc I K for Ihe p;isi A 
ilfs 
VrevtHJ in lull time employment* 

lite choice is vour- 

6 MONTHS INTSEST FRS CRSXT 

Buy the si^arb new Amiga 1200 Desktop Dyramrte 
Pack from Indi and we wM tmnd ft to you for only 10% 
deposit with the behnce over 6 monthi Interest Free 7 Sub(«ci co foam 

DO.VT SEW) AM MOSEY 
L'mil you are HXKT certain that any advertiser 
luis the product that you wan I in stm'k and will 
deliva ktO you tolmediiitely. 
Far iw often Jakki Brambles receives letters 
from customers who are finding it difficult to 
obtain a refund trom an ad\erttser that ha& 
promised to supply but hasn't. 
I 0 ei\c you the eonhdence to purchase INDI 
has joined the DMA a very important 
Independent Authority that demands the 
highest possible standards from its members, 
DM A members agree lo abide by the British 
Code of Advertising Practice and to subscribe 
to the Advertising Standards Board of finance 
(ASBOF) Look out for the DMA Symbol it is 
your guarantee signify ing lo the customer the 
truly professional edge of the industry . 

The DMA Swnhol 
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Turn here if you're experiencing problems with your 
Amiga. Whether you're a beginner or a pro, our 
panel, drawn from a wide variety of expertise , will 
have your hassles sorted in no time 
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*PAY 10% NOW AND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONTI 

♦ORDERS OVER £200 SUBIECT TO STATUS 

AMIGA A1200 
 ; ;  

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

INDI Direct Mail is original and very exciting. 
Before you buy mail order you must first be 
confident that you will receive the product 
youVe ordered and that the supplier still be 
there in the future, should you need them. 
A mail order purchase from INDI is a safe and 
secure decision, and here's why, 
INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a public 
company now in It's tenth year of trading and 
specialising in the supply of computer prod- 
ucts. 
With a turnover approaching £30 million per 
annumh we have the resources and the pur- 
chasing power to offer you the best deals, 
deliver them next day nationwide and always 
be around when you need us. 
The INDI sales team have been trained to 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

take your order with the utmost care and effi- 
ciency. All stock offered for sale is held in 
stock, centrally at our group ware house com- 
plex and is available for next day delivery, 
direct to your home or business. If at any time 
we are out of stock your money will not be 
hanked until the product Is available (a point 
worth checking should you be tempted to pur- 
chase elsewhere) 

NEW DESKTOP DYNAMITE PACK 
A1200 STANDARD FEATURES. 
* 68020 Processor * PCMCIA Slot. * 2MB Chip RAM, * 3.5" Inter 
% AA Chipset % Built in TV modulator %t Alpha numeric keypad. 
# 12 Months at home maintenance, iA   _ - i  
FREE £349.99 WME 
3: Word worth AGA* Print Manager * Deluxe Paint IV AGA * Oscar > 
$ Dennis The Menace AGA 

6 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDf 

General information regarding product is 
available from our sales team, however tech- 

cal support is always on hand should you 
ied assistance- 
] prites quoted are inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
TEL0S43 419999 FAX 0543 418079 

9am -7pm Monday to Friday 
930am ■430pm Saturday. 

AMOUNT* 
OF CREDIT 

1J MONTHS 24 MONTHS U MONTHS 
MONTH* 
PYMNTS 

TOTAL MONTH* 
PTMNTS 

TOTAL 
R&YJMJLE 

MONTH.*! 
PAYABLE 

TOTAL 
FtMNTS 

500 
! 1000 

£22,00 
(£S4,v9 
El 09,58 

£244,00 
«59-&0 
£I3WJ6 

£12.00 
HI. at 
£42,13 

(298,22 
£745,44 
£1491.12 

£9.31 
£23,27 
£44,54 

£235.63 
£837.72 
£ 1675,44 

APR 29,9% WRITTEN QUOTATIONS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST +After deposit paid 

AFTER SALES AND 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 

All products are guaranteed for I 2 months. 
Some products carry a 12 months at dome ser- 
vice and repair guarantee (where indicated). In 
the unlikely event that any product purchased 
from INDI arrives at your home faulty, we will 
collect from your home and replace the prod- 
uct completely free of charge. 
As part of our policy of continual product 
development and refinemEnt, we reserve the 
right to change specifications of products 
advertised- Please confirm current specifica- 
tions at the time of ordering. 

Prices are valid for month of publication only. 

AMIGA 1200/030 PROFFESIONAL PACK 

Deposit 

£349.99 
FREE 

DELIVERY 
* Sublet to Status 

6 Monthly 
payments of. £52.50 - £3 I! 
Total Interest 
Free Price £349,99 

(Exclusive to Indl) 
"Approx 1.5 times faster than an A4 000/030 

This is the ultimate power configuration, if your dream is, to 
own the quickest A1200 ever then take a look at this 
specification: 
* Amiga 1200 * 4Mb 32 - bit Fast RAM (Expandable to an 
Amazing 128 Mb!!) * Microbotics M [230 XA W/S0MHZ MMU 
(Approx 1.5 times faster than an A4000/030!!) * 12 Months "At 
Rome Warranty" ■ Choice of Hard Drive Capacities : : Optional 
50MHZ 68882 FPU Maths Processor. 

80 Mb Version £864.91 

MEW DESKTOP DYNAMITE H*D PACKS 
80 Mb Hard Drive Pack £509.f < 
120 Mb Hard Drive Pack £559.9* 
170 Mb Hard Drive Pack £589.9* 

120 Mb Version 
170 Mb Version 
68882 S0MHZ FPU 

£899.99 
£929.99 
£132.54 

WARNING 

Some advertisers are fitting 3,5" drives to Amiga I 
The Amiga was never designed to accept 3.5" drive! 
fitting one totally invalidates any Commodore Warr 
Indi only offer official 2.5" IDE drives officially accept 

Wang, ICL and Commodore, 

AMIGA A40 

NEW MONITOR RANGE 
THE NEW DUAL SYNC 1942 Monitors have 
been specially designed for the New Amiga 
1200 and 4000 computers. Both monitors 
feature built - in stereo speakers. 

CREDIT FACILITIES 

INDI are now able to offer competitive credit 
facilities on orders over £200. All credit 
facilities are subject to status and applicants 
must be over the age of 18. 
If you would like a quote simply call our our 
sales line where acceptance can normally be 
notified within the hour. We are also able to 
offer Credit Insurance to Cover repayments in 
the event of sickness or unemployment- 

It's here - The new Amiga 4000/030 
The NEW Arnica 4000/030 features a EC68030 
processor running at an incredible 25Mhz, and 
upgradable at a later date to a faster processor. 
The 4000/030 has a powerful 2 Mb of 32 - bit 
BAM expandable to 18 Mb using industry standard 
32 - bit Simms module. In line with the Amiga 
Flagship 4000/040 the 4000/030 features the new 
AGA graphics chipset, giving you a massive pallet 
of I6.B million colours. A range of hard drive 
options are available from 80 - 240 Mb and 
includes a SCSI option. 
Without a doubt this is the best value A4QQOT3G con- 
figuration h the UK 
4000030 170M>HD ISEtfPRKX 

£999.99 
A U range of approved upgrades are scalable for the 
400CWQ30, nducfpg additional memory modiJes, hard 
drives, FPU's (68881 &68862)andthe 24 - bit Opal Vision | 

i video system 

30101 

1942 Monitor £349.99 

14 inch screen size - 028 mm dot matrix 

Parnet Adaptor for CDTV 
Connect a CDTV player to any Amiga, and 
access the world of CD - ROM software.The 
Parnet interface and software will allow the 
Amiga CDTV to be used as a CD - ROM 
drive withe any Amiga and will give any Amiga 
owner access to the vast range of CDTV soft- 
ware currently available. 
The CDTV player offers excellent value for 
money when compared with a standard CD - 
ROM drive and Interface, Most CD - ROM 
drives will set you back over £400 while 
CDTV will cost you less than £300 and will 
play audio CD's In addition to CD - ROM / 
CDTV disks your Amiga, interface cable and 
PD disk with driver software for your CDTV 
player, (The Parnet adapter can be 
used to link any Ami gas together) 

INDI 309003 £39.99 

EXPORT ENQUIRIE 

Did you know that Indi regulai 
deliver throughout the world? 
Fax or Telephone us for an im 
ate response, 
* Immediate price quote 

* Delivery anywhere in the V\ 
in an average 5 days door tc 

* Very competitive delivery rz 

* VAT free export invoices, 

* Includes free insurance. 

* Traceable airway bill referer 
details. 

* Local telephone contact in y 
country, 

EXPORT NUMBER 
TEL: (44) 543 419999 
FAX: (44) 543 4180 7 < 

AMIGA A600 PRICE CRASH 

A600 - SD A single drive Amiga for those of you requiring a basic A600 at a very 
petitive price, 
PACK INCLUDES! A600 single drive, built in TV modulator, I Mb memory. 11 
Months at home service 

EH9 >*< £169.9' 
A600 EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDES: 
A600 Hard Dtsks (40Mb) * I Mb Memory* Epic * Rome * Myth * 1 
Pursuit * Amiga Texr * Deluxe Paint 111 * 12 Months at home service. 

THE WILD THE WEIRD AND an ideal starter pack containing a consid- ered mix of software, making the most of the Amtgas capabilities. 
PACK CONTAINS: 
* A600 Single Drive 
tjs Built in TV Modulator 
* I Mb Memory 
* Pushover; Grandprix 

Silly Putty' Deluxe Paint III 
I * Mouse and Manuals 

THE WICKED A6D0 is 
LOW LOW 

PRICES 

£279.9 
INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK 
* Micros witched joystick * Lockabte Disk Box * Disk Wallet # 10 Blank D 
Kick Off 1 * Pipemania * Space Ace * Populous * Zapsac A600 Carry Caj 
# Zappo T - Shirt. 

JJjMZ. 

ami 
£26.99 

[7! 



CREDIT AVAILABLE ON 6,12,18,24,36 MONTHS. 

WHY NOT RING NOW FOR A QUOTE. SAME DAY RESPONSE 

AMIGA PERIPHERAL! 
 :  

NEW FROM MICROBOTICS!!!. 
M1230XA ACCELERATOR LAUNCH!! 

-o bo tics beats the competition in price/ performance/ features and config- 
ions. INDI is very pleased to announce the availability of the new 63030 
>lerator product for the A1200: the mic robotics Mi 230 XA (call it the 
" for short). 50 Mhz as standard! Huge 128 MB memory design is stan- 

! (the biggest memory space in any A1200 peripheral) just look at these 
:ifkations and prices! 

230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 OMB INDI PRICE £239,99 
230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB INDI PRICE £369.99 
230 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 8MB INDI PRICE £599.99 
230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 OMB INDI PRICE £119.99 
230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 4MB INDI PRICE £479,99 
230 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 8MB INDI PRICE £711.99 

AUDIO VISUAL 
MEGAM1X. Low cost, hi spec digital effects 
cartridge plugs into the printer port of the Amiga. 

Allows stereo sampling from almost any musical 
source. 

INDI PRICE £29.99 350000 

TAKE 2, Animation package is a must foe comput- 
er artists and enthusiasts of all ages. As used in Rolf 
Harris Cartoon Club. 

INDI PRICE £37.99 350001 

VIDI AMIGA 12. The ultimate Sow cost coiour 
digitiser for the Amiga. "The best value futl colour 
digkiser on the market" AMIGA FORMAT. 

INDI PRICE £74.99 350002 

OMBO VIDI AMIGA 24(RT). For the more serious user3 this 
\ - bit version will again capture from from any video source with true 
loto realistic images! A staggering 16.7 million colours can be utilised 
ith incredible results. Full AG A chipset support, ,  
NDI PRICE £219,99 |lNPI 350004 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
2MB SMARTCARD.The original and still 
the only fully PCMCIA compatible memory 
card for A60O/ A1200.Comes with lifetime 
guarantee. Beware of cheap imitations. 
INDI PRICE £109.99 
4MB SMARTCARD.       u above but 
maximum 4MB. 
INDI PRICE £159.99 

APPO 601 
rapdoor upgrade for the A600, I Mb with 
TC INDI PRICE £49.99 
APPO 60 I INC As above only 5 I 2K, 
3 clock INDI PRICE £29.99 

OPAL V I S I O 

4EW FOR DECEMBER RELEASE! 

he already acclaimed Opalvision Board takes three 
jrther leaps into the future with the official launch 
f the Opalvision modules. With truly awesome 
apabilitles the Amiga can now become the most 
rofessional 24 - bit video graphics power station 
ver! 

MBXI200, 

The original and best floating point unit and memory 
upgrade for the Amiga A1200. Available with 0,4 or 8 
MB of 32 bit Fast RAM and a choice of floating point 
units.Now complete with real time clock (RTC) 

MBXI2002 68881 14 MHZ OMB INDI PRICE £109,99 
MBXI200Z 68881 14 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £249*99 
MBXI200Z6888I 14 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £449,99 
MBXI200Z68882 25 MHZ OMB INDI PRICE £169.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 25 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £309.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 25 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £519.99 
MBXI 200Z 68882 50 MHZ 0 MB INDI PRICE £289,99 
MBXI200Z 68882 50 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £439.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 50 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £599.99 
68882 FPU UPGRADE 50 MHZ INDI PRICE £169.99 

ROCTEC ROCGEN PLUS, 
As above but with extra features such as 
tinting and signal Inversion. Allows for real 
time editing of graphics, Compatible with all 
Amtgas. 

MORPH PLUS 
You've seen Micheal Jackson's video, you've seen the television advert 
using the latest techniques in morph ing, now now you can create the 
same results but at a fraction of the cost, Morph Plus is the latest and 
the ultimate in this technology. Whether you are a professional artist 
or just want to experiment at home Morph Plus is a must 
INDI PRICE £109.99 

350050 
INDI PRICE £129,99 

ROCTEC HOCKEY. 
The ultimate accessory for Amiga f Video fans. Separate RGB con- 
trols to chroma key on any colour. 
INDI PRICEC249.99 |INDI 350051 

ROMBOVO AMIGA I2(RT> Based on the best selling Vidi 
Amiga 12, This all new version offers real time colour capture from 
any video source. Full AG A chipset support as standard for all A1200 I 
4000 users. 
INDI PRICE £129.99 ^glsOOoJ 

DISK DRIVES 
ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY 
You've seen all the reviews on 
this popular and affordable 
second Amiga drive. 
Compatible with all Amigas, 

INDI PRICE £49.99 
Quality: 9 out of 10. Exceptional value for money. 

AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93 
I084S MONITOR. 

Commodores original and 
best selling colour stereo 
monitor 
DOES NOT INCLUDE STAND. 

350014 

£189,99 
(£179.99 if purchased with 

A400/AI200/AIS00) 

The NEW OPAL VISION 
The amazing Opalvision 24 - bit graphics board and software suite has been 
updated and is now even better value for mon ey. 
The software suite flow includes: 
Opal Paint V2,0 - Now includes full magic wand implementation and 
Alpha Channel that allows photo compositing with selectable levels on a 
pixel by pixef basisThe new Chrominance effect allows absolute, real time 
control of image contrast, brilliance and re - mapping of colours. 
Opal AnimMATE V2.0 - ofering real time play back of animations creat- 
ed by ra/tracectfnandscape generators, morphers and all other 24 - Bit 
software, jr 
Opal rWkey V2.0 - Display OpalVision graphics anytime with key 
combinations. 
"Quite simptyt ft

Hs a spectacular product - Amiga Computing 
"Undoubted^ the finest, most professional paint program to arrive on the 
Amiga" - Amiga Format 
"Pn&fesso/iaf quaky at this Price cant be turned away" - Amiga User 
International 
'The verdict was unanimous - bntfiant" 
- Amiga Shopper 

350250 

£349.99 

DELUXE PAINT IV AGA 
Combines powerful tools with an intuitive interface so both profes- 
sionals and beginners alike can get superb results quickly, New 
enhancements to the software include the ability to pint and animate 
in 46% colours in the Amiga's HAM (Hold and Modify}mode. New 
animation features also include metamorphosis allowing you to chang 
one image into another. You determine the number of frames and 
DPaint IV does the rest* ^ — 
INDI PRICE £61.99 llNDI 350201 

ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL 
The ultimate in image processing providing many key benefits to Ami, 
users working with pictures.With ADPro you can read, write and coi 
vert between most common image file formats with unmatched flexi- 
bility, Full support for JPEG image makes it possible to maintain an 
image library in full 24 - bit colour without needing massive hard driv 
storage. Typically a 600 Kb image can be compressed down to 40 Kb 
INDI PRICE £ 132,99 

REAL 3D V2 
Is a full featured 3D animation, modelling amd rendering program. 
With Real 3D V2 you can produce high quality images and animation: 
of three dimensional models with an astonding level of realism. I magi i 
creating an animation that shows a handfull of balls bounce down a 
flight of stairs to the bottom. Gravity, colliision, deflection and the el: 
ticity of the balls are all automatically calculated by the program! 

350203| INDI PRICEC299.99 
SCALA Multimedia 200 (MM200) 

Is the ultimate on professional video titling. The eminent design of 
typefaces, the unlimited choice of typographical details, the high resol 
tion and the more than 80 exciting wipes result in video captioning o 
exquisite quality. No wonder that Scala is used by leading television 
stations around the world. 

INDI PRICE £139.99 also available 
SCALA HOME TITLER 

INDI PRICE £84.99    [iNDt 35020|] 
VIDEO DIRECTOR 

With Video Director, anyone with an Amiga, a camcorder and a VCF 
can quickly and easily catalogue and edit the best moments from thei 
video tapes. Video Director is extremely easy to use, you can actuafi; 
control your camcorder and VCR from your Amiga screen . Video 
Director comes with everything you need to get started. The hard- 
ware to control your camcorder and VCR is included 
INDI PRICE £119*99 
♦Camcorder must hive a LANC or Control L compatible port 
Professional software it imported and sometimes subject tc 

delay. Confirm delivery at time of order. 

TEL: 0543 419 999    FAX: 0543 418 079 



TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, 12, 24, & 36 MONTHS SUBJECT TO STATUS. 

WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE) 

Panasonic Quiet Printing 
We researched the colour printer market at great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the KX - P2I80 and KX - P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it. We found that too, with Word worth' yet at a 
retail price of £ 129.99 we thought that might be a little too expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'Wordworth' free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

Panasonic    KX - P2180 Panasonic    KX - P2123 

*WORDWORTH AGA COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS.The writers choice. The ultimate word 
processor for AMIGA computers. Word worth is undoubtedly the ultimate word / docu- 
ment processor for the full range of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of 
WORD WORTH makes producing documents fester and easier, with the enhanced 
printing fonts (including full Panasonic KX - P2 ISO and KX - PZ123 colour printing sup- 
port), Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no other word processor comes close. 
"Without doubt this is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA, Today" 
{Amiga Format) 
NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. VAT 

£169.99 

The new Panasonic KX - PIS80 9 -pin quiet printer, 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with 
new quiet technology. THe new KX - P2I80 is typically ISdEa 
quieter in operation, than the competition. 
* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS NLQ 
* Colour Printing 7 colour palette {blue, red, greent yellow, violet, magenta.black) 
* Quiet printing Super quiet 45 - 48 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typf 

tally in excess of 60 dBa) 
* 6 Resident Fonts Over 6,100 type styles using Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, 

Script and Sans Serif Fonts. 
* 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottomh top and rear for total flexibility 
* I Year Warranty for total peace of mind 

£219.9? 

The new h gh performance Panasonic KX - PZ 123 
24 pin. Quiet colour printer offers leading edge 
quiet printing technology at an affordable price 

* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ. 
* Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red. green, yellow, violet, magenta, black) ;-: Quiet Printing Super quiet 43,5 - 46 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typically 
in excess of 60 dBa) 
* 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold 

PS, Roman, Script, and Sans Serif Fonts. 
:*!■ 24PIN Diamond Primhead High performance and high quality output 
* I Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

Panasonic LASER PRINTER 

>44I0 LASER PRINTER P4430 LASER PRINTER 

WORDWORTVt AGA, COIWTRY 
FRffiWlTH PANASONIC LASER PRINTERS. 
The writers choice. The ultimate word 

processor for AMEGA computers 
NORMAL ftRP £ 129.99 inc VAT 

Once again INDI have joined together with Panasonic to offer all Amiga owners che most outstanding Laser Printer offer ever. We are now able ro offer high quality^rgfesslonal laser printing at affordable prices. We are also gMng away a Copy of Wordworth with every Panasonic Laser Printer purchased (RRP £129.99). Whether you are Sookingfor a laser printer to handle word processing, DTP, presentation or complex graphic applications - the Panasonic range offers you the power to meet your requirements, 

KXP 4410 
* 5 pages per minute 
* 28 resident font* 
* Optional 2nd Input bin (total printer 
capacity 2 x 200 sheets) 
* Low running costs 
* Parallel interface 
* Optional memory expansion to 4.5 Mb 
(0.5 as standard) 
* HP laser jet II Emulation 

320002 

NEW 
LOW PRICES! 

£499.99 
inc. VAT 

WORDWORTH AGACOrW-ETH-Y FREE 
WITH LASER PRJNTH^S 

f ON-SfTE i 
WARRANTY 

KXP - 4430 
* Satinprint (optimum 
resolution technology)* 
* 5 Pages per minute 
* HP Laserjet III Emulation, PCL S 

8 Scalable fonts & 2B bitmap 
functions 

* Optional 2nd input bin (total print 
er capacity 2 x 200 sheets 

* Optional memory expansion to 
5.0 Mb (I Mb as standard) 

NEW 
LOW PRICES! 

£649.99 inc. VAT 
"(Sacinpfinier'* use optimum retoluSo*» wchnodpgy to produce [^ly ojcsund n? prim quahcy. This software technique imQuLni awap traditional 

WORDWORTH AGAOOPLETB.Y F*EE WTTH LASBUTOCTB*5 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
1) PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER 
Automatic sheet feeder for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123 holds 80 A4 

Sheets, INPI PRICE £69.99 
2) PRINT DUST COVER 
Specially tailored quality dust cover for Panasonic KXP 21307 
KXP 2123 printer INDI PRICE £8.99 
3) PRINTER STAND 
2 piece printer stand INDI PRICE £9.99 
4) PAPER PACK 
500 shreets quality A4 paper. INDI PRICE £9.99 
5} CONTINUOUS PAPER 
2000 sheers I part listing paper. INDI PRICE £ 19.99 
6) PARALLEL PRINTER CARLE 
Tb be used when connecting Amiga to Panasonic printers. 
INDI PRICE £8,99 (£S.99iffxjrxhased wfrh a primer) 
7) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON 
Colour ribbon for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. 
INDI PR1CE£ 18.99 
8) PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON 
Black ribbon for KXP21807 KXP 2123 INDI PRICE £9,99 

SAVE££££SONTHEFOLlJ0rWlNG 
ACCESSORY RACKS 

PACK I 
PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK 
Contains 6 colour ribbons for the KXP 2123 RRP 
£119.99. 
INDI PRICE £89.99 SAVE £30!!! 
PACK 2 
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK 
Contains 2 black and 4 cofour ribbons for KXP 
2180/ KXP 2123.RRP £99.99. 
INDI PRICE£69.99 5AVE £301!! 

PACK 3 
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSORY PACK 
Contains automatic sheet feeder, 2 black ribbons, 2 
colour ribbons, I dust coven 2 pEece printer stand, 
RRP £ 169.99 INDI PRICE £139.99 SAVE £30 
Add      carr^ i» ^ printff aaKssfflr^ 

TEL: 0543 419 999      FAX: 0543 418 079 



LOW INTEREST CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £2QQ 

(PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTATION, SUBJECT TO STATUS) 

\MIGA ( CDTV 
  

THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME 
 ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

PRICE CRASH!!! 

PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD 
* Amiga CDTV Player 
* CDTV Keyboard 
* CDTV 141 I 3.5* Disk Drive 
* CDTV Infra Red Remote Controller 
* CDTV Wired mouse 
* CDTV Welcome Disk 
* Manuals 
* Fred Fish CDTV Disk 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL 
HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the CDTV, you've got the key- 
board and the floppy disk drive - for a total 
computer solution alt that's needed ES an 
ultra fast hard disk drive. 
The CDTV - HD unto boasts a massive 60 
Mb of hard disk storage with lightning fast 
access times through its SCSI interface. The 
unit comes complete with Workbench 13 
and all necessary cables. 

INDI 30 0011 

PACK AS SHOWN £229*99 

350300 

£219.99 

BLACK I084S MONITOR 
t last the CD 32 Monitor you have been waiting for. The 
riginal and best selling colour/ stereo monitor from 
ommodore is now available in black co complement your 

'"■M""!] £179.99 

ff you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own one you'll be pleased co know that INDI 
stock all CDTV accessories and software that are available from manufactures. We believe 
in CDTV and we therefore continue to support this exciting product. You will always have 
a source of product for your CDTV from INDI. 
L to R 
CDTV Encore SCSI Controller + Internal Mount 
CDTV Internal Genlock 
Black 10845 Colour Stereo Monitor 

(When purchased with CDTV Mufci - Media Pick) 
CDTV Remote Mouse 
Scare TV / Monitor Lead 

(inc Stereo Phono Lead) 
CDTV Trackball 

£59.99 
£99,99 

£189.99 
£179,99 
£39.99 
£14.99 

£69.99 

AMIGA CDTV SOFTWARE^ New Amiga CD 32 AGA Titles Now in Stock!! 

RTS AND LEISURE 
franced Military Systems 
'omeri in Motian 
jinness Disc of Records 
linnals in Morton 
jnnoisseur Fine Arts 
uits & Vegetables 
ees & Shrubs 
Joor Plants 

DUCAT I ON 
ri School - Under S's 
long Hard Day at the Ranch 
Bun for Barney 

nderella 
n School for S to 7 
n School for Over Ts 
either H113 her First Home Rui 

Hind Run £29,99 
£29,99 Mud Puddle £34.99 £29,99 My Paint £29.99 £14.99 
£29.?9 Paper Rag Princess £34.99 
£34,99 Scary Poems for Rotten Kids £39.99 
£34.99 TaJe of Benjamin Bunny £39.99 
£34,99 TaJe of Peter Rabbit £39.99 
£34.99 Thomas's Snowsuit £34.99 

Moving Gives me Stomach Ache £3499 
Barney Bear Goes tamping £29.99 

£24.99 Ascerik French for English 1 £34,99 
£34.99 Japan World (PAL) £49.99 
£29.99 Fractal Universe £3499 
£39.99 Read with Asterix £3 9.99 
£24.99 ENTERTAINMENT 
£24.99 Badechess £39.99 
£34.99 Al Dog? Go To HeaveniBecme Crayon £34,99 

Classic Board Games £34.99 
Sim City £29.99 
Trivial Pursuit (PAL) £49,99 
Wrath of the Demon £29.99 
Raffles £34,99 
Prehistoric £34.99 
Snoopy £34.99 
European Space Simulator £34.99 
Global Chaos £29.99 
Tunican II £29.99 
Guy Spy £29.99 
Curse of Ra £24.99 
Space Wars £29.99 
Defender of the Crown £29.99 
Tiebrake Tennis £19.99 
MUSIC 
Music Maker £34.99 
Remix £29,99 
Volcemasttr + Mlcrophont £39.99 
Music Colour £39.99 

NEW AMIGA CD32 TITLES 
James Pond AGA £26.50 
D Generation AGA £24,50 
PtnbaN Fantasies AGA £2850 
Whales Voyage AGA £24,50 
Trolls AGA £29,50 

jurrasic Park AGA £2B.5Q 
Alfred Chicken AGA £22.50 
T^X AGA £31,50 
Sleepwalker AGA £23.50 
Morph AGA £20,50 

REFERENCE 
American Heritage Dictionary £49.99 
Complete Works of Shakespeare £29.99 
Illustrated Holy Bible £29.99 
New Basic Electronic Cookbook £39,99 
Timetable of Business a 9.99 
Dr Weflman £54.99 

    
Software titles in green are compatible 

with the new Amiga CD32  

AMIGA ACCESSO 

Sharp Monitor / TV 
The Superb Sharp 14" Monitor / TV provides a 
real alternative to a Commodore Monitor with 
full function remote control 39 channel electronic 
auto search tuning, digital on screen display and 
1.5 watt mpo audio output, all you need to know 
is the Low, Low Indi Price. 
So, unless you need High resolution graphics look 
no further, the Sharp Monitor / TV is the product 
for you complete with connectivity cable 
and including 12 Months Warranty 

£169.99 

NEW LOW PRICE IDE INTERNAL 
HARD DRIVES 

Indi can now offer top quality 2,5" Internal Hard Drives for the 
Amiga 600 and 1200 at unbeatable prices. All drives come complete 
with a cable and installation software. 

80Mb 2.5 " Internal Hard Drive £ 179.99 
120Mb 2.5" Internal Hard Drive £200,99 
170Mb    2.5" Internal Hard Drive £219.99 

Commodore MPS 1230 Printer 
A high quality 9 - pin printerwkh paper and tractor feed and is fully 
compatible with Epsom FXS0 and IBM Industry standards. High speed 
120 CPS draft mode and an NLQ mode of 24 CPS. 
Indi Added Value Free 
D - Print - Design greetings cards, letters and posters. 
Amiga Logo - Educational and programming language. 

£99.99 

A209I CONTROLLER CARD 
'he 2D9IA is an autobooting SCSI controller card with 
he facility to mount the SCSI Hard Drive directly onto 
he controller card. The 2091A also has the facility to 
ike upto 2Mb RAM (1/2 Mb steps). The A2091A con- 
roller is zorro II compatible and is therefore suitable 
IT the Amiga 2000 although it does offer an ideal solu- 
ion for the Amiga 40OQrt)30, where leading edge per- 
snmance is not require. The A209IA is still the most 
Gli&ble Amiga 5CSI card available and with the supplied 
oftware is the easiest way to install. 

INDI PRICE £79.99 

A2630 -2Mb ACCELERATOR BOARD 
The 1630 is a 68030 accelerator board running at 25Mhz complete 
with a 6S882 FPU and 2Mb of 32 - Bit fast RAM suitable for the 
A2000. THe 2630 board brings the performance of the Amiga 2000 
upto nearly that of the A3000> ideal when running professional appli- 
cations. An additional 2Mb of 32 - Bit fast RAM can be added to the 
2630 board, giving a total of 4 Mb of fast RAM. 

INDI PRICE £369,99 
A23QQ GENLOCK 

A cost effective home quality entry level internal genlock, 
suitable for the Amiga zOOO/3000. The 2300 genlock is an 
ideal solution for anyone wishing to put titles or graphics 

onto home video* 
INDI PRICE £39.99 

„ A2266 AT EMULATOR The A22S6 AT emu I war kit offer* IBM AT compatibility on the Amiga 2000 and      systems running at lOMht wilh I Mb RAM and CGA graphics. The | A2296 emulator also iricluiaes a 5.25" 1.2Mb floppy drive and MS DOS ope racing software. 
INDI PRICE £1*9.99 

oompatibilityon the Amiga 2000 and 3000 systems, run nine at 4. 77Mhz with SI2Kt» RAM and CGA graphics. The A20S£ emulator afso includes a 5.25" 3WK floppy drive and MS DOS operating software. 
INDI PRICE £79.99 

A205B RAM BOARD An 8 Mb 16 - Bk RAM board, supplied with 2Mb RAM and upgradable in two steps. The 2058 is a zorro 11 compati - ble and they are compatible with the 
INDI PRICE £99.99 

t 

DESPATCH 

All orders received by 6pm Monday to Friday are 
despatched sameday for delivery using our 
national courier - Securicor. (UK Mainland only), 
S.iuird<iy deliveries are available at a small sur* 
charge. If you are out when we deliver, a card will 
be left at your home giving you a contact tele- 
phone number to arrange a convenient re - deliv- 
ery> 
Delivery queries can be resolved immediately 
using our on - line computer. 
Cheque orders are despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually 10 working days from 
receipt. A delivery charge of £5.00 is made per 
item unless otherwise stated. 
WE ALSO ACCEPT B.F.P.O. ORDERS (DUTY 
FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK POSTAL 

RATES. 

HOW TO ORDE 

BY POST - Simply fill in the coupon below. 
BY PHONE - phone lines openf.OOam - 7.00pm 
Mon - Fri. 9.00am - 4.30pm Satr - where your gall 
will be answered by one of our INDI sales team. 
After 7.00pm each day your call will be answered 
by nnswerphone* If you would like to place an 
order have all the details at hand including credit 
card. All offers subject to availability* Prices cor- 
rect at ttme of going to press. May we suggest 
you call before ordering. 

| SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 

INDI DIRECT MAIL 
i RtNGWAY INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, 
EASTERN AVENUE, 
LICHFIELD 

I STAFFS. WSI3 7SF 
ASXM93 

Please send,, 
1)  
2)  

I 3)  
1)  

Price + Delivery, 

I enclose chequed PO for £..., 
I or charge my Access/ Visa No,. 

Expiry /„.../., 

Signature „ 

Name....  

Address,, 

Deliver to if different., 

Daytime Tel 
Postcode  



The DL1150 Colour and DL1250 

are two smart masterpieces 

from Fujitsu - the second largest 

computer manufacturer in the 

world. Thanks to a unique design, 

these printers will save you a lot 

of valuable desk space 

The DL1150 is the smaller model 

and prints in colour on a 

A3/portrait or A4/landscape. If you 

need larger printouts, the DL1250 

is the perfect choice - it prints on 

A2 format. 

The DL1250 is monochrome but 

can easily be upgraded to a colour 

printer by use of an optional 

colour kit. 

The 24-pin dot matrix technology 

offers high resolution. Many 

resident fonts provide a multitude 

of printout options. You can easily 

connect your computer with our 

printers, thanks to Fujitsu's unique 

DL-menu. Drivers are available, 

both for Windows and Amiga. 

For further information please 

contact your Fujitsu representative, 

Amiga-Warehouse, Tel 

0753-554338, Fax 0753-551211 or 

FUJITSU PRINTER PRODUCTS OF 

EUROPE, Tel 081-573-4444, Fax 

081-813-7371 directly. 

FUJITSU 

COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, MICROELECTRONICS 



NEWS 

COMMENT 

The editor, Cliff Ramshaw, offers 
his penny's worth... 

So Commodore's restructuring 
efforts have yet to halt the huge 
fosses the company is currently 
making. I say "yet to", rather 
than "failed to", because the 
magnitude of the losses is 
decreasing. Perhaps Commodore 
will be turning in a profit in six 
months' time. 

It's clear that the A1200 and 
CD32 must succeed if 
Commodore are to stay afloat. 
Otherwise itTs no more new 
owners, no more support for 
existing owners, and a gradually 
declining base of third-party 
manufacturers. They1 re both 
good machines at good prices, 
so let's keep our fingers crossed. 

At least Commodore's court 
case shows that they're capable 
of taking the Amiga as seriously 
as we do. One worrying thing, 
though: did they really have to 
look in a magazine to find a list 
of productivity software? Imagine 
the head of Apple saying, "I know 
there's a word processor 
available for the Mac, but what 
on Earth is it called?T 

Virus alert 

Beware - disk 919 in the Fred Fish 
collection contains a virus. This disk 
is also one of the set that appears 
on Fred Fish's October CD-ROM. 

The virus, a particularly 
dangerous one known as "Saddam 
Hussein", will only affect machines 
running either Kickstart 1,2 or 1.3, 
and can only be activated if the file 
containing it is run by the user. That 
file is BBBF/FiieVirLib/VirusTo 
Test/Saddam_Hussein_vinis. 

Most anti-virus programs, 
including those supplied with recent 
issues of Amiga Shopper, will find 
and remove the virus easily. A safe 
version of the CD and disk should be 
available by the time you read this. 

Commodore defend 

serious Amiga over 

alleged Acorn slur 

An educational video 
distributed by Acorn 
Computers has forced 
Commodore into 

demonstrating conclusively that the 
A1200 is capable of far more than 
just games. 

The big C's move comes after 
Acorn began distributing their video 
via adverts in the national 
press. Entitled The Home 
Computer Minefield, the video 
was designed to help non- 
computer-1 iterates choose the 
best machine for their needs. 
You can guess which machine 
came out on top, (Clue: it 
wasn't the Amiga.) 

Commodore took 
exception to a sequence in 
the film where each contender 
in turn is removed from the 
running as it is found 
unsuitable to run either 
games, home office or 
educational software. 
Commodore believe that the 
video implies the A1200 is 
suitable for only games, and 
that the tape therefore gives a 
misleading impression about 
the Acorn machines' competitors. 
They therefore sued Acorn for 
defamation of goods (trade libel). 

Commodore obtained an 

November, preventing Acorn from 
distributing the video for seven days. 
Commodore produced a long list of 
Amiga productivity software, culled 
from a current magazine, to 
demonstrate their case. 

When the court was re-convened 
a week later, Commodore were able 
to show to the judge a word- 

This Is an Acorn 43010. Commodore have gone to 
court to insist that an A1200 can be just as "serious 

processed document, containing text, 
a headline, scanned picture and 
signature, very similar to that 
produced on the Archimedes in the 

interlocutory injunction on 1 original video. The single-page 

document was created by Premier 
Vision, who managed to produce it in 
ten minutes to show just how quickly 
such a thing can be done with the 
Amiga. At this point, Acorn decided to 
voluntarily withdraw their video, 
although they still claim that they 
intended no slur on their competition. 
A Commodore spokesman 

commented to us that Acorn 
withdrawing the video yet 
refusing to admit liability 
seemed HcQntradictory\ 

Acorn are in the process of 
producing a new video, one 
that happily avoids drawing 
any comparisons with 
competing machines. 
Meanwhile, they have sent 
letters to all those who have 
already received copies of the 
first video (some 17,000 
people), correcting any 
misleading information they 
may have given about the 
Amiga. 

Commodore had hoped to 
be given the names and 
addresses of these recipients, 
but have had to put up with 
information from Acorn's 

solicitors telling them how many 
corrections have been mailed out 
The case is continuing, with 
Commodore still claiming legal costs 
and damages. 

More zap for Blitz Basic 

Acid Software, makers of Blitz Basic, have set up an 
office in the UK. The new office will enable the company 
to give UK users of the development language much 
better support than was possible from Acid's home base 
in New Zealand. 

Acid Software Europe will be selling Blitz Basic 11- 
thought by many to be a serious rival to AMCS - for 
£69.95, The company will also be setting up a user club 
and a bulletin board system, and distributing the Blitz User 
Magazine (or BUM, for the acronym ica I ly-fixated), which has 
been published elsewhere in the world for two years now. 

The magazine comes with a cover disk, and is 
particularly important for Blitz users because it often 
contains additions to the language. The latest edition 
comes with an AGA display library, plus support for ASL 
and GadTools. The former means that programmers can 
take advantage of the features of the newer Amigas such 
as 24-bit palettes and 64-pixel-wide sprites. The ASL and 
GadTools support means that applications programmers 
can use Blitz commands to open Amiga-standard file, font 
and screen mode requesters, as well as create cycle 

Blitz Basic's blinding speed and total control over the 
hardware makes it ideal for games programmers. 
gadgets, radio buttons and list selectors. 

You can contact Acid Software Europe on = 071 482 
4066. See also our review of Blitz Basic on page 55. 
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NEWS 

New products 

at Future Show 

AS WELL AS all that games nonsense 
that we won't concern ourselves with 
here, the Future Entertainment 
Show, which took place at Olympla 
on November 11 to 14, played host 
to a number of juicy new products for 
the discerning Amiga owner. 

Most important of these was the 
Full Motion Video Module for the 
CD32, The add-on cartridge, 
demonstrated in prototype form at the 
show, enables the machine to play 
back video footage recorded on 
compact disc. The quality of the 
images is reckoned to be better than 
that of VHS videotape. We saw CD32 
being used to play back two songs by 
the Eu rythmics - Love is a Stranger 
and Sweet Dreams - and a couple of 
Commodore promotional films, and 
damned fine they looked, too, 

Up to 72 minutes can be fitted on 
to a single disc, by virtue of a special 
compression method, known as 
MPEG, recently agreed by key players 
in the computer and video industry, 
The special chips that are needed to 
decode the video information have 

You can achieve high-quality colour 
prints like this for under £1,000, 
thanks to Fargo's Prlmera printer. 

only recently been 
made available, and 
Commodore are 
among the first in 
giving their machine 
the capability to use 
them. 

Full Motion Video 
is expected to create 
something of a 
revolution, enabling 
owners of compatible 
systems to listen to 
CDs, watch movies 
and play music 
accompanied by 
video footage, all 
with the same unit 

Digital Word worth 3 boasts a much-improved user 
interface as wetf as a whole ioad of new features. 

Owners of Commodore's CD52 should 
be able to jump on the bandwagon by 
the second week of December, when 
the FMV add-on is expected to go on 
sale for £199.99. ft can only be a 
matter of time before CD-ROM units, 
along with compatible FMV modules, 
are made available for other Amigas. 

Fargo Electronics, an American 
company unknown to most Amiga 
enthusiasts, were drawing the crowds 
with their new colour printer. The 
Prim era printer has already enjoyed 
considerable success in the States 
among PC and Mac users: Fargo now 
hope to repeat their performance in 
the UK by winning over us Amiga- 
types, Their printer comes in two 
versions. The cheaper, which creates 
pages via thermal transfer, comes in 
at £821.32. 

Far better quality can be achieved 
with the £1,055 dye-sublimation 
printer, which produces remarkable 
results, normally achievable with 
printers costing at least twice the 
price. (The thermal transfer model can 
be upgraded to this specification for 
£234.) Both models come with an 
Amiga Preferences printer driver, and 
are available from Power Computing 
on * 0234 843388. 

Power Computing themselves 
were showing off one or two new 

HARD DRIVES FITTED AT HOME 
A solution to the thorny problem of 
fitting hard drives to A600s and 
A1200s without Invalidating their 
warranties has been announced by 
trade distributors ZCL 

The company have tied up a deal 
with ICL, the company contracted by 
Commodore to provided on-site 

maintenance, to provide an "at-home" 
fitting service, complete with a 12 
month warranty. ICL will also extend 
the warranties by a further 12 months 
on the machines themselves. The 
offer is available from independent 
retailers, Calculus and 1 ridi stores. 
Call ZCL « 0543 414817 for details. 

Another 

byte at 

sound 

cherry 

America company Digital Audio 
Design have released Wavetoois, a 
16-bit direct-to-disk hardware and 
software combination. 

Wavetoois will record stereo 
sounds in AIFF16 file format direct to 
any Amiga hard drive, with a 
frequency response of 10Hz to 
20kHz. It comes in the form of a 
Zorro II plug-in card, compatible with 
the A1500, A2000, A3000 and 
A4000, though the manufacturers 
recommend that A1500s and 
A2000S should be accelerated. 

Wavetoois' software enables the 
user to cut and paste between 
different files and digitally mix tracks, 
The product maintains an SMPTE 
time code to enable sounds to be 
synchronised with video and 
animations. It costs $350 and is 
available from Digital Audio Designs 
in the US, * 0101 714 562 5926. 

Wavetoois5 direct competitors are 
of course the long-established AD516 
and AD1012 audio cards from 
SunRize Industries. SunRize have 
recently announced an upgrade to 
their accompanying software, Studio 
16. Version 3's features include: an 
intuitive line-based cue list, 
automatic fades and cross fades, 
automated mixing, automated 
punching in and out, external MIDI 
mixer support, SMPTE chase, 
assignable tracks and multiple digital 
audio card support. When used with 
two AD516 cards, Studio 16 can play 
back 12 16-bit audio tracks from the 
Amiga's hard disk. 

Studio 16 and the 16-bit, &track 
stereo ADS 16 card are available from 
MicroPACE   0753 551 888 and 
White Knight o 0992 714 539 for 
£lT249r while the cheaper Studio 16 
with 12-bit, 4-track mono AD1012 
option costs £499, 

Cheaper Opalvision 

products. They're now selling internal 
versions of their high-density floppy 
drives, capable of storing 1.76Mb of 
information on a single disk, internal 
models cost £75.95, or £79.95 to fit 
the A4000, Also from Power is the 
PC1208 memory expansion card for 
the A1200, The card will take up to 
8Mb of extra memory via plug-in SIMM 
modules, providing zero wait-state 
access (which is to say the Amiga's 
processor never has to wait around 
for the memory). The card aiso 
includes a real-time clock, and space 
for a 68881 or 68882 maths co- 
processor. Prices start from £69.95 
for the bare board, 

Digita International, show 
stalwarts that they are, were 
previewing Wordworth 3 to an eager 
public. The program promises to be 
another contender for the title of best 
Amiga word processor. Among its 
numerous features are; Auto- 
Correction, which will correct simple 
typing errors as well as a acting as a 
simple macro processor; modularity, 
meaning you only need to instaff those 
parts of Wordworth you need; an 
improved user interface including a 
floating toolbar; support for PostScript 
fonts; better scalable graphics and 
colour printing; and advanced 
typographical text effects. 

End! Direct Mall are selling the 
Opalvision graphics board at the 
lowest-ever price of £349.99. 

Opalvision is a 24-bit graphics 
system providing up to 16.7 million 
colours on screen at once. It will work 
with the A1500, A2000, A3000 and 
A4000, fitting into a Zorro II or Eli slot. 

Indi have also committed to 
offering people who've bought the 
board from them the forthcoming 
video modules at discount rates. 
These modules are expected to give 
Opalvision capabilities similar to that 
of the Video Toaster effects board 
(see page 14). Indi « 0543 419999. 
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NEWS 

MORE ON 

YOUR DISK 

You can now vastly Increase the 
capacity of your hard drive with Disk 
Expander, a new utility being 
distributed by Micro-PACE UK and 
Power Computing. 

Disk Expander works by a similar 
principle to that of Stacker, the 
famous PC program: it sits in the 
background, compressing files as 
they are saved to disk and de- 
compressing them as they are 
loaded back into memory, Space 
savings of between 30 and 70% are 
claimed to be typical. Disk Expander 
will work equally well on hard, floppy 
and RAM disks. 

The program installs via 
Commodore's easy-to-use Installer 
utility, is operated via an ' intuitive 
interface", and provides statistics on 
exactly how much space it Is saving 
for you with each file processed. You 
can get the program to compress 
individual files, files grouped in 
directories, or entire disk volumes. 

Disk Expander costs £39.99 and 
is available from Micro-PACE UK * 
0753 551888. Power Computing (w 
0234 843388) are selling it for £30, 

op 

thief 

Protect your computer from thieves 
with the aid of a transfer from the 
Etching Transfer Company, 

The company will place a small 
identification mark on the screen of 
your monitor - the mark can be a 
postcode for private users, or a logo 
for companies. The mark is 
impossible to remove without 
replacing the screen, making the 
equipment difficult for a thief to set!. 

The transfers cost a minimum of 
£3 for three. Cal l the Etching 
Transfer Company on ■» 0903 
244642 for more details. 

Commodore announce 

heavy financial loss 

COMMODORE INTERNATIONAL LTD., 
parent company of Commodore UK, 
continue to lose money hand over 
fist. The company posted figures for 
the financial year ending 30 June, 
revealing that they had lost a total of 
$356 million, 

The figures were announced on 12 
November, but were expected to have 
been released back in August. One 
industry rumour put the delay down to 
Commodore hoping that their new 
CD32 console would gain a foot-hold 
before shareholders and creditors 
could panic. 

The loss for the final quarter of 
the year was $83 million, following a 
loss of $177 million in the previous 
quarter (as reported in Amiga Shopper 
issue 28), Of the previous quarter's 
$177 million loss, $135 million was 
accounted for by write-downs of 
Commodore's assets (they were 
forced to re-evaluate a targe stock of 
A600s before selling them at the new 
price of £199.99) and re-structuring, 
which was to make the company, in 
UK Managing Directory David 
Pleasance's words, "leaner and 
meaner". This leaves an operating 
loss of $42 million* 

Of the final quarter's $83 million, 
around $30 million is said to be an 

operating loss, the rest again being 
put down to restructuring costs and 
inventory write-downs. 

The result of all this is that 
shareholders' equity (the value of all 
shares) over the last year has dropped 
from $325 million to -$53 million. 

Results were also posted for the 
first quarter, ending 30 September, of 
the company's current financial year: a 
loss of $9.7 million. This brought 
shareholders' equity down further to 
-$61 million. 

The Chairman of Commodore 
International, Irving Gould, issued the 
following statement: "We have made 
progress in reducing the net loss. 
Having largely completed our 
operational restructuring, we are now 
planning to undertake a restructuring 
of our debts to allow the company to 
continue normal operations.1' 

It was also revealed that 
Commodore were negotiating credit 
terms with some of their suppliers, 
who have restricted the company's 
credit and instituted legal action. 
Commodore have also failed to pay 
back two of their lenders according to 
agreements made. The loans 
amounted to $33 million, and 
Commodore are currently attempting 
to negotiate a waiver from the fenders 

so they can carry out their debt 
restructuring plans. 

When asked to comment on these 
figures, Commodore UK's Colin 
Proudfoot, general manager of 
operations and finance, told Amiga 
Shopper: "What we're seeing is sales 
of A1200s picking up very strongly 
and CD32 taking off. Restructuring 
takes time and money. An operating 
loss of $9 million in the first quarter 
compared to $30 million in the 
previous quarter represents a big 
improvement. We're very confident for 
the future/ 

Commodore officials claim to be 
shipping some 22,000 CD32s a week 
from their Philippines-based factory. 
The machine has recently been 
adopted by John Menzies, who are to 
stock it and its software in selected 
stores in their 274-store chain. 

Commodore's confidence in the 
success of the A1200 and CD32 has 
done little to inspire confidence in one 
group of Amiga enthusiasts. They have 
banded together to form the 
Commodore Shareholders movement, 
and hope collectively to buy up enough 
Commodore shares to gain some 
measure of control over the company 
and put a stop to what they see as its 
mismanagement, 

ROMBO'S VIDI FINALLY VENIT 

Rom bo's eagerly-awaited video digit! sers, the Vidi Amiga 
(24) RT and Vidi Amiga (12) RT, are at last ready for 
release after long delays. 

The more basic of the two, Vidi Amiga (12) RT, will 
digitise pictures with 12-bit colour accuracy in real time 
(that SsT a maximum total of 4,096 colors). Monochrome 
images can be grabbed In 256 greyscales (but these are 
only display able on AG A machines), 

The accompanying software provides support for a 
variety of file formats, including those used on the Mac and 
PC. It has an image processing section, providing a number 
of options including Edge Detect, Threshold, Negative, Light 

and Dark. Animation is supported via a module called the 
Animation Workstation. Vidi Amiga (12) RT costs £199, is 
comaptible with all Amigas, and is capable of being 
upgraged to the same specification as Rombo s other new 
digitiser, the Vidi Amiga (24) RT, 

This high-end digitiser is capable of grabbing true- 
colour, 24-bit images in real time (that is to say, it is 
capable of distinguishing between 16,7 million different 
colours), and comes with the same software features as its 
12-bit brother. It will take inputs from both SVHS/YC and 
Composite sources, The Vidi Amiga (24) RT costs £299. 

For more details call Rombo * 0506 414631. 

Epson prices tumble 

Epson, already leaders In the 9-pin 
and 24-pin dot matrix printer 
markets, aim to improve their 
standing still further by dropping the 
recommended retail prices of 11 of 
their printers. 

The price changes are as follows. 
For Epson's 9-pin range; LX-400 down 
from £199 to £175, UC-100 from 
£222 to £187, LX850+ from £269 to 
£257, IX1050 from £398 to £346, 
FX-870 from £516 to £445, FX-1170 
from £645 to £563. 

The changes for the 24-pin 
printers are: LQ-100 down from £253 
to £231, LQ-570+ from £398 to 
£375, LQ-1070+ from £622 to £551, 
LQ-870 from £704 to £692, LQ-1170 
from £880 to £798. 

Printer prices from dealers are 
notoriously lower than those set as 
recommended retail prices by the 
manufacturers, so remember to shop 
around if you're after a printer 
bargain. For more information call 
Epson w 0442 61144. 

VIDEO 

GROUNDS 

Galaxy Graflx have released a range 
of background images, for use in 
multi-media presentations and video 
titling, called Media Backgrounds. 

Each image in the three disk set 
is an overscanned, high-resolution 
16-coiour IFF file. Subjects include 
cameras, books, CDs, phones, 
textures, a keyboard, videos, and so 
on. The set costs £14.95 from 
Galaxy Grafix ** 0792 290998. 

Software 

parties 

In some circles, computer users 
sometimes have a reputation for not 
being very sociable, but 10 Out Of 
10 Educational Systems 0742 
780370) are looking for people to 
organise "software parties" to 
promote their educational packages. 

The company will provide you 
with a party bundle and give you a 
minimum £5 commission on each 
sale you make. CD 
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COVER DISK 

The Amiga Shopper 

hareware Collection 

volume VII 

Here's the low-down on 

what you'll find on this 

issue's packed cover disk. 

DICE 
All Workbenches 
DICE, or Dillon's integrated C 
Environment, is generally accepted to 
be the most powerful shareware C 
development system around for the 
Amiga, It comes with not only a 
compiler and linker, but also a futly- 
featured text editor, giving you 
everything you need to start 
programming in C. It's also the 
compiler used by our programming 
expert Toby Simpson for his Sailing 
Through C column. 

Unlike the other programs on our 
disk, DICE doesn't come with an icon 
which you can use to de-compress it. 
Instead, you need to use the Shell. 
DICE is stored on the cover disk as 
two separate archives, each to be 
de-compressed to its own floppy 
disk. Naturally, you can put DICE on 
to your hard disk if you have one. 

Full instructions for de- 
compressing DICE and getting your 
system up and running are given in 
the cover-mounted book that comes 
free with this issue. In there you1 II 
also find lots of example programs 

you can type in and try for yourself. 
Have a good read, experiment, and 
before long you'll be writing your own 
C programs. 

DICE is the compiler used to test 
all of the programs 
in our Sailing 
Through C 
programming series* 
so you can compile 
all of these with it 
too, However, you 
cannot compile 
programs that make 
use of graphics 
library caEls and the 
like without the 
addition of a set of 
files known as the 
Commodore 
Includes. You can 
obtain these direct 
from Commodore 
(send a cheque for 
£25, made payable to Commodore 
Business Machines (UK) Ltd, to 
Sharon McGuffie, Commodore 
Business Machines (UK), 
Commodore House, The Switchback, 

Gardener Road, Maidenhead, Berks. 
SL6 7XAt and ask for the Native 
Developer's Toolkit) or by paying the 
$50 shareware fee and registering 
DICE. (DICE is shareware, so if you 

Roof Slate is a sample Image taken from Video World's 
Nexus Pro range of backgrounds for video work, 

intend to keep using it please do 
register - you'll find details on how to 
do this in the text file register.docf 
which will be in the docs directory 
once you have de-compressed 

everything.). Better still, for £24.95 
you can buy the fuff version of the 
Complete Amiga C book, which 
comes with the fully-registered 
version of DICE and the Commodore 
includes, giving you with a complete, 
professional C environment. See the 
cover-mounted book for further 
details, or turn to page 74. 

CSOURCE 
All Workbenches 
This archive contains the latest set 
of source code files to accompany 
our on-going C programming tutorial t 
Sailing Through C (see page 53J. De- 
archive the files according to the 
procedure out fined below. You can 
then load them into a text editor 
such as DME (as supplied with DICE) 
to look at the source code. Please 
note that double-clicking on the files' 
icons will have no effect. 

An executable version of the 
address book program, called 
address.x, will be present on the 
disk you decompress to. You can run 
this from the Shell by simply typing 
its name. Remember though to 

SO JUST HOW DO YOU GET AT ALL THIS 

0 First you should switch on and boot up your 
Amiga with Workbench. The programs on the disk 
have all been compressed, and must be de- 
compressed before they can be properly used. This 
process is pretty much automatic, so long as you 
follow the steps detailed here* (See the 
accompanying cover-mounted book for information 
on de-compressing DICE.) Before you go any further 
you need to decide where you want to de-compress 
the cover disk files to. if you have plenty of RAM, you 
may want to use the RAM disk. Another option is to 
de-compress to your hard disk. Alternatively, you'll 
need to de-compress on to floppy disk, if you choose 
this last option, then you'!! need to have several 
blank floppies standing by. You can format floppies 
from the Workbench by single-clicking on their icon 
and then selecting the Format Disk or Initialize 
menu option (depending on the version of 
Workbench you are using). 

Now insert the copy that youTve made of this 
month's cover disk* You'll see the Amiga Shopper 
icon appear on the screen. 

hift u*umk Tm.ni y»fer»    %mm mT 
j firm Omxm U*H * Jrtn ftlttkni iGlgj IBlg fcLfliJforkt eiKh ?.«i,624 gr*phks nm 3.UMH »tb*f mm W 1    II ■ Blfclh ■ ■ 1 h            a  Vtra Cftttfctf K,» W Ml lillthub E 5 

si ttijtijll W f»U, ft* ttte, WW IS!: 
CHefc 

C$Nrct>ltircfe Httii.lHfch Itfoitt.Nvth 

© The next step is to double-click with the left- 
hand mouse button on the Amiga Shopper icon. A 
window for the disk will then open, in which will be 
displayed the four icons for the software on the 
disk this month. Apart from DICE, the programs are 
all stored as archives and can be accessed via the 
icons shown in the window, whose filenames are 
terminated with the characters \Dearch'\ 

G Let's say that you want to de-compress the 
Nexus package. You'll need to decide where you 
want the de-compressed material to be stored. If it's 
on to a floppy, then insert the disk and open its 
window. If you want to place the files on to your hard 
disk or your RAM drive, then open their window 
instead. (Bear in mind that the contents of your RAM 
drive are lost when the power 3s switched off.) 
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COVER DISK 

VITAL: READ THIS FIRST 

The first thing that you must do with 
your cover disk is to protect it from 
accidents by making sure that it is 
write-protected. To do this, make 
sure that the movable plastic tab on 
the disk is En the open position - 
that isr you can see through the 
hole. This means nothing can now 
be written to the disk, especially 
viruses. If you don't write-protect 
your disk and end up with a virus - 
well, that's your problem. 

The next Important step ts to 
make a back-up copy of the cover 
disk - in case any nasty accidents 
happen while you1 re busy working 
with it. The easiest way to go about 
this is via the Shell. So, open a 
Shell window and then type the 
following at the prompt: 

diakcopy dfO; to df0: 
Your Amiga will now ask you to 
insert the SOURCE disk (that's the 
cover disk) in dfO: and then press 
the [Return] key to continue. 

Your computer will now read 
some of the information from the 
disk before another System 

Requester window appears asking 
you to insert the DESTINATION disk 
(that's the empty disk you want to 
make a copy of the cover disk on). 
You'll find that you need to swap 
disks several times - a System 
Requester window witl appear each 
time, prompting you to insert the 
appropriate disk. 

If you have more than one 
floppy drive, you can of course copy 
from one drive to the other by using 
the fot Sowing instruction: 

diakcopy dfOi to dfli 
Right, now that you've made a 

copy of the cover disk, hide the 
original in a very safe place and 
work only with the duplicate. 

CANT READ THE DISK? 
We duplicate tens of thousands of 
disks, so inevitably a very small 
number will be corrupted - our 
copiers do carry out stringent 
quality-control tests, but the 
occasional duff disk will always 
sneak through. You'll know if this 
has happened to your cover disk 

because either you'll get a System 
Requester window appearing to tell 
you that you've not got a DOS disk 
sitting in your drive, or a System 
Requester will pop up to tell you 
just as unhelpfully that a READ 
ERROR has occurred while one of 
the programs was de-archiving. 

Ttie solution is straightforward. 
Just send the faulty disk to the 
address below, enclosing an 
envelope addressed to yourself for 
the return of your replacement disk 
- the padded variety are best - and 
we ll pay the return postage. The 
address is: 

Amiga Shopper 33 
Discopy Labs 
PO Box 21 
Daventry N Nil 5BU 

With the disk please include a brief 
note saying what the problem is. 
Also mention what Amiga you're 
using and the version of Workbench 
that you are running- A replacement 
disk should then come rattling 
through your letterbox within a 
coupie of weeks. 

change directories to the one in 
which the program is contained: this 
directory also contains the database 
file used by the program, which 
cannot be found otherwise. 

The source code for the address 
bock program can be compiled with 
DICE (also included on this month's 
cover disk) although you will also 
need the Commodore Include tiles 
before you can create your own 
executable version (see the section 
above on DICE for details of this). 

NEXUS 
All Workbenches 
In this archive you'll find a sample 
image from Video World's Nexus Pro 
range of background pictures- it's a 
digitised image of roof slate, in 16 
colours and an overscanned 
resolution of 704 x 566 pixels. 
Images such as these are ideal for 
use as, among other things, 
backdrops to video titles. 

To view the image, you must first 
de-compress it according to the 

instructions in the box below and 
then load It into your favourite paint 
package/image-viewerT such as 
Deluxe Paint or Art Department 
Professional. The accompanying text 
document can be read by double- 
clicking on its icon. 

The Nexus Pro range can be 
bought with images in both AG A and 
pre-AGA formats (like the sample 
provided here), We're reviewing it 
this fssuet so turn to page 32 for our 
considered verdict. 

ASPAINT 
All Workbenches 
ASPaint is an archive containing the 
source code to accompany our 
programming tutorial in our AMOS 
Action column. It is only of use to 
you if you own one of Euro press 
Software s AMOS packages. 

De-compress the archive 
according to the instructions given 
below. Having done that, you can 
load the resulting file (called 
ASPaint.AMOS) into AMOS (or AMOS 
Pro or Easy AMOS) and run it. If you 
own an AMOS compiler, you can 
compile the program first for extra 
speed, As you can see, the program 
is developing into a sophisticated 
package, with an extensive set of 
drawing commands already having 
been implemented. Study the source 
code in conjunction with the article 
beginning on page 101, 

FAME AND EVERYTHING 
THAT GOES WITH IT 
If you've got a program that you think 
will be of interest to Amiga Shopper 
readers, why not send it in? We're 
always on the look-out for good 
utilities or applications that could 
make the lives of other Amiga 
enthusiasts easier. 

Your program needn't be 
particularly big or ambitious - just so 
long as it works and is useful Then 
again, we wouldn't balk at a rival to 
Deluxe Paint, either. 

Send your submissions to: 
Cover Disk Submissions 
Amiga Shopper 
Future Publish trig 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA12BW 
Please be patient waiting for a reply 
- we receive a lot of submissions, 
and like to evaluate them fully, © 

LOVELY SOFTWARE ON YOUR DISK? 
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0 Drag the relevant icon (say Nexus,Dearch) into 
the destination window. (Drag an icon by putting the 
mouse pointer over it and keeping the ieft mouse- 
button pressed. Release the button when you've 
placed the icon where you want it-) Now double-click 
on it. The de-compressing procedure will 
automatically begin, and another window called 
IconX appears on-screen to tell you how it's going. 

0 In the IconX window will be listed all the files as 
they are extracted from the archive. If you are using 
an Amiga with only one disk drive then unfortunately 
you'll have to get involved with a fair bit of disk 
swapping. A System Requester window will appear 
each time you need to swap disks - simply put 
whichever disk is requested in the Amiga's drive. 
(Keep the source disk write-protected to be safe.) 

0 Once the IconX window has vanished the source 
window will still appear to contain only the 
Nexus.Dearch icon - that's because the window 
isn't automatically updated. Click first on the 
window's close gadget and then open the window 
again, ft will reopen with the packages' icons 
dispfayed in their full glory. You can then run the 
programs or load the files as normal 
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REVIEW 

Another round of toast 

| he long-awaited Video 
^^^^ Toaster 3.0 has finally 

become reality, and the 
hardware now fits not only 

the A1500/2000 Amigas but also 
the A3000 and A4000 models. But 
size is the not the issue here, for 
the best thing is that the Toaster 
software has been completely 
revamped (except for ToasterPBint) 
and lots of "hot new features" have 
been added which make me even 
more envious of my American 
counterparts In video, graphics and 
3D production. Even owners of older 
Toasters can benefit, for the new 
software is also available as an 
upgrade without the Toaster 
hardware, though some of the new 
features (most notably 256,000- 
colour Lightwave anims and the 
"full" set of wipes) will not be 
available on non-AGA Amigas (that 
is, A2000 or A3000 models). 

Long-standing readers will recall 
our UK exclusive on the original 
Toaster way back in Amiga Shopper 

NewTek have recently upgraded their legendary 

Video Toaster, making it more desirable than even 

Gary Whiteley drools and dreams of a PAL version... 

mr 

NewTek's 
at (east in 

A single frame from a recent Todd Rundgren video 
produced using Lightwave and the Video Toaster. 

Video Toaster 4000 screen, if you're involved in video effects work, 
the NTSC-standard based world, this should be a welcome sight.* 

6+ Since then two 
revisions of the 
software and one of 
the hardware have 
come and gone, but 
a PAL Toaster still 
hasn't materialised, 
even though it's two 
years since NewTek 
told us to expect 
one "within IS 
months". Right now 
the only way for UK 
users to be able to 
use the Toaster in 
the way it was 
intended (as a video 

mixer with effects, framestores, 
grabber, keying, character generator, 
3D software and more) is to use 
video standards converters, such as 
the Prime image converter reviewed 
on this page. However, this is an 
expensive, and not particularly 
effective, option, fn truth the only 
proper way to do PAL video with a 
Toaster would be with a PAL version 
of the Toaster, 

SO WHAT'S NEW? 
The most immediate changes can be 
seen in the Toaster's nerve centre - 
the Switcher. Better looking layout, 
and many more wipes and effects - 
nine banks of 32 effects each are 
available with the A4000 (that's 2SS 
in total), seven with an A2000 or 
A3000 (making 224) - including 

Video Toaster 4000 looks tike the original but some hardware advances have 
been made. Owners of older Toasters can still use the new software though. 

PRIME VIEWING? 

I t's not a PAL Toaster, but the 
H| Prime Image card has raised 

I the hope of using the Toaster 
I with PAL-standard equipment. 
Tne Prime Image card is actually 

a TBC (Time Base Corrector), Proc 
Amp (Processing Amp) and Standards 
Converter all rolled into a single 
internal card that fits any Zorro {or 
PC) slot. As a TBC it smoothes out 
hiccups in the timing of a video signal 
(caused by mechanical fluctuations in 
the playback mechanism) as it is 
played back from videotape so the 
signal can be vision^mixed (switched, 
in US speak) with another (TBC'd) off- 
tape signal, Time Base Correction 
involves replacing the existing 
synchronisation information of a video 
signal with a brand-new set of correct 

The Prime image StdCon/TBC and remote unit That's 
standards converter and Time Base Corrector, that Is. 

timings. Several cards can also be 
gen locked together. 

As a Proc Amp it can make 

adjustments to the colour, phasing, 
sharpness and other features of a 
signal, and also perform Chroma 
Killing (that is, making the output 

monochrome by 
"killing'' the colour 
information in the 
video signal). It can 
also transcode 
between composite 
and YC video, and it 
can JJframestoreJi 

(Field or Frame). 
Most importantly 

in this context, the 
Prime Image card 
can convert between 
PAL, PAL M, NTSC, 
NTSC 4,43 and 
SEC AM standards - 
meaning that it cart 

be used to convert your PAL output to 
NTSC, which can then be fed to the 
Toaster, But that's not the end of the 

story by a long chalk. 
You'll also need a second Prime 

Image card to convert the Toaster's 
NTSC output back into a usable PAL 
signal, And if you want to make full 
use of the Toaster's excellent 
Switcher capabilities, you'll need an 
additional Prime Image card for each 
video input you plan on using. An 
Amiga 4000 has four card siots, the 
Toaster takes up two (the video slot 
and its adjoining Zorro slot), leaving 
room for only two Prime Image cards 
- one channel in and one channel 
out. Each Prime Image card costs 
US$1,695, and the optional remote 
controls (one required for each card) 
cost US$285 each - and you II need 
them if you want to use the cards to 
their maximum potential. 

And for what? Let's face it, 
converting PAL (25 frames per second 
and 625 lines per frame) to NTSC (30 
fps, 525 lines) requires some pretty 
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REVIEW 

Just four examples (out of a range of 
some memory-sucking but 
spectacular animated wipe effects 
with their own sound tracks (if you 
have an A4000). In fact some of 
these effects are so complex that 
the 6Mb A4000/030 t had on loan 
for the review actually refused to 
load them! Spaceship fly-thro ugh s, 
soft-edged stars, flying logos - these 
are all part of the Toaster's new 
Switcher effects, which all seem 
somewhat faster than in version 2, 
even though the A4Q0Q/030 is 
probably slower than the accelerated 
A2000 in which I had a Toaster 
version 2. 

Framestore loading is faster too, 
even from the A4000's slower IDE 
drive (slower than my SCSI drives, 
anyway) and keying also appears a 
little crisper. And a new option has 

288!) illustrating the Toaster s video effects though single frames can 't truly do them the justice they deserve. 
your own transition 
speeds. 

The Switcher, heart of the Toaster, has been cleaned 
up and expanded to give you even more options, 
particularly when the Toaster's used with AGA Amigas, 

been added to the Switcher's 
transition speeds, so in addition to 
the pre-set "Slow\ ^Medium" and 
"Fast" speeds, you can also define 

LIGHTRAVE 

Warm & Fuzzy Logic (yes, that's 
really their name!) showed a 
US$499 device called UghtRave at 
this year s World of Commodore 
show in Pasadena, LightRave is a 
serial port dongle and software 
combination which fools any Amiga 
into thinking it has Toaster 
hardware installed, thus making it 
theoretically possible for Toaster 
software such as Lightwave (and 
presumably Mode(er) to run on any 

Amiga. There do seem to be some 
potential legal problems, and Tm 
led to believe that the dongle was 
itself quickly cracked, making a 
stand-alone version of Lightwave 
possible by simple pirating 
methods - so we may well see 
NewTek move to kill this product 
very quickly. It's worth noting too 
that alt the other Toaster functions 
will not work without authentic 
Toaster hardware. 

hefty compromises. What happens 
when 100 lines are dropped and 
where do the five extra frames come 
from? Immediately we're looking at 
some significant picture information 
juggling. And then the Toaster's NTSC 
output has to have five frames a 
second removed and 100 lines per 
frame added. From where - thin air? 
Of course not! Some frames and lines 
are inevitably going to be doubled up 
- or at least concocted out of existing 
lines and frames to look like new 
ones (which, of course, they aren't). 

The result? A smooth PAL input 
becomes a jerky, somewhat degraded 
shadow of its former self, leaving me 
in no doubt why proper commercial 
standards converters can easily cost 
in excess of £10,000 each. 

No disrespect to the Prime Image 
card - it's an impressive TBC/Proc 
Amp/standards converter for NTSC 
work - but having to carry the can for 

making PAL Video Toasting possible 
seems a little harsh- Standards 
conversion is not the answer. A full- 
spec PAL Video Toaster is. And the 
sooner this happens the better, Why 
should America have all the fun? A 
PAL Toaster would certainly sell by 
the van loadl 

The Toaster 4000 is awesome 
(well, everything except ToasterPaint, 

SHOPPING LIST 
Prime Image StdCon/TBC   
 . ^US$1,695 plus 
$285 for optional remote control 
By: Prime Broadcast Equipment 
» 0101 408 8676519 
Available from 
Wkra PACE UK Ltd 
^ 0753 551888 
or Vortex » 081 579 7105. 
Coll for UK prices. 

3D HEAVEN 
Lightwave 3D, the 
Toaster's 3D 
renderert has again 
been widely 
improved and a 
whole set of new 
and exciting features 
has been added. 
Bones (a system for 
making inanimate 
objects bendr 
stretch and rotate 
very easily) is 

probably the most outstanding 
addition, though there are many 
others - including faster rendering, 
better lighting, new mapping 
techniques and much more. 

Possibly the biggest bugbear 
(and one which could well put 
potential UK users off completely) is 
that Lightwave's rendering sizes are 
stiff preset to NTSC screen 
resolutions, so PAL users will require 
an image-processing program to 
scale the images to PAL sizes 
{probably losing quality in the 
process). If NewTek had allowed 
users to enter the screen sizes 
themselves fas several other 3D 
programs do) then anything might be 
possible. As it is, the choice Is, 
unfortunately, dictated by the 
Toaster, not the user. Which is all 

which is still pretty awful) and I want 
one. But I'm sure as hell not going to 
buy a kludged-up system which has to 

SYNC STRAINER 

Another new product, from 
PreVue Technologies in the USA, 
is designed to enable you to use 
a multi-sync monitor (which must 
be capable of 15.7kHz operation) 
with an Amiga/Toaster set-up. It 
automatically adjusts the sync 
rates from the Amiga to meet the 
muttisync's requirements, and is 
said to be all but transparent in 
use. Price was unknown at the 
time of writing but if you1 re 
curious PreVue can be contacted 
on v 0101 916 477 2905 or Fax 
0101 916 272 1528. 

fine and dandy for the average user 
in the US, but of little comfort to 
those of us chafing to use Lightwave 
for PAL work. 

Modeler 3D, the Toaster's 3D 
modelling program, has also been 
substantially improved andT like 
many of the Toaster's other 
"modules", has been given a facelift 
to bring it more into line with the look 
and feel of Workbench 2 and 3 - 
cleaner and neater, with better 
buttons and easier-to-use selectors 
and menus* And lots of new (and 
useful) tools and functions have 
been added to make Modeler more 
powerful, yet easier to use: Boolean 
operations, spline curves, text 

rely on over $5,000-worth of 
standards conversion cards to get 
some hind of PAL output. 

CHECKOUT 

PRIME IMAGE 

Quality 
••••••oooo 
Good, as far as cost vs quality and 
features is concerned, but in the context 
of converting moving PAL images into 
Toaster fodder and then back again the 
answer has to be that these cards sadly 
do not cut the mustard. 

Documentation 
?????????? 
None supplied with review copy. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
Not difficult to use if you have the remote 
control; otherwise it's down to setting DIP 

switches on the card itseff and then just 
plugging up the video kit. 

Value for Money 
•••••••OOO 
Relatively cheap as far as standards 
converters go, but expensive where PAL 
Toasting is concerned. 

Overall rating 
••••••OOOO 
I don't want to imply that the Prime Image 
is a bad device (it isn't), it's just not 
really suited to having to convert PAL- 
NTSC-PAL which is what PAL Video 
Toasting requires. One way is fine, both 
ways is just too much. 
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I        TOASTER CG 
1 EKPRSS 

REVIEW 

VIDEO 
"TOASTER [ROUND ONE; 

CLARKE .6 66 
HODGE                   -4 . 66 
WHITEL FY -3 69 

HMDW IMPRESS 

Some typical examples of ToasterCG work. The Character Generator now even comes with around 280 PostScript fonts - 
importation, drilling, tapering, 
bevelling, and displacement 
mapping, which uses a bitmap image 
to actually move (or displace) points 
in an object (unlike bump mapping, 
which only makes an object appear 
bumpy). 

REFORMED CHARACTERS 
ToasterCG (Character Generator) has 
also had a radical spring clean, and 
it has become much easier to use 
and far more flexible, now 
incorporating on-the-fly PostScript 
font import and scaling - meaning 
that a wealth of fonts is now easily 
available. NewTek even provide 
around 17Mb of PostScript fonts to 
get you started - that's around 280 
great fonts to use as you wish. 

I must say I was very impressed 
at the way ToasterCG couid scroll 
300-line text smoothly across the 
screen, and pleased at the new 
control the user is given when it 
comes to layouts - letters can now 
be selected individually and changed 
in style, colour or size, or any 
combination of these, very easily. 
Colours and sizes can be mixed on 
lines and justification is quickly 
achieved, making ToasterCG the 
program it always should have been. 

ChromaFX, the Toaster's filtering 
system which can do live coloration 
effects on incoming video images, 
has not been updated this time 
around, and though some of the 

THE SCREAMER 

You might have heard that 
NewTek are planning to release 
something called The Screamer 
around the time you'll be reading 
this. But in case you don't know 
what I'm talking about, here's a 
reminder: The Screamer is a 
dedicated RISC-based rendering 
engine for Lightwave, running at 
up to 600MfPS - which is enough 
to render Lightwave animations In 
reai time! And although you might 
think US$10,000 is a lot to pay 
for such power, go and check out 
the competition - you'll then 
realise just what a bargain it is 
for the professional CG animator. 
The rest of usT however, will just 
have to make do with its 
rumoured lesser-powered 
relatives. 

effects are very spectacular indeed, I 
have to admit that I'm still a little 
intimidated by its workings and It 
hasn't been made any more 
accessible. 

And so to ToasterPaintr the black 
sheep of an otherwise outstanding 

4 much-improved Modeler 3D now sports lots more 
powerful functions, including Boolean operations, 
spline curves, bevelling, tapering and heaps more. 

collection. Why ToasterPaint remains 
so neglected is beyond me. tt never 
was the best of paint programs even 
when it was newT and three years 
later it looks (and feels) positively 
dulL As a DigiPaint clone it never 
really shaped up to the requirements 
of a 24-bit program, yet the 
opportunity to improve it has been 
consistently ignored. I hope this 
changes soon, because it really does 
let down the rest of the side, 

AS FOR INSTALLATION... 
The biggest drawback with the 
current software is that it comes on 
45 disks (29 normal-density disks for 
non-AG A machines plus an additional 
16 high-density disks for AG A 
Amigas) and you don't get any choice 
as to which parts of it you wish to 
install. It's a case of all or nothing. 
You can, of course, 
delete items you 
don't require after 
installation (such as 
the demo images 
and animations - 
the AGA animations 
alone require over 
17Mb) - but you 
can't restore at will 
from the original 
disks unless you 
load the whole lot in 
againl So make sure 
you've got a tape 
streamer or other 
mega-backup device 
handy if you want to 

chop and change the Toaster 
software! 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The Toaster requires a well-charged 
Amiga to give of its best. It will run 
without an accelerator, but an '030 

or '040-equipped 
Amiga is 
recommended, as is 
at least 9 or 10Mb 
of RAM (18Mb 
recommended on 
the Amiga 4000), 
Loads of hard disk 
space is also 
required - 200Mb is 
probably enough to 
get you seriously 
started (the Toaster 
software alone 
requires about 
120Mb on an A4000 
installation, and 

around 90Mb on other machines). 
You'll also need a standard RGB 

monitor such as a Commodore 
1084, because the Toaster takes 
some of its synchronising 
information from the monitor, or a 
Sync Strainer If you are using a 
multisync. 

If you want to use PAL video 
sources you'll need a standards 
converter and Time Base Corrector 
for each source and another for the 
output (see the Prime Image review 
on page 14), Plus monitors, 
cameras, videotape recorders, and 
all the usual video accessories. 

If you just want to use Lightwave 
then you ll need either an NTSC* 
capable monitor (that's at 3.58MHz, 
not 4.43MHz - unless you have a 
standards converter you'll only get 
monochrome output) or a PAL 

A great example of Lightwave and Modeler's combined 
modelling and rendering capabilities. Great, even if you 
never used the rest of the Toaster's features... 

what more could you ask for? 
monitor and standards converter. CD 

Gary White ley can be contacted by e- 
mail as drgaz@cix,compulink.co.uk 

SHOPPING LIST 
Video Toaster 4000. US$2,395 
By NewTek Inc., 215 E. 8th Street, 
Topeka, Kansas KS66603, USA. 
»0101 9)3 231 0100. 
Fax: 0101 913 2130101 
Supplied by 
MicroPACE UK Ltd 
"0753551888. 

CHECKOUT 

TOASTER 4000 

Features 
•••••••••o 
What can you say? As the heart of a 
video post-production system, the 
Toaster does most of the things the 
average (and not-so-average] video 
producer requires. There are a number 
of extras I could think of (compositing, 
image-processing, sound mixing), but 
what the heck! At $2,395 the Toaster is 
still a steal. 

Documentation 
•••••••ooo 
Very substantial, but would need to be 
twice as thick to cover all areas fully, 
even though it already contains loads of 
good tutorials and information. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••OO 
Depends which parts you're using [the 
3D side can be quite daunting) but on 
average the Toaster is quite 
straightforward to use. 

Value for Money 
ttOOOOOOOO 
If I were in the US I d have to say that 
the Toaster really is a bargain - at least 
when you compare like for like. In the 
UKh considering the extra cost of getting 
around the PAL incompatibility, it 
remains an expensive luxury. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
I love the Toaster - it's a brilliant idear 
well executed and getting better all the 
time. If I lived in the US it would be 
great to have one (or more) to use in 
my video productions. Elsewhere {that 
is, the greater part of the non-MTSC 
world) a complete Video Toaster is 
about as much use to the well-heeled 
video maker as a chocolate fireplace - 
though specialists will still find a lot to 
drool over in the 3D features. 
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REVIEW 

Video dream machine 

FrameStore - no, not a shop that 

frames pictures but another "real- 

time" digitiser from Germany, 

Gary Whiteley gets the picture* 

mm t seems like only a couple of        parallel port, I t seems like only a couple of 
issues ago that we reviewed 
FrameMachlne, Electronic 

I Design's real-time digitising 
card for Amigas with Zorro slots. 
But that's because it was. (Amiga 
Shopper 31, in fact - order it on 
page 106 if you missed It.) Now 
they've produced an external real- 
time digitiser suitable for use with 
any Amiga (including the A1000 if a 
suitable adaptor is used). 

Called FrameStore, the hardware 
comes In a sturdy plastic case 
identical to the ones that contain the 
company's PAL and YC genlocks. It 
has both YC and composite video 
inputs, an external power socket 
(German-style 2-pin PSU supplied) 
and an on/off switch on the front. 
Connect ton is made to the Amiga via 
a generously long cable to the 

parallel port. 
Before use you'll have to load up 

some software, though if you have a 
hard disk you can easily install it 
there, You'll also need to make a few 
settings to tell FrameStore whether 
your video source is PAL or MTSC (it 
can accept either), whether it is from 
VCR or camera, and if you would like 
to use overscan. 

Next you set up your shot using 
the Preview feature, which enables 
you to see the incoming images in 
black and white in full-screen low or 
medium resolution. Unfortunately, 
Preview doesn't update very fast, so 
users wishing to accurately freeze on 
specific frames of an incoming video 
may well experience some 
difficulties. The frame is captured 
when the left mouse button is 
pressed, after which conversion from 

FrameStore's native YUVN format (as 
used in TV systems} can begin. 

I grabbed images from a variety 
of video sources (including PAL YC 
and composite and NTSC composite) 
and I was impressed with the quality 
of the images I was able to grab, 
though I must admit to being 
fortunate enough to have a 24-bit 
card on which to display them in all 
their glory. Mind you, AGA users will 
be pretty chuffed tooT and even 16- 
colour dithered hi-res images looked 
quite acceptable, Aff the grabs of 
video wipes in the Video Toaster 
update (see page 14) were made 

You don't need a spare Zorro slot to 
use FrameStore - any Amiga wltt do! 

ft may not have the most spectacular-looking software* 
but FrameStore is stilt quite easy to use. 

Given suitabie video signals, Electronic Design's 
FrameStore can provide excellent quality grabs. 

GOING A BUNDLE 

There are a couple of surprising 
extras provided free with the 
FrameStore. The first is ASOG's 
Art Department (TAD), which is a 
forerunner of Art Department 
Professional (ADPro) and can be 
used for image processing and 
picture conversions - though it 
lacks AGA support and many of 
the nice features that ADPro now 
boasts. There1 s aiso a trade-up 
deal. The second extra is Scala 
1.13 (AKA VT) - well worth 
getting for free, even if, like TAD, 
it is now getting a touch Eong in 
the tooth. 

BEGINNERS BEGINNE 

There are two kinds of digitiser, 
generally termed "slow scan" or 
"fast scan". Slow scan digitisers are 
those which require the incoming 
video signal to be frozen or 
completely still, because they 
capture an image directly from the 
video signal, a strip at a time. Any 
movement of the video will show up 
in the grab as blurring, jitters or 
flickering. Examples of slow scan 
digitisers are Romoo's Vidi-Amiga 12 
and NewTek's DigiView. 

Fast scan digitisers, such as 
VLab, ColourPic and FrameStore, are 
the * real-time" ones, though this 
usually only means that the digitiser 

ART HERE BEGINNERS 

can capture a complete frame of 
video into memory in the time it 
takes to be displayed (that is, one 
25th of a second in PAL or one 30th 
in NTSC). This memory is special 
video memory built into the digitiser. 
The image is held here as long as 
needed, allowing you to grab from it 
any number of times and manipulate 
the resulting image without fear of 
not being abie to capture the frame 
again." Real-time1* digitisers however 
usually take a while to process the 
grabbed image into something the 
Amiga can use - typically a minute 
or so (depending on the grab size 
and the Amiga's speed). 

using FrameStore directly with the 
Toaster's Program output. CS 

Requirements 
Any Amiga with at least 512K of RAM 
(though more is required for all 
modes and screen sizes), and at 
least AmigaDOS 1.2. An accelerated 
Amiga, a hard drive and a 24-bit 
display card are helpful, but not 
obligatory. Some form of video feed 
is also required. 

060UUUUUU 

SHOPPING LIST 
FrameStore £379.95 
By Electronic Design 
From Micro PACE UK Ltd, 
Unit 1 Ox Perth Trading Estate, 
Perth Avenue, 
Slough SL1 4XX, Berks. 
* 0753 551888. 

fe, v 

7 

CHECKOUT 

FRAMESTORE 

Quality 
••••••••• 
Excellent quality grabbing (if the input is 
up to scratch). 

Documentation 
•••••fOOOO 
Another fine mess of Anglo-German 
translation, especially the disk-based 
help files. Lucky they're not vital... 

Ease of Use 
••••••••GO 
Provided all your connections go well, 
it's quite easy to get to grips with, and 
the software is pretty obvious to use. 

Speed 
• ••••••o o o 
It's not the fastest "real-time" digitiser 
around, but it gets the job done very 
well, though not as expertly as 
MacroSystem's VLab, its obvious 
competitor. 

Flexibility 
••••••••00 
Digitise both PAL and NTSC video, save 
in 24-bit, YUVN, RGBS and E-Designs 
own EDAM format, plus all the current 
JFF modes, including AGA. Also features 
colour and other corrections and some 
limited control over size. 

Value for Money 
••••••oooo 
Not particularly cheap, especially when 
compared to the VLab range, 

Overall rating 
••••••••GO 
High-quality grabbing at a relatively high 
cost, and with less extensive software 
and functions than VLab. But certainly a 
digitiser worth taking a closer look at. 
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SOFTWARE DEMON 

39/40 QUEENS CHAMBERS, QUEENS STREET, PENZANCE, CORNWALL, TRI8 4HB 

COMPUTERS 

AMIGA A400/040 

The flagship of the Commodore 
Amiga range. Gased around the 
6B040 processor. Comes with Hard 
Drive, 2+4 RAM and WB3. 

85Mb version £1899 
120Mb version £1919 
170Mb version £1939 
250Mb version £1979 
340Mb version £2069 
426 Mb version £2149 

AMIGA R4000/030 

The some specifications as it's big 
brother but designed oround the 
€C68030 processor. Comes with a 
Hard Drive, 1 +1 RAM and UJB3. 
(FOR 2 + 2 ADD £69) 

85Mb version £899 
120Mb version £969 
170Mb version £999 
220Mb version £1015 
256Mb version £1039 
340Mb version £1099 
426 Mb version £1199 

HflV€ A SECONDARY HARD 
DRIV€ FITT€D AT TH€ SAME TIM€ 

AS PURCHASING YOUR R4000 

85Mb £899 
120Mb £129 
170Mb £149 
212Mb £189 
250Mb £229 
330Mb £299 

CD32 CONSOL6 

This machine represents the Future 
of home entertainment and video 
game play. A self contained CD 
console which you can expand to o 
full CD based home computer. 

UPGRADES 

Finding that your R40007030 isn't quite 
man enough for your present projects? 
Never feor Software Demon is here. 

68040 CPU, MMU, 
40MHz FPU, 040 PAN€L 

PHOTON £699 

50MHz CLOCK SPCCD, 
50MHz FPU, MMU 
H€LLFIR€ £299 

MATHS CO-P^O (PLCC) 

33MHz 68882 (UJITJH CRVSTRL) £99 
40MHz 68882 £129 

MCMOAY 

single sided SIMMS module for R4000 
1Mb RAM 1 £39 
4Mb RRM £149 

ACCELERATORS 

Our ageelerators are produced for the 
R1200 bu GVPr o ujotch word in quality 
and reliability. Both boards ore user 
flttoble via the trapdoor so as to 
maintain your warranty. 

GVP SCSI/RAM BOARD 

This board has slots for up to 8Mb of 
Ram, a maths co-pro (FPU) and has and 
includes an SCSI interface as standard, 

OMb/IMOFPU £179 
4Mb/3!MHz FPU £349 
SCSI CRBL6 HIT £44 

GVP A1230 SO A AD 

This board features a 68030 processor 
as standard and also has slots for up to 
8Mb of RRM and a maths co-pro. 

OMb/NO FPU £269 
4MW40MHz FPU £439 

FOR JUST £279 

GVP AccessoRies 

33MHz 68S82 FPU 
40MHz 68882 FPU 
32bit 1Mb RRM 

SOFTWARE 

GRAPHICS 

RCflL 3D 2 £378.50 
ART D€PTH PRO £134.99 
MORPH PLUS £136.99 
DPAINT AGA £66.00 
DPAINTIV £59.99 
SC€N6RV ANIMATOR 4 £54.99 
VISTAPRO 3 £44.99 
MAHC PATH £23.99 
TCRRAfORM £23.99 
SCALA MM210 £ POA 
SCALA MM300 £ POA 

UTIUTI€S 

X-COPV PRO £31.99 
G8ROUT€ PLUS £32.99 
LATTICE Cv6 J £259.00 
DIR€CTORV OPUS £46,50 
VIDCO BACKUP £49.95 
QUATCRRACK £47.50 
D€V PACK 3 £53.99 
VIDI AMIGA 12 £81.95 
DISTANT SUNS v4.2 £39.99 

MUSIC 

ST€R€0 MASTCR £29.99 
BARS & PIPeS PRO £215.99 
TeCHNOSOUND 2 £58.50 

UUP & DTP 

WORD WORTH 2 £78.99 
FINAL COPV 2 £74.99 
PCN PAL £28.95 
PAG€S€TT€R 3 £43.99 
PRO DRAUJ v3.0 £64,99 
PRO PAG€ v4.0 £89,99 

GAM€S 

CMLAZATION AGA £39.00 
CfV AGA UPGRADES £19.00 
(S€NP TOUR DISH AND DCTRILS) 

£78.99 
£74.99 
£28.95 
£43.99 
£64,99 
£89,99 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND P.O PAYABLE TO "SOFTWARE DEMON Ltd." 

PLEASE QUOTE YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER AND EXPIRY DATE 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, E&OE. ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED. LL PRICES SUBJECT 
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The perfect paintbrush? 

This Is a 32-bit Zorro 3 
graphics card, one of the 
most expensive expansions 
currently available for the 

Amiga, ft requires either an A3000 
or A4000 with 12Mb of Fast RAM 
and 2Mb of Chip RAM - you can 
squeeze by with 8Mb of Fast but I 
wouldn't recommend It. 

Image Engine has two halves. 
The first is the hardware: a best- 
quality RGB framegrabber with 
separated sync input, 24-bit 

There's a fair choke when it comes to 24-bit 

graphics cards. Pat McDonald checks out the latest 

and greatest 32-bit board from G2f Image Engine* 

The Image Engine: 32-bit graphics, but only for top-end 
Amigas ~ and It'll cost you. You'd better believe It 
framebuffer, 8-bit alpha channel and 
broadcast-quality encoder* The 
second half is the software, ltTs 
called Imagica, and it's a set of 
simple (and not so simple) graphics 
paintbrush controls - see the box 
below for the full lowdown. 

Graphics display cards have a 

broadly similar design. They've got a 
memory store for the digital picture 
information, some finely-designed 
video circuits to pump out a 
broadcast-quality signal, and a 
control processor or two to make the 
whole thing go. One feature unique 

to this card is a non- 
volatile graphics 
store. You're busy 
on a graphic and 
there's a power cut 
or crash. Other 
cards forget their 
contents; with this 
one, just get power 
back and run 
imagica again, and 
your graphics are 
unchanged. That 
one feature alone is 
pretty impressive for 
those whose time Es 
precious. 

The output is 
768 x 576 pixels as 

a default, at ISKHz. in other words, 
broadcast quality - G2 are very 
careful about calibrating their units. 
At the top end of the board, near the 
9-pin input/output connectors, you 
can see the RGB and sync test 
points. But high specification isn't 
the only reason that the Image 

Engine costs so much. 
At the other end of the board is 

the graphics processor - a Texas 
Instruments 340 DSP, I could blather 
on about what this chip can do, but it 
would be a bit irrelevant because a 
large number of Imagica s functions 
are handled by the Amiga processor, 
not the Tl chip. As G2 keep 
developing Imagica, more operations 
will be done by the 340, resulting in 
much faster operation. 

Not that Image Engine ES a 
slouch at the minute. Sure, on 
25MHz 68030 machines it takes a 
couple of seconds to bring up a 
menu. But when you're actually 
manipulating a brush, carefully 
retouching some graphics, you've got 
a precise tool that works just right, 

So it's fast right now, and will 
get faster as time passes. G2 still 
haven't recovered anywhere near 
their development costs, so I think 
the price will stay as it is for quite 
some time. 

WHAT YOU GET 
As standard, G2 supply the board, 
one lead for output and another for 
input, a manual and a disk 
containing the imagica software and 
a Harlequin.library file. Aha, Image 
Engine is Harlequin compatible! Time 

to get some quotes in. 
Martin Lowe, of Amiga Centre 

Scotland, the authority when it 
comes to Active Circuits' Harlequin, 
had this to say: "I look on the 
appearance of Harlequin-compatible 
boards as an accolade to the best 
system, rather than a basis to sue 
for hundreds of thousands of 
pounds. At the moment. Harlequin is 
Grafexa-compatible, which is a 
stepping stone in between what we 
have now and RTG\ 

Erm, what's RTG? 
"Re-targettable Graphics. In 

other words, a standard to let 
Workbench programs display on any 
platform, be it built into the machine 
or a separate graphics cards. CBM 
have stated that it will be launched 
alongside the AAA chipset sometime 
in 1994". 

How Harlequin-compatible is the 
Image Engine? Not totally, as Dudley 
Bradfield of G2 explained- "When we 
say it's Harlequin-compatible, we 
mean it will work fine with all the 
support software that you get with a 
Harlequin. It won't necessarily work 
with all third-party Harlequin 
software". It certainly doesn't work 
with Amiga Centre Scotland's Single 
Frame Controller (see page 29), 

G2 must still be very proud of 

IMAGICA: THE BEST AMIGA COMPOSITING SOFTWARE 

Want to take elements from two or more different 
images, and mix them around? Of course you do - 
image-compositing is a way of taking existing 
material and making something new with all the 
pieces. It's not a new technique - Monty Python 
were doing it years before the word "computer" 
came into common usage. 

imagica makes the whole process much more 
precise, and is at the other end of the quality 
spectrum. Existing Harlequin users can buy 
imagica for use with their graphics cardst 
although it isn't as fast on a Harlequin as on an 
Image Engine, and £700 is a lot for a manual and 
a disk. G2 were thinking of doing an AG A version 
of imagica, but with the release of Brilliance they 
have decided not to bother. (For the low-down on 
Brilliance, see Amiga Shopper 32 - and turn to 
page 106 to order a back issue if you missed it.) 

Image-compositing is great fun for everyone - 
you certainly don't need to be an artist. But, 
professional, television compositing is certainly a 
specialist market I can see why G2 don't want to 
get involved with competing In the tow-price arena. 

This is what imagica has to offer. 

O Basic drawing, imagica powers up showing 
the contents of its image buffers - two 
rectangles, black and white. To get the menu to 
come down, just whip the mouse to the top of the 
screen. Pulling it down below the menu removes it 
again. Imagica supports the usual point, line, boxT 
polygons and circles, but the brush is the main 
drawing tool. 

O Everybody knows that interlaced graphics 
flicker on a 15kHz monitor. If you haven't got 
anything better (though if you can afford Image 
Engine, why not?), all you do once you have 
digitised your graphics is select the solid filter, 
and Shazam! Interfleld jitter is removed (although 
the picture is slightly blurred as a result). 

O The heart of the whole system is the fine 
brush control, displayed on all menus. The size, 
subtlety and speed can all be finely controlled via 
sliders. Of course, custom brushes can be 
chopped out of the screen, and distorted to your 
heart's content. That's what makes Imagica the 
perfect paintbrush! 

O Want some words slapped on your picture? 
The software will happily load all bitmap and 
Compugraphic fonts, and print them with a brush 
texture (it may be a two-step operation, but it 
does it) and even supports a cutesy feature to 
alter the exact slope of your italics, 

0 Have you noticed the percentage colour bars? 
(That's them in the bottom right of the imagica 
control screen opposite,) Well, If you want to use 
a precise 256 rating, then you may notice that 
this colour bar is exactly 256 pixels long. The 
colour mixer isn't illustrated - imagine a box with 
four corners. Put a colour in each comer, and the 
intermediate tones are displayed. Quicker and 
more precise than mixing colours on a palette, 
although less aesthetically pleasing, 

0 Special FX deals with digitising (displayed 
here) and stencil work. Black levels can be 
tweaked precisely, and the board can lock to an 
external sync source even if it Isn't digitising. You 
can just hit <F1> and <F2> on the keyboard to 
stop your picture from jumping. 
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REVIEW 

This composite screenshot shows imagica in action, 
modifying a cover image from a recent Amiga Shopper. 
the Image Engine though, because 
they've built a dongle onto the board. 
Only the supplied version of Imagica 
will load on a particular board. They 
could have gone the whole hog and 
put Imagica on a chip on the board, 
but that would have made upgrades 
even more expensive. 

One feature that they decided 
not to use is an (CD connector. G2 
designed a transcoder on a board, 
which could translate composite 
video and S-VHS signals into RGB for 
digitising, The trouble is that if you 
feed such a relatively poor signal into 
the digitiser, it doesn't really show 
off how good it is. So they kept 
Image Engine high-end instead. 

It could be a bit of a problem, 
because there are quite a few 
studios where RGB video is not 
used. It means only those with the 
best quality equipment can even 
contemplate getting an Image 
Engine, although of course if you 
have your own broadcast-quality 
transcoders then you'll be laughing. 
If you can't feed it RGB output from a 
video source, then Image Engine 
can't digitise anything. 

The manual is a hugely 
unsatisfying book, basically a list of 
the imagica controls and a few "how 
to" pages, However, the nature of 
imagica is such that you only use it 
for occasional reference when you're 
learning your way around - much 
more fun than wading through page 
after page of waffle, 

One thing that isn't in the 
manual (and should be) is how to 
actually fit the board into an Amiga. 
Official post-review advice from G2: 

do not try to mount 
the board in the 
bottom slot of your 
machine, because 
the weight of the 
custom hardware 
chips causes the 
board to flex, which 
can cause short 
circuits. 

That's exactly 
what happened with 
my A3000. An 
overlong pin on a 
capacitor shorted on 
the case, which 
killed the 340 
processor. Mind 
you, I was using an 
ex-demonstration 
board which wasn't 
of the same build 

quality as a production unit. In typical 
computer journalism sty I e, they'd 
sold it to someone before I d 
finished. But then it took Dudley 
about ten minutes to fix. 

Remember, Image Engine 
doesn't fit in the video slot. That 
means you either need two monitors 
(one for the Amiga and one for the 
card) or a switcher box to switch 
P 

IICs Ml 

The top half of Annie Lennox has been given a quick 
cotourlsed suntan. Took me about a minute to do 
freehand. Had / used a rectangle command it would 
have been about four seconds. Easy isn't the wordl 
inputs to one monitor. Imagica will 
multitask, but it requires such huge 
amounts of RAM that you shouldn't 
expect anything chunky to run. 

AND THE KITCHEN SINK 
Once you've got it all connected and 
start loading 24-bit images, one 
thing is immediately apparent - your 
monitor picture is dark. That's 
because the board is working 
properly and not producing a hot 
signal like the Amiga. A quick twiddle 

Imagica offers brilliant image-compositing features, hut no Undo button - a 
left mouse button click applies an effectT and a right button click removes it 

and up comes the 
brightness* 

Digitising a grab 
(you can preview the 
picture through the 
board) takes about a 
second. After that, 
you can start taking 
graphics from one 
image and 
transferring them to 
the other. You can 
do graphic rub- 
throughs, colourise 
areas to change the 
colours while leaving 
grey scale levels the 
same, and generally chop and 
change to your heart's content. 

And you enjoy it. After a few 
difficult minutes finding out how an 
option works, you appreciate the vast 
range of possibilities without ever 
rendering a computer model again. 

What makes it such fun is the 
brush controls. I don't just mean the 
display affecting brush operation - 
they're good, but nothing special 
What is special is that you hold down 
the left mouse button to achieve the 
effect. Or hold down the right mouse 
button to remove ft, Simple, No more 

clicking on Undo, no 
more cursing after 
you accidentally 
remove some 
important detail, It 
can be very difficult 
to remove artists 
from an Image 
Engine once they 
have access to such 
a simple way of 
removing mistakes. 

Although it takes 
minutes to get 
acquainted, it takes 
a week or so to get 
really comfortable 
with the system. You 
start off by thinking, 
"Hmrn, what should I 

try?" After a while you know when an 
image needs a little blue removed or 
why something won't quite fit. 

C'mon, Pat, there must be 
something missing. Well, imagica 
can't do anything with perspective - 
it's strictly fiat-earth territory. But it 
can re scale and reshape brushes up 
or down in size very well indeed. 
And... no, I really can't think of 
anything else that's missing. 

However, this is not a paint 
program. It's a tool for professional 
graphics artists. Okay, any Amiga 
owner can start to get into 24-bit. 
Nowadays, there's a fair range of 24- 
bit IFF compatible software, for 
producing top quality graphics on the 
Amiga. Not just the expensive stuff 
like ADPro and Morph Pius - more 
and more cheaper stuff (and even 
shareware like Digital iiiusiorts and 
Rend24) give some access to 

This is exactly the sort of thing that image Engine 
does best - montage graphics into one picture* 

professional video quality graphics, 
The trouble is that you still have 

to pay for a 24-bit display to actually 
see the things. A cheap one like 
OpaSvision costs about £600, A 
Harlequin with an S-VHS VLab is 
more like £1,500. The Image 
Engine's digitiser, frankly, blows that 
out of the water - it's every bit as 
good as the full Harlequin^ With 
Imagica for free, you'd be a bit silly 
to buy them separately. Or else you 
really do need a fully compatible 
Harlequin card and are prepared to 
pay the difference. £Q 

SHOPPING LIST 
Image Engine 24-bit RGB digitiser 
and 32-bit display £1,995 
[Harlequin imagica software 
separately  £695) 
From: GZ Systems, 
5 Mead Lane, Famham, 
Surrey GU9 7DY 
^0252737151 

 £695) 

V 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGE ENGINE 

Quality 

You want the best, you got It. 

Documentation 
••••••••oo 
Deliberately sparse - but mostly 
unnecessary, thanks to the 
straightforward nature of the product. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••• 
You learn by experimenting with it. 

Performance 
••••••••CO 
Will get better as more functions are 
executed using the graphics processor. 

Value for Money 
•••••••000 
Quality like this costs a full set of 
limbs. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
The best there Is - and the price 
reflects it. 
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REVIEW 

A grand grabber 

Rombo's new Vidi-Amiga-12 AGA enables you to 

grab images from any video source, in AGA modes 

if your Amiga can handle it, Steve McGill plugs in... 

The popular Vidi-Amiga not 
only offered high-quality 
grabs, it was cheap (£100) 
and easy to use - just plug 

it into your Amiga, boot up the 
supplied software and connect to a 
video source - camera, VCR, 
laserdisc, whatever it was. 

The unit plugged directly into the 
parallel port, the only problem being 
that the awkward shape blocked off 
the serial port. Unless you never 
used the serf a I port, the constant 
unplugging of the Vidi unit was 
tiresome and caused unnecessary 
wear. Unfortunately, the problem 
hasn't been redressed with the Vidi- 
Amiga-12. Rom bo offer to sell you a 
connector to end this inconvenience, 
so why couldn't they either box the 
unit in a thinner case or supply it 
with a ready-fitted ribbon? 

That apart, the Vidi-Amiga-12 
AGA is a step forward. The software 

This Image was grabbed from an S-VHS camcorder and 
saved in interlace format, ail in Vidi-Amiga-12 AGA**, 
interface is much friendlier and more 
logically laid out than the software of 
old. The grab preferences and 
display preferences sections enable 
you to define the various resolutions 
and types of grabs you want to take 
- cotourT mono, red, green, or blue. 
The grabbing panel is easy to use - 
brightness, contrast and saturation 
settings are software-controlled - 
and the Mix control panef offers a 
plethora of manipulative delights. 

Reading the advertising blurb, 
you could be forgiven for thinking 
that the unit will grab frames in any 
resolution - it says Oversean/Hi-Rest 
HAM-8 and numerous other grab 
types are available- But the unit can 
only grab 16 grey scale shades live 
or 4,096 colours (HAM) at a 
maximum resolution of 320 x 512 
(Lo res interlace) in less than a 
second. The clever part of the Mix 
panel is that it enables the grabs you 

Vidi-Amiga-12 AGA's main control screen is much 
friendlier and more iogicat than the earlier version's 
have taken be remixed and displayed 
in a multitude of different resolutions 
and numbers of colours. 

Sequences of frames are now 
saved as Anim files - great for 
rotoscoped animations. The mixer 
can turn a full-colour grab into a 256- 
colour or 256-greyscale image 

(provided that you 
have an AGA 
machine, that is)T 
which can be saved 
in various formats 
that can be read in 
by other machines - 
24-bit IFF, BMP (24- 
bit PC format), 
12-bit and TIF. Art 
Department 
Professional offers 
more out-and-out 
power, but this 
conversion ability is 
nothing short of 

fabulous, though you need an AGA 
machine for 256-colour and mono 
conversions, Hi-res interlace HAM 
and HAM-8 display, among others, 

image-processing is also catered 
it doesn't offer the range of for. 

options that say Pixmate and ADPro 
are capable of, but you can batch 

The same image* in VHS and low-res. demonstrating 
the broad range of the Vldi-Amiga-12's capabilities* 

process Carousel 
selected images, 
and there are Edge 
Detect, Threshold, 
Negative, Light and 
Dark options. The 
ability to tweak the 
parameters of these 
options would have 
been a nice touch, 
but you can't have 
everything. The 
software will multi- 
task but does not 
have an ARexx 
interface - a shame. 

So how well does the unit 
perform? To put it through its paces, 
we connected it to a Panasonic 
MS95B Super-VHS camcorder. The 
Vidi unit has an S-connector, which 
means that it can process the higher 
bandwidth signal that this type of 
camcorder outputs. 

Image quality was impressive. 
The real test with a unit like this is 
how well it will reproduce skin tones, 
and the results were admirable - 
they looked natural and lifelike. 
There is a marked drop in image 
quality between Super-VHS and 
standard VHS. The old adage of 
"garbage in equals garbage our 
holds true. Nevertheless, although 
the S-VHS grabs were the show 
stealers, the VHS grabs held their 
own. Degradation does occur when 
grabbing from moving tape, but this 
isn't due to the Vidi unit, it's an in- 
built problem with the medium of 
videotape. Again though, the S-VHS 
tape grabs were markedly superior to 
the standard VHS grabs. 

There are some nice little 
touches in the manual explaining the 
basics of good grabs; VCRs on 
Pause are not a good idea for colour 
grabs. Lighting is probably the single 

most important 
consideration for 
agreeable results. 

All in all, the 
Vidi-Amiga-12 is a 
quantum leap up the 
evolutionary ladder 
of affordable home 
frame-grabbing. It 
could be considered 
a foundation product 
- that isT you can 
build an excellent 
digitising system 
round it and it will 
grow with you. From 

Just plug In the Vidi-Amiga-12 AGA 
and you can grab grandly**, 

the humble Workbench 1.3 A500 to 
the mighty A4000, the Vidi performs 
faultlessly. Whether you're a desktop 
animator, desktop videographer, 
desktop publisher or desktop graphic 
designer, the Vidi-12 has something 
to offer you. It has to be one of the 
most exciting creativity-enhancing 
tools currently available for the 
digital desktop artist. CD 

SHOPPING LIST 
Vidi-Amiga-12 AGA £99.95 
From: Rombo Productions, 
2 Eaird Road, Kirkton 
Campus, Livingston, 
Scotland EH547AZ. 
* 0506 414631 

CHECKOUT 

VIDI-AMIGA-12 AGA 

Features 
••••••••CO 
In such an inexpensive unit, the 
inclusion of an S-Connector, image 
processing and multi tasking software 
is nothing short of excellent. 

Documentation 
••••••••CO 
Much better than efforts of old from 
Rombo - less arrogant, more 
informative, with useful tutorial and 
glossary sections. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••: 
It's plug in and go really. Best to 
familiarise yourself with the software. 

Value for Money 
••••••••• 
Nothing comes close to offering so 
much for so little. Would be perfect if a 
parallel ribbon cable were provided. 

Overall rating 
•••••••••O 
Unless you intend working with 24-bit 
colour, the Vidi-Amiga-12 will be with 
you for years. 
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Another great offer from a 

manufacturer you can trust 

products carry 

lour 30 day money 

back guarantee 

All products carry; 

our 12 month r 

warranty 

J All inclusive price 

Cumono reserve the right to increase the price 

at any time. This offer is subject to availability. 

*Price includes 

VAT and 

delivery 

High quality 

• Renowned and proven reliability 

• Styled plastic case 

• Low power consumption 

o Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

• Suits any Amiga 

 ADDRESS „  

\   POSTCODE  TELEPHONE NO.  
t 
\   I would like to order   CAX354 Disk Drive(s) at £49.95 each 

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card (please delete); 

 . Expiry date of card _ Number ./_ 

Cheques should be made payable to Cumana Limited. 
*   Orders may be placed by telephone - 0483 503121, or by fax 

0483 451371, or sent to - Cumana CAX 354 Offer, 
Pines Trading Estate, Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BH* 

Manufacturers of 

quality products 

since 1979 
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FC12DB HMb:n MiuEtmm]  
PCI 209 BUbiisytu amm)  
FC320B BMb^ififfSMarnii)  
PClZoB&Moiii aiuiM«?FFfi truti ^ 

SIMMS FOR PC1208 
II HbSHH.. J44.S19 I Ml SIMM.I92.99 

4 Mb SIMM, i ^    8 Mb SI MM J 33419 

Milh ill hewn »ttware 
COMPUTER WORLD PRICE  
AB00 + Eiisanjl prRAM to ? Mh usitg tie irapdntr expaesinn p«n. 
COMPOTER WORLD PRICE 139.99 
A 500 ■MUiiLdnii ^MhvHtheuicltd 
A GOD 
PA ECl-aanulaied-IMh £39.95 
Pfl BDI-unpnp^led-llMli £24.99 
PA BD2D1 Mb PCMCIA card £114.99 
FA EMM Mb PCMCIA cad „ £109.99 

Ft flan 
fitinf. 14" Ut Dat Prtdh. CRT iS^SIQu 

Autoscan 2030. £H 
iD" i 3i M Pitch. CRT I ^Mhr widi digital memnnr Kj-'ng. 
BMilb luilable Inr the Amip in all mm modes'!! 
Prosoan 1782.... £839.99 
17" I.Z7 Dot Pi:th, CRT 3D-H2Kh2 with tigjla! mmy wing. 
Opftr^r higb end iptm whh 3DKSi signal regniremeals!! 
COMMODORE 1942 14" Monitor £379 99 HtitomWWb < m * DM Piith • lili I' swi»el stand • Built-n Slerca Speaker ■ flfrfc wiih AM Amigij in nut rtsdiriEflns * I irs on^matutf.. 
COMMODORE 1940 14N Monitor^ J2H.SS 
Spcincitni x ekmi kn «th i SSu ett pilch 
COMMODORE 1&I4-SD imMnipr^IIBS.99 
PHILIPS'■155A" Monitnr El99,99 

M ims feature iunes liim desitn. enable AsaMs Mild in p«l afiCHii MM ii {iter repiacem*nt guarain t 
Ccmpater World Deluxe Drive ISJ 

Power high decsily disk drive. 
Cumana CM 3E4 hlv\m\....... 
CurahSe ver? high qualify ilk drive. 
Disk bead cleaner  

,199.95 
..£59 99 
,^i3.99 

All Joysticks are fully 
switched unless, stated. 
Fight Crip stick  
Jet H|itar.   

 £9.99 
ft!99 

 ....0.99 
Q4 the im Uk i sji thristmi. " tib 

■ 113.99 OlAlWmHlBiBkl  
lid. 1 JI wa irarny B .Ech argable i alien 
CWA12II fiOO HO prep dist  f 3.9 3 
Central Ceilre SKHRHMIH £36.99 
Diit Coven £5,99 
V.ulii-Sync Uunitur adaptor cable £12 99 

SPECTACULAR AGA UPGRADE 
If you want an AGAC 
upgrade, or want your v 

AGA system to run 
Xuicker and faster than 

GA - due to on board Bliter chip 
- then this card is tor you! 
Runs under EGS Library system lor high 
percentage sallwarecoFAD3lability, oflers 
resolootiors tip to 1600x1281) and comes with 
quality EGS Paint system, fhe system requites 
a zorro ll/lll machine, auto sensing allows it 
lo run quicker oe a Zorro III and Amiga Dos 
2.0 or above. 
fGS Spectrum 1Mb ^. £339.99 
EGS Spectrum 2Mb ^mss £389.99 

■Compute] H have suurceif L_ - "~fKcellenl allnialiTi. The 155A offers superb ■ jpedicalim and uu^undiig nlfli 111 BHif. 
1. High rielimlicn FST Tube nHerinj lame supe'h picture □cahiT at TV-Mini ilor a. Sun i w. ection as iteoivi 3. Fulty remu:e rM\:>\ 4. Fasten Telile.it s.Campunt? vidua acdiirect atdia input* 6. Free Seal I sad as standard 7. 1 

PHILIPS 083m L _£1M 
cahk & 1 jn Df-stt KrarnBtr 
MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
14" dust ews J4 99 14"U16JI 
Anti-glsra Wlir stnu.^^—... 

; A4 copy balder  IS 

Tap Star Stick. 
Analogue Freewheel 

, Analogue Joystick 
Saeedking Analogue  
Gravis Switch Joystick.  

', Gravis game pad  
' Intruder 1 (Flight Sims)... 

Pythaia 1m  
Qoickjoy Turbo.....  
Quick joy Pro Pad... 

GUP Al 230 ACCELERATOR 
THIS TOP SELLING 40 Mhz G3030ec-accelerator 
chip with an optional 40MHz tpu {S88B2I ar,d 
mpmarv confiauratiDns ol up to 32 Mb. 

A Mh. 
4 Mb, 

pu £239 99 
"l £379,99 
i fpu zzmtiii 

„i?4 gg 
Mm 
_aji 

,..£24 99 
J19.99 
_£Z4 99 
...£12.99 
 17.99 

£1G 99 
Cnijtr bttk(dual load)..... _£10.99 
Cruiser Mufti-col oared (dual lead]  
SG Pro Pad £14 99 
lipstick ho Aatofire (lop selEingl SUM 
Konix Speoiking Digital Fl 2.99 
BOG (Green) _„ f H 99 

...il4.99 
14.99 

,J18 99 
.J14.99 
....£24 99 

Comp Pro 5DDD.,. 
CDtnp Pro Mini 5000,. 
Cotnp Pro Star Mini 5000  
Dee tie Mouse (for kids) great d 
Foot Pedal  



r dfik. 4| Ifix't Itgiai 
r. 1) Bcsin-ss [mm - 

n\ lor ampr.nrnni. fiuncigl att. 
COMPUTER WORLD ARE A 

CITIZEN SUPER DEALER 

I 

SWIFT BO COLOUR 
ulom (Metier is last quieL hai 
louts an* tma tanplete will 31 Year 
BMIfiS^ ™- £149.99 
Swrfl 240 Colour assst m$ 
Swift 20 D Colour...  
Swift 200 Mono i\ 
Ciliien Aula sheet Seeder  C«H IMltli (Ml m* 1 nir RVmti. »• Kt 

" r MAJOR DtALER » MAJOR DEALER 
noil Cation 

£199.99 
n i ui r 

CANON BJIOSi  
fail frill hues., ain fonts, 9Sr

: Amig-a G Did inc. BJ'IDSJL Qmir Disk' 
FREE™THhrlesticlalaiL 
QANDN BJC EDD iCPiauri aei-dn. 
kn pirnl conical far nnr tad n? 
snlid-s ■ fan dry ieb tWt daa't bto or m * Qslme Slack 
iftt [01 Lruc black Oi same pate ■ Prion m plain- piper. DHP 
Iflro JJBCMI pepert aod antlofts * Epson/I HU **uls1i*a 
+ Canon advanced diner* * Buihio IDQshati auiniHder 
• AUIB cl i aoip g food mo 
CANON BJ 2D0 m Mm ML. £309.99 
Feaiore -oclods 3DU dpi * M n SD jip Auro shtel lieder * ■in i mi 3 piiis per liim 
CANON BJ 230 ......... £sasff £369,99 
Witfa csfiiagt wita il JJZDD 
CANON BJ 3DD , £429.99 
ED (olumn bubblajel aiorides laspi qualhv nuipm. 
CANON BJ 330 m coiomn mm £499.99 
CHIN BJ ulu cartages.... ,..£17J9 
CAN DM BJ 2]] cartridges £24.99 
BJ 10 ex/sx Autoshnei   

HEWLETT 

Most Star Printers now 
have great price 

reductions in time for 
Christmas! 

BUY NOW TO AVOID 
D1SSAPOINTMENT! 

LC 10D Colour (9 Pllrj £134.99 
LCZ4'1DQ Mono [»Pll) £169.99 
LC 24-20 II Mono (24 PM)£199.99 

30 caiouf ^mft...£219.99 
LC24-3G0 Colour |?< Ml £289-99 
XBZ^ZOO Colour £379-99 
SJ45 Bubbl&jet  £219.99 
IS 5 Laser  £559.99 
Dual Bin. HUl GREAT VALLE! 
IS Sei Laser :  £639.99 
Hjabo«wi:hlMSG'1D)3CDjpi 
LS §H Laser £899.99 as atiic hith?Mh 
SJ-IW. £499.99 
A stunning nra shemial annler Irom Slar, fill 3H13E0 dpi. 
in bit ■tni and coiour. 3 ppM it note. 14 aaai io co. our. 
Can prim up la BOflcps. CPS Sheet leedar JS itiflHard. 
virtual!* portable primal nalE fostpnnt htm mit U Oder 
m) punting in A4M and AG sua NQiV ]l DEMO IN-SrOflE! 5m iraivf nit *rth HI IUI mnmtf 
SJ-144 CARTRIDGES 
Pack i'" 

ill 

H P. Portable... ..£359 99 
HA 510 Irtono. £3Z£57 f2B299 
Stctewar ID the tap selling 503 MO;:J 
H P. 500 (Colour) £aEa7t 309.99 
HI. Deskjet 550 (Coloor}.... nmrn £519.99 
* i fester than primus HP lanut - lop lallau * 
Sipari piiitin HIP arinleii una with 3 fear virmrtT. 
HP Deskjet! 2D0C Laser/inkjel £1369.99 
ii sea able fooii.PC.l. Imf 5. t pp»»3QD<SM dpi " -2Mb to 2E Hb*iastriet :oaipjl(h:i 

I H.P, Laserjel 4L. £602.99 
14 pf m * laser easy la install h use ■ DO BD/BH s«tieJi-1 iraj 

3 DO in out 5D tufpvL ■ ZG scalabk tipalaca s - Mai nf ?Mq 

tff 3 Mono 
Pack of 3 Colour  

I STAR AUTO SHEET FEEDERS 
LC20 ...ft/lrao..... £59.99 
LC24-200 £62.90 LC2420 WM 

t SJia £49 99 
ISJ 144 carlnuges pack af L. ....£36.99 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
I We km a large range «f high qudirr piwiai accessor Igr 
I all SIB priiltn HB if II iicndiiB: in\ mm Inn 17 Ifl 
\ Ink caiiridgts Pram :    IIy   Woso ribfconi fun r" iJ 

a E7 91 * I g- 

.. black ink cartridge V 
HP Dolour ink cartfinge * JE2SH 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
Httl Mouse 2 in *pi , ™? £12 lOiifil in-iaiminl In Mifi Minn 1] 
Optical MOUSE. Nigh P™n iwming imn ...£23.99 
Crysur Trackball  
I rrharB rJ^Cardlass-M o us e £47,99 ^Itlilfililt (tf fllfa| HMHL| 
Optical Pen MOUSE. £29 99 
High Quality &mm mouse Mais ...£3. 
Aula Mouse/Joystick Switch £15. 
Doc'i linage itw Amiga's pertilThu dmce laves mar and 

FAST. 

Powerful Fmage prQcessing tools for lite office 
n? Eoe liQme environment. 
POWER -Features include: m m dpi - 64- 
Crajfscales import tn [trirtter * Free Uhinj surtware. 
Power Scanner v3.D ..  £99.99 I oclud»Free upsrsdei adnin 5 soNmr p    fl ft 
Power Scanner V3.0+BCR..1149.99 l.trludii FTB? op pried erjilin^ lol^ware 
N.B. Existing i3 0 owners can i-pgr^o to 0CH lor 
Power Scanner Colour £234 99 
GOLDEN IMAGE- 
Alla SCan Faiiaras: Scan aod Sa« * Hi)raoh Jar. OEfl s^hware - W d?i • ^E-ira^taFa ■ Hi: Al23C:«CD 

CW NEW LOW PRICE f 139.99 
FerHjr55:Tou:h op an TIJICE it * Uirech 

Jrtr.BCR siilwara • 411 dpi * ZSt-Eiayacala • I DOS 
tompalifita wild all Aniigas. 
CW PRICE £159 99 

Gun I confuse these quality disks with others 
currently available. 15" 100% certified en or free 
70% clip. All disks include FREE fligh quality CW 
labels. 
10 [4.99 2UO f72.99 
25 £1 2.99 500 [174.99 
SO fZ2.99 750 H £259.99 
190 £39.99 1100 £339.99 
Now back in slack! TDK branded 2Y OS DO 
diskettes, boxed in t0rs with Fabric Tna qiralilr 
media Irani the Mparts! 
11 £5.99 101 £52,99 
II £28 99 5INL £249 99 
10Q0 [unptfiT Warld Disk Labels £9.99 

mik 
Amiga power supply ortit..., .£39.99 
Premier Cerrtrel Centre £34.99 
for the AB0a.A&BD and ASD0 - 
CW Stereo Speakers „ £37 99 
0ATA SWITCHES ^piaBtrpa] 
2wi^£t5.99 3wBy..fl 7 99 4wif..f19J9 
Connecting Cable for the above...  
Action replay cartridge for A50u/5QO+i54.99 
Hi Fi Stereo Speakers {oew style) £19.99 
Spectrum Emulator i>a i ink wim o )MBIJL£2.99 
Replacement internal ASO&BD- drive... ■1 'I1! 
Dust Cover MOO/501+ ..£5.99 
Dusi CuverAl2IO £5.99 
Dust Cover ABOO £5 99 

U.S. ROBOTICS AUTHORISED RESELLER 
Tha No 1 name in lax rierJenis, US 
RohrjiFCS pride IhernseliEs on high 
quality rnnriams ai an atfor^ble once. 

' They come backed with a 5 year 
9 warranty and are Fully Ml appieri. 
| THE SPDRISTER £249.93 
"* Comes Camplele with opttcomms 2 software 

and staodard Amiga to Modem 
Cable. This modem incorporating f/ 
data pump technolflg^ operates (il1^ 
ai 14*00 bps standard. It is50%Yl ^ 
Faster ttian 9600 bps modems and 
has full error control and data 
compression. It has the ability for Ibrooufipul 
1e reach 57600 bps, 
SPORTSTER 2496 + FAX £149-99 
As above with cable oplicomms 2 software. 

WHY IS       SO IMPORTANT? 

Computer world are 0 raijar stockist ot rombo s 
mihi-niifj^ product for Uie flmigfi lid P.C. Bi 
asiarad that nt alfer eitimht lachnical 
backup an- all FFemho produ:is aid thai the ■ajonty are»diaa it oat shnntam. 
Vidi Amiga 12 RT {AGA soprt) £135.99 
Ri i Miii £ coliir capUitB lr«m a«f video toutc 
VidiAmioa24RT(AGA suprt) £224.99 j l^U RaaRiniB coFior tjjroire ktn anjr vidao wurce far itie ptniessioriaL'iCtitus use- 
Vidi Amiga 12 (AGA version) £77 99 
Vidi Amiga 12 (Std version) £75.99 
Hendale Geofocfc 8802 FMC  i 
GVP Genlock £284.99 [ V* Aiiu 11 una KMM MtafWitSttH ht an pun if ninli 
HAMA Genlock M £284.39 ' s. Hi ban j & i. RGB coleur I10 MHz aan?»vidrhj Compahble     all Anitas. Hi hand ft video. Sepa-aTB DGB cannEctor caEls. RSS colour ■ " fidtt conlrd jiidtt 

THE FASTER VOU 60 THE LiSS FT COSTS! 

£53.08 
CllcNlMrtitS.Ep«Kt»tfuri 

■. IpttkiAlwidiitucir 
Humi 
£2654 wMifis smiKs 
rn £2.56 £176 

ft hi Amiga stooal. Aaiga 30 m s* 
Rnepjen Plos  
Hockey Chroiaakey.  
flnotech PIP View (pitiy 

VGA...  

1129 99 
«Mpittatauiit]...I89.99 
 £359.99 

imate in I 
tion and I 

IV32 bis+fax £383.99 
[ fa aaovi willi h yea; wart amy, cabla fa solvate. 
I Courier mILL.. 1399.99 

As above wiib & year warraniyr cable b software. 
Courier HST Dual 1G.S +Fax £509.99 

; A; abave wrtN S vur warranty, cable & snfLware. 

MldiMid^n .13.99 Maxtor ext..i9,9 9 
Midi-Midi 3n....f 4.99 Aiiia-Scart £9.99 
Midi-Midi 5m £5.99 M|a«MUI.f9 93 
Orsk Drive BKL. 19.99 Joystick l«ng ejt£4.99 
Motise/Jayslick exl £4.99 
MauWJeyslirt tfitv. ..£4.99 
Serial/Medal cables £9.99 
Amiga Kjllisyrtc Iron £9.99 
Aiiia-Vitmitec £9.99 
Aniia-CPC moniEor £9.99 
Amiga-FIGW., £9.99 
SCSI Cable vatiaes £9 99 
Primer 1 in £5.99 Priitir2i«Hll£7 99 

Epson scanners otter tie ultimate 
UeiifailitVt teclnicat sneeiricatinn a 
value for money. Far more inlorraaiiort call 053? 
351591 and a sit far I he 
tjsrjit inla jfite. 
EPSON GTGSOO 
Epson GTISil SCSI.. 
Epson GT 8000 £999,93 
Epson GT transparency adaptor. £479.99 
Epson GT tfocumeot feeder £729.99 
For autoniBtBtl O C R, 
Art lie pari in nut FFulassiona! Scanner Software 
Compalibla with Ef VM. GT HOIMD. EQDiO and 
tyBQCiEEtKicjsfliE; £104.9! 

j Technosound-turbo 1 £29.99 
Technosound turbo 2 £ET f 3 6.9 9 

! Pro-Midi 2 InliffacB- „ £24.99 
' prelassional quality midi mterfsca is vary Heiible It 
I has lour parts 2 in. 1 my (inc. WW rnirji lead] 
ISVP Digital Sound Studio. £3 

GVP Digital Sound Studio - 
MIRACLE' KEYBOARD. 

v£64.99 
r £249 99 

jll r B a 11 y doas teach yau baw to playJM 
- Full size keyfreard wilti built is MIDI interlace * 100 

nntoard sounds wlh effects • ebiFity te customise I 
lessons by m el artilitially inlelligenl sottwaril! 

TO ORDER BY PHONE: 

0532 350091 
Quoting your Credit Card No. 

for easterners not alls to visit not Showroom we offer one of the fastest 
and most complete mailorder services available. 

STANDARD DELIVERY {4-5 days) FREE 
Next day delivery only £6.90 - 2-3 day delivery £5*00 

DESIGNED AND PRDDDCfG BY WHITE MOUNTAIN OHMSU&BO 

BY POST TO: 
PHOENIX COMPUTER WORLD, 
UNIT 2, YORK TOWERS, 383 
YORK ROAD, LEEDS LS3 GTA. 

Please make cheques payable to 
Phoenix* Allow 5 working days 

for cheque clearance. 
*Sinte Dijr Desp&tcb m Credit Card Orders/ 

bankers dralV building society 
cheijiei'PflSiiil inlers. 

CUSTOMER CAPE AND GENERAL ENQUIRIES 
(0532^350652 FAX: (0532) 3S0702 

HOW TO FIND US 

rtSSoiiJr&Oam yMfn 
NiaiDMtt or^   lours laid (tlieijht 

stock the oast raoge of Bruce Smilli boohs 
Mastering Amiga DOS Vol 1 £Z1.9& 

| Mastering Amiga DOS? Vol Z E19.9B 
Mastering Amiga DDS3  £19.95 
Mastering Amiga W.B. I £19.95 
Mastering Amiga C £19.95 
Mastering Amiga Printers.. £19.95 
Mastering Amiga Assembler £24.95 
Mastering Amiga System £29.95 
Mastering Amiga AMDS £19.95 
Mastering Amiga A It EXL £21 95 
Mastering Amiga Bogioners-^.,.£19.95 
AGIO lasiders Guide £14 95 

Insideis GuNs £14 95 

ACCOUNTING 
Arena Accounts EB2.39 
Personal Finance Manager Plus £29.^ 
Home Accooots I £39,93 
System 3 £39.99 
System 3E £54.99 
Cashbook Combo £54.99 
Day by Day „ £22,39 

SPREADSHEETS 
V4  

PRESENTATIQ 
Can Do V2 

.£36.99 
& SLIDESHOUI 

£99 99 
Deluxe Video 3.... _ .£69 99 
Scata 500  £79.99 
Scala Professional™ _£179.99 
TRACTAl SFH | IhlaOE PROCESS!* 

Scenery Animator 4  
Make path for Vista  
Art Detriment Pro 2  
Art Dept Pro Coo? Kit  
Deluxe faint 4 AGA  
i oi a pro aster  

3 
Morpfi Plus 
Profi ■ f49i9  &lttfU# 

INTEHQRATED PACKAGES 
Mini Office..- •-• ^ Gold Disk Office 2J4G 99 
Bliu Basic (foil UK Version) --re.. 
Amos  Amos Compiler... 
Amos 3D {?' 
Amos Professional Zfi 
Amos P ro less ion al Cooipiler. 
Easy Ames   
Cygitos Ed Pro 2..  
Hrsolt Basic  
Hisofi Extend  
Misoft 0M Pac  
Hisolt Pascal £64 
Lattice C vB f NewVersieo.. £2)4. 

FORT PACKS 
Aoim Fonts (Vol ill or 4) f 32, 
Kara Fnts (Hdlrnes 12 or 3.sobhds| £39. 
Videofo!s:(Serifb,SansScjif1^ecrtve).,. 
Typesmitli _ „ £124. 
PC. Task. 

_.T4^UmibackToi^I|| 
Crass Dos if5 (inc. PC emulator) .13 
Gl Route Plus. „ 1] 
Directory Opus ¥4.0 „ £4 
Gigamem.. tf nwi f R 
Hotiioks Editions f 0 
Quarterback Tools Deluxe.... £9. 
Quarterback v5 .„.£SJ 
Quarterback Tools ffi 
X-Copy Prole ssional... 

_  DH & TITIINI 
Big Alternative Scroller... i3 
Big Alternative Scroller 2 „„£5! 
Broadcast Trtler 1 J 22 
Broadcast Titter 2 Hi-res Edition W 
font Pack 1 for BTZ £3 i 
Pro Video Post lY 
Scala 5Q0 t 
ScaFa Professional 

A it t 

99 

■ IT i 11 
e [Wi Award Amiga Famatf.. - 

Calgari 24 (Special Purchase).,.. 
Calgari Broadcast......... ....... 
Deluxe Paine 4 AGA.. 

! Cine Morprk.J7 Moiph Plus.. 
Real 3D Classic 
Real 3D V2  
Take 2 „„ 
Personal Paint—  

G £ RAVTRA 
Alternative 3D Textures 
Esseoce..... 
Pixel 3D Pro. 

...1U9.99 
-£134.99 

1 

1JI 

HAVTRAC1RO 

JL 

Supsrbase Professional _ ....£21 
Mailsnot Pies. 
Superbase I... 

—©■ 

ino * DTP UJORO PROCESS 
Final Writer (AGA) m £114 99 
1011 tmlt in fonts and Bxtenurt DTP luncfians me 
Pro-Page Z.I/Pro-Draw 1.2 bundle  
Kindwonls ^zms 
Pagestream v2.2Z BSD 
Pagestream if3 Full EIK vBrsinn... -;i i 
Pagestream l\mmi Forms  
PaoesEttor 3 ~ « — 
Professional Page v4 ^37 
SoftFaces (VDJS \-\\  
Soft Clips „ _  
The Publisher Ob 9E 
Turin Prill Professional... „ £34.99 

WordwTrth V? (AGA). ..£44,9 9 
Final Copy Release 2.2,...^? £69.99 
Pen Pal 15 £32.99 
ideal for single disk systam! 

music * SOUND 
Deluxe Music Construction tf.tf. • IBM 
El Level II v3.5 11)1 
Bars and Pipes Pru V2 f 249 
Kits for Bars aod Pipes .,...£44 
Super Jam v1,L+ ♦ £?9 
The Palcdmeisler f fj? 
Triple Play Plus £1|4 
SjfncPro , ..£164 
One Step Music shop „.i§£4 
AMAS 2 £74 
Clarity 1     W simpUrCZlql}^ 
Ouarlet     1II Stereo Master.,.f29.5E 
Videomaster f&7 99 
Meoamix Master £29.99 
Tecnoo Sound forho 2.....  
The Music Librarian  

Elite. Now in Stock!., 
light , ,„.„ 

DirarrTrive 
Americao Gladiators..,* „ ^ 
F-1I 
Sac car Rid 
0une2   
Walker  
Bead Bash   
Gunship 200D   
Swing Value  
Aoandoned Places  
Graliam Coach Cricket 
F19 Stealth Fighter  
Operation Stealth  
Tank Platoon  
Flashback  
Body Slows  
Sopertrog 
femminos 2  
Desert Strike ., 
Sensible soccer ...„, 
Chuck Rock 2   
Street fighter I  
B17 Flying Fortress. 
Zonl. 
Abandoned Places   
Premier M ana am ,  
Nick Faldo's Championship Goll  
HislorylEneigi4-Tllfi..I  
Sleepwalk ere omic fleliel J 
Indy Jones & Fale nlAilanis 
Legends o! Valour  
Wing Commander  
SporlsniasteFSiniMi 
Syndicate  
The fast Viking  
The Ancient Art ol War in the Skies. 
Goal by Virgin New by dine Dini  
Beavers Grandslam mm £ 

mm 



REVIEW 

Very special FX 

Jeff Walker samples the latest version of a 

classic image-processing program, ImageFX. 

Have you ever spent a 
couple of hundred quid on 
some software and, after 
playing with it for a while, 

felt that you hadn't got much for 
your money? No danger of that with 
ImageFX. The software is packed on 
to four disks, one of which Is full of 
example pictures and animations; 
the manuals are a good inch and a 
half thick in all, compete with a 
hard manual house for your shelf. 

But a thick manual and high- 
quality packaging do not a program 
make. The question is how well it 
works. Although ImageFX can be run 

Many special effects are created in ImageFX by having 
a special mask sitting in the alpha buffer between the 
main and swap buffers. Here a very striking waveform 
effect has been applied to a digitised Image. 
from floppy disk, the sheer size of 
the system is going to make it a very 
frustrating experience. Really, if you 
haven't got a hard drive I'd stay away 
from ImageFX, It will take up more 
than 3Mb of your hard disk, though 
installation is painless using the 
standard Commodore Installer. 

As you install itt you soon realise 
you've got an awful lot of software 
for your money. For example, six 
scanning and video digitising 
modules are provided. The popular 
Epson GT-6500 flatbed scanner is 
extremely well supported, as is the 
Sharp JX-100, the iV-24 and PP&S 
Framegrabbers, and the wonderful V- 
tab. All these devices can be used 
to pull pictures straight into ImageFX. 

There's even a data-caching 
system that will use hard disk space 
to store image data when your real 
memory runs out It's not real virtual 
memory - you can't use it to run 

programs - but it workst it's fast, 
and it doesn't cost a penny extra. 

The load and save modules too 
all come bundled with the package. 
Amiga file formats aside, JPEG, TIFF, 
Targa, BMP, PCX and lots more are 
there, plus FLC animation files, the 
standard used by the popular 
AutoDesk Animator Pro on the PC, 

A large number of rendering 
formats are supported. All the Amiga 
formats are there of course, plus 
there are modules that enable you to 
view your work on a number of 
popular graphics boards including 
OCTV, any EGS board, Firecracker24, 

HAM-E, IV-24, SAGE, 
OpalVision and 
Retina. (Picasso II 
comes with an 
ImageFX render 
module.) And then 
there's Cinemorph. 
Morphing is one the 
most fascinating 
and absorbing 
pastimes I know. 
It's painstaking 
work and it takes 
time to get it right, 
but when you do get 
it right there's no 
better effect, 

Now, it's worth 
pointing out that to 
get all the above 
facilities with a 
certain weli-known 
rival image- 
processing package, 

it would cost you about £400-£500 
all told, perhaps a bit more. And 
even then you don't get the facility to 
paint or work on small areas of an 
image, nor well over 100 other 
image-processing features that are 
packed into ImageFX, The scope of 
the system is mind-boggling, GVP say 
that if you can imagine it, ImageFX 
can make it come to 
life. That's not quite 
true, because it is 
you that has to 
make it come to life 
- ImageFX is merely 
the tool you use. 
You shouldn't rush 
into buying it there 
is an awful lot to 
learn. At first you are 
bound to feel 
swamped by the 
infinite possibilities, 
and it is going to 

take some months to 
become comfortable 
with the software. 
Luckily ImageFX has 
a brilliantly intuitive 
user interface, which 
makes the process 
of experimentation 
painless, You can 
even make up your own user 
interfaces, and it is not particularly 
difficult to do. 

ARexx support is there of course, 
and indeed quite a few ARexx scripts 
are provided, particularly for 
processing animations. 

And all this is perhaps one per 
cent of ImageFX, This is the sort of 
software that the Amiga was 
invented for. True, to get the 
absolute best out of it you need to 
own a fast Amiga, a 24-bit graphics 
card and perhaps a scanner or video 
digitiser, but then it is a fact of life 
that the more colours an image- 
processing function has to work on, 
the better will be the results. That's 
not to say you can't do a lot with 
256-colour and HAM-8 images on an 
A1200 (with at least 6Mb of 
memory), but it will take longer and 
even small tweaks will tend to have a 
great effect because, although 
ImageFX always works in true-colour 
fidelity, if the colour isn't there to 
start with you can't expect more to 
just appear out of the blue. 

There is only one other package 
on the Amiga that rivals ImageFX, 
and that is Black Belt Systems' 
Imagemaster. If you were to ask me 
to choose between them I'd rather 
change the subject and suddenly 
remember a previous engagement 
because, a bit like the ProPage and 
PageStream DTP packages, ImageFX 
and Imagemaster are very closely 
matched, destined to leapfrog each 
other version by version. Each has its 

The Sharpness and Unsharp Mask facilities enable you 
to bring out the details in a blurred digitised picture. 

annoying little bugs, each can do 
things the other can't, Both are 
excellent. If you push me I d have to 
say that Imagemaster is faster and a 
little more powerful in some 
important areas, but ImageFX is 
much easier to use and a slicker 
product overall. |^ 

SHOPPING LIST 
ImageFX  £199,95 
Upgrade to v 1.50 £29.95 
By GVP and Nova Design 
Distributed in the UK by: 
Silica Systems, 
MTheMevre, Hfltherley 
Road, Sidcup DA14 4DX. 
* 0S1 3091111 

CHECKOUT 

GEFX 1.50 

ImageFX Includes morphing facilities - the hottest 
effect since effects were Invented - via the Cinemorph 
program, a "hook" that Integrates with ImageFX Itself. 

Features 
••••••••CO 
Packed to the gills with processing 
features - morphing, scanning, 
animation multi-processor, you name it. 

Documentation 
•••••••GOG 
Lots of it, but it could do with more on 
"how to" far beginners. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••GO 
Plenty to learn about, but the excellent 
interface is a pleasure to use and 
makes learning fun. 

Speed 
•••••••too 
Complex operations are always going to 
take a while, but ImageFX is no slouch. 

Value for Money 
••••••••GO 
Considering what you get, it is a 
bargain. 

Overall rating 
•••••••GOO 
Some of the features are a little 
underpowered , one or two are bugged, 
but I'm sure GVP and Nova Design will 
continue to fix and improve. 
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REVIEW 

Power for art's sake 

Steve McGill looks info the new 24-bit 

graphics board, Village Tronic's Picasso II. 

The problem with 24-bit 
display cards for the Amiga 
is that often they cost 
more than half the price of 

a new A4OO0/030 - the Retina 
card for Instance sells at around 
£499. So the Picasso 11 re- 
target able graphics board sounds 
like a great deal at only £300. 

But it's not quite that simple. 
You need a multisync monitor to use 
it, and sadly Commodore's 1940 and 
1942 are no use - their minimum 
vertical rate or line frequency isn't 
high enough for the 800 x 600 
resolution, so you need something 
like the Microvrtec monitor reviewed 

A special routine can automatically open OS-friendly 
programs using your preset preferred screen mode. 
on page 33. Also, the Picasso II 
needs a Zorro il/lll slot, so it's for 
A1500/2000/3000S and A4000s. 

The card is however well made 
and easy to fit, though to connect its 
15-pin output socket to the Amiga's 
23-pin RGB port you'll need a 23-way 
fe ma I e-to-15-p in-female adaptor. 
Considering that you aren't going to 
be able to use the board without 
one, it should have been supplied. 

Unlike the Retina cardt the 
Picasso acts as a pass-through until 
activated by its software. Installing 

With the supplied modules forAOPro and ImagePX, 
Picasso always tries to display in full 24-bit colour. 

this is simple too, and copies 
several files and programs into your 
hard drive directories. One of the 
most important of these files rs the 
Village.library. Located in your 
Sys:Expansion drawer, this is the 
link between the card and Intuition. 
This library chooses the correct 
resolution for your monitor and only 
lets you use resolutions that are 
possi ble. This is probably just as 
well, considering that the manual is 
littered with disclaimers accepting no 
responsibility if you damage your 
equipment - not very encouraging! 

The other important file is the 
Picasso-Monitor file. This file is an 

expansion on some 
of the more needed 
operating system 
routines. Any legalEy- 
coded program's 
routines are 
intercepted and can 
be displayed at your 
selected resolution. 

This is how it 
works. After 
initialisation during 
the start-up, the 
Picasso screen 
modes become 
available through 
the standard 

Workbench Screen modes prefs. This 
lets you choose from the resolutions 
that are available. Say, for example, 
that you decide to open ProPage or a 
similar operati ng-system-friendly 
program. Assuming that this is the 
first time you1 re doing so since 
installation of Picasso, the 
Changescreen program intercepts 
and offers a choice of screen modes, 
You can specify whether or not the 
change should be permanent. If 
you've chosen permanent, the next 
time you load ProPage, Change- 

screen remembers 
the specified 
change and 
automatically opens 
your preferred 
screen mode. The 
result is that in use 
Picasso becomes all 
but transparent. 

This would all be 
lovely if all programs 
that you used 
behaved themselves 
and went through 
the operating 
system before 

The Picasso It graphics card: for 24-bit graphics, plug 
it in and connect RGB output arid a multisync monitor, 

screens are in German. Just as well 
it's free, really. 

All in all, Picasso can be 
recommended. It's disconcerting 
knowing that you can damage your 
equipment if you set the software up 
wrongly, but with a bit of care, 
professionals and amateurs alike will 
find that Picasso offers a high 
quality-to-price ratio, Q? 

opening screens and 
such, Unfortunately, 
this is not the case- 
Deluxe Paint for 
example writes 
directly to Chip RAM. 
Normally no problem, 
but if you want to use DPaint with 
Picasso, you could be in trouble. 

Luckily, Picasso has a Copy 
Continuously mode. This copies the 
contents of Chip RAM directly to 
Picasso's V RAM (Video RAM). The 
downside of this is that your V RAM 
and your Chip RAM are in constant 
use, which limits memory capacity 
overall. It also results in slow screen 
refreshes, with the 
occasional piece of 
residual garbage for 
good measure, 
Nevertheless, it 
further enhances the 
uses to which you 
can put your 
Picasso. 

It doesn't stop 
here. There are 
several module 
drivers for programs 
capable of displaying 
much higher 
resolutions and 2S6-coiour Personal Paint image shows the kind 
numbers of colours.    °* resolution Picasso II can offer on the right monitor. 
In this particular instance, the drivers 
supplied are for Art Department 
Professional and image FX. Village 
Tronic are also currently working on 
Real 3D. With these modules in 
place, Picasso always tries to display 
in full 24-bit colour, though 1Mb 
Picassos are limited to a screen 
resolution of 640 x 480, Smaller 
pictures are automatically centred. 

Also supplied with Picasso is a 
copy of Personal Paint lite. While this 
is easy to use and capable of 
displaying 256-colour screenst it 
doesn't use the higher resolutions 
that the Picasso is capable of 
displaying, there's no documentation 
supplied for it, and all the menu 

SHOPPING LIST 
Picasso II graphics board ....... 1 Mb 
€299,2Mb £329 
By; Village Tronic 
Distributed in the UK by: Blittersoft, 
Denbigh House, Denbigh 
Road, Bletchley, Milton 
Keynes, Bucks. MK11YF. 
« 0908 220196 

Blittereoft, . 

y 

CHECKOUT 

PICASSO II 

Features 
•••••••• 
Well constructed board with many uses. 

Documentation 
•••••••GOO 
Friendly and informative. One of the few 
manuals where the translation process 
doesn't get in the way too much. 
Shame about the lack of documentation 
for Personal Paint lite. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••00 
Could hardly be easier. Onty dedicated 
technophobes wfll have any real 
problems with the board. 

Value far Money 
••••••••CO 
Good value for money. Consider though 
that you will have to budget for a multi- 
sync monitor as welL 

Overall rating 
••••••••0 0 
A good introduction into the world of 24- 
blt and Hi-res displays. 
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REVIEW 

L 

things straight. The new 
Caiigari 24 can do most of 

I the things that other 3D 
programs do - render, rotate, 
transform, and just about animate - 
with the notable exceptions of 
algorithmic texturing, seeing 
exactly where you are placing a 
light (the nearest it gets is a view 
from any selected light), object 
morphing and selectable output 
format for full-renders. 

On the plus side, Caiigari 24 can 
import objects from Lightwave, 
Videoscape, Sculpt, Imagine and DXF 
formats (just as wejif since its 
modelling functions aren't the best 
I've ever seen, as a look at the demo 
objects supplied will soon confirm). If 
also has a nice line in object 
deformations and produces rather 
spiffy-iooking images (even though it 
doesn't ray-trace). It can also make 
animations, using heirarchical object 
movement if necessary. 

But on the minus side: Caiigari 
24 needs almost 5Mb of hard disk 
space to install and oodles of 
memory to run; it has a dongle 
(another for the collection!); it 
doesn't render particularly fast (it 
certainly doesn't live up to its claim 
of being "the fastest renderer on the 
market"); and ft doesn't multitask. 

All of which leaves it looking 
somewhat crude and dated on the 
Amiga, compared with programs 
such as Real 3D 2, Imagine and 
especially Lightwave, though that is 
of course only available with 
NewTek's Video Toaster. All of this is 
rather sadt considering that Octree 
pioneered the H all-round" 3D 
approach on the Amiga (now so 
acclaimed in Lightwave) and also the 
use of environment mapping for 
simulating reflective objects. 

NowT many of these gripes aren't 
particularly serious, because other 
programs have similar requirements 
or problems, but surely after five 
years it s time Octree did something 

aligari's mag 

rt'nf * r    the new Caliaari 24 is bel Caiigari 24 is being . 

at any rate the fastest 3D renderer an the Amiga, 

Gary Whiteley looks closely at how it shapes up 

V 

Although it can produce stunning images like this, I'm 
afraid Caiigari 24 needs outside help to got around a 
number of problems. Here I've used objects supplied 
with Lightwave, and imported a 24-bit background as a 
,6m file, Total rendering time: 40 minutes. 
about multitasking, which is still one 
of the Amiga's special features. And 
while they're at it, implementing a 
few of the standard Amiga functions 
(like double-clicking to select files) 
wouldn't go amiss either. 

I mean, what's the use of having 
a rendering in progress and not being 
able to do anything else? And, since 
not multitasking means that it has 
free run of the Amigat why does 
Caiigari 24 render relatively slowly 
and use up so much memory? Surely 
Caiigari 24 doesn't need to take over 
the Amiga in order to do its "real- 
time" wireframe tricks - other 
programs don't. 

Possibly the best thing about Caiigari 24 Is its world 
view, though implementing hidden-line removal would 
help to show which objects were behind which. 

THE BIG PICTURE 
What's more, names can be 
deceptive, because Caiigari 24 can't 
save 24-bit images! Depending on 
the Amiga in use, it wilt save HAM, 
HAM-8, l^colour, DCTV, HAM-E or 
32-bit (in Octree's own .6m 
Rendition format). Mind you, the 

HAM and 16-colour 
images don't look 
that brilliant and 
HAM-E is long since 
defunct. 

Now, Rendition 
format is all very 
well, but what 
happens when you 
want to use a .6rn 
image in another 
program, or import 
an IFF image into 
Caiigari 24? Octree 
don't supply a 
converter, so it's 
down to third-party 
software such as 

GVP's ImageFX or 
ASDG'S ADPro (plus 
the Rendition 
module from the 
ProConversion 
pack). Not a very 
bright move on 
Octree's part - 
especially since 24- 
bit display devices 
are becoming 
increasingly popular 
on the Amiga. 

I also had a 
probiem when using 
my Opalvision card 
as a framebuffer 
(which Caiigari 24 
supports, along with 
several other 
leading display 

cards) - it proved impossible to 
actually save a rendered image, even 
in J5rn format. I tried, but it never 
seemed to happen. More often than 
not I was left locked out, watching an 
endlessly ticking clock icon and Ittle 
else. A three finger restart was the 
only apparent solution. Again, not 
very bright! 

THE VIDEO 
Then there's the video - a great 
example of a poor-quality piece of 
hype. The examples are admittedly 
pretty impressive, but there's no 
demonstration of how they were 
generated by Caiigari 24 alone, as 
claimed. The tour of the menus 
(which makes up a large part of the 
tape) is both dull and difficult to 
read, and the impression I was left 
with was of a promo tape packaged 
as an educational aid, although 
somehow it still manages to provide 
a reasonable, if basic, introduction to 
the program. 

I'm loathe to recommend Caiigari 
24 over Imagine, Real 3D 2 or 
Lightwave, for several reasons: its 
hardware requirements are high, 
rendering time isn't anything special, 
its modelling could be improved 
(although 11 Deform'' is rather nice), 

Caiigari 24, * „.....£9M5 
By Octree Software, Inc. 
From Amiga Centre Scotland, 
Harlequin House, 
Walkerbum, Peeblesshire, 1 
Scotland. EH43 6AZ. 
« 0896 875B3. 

there are too many separate (and 
sometimes incomprehensible) 
menus, memory usage is verging on 
the insane and ft doesn't multitask. 
Maybe it s just met but I really don't 
find Caiigari 24 at all easy to use and 
it seems to require a lot more input 
than is returned in output. Ill stick 
with imagine 2 for the time being, 
though having had a glimpse of 
Lightwave 3 I know which side of the 
Atlantic I'd rather have an Amiga on 
at the moment, CD 

Requirements 
Caiigari 24 needs almost 5Mb of 
hard disk space for ali its installable 
files; an accelerator isn't obligatory 
but it would be very helpful and "a 
lot" of RAM (preferably 32-bit) is 
recommended - that is, 5Mb to 
20Mb should probably suffice 
(phew!). A framebuffer or 24-bit 
display card will also be useful if you 
want top-quality output. 

CHECKOUT 

CAUGARI 24 

Features 
•••••••ooo 
Caiigari 24 does have its fair share of 
features, though they aren't always 
easy to get at, or even make sense of. 

Documentation 
••••••oooo 
The manual looks pretty, and helps in 
many respects, but it seems top-heavy 
on theory rather than practice. The 
video has the makings of a fine demo 
tape, but isn't really much of a tutorial. 

Ease of Use 
••••••OOOO 
Only rarely straightforward - it's mostly 
frustrating and lacks many of the nice 
touches common in rival 3D software. 

Speed 
••••••OOOO 
rd expected much better rendering 
speeds. Certainly not the fastest 

Value for Money 
•••••••ooo 
Recently dropped from £299, the price 
might just be good enough to attract 
new buyers, though it wiN do little to 
address the program's real problems. 

Overall rating 
••••••OOOO 
I'm afraid that Caiigari 24 really isn't 
"the sophisticated and affordable tool" 
it claims to be. Maybe two years ago, 
but not now. Even at £99.95. 
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Absolute perfect timing 

Amiga Centre Scotland have brought out a 

Single Frame Controller for taping graphics. 

Pat McDonald puts it through its paces. 

Th& Personal SFC 

2J PLflV REC 

EES STGP 

What would you say 
to £390 for a cable 
and a disk? It's a 
fair slice of cash, 

but it's a professional Amiga-based 
solution to what can be a costly 
problem - recording an exact 
sequence of Amiga graphics frames 
of a precise length onto a broadcast 
videotape at the correct place, 

Why not just mix 
all the graphics into 
a Deluxe Paint 
animation and tape 
it on your home 
video recorder? Total 
cost: ten quid. YesT 
and it would look like 
it too. Plus you'd 
need huge amounts 
of RAM to store your 
animation in - 
something you don't 
need with the SFC. 

Mind you, you do 
need a video 
recorder that uses SMPTE time code, 
has a 9-pin RS-422 control interface, 
and is accurate down to the last 
frame. For the purpose of this review 
we hired a Sony PVW 2850P a snip 
compared to buying it for £12,500. 

Now you're thinking that anyone 
with access to that sort of equipment 

software reads the type of VTR down 
the cable, and comes up with a 
group of pre set control settings. 
Assuming you know what step delay 
and similar technobabble to feed into 
the damn thing, you're away. 

Once past that, you are left with 
a quite well designed VTR front-end, 
showing the VTR type, the current 
SMPTE tape positron, the time code 

iil jJ 2^ 
jj.H STATUS aiswjyj 
CnacKftvg tKa lirwcrity of tap* froi lA:S7:eO:«G to X0 -£7-&& 

9 

F*f on VTR JW4H 
for *-tar"t £o* . . <ounci taps  _,. on  if OK 

■ cturtts/1ago —ftft 
po*=J.<J--2-7 :B 1   . . . via , r i 

Search Verify Of?* m _top PtacioT'ciing Prcuiva Pass ,i 

has no need for a mere Amiga and 

The welt-designed hut largely superfluous front control 
panel ef the Single Frame Controller. Notice the status 
messages as the software performs a take. 

in use, and features. To be honest it 
really doesn't give you more 
information than the display on the 
VTR, but it does make things 
convenient- At the bottom of the 
display you are given reports on the 
current state of play. 

Just click on the anim button to 
start building your production. First, 

black a tape with 
timecode if you 
haven't got a 
blacked tape - this 
can be done with 
the software but 
again is a standard 
feature of a single- 
frame VTR. Next, 
click on the time 
code box and enter 
a start point - 

otherwise the software defaults to 
00:00:00:00- Next, click on Input 
list, and find some graphics with the 
file requester. 

If the graphic is a single frame, 
then only one entry will be made on 
the list. If the graphic is an ANIM-5 or 
ANIM-S sequence of 

Building up an edit list Is largely a matter of finding the 
correct fife with a Hie requester, then saying how many 
frames of the videotape you want it displayed for. 
its AGA graphics. Well, as well as 
working to alt Amiga graphics 
standards (colour or greyscale)T the 
SFC can drive the Harlequin, IV24, 
Opalvision, Firecracker, image 24, 
DCTV and Video Toaster. (It did not 
drive the Image Engine properly.) 

Setting it up is very easy, but the 
SFC does expect a hard-drive-based 
system. With power off, connect your 
genlocked Amiga graphics signal to 
the single frame VTRT and plug the 
cable into the serial port of each 
machine. Power up, install SFC and 
any relevant graphics drivers, then 
double-click on the icon to get going. 

The next step is trickier. The 

graphic list, then you 
can either get it onto 
tape straight away or 
preview it. These 
graphic previews can 
require a lot of 
memory - but they 
are quarter-screen, 
black-and-white jobs, 
so you can get a few 
seconds or so in a 
2Mb machine. 

Anyway, once 
you're happy that the 
list is correct, you can print it, save 
it, or set the computer to "go" and 
watch the automated process. Each 
frame took about 40 seconds to 
record, pius about a minute of 
setting up and finishing off. 

If you have a 900-frame segment 
to produce, it will take about ten 
hours. A preview would take about 
45 minutes to generate, but it would 
need a lot of memory to generate in 
one go. All list assembly and 
previews can be done offline - you 
don't need a VTR connected until you 
actually want to record. 

That's the good part about SFC. 
If you haven't got enough RAM to do 
something, then you can use fewer 
frames at a step without missing 
anything out of the final production. 
The only catch is that it won't touch 
files that cannot physically fit in RAM 
- if you have a long disk ANIM that 
won't decompress into memory, 
you'll have to slice parts of it 
manually before SFC can handle It 

The SFC is fully ARexx 
controllablet so you can render 
frames straight onto videotape if you 
want - and if you are very sure of 
what you're doing; but then again if 
you are working in a studio 
environment on a day to day basis, 
it's faster to type your editing 
commands than to point and click. 

Ail the ARexx commands are 
covered in the quite excellent 
manual, which somehow manages to 
cover everything from the bare bones 
to a guide to troubleshooting when 

The Single Frame Controller connects a video recorder 
to your Amiga 's serial port, via some built-in circuitry. 

you're dealing with certain VTRs. IV$ 
quite obvious to me that a lot of time 
and trouble has gone into making 
this program as good as it is. 

I like this solution a lot, but to be 
honest there's no way I could justify 
buying it. if you want to get into the 
business of transferring Amiga 
graphics onto professional quality 
video, then this does it very easily. 
Takes about 15 minutes to master 
and then you can arrange your 
graphics to your heart's content. (Tl 

SHOPPING LIST 
Single Frame Controller £390 
From: 
Amiga Centre Scotland 
^ 089 687583 

frames, then one 
line will be added for 
each frame, Next to 
each line is the 
frame count, which 
defaults to 1 but can 
be increased to 
"hold" on a frame* 

Once you have a 
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You have to admit, the front options on the panel to 
SFC are a little bit much for the video novice. 

V 

CHECKOUT 

SFC 

Quality 

Previews are memory-intensive, but 
everything else works a treat. 

Documentation 

Spot on, 

Ease of Use 
'O 

A few initial minutes of confusion. 

Performance 

Slick, easy to master. 

Value for Money 
••••••oooo 
Much cheaper than Sympatica, but 
even so Et's a very specialised thing.,, 

Overall rating 

A solid, professional utility. 
'•DO 
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power o ptical A 

128MB Optical Internal £779 
128MB Optical External £879 
128MB Optical Disk £39.95 
SCSI Controller A2000 £129 

Jse a VCR as a backup storage advice, 200 
Amiga floppy disks fit on to a 4Hr tape which 
can be used for an alternative hard disk backup 
system. What's more you can watch T.V on. your 
1084s monitor.  

£60 

f loptioal^/ r i v e 

The Floptical stores 20MB of data on a 3.5" disk (a 
SCSI interface is required). 

Floptical A2OO0 Kit....... ..£289 
Floptical A500 External £389 

syquest drive ^ 

3.5" Removable HD from Syquest. Each cartridge 
stores 105MB. Syquest speed is 17ms, 

3.5" Syquest SCSI External . £599 
3.5" 105MB Cartridge £79 

scsi drives 

We can supply SCSI or IDE 3.5" drives in many sizes. 

52QMB  £169 
80MB  £179 
160MB  .,...£249 
200MB   £349 

ide i n t e rn a I 

2.5" Miniarure internal HD for the A600/A1200, 
(these drives come complete with 3L cable and instillation software) 

60MB Internal HD . .. £139 
80MB Internal HD £179 
120MB Internal HD £229 

iodp r o d u c t s 

Trlfecta 2000 LX Bare   £139 
Trlfecta 2000 LX 80MB HD £230 
Trlfecta 2000 LX 160MB HD £329 
Trlfecta 2000 LX 200MB HD £399 
Trlfecta 500 LX Bare ...£195 
Trlfecta 500 LX SOMB HD .£295 
Trlfecta 50O LX 160MB HD ....£359 
Trlfecta 500 LX 2O0Mb HD ....£459 

aGOOm e m o ry 

1MB RAM with battery backed clock. 

A600 Memory £39.95 

1 .5MB m e m o ry 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and compatible 
with Fatter AgnUS. {Requires Kickstart 13 and above, not 
compatible with A500+. Your Amiga needs to be opened , this may 
effect your warranty) 

1.5MB Memory.  .£85 

1 MB^ ru 'po rt 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and fully 
Compatible With Fatter AgnUS. (Requires Kkbtart 1.3 
and above, riot compatible with A500+. Your Amiga1 needs to be 
opened, this may effect your warranty) 

1MB Thru' port   £49 

 CT^    "I J   t   
RAM on-board to expand your Amiga A500+ to 
2MB of Chip RAM. (Fits in the trap-door, does 
not affect your warranty) 

£36 

a500m emo ry 

4 Chip 512K RAM expansion with or without bat- 
tery hacked clock. Free software included. (A500+ 
compatible) 

A500 Card with clock ,,£29 
A500 Card without clock   £24 

aSOO8mbhoard 

Expand your Amiga from 2MB to 8MB of RAM. 
Plugs into side slot, full auto config. and full 
through port, 

A500 2MB Board £139 
A500 4MB Board   .£219 
A500 8MB Board   £299 

32000$ m h hoard 

2MB to 8MB expansion for the A2000, Full auto 
config. i IDE interface and 12 months warranty 

A2000 2MB Board.. £139 
A2000 4MB Board £199 
A20OO 8MB Board £289 

ncrease your Amiga's memory to 2MB of 
RAM, including 2MB 8375 Agnus, easy to fit 
(internal fitting), unlike every other 2MB chip 
RAM board currently available you A500 trap 
memory still works! fully compatible. 

£15 

special offer 

PCI 208 68882-20MHz OMB RAM board. 

PC 1208 68082 20MHz £109.92 

power^rf^^^ 

All Power Computing's disk drives come with a 1 
month guarantee. The PC880B is available wit 
Blitz Amiga, Blitz and X-Copy or Cyclone compat 
ble (this drive is only available to registered owne 
of X-Copy Professional), The drive comes in 
choice of two colours, black and cream. 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga,,.,., £6< 
PC880B with Blitz, X-Copy £75 
PC880B with black case (CDTV) „„£6< 
PC880E Economy Cydonc Comp., „£49-9! 
PC881 Amiga 500 internal drive....  £4! 
PC882 Amiga 2000 internal drive .£4< 
PC883 Dual disk drive . £1 2i 

PC880B riv 

lie award winning external disk drive which 
includes Anti-click (cures that annoying click): 
Virus blocker (prevents viruses) and built-in 
backup hardware. Now available with Cyclone 
compatible chip. 

x-backup/] r o 

Extremely powerful disk back-up utility., uses tl 
latest custom chip design. Hardware designed \ 
Power Computing, 

X-Baokup Pro , £29,91 

A600/A1200 Colour Scanner available soo 

Goods arc sold Subject to oar standard terms and conditions ofmic and arc available an request. Specifications and prices arc subject to change without notice, trademarks are acknowledged. Alt prices include VA1, 
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simile 0234 

hnical 0234 
cat is available from 2 

epsonGr-65 0 0 

\ high resolution 24-bit colour flatbed scanner 
Tom Epson. Scan up to A4 in size on this 600DPI 
icanner. Comes with PowerScan or ASDG 
ASDG is an extra £99). GT-8000 scans up to 
iOODPL 

Epson GT6500 Power Scan,.. £69 9 
Epson GT6500 ASDG . ,,£798 
Epson GT8000 PowerScan£1199 
Epson GT8000 ASDG. .,.£1298 
Document Feeder  ...,£399 

powersa/ n 4 

Completely re-designed powerful user interface, pro- 
duce 256 grayscale images (on a AGA machine), scan 
in 64 grayscales (non AGA Amiga can only display 
16), add colour to greyscale images, special effects, new 
support for 18-bit scanner, add text to scans, available 
with mono or colour scanner. 

£119 

powers c anners ^ 

*owerScanner 4 (mono) £119 
»owerScanner 4 (colour) .£239 
'owerScanner 4 inc. OCR £159 
^owerScanner 3 „, £99 
Scanner 4 Upgrade inc. Interface.,£50 
icanner 4 Upgrade software £20 
)CR Junior Software £49 
>CR Full Version Upgrade £49 
DCR full version h only available co registered itscrs of OCR Junior) 

autorow sharer 

IOM Share . , .£19.95 
IOM Share inc. v2.04 £50 
IOM Share inc. vl.3 £39 
IOM Share A600 £29 
IOM Share A600 vl.3 £55 

supra modems ^gj 

Monies complete with English phone cable* RS 232 
:rial cable, PSU & comms software. 

iupra Fax Modem + ..£119 
upra Fax Modem 32BIS ..£229 

pcJ20S 

Power Computings latest 32-bit memory expansion 
for the Amiga 1200 is now available, The PC 1208 
uses the latest industry standard 32-bit Simm technology 
which allows you to use 1MB, 2MB, 4MB and 
8MB modules, Simply adding either a PC1208 to 
your Amiga 1200 will increase its processing speed 
by 219%, comes with real-time battery backed 
clock and optional FPU available. 
Bare 
PC1208  , ..£69.95 
PC1208 + 68881 20MHz £96.95 
PC1 208 + 68882 20MHz £109.95 
PC1208 + 68882 33MHz £119.95 
PC1208 + 68882 40MHz £ 139.95 
PCI208 + 68882 50MHz £179.95 
With 2MB 
PC1208 + 68881 20MHz £139.95 
PC1208 + 68882 20MHz .,,....£159.95 
PCI 208 + 68882 33MHz £199.95 
PC1208 + 68882 40MHz .£225.95 
PC1208 + 68882 50MHz £265.95 
With 4MB 
PC 1208 +■ 68881 20MHz  £240.95 
PC1208 +■ 68882 20MHz £269.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 33MHz .,.....,..£285.95 
PC1208 + 68882 40MHz £305.95 
PCI 208 + 68882 50MHz £347.95 
With 8MB 
PC1208 + 68881 20MHz,... £419.95 
PC 1208 + 68882 20MHz ..£439.95 
PC1208 t 68882 33MHz , .,.£465.95 
PC 1206 + 68882 40MHz .,.,...,.£489.95 
PC1208 +■ 68882 50MHz .£530.95 

pc12 0 4 

The original PC1204 4MB 32-bit memory 
expansion is still available, and is exceptional value. 
PC 1204 with 4MB RAM 
PC1 204 with 4MB only. £1 85.95 
PC1204 + 68881 20MHz, £219.95 
PC 1204 + 68882 20MHz £235.95 
PC1204 + 68882 33MHz £259.95 
PC1204 +■ 68882 40MHz £279.95 
PCI204 + 68882 50MHz .,.£31 9.95 

A4000peripherals 

33MHz FPU   .£60 
40MHz FPU.. ..£79 
SCSI-2 card (bare) , £132 
1MB for SCSI-2 (Max-SMB) each £40 

miscellanouspro^wcf5 

PowerMouse ,„   4£15 
Optica* Mouse ,  ..£29.95 
Replacement Optical Mat... ..,.£10 
100 Branded Disks + Box £49.95 
10 Branded Disks £4.99 
At 200 Dustcover , £5 
Maverick 1 Joystick ,£15.99 
Python 1 Joystick,,. ..£9.99 
Apache 1 Joystick „ £7.99 

All Power Computing ltd products come with a hack to hose 12 month guarantee. Prices are validfor the month of publication only. E & OE. 

HLXdrive ^ 

The 1.76MB Disk Drive* can be used with 
any Amiga, With the (XL Drive' you can fit a 
massive 1.76MB on a high density floppy disk, 
the drive can also act as a standard 880K drive 
and can also read & write disks written on an 
Amiga 4000 internal HD drive. 

External XL Drive   .,£85 
Internal XL Drive „  £75 
A4000 Internal XL Drive £75 
^Requires KickStarr 2 or above, 

exclusivepro ducts 

pc880upgrade 

Power Computing can now upgrade your 
PC880 drive from a 880K to a 1.76MB high 
density drive, all you need to do is check that 
you have the serial number !Sony MFD17W- 
22' on your disk drive casing, (You'll need to 
unscrew rhe casing. This does not affect The warranty) 

PCS80 Interface upgrade £49.95 

disk exp ander 

This Easy to use and install expander can add 
60% to your Hard Drive capacity. It quickly 
compresses and decompresses data and is very 
reliable ensuring no data corruption, It works 
with all drives, SCSI , IDE, floppies, even RAD 
disk and is expandable as new compression 
libraries are developed. 

Disk Expander  , £35 

order/o r m 
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delivery next d*y £5.00 2-3 days £2.50 Saturday £10.00 
deliveries are subject to stock availability 
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Commodore 1942 monitor 

Mj       i MM Ith the advent of 

UIV   chipset Amlgas 
such as the A1200 

and A4Q00, even buying a monitor 
Isn't as simple as it used to be. 

Back in the old days, any 
standard RGB monitor would happily 
display the entire range of Amiga 

Commodore's 1942 monitor - solid construction, tube 
by Philips, Amiga-colour-coordinated... and multisync! 

screen modes, but the AGA chipset 
offers a number of new screen 
modes that are incompatible wtth 
standard RGB monitors, These 
"DBL* modes offer much better 
picture definition and even rid the 
Amiga of the dreaded interlace flicker 
that plagues high-resolution screens 

on pre-AGA Amigas. They do this by 
operating at twice the horizontal 
scan rate of conventional Amiga 
displays, meaning they require a 
monitor that can keep up. This is 
exactty what Commodore have come 
up with in the new 1942 monitor. 

The 1942 is actually a "dual 
sync" monitor - it is capable of 

displaying not only 
the higher speed 
DBL screen modes, 
but the standard 
Amiga screen 
modes too. Not 
impressed? You'd 
be surprised how 
many muftisyncs 
can't handle the 
slower 15.75 kHz 
signals and 
therefore can't 
display software 
that by-passes 
Workbench 3.0's 
"mode promotion1' 
facility (which 
bumps up the 
display mode 
automatically). This 
includes the many 
games that "hit the 

hardware", which makes them 
impossible to convert to DBL format. 

The cream casing matches the 
AGA Amigas, and as you'd expect 
from Commodore, the build quality is 
very good too. All the controls (which 
are located behind a flip-down panel 
on the front of the monitor) have a 

very positive and responsive feel to 
them. The 1942 has a high dot pitch 
of 0.28, which means it offers better 
picture resolution than, for example, 
Commodore's other new monitor, the 
1940, which has a rather mediocre 
0.39 dot pitch (but is £100 cheaper). 

The 1942 comes with a "hard 
wired" lead that ends in a VGA-like 
15-pin D connector (the kind used by 
PCs). Thankfully Commodore include 
a suitable adaptor that converts the 
15-pin connector to the more 
standard 23-pin Amiga RGB plug. 

The picture quality is very good, 
especially when compared to the old 
single-scan 1084 monitor, but the 
unit we tested did have a few 
problems - the tube displayed 
disturbing signs of purity problems, 
"pin cushioning' (where the edges of 
the screen warp, rather than being 
perfect rectangles) and convergence 
errors, which become particularly bad 
in high-resolution mode because the 
smaller pixels reveal more colour 
"ghosting". This was probably just a 
fault in the test unit and if so, the 
1942 is a good option. However, 

Commodore 1942 monitor 
By: Commodore UK 
Available from: Silica 
Systems, 1—4 The Mews, 
Hatherley Road, Sidcup, 
Kent DA14 4DX 
trOBl 3091111 

£399 

rumour has It that Philips are soon to 
release a successor to the brilliant 
CM8833 that will be able to handle 
AGA modes, and it may be worth 
waiting to compare this with that 
before parting with your readies, 
Jason Hoi bom 

CHECKOUT 

COMMODORE 

1942 MONITOR 

Build Quality 
••••••••oo 
As well-designed and solidly built as 
you'd expect a Commodore monitor to 
be. with a reliable Philips tube. 

Picture Quality 
• •••••o o o o 

! Very good when compared to a 
conventional single-scan monitor, but 
not quite up to the same standards as 
leading multisyncs. 

Documentation 
•••••ooooo 
The manual tells you how to set the 
monitor up but little else. Some form of 
pin-out diagram would have been nice. 

Value for Money 
•ItttllOOO 
May seem cheap when compared to the 
original 1084, but there are other (and 
better} multisyncs available for the 
same price. 

Overall rating 
#•••••0000 
Unless you're a Commodore stalwart, it 
may be wise to Chech the competition - 
particularly Philips's soon-to-be-released 
successor to the CM8833. 

Nexus Backdrops 

Six sets of disks full of 
copyright-free images, 
each set costing £29.99 - 
that's Videoworid 

Multlmedla's Nexus Pro Background 
Sets. Available In two flavours, AGA 
and "Pre-AGA", the whole collection 
contains around 140 Images derived 
from digitised photos, real-world 
objects and slides. I saw a review 
set Including a "representative" 

cross-section of 
Images. 

The different sets 
are Fabrics, Papers, 

This one's "Satin"; there's another 
you can check on the cover disk. 

Textures, Travel and Weddings/ 
Romantic, with the sixth set being an 
introductory "Sampler" set consisting 
of the "Best Of the five full seta 

The AGA 
variations are 
mainly 704 x 566, 
256-cofour or 
HAM-8 images - 
and boy do they 
eat up dtsk space, 
Most of the demo 
images were well 
over 300K in size, 
some even as 
large as 400K, 
which goes some 
way to explaining 
why the AGA sets have ten disks per 
set to the P re-AG A's seven, even 
though the Pre-AGA sets actually 
contain more images. If you want to 
get at them fast (for instance while 
running a live desktop video 
presentation) you'll definitely need to 
save them to a hard drive, I'd also 
think some extra memory would 
come in very handy if you1 re using an 

A1200 with the HAM-8 images. 
The Pre-AGA images are mostly 

16-colour 704 x 566 images - again 
overscanned, but of course wfth not 
quite as much colour as their AGA 
counterparts. The obvious result is 
that the non-AG A files are smaller, 

but with much of 
the original colour 
inevitably lost. 
However, Tm 
pretty sure that 
this wonTt bother 
non-AGA Amiga 
owners, especially 
if they are familiar 
with the excellent 
16-colour 

Some examples of the Nexus Pro backgrounds 
backgrounds. This one is "floar"supplied with 

SHOPPING LIST 
Nexus Pro Backgrounds £29.99 
per set or £130 for all five full sets 
By Videoworid Multimedia 
From Videoworid, 8 Ardoch 
Gardens, tamhuslang, 
Glasgow G72 8HB. 
*0416411142. 

five TUII sets 

V 

ScalaMM and Scala VT100. 
Gary Whiteley 

CHECKOUT 

NEXUS PRO 

BACKGROUNDS 

Documentation 
••••••••CO 
Mo printed documentation supplied with 
review set, but I didn't need any to use 
the images and a Readme file told me 
all I needed to know. 

Ease of Use 
• mm ft® mmm• 
Use your favourite paint, presentation 
or image-viewing programr so long as it 
can handle the picture formats. 

Value for Money 
••••••••CO 
Plenty of pfctures for the pound, though 
of course the value depends on whether 
you're likeiy to use all the images. 

Overall rating 
• • • • • ft • • O O 
From what I've seen these pictures look 
excellent, though I'd have preferred 
them to be delivered in 24-bit JPEG 
format as standard, not at extra cost. 

AMIGA SHOPPER O ISSUE 33 O JANUARY 1994 



REVIEWS 

TV sets may be cheaper, but 
on a monitor the difference 
in picture quality is really 
enormous - especially with 

a multisync such as this, though 
you can't plug it Into any Amiga 
except an A3000 without a 

CHECKOUT 

MICROVITEC MONITOR 

Microvitec multisync monitor 

oo 
Features 
••••••I 
Above average for a multisync. 

Documentation 
•••ooooooo 
Technically precise but irrelevant to 
Amiga users. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••• 
Set it, forget it. 

Performance 
••••••••oo 
One of the best sub-£5O0 tubes I've 
seen, plus NTSC and PC compatibility. 

lOOO 
Value for Money 
••••••« 
Worth it, but not by a lot. 

Overall rating 
•••••••ooo 
A good display, but just out of most 
people's price league. 

Commodore interface (£20 from 
First Choice), which plugs into the 
23-pin video connector and gives a 
standard 15-pin S-VGA output. 

The 9-pin multisync cable 
supplied, although not an Amiga 
standard, should connect to most 
de i nte r I acer f "fl i c ke r fixe rB) u n its a nd 
also some 24 bit display cards like 
the Image Engine (see page 20)- You 
don't actually need a deinterlacer 
though - the monitor scans the 
incoming video signal, be it 15 or 
31KHz, and synchronizes the picture 
automatically so that ft doesn't jump. 

The monitor has a universal 
power supply to use US voltage, and 
can take NTSC Amiga output as we EI 
as PAL. It can automatically detect 
IBM PC CGA/EGA TTL input and 
switch to the different standard, 
though this is redundant for Amigas. 

The screen display warms up 

SHOPPING LIST 
Microvitec Multisync £410 
From: First Choice,, Unit 3, Armley Park 
Court, Off Cecil S.reet, 
Stanningley Rood, 
Leeds LSI 2 2AE 
« 0532 319444 

quickly and is very good compared to 
similar .28-inch matrix tubes, Colours 
were noticeably crisper than my 
aging CBM 1950 multisync, with 
great luminescence (brightness). 
Edges were sharp, and low black 
levels produced acceptable shadows. 

You don't select image size or 
adjust positioning with a simple 
knob, fnstead, four buttons are used 
to change the setting, adjust the 
position and store 
the final tweak. Its 
nice to see a 
programmable 
monitor, but I would 
prefer to be able to 
store a range of 
different settings for 
use with different 
dispfays. One less 
useful feature is that 
the power light 
changes from green 
to amber when the 
monitor is receiving 
what it thinks is a 
sync signal. 

Rather than 
sporting the pathetic 
loudspeakers found 
in cheaper monitors, 
this one has no 

sound at all, so you II have to plug in 
your hi-fi system. Fair enough; the 
Amiga sounds better when run 
through decent amps anyway. 

This is an expensive monitor, but 
if you are a globe-trotting serious 
Amiga graphics user and you need to 
differentiate between every single 
pixel on-screen, it could be a 
worthwhile investment. 
Pat McDonald 

Microvitec fs multisync monitor: a steady picture, even 
if you go to the US or hook it up to a PC, If you must 

R 

Paint, a new addition to 
the world of Amiga paint 
programs, offers most of 
the usual features, and 

then some. Possibly Its strongest 
point is full ARexx support, meaning 
you can use ARexx to control its 
functions for you, from scrolling text 
to animations or writing a CAD 

CHECKOUT 

R PAINT 

Features 
••••••••OO 
ARexx and AmigaDOS support - 
brilliant! And most of the standard art 
package functions are there. 
Somewhere. 

Documentation 
•••••••ooo 
Full, but heavy! Keep your Jargon 
Busting columns handy. 

Ease of Use 
••••••oOOO 
Okay if you know ARexx or can I earn 
keyboard shortcuts very quickly. 
Otherwise slow and tedious continually 
pulling down menus. 

Value for Money 
•••••OOOOO 
Depends what you want. I want features 
I can use. 

Overall rating 
••••••oOOO 
Shame, it could have been outstanding. 

package running under the RPaint 
umbrella. You can also control 
RPaint direct from AmigaDOS. 

There are huge capabilities in 
screen size, from 320 x 200 right up 
to 16,368 x 16,384, as well as the 
option of a palette ranging from two 
to 64 colours, HAM however is not 
supported. A "Doodle mode" enables 
you to mess around while the old 
68000 processor is tied up making 
time-consuming calculations, and two 
bitmaps give you the DPamt * Spa re/ 
Main screen" option. Overscan is 
supported in all the working modes, 
and you can create icons for any of 
the pictures, brushes or palette files 
you might care to make. 

Unlike other art packages, RPaint 
does not have a collection of tools 
either drawn down the side of the 
screen or in a sub-menu. Instead, 
the generation of all drawn shapes, 
fills, brushes, and all the rest is done 
by pull-down menus: 
• Project handles the usual disk and 
file loading and saving controls, as 
we I! as info and Print. 
• Tools is the main drawing and 

SHOPPING LIST 
RPaint —„„„ £52-25 
From: MegageM, 
1903 Adric, Santa Maria, 
CA 93454, USA 
» 0101 8053491104 

image-generating menu, with options 
for geometric solid and hollow forms, 
as well as text importing, brush 
creation, fills and grid overlays, 
• Environment allows movement 
between screens, plus colour control, 
pattern fills and grid alterations. 

All options on the menus have 
the expected keyboard short-cuts, 
but learning a whole set of routines 
is time-consuming, and the absence 
of on-screen icons makes using the 
program very slow, I found myself 
growing impatient with having to 
move to the menus all the time. 

RPaint does grow 
on you, but it doesn't 
really stand up well 
to the inevitable 
comparison with 
DPaint It has many 
of DPaint s features, 
but they're harder to 
use and harder to 
get at. Automating 
them with ARexx is 
fine, but you have to 
work them out in the 
first place, and in 
any case the average 
user will want to just 
use the program, not 
bother with scripts 

and such. The whole package is not 
intended for the beginner, and the 
manual reflects this, being written in 
unfriendly and technical jargon, 

it will take you longer to 
famiiiarise yourself with RPaintthan 
most art packages, and the drawing 
and painting capabilities, which is 
what an art program should be all 
about, remain hard to use without 
icons or colour menus. As it is, and 
despite the excellent ARexx support, 
the usefulness of this program as a 
paint package is limited. 
Wilf Rees 

RPaint's features - most are analogous to DPalnt's. 
There are keyboard shortcuts for most, hut teaming 
them Is time-consuming and there are no Icons to help. 
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FULL REPAIR SERVICE 
We offer a FREE quotation on your 
computer or any peripheral (monitors, 
printers etc.). A delivery charge of just 
£5.00 is charged or alternatively you 
can visit our showroom. 

AMIGA 1200 

RACE & CHASE PACK 

only £289.99/ 
NOW WITH NIGEL MAN SELL Fl AND TROLLS! 

A1200 DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE PACK 

only £339.99 
HARD DRIVE VERSIONS 

R&P pack D D pack 
64Mb... ..£439,99 £489.99 
8SMb.............£489.99 ...£537.99 
t27Mb £519.99.. £564,99 
2Q9Mb.. £589.99 .....£629.99 

PRINTERS 

PRIMA AI200 REAL 
TIME CLOCK 

at last now you can date and time stamp your files 
Fits, directly onto the motherboard with no soldering. 

now only £12.99/ 
check for compatibility 

£14.99 for 

.M, *£89.99 60Mb... *£ I 
20Mb. *£219.99 80Mb... *£ I 

..*£359.99 *JustAdd £10.00 for 
t^ii'':\' 

iga'scome with Workbench, mouse & I 2 
ty. The A«00   A1200 & A4000 come 
n sfte warranty AH I 2GO/600's also co 

THE AMAZING ZOOL PACK! 
•ZOOL (91% Amiga Computing, Nov 92) 
• STRIKER (94% CU Amiga, June 92), 
•PINBALL DREAMS ($4% AUI, Sept 92) 
•TRANS WRITE word processor 

only £29,99 
only £ 19.99 with any AMIGA.' 

NEW/ AMIGA CD32 PACK 

All our printers are UK spec 

Canon 
SEIKOSHA 

PACKARD HE® 

MONITORS 
AEI our monitors are UK spec. All monitors 

come complete with a free Amiga lead 

POMPLTER PRINT ESS 
All our printers come with ribbon/toner, 
printer drivers {if available), paper&cablesH 

CANON 
Canon BJlOsx^* £199,99 
Laser quality output. Large buffer 
Canon BJ200 £304.99 
3 page a min speed, 160 dpi, smalt footprint & 80 
page sheetfeecter 
Canon BJ230 £359.99 
wide carriage version of above 
Canon BJ300 £419.99 
Desktop bubble jet with laser quality 
Canon BJ330. £464.99 
Wide carriage version of the 8}3Q0 
New/Canon BJC6Q0 Col..£574.99 
new bubble jet from Canon 
BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder...£49.99 
Canon BJ 10 cartridge ....£ 18.99 

CITIZEN NEW LOW PRiCESi 
Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee 
Citizen Swift 90 Colour £ 169.99 
Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended 
Swift 200 Colour.. £204.99 
Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities 
Swift 240 Colour. ..£249.99 
24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps. 
Swift Auto Sheet feeder..£79,99 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
HP Deskjet Portable..only £274.99 
New! HPS 10 mono.now £261.99 
HP 500 Colour now £309,99 
HP 5 SO Colour ..now £5 14.99 

4 times faster than the HP500CW 
HP500 mono cartridges £ 14.99 
Double life SOO cartridges.. £24.99 
All HP printers come with a 1 year warranty 

SEIKOSHA 
SeikoshaSP-1900. £ 124.99 
SeikoshaSP-2400... £ 154.99 
Seikosha SL-90 .....£159.99 
Seikosha SL-95 £295.99 
Seikosha Speed jet 300..X319.99 

12 month extended warranty £ 10.00 
STAR 

StarLClO... £132.99 
IB0 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, quiet mode and -multi 
fonts, push button operation. 
Star LC100 colour £ 149.99 
9 pin colour, g fonts, 180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ 
Star LC200 colour... £ I 95.99 
9 pin colour, 8 fonts, 225 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ, A4 
landscape printing, 
NEW! Star LC24-30 Col £229,99 
NEW.' Star LC24-300 Col £299.99 
14 pin quality, 210 cps draft, 67 cps LQ, 39K buffer 
expandable to 4BK, 10 fonts and quiet mode. 
Star LC24-200 colour.£264.99 
Colour version with JOK buffer expandable to 62K 
Star SJ48 Bubble jet £21 7.99 
Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatible & portable 
NEW! Star SJ144 Colour Thermal 
Stunning affordable colour printer. 3 PPM, low running costs 

only £514.99 
Star SJ 48 Au to sh eet feeder... £49.9 ¥ 
Star SJ48cartridge ■ ■■ -l 18.99 
Star SJ 144 cartridge (pack of 3) £42,99 
5tarSJ48rBJ 10 Refill kit £ 11 99 

Laser Printers 
on-site warranty standard 

Seikosha OP-104... £579.99 
4 PPM HP2P emulation 
HP Laserjet 4L £609.99 
I Mb RAMh4 ppm, small footprint 
OKI 400e £514.99 
4 page laser, mult font, SI 2k memory, HP emulation 
Ricoh LP 1200 £669.99 
add just £ I 14.99 for 2 M b of extra RAM 
Star Laserjet LS5 £564.99 
5 page laser, HP emulation, multi font, JOODpi 

PACE MODEMS 

1 r\t M/i irw i 

SALES &TECHNICAL 
24 HOUR MAIL ORDER 

SERVICE 6 LINES/ 

0532 3 19444 

FAX: 0532 319191 

FOR DESPATCH & RETURNS 
ENQUIRES TEL. 0532 319444 

♦ 
SHOWROOM ADDRESS: 

DEPT. AS, UNIT 3, ARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECILST, 

STANNINGLEY ROAD, 
LEEDS, LSI2 2AE. 

t 
(Fof.ow A647 signs from 

Leeds City Centre) 
It is recommended that prices are 
confirmed before ordering goods 

E&GE. 

r 

2% surcharge on AMEX 
hllHWBIUIrillllriAllril 



COMPUTER CENTRE ORRST COMPUTER CENTRE OFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE <J>FIRST COMPUTER c 
COMPUTER CENTRE OFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE OFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE 3FIRST COMPJ«Mte 
:< PRIMA A500 &A600 RAM 

f 3 YEAR A 
^WARRANTY"/ x A 5 OOP A600 

! Unpopulated., only £ 16.99,,,£23.99 
: Populated to 5 P 2K..only £I 9,99.,.£28.99 
Populated to I Mb...only £28.99...£3 3.99 
2MbA60DORAI200RAMtard £114.99 

| 4 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card,£l69,99 
AMIGA ASO0 512K RAM by PRIMA 

for the original 1.2/1.3 MIJG/LonJy £13,99 

SPECIAL OFFERS! 
,.,£45.99 Directory Opus 4... ...♦.,.„  

Kind words] . _ „£24.99 
Maxiplan 4 spreadsheet .~ £24.99 
Scala U3 w M  £49.99 

ROM BO PRODUCTS SOFTWAR 

32 BIT RAM (for A4000 etc) 

PAG EST RE AM 2.2 DTP only £64.99 
* 

XCOPY PRO PLUS HARDWARE £25, 

TECHNOSOUND TURBO only £25,99 
Tech no sound Turbo 2,., 1341 

ROCHARD DRIVES for the A500/A50O+ 
from £219.99 

1 Mb SIMM £POA 
2 Mb SIMM .. iPOA 
4 Mb SIMM  £POA 
8 Mb SIMM (only for Microboiks) £POA 

:< 

Mega Lo Sound,... ..,£25,99 

GVP HC8+ from £ 199.99 

Co processors for the A4000 
Motorola 68882 PLCC(33Mhz)..£74,99 

Co processors for Microbotics 
Motorola 68882 PGA (33Mhz)..£79.99 

'Motorola 68882 PGA (40Mhz)„£89,99 
[ Motorola 68882 PGA (50Mhz)..£ I 69,99 

(for Microbotics boards inc crystal chip) 
Mmb by 8/9 SIMMS per J Mb£POA 
4 Mb by 9 SIMM5,.,.,...per 4 Mb £POA 

1 I Mb by 4 DRAMS per I Mb £42.99 
1 Mb by 4 ZIPS,,., perl Mb £39.99 

256 by 4 DRAM (DILs) 
I 4+ (512 K) „ now only £3.99 
8+ (I Mb) .now only £3.94 
16+ (2Mb)   now only £3.89 
Kickstart 1,3 , £17.99 
K i cks tart 2.04 £24.99 
Fatter Agnes 8372A .,.£25.99 
Super Deni$e,...„.«...........„.„. ,£ | 6.99 
6571-0326 Keyboard controller..^ 13.99 
CIA 8520A I/O controller.,., £7.99 

j MICROBOTICS RAM 

SUPRA RAM 

j Simply the best! Fits, onto the side expansion port 
• Auto configures wkh no software patching. 
f 8Mb pop to 2 Mb £159,99 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb ,.£214.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb £319.99 

j 8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/1 SOD range.il 49.99 

GVP PRODUCTS 
AS00 products 

HD8+/0Mb drive, ..... £127.99 
I HD8+/42Mb drive , ,,.£197,99 
[ HD8+r80Mbdrive £297.99 
I HD8+/I 20Mb drive  £397.99 

A530/42Mb drive £397.99 
f A530,80Mb drive , £497.99 
k A530/l20Mb drive... .£597,99 

A530/21 3Mb drive ..£697.99 
} PC286 Emulator for HD8+/A53D..£94.99 

A1200 Products 
c SCSI/RAM/FPU OMb.... £194.99 

SCSI/RAM 4Mb/FPU6888233MHz 
only£394.99 

33Mhz6882forA1200 SCSI/RAM 
only£77,99 

i External SCSI kit SCSI/RAM £47,99 
AI 230 RAM FPU board, £247,99 

) AI 230 with 4Mb RAM Board £397.99 : 

A1500/2000/3000/4000 Products 
I HD8+/42Mb £197.99 
j HD8+/80Mb £297,99 

HD8+/l20Mb £397.99 

so that it can be positioned 
yourA500PlusorA600. Full 2 yearn?. 

only £19.99 or £27, 



CHECKOUT 

WORDWORTH V2 

AGA 

Wordworth v2 AGA 

The new version of Dlglta's 
high-end word processor 
Wordworth v2 AGA Is 
exactly the same as 

Wordworth v2, the only differences 
being added support for 256-coloiif 
custom screens, plus DblPAL, 
Super72 and Super High-Res 
Interlaced. HAM-8 graphics are also 
now supported, plus 256-colour 
I LB Ms and PCX files. 

Wordworth's specialist area is 
printer font support, It is the only 
WYSIWYG Amiga word processor that 
will enable you to swap printer fonts 

Provided you have the memory and the time (and a 
fast Amiga) r Wordworth v2AGA will enable you to 
include 256-colour pictures in your documents. 

mid-document, mid-line, or even mid- 
word if you must. You can also use 
some of the fonts built into various 
printers, which means faster printing, 
but these are not scalable, so you 
are stuck with certain sizes, usually 
lOpt and 12pt, which are dictated by 
the printer. Not all the fonts in every 
printer are supported, so check with 
Digita before shelling out. 

For greater font flexibility, you 
can use Compugraphic outline fonts. 
Wordworth v2 AGA comes with 17 of 
them, and plenty more are available 
commercially and on PD disks. Their 

disadvantage is that 
everything is printed 
as graphics, which 
considerably slows 
down printing times. 
PostScript printing 
is supported in 
mono only, and 
Wordworth comes 
with screen fonts for 
the classic 35 
typefaces found in 
most PostScript 
printers. There is no 
facility to use or 
download PostScript 
soft fonts. 

Of all Amiga 
word processors, 

CygnusEd Professional 3.5 

ot many Amiga 
programs have stayed 
the course, but 
CygnusEd Professional, 

better known as simply Cerf, is one 
of them. It was launched about six 
years ago when Kickstart 1.2 was 
still the new kid in town. And even 
then it supported a weird thing 
called A Re xx T which -1 quote from 
a review of the time - "apparently 
has the ability to interface with 
other programs". Sends shivers 
down my spine, that does. 

Ced is not a word processor, it is 

iff 

CygnusEd Professional's comprehensive Undo and 
Redo levels make It easy to step quickly backwards 
and forwards through a text editing work session. 

a text editor. You can process words 
with it, of course, but Ced's main 
calling in life is not to prepare and 
format text ready for printing, it is 
essentially for writing and developing 
programming language source code, 
be it in Cr assembler, Pascal, ARexx, 
Amiga DOS or whatever. Most of the 
features are biased towards helping 
the Amiga programmer produce and 
maintain code more quickly, Hke the 
unbeatably fast search and replace 
facility. On an A4000/040 Ced can 
replace 100,000 occurrences of one 
character with another character in a 

1Mb file in about 10 
seconds - that's 
10,000 finds and 
10,000 replaces 
every second. 
Obviously it's not so 
quick on the slower 
Amigas, but even on 
a straight A500 the 
average search and 
replace task Es over 
before you blink. 

There's more to 
text editing than 
search and replace, 
of course, and Ced 
has just about every 
feature that a 
programmer could 

Wordworth currently has the most 
features and the best all-round 
printer support, qualities that are 
reflected in its price. !t has a 
pleasant user-interface that isn't too 
difficult to learn, thanks to the 
excellent manual, and in a sensible 
word-processing screen mode it runs 
as quickly as any other WP. However, 
running it in even 16 colours slows It 
down badly on anything but an Amiga 
4000, almost unusably so. In 256 
colours, even on an A4000/040, 
Wordworth v2 AGA is so slow that I 
can't imagine anyone living with it. 

Weighing price against features 
and performance, Wordworth v2 AGA 
is certainly the best word processor 
on the Amiga. But compared to the 
top Windows™ word processors 
WordPerfect and Microsoft Word on 
the PC, which cost about the sameT 
Wordworth looks very ordinary 
indeed. Wordworth 3 is just around 
the corner and great improvements 
are expectedt so watch this space. 
Jeff Walker 

SHOPPING LIST 
Wordworth v2 AGA €129.95 
By: Digita International Ltd, By: 
Black Horse House, 
Exmouth EXB1JL 
■ET 0395 270273 

V 

Features 
••••§••000 
More features than any other Amiga 
word processor, but way behind what 
word processors on other platforms are 
offering. 

Documentation 
#©e©eee© 
A good manual, slightly spoilt by the 
lack of a beginners'11 how to" section. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
Intuitive interface, but getting the 
printout you expect can be difficult for 
beginners, 

Speed 
•©©•©ooooo 
Yawn in anything but two or four 
colours. 

Value for Money 
©••••OOOOO 
In today's marketplace, underpowered 
and overpriced. 

Overall rating 
©©©••••ooo 
The best current Amiga WP, but 
Wordworth is rapidly falling behind the 
times. A version 3 to match the likes of 
Word for Windows is needed. 

want from a text editor* including 
comprehensive macro and ARexx 
support. Heck, if you are a C 
programmer you can even send 
commands to Ced straight from your 
C program rather than having to go 
through ARexx, 

Up to 30 Ced windows can be 
opened, each with a different file, or 
each showing a different view of the 
same file. Simple word wrap and 
formatting features enable you to 
use Ced as a rudimentary word 
processor, and indeed most 
shareware programmers bash out 
their manuals in Cedl which accounts 
for the carriage returns at the end of 
every line instead of at the end of 
every paragraph, which is what a 
word processor would do. 

It would be unfair to call Ced the 
ultimate Amiga text editor because 
there are a growing number of 
programmers using Oxxi's rival 
Turbotext package these days- But 
Ced has stayed the test of time and 

SHOPPING LIST 
CygnusEd Professional 3,5 £79.95 
By: CygmsSflft Software and ASDG Inc. 
Available in the UK from: 
Brian Fowler Computers Ltd, 
11 North Streel, 
Exeter EX4 3QS 
o 0392 499755 

v 

has a pedigree second to none. 
Jeff Walker 

CHECKOUT 

CYGNUSED 

PROFESSIONAL 3.5 

Features 
••©©©•#••0 
Contains more features than you'll 
probably ever use. 

Documentation 

240 pages, half of which is dedicated 
to controlling Cetfvia ARexx. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••0 
You hit a hey, a letter appears on the 
screen. But thanks to the sheer number 
of commands, it'll take a while longer to 
learn all of them, 

Speed 

The speed of its search and replace 
feature is phenomenal. 

Value for Money 
9©99»l§000 
A bit pricey compared to average non- 
WYSIWYG word processor prices. 

Overall rating 
©©©©©©©©© 

L 

A million Amiga programmers over six 
years can't be wrong. 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAl-OFE PROBLEMS 

TTHH m©M& TO Wm®> WMAf Sk QUISTflON'S ABOUT 
Questions 
that raise 
basic 
problems 

I BEG)HUER£ ordeal 
with elementary issues 
feature this icon. 

This icon's 
for general 
Amiga- 
related 
queries or 

questions that don't fall 
under other headings. 

Ennm 

This is the 
icon you'll 
find next 
to queries 
related to 

the whole area of 
desktop publishing. 

Questions 
about 
monitors, 
including 
television 

display problems, will 
feature this icon. 

This icon s 
for queries 
relating to 
gen era t 

I HARDWARE I hardware, 
excluding kit covered by 
other headings. 

This icon 
indicates a 
question 
asking for 
buying 

advice in any area, 
hardware or software. 

Emma 

If a query 
concerns 
printers, 
printer 
drivers and 

hardcopy problems, this 
is the icon you'll find. 

Questions 
about 
coding (no 
matter 
which 

language) will have this 
icon next to them. 

This one's 
for queries 
about 
using your 
Amiga with 

video hardware such as 
genlocks or dtgitisers. 

This icon 
is for 
questions 
about 
MIDI, 

sampling, synthesizers 
and music software. 

TOT 

Emm 

Queries 
about 
specific 
software 
packages 

or programs have this 
icon next to them. 

If your 
question 
relates to 
comms, 
including 

modem problems, this 
is the icon we'll use. 



AMIGA?ANSWERSI 

NO PROBLEM! 

Hello and welcome to our 
magazine within a 
magazine - the place 
where we endeavour to 

solve all of your Amiga-related 
problems. We'll deaf with any sort 
of problem, no matter how trivial or 
complex, no matter what aspect of 
the Amiga it involves. We devote 
more space than any other 
magazine to this service, and we 
use Icons extensively to make sure 
you can find your way around the 
pages as easily as possible, and 
find the solutions to the problems 
you have. Our use of jargon*busting 
boxes ensures that you'll be given 
explanations for any unfamilar 
terms. We also try to put the 
problems in as wide a context as 
possible, so that their solutions will 
benefit not just the person who has 

written In, but all of you with 
related problems. So even If you 
haven't sent a problem In for 
answering, it's worth having a look 
through these pages to see If 
someone else has asked a similar 
question. The index on the previous 
page will give you a guide to the 
topics covered this month. 

We draw on the services of a 
talented team of Amiga enthusiasts, 
all of whom are widely regarded as 
experts in their fields, Mark Smiddy 
is our AmigaDOS and floppy drive 
expert, Jeff Walker is our desktop 
publishing, fonts and printer 
correspondent. Then there's Gary 
Whlteley, an expert on video 
applications and graphics, Jason 
Hoi born has mastered the 
intricacies of AMOS, and with his 
advice you'll be able to do likewise. 

Jason also has an encyclopedic 
knowledge of what's available in the 
PD world. If you have a query about 
comms then we'll set recent star of 
the small screen Dave Winder on 
the case. Toby Simpson is our 
expert code clinician. If you're 
experiencing problems with anything 
from C to assembler, try taxing his 
little grey celts instead. You'll find 
his special Code Clinic section - in 
which he removes the bugs from 
your programs - on page 46. Wllf 
Rees is a man with an education - 
well, an expert on educational 
software, at least. He s afso got a 
jolly useful all-round knowledge of 
Amiga hardware and software. Last 
but by no means least is Jolyon 
Ralph - he also knows lots about 
hardware, and specialises in hard 
drives and CD-ROM systems. 

So that's our batch of boffins - 
if s up to you to keep them busy. 
They thrive on your problems, so be 
sure to send them in. Remember, it 
doesn't matter how simpte or 
complex they are - everyone has to 
start somewhere, so beginners 
shouldn't be afraid of asking for 
help, and even the most 
experienced Amiga user can get 
stuck occasionally. And if you've got 
any tips or hints to share with your 
fettow readers, then send them to 
us and you could soon be a tenner 
richer. Please mark the envelope 
Tips" and send them to the Amiga 
Answers address specified on the 
form betow. 

Please don't include an SAE 
with your Questions - we simply 
receive too much mail to be able to 
offer a personal reply service. 

■ f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 

^1 at! the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 
so that we have the best chance of helping you. 

Send your form and question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot reply 
personally to any questions - even if you include an SAE. 

Hard disk: Mb as DH i Manufacturer. 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Name: _ 

Address: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, Including as much relevant 
information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet If necessary. 

Your machine: . . — — —  

A5Q0   Q      A50O Plus Q    A60Q   Q   A10Q0 Q  A1200 □ - —  

A1500 □      A2OO0     □    A3000 Q   A4O0O □ . —  

Approximate age of machine:     

Kickstart version (displayed at the "Insert Workbench" prompt)   

1.2 □ 1,3 Q 2.x □  -  

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk)  . —  

1.2 □      1.3 Q      1.3.2 Q     2.04/2.05 Q     2.1 Q     3.0 Q .   

PCB revision (If known). Do not take your machine apart just to look  .  ~ .  

for this!     - - — 

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell tor Workbench 1,3)    .  . - — —— — 

Chin memory available (see AVAIL in Shell) _ _ . - — ——  

Agnus chip (if known)   — -  

Extra drive #1 (3.5in/5.25ln) as DF : Manufacturer m    — 

Extra drive #2 (3.5in/5.25ln) as DF : Manufacturer  . . -  
AS 33 
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AMIOAjANSWERSl 

ANYONE FOR T? 
I recently bought an 
A1200. Upon loading 
many of my old "self- 
made" disks, such as 
my database and so 

on, I get an error window telling me 
to "insert volume T". When I click 
on cancel, the program loads as 
normal. Just what is "T"? 

Also, I've noticed that when I 
insert a disk Into the drive It takes 
a few seconds before it starts to 
read the disk, whereas my old 
Amiga (Workbench 1.3) started 
almost immediately. Do I have a 
problem or Is it the same with all 
A1200s? 
Chris Wright 
Radcliffe 
Manchester 

In Amiga DOS 3,0T when some Shell 
commands are executed, a 
temporary file in an assign called 
aT:" is created. Normally, the 
computer would look at the RAM disk 
to find the directory T*. In your 
case, it cannot find this drawer and 
is unable to write a temporary file. 
Although this error will not usually 
affect the running of a program, it 
can be quite annoying, so add these 
lines to near the start of the Startup- 
sequence of your self-made disks. 

makedir rasut 
assign tt ram:t 

Once this is done, your Amiga will 
know that the T: drawer Is located in 
RAM:t 

Regarding the time lag between 
your inserting a disk and the 
computer reading the disk, you do 
not have a problem. Depending on 
how busy the CPU is at the time you 
insert a disk, the read times for the 
disk drive may vary. WR 

OPEN THE TRAPDOOR 
I've just installed 
Trapdoor and Point 
Manager on my hard 
disk. They seem to 
work okay, but when I 

phone my Boss I get connected and 
then Trapdoor closes down without 
getting any messages. How do I toll 
it what messages to pick up and 
where from? 
John Sparks 
Wellington 
Somerset 

The problem is that you haven't yet 
told the software at your Boss what 
areas you are interested in, and to 
do this you need to use Area Fix, 
Basically when you want to join an 
echo you send a message to an 
Are a Fix robot running on the BBS in 
question, and in order for the 
message to be processed you need 
to agree an AreaRx password with 

the SysOp, so give him a calk 
Using the AMIGA UK echo as an 

example, construct a netmail 
message with a body text of 

and send it using Point Manager and 
Trapdoor to your Boss with a subject 
of <passwords and address of 
AreaRx. The AreaFEx running at your 
Boss will then process this and join 
you to the echos, and messages will 
be picked up next session. 

So assuming your AreaFix 
password is "wtbble", the netmail 
would look like this: 

TO: AreaFix 
SUBJECT: wibbie 
+AHIGJL.UK 

If you want to join several echos at 
once then the netmail should look 
like this: 

TOi AreaFix 
SUBJECTi wibble 
+AMIGA UK 
+WORKBENCH 
+AHXGA_DTP 
-COMHS 

Many thanks to Fidonet guru and all 
round nice guy Ian Moran for his 
expert advice. DW 

BLACK PAGES 
Scribble! didn't work 
very well with my 
Canon BJ-lOex printer, 
but with help from 
Canon we discovered 

by trial and error that it could be 
made to work as long as the 
Workbench 2 disk used with it had 
a USA key map, and as long as the 
BJ-lOex was used in Epson LQ 
mode. 

This wasn't very satisfactory, so 
I bought Wordworth 2. Since 
February Dlgfta have provided me 
with two replacement disk packs, 
but the system will still not print 
outline fonts? it will only work with 
internal printer fonts. If I try to use 
outline fonts my BJ-lOex will only 

print a solid black block, even if on 
the screen just one character is 
displayed. 

1 recall there has been a history 
of difficulties with printer drivers 
associated with Canon BJ printers. 
Canon were most helpful and sent a 
disk with an appropriate driver for 
the Scribble! program. Digitals 
Wordworth comes with Its own 
Canon BJ driver, but is this a valid 
driver? If it would be better to 
install Canon's own driver to make 
Wordworth function properly, can 
you explain how this should be 
done? 
A Sanders 
Hempstead 
Essex 

Huh? What history of Canon BJ 
printer driver problems? The truth is 
the complete opposite. Canon UK 
were sensible enough to commission 
the development of a disk of Amiga 
printer drivers, thus making Canon 
bubble jets one of the most 
compatible printers you can buy for 
use with your Amiga. That disk is 
what I assume Canon sent you, 
although it has been updated a 
couple of times since February, so 
perhaps you don't have the latest 
version. 

To install the correct Canon 
driver for the BJ-10ext simply run the 
installation program on the Canon 
drivers disk and answer the few 
questions it poses (like what printer 
have you got). It's an absolute 
doddle. The Canon driver is a much 
later version of the driver distributed 
by Digita on the Wordworth disk - 
they asked for and got permission 
from Canon to include it on the 
Wordworth disk. 

The last time this "solid black 
block" cropped up it was with 
Professional Page and it was solved 
by making sure that the Shade 
option in the Workbench PrinterGfx 
prefs program was set the same as 
the equivalent setting in the 
Professional Page print requester. So 
try that. And make sure the BJ-lOex 

JARGON BUSTING 

BBS - Bulletin Board System. The 
name comes from the American 
College bulletin board (the cork and 
drawing pins type) which is a 
traditional meeting and trading 
place. 

FIDONET - a system enabling 
many bulletin boards to be 
connected together so that 
messages can be transfered 
bewteen them. 

Startup-sequence - A program 

which is executed every time the 
Amiga 3s switched on and after 
every reset. It sets up the system 
so that it is usable from 
Workbench, and may be 
customised by those who have 
unusual requirements. 

SysOp - System Operator - the 
person who sets up and controls a 
bulletin board, # 

Trapdoor/Point Manager - 
Specialised FIDONET software. 

is in BJ mode, not Epson LQ mode. If 
you want to use the BJ-lOex in 
Epson LQ mode, use the EpsonQ 
driver that was supplied to you with 
Workbench. JW 

SURE OF SHELL 
1.1 have a number of 
programs that require 
an "assignment" to be 
made in order to work 
correctly from my hard 

drive. The manuals bundled with 
these packages say that I should 
place these assignments into my 
"S" directory, When I type the 
assignments in using the Shell 
'"Edit" command and reboot, the 
programs still try to access the 
disks they came from. Please tell 
me exactly how to save my assign 
statements in such a way that they 
are automatically carried out 
whenever my hard drive boots up. 
2, I have an XT bridge board fitted to 
my machine. It would be nice If I 
could use the 5,25-inch drive to run 
some C64 software. I have an 
emulator but it only operates on the 
3.5-inch drives. Is there any way to 
make the emulator acknowledge 
the existance of the XT bridgeboard 
drive? This drive was fitted at the 
time I purchased my machine. 
3. Finally, i have read in Amiga 
Shopper that It is wise to have a 
virus killer running at all times. How 
do I insert the virus killer into my 
startup-sequence so that It is 
always running when the machine is 
booted up? 
Charles Hooker 
Stroud 
Gloucestershire 

1. It sounds to me as if you're not 
entering the assignments into the 
correct file. If the manuals are simply 
stating that the assignments should 
be placed into the 'S" directory, then 
this is a little misleading. They 
should in actual fact be entered into 
your "Startup-Sequence" file, which 
itself is in the "S" directory. Simply 
enter this line at the Shell prompt: 

Ed S:StartUp-Sequence 

Then enter your assignments 
somewhere within the startup- 
sequence and with a little bit of luck 
it should work. 
2. Unfortunately there's no way to 
get the disk drive connected to your 
XT bridgeboard to read C64 disks, 
simply because C64 disk drives have 
their "DOS" (disk operating system) 
built into their firmware - that is, in 
ROM. In order to read C64 disks, 
you'll need to buy a special adaptor 
produced by the emulator 
manufactuer which will enable you to 
connect a real C64 disk drive to the 
Amiga- 
3. If you're using a program like John 
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Veldthuis ' Virus Checker (successive 
revisions have been on the Amiga 
Shopper cover disk a number of 
times in the past), the easiest way of 
"installing" it is to simply copy it into 
the WBStartUp drawer on your hard 
disk boot drive. JH 

BETTER SOFTWARE 
REQUIRED 

When I'm using my 
Amiga 1200 and the 
Citizen Print Manager 
software with my Star 
LC24-200 printer, the 

software gives a recoverable alert. 
If, after recovering, I try to print, the 
machine gives a software failure 
after printing one page. 1 have also 
tried Turboprint and this does the 
same thing, 
E Hayes 
Blackburn 
Lanes 

Obviously Citizen Print Manager and 
Turboprint two programs (from the 
same German developers) that 
"patch" the operating system, are 
not completely compatible with 
Workbench 3, Your best bet is to get 
hold of CanonStudio (from JAM on 
0895 274449). Although this 
software was written for Canon 
bubble jetsT because Canon bubble 

jets are Epson compatible, the 
CanonStudio "BJ-EC driver also 
works with Epson compatible 24-pin 
printers like those made by Star and 
Citizen. (The HEC in the driver's 
name stands for Epson Compatible.) 
All the CanonStudio drivers and 
preferences programs are perfectly 
stable under Workbench 3* In fact 
you need at least Workbench 2 to 
use it. JW 

STRINGING ALONG 
I'm trying to learn C, I 
have got DICE from 
Fred Fish Disk 491, 
and Mastering Amiga 
C by Paul Overaa. My 

problem Is that 1 cant assign 
strings to char arrays. I've tried 
examples from Mastering Amiga C. 
DICE consistently refuses to 
compile these. Do I need to register 
DICE to get this feature, or am I 
being really stupid? 
David Lambert 
Garrowhill 
Glasgow 

No, you've simply found one of the 
features not implemented in DICE 
yet I've tried this using DICE version 
2.06.21 several times in different 
ways without luck, it was something 
Matt Dillon [the author of DICE) was 

Intending to do in a future version, 
and may yet do - he is currently 
working on a commercial version of 
DICE, SAS C 6.3 wilt do string 
assignments of the type you were 
trying (alt as one line, of course): 

char test_string[2Q] 
world1"; 

"Hello 

DICE will not compile this, as you 
have discovered. 

Don't despair though - this will 
work (the    means no line break): 

tinclude <fltdlib.h> 

char teat_atring[20]; 

Btrcpy{test.string, "Hello <•* 
world!")i 

If you want to explore DICE some 
more, get hold of the new book, 
Compiete Amiga C, published by 
Future Publishing and written by 
Amiga Shopper's own editor, Cliff 
Ramshaw. (You ve had a taste of it 
in the introductory book free with this 
issue.) As well as covering more of 
the C language, it comes with the 
enhanced full version of DICE, which 
offers extra features (including the 
ability to do floating point maths), 
plus various extra utilities and 
documentation. It is available from 

good bookshops, or you can order 
direct - see page 74. TS 

m FROM THE COLD 
When Tm importing 
clip art into PageSetter 
3, the program happily 
Imports ProOraw clips 
into an active box but 

refuses to load any clip art from the 
Graphics Editor, which Is supposed 
to be hotlinked. It won't import 
directly either. I clip what I want 
and then use it as my brush, but 
then what? I've tried saving and 
quitting, as It says In the manual, 
but the active box In PageSetter 3 
remains empty. I am using an Amiga 
500 Plus with Klckstart 1.3 and 
Workbench 2.1 have 2Mb of 
memory In all. 
Gary Brimsklll 
Sutton 
Lanes 

First, using Kickstart 1.3 and 
Workbench 2 together is a pretty silly 
thing to do, a bit like adding Modeo 
wheels to an Escort chassis. Either 
return to using Workbench 1.3.2, or 
upgrade your Kickstart to the 
Kickstart 2 ROM. 

Right, PageSetter 3.1 know that 
the hotlink works, but I've just tried it 

continued on page 45 

KB* 

IM1 

I am programming a little text 
editor In C, which needs to work 
only on Amigas with Kickstart 2.04 
and upwards. I would like to have a 
scrollbar with arrows. The scrollbar 

should be located in the right border, and should 
look like the scrollbars In Workbench windows. 
How do I do it? It is easy to make a scroti bar 
with arrows when you are using GadTools library, 
but you can't put it in the border, and It does not 
look like the one on the Workbench windows. 
The only way to do this Is to use Intuition's old 
gadget routines, which makes the scrollbar took 
right, but how about the arrows? I could, of 
course, do my own custom gadgets emulating 
the arrows, but they are different in Workbench 
2.0 and 3.0.1 would like to have arrows which 
look right on both systems, t know that it Is 
possible, because the text editor of DevPac 3 
uses the right kind of arrows on both systems. 
Jan no Pietarlla 
Espoo 
Finland 

This is a tricky onet and I remember being baffled 
by it myself only recently. The solution is to use 
BOOPSI gadgets. BOOPSI stands for Basic Object 
Orientated Programming System for Intuition. 
Using BOOPSI t you can clone the built-in 
proportional and arrow class gadgets and use 
them for yourself, which is precisely what both 
Workbench and DevPac do. It's quite complex, 
and I'd certainly recommend that you read the 

section on BOO PS I tn the ROM Kernel Manual on 
Libraries and Devices, published by Addison- 
Wesley and availble from any good computer 
bookshop (ISBN 0-201-1107&4). 

Here is a small example of the definition for a 
scrollbar gadget that wilt fit in the right hand 
border of your window. You'll need to patch it into 
a full program with Includes, but this should at 
least get you going. You can also create images 
from BOOPSI, which is where you get your 
standard arrow buttons from. TS 

LISTING: BOOPSI EXAMPLE: 

static struct Tagitam r2_i&aptagsE] - 
{ 
PGA_Top, ICSPICIAL^CODE, 
TAGJ5ND 
}; 

/* Padding ao that it all looks great */ 
#de£ine TW_VPADLBPT 4 
#define TWVPADRIGHT 4 
#define TWJVPAOTOP 1 
#def ins TW_VPADBO*M?0111 

void test_boopei{void) 
{ 
struct Gadget *my_vert_gadgetj 
struct Window *nsy_window,' 

/* Open this window */ 
if (!(my_window = OpenWindowTaga(NULL, 

WA_Top, 0, 
WA_Width, 640, 
WA_aeight, 200, 
WA^CloeeGadget, TRUE, 

wA_Title, *Ky Window Title", 
WA_Si*eBRight, TRUB, 

WA_DragBa r r TRITE, 
WA_Si z&Qadge11 TRUE, 
WA.Dept h&adge t, TRUE, 
WA_Ac t ivate,  TRUE, 
WA_3raartRefresh, TRUE, 
WA_IDCHF, IDCHF_CLOSEWTNEGW, 

TAG^DQNEi)J 
return; 

/* Create our boopsi gadget */ 
my_vert_gadget = [struct Gadget 
*)NewObject£HULLr "pr opgc 1 a s s "\ 

GA_ID, GID_VERTGADGET, 
PGA_Freedom, PREEVERT, 
FGA_NewLook, TRUE, 
FGA_Borderless, TRUE, 
PGA_Top, 0, 
PGA_ViBible, 10, 
PGA_Total, 10, 
GA_RelRigfat, -fmy_window->BorderRight - 

TW_VPADLEFT - l)r 
GA_Top, niy_window-^BorderTop * TW_VPADTOP, 
GA_Width, my_window->BorderRight - 

TW_VPADLEPT - TW_VPADRIGHT, 
GA_RelHeight, -(iny_window->BorderBottom * 

my_window->BorderTop + TWLVPADTOP + 
TWVPADBQTTON), 

ICA^TARGET,  ICTARGET_IDCMPr 
ICA_MAP, rz_maptags( 

TAG_ENE}; 

/* How add this gadget to our window and 
refresh it */ 
AddGList(my_window, my_vert_gadget, -1, -1, 
HULL J; 
RefreshGListfmy_vert_gadget, my_window, NULL, 
-IK- 
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Protext 6 - * Performance 

Some high 

Styles 

Styles let you make flexible 
use of printer fonts and 

effects. You can change a font 
throughout a document with 

a single operation. 

Document Layout 

An easy to use dialogue lets 
you lay out your page 

precisely as you want using 
inches or cm for the page 
length, margins and tabs. 

Graphics 

Graphic images may be 
imported into a Protext 

document. Supports IMG, 
PCX, GIF and IFF. You can 
select any resolution and 

scale the image. Dot matrix, 
inkjet and laser printers, 

Printers 
Protext's unrivalled 

understanding of printers gives 
you the highest quality printing 
at the highest possible speed. 
Using a printer's built in fonts 

enables Protext to print pages in 
seconds rather than the minutes 

taken by some programs. 

The list price of Protext 6-is £152,75 but you can order directioday 
for ju3££9j9^nelu^ 

2.0 of latfer/B^neXu^today^ 

available - please call us for the current price. ' ^ 'i 

Protext is still the fastest 

Fastest at editing. 

Fastest at spell checking. 

Fastest at printing. 

Pretext still has the best 

printer support 

Hundreds of printers supported 

PostScript driver included 

Scalable font support 

Colour printing V£l 

Automatic line spacing 

Pretext still has the most 

advanced features including: 

Styles 

Graphics import NEW 

Spelling checker 

Thesaurus 

• Hyphenation 

Document analysis 

Glossary 

Footnotes 

Widows and orphans 

Index and contents 

Addition of numbers 

File sorting 

Mail merge 

Programming language 

Macro editor NEW 

Dictionary editor NEW 

WorkBench New Look 

New WB menus, requesters, gadgets 

Screen requester to select mode 

ARexx interface 

Arnor Ltd (AS), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA       Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hr),      Fax: 0733 67299 

i I 



GASTEINER 

Til: 081 3651151 

Fax: 0818851953 

Unit 2, Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, Tottenham Hale, London NT 7 9QU 

EHGOtiOMlt DESIGN TRACKBALL SERIES 

One colour 
Two 

.£29.99 

.£34.99 

IVtOWTO 

Philips 8833 . £199 
Commodore 1940 .,.£289 
Commodore 1942 £379 
Microvitec Club Scan £379 
Microvitec 20" £1049 

PRINTERS 

Citizen Swift 200 £200 
Citizen Swift 240 Mono £270 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour £295 
Citizen Swift 24X £340 
Citizen 120D+ .,..£129 
Citizen Swift 90 Mono £165 
Citizen Swift 90 Colour, £188 
Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer,£225 
Citizen Projet Inkjet £318 

r        HEWLETT PACKARD 

HP Deskjet Portable £369 
HP 510 Mono £264 
HP 500 Colour .....£319 
HP 550 Colour -..£519 

STAR 

Star LC 20 £132 
Star LCI 00 Colour £155 
Star LC 200 Colour £195 
Star LC 24-20 Mk IL„. £224 
StarLC 24 200 Col .....£264 
Star SJ48 Subblejet £217 
Star SJ48 Auto Sheetfeeder £49 

LASER PRINTERS 

Fujitsu VM 600 Laser £679 
HP Laserjet 4L ........£609 
OKI 400e £514 
Ricoh PCL5 £809 
Star Laserjet LC5 £589 

AMIGA CD32 

£285 

AMIGA A1200 

2Mb RAM 20Mb HD £359 
2Mb RAM 64Mb HD...... ..£429 
2Mb RAM 85 Mb HD £479 
2Mb RAM 127Mb HD £509 
2Mb RAM 209Mb HD £579 
2Mb RAM only ....£289 

^ A1200 + A600 HARD DRIVES ■ 
20Mb....    ..,..£69 
30Mb  
40Mb  

£89 
..£119 

60Mb  £169 
85Mb  .£199 
120Mb  .£239 
207Mb  £329 

All with IDE cables 

CDTV ADD-ON 
For A500, A500+, A570 £129 

ROMEO D1GIT1SERS 
VIDI 12 Real Time .£134.99 
VIDI 24 Real Time ..£219.99 
VIDI 12 AGA .,.£75.00 
Take 2 £38.00 
Megamix Master... ..£30.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Pen mouse for Amiga with optical 
pad , £34.95 
Pen mouse for PCs with optical 
pad..., , £34.95 
Optical mouse, 300 dpi for Amiga..£29,95 
Infrared mouse, 300 dpi for PCs £49,95 
Infrared mouse, 300 dpi for Amiga,£49.95 
Opto-mech mouse for PCs with 
pad & holder £18.95 
Opto-mech mouse for Amiga w.pad & 
holder „,..... £14.95 
Opto-mech low cost mouse for 
Amiga.... £8,00 
Opto-mech low cost mouse for 
PCs £10.00 
3-button trackball for Amiga £29,99 
"Crista!" trackball for Amiga £34,99 
3-button trackball for PCs £34.99 
512Kb RAM expansion for A500+...£16.99 
1 Mb RAM expansion for A500+ £19.95 
External 3.5" floppy drive £50.00 
Kickstart switch for MOO, A2000... £14.95 
Kickstart switch for A600 £29.95 
Electron Ec boot selector ,,,£14,95 
Auto mouse/joystick switch .£10,99 
Dust Covers , £6,00 

MEMORY MASTER1 

Internal RAM expansion with clock for Amiga 1200, populated with 1, 5 or 9Mb 

AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 
AF1200 

1 Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
5Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 
9Mb with 

clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock, 
clock 

no Oscillator, no FPU Processor £115 
no Oscillator, no FPU Processor  , £239 
Oscillator, 16MHz 68882 FPU £285 
Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU £290 
Oscillator, 25MHz 688S2 FPU ,£295 
Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU £299 
no Oscillator, no FPU Processor...., £369 
Oscillator, 16MHz 68882 FPU £415 
Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU £420 
Oscillator, 25MHz 68882 FPU ,£429 
Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU £439 

AMIGA 4000 (25MH* 68O50) 

2Mb RAM 80Mb HD , £949 
4Mb RAM 120Mb HD £1069 
4Mb RAM 214Mb HD £1169 
4Mb RAM 245Mb HD £1269 
4Mb RAM 340Mb HD ..£1 369 
4Mb RAM 540Mb HD .....£1669 

AMIGA 4000 (25M! 

6Mb RAM 80Mb HD  
6Mb RAM 120Mb HD... 
6Mb RAM 214Mb HD,.. 
6Mb RAM 245Mb HD., 
6Mb RAM 340Mb HD. 
6Mb RAM 540Mb HD.. 

..£1919 

..£2069 

..£2169 

..£2269 

..£2369 

..£2669 

P.SJU7 

Power Supply (High Watt) 
for A500 ..£29.95 
Power Supply for A1500 + 
A2000 £69,95 

FAX MODEM 
Fold a Fax Modem £129 
With Fax Software.. ........£179 

AMIGA MEMORY UPGRADE 
A500 ^Mb.. £14.95 
A500 ^Mb + Clock....... £23.95 
A500 + 1 Mb , .,,£19.95 
A600 1Mb.... £19,95 
A600 1Mb + Clock £29.95 
1Mb SIMM (GVP) £29.95 
4Mb SIMM (GVP) £149.95 
1Mb 72PIN (A4000) £99.00 
4Mb 72PIN (A4000) .. POA 
PCMCIA 2Mb £89.00 
PCMCIA 4Mb.. ...£149.00 

A120O RAM 
4Mb with Clock, no FPU Processor......£169 
4Mb with Clock, 20MHz 68881 FPU ..,£209 
4Mb with Clock, 25MHz 68882 FPU ...£269 
4Mb with Clock, 33Mhz 68882 FPU ...£279 
4Mb with Clock, 40Mhz 68832 FPU ,£289 
4Mb with Clock, 50Mhz 68882 FPU ...£309 

r 40MHz ACCELERATOR FOR AUO0 - 
0Mb RAM .........,.£299 
4Mb RAM ., .....,..,£499 

TRADE ORDERS 

WELCOME 

— 

How to order 

mmm* 

When ordering by telephone please quote your credit card number followed 
by the expiry date ana also your full name and address. If paying by cheque 
please make it payable to easterner Technology. In any correspondence please 
quote a phone number and also a postal code, please allow five working days 
for cheque clearance. 

ivory charges 
Small consumables and software items under the value of £59 please add £3.50 P&P. Other items 
except lasers, next day courier service £10 per box. Offshore and highlands, please call for a 
quotation. In addition, we offer the following express services:- Saturday delivery normal rate plus £15 
per box, Morning, next day normal rate plus £10 per box. E&OE prices subject to change without 
prior notice, goods are subject to change without prior notice. All trademarks acknowledged. 



WHAT'S ON OFFER? 

PCMCI KM CARD 
RAM expansion for Amiga 600 and 1200 PCMCIA. 
Slot populated with 2 or 4Mb 
2Mb £89     4Mb £149 

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES 
For guaranteed data retrieval 

• 100% ERROR-FREE. You get 
total reliability. Each diskette is 
subjected to more than 70 
chemicaf, magnetic and 
electrical tests to ensure it 
delivers exceptional accuracy 
and readability. 
As low as £4.49 box of 10 

MO! 
FOR AMIGA/ATARI 

Allows you to instantly select either your mouse 
or joystick by a simple click on your mouse. You 
wont need to fumble around under or behind 
your computer to swap your mouse and joystick 
cable ever again, and also it saves your joystick 
POIt    AT A GIVEAWAY PRICE £9.99 

New from Japan, The 400 
DPI mouse with Hi-tech 
mechanism, microswitch 
buttons, small, fits nice 
and snug in the pafm of 
your hand. All at an 
affordable price of 

£14.95 

ALFAPOWER 

IDE/AT-Bus controller for Amiga 500 with 8Mb 
RAM option; for 3.5" and 2.5" drives JE99 

Controller for A500/A500+ £99.00 
Controller + 40Mb HD.. £169,00 
Controller + 85Mb HD £249.00 
Controller + 120Mb HD ....,....£299.00 
Controller + 170Mb HD £329.00 
Controller + 240Mb HD £369,00 
2Mb RAM , £69.00 

Auto boot, Autoconfig and Zero wait states 

The data transfer sprinter for the Amiga 2000, 
3000 and 4000. . £99 

] SCANNER 

Newcomers who like to scan detailed graphics or 
complicated images experience with the AL FAD ATA a 
favourable alternative to typing or re-scaling and 
investing a lot of time, Advanced users who insist on the 
efficient character recognition and comfortable graphic 
software. Choose between ALFA-DATA plus or ALFA- 
DATA plus OCR. - ST FORMAT 

ALFADATA 
PLUS 
£119 

(25*Cwyicifc) 

ALFADATA 
OCR 

Limited Sp«clal 
offer 

System requirements to run OCR; minimum 2Mb RAM and hard dfive £145 

8Mb RAM expansion for Amiga 2000, 3000 and 
4000; uses 514400 DRAM chips, 
2Mb £99     4Mb../..„„ £169 

IDE/AT-Bus controller for Amiga 2000, 3000 and 
4000 with 8Mb RAM Option £99 

Controller for A1500, A200O, A3000 and A4OO0 ,,£99.00 
Controller + 40Mb tll £169.00 
Controller + 85Mb ,  £249.00 
Controller + 120Mb ....£299.00 
Controller + 1 70Mb ..... £329,00 
Controller + 240Mb.... £369.00 
2Mb RAM , £69.00 

Autoboot, Autoconfig and Zero wait states 

Multi I/O card for Amiga 2000/3000/4000; 2 
additional sen at ports and 1 parallel port. j£ 149 

GIGAMEM 

Virtual memory management for all Amiga with 
MMU. Including 040 support. ...£59 

Most recent powerful applications for the Amiga (eg: for 
graphics, music, animation, ray tracing, DT P.) require 
more main memory than is available or possible to 
integrate. GigaMem is a program which simulates up to 
1 CigaByte memory, which swaps onto any mass 
storage system (i.e. hard disk). Intelligent management 
accomplishes simultaneous use of several programs in a 
multitasking mode, 

System requirements:- 
* GigaMem works with ail AMIGA <R> computers with 

MMU (Memory Management Unit): ue, Amiga's with 
68020 or 68030 accelerator and MMU. 

* No restriction on type of HD controller and hard disk, 
* GigaMem is compatible with Kkkstart 1.2/1.3 and 

2.x. 
£59 

24 Bit paint program for all Amigas; also AA 
Chipset £69 

Fjfl 

Paint Program for Amiga Application: TruePaint is a 
professional 24 bit paint software with full suppport of the AA 
chipset Amiga line. Using TruePaint, Amiga graphic and 24 
bit graphic can be edited without any loss of quality. A 
maximum of 16368 x 16368 pixels renders your graphics 
feasible even for slide devetopment systems. 
FEATURES: 
* Up to 16368 x 16368 pixel with oversize function. 
* Various draw and paint functions, 
* Functions for mask, outline, recofor and filling. 
■# Airbrush with adjustable spray functions and stipples. 
* Transparence curves atso by brushes, 
* Slant, rotate, scale. 
* Easy drawing of Bezier curves. 
* Lightable function for editing animation pictures. 
*Text functions with fun support of Bitmap and 

Compugraphlc fonts. 
* Load and save with different formats: IFF, JLBM, PPM 

(Unix), JPEG and TruePaint special format. 
* Quick View of pictures with MINiPIC function. 
* Any Macro functions can be assigned to 20 function keys. 
* Unlimited Undo/Redo including Macros, 
* Full AREXX support. 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
* All Amiga with AA chipset, e.g. Amiga 1200/4000, 
+ Kickstart™ 3.0 or above. 
* Minimum 2Mb graphics memory. 
* Additional memory recommended. 

New service centre/repair for most Amiga computers 
We offer a quotation service of £10 for which we will 
examine your computer and report back with an exact 
quotation price for the repair, If the repair is carried 
out the £10 is then deducted from your bill 



p ATTENTION! p 

COMMODORE & AMIGA 

END USERS & DEALERS 

I ADVANCED AMIGA ANALYSER TOP SELLER 

AN INEXPENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSER THAI WORKS ON ALL AMIGAS 
Amiga Shopper UK magazine says 'Without doubt, this is the finest 

diagnostic equipment I have ever seen, and I address all Amiga repairers 
and practical-minded users when I say this is really something worth having," 
A complete diagnostic hardware and software analyser (uses point 
and click software interface). The analyser plugs into all Amiga 
ports simultaneously and through sophisticated software displays 
eight screens to work from. Shows status of data 
transmission/signals: tests game port function, parallel port, serial 
port, disk drive, video ports, memory (buffer) checker, system 
configuration and auto test. Reads diagnostic status of any 
read/write errors from track 0 to track 79, Software automatically 
tells what errors are found and chips responsible, 85% to 90% of the 
problems presented to service centres are found with this analyser 
Saves you lots of money on repairs and no end user or repair shop 
can afford to be without one. Don't be fooled by its low cost. 
Simply plug in cables from the analyser box. This sophisticated tool 
is used by end users and Amiga repair centres 
worldwide  , (shipping to UK add £10.00X.,..^. £47-00 
WE CARRY ALL COMMODORE CUSTOM CHIPS AND ACCESSORIES 

AT LOW DISCOUNTED PRICES. 
WRITE FOR FULL LISTING OF ALL COMMODORE/AMIGA 

SURPLUS PRODUCTS. DEALERS: WRITE TO US ON YOUR 
LETTERHEAD 

Phone hours (British time) 2-iipm Mon-Fri 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 CHESTNUT STREET. SUFFERN, 

NEW YORK 1090f U.S.A. 
INTERNATIONAL ORDER LINE: 0101-914-357-2424 

FAX LINE: 0101-914-357-6243 B 

A tU2ii/f 6f#lJU ^fhEYWA&F 

database package available for the Amiga. 
Up to 1 OrG0O records on 3 1Mb Amiga 
Easy to use - pull down menus, V.C.R style control panel, and d 
separate pop up menu with the most used functions. 
8 field types, include IFF pictures and unlimited length text files 
into your records. Calculate fields automatically from others. 
Incredibly powerful record filtering facilities. 
Lightning fast and comprehensive searching and sorting. 
Label printing, reporting and many other printer options. 
Design an unlimited number of form layouts- 
Output data to screen, printer, labels or a file for mail merging etc. 
View your records in 4 modes - page, record, table and the new 
form layout view. 
Hard disk installation utility, additional utilities and example files. 
Other features include - timed auto saw, alarm, many preferences 
(including a primer preferences section), add/edit fields at any 
time, record calculation, key macros, keyboard shortcuts, 
password protection, intelligent date fields, on-line help for all 
functions, easy record editing, personalised with each customers 
name and address and much more, all from one easy to use 
package. 

Complete with detailed instruction manual 
for just £14.95 

It's fast, inexpensive and simple to 
use without being too simplistic, the 
user-interface is clear, friendly and 

good for new users". 
Ease of use 80%, 

Value for money 90% 
Overall 80% 

Amiga Shopper October '93 

The best value user-friendly 
database on the Amiga" 

Amiga Computing) September '93 
"Great database with video style 

controls. Lots of features" 
Amiga Formal Gold Award 

"The finest example of business 
software to date". 

"Incredibly easy to use'. 
CU Amiga  

■ i FREE FREE FREE 
Catalogue upon request' 

DEMO DISK £1 

The Power Collection 
POWER BASE V330 Incredibly powerful and yet user friendly database system £14.95 
WORD POWER V2 Complete word utility (crossword/anagram solving ■+ loads more) 36,000+ 
word dictionary £9.95 
POWER PLANNER Personal organiser (Diary, address/telephone book, automatic reminders, 
regular events etc) £5 -00 

MENU POWER Create menus for your disks (add an IFF picture to the background - stunning) Lb.00 
DISK POWER Fi Ee management u ti lity £5.00 

SAVE £151 ■ ORDER NOW - FOR JUST £24.95! 
All programs come complete with detailed instruction manuals 

All programs require 1 Mb and are compatible with ALL Amigas including A1200. 
Prices fully inclusive for UK. Overseas orders please add £1.00 P&F 
"Please make cheques/postal orders payable to> S. Rennocks 

Dept AS, 1 Cherrinoton Drlvek Great Wyrley, Walsall, West Midlands W36 6NE 
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micro TRE SALES 0302 326073 
HOTLINES  0924 201953 

A1200 

STAND-.! Om 
■£279,99B NO HDD 

64Mb 2i' 
66Mb 2:'' 
127Mb 2*" 
170Mb3iN 

209Mb 2T" 
210Mb 3T" 
250Mb 31" 
340Mb 31' 

85Mb £199.99 
170Mb £229.99 

• 340Mb 
HP PRINTERS 

DJ310 £234.99 
DJ510 £259.99 
DJ 550C £529.99 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE 
■£339.991 
■£479.99B 

HtfeEsl ■l£529>99al 

|£524.99B KttMJ 

|£549F99B ■£539.99B 
l£579,99B ■S619.99B 
£609.99al B^54£9l 

HARD DRIVES 

210Mb 
260Mb 

£269.99 
£319.99 

£349.99 
CW2BIPRINTERS 

12 OD    £129.99   SWFT2AQ S334.99 SWBT240C £249.99 SWFT90C £179.99   COLOUR KFT 539.99 
SWFT 200 £199,99   STAND £29.99 

Microbo-rScs 
FPU 
MBX 68881 
MBX 68881 
Accelerators 
MBX 1" T230XA 
MBX M1230XA 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
0Mb 2Mb 

1413MHz 
25MH2 

40MHz 
50MHz 

119.99 
134.99 
249.99 359.99 

199.99 
219.99 
320.9? 
444,99 

4Mb 
299.99 
314,99 
429.99 
539.99 

8Mb 
499.99 
514.99 
629.99 
739.99 

OVER DRIVE     NEW FROM SOFTWARE DEMON 
130 MB ... £269.99 
170 MB, £309,99 

MICROCENTRE 
20a Westmorland Street Wakefield 
West Yorkshire WFl \PJ. 
20 Cleveland Street Doncaster 
South forirehireDNI 3£S  

20OMB.. 
250MB... 

J3t$99 ..£349.99 
ORDERING DETAILS 
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again anyway and PageSetter 3 and 
the Graphics Editor work together 
just as described in the manual. 
Import a bitmap into a box in 
PageSetter 3, send it to the Graphics 
Editor, make your changes or cut out 
your brush or whatever, then save It, 
ensuring that you use the same 
filename as the original bitmap. 
When you Quit from the Graphics 
Editor the bitmap you just saved will 
be automatically re-imported into 
PageSetter 3, although you ll 
probably have to adjust the scaling 
again. If you saved the bitmap from 
the Graphics Editor under a different 
filename from the original bitmap 
filename (the one you imported into 
PageSetter 3)f then the hotlink will 

not work. 
Keep in mind that the amount of 

memory you have is the bare 
minimum for the graphics and text 
hotlinks to work, so some failures 
could be due to lack of RAM. JW 

SCAN AND DELIVER! 
I currently own an 
A500 which I use 
mainly for OTP, paint 
programs and other 

|HARDWARE! serious software. I feel 
that to use those programs to their 
full potential, It would be wise to 
upgrade to an A1200 - f was 
thinking of the "Desktop Dynamite7' 
pack with 40Mb hard drive. 
However, some of my present 
hardware plugs Into the expansion 
bus which has been replaced by the 

PCMCIA slot on the A1200, This 
hardware Includes a Naksha hand 
scanner and an Action Replay Mk III 
cartridge. I understand that it may 
be impossible to use the Action 
Replay cartridge on the A1200r but 
is there anything I can do about the 
scanner? 
R J Mooney 
Ramsey 

Very few hand scanner 
manufacturers actually build their 
own scanner "heads" (the bit you 
hold in your hand when you scan an 
image). Naksha, for example, use 
exactly the same scanning head as 
Power Computing - the only 
difference between them is the 
interface that connects that scanner 
head to your Amiga and the software 

that drives the scanner. It's therefore 
possible to use your scanner on an 
A1200 simply by upgrading the 
interface and software that you use 
with it. Power Computing sell the 
interface and the latest version 3,0 
of their scanner software as a 
separate item for just £49,95. Power 
can be contacted on 0234 843388. 
For details of the range of Amiga- 
compatible colour scanners, see last 
issue's cover feature. {Amiga 
Shopper 32 is available on page 106 
if you missed it.) JH 

ST PICTURE POSER 
A friend has translated 
some video stills from 
bis video recorder via 
an Atari ST to disk. 
How can I translate 

mmmmmmmmmms 

THE FIRST STEPS 
I've purchased a 
modem from a friend at 
a bargain price, but 
now I really don't know 
what to do. How do I 

actually use the thing to get access 
to a bulletin board? In past Issues of 
Amiga Shopper you've mentioned 
different "terminal" programs, which 
you say are available tor download 
from most good bulletin hoards, but 
how do you get 
connected in the 
first place to gat 
them? 
Or Lawnes 
Hyde 
isle of Wight 

Comms can seem 
very confusing at 
first, especially 
when you've got a 
modem and no idea 
what to do next! 
Let's walk through 
it a step at a time. 

Terminal software enables your 
Amiga and modem to talk to each 
other, Of course if you haven't got 
any yet you can't get on-line to a BBS 
to get anyt so the answer is to 
purchase the program from your local 
Public Domain library - see page 120 
for a directory of these. 

I would recommend one of two 
programs, The first is TERM, which I 
use myself and find both 
comprehensive and easy to 
configure. TERM is a PD program and 
is updated at amazingly regular 
intervals. The second option is 
NCOMM, which is a shareware 
program that has been around for 
many years and is the the tried and 
trusted choree for many comms 

users. To learn how to install these, 
read the documentation that comes 
with them - always worth doing; it 
can save a lot of heartache and 
sleepless nights later. 

Once you have installed the 
terminal software on your Amiga, you 
will need to find a BBS number to 
call. Check Amiga Shopper's user 
groups listing on page 93, flip 
through the adverts in this issue, or 
try 01-for-Amiga (* 071 377 1358} or 

If you log on to a Bulletin Board as a new user, you 
may well encounter a screen something like this.., 

the Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board 
(» 081 644 8714), We've mentioned 
others in the comms column in past 
issues as well. 

On calling a BBS for the first time 
you will be asked to 
register as a new 
user. Don't be 
alarmed - it won't 
cost you anything 
{unless you are 
calling a 
commercial system 
like CIX)P but the 
System Operator or 
SysOp needs to 
know a bit about 
the people he 
allows to use his 
system. Just follow 

the on-screen instructions, which will 
guide you through the registration 
process. Be honest, especially with 
regard to your name and details, and 
you should find that you will be 
registered as a user within a day or 
two. From there on you can explore 
the wonderful world of comms at your 
Eeisure, BW 

PLUG IN AND GO 
I have bought a second- 
hand IBM modem, 
model 5858-01, 
without manual or 
power supply. Could 

you tell me If I can got a cheap 
software package to run it and how 
much a manual and power supply 
would be from IBM? I have phoned 
both IBM and Commodore, who 
although helpful couldn't come up 
with any positive answers. 
Stuart Williams 
Whitstable 
Kent 

111 answer the easy bit first. Either of 
the terminal software programs 
mentioned above, TERM and 
NCOMM, will be suitable. However, I 
have not been able to find out any 

information about this particular 
modem, so realty don't know if it is 
going to be any good to you. The only 
way to find out is to try it. You should 
be able to get a power supply from 
an electronics shop - somewhere like 
your local Tandy would be a good bet. 
Take the modem along and they will 
be able to source a suitable power 
supply. 

Connect the modem to your 
Amiga and run the terminal software. 
You can tell if the modem is talking 
to your computer and vice versa by 
typing in the Hayes Command HAT'\ 
which should get the response of 
'OK'. 

ff that works, then try connecting 
to a BBS and see how you get on. 
Because you don't know the speeds 
of the modem in question, I would 
suggest starting off with a 2400 
connect and then experimenting with 
higher (or lower) speeds, depending 
how successful you were. 

Most modems these days are 
Hayes-compatible - that is, they 
conform to the standard set by Hayes 
modems - which makes them all 
fairly standard to use. If this modem 
is very old and not Hayes-compatible, 
I'm afraid you may just have bought a 
turkey. DW 

Its not visually spectacular, but TERM Is an easy-to- 
use yet comprehensive comms program - and It's PD! 

BBS - Bulletin Board System. 
Like an electronic notice-board, 
only you read from it or write to it 
over the modem line. 

Modem - Acronym for MOdulator 
/ DEModuJator. An electronic 
device that enables your Amiga to 
send and receive messages over 
the telephone lines. 
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this disk information so that I can 
reproduce the stills for viewing on 
my Amiga 500? I'd also like to be 
able to print them out. 
Martin Davles 
Westerham 
Kent 

There are a number of public domain 
programs available for the Amiga that 
can translate pictures stored in 
either ST Neochrome or Degas 
format to the Amiga's own IFF 
format, The best thing to do is to 
have a chat with your friendly PD 
supplier (see the directory of PD 
libraries on page 120), They will be 
able to point you In the direction of 
the correct PD disk. Better still, has 
your friend got a copy of DPaint for 
the ST? If so, then simply get him to 
load his pictures into this program 
and save them out as IFF on the ST. 
Then all you need to do is read the 
disks. 

In order to read your friend's ST 
disks, you'll need a copy of a 
program called CrossDOS. This is 
built into the Workbench 2.1 
upgrade, or if you haven't already 
upgraded can be bought separately. 
Or you could try the PD alternative, 
called MessyDOS. CrossDOS and 
MessyDOS simply enable your Amiga 
to read PC-format (that is, MS-DOS) 
disks. The ST uses a disk format 
that is almost identical to MS-DOS 
format, which these programs can 

cope with - or newer STs can read 
genuine MS-DOS disks, which would 
be more reliable for this process. 
Using CrossDOS or MessyDOS, 
simply pull the images across on to 
your Amiga, convert them to IFF (if 
your friend hasn t already done so 
using DPaint ST) and then load them 
into DPaint on your Amiga. You'll 
then be able to print them like any 
other DPaint picture, iff 

BLAZING AWAY AT 
PASCAL 

I am trying to program 
in Pascal, but I haven't 
got a single book about 
programming it on the 
Amiga - I can only find 

books about programming Pascal on 
the PC. Could you name some 
books? 

I have heard some rumours 
about an Amiga 5000, with one 
68060 chip as a main processor, 
running at a speed five times faster 
than the Pentium. {That's 
500MHH2, so 1 doubt it) It would 
also have two - yes, two - 68040s 
for handling video and sound, and 
8Mb or 16Mb of graphics RAM, 
giving 24-bit and 32-bit graphics. 
It's very disappointing that this is 
the minimum amount of RAM to use 
these colours. 

I have also heard about a new 
project between IBM and Atari. 
They have plans for the ultimate 

multimedia machine, which would 
have a 64-bit RISC CPU and a state- 
of-the-art DSP. What do you think of 
these rumours? 
John VersneL 
Avon 

Pascal is not a particularly popular 
choice of programming language on 
the Amiga, so I'm afraid there isnt 
that much in the way of choice. The 
best thing to do is to buy a general 
book on Pascal and the ROM Kernel 
Reference Manuals from 
Commodore, which explain how to 
program for the Amiga, Hi Soft's 
documentation wttf tell you how to 
use Amiga specifics. 

As for the A5000, I'm afraid this 
rumour is totally untrue. It was a 
hoax. One small point: to be five 
times faster than the Pentium (the 
new Intel chip, sometimes called the 
"586", used in the new generation of 
PC-compatible), the 68060 does not 
have to actually operate at 500MHz. 
it could be five times faster and be 
100MHz or 50MHz. It is the actual 
raw processing power that is 
relevant, not the clock speed of the 
chip. The 68060 is an exceptionally 
well designed chip, and at 55MHz 
(the first version that will be 
available, some time early next year), 
it offers over three times the 
performance of a 25MHz 68040, 
which means about 50MIPS (Million 
Instructions Per Second}, maybe a 

little more. Motorola claim that they 
will be able to make 68060s 
operating at 100MHz or more, which 
is more than 100 MIPS - extremely 
fast; the equivalent of about 150 
A600S. 

The IBM/Atari project is no 
rumour: it is the Jaguar games 
console, designed and marketed by 
Atari but containing some IBM-made 
components* The processor is 
actually 16-bit - the same 68000 
chip as in your Amiga - but there is 
also a custom 64-bit graphics 
processor called "Tom" and a 32-bit 
Digital Signal Processor called 
"Jerry" for the sound side of things. 
The Jaguar will cost £199 in this 
country, but it isn't the ultimate 
multimedia machine by a long way- 
at least, not yet-just a games 
console. Its design seems to be just 
catching up with the custom-chip- 
based architecture which the Amiga 
has always had; well have to see 
how well it stacks up against the 
likes of Commodore's well-received 
new CD32 console. TS 

PS3 WONT PRINT 
I have installed 
PageSetter 3 as per 
the on-disk 
instructions. I installed 
a disk of CG Fonts, the 

dip art on to its own disk and the 
CanonBJIO driver on to the 
PS3lnstail disk (Disk 1). I Loaded 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

Author: 
Program: 
Language: 
Problem: 

TOBY SIMPSON 
DEBUGS 
ANOTHER 
READER'S 
PROGRAM 

Matthew Fraser 
Text Processor 

C 
Routine produces 

Inconsistent results and 
random crashes 

This month we're dealing with a C- 
related problem. The author runs a 
bulletin board, and has written 
himself a smali utility for producing 
statistics on messages left on the 
BBS. The messages are single files 
which are read into memory and then 
processed. The problem is that If the 
same message is processed twice, 
the program does not work. Another 
problem is more mysterious: 
occasionally, the program crashes 
when it is about to read in another 
message. 

Both these problems were 
relatively straightforward to solve, 
and both are wise lessons to learn if 
you're programming in C. Wonderful 
though the language isr some types 
of bugs hide particularly well in it. To 

find these, we first need to        , > 
understand how the program works. 
From the command line, you can 
enter the number of a message to be 
loaded. Then typing a statistic 
command gets information about 
that message. You can then get the 
stats on the same message without 
having to re-toad itr and this is where 
the problem lies. The first thing the 
statistics routine does is this; 

char * t ext^pt r, *oLdjptr ? 
BOOL done - FALSE; 

/* In this snippet, message 
points to the text itself */ 

old_ptr = message? 

while(Idone) 
< 

(oLd_ptrf '\nr)t 
text_ptr r etrchr 1 

if (text^ptr) 
( 
*text„ptr ■ 0; 

msg_len - meg ien + 
(Btrleiifold_Jptr)} ; 

if t&tr Lea (old_ptr) > 
longest_line) ▼** 
longast_line = strlen(old_ptr)} 
old_ptr - text_ptr + 1; 
> 

else 
done = TRUE; 

) 

prtntfl"Lea ■ %ld, max 
line cnarfl « ^ldKn", 
ma g_len, 1onge st_line); 

return; 

Quite simply, this scans for the first 
new-fine and replaces it with a zero. 
This gives us a string of the first line 
of the message, if this is the longest 
tine, it is remembered, and the 
length of the line is added to the 
message total, and so forth, until 
there is no more message left. The 
catch is, if you then call this routine 
again without reloading the message, 
it shows: 

Isn = 0, max Line onars - 0 

on the screen. This is because the 
strchr command, which 
searches for an occurrence 
of a particular character 
in a string, can't find any 
\n's (newline) any more 
because they were all 
removed and replaced by 
O's the first time the 
routine was called. 

Watch out for this sort of 
thing. Always remember that if you're 
altering data in memory for a 
particular operation, make sure that 

you aren't going to affect further 
operations in the future. This applies 
particularly for something like this, 
which actually processes an area of 
memory. 

It would be possible to fix this 
bug very easily, by adding after the IF 
line the following line: 

•textjitr ' '\rt'; 

This replaces the newline character. 
The next problem was slightly 

more difficult to track down, 
particularly because it did not 
happen every time. I eventually 
narrowed it down to a rather complex 
routine responsible for loading a 
group of messages into memory and 
remembering where they all were in a 

specially designed structure. 
This structure held 

information about the 
total number of messages 
loaded and the amount of 
memory used, and a 
linked list of message 
data. The problem lay in 

the first line of code in the 
routine, although this was the last 

place l looked: 

if {msg_base->inessages_ ** 
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the program and everything worked 
fine until I came to print. All I get is 
the message: "Printer driver net 
graphics capable". I'm stuck. Help! 
P Locket (computer moron) 
Irfams o'th Heights 
Lanes 

The reason you get the ' Printer driver 
not graphics capable" message Is 
that although you have copied the 
CanonBJlO driver on to the 
Page Setter boot disk, the "system- 
configuration" - which is the file that 
tells the Amiga which printer driver to 
load and what settings to use 
(among other things) - is still set to 
load the printer driver called 
"generic". To change it so that the 
BJ-10 driver is loaded, you need to 
use the Printer program in the Prefs 
drawer of your Workbench disk. 

The best thing to do is delete the 
massive ClipsJzh file on the 
PageSetter 3 boot disk, create a 
drawer on that disk called Prefs, and 
copy the Printer and PrinterGfx 
programs from the Prefs drawer on 
the Workbench disk (or the Extras 
disk if it1s Workbench 2.1) into the 
new Prefs drawer on your PageSetter 
3 boot disk. Now re-boot the 
machine with the PageSetter 3 disk, 
open the Prefs drawer and run the 
Printer program. 

Select the CanonBJlO driver Set 
Paper Type to Fanfold. Set Paper 
Size to Wide Tractor. Set Paper 

Length (lines) to 63. Leave Left 
Margin (Chars) at 1. Set Right 
Margin (Chars) to SO. Set Print 
Pitch to 10-Pica, Print Spacing to 6 
lpir Print Quality to Letter, Now Save 
those settings to write a new 
"system-configuration" file to your 
PageSetter 3 disk. The important 
settings from the PrinterGfx program 
can be controlled from the 
PageSetter 3 print requester, so you 
needn't worry about running that 
prefs program unless you want to 
make a certain graphics set-up 
permanent. JW 

PUTTING THE BOOT IN 
have been working 

with AmlgaDOS since E 
traded in my old A500 
for a new A12O0. I 
have managed to gain 

a little understanding of boot blocks, 
the directory structure of an 
average disk and so on. The 
problem I have is with my new copy 
of DPaint IV AG A. 

I followed all the instructions on 
how to decrunch the disk but 
unfortunately there doesn't seem to 
be a bootblock on the resulting 
OPaint program disk. Without the 
bootblock, loading DPaint is a very 
time-consuming task. I phoned 
Electronic Arts to ask them how to 
put a bootblock on the DPaint disk, 
but they told me in no uncertain 
terms that It was impossible. Being 

minim 

a bit of a stubborn chapT however, I 
thought I'd have a go at installing 
the disk with a startup-sequence 
myself. After a few hours I had a 
boot block on the main DPaint disk 
and a small Workbench. But 
although DPaint now loads fine, 
DPaint only allows me to use the 
old pro-AG A screen modes. 

I think I've missed some files 
which I should have copied across, 
but I am absolutely stumped. Why 
did EA insist on making DPaint only 
useful to hard drive owners? I can't 
afford such a luxury, so I'd 
appreciate It if you could tell me 
what I need to do to get my copy of 
DPaint to access the AG A screen 
modes. 
Jason Hardy 
Sandhurst 
Berkshire 

You were very nearly there, Jason. All 
you need to do to get your copy of 
DPaint tVAGA to recognise the AG A 
screen modes is to copy the drawer 
called Monitors that can be found in 
the Devs directory on your 
Workbench 3.0 boot disk to the Devs 
directory of your DPaint disk. Make 
sure that the file PAL is in this 
directory and then add this line to 
your DPaint startup-sequence: 

DEVS: ttoni t or a / PAL 

ff everything else is okay, DPaint 

should now access the AGA screen 
modes. JH 

MISSING CHIP 
Syslnfo tells me that 
my late-model A500 is 
fitted with an 8372A 
Agnus chip. I was 
under the impression 

that this device enabled the Amiga 
to use 1Mb of Chip RAM, but AVAIL 
tells me I only have 512K, with the 
remaining 1Mb being configured as 
Fast. Is there any way to increase 
this, or do I need to replace the 
Agnus chip? 
Adrian Howell 
Swansea 
West Glamorgan 

There are a couple of possibilities 
here, none of which suggests some 
fauit in Agnus* Firstt it may be that 
Syslnfo is reading your Agnus chip 
incorrectly - but I doubt that, it is 
more likely that the problem lies with 
the Trapdoor expansion cards you 
are using. The A500 s trapdoor slot 
is designed to accept 512K of 
expansion memory (Fast or Chip 
depending on the configuration of the 
board and Agnus fitted), Some 
manufacturers bypass the normal 
configuration and offer extended 
versions, although they are likely to 
conflict with the standard setup. This 
is the area you should address first. 

You can check if your Agnus is 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

loaded) UnloacUfessagefl T*" 
fmBg_bas6->meesages_loaded); 

Well, it looks harmless enough, but 
the Unload fY! ess ages routine does a 
lot of memory de-allocation and 
resource freeing. It also does no 
error-checking and assumes that the 
caHer is passing it a pointer to a 
Msgioaded structure which FS valid. 
Here is a snippet of the 

t routines: 

struct HsgTag mtj 

Fr&eMem(mi->block„ram)j 

mt = ml-^f iret message; 

while (mt) 
{ 
FreeMem fmt)t 
mt m mt->nit_N6xt; 
} 

There are actually two problems 
here, but only one is causing the 
particular bug in question. The first is 
that if the MsgLoaded structure 
passed in just happened to contain 
garbage, or incorrect data, the 
FreeMem statements are quite likely 
to go wrong* In most cases this is 
likely to cause a FreeMem twice 
guru to occur. One solution is to 

ensure that you never pass this sort 
of routine an incorrect structure; the 
other is to change the first FreeMem 
line to read: 

if {ml-j-block^raa) 
Fr««Meav<ml->bXock„ram); 

Quite a harmless change, only this 
time, if ml->block_ram is 0 then 
FreeMem can't be called. What this 
does not cope with is if the area that 
is freed was not allocated En the first 
place! 

Before we leave this particular 
chunk of code, note the two 
commands in the while statement. 
The second one reads information 
out of a block of memory that was 
just freed In the line above. It's 
possible that another task might 
grab that memory between the two 
lines. Unlikely, but possible. The 
other problem might arise should 
Commodore ever put proper memory 
protection in, because the second 
line will fail because that memory no 
longer belongs to that task, 

Although there have been a 
couple of things solved there, these 
were not the actual cause of the 
problem. The real problem lay in the 
routine that loaded all this data in 

the first place and created the 
structures, because the author was 
starting with a structure which was 
created locally on the stack, filling it 
inT and then copying it to an area of 
memory. If it went wrong at all, it 
simply returned, but unfortunately 
still copied the structure to the 
destination memory. The result was 
that all the un-initialised fields (which 
didn't get filled in because 
something went wrong) contained 
garbage, and hence calls to the 
UnloadMessages routine would 
cause some spectacular problems. 

An easy fix to this was placed 
shortly after the beginning of the 
routine,; it ensyres that the structure 
contents are all set to zero: 

meiosetfml, 0, sizeof 
(struct MsgLoaded}); 

This simply clears the entire 
structure. 

The moral of this particular story 
is that any structure or variable 
created locally in a routine is 
allocated on the stack. This means 
that unless you specifically put 
something sensible in it it will 
contain a random value, depending 
on what was on the stack. This will 

cause reliability problems. If you 
want It to be initialised to zeros, you 
have to do it yourself. Global 
variables are not affected by this 
particular problem,. 

G makes it very easy for you to 
have bugs like the above. Even 
experienced C programmers fall foul 
of this sort of thing. The only way to 
effectively help reduce this sort of 
problem is to keep your code well- 
documented and organised. At least 
then, if you do have a problem, you 
stand a chance of finding It! 

JARGON 

BUSTING 

String - A special kind of C 
variable, actually created as an 
array of character elements. 
Strings are usually passed 
between functions by passing 
pointers holding their addresses, 

Structure - A class of data 
storage in C whereby a group of 
primitive data types - for example, 
integers, strings and reals - are 
joined together in a particular 
order to form a user-defined type. 
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configured correctly by fitting the 
standard 512K expansion and 
testing the amount of Chip RAM 
available. If this still registers as 
512K, then you will need to check 
Agnus and make some other 
modifications to the board (they vary 
according to the revision). It is more 
likely that you will need to contact 
the supplier of the extended RAM 
board and see if there is any way to 
utilise the extra 512K for Chip 
memory. I would suggest though, 
you are probably better off leaving 
the machine as it is unless you have 
a lot of graphics-intensive 
applications —1Mb of Chip RAM is 
not necessary for the vast majority of 
users and you1 II usually need a lot of 
Fast to start enough applications to 
make it worthwhile, MS 

TRICKY POINT 
My AI200 has a Power 
Computing accelerator 
with FPU and I would 
like to make more use 

HARDWARE I of it. Am I correct In 
thinking that applications have to 
be specifically compiled to use the 
FPU? I would also like to know If 
there Is any way I can patch 
operations to use the FPU. 
Furthermore, do the maths libraries 
use the FPU, and If not can I 
replace them with something that 
does? 
Richard Marsh 
Birchington 
Kent 

Generally speaking the FPU should 
be transparent in operation. Software 
can sense whether it is present and 
load the appropriate libraries, but 
this is "expensive" in code size. 
Large applications usually opt for 
manual use of the FPU by supplying 
two versions - one based entirely on 
integer maths and another using the 
FPU. For this reason, you can't patch 
the libraries - they are the way they 
are. MS 

BREAK THE BANK 
I am trying to use my 
Amiga to enter the 
Bank of Scotland HOBS 
system. I can get 
connected but seem to 

receive a load of rubbish. I am using 
ATalk HI and Term 1,8 with the 
correct parity and so on- Do I 
require extra software to 
communicate with HOBS? If so 
what and where can I purchase It? 
Gall MacTear 
Isle of Lewis 
Scotland 

The answer is fairly simple: yes, you 
do need extra software to connect to 
HOBS, The Bank of Scotland uses a 
Viewdata system to run HOBS, which 
is the same as is used by Prestel 

and other such message boards. To 
connect successfully you will need to 
use terminal software that is written 
for Viewdata use. There are two 
options available. The first is 
RubyView, which is a commercial 
program but you should be able to 
pick it up very cheaply if you can still 
find any dealers stocking it - it is 
very long in the tooth now, The 
second option is a public domain 
program called Supertext, which you 
can download from most Bulletin 
Boards with a healthy file area or 
purchase from a public domain 
library - see the directory of PD 
libraries on page 120. DW 

FLICKER FIX 
Having recently 
upgraded to an 
A4000/030, I was 
looking forward to a 
flicker-free Interlaced 

screen when using ProPage 3 and 
the interlaced screens of DPatnt 4 
AGA. Disappointingly, there is still 
flickering evident. I have got the 
A1942 software update which came 
with the A1942 monitor, which I 
purchased at the same time as the 
MOM. 
L Long, 
60s port 
Hants. 

There are a couple of things which 
could be causing you problems with 
the flickering. You have to tell 
Workbench that the flicker-free 
modes are available before it will 
make use of them . To do this, you 
need to have two files, "DBLPal" and 
"DBLNTSC", present in your 
Devs/Mon iters drawer. To find out 
whether you haveT this is what you 
do. In your Workbench partition on 
your hard disk, there Is a Devs 
drawer. Double-click on this, and 
then on the Monitors drawer inside 
it. If it does not contain the two files 
mentioned abovet you'll find them in 
the Devs/Storage drawer. Open this 
drawer and drag them across to the 
Devs/Monitors drawer, and then 
double-click on them to get them 
going. You then have to access the 
prefs program " I Control". Ensure 

that the gadget "Mode Promotion" is 
ticked, and then save. 

You will also have to access the 
"ScreenMode" preferences, and 
change your Workbench to a DBL-PAL 
version of the mode. Then, re-boot 
your Amiga, and you should have 
glorious Tlicker-Free-OVision"! 75 

WHAT'S INSIDE? 
I am programming with 
DevPac 3 and would 
like to know exactly 
what Is contained In 
the structures of so 

many of the Library commands- For 
example, InitSitMap requires a 
pointer to a Bit Map structure. Is 
there a hook I could buy that would 
tell me this information? 
John Lock, 
Sittingboum 
Kent 

You need to buy the Amiga ROM 
Kernel Reference Manual includes 
and Autodocs, third edition, 
published by Addison-Wesley. The 
ISBN number is 0-201-56773-3. It 
contains all the structure 
breakdowns, and also a description 
of all the Library functions on the 
Amiga, if you want a proper 
explanation of these structures 
though, youll need another of the 
ROM Kernel Reference Manuals, 
Libraries (ISBN 0-201-56774-1). This 
really requires some knowledge of C 
to understand, but it explains how to 
use the Library functions, and the 
structures involved. The includes and 
Autodocs book costs around £20, 
the Libraries one is a little more 
expensive, but both are worth their 
weight in gold if you're serious about 
programming your Amiga. T$ 

AMIGA TOO BASIC 
I have experienced the 
following problems 
using Workbench 3: 
1,1 am unable to load 
Amiga BASIC programs 

directly from the hard disk by 
clicking on their icons. The 
message "unable to load your tool 
Amiga basic" appears. I have to 
resort to loading Amiga BASIC and 

Basic - Beginners1 All-purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code is a high- 
level programming language, much 
favoured by micro-computer users. 

FPU - A Boating Point Unit is a 
chip that works with the CPU to 
carry out complex mathematical 
tasks. It speeds up the running of 
some programs, particularly 3D 

graphics-based ones. 

HOBS - Home and Office Banking 
Service 

ViewData - A page based terminal 
system, using large character 
blocks to form graphics and textT 
as used by Prestel. Now largely 
redundant. 

then entering the program name 
manually. Is there a more direct 
method? 
2. The speech facility in Wordworth 
does not work with Workbench 3. Is 
there any way I can use this useful 
facility. 
Evan Morris 
Ripley 
Surrey 

X. AmigaBASIC is rubbish - which is 
why Commodore replaced it with the 
infinitely more useful ARexx in 
Workbench 2 and above. I suspect 
this problem has arisen because the 
AmigaBASIC programs ("Projects") 
are set with the wrong path for their 
"Default tool". You can correct this 
by selecting the offending icon and 
choosing I con s-> Information.... You 
then need to enter the path for 
AmigaBASIC in the area for the 
Default tool. For example, if 
AmigaBASIC is in a drawer called 
Basic on the main drawer of your 
hard drive, you could enter 
something like this: 

SYS; Bas i c /ml gaBAS IC 
2. This is a nuisance. There does not 
seem any reason why Commodore 
removed the text-to-speech that the 
Amiga was famous for (although it 
seems pretty rough by today's 
standards). You can reinstate it to 
Workbench 3 by obtaining a copy of 
Workbench 1.3 and copying the 
following files: Speak-handler (from 
the L drawer), Translator .library 
{from the LIBS drawer) and 
Narrator.device (from the Devs 
drawer). Remember that these 
drawers are all hidden on Workbench 
1.3, so you will have to use Window- 
>Show.„ AH Files. 

If you are feeling brave you may 
also want to create a "Mountfile" for 
the speak device as follows: 
1. Drag the icon "AUX" from the 
Devs/DOSOrivers drawer to the RAM 
disk. 
2, Rename it 'SPEAK". 
3* Open a Shell window and enter 
the following command: 

DELETE RAH:Speak 
4. Now enter the following command: 

ED RAMiSpeak 
5. When the ED window appears, 
enter the following short program 
(called a "Mount"): 

SPEAKj 
Handler = LiEpeak-handler 
Stacksize - 600 
Priority - 5 
Globvec = ^1 
# 

6+ Save and exit from ED and then 
copy the SPEAK icon back to 
Devs/DOSDrlvers. When you re-boot 
your machine you will have another 
device which you can use like a 
talking disk drivel 

From Amiga DOS, the following 
produces some interesting results: 
COPY SJ Startup-essence TO SPEAK: 
Try it and see! MS CD 
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TOALLOLIft CUSTOMERS OLD AND NEW 

OPEN All HOURS 

WELL, NEARLY! 

FROM ALL THE STAFF AT DIRECT COMPUTERS  S       9nm-10pm MOFl-Sat. 1 DQm-6ntTl SundO¥ < f 1 • • r t t ■ » i t ■ • ■ i 4 t » f t f I I t 1 » * * it « t * m . m 

tL OFFERS'! I A AMIGA HARDWARE MISCELLANEOUS W 

I 

A1200 Desktop Dynamite £329.95 
CD32 + Oscar/Diggers £289,95 
A4000-030 2Mb Ram 170Mb 

Hard drive , £999,95 
1084 S Monitor £174,95 
Cubscan 1440 Multisync £399.95 
External Amiga Floppy Drive £49.95 
A500 Internal Floppy Drive £48.95 
A500 512k Ram exp + Clock £23.50 
A5001.5 Meg Ram exp £76,95 
A500+1 Meg Ram exp £33.95 
A1200 2 Meg Ram exp £109.95 
A500 Power Supply £29.95 

DISKS & LABELS 

3.5N DSDD Grade A. 
3.5" DSDD Grade B 
3.5" Rainbow  
3.5' DSHD  

.£0.37 each 

.£0.29 each 

.£0.44 each 
,£0.58 each 

 £4 90 
 £8.90 
)„..£2.50 
)....£4.90 

IVIUUbtM lUUbC i, I ou 
Mousemat 9mm thick £2 50 
Diskdrive cleaner £1.80 
A500 Dustcover £3.50 
A600 Dustcover £3.50 
A1200 Dustcover £3,50 
Monitor Dustcover £3 50 
LC20 Dustcover £3 50 
LC100 Dustcover £3.50 
LC200 Dustcover £3.50 
LC24-200 Dustcover £3.50 
Roboshift £13.95 
Amiga LigMpen £29.95 
Optical Mouse £32.00 
Megamouse £11.95 
Megamouse II 400 DPI £12.95 
Point Mouse £12.95 
Altadata Trackball £26.95 
Crystal Trackball £32,00 
Zydek Trackball £25.95 
Zyli Amp/Speakers £37,50 
Screenbeat Speakers £24.95 
Action Replay Mk III £56,95 
Midi Master £26.00 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand .£9.95 
2-piece Printer Stand £3 49 
Metal Printer Stand £8.99 
A4 Copyholder £5.99 
Metal Angle Poise Copy Holder ..£14.95 
A500/A600 ROM Sharer £14.95 
V1.3 ROM , £25.95 
Mfcropert Tractorfeed Paper; 500 sheets £4.50 

KHH 2000 sheets ,£13. DO 

JOYSTICKS | 

All joysticks have autofire feature 
except those marked \ 
Trigger Grip Models 
Quickshot turbo £6.95 
Python 1M £7.99 
Jettighter £12.00 
Topstar £19 50 
Intruder £21,50 
Base Fire Button Models 
Maverick 1M ..£12.95 
Zipstick £12.95 
Comp Pro 5000* £10.95 
Comp Pro Extra £12.95 
Comp Pro Star £12.95 
Cruiser Multicolour^ £9.95 
AdvancedGravis Black £24.99 
Advanced Gravis Clear.... ...£27 99 
Comp Pro Star MINI £14.95 
Aviator 1 Rightyoke £23.50 
Handheld Models 
bpeedking £10.50 
Navigator £13.95 
Bug £12.00 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 

£.3 naru urivss Tur MDUU/AIZUU 

(40 MEG Jfc £1191 
80 MEG £189 
120 MEG s ) £209 

1250 MEG £349| 
Including lead, fixing screws & instructions 

External A1200 Hard Drives 
(These do not void your warranty) 

1210 MEG £2991 
1340 MEG £419] 

A500/A500+ Hard Drives 
180 MEG £1991 
170 MEG   Vfr £2! 

1254 MEG    (JJ £2991 
By the time you read this, Hard Drive prices may 

have fallen. Please phone tor latest prices 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 

Star LC20 £133.00 
Star LC100 Colour...., £159.00 
Star LC200 Colour  ..£194.00 
Seikosha SP1900 9 Pin Mono.£109.95 
Seikosha SL95 24 Pin Col ..,£189.95 
Star LC24-30 + Auto Sheet Feeder.£229.95 
Star LC24-200 Colour :.£274,00 
LC20/LC100 mono ribbon £4.50 
LC100 colour ribbon £6.75 
LC24 200 mono ribbon £5.50 
LC24 200 colour ribbon £13.50 
LC200 mono ribbon £4.50 
LC200 colour ribbon £975 

j|?   LEADS & CABLES 

Printer £3.99 
Serial £3,99 
Null Modem £5 99 
Joystick Extender 3 metre £3.99 
Joystick/Mouse Extender £3.99 
Amiga to SCART £7 99 
Amiga to 1084S/8833 £7.99 
Analog Joystick Adapter £4.99 
4 Player Adapter ..■,.„.„....„..£5.99 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

TRACTORFEED DISK 
LABELS 

Now you can print your own professional disk labels! 
1500 Plain white disk labels on tractor feed, com- 

plete with FOUR disks nf software and artwork. 

Yours for ONLY 

£9.95 
1000 Labels with software 

ONLY £13.50 
^mmtmmm—im 
*■ COMPUTER SUPPLIES I 

AH OISKS are supplied witn labels, 
UNBRANDED DISKS are 100% error free. 
In the unlikely event that any of our 
disks are faulty, tHen we will replace 
the disks AND reimburse your return 
postage! 

3.5" DSDD Fuji (box of 10) 
3.5" DSHD Fuji (box of 10) 
5.25" DSDD Fuji (box of 10 
5.25* DSHD Fuji (box of 10 

1000 3.5" labels £6.50 

STORAGE BOXES 

Most types are available for 3.5 
5.25* disks. 
10 capacity  
20 capacity  
40 capacity  
50 capacity  

 ....£0.' 
 EU 
 £3.- 
 : £3J  'f —— * "J      •»* »•-•»•'*  

100 capacity £4 
80 capacity Banx drawer £8 
150 capacity Posso drawer.„£15 
200 capacity drawer £14 

VISIT OUR ME^SHOP^ !^ %^vl£nrjiTi. ,,m: 

Thasa Joysticks will fit any A.mfna 
Warrior 5 , £14,95 
Saitek Megagrip 3 £19.50 
Speedking Analog £13.95 
Intruder 5 £25.50 
Aviator 5 Flightyoke £27.50 
Adapter to use any PC analog joystick 
on an Amiga ONLY £4.99 

mm BUSINESS HOURS 
HXS 9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

0782 2O68Q8 Anytime 
0782 642497  ■ 9.0©aitv5.30pm Weekdays 
0630 653193/6782 320111 ■ Evenings & Weekends 

Ail items and offers subject to availability. E&OE 
Postage £3.30: Next Day £3.75 

We accept POs, cheques & credit cards 
Please write Cheque Cerd Number on cheque for instant clearance 

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME All Prices ine VAT 

BSE T.1 5BS 



OLD AMIGA TRADE-IN* 
The best trade-in ollowrjnce, exlra for permherals and 

accessories. Trade in your o-ld modiine for D trend new 
A600/1200/4QOO/CD32 or evm a Ft. 

After irade inr equipment is checked and refurbished by our 
engineers and is iheir offered af bongoin prices, template with 3 

months warranty. 
ASOOs FROM £139 

A1500$ FROM £199 
ADGO SD/HD... from 159 HDs + Corrtrdfers Jrom 179 
A300O5 bin 499  GVPHDB 40/52 209/229 
CDTV , 179  XT/AT BBoard 50/91 
AS9020/4DMB .129/159 

OTHER ACCESSORIES-PLEASE ASK. 
"Acceptance of pTe-V2 motnines may be firniled 

A500/600/CDIV | 

STARTER PACK 
A Must for new users! 

Mkiwwikhed joystkk "Set tfw Most From 
your Amiga" book, 10 Blank discs, 80 
[opacity Icckriife *st box,, mouse raoi 

dust com. Virus HM 

A500+ and A60Os come 
complete with mouss, modulator I 
to catinect to TV, or tnurtrtor lead I 
as required, all cables, mnnuds, [ 

operating disc and irtititiw 

INCLUDED 
AS STANDARD 

ASOO+IJW URBtSHI 
A500+ CATTMN PUWFJ, 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 
A600 SO 1MB 
A600 so 

S\mm, DP*im III* 

PLUS WARR- 
ALONE STARTER ANTY 

£      £ as 

179.w1f4.n 
194.99209.99 

EXTRAS 

11 

r 

SALT PUTTY, Fl GRAND 

DEIJXE HUNT III, rat CUP JULT SET AND WICKED 
A600HD 20 

Fpir 40 EPIC ROME, Wm ilru t.A Tuivwi Puisun, PACK   1)4 AMIGA TEXT. OEIU*E 

194.99 20999 £ 

269,99 284.99 
319.9&334.9& 

( 349.99364.99 
PIWS   g5 Pun tli*, fou aw   339 ^ 404 „ 

A600HD 80 
120 
210 

AJUOKJ DISCS/ 
CD rum, m\ F DRIVE, MCWM,REMOTE 
CDNTNLU*, CWDTf WELCOME DISC, FISH Dtsc 

365»379.99 
415.99 429.99 
569.99584.99 

244.99 CDTV 
MDLTI 
MEDIA 

CBM 1084SD    + 178.90 
C8M 1940 Lttiis.totJUFoi AGA 269.99 
Philips 883311 Tts™ £io 209.99 
Star LC104K ™BK2ff 149.99159.99 
Citizen 240C   2"" 252.90 262 50 
Rcium to base H D verHOtis arc SD unils Fined with top polity 3rd party drives and tome 
wish install disc 1- full dmunvenrolion 'DPI!I needs 2WB far amrnaM&n en HD models. 

1 ywr 
1 year 
1 vnr at rKMTI* 

1 yenr 
2 yew 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

• Mulli-milliM company vrrrfi 9 years experience in Commodore produrl and 
here to ftny 

• Commodore trained staff are friendly and helpful and ore parents, multimedia, 
Mfuralionp], gomes proorammmi or ledinkni speciafels juwiolly more lhan one!) 

• Open 9-6 pai Mondoy lo Saturday and 1 D.Du om to 4.30 pm Sundays PLUS 
December fata nSjjhls on Thursdays (St Albans wily} for convem'enl shopwng. 

• Callers welcome far advice and demonstration at our 1600+ sq fl High 51, Town 
Centre br e i-ihes 

• Same doy desptrlch For most orders received by 5.30 pm; express am oird 
Saturday services available 

• Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably by caged, i nsured, 
Fop na me courier service 

• Pre-rlespoEr'h testing on Amiga systems 
• Free 3D day courier collection and delivery of HEW repiosemeni.feicepi jroduci 

with on-site maintenance] 
■ Hotline support and in-house engineers 
• U pgrade and Irade in off ers to keep you up to dote 
• Exceptional after sales service 
• BFPO and *?!porr. welcome 

„ «.u nonrft COMPANY 

HOW TO UJ -ut^T 

up to yovi 

WE WANT TO 

BEAT ALL PRICES! 
CALL US!! 

CD32 CONSOLE 
SPECIAL 

I 

Choose any* 3 CD discs (see software section) for £59.90 >iomM m each 

A4000/ 30 & 40 
I A4OO0/3Ck AGA Chip Sol + 6B030 processor, 6BB82 25/50 MHi co- 

processor option, 256,000 colours from 16.6W, scon doubling far Hktcer 
free display, Mouse, Amiga 1571J6 MB 3.5" drive, Hard Drive as below, 
Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilities, Next day on-site warranty 
A40O0/4O: As above, bur featuring the blistering 68040 processor, wilh | 
full floating point facilities HOI EC version. UK models with on-site 
worronly..!HOT imports! 

2HBA - W 
lfl MB    2+2WB 2+4MB 

HD   51IE1MQ   STANDARD     SUPER HP. EXTRAS 
SIZE M8    £70     VERSION VERSION 

CD32 SOFTWARE 
Over 75 titles specially written for the CD32 stouktha 
in stock by Christmas {phone for list), including 
Syndicate, Zoo I 2, Jurassic Park, Chaos Engine, 
Robocod, many of which include a hill CO music track 
alongside the gome. About half of existing CDTV titles 
are compatible. CD3? will also play normal music (lb 
and CD+G discs 
CD32 Standard warranty is 12 months 

return to base. 
12 months on-site warranty £39.99 
Extra 2yrs on-sile warranty €69.99 

OP Console Iwrtli Oj«r AGA, 
Diggers +Joypad FREE) 

£279 
[D" + FMV€ardasofiP' 
usnsiitfSKVBeii 

£465 

A4000 
/40 

2+4»B 

AVAILABLE NOW! 
Full Motion Video module fct CD" ftn MhFr«6iinitVafittDtsct E18Y 

COWING SOON 
Hoppy drive, Keyboord, Mouse CD" for A120C 

80 

120 

160 

240 

340 

540 

SIS 
8-11 

pi 
+ (6 s 
ED 3 
!■ i 

965 

1039 

1079 
SPECIAL 
1149 

1219 

1479 

» si S + M > vf" 
Iff fig ,8M ! 
« a ^ S rt S -h. o 2 CO w 3 pi ZJ a - — 

:8b 

1915 J I 

1959 |: it? 

SlSIiS 2139 Si f 1 1 
[3 si 2299 

2459 

Si 

68682 25 MHz  66882 50MHz  Fitting FOC if 

? ? a m > 
Hi*8 

CO-PROS  ADD £79  ADD £159 
purchasing A4000 

WITH AHY 

COMPUTER 
CHAOS ENGINE, 

SYNDICATE, 
PIN BALL FANTASIES, 

NICK FALDO'5 
CHALLENGE GOLF 
ADD £19,99 

OR LEMMINGS, 
SIMPSONS, CAPIAIN 

PLANET, PLUS D PAINT 
AGFA BASIC 

A1200 
1200 2MB 269 
12Q0+20MBHD 379 
1200 +60MBHD 439 
1200 +80MBHD 469 
1200 +120 MB HQ 509 
1200 f207MB HD 549 
Extra 4MB + 
dock fitted   ADD £200 
"CJ* APPROVED HARD DRIVES 

Rill bant irKinHatW^iliiy ctsc mtd 
documenlptidn and loine witli OM on- 
file warrsily y. rvice. 

SPECIAL 
SOOCwid Starter Pod _rtftr witti'ofly Amigo ONLYE285 

FREE WITH 
ALL 1200s 

NIGEL MANS El 
AGA, 

TROLLS AGA Al 
COMPILATION 

PACK 
4 tog 

WORKS PLATINl 
(see Home App. 

Off DESKTO 
DYNAMITE 

PACK 

Um hcd - 
Whiie Stocks In 

HOBBYTE VALUE PACKS 
nr* fnmniK For their Qwlci allnwino vou to dioosa whal YDU won I, whilsl si ill bene fitting from package deal Hobbyte a re famous For their parks, allowing you to cfi wse what you wont whilst still benof rtling from package deal savings, 

Hemfsmber, 0 bargain is only a bargain when you like whal you pell So, if you aron'l Wild, Weird or Wicked, Sleepwalker sends yau to sleep, Space Ate leaves y&u feeding t 
Paradroid does worse, if Basic bosicully isn'l you, exerts your oplfons and get real value for money from Mbyte 

TRAMPY'S AND NODDY'S 
PACK SPECIAL 

Fun and educational far    wiTH AMiGA ALOjli 
2 ta 11 ywrs £39 £59 

iW help mcry be reaufed) 
S mpgitDj feomins D*» BI 2 kvuls, PLUS Jonfcf An pack, 10 hlaek disci 

Virus Killer 

STARTER PACK 
A must for new WITH AMIGA ALONE 

users! All van need bi   n c £25 

Noddy's Playtime OR Big Adventure 
OR Merlins Marks 
Tk Shoo People 
OR fun School 2 
Fun School 3 or4 
OR ADIJnr Reading 
OR Counting 
Deluxe Paint II + 700 
Clip Art pic s 
Hobbyte Primury 
Educational PD Pack 
Hobbyte 30 Easy 
Children1! " 

one vafue pock 
Unite warkino copies 0! Workbendi and other original 
appliiatHfi^as socfi   you get then 
d^^r<oM.^^^M 

Moose mot HE
^P

S
 P"™^ (firl/dusl callwting on nrnas cffllarh 

i gomn «iih Twrnnpy and lriendsr h ywn. wd wuhr.       pf^ Micros witched 
the Tun M s*l»i    emy wmd suit*.        hpti&r M ™P- ^able disc be*, Dust Covor 
5/6 TOidariiil anrontd       31» 11 ysors, spedyaftt, 
HIE hnedble esitnUirresirid er(tH1ai^i^ -1 yew aft and 
hdps KMnnk orhttmg National Currkiiun Inek 1, 2+ 3 
Tki int. children, fairyinfc + Ugend cbflrartiri, Span, 
Correnni, etc. 

THE HOT 0 
GREAT tndtvidi 
packaged gar 
BETTER THAN 

REST 1! 

Cofllmning 10 fun     you Iwrn fanw 
^implE anmesf or ttrait nAh very easy lev*. Even (tie 
youngest mil be o&rta In use >nnc oF mew 

HOT BUG GAMES PACK 
Tiie torsellinaHobbytf WITH&MIGA 

Hat Lot pack now      CA. 
bctifdes the dtitnafe 
joystick il> 

"THE IUG" 

ALONE 
£59 

£39.99 «K§ 
AMY 10 £29J 

Or see packs ocross 
]kiiderbirds(7vrs-)t 
%hplty-90%fbri4f 
EV/lolcL/nrzzmc tenwh n 

Ciabssus Owss @ 
OukngoGolf 

ftatlkships classic booid; 
Graeme SOIHBSS SKD 

SERIOUS USER'S PACK 
InleresTwi in niisit, 

programming and graphics? 
Then this pack is (or yool 

Easy Amos 

lfl"HetUst . 
Tke GREATEST! 

Tk only iaysSck over la bt ajven a Gold rnling 92% Af, positive ifagle-haaded ortiai, small flint Wy! 
See ksting to th? right for current HOT USI or phone 
far latest diannes. tkildren'i aomes anrihUe. 

WITH AMIGA 
£39 

ALONE 
£49 

3D Prao. HomVyte PD Ind^ tan gnmei ike Gonjecars, Star Trek, Lontftner f.™t, jisjAt n 1 n igaboll, doiens al nrrcsif 
E d1<« mnuHi     h™ ■f^d^hDo1;em■uo^■. UNliiics, Word ^rrxKsar, 

THEnragra simple and 
OR AMOS Professional 
ADD £10 for this OPIM 

Hobbyte AMOS PD 

language. Wonderful fliaiiud is lining - ideal for complete nov ices 
W% AF rating - lhesfflond kighesl rating EVER given. Learn to professionally create your own 
gomes, utilities. LoaoS afiflmfto pragi indoded 
Dozens of iriiliries. Protratkef music mole pro™ 
Cjreahe your own designs to wconwcle into your 
Aids 

blank £«s, mouse 
mat, 80 (opacity 
bckable disc box, 
plus dust cover 

SorWsbeei, Oaiabaie + u'esktop Fmblisber and tie' 
ullinwie virus killers ■ a must lor every Amsfja owner! 

Ample proarnmmes that no AMS progromrwr 
luldk in 

HOME APPLICATION PACK 
Perfect for all Home 

Office needs 

I Deluxe Pant III, plus 
700 Clip Art p«s 
MIDI Recording Studio t tf you have a MIDI instrument ihis is everymmg you 
MIEM literlace need lo cernpose and eifet your nrusic 

I Oil AmigaVisiaa Pawerfd prosentalion and production tool 

Virus Killer Disk 
80 Prog' Hohbyie PD Groats Pack - see Hoftesl Loi Pack" 
The Works Platinum 
Deluxe Pahtt III' wftfi 
animation + 700 dip Art pks 
Digita Home Accounts 
Any Two Hot Us 1 Titles 

SPECIAL 
WITH AMIGA 

£29 
ALONE 
£49 

WP wilh UK spdl dick, Ttiesaurus 
spreadstiMl. 'Sideways' uliity, 
dainbaie, graphics + comrrrs nodule 
Keep tmck of credit cord and ban& 
account aodgets,, etc 

STOP PRESS! Desktop Dynamite AGA pack {see 1200 bait) £69 with Amiga £79 alone 

Captom Pkmea 
Sfllc^rmKeliCDpJej®? 

Tag Team Wresllin( 
Idd the Duck T 

Stack HpJ 
LsrrmingstoAf 
Round the Bend t 

Rst Rghrter, Sporting Trin 
mim 

WorWtrickel 
BortSnipsori 

Spfclernna/tirtn Rrc«n Trivia 
Konon-C+vlJGa^Dfthi 

SUe Warrior - A Paw,. AF 
svperb reviews 

AWARD WINNER 
Space Ace, Kick Off.. RpeManit 

{counts as 2) 
t PARTICULARLY 5UITAI 

CHILDREN (WAT NEED 
@NOTA12UDCON1P^ 

TITLES MAY VAR1 
*DPIH««b2MBf*j on l 

« AhtlGA SPECIALISTS ' STAR GOLD DEALER » CDTV CENTRE « PHILIPS APPOIHTED DEAL 



MONITORS/ACCESSORIES 
(M I084SD + leads + 2 games _ ...... ..184.99 
Philips UK 8833 MKfl mon+leads + on-silt..,. 19190 
Hit + swivel stand far €833 , ,       , jl99 
CBM 1940 dual sync .39 dpi AGA monitor + speakers.... .269.99 
CUM1942 dual sync ,28 dpi AGA monfor + speakers. 369.99 
MICROVITK CUB-SCAN 1440 14" 28dp for 1200/4000, in-finaiely 
variable scan rotes between 15KHz (default on boot-up} and 40 KHi for oil AGA 
modes in this range. Wlh till and swivwt stand. XU& BEST BUY' 399.99 
WicTovitec Cub-scon 28dn for 1200/4000 os above, but 20M      1039.99 
MicrovitK Cub ston .1782,17", ,27dp, 29 B2 KHz horiz, scon 889.99 
Adaptor far Al 200/MfcrovilBc 29.99 
EIZ0 9Q60M Multi-Sync far 1200/1000 models  

MM 
~*CTtttDCTV 3T6.W *K>W»     GVPtV + VIU-S M5.99 

CO WW €VP iv+ma 1255.99 
gOONl 1^ Venn 24 , ..POA 

mwmnmfmBmmmm 
* ItJ *Bm wlwrihli nufalii JL|% * rid mm 24 bft ^hrifm 

 S9S.00 
 259.99 
 544.99 
 1790.98 

PiP WewlYtur^r+rBimitewitli sub picture for monitors 113.99 
Zy-R Spankers , ^ 37.90 
Zy-Fi Pro Speakers » ^ 57,90 

CBM 1936 Hl-res SVGA .Zfldp inc. tilt & swivel... 
NEC 4FG Multisync  
Philips BrNFiance 21 ID 21".. 

£324.99 

j FLOPPY DRIVES Zyw 3.5 external dri'rt, aniswhoin + on/off.... -  
Cumnno (AX 354 3.5 external drwe, beige _ „,„.„,_,   
PC SB&B wlhenti rfric + Blifi bad up and virus protector... 
PC mi Mobo™, (yrlw 
OJDI dri-rt DiPt EB0B.. 
Hsfllt density 1.76MB Ext. imp fa any Amiga (WB 2)  
High density 176MB ext. dhnjve far any Amiga [WB 2)+ 10 JfD Oms.., 
Power HD internal floppy for 1500/2/3 4_M._._ _ _ _ 
IW HD infernal'flaw br5D0/6W/l2W)  
A500 replacement internal floppy— — - -  
A6Q0/1200 reploMimim inr«rnol floppy   

 51.50 
.....56,50 
 59.90 
... fi4.99 
..124.9? 
 98.50 
...104.95 
 94.90 
 94.90 
 44.99 
 09*99 

HARD DRIVES/ACCELERATORS 
1«4#99 150Q/20OO 

GYFHfJ/lHOlM _   194.99., GW HGB/IJ BOMB 2&9.90 GVP HCB/II120MB  374.90.. 0YPHC$/|I2IM -.479.90 GFnruMQ^WlMB.... 3S4.99.. . .684.99  984.99 G Force D40 33MHi AM ........1214.99 Extra 2MB fur above  „ JGA. hihacNi SCSI HOMD HG .__._234.90 
3000/4000 
FasJlanB SCSI II controller tor 4000 299.90 DKB 409filS(5irj _ _._ „_269.« Syquwl 44M6 iotwm..._  249,90 Syqoeii SBMS interro? „J59,90 Spare SyvquesT 44WB tartriijae 49.50 

A500 Infernal 20MB HD ._._._ ti.Olnhrnd*QWHD ... 249,99 A500 Internal 80MB HD  _ ...279+99 A.QD Infernal I2DWB HO  339.99 Triterta SCSI BOM* UD , 289,99 4570far?041MB 500 139,99 
A600/1200 
GWBSrtB HDM10/1200. 274.99 mO 030 oral far 1200 239,90 CVP1230/1QMH_/4MB6BB82 Co-Pro lor 1200    

5pwe tauesl B_MB MOOD 130MB MOOD 1 TOMB... MDO0I14M1L. MOOD 240MB... MOW 340MB... M0O045DMB... 

99.50 159.99 .149,99 ....I99J9 ... 229,99 ....329.99 
M0MS2SMI... .439,99 ... 599,99 filiing - ftttkigs by our engines i ABO ,....£15 
500 

392.00 ..409,00 '■53. 15301 MB 8 
IS»1MJ}13M8 493.99 1530 4 ISM .-._ _ 21S.99 
3YPHDM?MH  194.90 HDB BOMB..... _  mi9 

. 479.99 MI7JU XA4DMK-  269,99 *1230IA4<MMM.B 429.99 M1I30 WAHz4Y,B 519.99 Mitro-nrksVXLH 35M«r 219.99 VHL3O40MHi ..339.99 WB Bum RAM k above        _ 179.99 
A6O0/120Q HP UPGRADES 

 SELF mmm FiniNG' fTTTIHG*" ton-sife invalioaFedt (with on-site} 20MB fi5 - 4DMB 139 - 60MB 175 199 
tWB5MB 17° ._..„ 249 
WW7M 21S 329 240/250WB 349 499 
INTERNAL CLOCK POA • -ill! coble _    ADD £ 14.9? for Hobby* fitting 

Including FREEcoirier npl!?tfwn R deliwry 
1200 OVERDRIVE EXTERNAL HDrs 

.WHDB130WB.,... _... OWE HD5 REFURB5 AVAllABLL. 5?3 20MB.. 
_ 394.99 FROM £149 199.99 

0Hrm3513MB HO  Qwrke35 MM HO.... Overdrive 35170M5 ItD... 
1B7.S0 . .247.50 .317.50 [>i_rdr[«35 72Q/26DMB KD 337.50 Orerdrm 3S 340MB HD.__ _ _.417*50 Dwdrht 35 540MB HD _ POA 

_faj]luy_ nsjnriiy flvflh^tt 
SUPPORTS: IV ftiinl, Vla_, CaliigEiri, Spp<rlica, Ad Pro, Red 3D * olhers 

fllSOO 1.SMB , £929 +H2050Pftu .£1479 
K2M0 2MB + AI^D._ ...E999 TH4000 Plus £1579 
K3000 M +0/Buffer         £1099 FREE V lab Framegrabher 
114000 4MB + Alflha +0/Buffer II279 wilh Harlequin flas 
EWfelk £1W  *F1LS VSTHOOS irtOwkKk .Jijtt] screeii Ittolutw, - mcxtei, -1 A^b Chanel - mo« 

LPIWSSO 24 flIT GRAPHICS CARD 
1+ FF.EE FeisaiwIPnlirtCd Lite.... 

"PICCOLO 2i 811 GRAPHICS USD 
1U million colours, on brxin: !ilii:«r. IMF! nxp to 2MB video RAM. fully 

proparn^Dhi. resolution, double fauffcring + multiple screen + AREXX. support. 
Si/jpoc's iohq graphics packages /appficotions. _»_%_■ _% _% _% 
WtitfREE TV Paint Jnr  X379.99 
KAINBQW m 24 BIT GRAPHICS CMO + VIDEO COKTROLLEJC ....£ 1489.99 
Similar to Pkcolo bur wilh 4MB video RAM, pragrammahle resolution to 1600 x 1260, huilf 
■HI win coflirrfler inc. 110MHz clock. Mm FREE TV Pokii Jnr. 
PIGGY MPEG VIDEO CARD ,  £4/9.99 
Fake 24 bif onimofions from disc or other storage &WM nr-:| replay in io^[-ine through tie 
Amiga [ Use integrated genlock to ovdoy Armga grapiiics b sopnisticoted! Mina and special 
effects, ta fxodixe siuniiiflg promohKial/troiniflg videos, ar games with live video footoge. 
Near SVHS guolily, 16.7M colours, MPEG (wis + library functions, 25 frames/sec playback. 
VC Output module b Peggy  .£129.99 
Mfes enxoder option for Peggy £349.99 
OP& VISION [for 3000/4000) 
24 nil bmd v?+ Opl Pbim, tool Prccnts, Oral Halkw, OpdAninrMTE_. 
ALSO WITH IMAGINE SOFTWARE 
IF YOU HAVE PURCHASED OPALVISIOK m HAY HAVE RECEIVED VOUCHERS AGAINST 
l:r FOLLOWING NEW PRODUCTS., WHICH WILL 3E ACCEPTED BV HDB3YIE IN PART PAWifff 

Video Processor for Opol Vistun WITH VOUCHtRS , 647,99 
Video Suite for Goal TESHHI WITH VOUCHERS 647.99 
Scan Rale Converter for On.I'.' .i HERS 647.99 
ftetinn 24 bil graphics m\ + 1MB + VO Pflinl.... 329,00 
Retinn 24 ail graphic mA + 2M8 + Vfl Poml....  395.00 
Retina 24 bil grophics    + 4M8 + VO Point  t 489.00 
V lali 24 bit real lime digiriser 12M/6O0/5M ex1 fH" .^334.99 
V lab 24 hit real lime digit to 1500/3000/4 DOO int  .289.99 
V Lob 4000/3000 inl SVHS  334.99 
ili^na_H_HH_MilK_HH 

EMULATION 
GGale38&S)(25MHi 386.99 386 Bridge board 199,99 
GVP 286 for GYPII +530 146,99 486 Bridgeboord 299.t9 
GVP W4 for 1500 945.99 Empbit 245.90 
Al Once ,. ,...214,99 Em plant Deluxe... 339.90 

SCANNERS & DIGITISERS 
Epson Gl hMt 600dpi 24 bil A4 km Scon s/w 779.00 
Epson GT 8000,800dpi 24 bil A4 inc. Scon s/w 1099.90 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Greysde, Powerscon sarhrar. 88.99 
Power Hand Partner as oboWj V3 for 1200/4000 104.99 
OCR software far Power Scanner , „, 48.50 
Power Colour Hand Sconner __ _._ _ 219.49 

, Sharp JX 100 Afi Scnnisr + sconlab s/w up Bo IB bit 469,99 
Summo Sketch IIA4 with s/w/A3 Table! Dighiser ..............359.99/529.99 

.589.99 

GRAPHICS/CAD 
Aladin4D 213,99 
AmigaVision 17.90 
AM Expression AGA 134,10 
Art Dept. Pro2.3A .134,90 
AdProfraf Conversion ...4ft,9fl 
Brilliance 133,90 

SPKIAl £140 OFF 
Mn?4 , 94.90 

CoFigori Broadcctsr 3 396,90 
Cino Morph 29.99 
Deluxe Paint IV . 5199 
Deluxe Paint AGA ...62,9? 
Disney Animation ,56,90 
Distant Suns „ 49.49 
Essence 44.50 
ExpeM Draw..... 39,90 
Gallery ,..,39,49 
Image FX 157.90 
Imagine v2„. 149.99 
Image Musler AGA 139,90 
ImroCAD Plus 63,99 
Mocfk + top of HM range 
package ai £l 38 99 
Cioemorpb al 
£24.99 (RflP4?.99) 
P_ffll3DPro .....119.95 
ProDrow3.  6150] 
ProDrowiAGA.. PDA 
Real 3D Classic .78.90 
Real 3D v2 394.90 
Scalo 500 HVT 64.49 
Scalo ProMHJlO 137.90 
Stain IAU200 Supfl. AC A. 2/4,99 
Scale Pro MH300...,,; 322.90 
SailplAnim.4D .„.J«_y.l9M9 
Spectra Colour 57.99 
SYMPATOII 
Oo yotir onirrations stow down 
IP real time? SI I will turn ihem 
mto smooth 25 fiames/stc 
mosrtrjjjwes Aha 24 oil 
Rotosope vioW h frame 
octuraterv digitised., modtfiod » 
f erecorotd • inr deck conirollef 
Wmti 329.99 
SoHwore ord> 189.99 
Tck*2 36,94 

I TV Paint 24 249.90 
TV Point Junior 179.99 
V.smPfo3 .49.99 
Visto Makepalli 24.99 
K CAD 2Q0Q , 90.50 
XCAD 3000 249.99 
XCAD2ia3upgr^..,!49.99 
VIDEO PROD/TITUNG 
AVideo + TVPainlV2..5.8.90 
Adoraoe ...48.50 
Amigrjfeon .17,90 
8rod(osiTrderll 173,90 
rlEW-Broodcast Title* AGA 
Super High m39.90 
Brood 1 Font Enhancer POA 
Brood T Fan! Pack POA 
Deluxe Phalofeo 51.49 
imogemasler 159.99 
Monlage 24 AGA -tilling + 
pranks lor Opol Vision and 
fmpoc! Vision ......POA 
ttorrJi+ 138.99 
fto Video Pk .137.9* 
Scenery Anim 4        £57. W 
Scroller 59.99 
TV Retard. 189.9* 
TV Show Pre 51.39 
TVlextPfQ 79.50 
Video Sludh J 115.95 
Video Director 118.90 
WdwEHetts 3D POA 
Video Master , . , 49.49 
Vidi Amiga 12 V2 74.50 
VIDt OFFfR - 
Vidi Amiao 11 with 
Meoomx Master... £97.90 
Vidi 12 Real Time 154.99 
Vidi 24 RedTime .222.90 
Video T'nncl_pse VTL 
rr edcs stvofling limelapse 
sequences - flowers ooemng 
ctouds, with »phr>iico?ed light/ 
motkm etc., tKord trigger rrw_ 
deck wnlr«Hfr h/war« .329.90 
Software only 119.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
Any Fin School 3 er4 15.99 
Any AD I 16.99 

.16.99 
SOFTWJ 

Merlin's Moths 
Paint £ Creole 16,99 
Spelling Fair ...J6.99 
Any Noddy 16,99 
See also software pocks 
UTILITIES/LANGUAGES 
AMAXII Pius ...249.99 
Ami boric .. 39,90 
Ami back Tools 39.39 
Amos 3D 21.49 
Amos the Creator ..,30.95 
Amos Compiler 19.49 
Amos Prof. .32,99 
Amos Prof. Compiler ... .24.99 
Easy Amos 22.49 

.49.90 
C.nD.2.5 93.50 
Cross Dos v5 29.75 
(ygriusEdProXS 69 J5 
0trectory0pos4 .....43.90 
OB Route + 32.99 
GFABoiit..,. 8.99 
Gigomem 47.50 
SAY La tike C 255.99 
Ougrtprbotk 39.49 
Quarter tak loo_ Debe ,59.99 
mm* 
Vttul feu gmplmstrwrs!  79.95 
tu% inteonrtHf .PEG vtilrty gtws 
enevmuus mi disc space savings ■ 
100MB of frarne5<wes wil 
compress to unoet 10MB. 'Snoop' 
fltrn JPEG cooobilm/ to 
programmes tkii tkin'f otherwise 
5_oporfJPCG,s«h__0PAINT TV 
A€A, so mjy con load + KM JPEG 
ml 
krm 0OS 2 and 3 compartble 
WttHt, 24 bit IFF, KTV, Toostw 
and Horn 8 Soppon, 
Fast, seamless background 

KcopyPto... 34,95 
APPLICATIOH 
Arena Accounts 82.50 
Excellence 3 ....89.90 
Finol Copy V2 63.99 
Final Writer 99,90 
Kind Words III 17.90 
Maxiplon Pltisrt 17.90 
Mini Offke 37.49 
Pages!ream 2.22 62.90 
Panestream v3 219.90 
AF GOLD WINNER 
Pageselter3AGA ....41.90 
Pen Pal 1.5 28.50 
Pars Finance Man + 29,50 
Praltsflunl P«gt 4.1 AGA 
RATED os ine current lop OTP 
pockage by the- ktdependanl 
mogorines. 94% AF 119.49 
SPKtAL PfoPage \ I ProOrew 
3 -pioiessionar tfuslia-or s Bam 
for Only Z 59.99 
Prolexl 55 , POA 
Pubnsner 17.90 
Saxon Publiskf 177,95 
Sujwrbase Personal 4 ..104,90 
SeperboseProJVl.3.,.214.99 
Typesmith 122.90 

UGA... 

Trw Print 24 47.90 
VIDEO TAPE BACKUP 
UTILITY E57.SO 
Backup nolo 120MB onlo one 3 
hour tope 

Works Pteti nam 30.99 
MUSIC 
AD ID: 2 Sl-jdio 16 

Sampler , 349.95 
Audio Engineer+2 149,49 
Audio Master 4 ....41.49 
Bars I Pipes 2 225.90 
Clflrily Somplar ,.,104,99 
Deluxe Music Cnnsl II .._ 67.9Q 
GVP OSS PLUS 59.90 
Megale^atind sampler ...,.23.90 
Midi laterfote 19,95 
Miracle K'banrd/Futor ..277,99 
Rpmba Megomix M5lr...„27,99 

26.99 
[see offer with VTdi 121 
Stereo Master 
Saperfam ..-_._..68.50 
Terjiaosoand Turbo 25.50 

LEISURE TOP SELLERS 
Alien Breed fl AGA ...22.90 
AV8& Harrier Assautt 27,49 
Sonle Cliass 14.99 
Blade of Destiny 24.49 
Body Blows Galactic AGA.23.90 
B!7 Flying Fortress.... 22.99 
Campaign 22.99 
Champiojisfiip Hanacer ..16,49 
Elite ll,  ,22,90 
Epic T9.99 
Fl Grand Prix..... '24.99 
Gunship 20-00 24,99 
History Line _21.69 
Indiana Janes 23.99 
Lemmings?... 10.90 
Mkro Machines 10.90 
Monkey Island TI„ 23.99 
Putty '12.99 
Rabocod AGA 15,69 
Senstble Soccer 15,95 
SlreelfignterlJ 17.49 
THUNDERBIRDSli 12.99 
Their Finest Hovr , 5,99 
Trvial Pursuit *9.99 
Wing Commander 19.49 
Zoof. ...,15,99 
* Price applies only with Amiga 
IwrdWe purchase 
CD DISCS 
All CDTVlttkmoffRKP. 
Pandora £479 
2r0O0 Clip Artfi¥9S£ninos 
CDn DISCS 
Loads available - Phone - 
including: 
JurassicPork 27.99 
Lolu5 Turbo Trilogy 27.90 
Lena'c/Overkill 21.90 
Sonet Putty AGA .. 11.90 
Sensible Soccer NAGA 10.90 
Winler Super Sports 21.90 
Zool 11 : 21.90 
SPECIAL ■ AMY 3*59,90 
> to 34.99 RRP 
BOOKS 
LfBderstandmg Imagine II .22.90 

GENLOCKS/ 
Rendale 8002 (1200 {ampotj...139.99 
RenddeWrM . 159.95 
fodkmi SVtfS/M,  .469.99 
Harm Gdodt 292 ^83.90 

MODEMS 
tin Pikrf v330. 

Ger_bdcS290.. 
GVFG-Lotk  

,.689.99 

RoqefH-l-QDaxnpal- 
Rcxgen Rocfejey  
Supra 2400 \ lodem.. 

.1094.94 
J 58.50 
...119.50 
....7B.95 

Supra Fax Modem 141.90 
,^ ft, SUPRA 2400+ FAX/MODEM 
With 9600 Fax 2400 Data Fox Software, Aral k 3 
Comnrs S/W, Modem Leads 8 Power supply   

SUPRA 14440 FAX/MODEM AA 
As above, but up la 14,400 Fax/Oalo ....£279.00 
Rocgen plusRockey Bundle,... £239.90 

ACCESSORIES & DISCS 
ASOO/oOO/1200 printer centrB..20\99 Alien/Bnlman/T2 Jayslick,,,, 10,99 
A500/1200 control centre ........34,90 Bug Joystick 11.99 
AoOO control centre ,2 7,90 COW Keyboard 54.99 
Brkkerte CDtY Joysfick adapt. ..39.99 Zy fi Speakers 37.90 
10 Blank DS/DD discs in box 4,99 Zy R Pro Speakers 57.90 
10 Blank DS/KD disc 6.99 50 Blank DS/DD discs 17.99 
A520 Modulator........ 29.99 50 -lank OS/HD discs 27.99 

EXPANSION 
|AS0O512k Ram Exp+Clock 21.99  PC 1208 bore  
lASOO+lMB exp 29.99 
|A50O*2MB,«xp.toBMB 149.99 
I AMI ,37.99 
|A600/12MZMoejiptard) 137.99 
|A60O/12OO4MBexp((Drd) _ 169.99 
lanYIMfteKp+SypefAgtijs 157.99 
|A5flO Ront Sharer 1.3 ...37.95 
(ASflO Rom Sharer 2.04 3195 

AuOD Rom Sharer+ 1.3 .49.95 
' A20S5BbernetCard 229.95 

Blr£zordl200 4MB 159.90 
Bbard1200 8MB 299.90 
Blizzard 1200 4MB 25MHz 299,90 
Blizzard 1200 4MB 50MHz POA 

 55.90 
PC 12081MB 137,90 
PC120B4MB 214.90 
PC1208BMB 396,90 
M 120ft bare... 54.90 
mmm 134.90 
m\mm 194.90 
MB)( 1203 8MB 379.90 
(MlTMifoWf/m 79.90 
63BB? 50MHz for IM/m 159,90 
CBM 2.1 upgrade kit 74.99 
Amitec libit 0MB e*pforl20fl 76.90 
Ami1eclebit4MBexp POA 
Chip filling and board upgrade avail, 
by our qualified engineers POA 

Grizenl20+D.. ...111.99 
StariC20 119.90 
Glizan 90 moriD* 144.49 
Ci1izen90cokwr' .154.49 
Citizen 124D 176.99 
SjDr LC100 9 pin <o4 ,149.99 
Panasonic KXP31AD cnl 159.90 
Smr LC200 col 184.99 
Star It 24-20 fl 211.49 
Star U 24-100 24 * 173.49 
Star LC 24-200 209.99 
Star LC 24-200 col 248.49 
Panasonic OP 2123 rol ....209.99 
Epson LES100...., _,179.99 
*psertL0 570  259.90 
Epson LQ 87D  ..Aim 
Epson LQ1170 569.90 
C!iienS200244 184.99 
Oli-jen S200 24 e_4* -...199.99 
GiMMS24if"_-_- 117.90 
fjliian S240C nrf" 23390 OiienS24xceh 325.90 
SlarLC24 - 30Col 218.90 
StorLC24-30aCol 275.90 
Ciiizen col Hole. Primer HI....POA 

PRINTERS WITH ALONE STARTER 
PACK 

WITH STARTER 
PACK 

IMHEYAHI IHfJfT PPKT5W HP DDskiel Port.,. , 249,00 
S* son Stylus 800 249.90 

lizei Profet II ,.,.228,90 
HP Desk el 510... 249.90 
HP Desk el 5 DOcop ...295.90 
HP Deskel 550C§ 495.90 
HP Desk el 1200C-. 1249.90 
Canon BJ1CSX Port ...189.99 
Canon BJ 200 tWTH FREE SKfETFEIDfK] ..295.90 
C_nonBJ230A3..™..339.90 
Canon BJ 330 A3. 449.90 
Canon BJ 300™—359,90 
Canon BJC 600 Col ....559.90 
SinrSJ48   198.99 
SlorSJ 144...«™ 5r9.90 
LOWSTPtKIlASfR 
4O0*LASK 509.90 CJTIZEK USER 6000 POA 
Panasonic OP4410 539.90 
PflnnsonirK„P4430 689.90 
5larLS5laser 5&9.90 
HPLaswiet4L..„ 569.90 
HP Laserjet 4 H 12B9.90 
SIIH LS 5«x Sppm 2 bin ....659.90 
ShorpJ)! 9500 91^ 599.50 

: If vou've odmiied the sosurflfed colours ol ll^ Mitsubishi ond olhei ihErmal wax nnnters at 
exliibians, out couldn't afiocrf \k £4000^ price log, the Forgo Prlmeta is the pannter you're fookitg far, Less Wii a Iter! ai Ihfi pnee aF She nearest livd, 
?rim«c oFfers:   • Pttotoo,ijarlyr rich bric^it colours  • Up m> 4 ftTies foster ihon ink jet 

* Cost pw page less. fcHan irA jet.   ■ A4, Ronsparencies 4 T-sfwt transfer 
Con^kie wth Amiga &m\ (W'mdcws ar Ma »^^IE^ —- dmersfprefenen] andAmigalecd-  tVTJ»"U 

SStadio driver/Utility (WB 2 & above} highly recommended ADO £39.95 
STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 paper, Amiga to printer lend 

. Universal Printer Stand & Driver    * with Print h 

(SIJ 

* HP AUTHORISED DEALER • CITIZEN DEAL 

accejp 

TELESALES NOi 0727 856009 PAXs 0727 934944 
Seme rkv despatch for debit or credit curd orders placed before 5pm subject to availability. AKematively send cheque, postal order, banke 
draft»official cder (PLCs, Education aad Gffrtmment bodies anly) ta; Dept AS, rlobbvte Ccmputer Cenne, 10 Market Place, St. Alhcns, 
Herts AL3 SDG. Please allow 7 wartog duys for cheque cleorance. Sybfect to ovoilabifity, despatch is noirrmlly within 24 liours of ieceip 
of cleared payment. Prkes are cofrect at time of rjoinn lo press, however, we ore sometimes forced to (hunrje tnem, either up or down. 
Please check before ordering. Adrfrlwrsal services ond different packages may be anered in our showrooms, ond prices may vo*y from Mail 
Order prices. Personcr callers are osked to quote tfus ad to ensure Mail Order partoges are onered,  

DELIVERY CHARGES, UK ,MAINLAND (wor mmm 
SrnoJ conscimables £ Despatched by post, please dieck 
software items cflar§es when ordering 
QHw items, axiert lasers Next day courier smite, £10 per box 
Offshore and Hipands Please enquire 
IN ADDITION WE OFFER M FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
Saturday delrv*ri& N&rrwl rote pkis £15 
Am next day Nofmai rate plus EB 

Ainitjo prices, except where staled ore inc. VAT. E&OE 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit lerms al 29.8" APR (variable} tan 
be arranged lor purchases over 11 SO. ^uhjficl 

to status. Competitive leasing schemes are 
also available lot businesses, including sole 
traders and partnerships Just telephone for 

written details ond application lorm. 



TEC-NOL LTD 

LEEDS » 0532 590020 

Amigas 
Amiga 600 wilh Games Pack £189.99 
Amiga 600 Wild, Weird, Wicked Pad £225.00 
Amiga 1200 Basic Pack £2B5.99 
Amiga 1200 30Mb HD-Commodore App £395.99 
Amiga 1200 85Mb HD-Commodore App £439.99 
Amiga 1200 125Mb HlKommodore App £549.99 

Printers 
Citizen 120D+ Special Offer £119.99 
Citizen Swift 90 Colour „ NEW £169.00 
Citizen Swi ft 200 Colour £205.00 
Glizen Swift 240 Colour £249,00 
Citizen Printers come wilh free printer lead. 250 sheets 
of paper, 2 Year Warranty and V2.0 Amiga Driver (if 
requesled]. 

 Low priced £210.99 
 Good Value £339 99 
 .Good Value £398.99 

Star LC 100 Colour New low price £149.99 
Star LC20 inc Free Printer Stand £134.99 
Slar SJ4B Bubble Jet £215.99 
Deskjet 510 Block New Low Price £276,12 
Deskfel 500C Colour New Low Price £299.99 

Amiga Hardware 
A600 1Mb Upgrade Special Price £38.99 
Modulators .......Ipufal Price £31.00 
Mouse Mat £3-99 
Zydec External Drive „.Special Price £50.99 
Zoppo External Drive  ....Special Price £58,99 
VidL 12 AGA for A600/1200 New £78 99 
Golden Image Mega Mouse & Mat £ 14.99 
Logic 3 Speed Mouse £14.99 
Addup Stereo Speakers + Vol. Control £34.99 

Canon BJ10SX., 
Canon EU20O.... 
Canon BJ230... 

Ordering Information 
Small Order* Add £3.00 P&P 
Large Orders Add £6,00 P&P (Next Day Delivery] 
Please Make Cheques/PO'i Payable ta TEONOL Ltd 
Send payments ID TEC-NOL UB, KPTAS3, T94fc 
NEW ROAD SIDE, HGRSf 0RTH, LEEDS LSI 8 40P 

All prices include VAT. All offers subject 
fiWt   VISA    *o avnitnbilisy. Prices subj«i to cKsngs 

wilhoul notice. E&OE 

800sq.ft SHOWROOM 

SPECIAL LOW PRICES 

Callers Welcome 
A1200 * 

1940ST.39mm Dot Pitch 
1942ST.28mm Dot Pitch 

£279.99 
£379.99 

Samsung Scarf TV/Monitor...with Scart Lead £169.99 

m$Q CP32, the best CD Games Machine £294.99 

Disks 
Grade 'A' Bvlk Disks    Branded Dywn Disks wilh labels 
10 £4.89 10 C5.80 
30 £14.59 30 £16.50 
50 £21.99 50 An* disk box] £25.00 
100 £38.99 100 [fr« disk box| £49.00 
200 £72.99 200 Ex free disk box) £97.00 
500 £164.99 500 £192.00 
1000 £329.00 1000 E3&0.00 

Disk Labels 500 £6 99 
Disk Box^s 

\ti Capacity Red or Blue £1.50 
25 Capacity Clear £2,50 
40 Capacity with Lock £199 
30 Capacity with Lock £4.99 
100 Capacity with Lock £5.99 
80 Capacity Banx Box £9.99 

Dust Covors 
A600 Dust Cover £3.99 
A1200 Dust Caver £3.99 
Philips Monitor Dust Cover £5.99 

Software 
Transwrile Word Processor £34.99 
Gunship 2000 Come £29.99 
F19 Stealth Fighler Game £13.99 
Ink Cartridges 

<Sc Refills 
Deskjet HPS 1626A Double Cap.Black £22.50 
Deskjet HP5 1625A Colour £26.50 
PaintietHP5 1606A Block £18.50 
Epson Stylus 800 £10.50 
GHzen Prajet Black £14.00 
Canon BJlO/e/ex Black £17.99 
StarJet SJ48-Block £17.99 
Deskjet Twin Refill Pack. Black £U-99 
Conon BJIO/Starjet Twin Refill ■ Black £11.99 
Deskjet Twin Refill Pack - Colour £11.99 
Co norv BJ10/ Sta rjet Twin Refill - Colour £11.99 
Flna state {dour required eg r«i/bl4>e/rellaw/gr«n.-'orartg« e1c 

..MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS OLD & NEW.  

SCALABLE FONT! 
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TYPE 1 FONTS 

SERVICE ^u 

fmtm to Mm*' 

B&X Fonts 
7Sr Foresters Tower, Woodfarrn Ro*4 Headirtgtonr Oxford. OX3 SQA TeL or Fax (0865) 74457Q 

FrwOirCitftlf9»0 

I PLEASE RIN6 OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE ! 

ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Original images for the nmipnler. NOI public fJoniirin 

Each disk contains between 115 and 270 original, high, quality, images for use with Amiga Art, DTP & 
video programs ■ Deluxe Paint, Pagesetter. Pro Page, Pagestream, Wordwortk Penpal, Scala etc. 
1. Pets   2. Ciistles, cottages & churches   3. Trees   4, Signs & symbols   & Wild animals 

6, Prehistoric life   7. Signs a symbols 2    8. Weddings & family occasions 
S. Fishing & freshwater life   10. Signs & symbols 3   11. Christmas   12. Frames & borders 

I 

1 
E7.99 each - 3 or more £7 each - Over 1900 images tor only £84 Inclusive of 1 st class P&P. 

AMIGA COMPUTING ■ "SesL Buy" 
CLiAMlGA awarded..* ** * * .-.AMIGA FORMAT.85':. 

Please make cheques/PC s payable to ARTWORKS 
{Dept ASH J 1 Pond View, Wootton, U Iceby, S.Humberslde. DM39 6SF tr 0469 513138 

ANOTHER MONTH, ANOTHER DEADLINE „ ORDER FORM AS BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE 

JUST AMIGA MONTHLY 

Have a good Christmas! 
Our best wishes to you and yours 
for a happy and prosperous 1994. 

it SHOWN ASOVE 
out HOW * 

The job of any computer magazine is to inform and to educate — and 
perhaps occasion ally to entertain. We at JAM take our jobs very seriously 
indeed. We understand that we have an obligation to inform you of new 
developments as quickly as possible, and, more importantly, we have a duty 
to get it right. Incorrect or incomplete information is worse than no 
information at all, so we make sure we do our research before passing on to 
you what we have learnt. The emphasis in JAM is on quality information. 

Sometimes that information might be meaningless without a basic 
understanding of the concepts involved, so when necessary we ensure that 
we publish general background information that will help you to form your 
own informed opinions and compare them to those of our Amiga experts 
and the opinions of other reviewers. 

We like to think of JAM as the piece that completes the Amiga jigsaw, 
enabling you to see the whole picture. Our readership has continued to 
grow for three and a half years now, so we must be doing something right. 

STUDIO WILL ENHANCE THE OUTPUT FROM ALMOST ALL AMIGA SOFTWARE 
"Studio can mike a real difference to the        "You need this software it you own ft printer." 
quality of your printouts, Its particularly CU Amiga, May 1993 
strong when dealing with colour../" "The quality really has to be seen to be believed!" 
Amiga Format, October 1993 Amiga Mart, May I 993 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

INTRODUCTORY 6 ISSUE TRIAL „,„ £10 Europe£isj 
(3 issue subscription + J back issues) 
6 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION     £ I 5 (Europe L1Q) 
(Storting with the current issue) 

2 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION £25 pwopt ftS) 
(Starting wrth trie current issue) 
STUDIO PRINTER SOFTWARE £49.95 
(WB2+, supports all DeskJets, Laserjets and compatibles, 
Ricoh LP/200, and most Epson compatible 24/48 pins) 
STUDIO LIGHT — C15 (Europ* m 
(Version of Studio with preset preferences for alt DeskJets and 
LaserJets, price includes introductory 6 issue trio/ to JAM) 
CANON DISK „.  £15 (Eun**ao) 
(Enhanced printer drivers for use with Canon bubble jets and 
lasers, price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM) 
PANASONIC PLUS - ♦ « £15 lEnrop.ao) 
(Enhanced drivers for use with Panasonic 9-pin and 24-pin 
printers, price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM) 
STAR DISK  , - £ 15 (EuroP*£20) 
(Enhanced drivers for Star LC 9/24-pin and SJ-48/144 printers, 
price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM) 

\ enclose a cheque/money order for £. 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE  

Cheques and money orders 
made out to: 

JAM 
Telephone 089 527 4449 

DATE / /  

Send your order to: 
Just Amiga Monthly 
75 Greatflelds Drive 
Uxbridge, UBS 3QN 

Photocopy or use a separate piece of paper if you don't want to cut your magazine 



C PROGRAMMING 

ast month In our Address 
Book programming project, 

womm we integrated all of our user 
Eff^H interface code into the main 
module, and dealt with some of the 
things that we are going to have to 
do In order to get the Address Book 
running from within the window. 
This issue, we'll actually be doing 
that, and getting our pretty window 
displaying record contents, as well 
as enabling us to edit existing 
records by simply clicking In the 
appropriate string gadget, entering 
the new field contents, and pressing 
<Return>. All the source code you 
need this month Is on the cover 
disk, so load it up and let s get 
going. We've even given you DICE 
itself to load it into I (For how to get 
started with it, see page 12.) 

DEAUNG WITH BUTTON 
PRESSES 
We've already got the code written to 
enable us to detect that a button has 
been pressed. Last month's program 
simply put the button ID number on 
the screen so that we could see that 
something was happening. We can 
perform actions on this number in a 
variety of ways. One is to use IF 
statements, but by far the most 
efficient way of testing multiple 
values like this is to use the switchQ 
command. We've already looked at 
switch() in the past, but this time 
we'll be using an additional feature. 
Our five control buttons - NEXT, 
PREV, SAVE, GOTO and SEARCH - 
will need to be deart with separately, 
but the other nine represent fields in 
our current record, so we could deal 
with them easily without the need for 
nine separate CASE statements: 

awi t oh(gad_p re seed-> GadgetID) 
{ 
case BTN„PREVi 

/* Previous code goes here */ 
break; 

■ ■ repeat for BTN_N1XT, ▼** 
SAVE, GOTO and SEARCH... 

default: 
/* If the above cases didn't 

get it, it goes to the default 
bit! V 

break 
> 

What is happening here is that the 
five control buttons are handled at 
the top of the program, and by a 
process of elimination anything else 
must be one of our string gadgets, 
so we use the "default" statement, 
which basically means 'If none of the 
'case' statements were used, do this 
bit", It can be quite handy in a 
number of circumstances, including 
error detection. 

Since we can only ever have one 
record shown at any one timet what 
we'll do is create a few global 
variables, which dictate what's on 
screen: 

BOOL    record^changed   - FALSE; 
/* Flag to indicate we made 

changes */ 
1 ong current_re co rd      - -J ; 

/* Current record, -1 if none 
yet V 
long total records        ■ 0; 

/* Total records in file */ 
Char record_data[HEC01I>_LBNGTH]? 

/* The actual record itself */ 

Well use our first one, 
record changed, to indicate if the 
record on screen currently has 
unsaved changes. In future issues, 
well use this to show a requester 
saying something like "Data has 
changed - are you sure you want to 
move to another record wtthout 
saving it?" (We'll be dealing with 
requesters next month.) The 
next variable, current, record, 
is used to indicate the actual 
record number that is shown, 
or -i if nothing is shown 
currently. The third, 
total_records, is calculated at the 
start of the program and tells us how 
many records there are in our file. 
It's quite easy to calculate. A better 
way to do It than this, however, is to 
hold this sort of information in an 
index at the start of the file. 
However, we're going to do it the 
easy way. We can simply open the 
file, find out how long it is in bytes 
and divide this number by the length 
of each record, and hey-presto, the 
number of records: 

long total_recorde; 

/* Open our file */ 
if (I{file_channel ■ Open 
("addre &Be B", MODE_OLDPI IM ))) 
return NULI,; 

/* Calculate total records */ 
S ee k{£ i1e channe1, 0, 
0FFSET_END>j 
total_recor&B - 
iSeeMfila_ehaiuiel, 0* CFPSET_ 
CURRENT)   f RECORD^LENGTH)j 

Close(file^channel}j 

This enables us to put some basic 
error checking on the NEXT button to 
prevent the user from going off the 
end of the file. WeTre using a nice 
feature of the Amiga DOS Seek() 
function that it returns the position 
where it was in the file before you 
called SeekO- So if we seek to the 
end of the file, and then seek 
nowhere at all 
(OFFSET.CURRENT, 
zero bytes), we get 
the length of file. 

Our last global, 
record data, holds 
the actual data for 
the current record 
itself. We will pass 
this to the 
" write^ rec o rd_d ata" 
and 
" read_record_data" 
functions we wrote 
several months ago. 

With this lot all 
sorted, we can easily 

This month Toby Simpson gets our 

Address Book program up 

and running in the Amiga's 

window environment 
now implement the NEXT and 
PREVIOUS button operations. 
PREVIOUS ts really easy: we can 
simply reduce the current record 
counter by 1 so long as it is greater 
than zero, like this: 

if {current_record 
current_re cord-j 

> 0) 

When we've done this, we can then 
update the display by calling a new 
function we'll write in a while called 
show current_record. which takes a 
pointer to where the record data will 
be and the record number itself. 

Because we're reading in the 
total number of records, the NEXT 
button can be implemented in a 
similar easy way: 

if (current_record 
{total_records-l) J 1 

curre nt_re c ord++; 

Then we make a call to 
s ho w_c urrent_record, and we're off 

The source code for our Address Book application 
being edited. You can just load it off the cover diskl 

and running. 
The other important button to 

implement is the SAVE one. This 
button will save any changes that you 
have made to the current record, 
Since we keep tags on both the 
record number and whether there 
have been any changes, this is also 
now very simple to implement - 
particularly since we've already 
written a routine to save a named 
record to disk, " write_record_data": 

if  {current_record >= 0 
SLS: record_c!ianged) 

( 
/* Save any changes */ 
write_record_datafreeord 

_dat a, cn rrent_record)j 
record_changed » FALSE/ 
> 

The first thing we're doing here is 
checking to see if there is a record to 
save, and if so, whether there have 
been any changes to save. 
Remember that we set 
current, rec ord to -1 if there is no 
record displayed, and we set 
record changed to TRUE (it's a 
boolean variable) if there are any 
changes. So, if the record is 0 or 
higher and there are some changes, 
we want to save it. We're using the 
and function, "&&', to do this. If 
there Es something to change, we call 
our write_record_data routine to 
write the record straight to disk, and 
then set the record_changed flag to 
FALSE, because there are no longer 
any unsaved changes. 

As you can see, it's all nice and 
straightforward. Perhaps the most 
complex bit that we'll have to do with 
our button result code is to deal with 
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C PROGRAMMING 

Success at last - the first record showing on screen! 
There's stiff some way to go, though - stick with us., 
the user pressing <Retum> in one of 
the string gadgets, meaning that 
they've changed something. This 
code sits in our default: part of the 
gadget switch statement. It looks a 
little like this: 

The biggest new 
routine that we add 
this month is the 
one which displays 
a named record 
directly on the 
window itself. This 
is called after the 
NEXT and PREV 
buttons are 
pressed, and in 
future versions will 
also be used after 
GOTO and SEARCH 
to update the 

window contents, We mentioned it 
briefly above when we talked about 
the actions of NEXT and PREV, and 
it s going to be called 
sho w_current_record. The prototype 
for this function is this: 

record_changed = TRUE; 

/* Copy changed field across... V 
field offeat = record data; 

for (loop = 0; loop < 
gad_pressed->CadgetID; loop**) 

field_offBet =* f ield_ 
offset + £i eld_lengths[loop]; 

strcpy (f ield_of f set, 
((struct Stringlnfo *)(window 
_gad a[gad_pr e s sed-> Cadge11D] 
. SpecialInfoJ}->Buffer); 

The first thing we're doing is setting 
our record changed flag - because 
there have now been changes. We 
then have a character pointer which 
we set to be equal to the start of the 
current record. We then want to find 
the offset into the record where the 
field to change is. We find this in the 
above "fort-..}'1 loop. If, for example, 
the user pressed <Retum> in the 
third line, then the offset would be 
equal to the lengths of the first two 
fields from the start of the record. 
So, since our gadget ID is equal to 
the field number, the above loop 
does the trick nicely. 

Then we have a rather complex 
looking strcpy command. We've 
looked at strcpy before - it means 
string copy, and it works like this: 

strcpy{dee t i nat ion, a ource); 

Our destination is the calculated 
offset, and the source is the gadget 
data buffer which Intuition looks 
after. This updates the internal copy 
of the record according to changes. If 
we then pressed on our SAVE 
button, it would pick up that there 
are changes and save the data for 
us. 

Because we have not yet 
integrated the "Create New Record" 
function into the program, this month 
the SEARCH button is temporarily 
tied to the original create_record{) 
routine we wrote all those months 
ago. This at least allows us to add 
new records to our file and display 
the results. 

BOOL show_current_record 
(char *record_data, 
long record_id)j 

We pass it a pointer to where the 
record data is to be placed, and the 
record number we want to show. We 
already have these values defined, 
u record _dataJ and ucurrent_record'\ 
Let's have a little look at 
s how current_record: 

char   *field_offset? 
int loop? 

/* Attempt to read the named 
record V 
if {!(read_record_data W 
(record_data, record_id))) 
return FALSE? 

/* 
** Before we alter the gadgets, we 
must remove them 
*/ 
RemoveGList(&ddr_window, 
window gads, -1); 

/* 
** Now go through record, copying 
fields to string gadgets. 
*/ 
field_offset - record_data; 

for (loop ■ 0 ? loop < 
TOTAL^FIBLDS?  loop ++) 

t 
strcpy{((struct String *•" 

info *){window_g ads[loop j *•* 
* Special Info)) ~>Buf far r V*" 
field_offset)? 

field_offset * field_o£fset T** 
+ f ield_ 1engthfl[1oop]i 

I 

/* 
** Now show something .sensible on 
our window title 
*/ 
sp T int f (wi ndow_t i 11 e, T**~ 
"Record %ld of %ld'\ 
record_id*l, total_recordsJ; 
S e twindowTi t le s (addr_window r 
window^title,  (DBYTE +)-Q)J 

return TRUE; 
} 

This introduces a whole load of new 
intuition .library functions which we 
have not used before, This is what 
the function does: 

1. Read the record data into 
memory. Return FALSE if tt was 
unable to, 

2. Temporarily remove our gadgets 
from the window. The manuals state 
that tt is illegal to operate directly on 
the gadget structures when they're 
still attached to the window. 

3. Loop around, setting each gadget 
string buffer with the appropriate 
field content. Note that we Ye using 
the same procedure we used before, 
to set field contents when the user 
pressed <Return> inside one of the 
string gadgets. 

4. Add the gadgets back to the 
window, and tell Intuition to refresh 
them so that they look right. 

5. Change the window title to show 
which record we're showing and how 
many there are in total. This simply 
looks nice and gives the user some 
idea of what is going on. 

Part 1 we've already done - we wrote 
a read_record_data some months 
ago - so we just call that with the 
appropriate parameters, The new 
Intuition functions we're using are 
responsible for the removal, updating 
and adding of gadgets to windows. 
They are very versatile, you can 
actually add or remove single 
gadgets, groups of gadgets, all sorts 
of things. It's best to consult the 
AutoDocs for the function to find out 
exactly what it can do. Finally, in part 
5 we set a new window title, 

*      NOTE: This is a common 
error! Note that the 
window_title string is a 

CAUTION global variable. This is 
important. If we were to accidentally 
declare it locally to this function, 
then everything would go horribly 
wrong as soon as we exited it - 
because any local variables are 
instantly eliminated. The next time 
Intuition chooses to update your 
window title, for example, your 
window becomes unselected, and 
then it will look to an area of memory 
which no longer contains any useful 
data. The result is a corrupted title, 
which looks messy. Do remember 
that anything that needs to remain 
intact after a function is used should 
either be correctly allocated in 
memory or declared as a global 
variable. 

All that remains, then, is to 
integrate this lot property into the 

program and make the necessary 
changes to the prototypes file to add 
our new function definitions. Also, 
we're adding some #deflnes for the 
control buttons into addressjbook.h. 
A few variables have now had to be 
declared as external too, particularly 
the fieldjength array, so that other 
code modules can access them. 

COMPIUNG AND USING 
THIS MONTH'S LISTINGS 
The current source is on this 
month's coverdisk, and was 
compiled, tested and run using DICE 
2,06,21, freeware release. You will 
need the Commodore Includes in 
order to compile the program. If you 
need to get hold of the Includes, 
then send off for Commodore's 
excellent Native Developer s Toolkit. 
The address is; 

Developer Support, Commodore 
Business Machines (UK) Ltd,, 
Commodore House, The 
Switchback, Gardener Rd., 
Maidenhead, Berks., SL6 7XA 

Send a cheque for £25 sterling made 
payable to "Commodore Business 
Machines (UK) Ltd,", and ask for the 
* late st N ati ve De ve I o per1 s Too I kit". 
The newest version of this toolkit, for 
Kickstart 3.1, should be available by 
about now. The Toolkit comes with 
the Includes, plus autodocs on disk, 
together with stacks of example code 
and useful debugging and 
programming utilities. Well worth the 
money. 

Next month we'll be looking 
briefly at ARexx as a way of providing 
power to a program, then neatening 
things up by adding requesters to tell 
us what is going onT and then we ll 
explore the integration of creating a 
new record into the GUI. 

Toby Simpson is available for 
electronic mail on CIX as "toby" and 
over the internet at 
"toby@clx.compulink.co.uk". 

JARGON 

BUSTING 

AutoDocs - The autodocs 
describe the operation of each of 
the Amiga operating system's 
individual functions. You can buy 
a book with this lot in, and 
they're also available on disk with 
Commodore's Native Developer's 
Toolkit. 

GUI - Graphic User Interface. The 
term used to describe all the 
buttons, icons and windows on 
the screen, as a way of 
controlling programs. The 
Amiga's GUI is named Intuition. 

/* 
** Now they are updatedt we can 
add them back and refresh the 
window 
*/ 
AddGList (addr_windotf! 
window_gads, -1, -lr NULL}; 
RefreshGList (window gads r 
addr_*/indow, NULL, -1) / 
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Greased lightning! 

Con it be true? A programming language 

v/ith which you can produce super-fast 

games and real Workbench programs? 

Simon Green gets Blitzed by Blitz Basic 2, 

Long ago, there was only one 
version of the BASIC 
language for the Amiga. It 
was called, appropriately, 

"Amiga Basic" and came free with 
Workbench. To many people who 
had upgraded to the Amiga from an 
old 8-bit machine. It seemed 
incredibly powerful - and there 
weren't even any line numbers! 
Alas, it was discontinued with the 
advent of Workbench 2, and, on a 
lot of tasks, It was painfully slow. 

Next came HiSoft and GFA 
BASICs. These were much faster and 
more reliable than old Amiga Basic, 
and were great for writing OS-legal 
programs, but still didn't allow much 
control of the custom graphics 
hardware that had made the Amiga 
such a successful machine. There 
didn't seem to be any way in which 
the average user could create fast- 
moving graphics of the sort seen in 
commercial games, without resorting 
to learning C or assembly language. 

Then AMOS arrived. It offered a 
full version of BASIC, but ditched the 
Amiga's Operating System in favour 
of its own fast, hardware-level 
routines. Now even beginners could 
write programs with scrolling, moving 
sprites, sound effects and music- 

Now there's Blitz Basic 2. This 

newcomer claims to be a real 
programming language with enough 
low-level control to make high-speed 
games a reality. Its forerunner Blitz 
Basic 1 was never truly released in 
the UK and was only really used by a 
dedicated cult of Blitz programmers. 
Blitz 2, however, deserves to reach a 
much larger audience. 

A SPEEDING BULLET 
So, how much faster is Blitz Basic 2 
than AMOS? To test the comparative 
speeds of the two languages, I 
devised a simple benchmark 
program. The benchmark consists of 
drawing a number of bouncing balls 
on the screen. Each baft is an eight- 
colour, 16 x 16 pixel graphic (a 
"bob" in AMOS, a "shape" in Blitz). 
The screen is double-buffered to 
eliminate flickering, and the balls 
had to preserve the background 
graphics, as is usual in arcade 
games. The task was to see how 
many balls could be drawn and 
animated in a single video frame 
(that is, in a 50th of a second). I 
found that Blitz Basic could manage 
about 16 balls per frame, but, try as 
I might, I couldn't push more than 
about S or 9 balls per frame out of 
AMOS. However, I discovered that if I 
disabled multitasking using the 

"MuttI Off 
instruction from the 
Craft extension, 
AMOS could achieve 
the slightly more 
respectable figure of 
11 bails per frame. 
But, I also found that 
if I switched off the 
run-time error- 
checking in Blitz Basic, I could obtain 
a frankly obscene 30 balls per frame! 

Obviously these figures aren't 
necessarily representative of the 
speed of the languages as a whole, 
and I don't claim these are the best 
possible values, but it does give a 
rough indication of the performance 
differences you can expect to find. 

The first important thing to 
realise about Blitz Basic is that is a 
compiled-only language. Unlike 
AMOS, which is based on an 
interpreter, all Blitz programs must 
be compiled (that is, converted into 
machine code) in order to run, This 
has the obvious advantage that you 
don't need to buy an additional 
compiler in order to produce fast, 
stand-alone programs. 

Blitz Basic being compiled-only is 
not as much of a disadvantage as it 
may sound, since Blitz comes 
complete with an interactive run-time 

VISITING UNCLE TED 

Most of your time with Blitz Basic will be spent in Blitz's 
integrated editor/compiler environment - Ted". The 
edit/compile/execute cycle is very fast - you just edit 
your program, select "Compile/run" from the menu, and 
in a short while {depending on the length of your listing, 
obviously), your code is up 
and running. In fact, Blitz 
often seems to compile and 
run your program in the time 
it would take the AMOS 

< ,Hrt &tt I HIT; 

interpreter to just test it! As 
you'd expect, programs can 
also be compiled to disk for 
later execution. 

As an editor, Ted is 
perfectly usable, if a little 
quirky. I was particularly annoyed by the way pressing 
<Retum> inserts a new line below rather than above the 
current line, and the fact that it's impossible to delete a 
line by using <Backspace> or <Delete>. And it seems to 
refresh the screen more than you would have thought 

Blitz's integrated editor and compiler, Ted. You'd 
better get used to looking at this screen... 

was strictly necessary. Unlike the AMOS Professional 
editor, Ted doesn't allow multiple edit windows to be 
opened, which can make cutting and pasting code 
between programs a bit tedious. But I'm probably just 
being picky - you can always use your own favourite text 

editor instead. 
Ted does have some nice 

features - it automatically 
highlights recognised 
keywords in a different 
colour, and you can get ft to 
list the main labels in your 
program in a column on the 
right-hand side of the 
screen for quick and easy 
access to different sections 

of the code . The syntax of some of Blitz's commands 
can be a little complex, to say the least, but fortunately 
Ted includes a simple on-line help system that can give 
a list of the parameters of any keyword. It's still not 
reaily ideal for novices, but It certainly helps. 

Skidmarks - a top-class racing action game, to be 
sure, but could it have been written in AMOS? 

debugger. This provides most of the 
same functionality provided by 
AMOS's direct mode and monitor 
program, except it operates directly 
on the compiled program. You can 
stop the program at any point, and 
the debugger will open a small 
screen displaying the source code to 
the currently executing statement, 
plus a few lines either side. You can 
then step through the program a line 
at a time, examine the contents of 
variables and even execute 
commands directly. This can be an 
invaluable aid when developing and 
debugging programs, 

Blitz Basic can operate in two 
modes - Amiga mode and "Blitz1' 
mode. Amiga mode is the default 
and enables you to write 
conventional programs that make 
use of the operating system routi nes 
to open screens, output text and 
draw graphics. This is the mode you 
would use to write proper, multi- 
tasking Workbench applications. 
However, to obtain maximum 
performance, you can use "Blitz" 
mode, which disables multi-tasking 
and takes over the machine 
completely. This allows full and direct 
control over the Amiga's hardware. 

At first glance Blitz Basic seems 
a much lower-level language than 
AMOS - that is, closer to the level of 
the machine, For example, to open a 
screen in AMOS, you simply specify 
the number of colours you need, and 
" LowResr or "HiRes" to choose the 
resolution required. In Blitz, however, 
you need to set the correct bits in 
the view m ode parameter to select 
the resolution, and specify the 
number of bitplanes required. 

Drawing bobs (blitter objects) 
and double-buffering (which is 
essential for smooth animation) in 
Blitz are also much more involved 
than In AMOS, For example, if you 
want to open a double-buffered 
screen in AMOS and draw some 
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bobs on it you just use ' Screen 
Open" to open the screen, followed 
by ''Double Buffer'7 to double-buffer 
it, and then just use the "Bob" 
command to draw your bobs. In Blitz, 
you have to allocate two bitmaps, set 
up a "slice" and manage all the 
double-buffering and the drawing and 
erasing of the objects yourself (using 
Blitz's "BUT commands). The 
advantage of this approach is that it 
is faster and gives you much more 
control over what is actually 
happening. 

It's also good to see that Blitz 
allows IFF samples (SSVX format) to 
be loaded directly, which is still a big 
omission from AMOS. There is even 
a J DiskPlay' command that enables 
long samples to be played directly as 
they are loaded from disk. 

A more unusual feature is that 
Blitz also operates as a fully- 
functional assembler, You can freely 
mix 68000 assembly language 
instructions with BASIC commands. 
This means that experienced 
programmers can replace time- 
critical routines in their programs 
with faster machine-code 
equivalents, It is even possible to set 
up your own interrupts that will 
automatically call a specified 
procedure on a regular basis. The 
compiler/assembler also provides all 
the features you'd expect, including 
conditional compiling and macros. In 
fact, in some ways Blitz Basic 2 feels 
more like a high-level assembler than 
a compiler as such. 

Blitz also borrows more than a 
few features from the C programming 
language. Probably the most 
interesting of these features are 
"NewTypes", These are the Blitz 
equivalent of C's 'struct" data 
structu res or P a sea I's " Records". 
NewTypes enable new data types to 
be created by grouping together a 
number of different basic types. A 
NewType can be thought of as a 
record containing a number of 
different fields, each of which can 
hold a different item of data* This 
means that rather than using several 
different arrays to store all the data 
in your program, you can use arrays 

of NewTypes instead. Neat. 
Masochists will be pleased to 

hear that Blitz also includes a pointer 
type. Simpiy put, a pointer Is a 
variable that holds the address in 
memory of an item of data (it 
' points" to the data). Pointers are 
used extensively in C to pass 
references to data between 
functions. So now you too can 
confuse people (and probably 
yourself) just as much as those 
clever C programmers do. On a more 
serious note, NewTypes and pointers 
also provide a useful method of 
representing and accessing the 
Operating System's data structures 
and libraries from Blitz Basic, 

Another novel feature is built-in 
support for linked lists. Linked lists 
are an alternative method of storing 
data to conventional, linear arrays, 
and a more efficient one. They make 
some types of list processing much 
simpler and faster than if arrays were 
used, Lists in Blitz are allocated in a 
similar way to arrays, using the "Dim 
List" command. Items can then be 
added and deleted from the list very 
easily using single commands. The 
system automatically keeps track of 
the current item, and you can step 
through the list using the "Nextltem" 
command. 

r jr ID 

"ymv '\,r 

nwrw ■-snr" --SUB- 

The Blitz map editor enables you to piece together 
screens from a selection of small graphic tllesf saving 
time and storage space. I used to love Lego too... 

Blitz Basic's IntuiTools utility enables you to design 
Intuition interfaces with your mouse, without worrying 
about any of those complicated commands. 

These features together make 
Blitz Basic a much more concise, 
flexible and elegant language than 
some other versions of BASIC. 

PROOF OF THE PUDDING 
One of the other big selling points of 
Blitz Basic 2 is that it provides full 
support for the Amiga's graphical 
user interface, Intuition. Finally it is 
possible to write proper, multitasking 

Workbench 
applications in 
BASIC. Blitz includes 
commands for 
creating screens, 
windows, pull-down 
menus and all those 
gadgets we all know 
and love. The latest 
version of Blitz even 
includes support for 
ARexx, which 
enables Blitz to 
communicate with 
other programs, as 
well as a facility 
called BRexx, which 
allows you to control 

other Intuition 
programs by fooling 
the system into 
thinking that the 
mouse or keyboard 
is being used. 

Other interesting 
features include 
support for playing 
IFF (Deluxe Paint) 
animations, MED 
music modules, and 
synthesized speech 
using the Amiga's 
narrator device. 
However, support for 
AG A graphics is not 
yet complete. It is 
possible to open AGA format screens 
under Intuition in Amiga mode, but 
although it is possible to set up 24- 
bit palettes in Blitz mode, AGA 
screens and shapes are not yet 
feasible. 

Of course, in addition to these 
more unusual features, Blitz Basic 
also includes everything else you'd 
expect from a modern version of 
BASIC, including string handling, file 
input and output,, procedures, 
functions, and all the control 
structures you could ever need, and 
probably a few you don't. 

The package comes complete 
with a selection of 
ready-compiled 
tools, including an 
Intuition interface 
designer called 
"IntuiTools", a Map 
editor called 
"MapEdit", and 
"ShapesMaker", 
which is for grabbing 
shapes from IFF 
pictures. None of 

these appear to be documented 
anywhere, but it doesn't take long to 
figure out how to use them. 

My only real concern about Blitz 
is that it seems to be quite unstable 
on some machines. I managed to 
crash it several times just trying to 
run the example programs. However, 
you have to remember than Blitz is 
still a relatively young product, and 
I'm sure that in time these bugs will 
be exterminated. The only other 
criticism I would make is that the 
documentation, although quite 
prof es s lo n a I ly prod uced, i s 
somewhat lacking in details and 
explanations in places. 

Of course* the biggest testament 
to the power of Blitz Basic is the 
quality and speed of the software 
that has already been written using 
It Sure, there's been a few nice 
programs written in AMOS (most 
notably a certain game called 
Extreme Violence), but nothing that 
really rivals SkidMarks, Defender or 
Insectoids 2 in terms of 
professionalism and playablilty. And 
with Blitz's Intuition capabilities, 

With Blitz Basic 2r you can animate this many 
bouncing balls every 50th of a second. Wow! 

there's no reason why we shouldn't 
see some groovy Workbench utilities 
written in it as well. 

I wouldn't recommend Blitz Basic 
for beginners or people of a nervous 
disposition, It is, however, ideal for 
frustrated AMOS programmers who 
reckon they've pretty much pushed 
AMOS to the limit, or for people 
looking for a proper, structured 
version of BASIC that can be used to 
write real Workbench applications. 
And it s also a very good stepping 
stone on the road to pure assembly 
programming. O 

SHOPPING LIST 
Blitz Basic 2 £69.95 
From: ACID Software 
Europe, 

r 071 482 4066 

V 

CHECKOUT 

BLITZ BASIC 2 

o 
Features 
•••••••< 
You name it, Blitz Basic has got It 

Documentation 
•••••••OOO 
Adequate, but a bit incomprehensible in 
some places. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••GO 
A nicely-integrated programming 
environment, but the language itself 
takes a bit of getting used to. 

Performance 
•••••••••o 
Unbelievably fast in Blitz mode - only 
assembly language would be quicker. 

Value for Money 
•••••••••o 
Excellent. The price compares well with 
other programming language packages. 

Overall rating 
•••••••••O 
The best implementation of BASIC 
since AMOS, but not recommended for 
beginners. 
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Background Picture Sets 

High Quality AC A Colour IFF Pictures, perfect for 
videotitling! Work in all Amiga Paint and Presentation 
Packages {DPaint, Sea I a, etc.) 
(Also available for Pre* AG A Amigas on request) 

Set One : Papers 
Various paper types, including parchments, marbled, 
embossed, 

Set Two : Fabrics 
Varied fabric backgrounds including silks, cottons, 
leather, etc. 

Set Three : Textures 
Various textures including woods, stonework, etc. 

Set Four: Travel 
Including famous landmarks from around the world, 
perfect for use as chromakeyed backgrounds or for 
holiday video title backgrounds. 

Set Five : Weddings and First Communions 
Including parchment, scrolls, flowers, romantic 
backgrounds, etc. 

Set Six : Introduction Pack 
A compilation from the previous sets, ideal for new users. 

Each 10 disk set is available at a cost of only £29,99 inc. 
P & P, or buy the whole range for only £130.00. 
Send cheque or postal order made payable to : 

; VIDEOWORLD, 8 Ardoch Gardens, Glasgow, G72 8HB. 
Telephone 041 641 1142 for more information. 

POOLSWJJWER 
1993/4    THE P00LS PREDICTION PROGRAM   - ^ g a J g» 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
© THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poolswinner, now has artificial intelligence. The latest version of the program, Poolswinner Gold, has the power to learn from the results of its own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to improve performance. 
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English and I Scottish League matches are generated automatically by Poolswinner Gold (yearly updates are available from Selec). 
© MASSIVE DATABASE 2*000 match database over 10 years. 
• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORES, AW AYS and HOMES \ 

Predictions are based on many factors „ recent form, the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and draw averages. The user can adjust all parameters. 
• SUCCESSFUL Selec guaia/ife,g_that Poolswinner performs 

significantly better than chance. 
O LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used * for the non-league and amature matches often on the coupon. 
• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically 

generated by the program as results come in. 
O UPDATED WEEKLY, Poolswinner Gold is supplied fully updated 

with all league results from the start of the season 
• IMMEDIATE USE No need for tiresome input of previous results. All results are 

already in the program - predictions can start immediately. 
O PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, 

Also available from Sake... 

COURSEWINNER V4 £3650 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. With artificial intelligence. 
Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money etc* Contains British course statistics* best jockeys, trainers, draw effect 
etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race,, with profit Sophisti- cated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and popular perms for analysis, Checks your weekly entry for winning lines, or tests your theories on results over the last a years. Reveals ail the weeks a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

Formats available: 
IBM (fc «     AMIGA»ATARI ST / Falcon 

All programs are supplied on disc, packaged with detailed instruction manual, and support literature. 
Piicesaie inclusive of VAT & dcLivmy 

Send ttirtfur IPO 
for return ofpott setvkt to Selec Software 

62 Allrineham Rd, GatJey, CheadJe, Cheshire SKS 4DP 
  (send for fu3i Ui of out &ofwaK)  Plume or FAX 24 hre 

Quality Japanese Citizen 

Mechanism 

3.5" CKTCRHRL DRIUC 

Is ALL you pay 

you need m an Amiga External 

Drrue:- Tlprowfr Port, 'Extra Lon0 

Cable, DisaMe S wft&)} Hi<^ Impact 

slim Case. Suits any model Tpe 

£45 price includes both Postage & 

VKT - nkjy pay more at a store! 

PLUS PRBE STARTER PACK 

OE DISKS IP YOU ORDER 

ON THIS COUPON 

Inphdink Ltd., Front Street West, 

BEDLINGTON, Northumberland NE22 SUB 

Quality Electronics M^^afcK^urers ^ince \Q75 

Oder Desk 0670 827480 Fax 0670 828666 

Please send me an Amiga 3,5M External Drive 
Strait away-  (cheques sho*Jd clear prior to shipping) ^jfc^W 

Name  

Address 

Post Code (delete as required) 
1 enclose a Cheque / RCs / Charge to my Access / Visa / Connect 

Credt Card number 
Expires 

Signature 
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WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUT< 

Amiga 1200 Packs 
•32-bit 68020 Full power 
• On site warranty 
• Two Python joysticks 
• Free Paint package software 
• Mouse mat 
• Al 200 Standalone £274 
- Al200 with 20 MB £354 
■ Al 200 with 40MB £399 
■A1200 with 60MB £424 
• A1200 with 80MB £439 
■ A1200 with 120MB £509 
■ A? 200 with 200MB £549 

Amiga 4000 Packs 
• AGA Chip set 
• 68030/40 processor 
• Co-pro option 
• 2M8/4MB RAM 
• A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 2MB 
• A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 4MB 
• A4000 030 with 120MB HO & 4MB 
• A4000 040 with 120MB HD & 6MB 

£899 
£999 
£1069 
£1999 

A1200 Dynamite pack 

Simply add to pack price 
CD32 

£45 
£234 

0/A600 Hard Dri 

* Easy to install upgrade kits 
* Full instructions and cables where necessary 
* All drives supplied with formatting 

instructions and software 
* Free fitting available - phone for details 
■ 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £85 
- 40MB HD Upgrade Kit £135 
- 60MB HD Upgrade Kit £ T 54 
* 80MB HD Upgrade Kit £169 
- ] 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £199 
■ 200MB HD Upgrade Kit £329 

A1200/A600 Memory Upgrades 
■ Al 200 PC 1204 4MB + dock fCop*> opton} £198 
■ ProRa m 2MB PCM-CIA Afr00/A1200 £118 
• ProRam 4MB PCM-C A A6Q0/A1200     £ 17 2 
- ProRam IM8A600 £34 
- Af 200 Real Time Clock £17 

Amiga 500 Hard Drives Monitors SVGA /Multisync Monitors 

High Quality GVP Hard Drives 
A500 A1500 

120MB £429 £382 
500MB £989 £942 
1GB £1189 £1142 

Internal Hard Drives for A500 
• Easy to install - Full instructions 
• ICD technology 

• Pro Internal 20MB hard drive €155 
■ Pro Internal 40MB hard drive £245 
■ Pro Internal 80MB hard drive £295 
■ Pro Internal 120MB hard drive £325 
■ Pro Internal 200MB hard drive £405 

Philips S833 MKII Monitor  £1 89 

1 Commodore 1084s £174 

■ When purchasing with 
an Amiga deduct £10 from above 

pricing 

• Dust cover for the above £5 

* 14'720JJSuper high resolution colour display 
* Professional IBM compatibility 
* Complete with cable 
* Full UK warranty 
* Tilt & swivel stand 
■ A1200 SVGA Monitor (Displays high 

productwity modes] £228 

■ Al 200 SVGA + Monitor |Medium resolution, 
dispteys all modes high and low) £269 

■ Al 200 SVGA + Monitor {High resolution, 
displays all modes! £364 

■ Al 200 SVGA plus 20" Monitor (Displays 
all modes \deat for DTPr CAD etc] £1 044 

Workstations 

1 Economically sound 
1 Facilitates up to three external floppy 
drives 

1 Made in the UK 
1 Strong and robust 
f Aesthetically pleasing 
► Keep your desk neat and tidy 
► Supplied complete and assembled with 
free mouse mat 

► A500 Workstation 

* A600 Workstation 
1 A1200 Workstation 

£36 

£36 

£36 

■ Workstation Coverall dust covers £5 

Peripherals Pro ROM Swapper 

1 100 Capacity lockable disk box £5-99 
* Squick mouse £13.99 
> Mouse mat £1.99 
' TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
> Computer Mall DSD (10) disks £6 
> Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
* Apach e joy sti ck £6,9 9 
■ Python joystick £9,99 
1 Zi pstick j oy st i c k £14.99 
1 Screen Beat speakers £29 
1 Zr-Fy speakers £36 
i A500/A600/A1200 Dust covers £4* 99 
i AS 00 Modulator £36 
- Rendale 8802 FMC Genlock £169 
i Supra 2400 Modem £89 
' Supra Fax Pfus Modem £148 
- Supra v.32 BIS Fax Modem £358 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation manual 
• One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 
• High specification coupled with cost 

effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 
•Thru'port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 
• Advanced software 

« Power Ha nd Sea nner v3.0 £ 9 6 
• Power Hand Scanner Colour £229 

• Swap between Kickstart chips 
• Fits A500, A500+, A600,A1500 
• Auto swapping via keyboard control 
• Flexible cable allows the swapper to 

work in conjunction with 
accelerators etc. 

• Simple to fit - full instructions 

•Pro ROM Swapper £18 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 1 3ROM £37 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 2,04ROM£4O 

•Workbench 2.04 plus manuals£49 
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J, BEDS, LU4 8E2 TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) S 

Est* since 

1984 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips * Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling * Provides the same max. chipmem- 
ory as the A3O0O/A6OO &500+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB • Complete with full instructions and 
flying leads • British made 
• Pro Agnus 2MB £139 
(Free fitting available - Phone for details) 

A500 Memory E xpansions 
A SOD Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 
• Allows 1 ME software to run 
• Chip memory compatible 
• British made 

* Without clock 
• With clock 
A60T for A600 

£16 
£19 

£36 
A500 Pro-RAM 1-5 Meg Upgrade 
■ Gives a full 2Mb of memory £74 
A500+ 1 Mb Meg Upgrade £29.95 

High Current Power Supply     Cumana 3.5'* External Drive Printers Chips and Spares 

• Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of rnind now and for the 
future 

■ Switch mode design 
• Full crow bar projection 
• British made 

• A600 Power supply unit £44.95 
• A500 Power supply unit £44.95 
• A590 Power supply unit £44,95 
• A1200 Power supply unit £54.95 
• A2000 Power supply unit £99.95 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

- Cumana external drive £57 
■ Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box £60 
- Cumana externa] drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks £66 
■ A500/A500+ 

In ter nal repiacementdiskdrive £46 

• High quality premium range of Amiga 
printers 

■ Two year manufacturers warranty. 
• Complete with cable to Amiga 500 
• Citizen registered for Dealer plus service 

•Swift 1200+ £129 
(9 pin, 80 column, 144 CPS draft, 30 NLQ, 4KDB Buffer) 
• Swift 90 Colour £168 
(9 pin, 80 column, 216 CPS draft, 54 LQ, 4SdB quiet mode) 
•Swift 200 £186 
(24 pin, 80 column, 216 CPS draft, 72 LQ, 43dB quiet mode.) 
•Swift240 Colour £259 
(24 pin, 80 column, 240 CPS draft, B0 LQ, 43dB quiet mode) 
• Swift Pro Jet £299 
(SO column, 50 nozzle print, 360 CPS draft, 120 LQ, HP 
emulation SKB buffer, 3 fonts, vertuat lazer quality) 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

■ Workbench 2,04 Kit £78 
{include* manuals, disks & chip] 

■ Kickstart 2.04 £24 
• Kickstart 1,3 £29 
■ Kickstart ROM Swapper £ 18 

jSwap between Kickstarrsj 
■ Fatter Agnus 8372 £29 
■ Obese Agnus 8375 £39 
• High Res Denise £24 
« ! MB x 9 Simrns [3 chrpj £29 
■ I MB x 4 Zips £14 
■ 8520 CIA £9 

O   SALES HOTLINE 0582 491949 (6 LINES), 0480 4711 \7&AH#>, FAX ON 0582 505900 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and well do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15.00. 
Should you wish your order to be sent by courier service please add £5. This method includes Comprehensive insurance. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips), 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 218228 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.G 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St. 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 
0582 475747 

All prices quoted or products stocked are subject io stocking levels arid availability. WTS cannot be held liable or supply retmbursement for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due to demand or low stock at its suppliers which may result in 
delayed deWery or non delivery, payment with order, please allow 26 days for delivery. WTS reserve the right to ammend prices, revise packs, specifications and or substitute product wihtout prior notice at any time wrthout liability upon itself. E & OE 
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Audio Gallery 

Educational Software * Foreign Languages 

f 

f m jm 

(Italian and Portuguese also available, Dutch in Nov, *93) 

Testimonials from Audio Gallery Users; 
"II is really more than just a dictionary. I would 
have bought this much sooner had I known how 
in depth it is. As a Foreign Language teacher, 1 
really appreciate it. This is a very high quality 
product., one of the first computer FL programs 
to use current FL methods," Ankeny, IA 

"Wowee! The Spanish Audio Gallery Demo Disk is wonderful. Wards uan'l describe hmv 
pleased we were with the sample. What a great 
great learning tool. Please let us know when you 
nave available Spanish Audio Gallery #2... 
Thanks again for such a wonderful product. You kivr ;i winner an \ivm li;irids.' flurt/mvilk: U, 

Reviews from Amiga Magazines: 
"A truly original idea is a rare thing...Fair- 
Brothers, Inc. in the US has apparently a- 
chieved the impossible hy releasing a product 
that stands alone in the market, offering the 
answer to a question that's hitheno been ig- 
nored—the mastering of a foreign language... 
it could become the perfect learning tool for 

ages," Amiga Computing 
"There hits been nothing like this un ihe market 
before and 1 recommend it for language teachers 
and anyone (who) wishes \o ;idd to their king- 
guagc skills;" Peter Furey, Western Australia 
Times 

"If you're just starting to learn a foreign 
language, the Audio Gallery series is in- 
dispensable as a learning tool...if you're 
planning a trip abroad, a good phrascbook 
and the appropriate Audio GaUery title will 
give you everything you need to know to 
survive in lhe Uin^u,!^:. 1 hi^Eih rt\:amnu:nii 
the whole scries," jnfo 
"Tile program makes use of the Amiga's 
excellent sound capabilities and provides 
digitized voices of native speakers - a most 
expedient way to learn a foreign language." 
Amiga World 

* All words and phrases Fully Digitized Speech 
* Includes Dictionary, Pronunciation Guide, Quizzes 
* 25-30 Topics such as Weather, Numbers, Food, etc. 
* 7-8 Disk Set - For the Student, Traveler, Businessman 

Coombe Valley Software 

18 Nelson Close European Languages: £29.95 
Teianmouth Oriental Languages: £34.95 i WI^IIIIIWUUI p|MECspcc[fy|HnKuaECwhenurdfring. Rmbrochure 

~r^\-i A   AMI i        :u.iviiMr >snn1 SASE-'.i. S.-rul II ni'hsiioil nn icguliir purchase i 
U B VQ PI     I LJ1 4 y N H       fa        lli ^ 1     '1 >'1 ■"<?■11    !• A      c'" nw? Is ^ rightO IW.l hv FiiirBriHhL'rs. Inc.. JW54 S. 22nd Street, Ail- 
AAAA —r—T rtrtrtr i ngturk Virginia USA. Tt-I: (703) 820 l Fa*: II Oil D   / / i7O y O 1W*30-4 7&< Distributed in Australia by Malice Software, David G. CampfcdL Undcrbwl South fcfc*!. Underfeed. Victoria J!H», AuhWfllia. Tel: (C)5U> <H6-.tfa. 

□II mmm 
from LOLA 

1GEN PROFESSIONAL @@[»[L®©C& 

combined GENLOCK, PAL ENCODER and SYNCHRONIZED 
OVERLAY KEYER CONTROLS IN ONE UNIT 

MiniPRO L1000 only £149.95 

CAMCORDER 

USER 

GOLD 

AWARD 

Features: 
• Crossfade slider • RGB through port # BNC Connectors 
• Cable connection to Amiga - allows professional video desk layout 
• Push button mode switching - allows live programming changes 

Also available: 

CDTV GENLOCK - plug in card £79.00 
miniGEN genlock - the original and now even better value £40.95 
L520 TV ADAPTER - modulator for A500 etc 

(includes Amiga/ TV Leads) £29.95 
Accessories - 1520 extension lead plus plus other video lead kits available 

For information on all the above please write or phone_ 
W£ ELECTRONICS LTD. V Q858 880182 

MARKET HARBOROUGH Al< prices include 
LEICESTERSHIRE LE16 7BR VAT & P.P. 

12 month guarantee, 14 day full refund. Designed and manufactured in the U.K. 

kosmos 

educations 

software 

ie connoisseur s cncice 

Our •xtenthft range of idttoitioHif tutytett now include: 

o MATHS o GEOGRAPHY O SPORT O 
o FRENCH o HISTORY O FIRST AfP O 
o GERMAN o ENGLISH WORDS O GENERAL KNOWLEDGE o 
o SPANISH o SPELLING O ENGLAND o 
o ITALIAN o ARITHMETIC O SCOTLAND 0 
o SCIENCE o FOOTBALL O NATURAL HISTORY o 

Write or phone For our FR€E 16-page colour catalogue of 
Educational & Leisure Software (State computer tupe) to: 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FR66POST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTfl6l€, Beds. LU5 6Bfl 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

mmm&s 

..46 hour mail order service..! L48 hour mail order service. 



CHECKOUT 

NCOMMAND PRO 

Features 
••••••••CO 
Provides every type of gadget you could 
ever need. 

Documentation 
••#•••••00 
A professionally-produced manual, 
which gives full details of every 
procedure. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
Fairly straightforward to use, once you 
have stud ted the example programs. 

Performance 
•••••••OOO 
NCommand programs can be a bit 
sluggish when interpreted, but run 
perfectly once compiled. 

Value for Money 
••••••••CO 
Good value, especially considering the 
amount of effort that has obviously 
gone into making it. 

Overall rating 
• • • • 9 • • • O O 
A brave attempt to try and standardise 
the notoriously inconsistent user 
interfaces used rn AMOS applications. 

AMOS Is not simply a 
games programming 
language. There are 
actually a lot of 

programmers out there who use our 
favourite BASIC-variant to write 
serious applications and utilities. 

Unfortunately, AMOS doesn't yet 
run under the Amiga's standard GUI 
(graphical user interface), Intuition, 
so AMOS applications haven't had a 
consistent user interface. Authors 
have been forced to write their own 
interface routines from scratch, 
AMOS does provide a few basic 
commands for creating pull-down 
menus, text windows and slider bars, 
but they're pretty low-level, and it still 
takes quite a lot of effort to design 
your own user interface using them. 

NCommand provides a set of 
about 50 procedures that enable you 
to produce AMOS user interfaces 
that emulate the look and feel of 
Workbench 3t no matter what version 

SHOPPING LIST 
AMOS NCommand Pro v3.0 ...£15 
From: Oasis Software, 
392 Birch Road, Wardle, 
Rochdale, LaocsOL129LX 
*0706 376572 (after 6pm) 

v3.0 ...El5 

Y 

NCommairtd Pw& 

of the operating system you actually 
have. It includes some quite powerful 
routines for opening screens, 
drawing boxes, inputting text, and for 
producing ail those other nice "Bas- 
relief "look gadgets that we re used 
to. There's even a fully-functional file 
requester that's better in some 
respects than AMOS's built-in one, 
and a text displayer, 

The package includes versions 
compatible with both original AMOS 
and AMOS Professional, and comes 
complete with a small selection of 
we 11-written demonstration programs. 
These include an address label 
printer, a disk label printer, and even 
a screen designer that can produce 
the source code to the interfaces you 
design. However, the fundamental 
problem with NCommand is that 
although it superficially makes your 
programs look as if 
they're running under 
Workbench, in fact 
they are not. 
Because AMOS 
always runs on its 
own hardware-level 
screen, NCommand 
programs don't allow 
proper multitasking 

(except by using the <Amiga>-A key 
combination to toggle between AMOS 
and Workbench), or use of the 
clipboard or any other advantages of 
a real Intuition interface. 

It's worth noting that a very 
similar extension, called simply 
Amos Interface, was given away on 
the cover disk of our sister 
magazine, Amiga Format a few 
months ago. 

To be fair, we can't really expect 
the author to completely re-write 
Intuition from scratch in AMOS. 
NCommand is an elegant, well 
written and completely usable GUI in 
its own right, but it's no replacement 
for a real Intuition-based interface. 

The only question that remains 
to be asked is - what the hell does 
that *N* stand for? 
Simon Green 

This test interface shows most of the different gadgets 
that are available in NCommand. Sexy, aren't they? 

j/gSKfe^ igaMem Is a virtual 
■K^25g memory tool for the 
HjjflB Amiga. It enables you 
^B^^^ to allocate large 

chunks of your hard disk as "RAM" 
and fool the system Into thinking 
that It is real memory. This enables 
you to perform memory-hungry 
operations such as rendering large 
objects, DTP, and so forth without 
having to buy vast quantities of 
RAM. The catch Is, it requires an 
MMU (memory management unit) to 
work. This means you'll need a 
68020, 030 or 040 based Amiga to 
use this product, and you must have 
a working MMU also. The 68EC030 

CHECKOUT 

GIGAMEM V3.0 

■oo 
Documentation 
•••«••« 
Clear and easy to follow. 

Ease of Use 

Use the standard Commodore Installer 
to set it up and then it s plain sailing. 

Value for Money 
••••••••CO 
Cheaper than extra RAM if you have the 
hard disk space. 

Overall rating 
•••••••••O 
Highly recommended, if you have the 
hard disk space and the MMU required 
to make it useful. 

in the A4000/030, for example, is 
unsuitable, (Note too that previous 
versions of GigaMem won't work 
with 68040 chips, hut v3 does.) 

GigaMem is surprisingly easy to 
install and get set up. I tested it on 
an A4000 fitted with a third-party 
68030 board containing an MMU. 
The standard Commodore Hard Disk 
Installer tool is used, so it was a 
quick breeze through that to get it all 
going. One re-boot later, and I was 
up and running. 

You can operate GigaMem En two 
ways. You can either allocate a 
whole hard disk partition to be used 
directly by the program as memory, 
or it can use a swap file instead. A 
swap file is a large file created by 
GigaMem that sits anywhere on your 
hard disk and contains the virtual 
memory, Swap files are far more 
risky, because if something goes 
wrong the whole partition couid fail. 
Also, there are several restrictions 
on using applications that utilise 
GigaMem on the same partition as 
the swap file* I set it up initially with 

SHOPPING LIST 
GigaMem v3.0  £69.95 
Distributed in the UK by: 
Gasteiner Technologies, Unit % 
Millmead Business Centre, 
Millmeod Road, Tottenham 
Hale, London N17 9QU. 
*> WHS 1151. 

If: 

v 

a 5Mb swap file to see if it really 
worked as well as rumoured. 

GigaMem Prate enables you to 
specify how your virtual memory is to 
be configured and which applications 
will be able to use it. It comes with a 
whole list of applications which are 
known to work with the package. It is 
possible to add others to this list 
also, but some may not work, or only 
function in a limited manner. I tried it 
out with ADPro, imagine and 
CygnusEd Professional - and it really 
did make those vast rendering jobs 
feasible on an A4000 with only 4Mb 
of real memory. 

The catch, of course, with virtual 
memory is that it is on disk, and hard 
disks are 
considerably slower 
than real memory, so 
any jobs which make 
use of virtual 
memory will take 
longer than normal. 
Rendering jobs, for 
example, can take 
weekends to 
complete rather than 
an evening. However, 
if you already have a 
large hard disk, and 
you can't afford to 
buy large quantities 
of RAM that you're 
only going to use on 

those special occasions, then 
GigaMem is the tool for you, It's the 
sort of thing that's so handy, it 
should really be built into the 
operating system. 

I had very few problems with 
GigaMem, mostly to do with some of 
the debugging tools that 1 run. It 
refused to operate with the latest 
version of the debugging tool 
Enforcer that I have, even though the 
manual said it would be fine, and 
caused some network problems, 
Other than that it worked faultlessly; 
the manual and supplied software 
are well put together and very easy 
to understand. 
Toby Simpson 

GigaMem enables you not only to set up virtual 
memory but also specify what programs can use it. 
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REVIEWS 

Get it all together 

T 

he UK distributors of 
MacroGB make the bold 
claim that this is the best 
Amiga assembler you will 

ever use. I use HiSofTs DevPac 3 on 
a daily basis to program computer 
games, as part of my job as Lead 
Programmer at Millennium 
Interactive Ltd. 1 was therefore 
interested in this claim, to say the 
least. Anything that could Improve 
my productivity would be worth its 

Toby Simpson tests Macro 68K's impressive claims 

about being the world's greatest assembler* 

Macro68's almost obscenely configurable control 
program. Shame about the near-unreadable fonts. 

weight in gold. 
Installation, thankfully, is done 

using Commodore's Installer 
program, and it is extremely friendly 
and easy to use - and takes just a 
few minutes, Although it is possible 
to run this program on a floppy-based 
system, [ doubt that it would be 

practical for serious 
development 

Time to get 
started. I began with 
a real-life scenario 
and simply ran the 
assembler itself to 
see what happens. 
A file requester 
popped upT but 
unfortunately this 
failed to format 
itself to my screen 
fonts and looked 
less than neat It 
would have been 
nice if the program 
had called the asi 

requester for users of Workbench 
2.04 and above. In at the deep end, I 
took the Amiga CD32 version of 
Diggers and attempted to assemble 
it - 33,000 lines for the main 
module. Unfortunately, I was unable 
to get it to assemble with Macro68, 
It found all sorts of strange errors, 
and with a program 
that size 1 didn't 
have time to convert 
the source to a 
format that Macro68 
understood. 

Time to look at 
the assembler in 
detail. Macro68 is a 
command line based 
assembler, and not a 
fully integrated 
package. Its direct 
competition in this 
country is Hi Soft's 
DevPac 3, which 
comes with a full 
screen editor and 

debugger. Macro68 does not come 
with a debugger - you have to buy 
one separately, Macro68 takes a 
great deal of setting up in order to 
get right. Its options are complex, 
and the option setter screen, 
designed to make this job a little 
more friendly, doesn't help by using 

— 
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An assembly In progress, showing the sort of info that 
MacroGS gives, and Its speed: 136,000 lines a minute. 

An invaluable resource? 

R 

esource Is a disassembler, 
which means that it takes 
machine code instructions 

. and converts them back 
Into assembly language, making the 
program easier to understand and 
therefore debug. It can't create C or 
any high-level language from 
machine code, but If you have a fair 

_ 
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Picture 1: the results of a conventional disassembler. 
Fancy trying to make sense of this tot then? 
understanding of assembly language, 
a disassembler can go a long way to 
help you figure out how something 
works (or why It doesn't)* 

There are lots of disassemblers 
on the market, and quite a lot of very 
good public domain ones. Where 

Resource is unique is the degree of 
disassembling that it can actually do, 
Most disassemblers simply convert 
machine code to assembly language, 
end of story. Some, particularly those 
that come with debuggers (such as 
H tSoft's excellent MonAm, shipped 
with the DevPac 3 assembler) will 
also label things if special debug 

information is 
appended to the 
end of the machine 
code program . 
Resource, however, 
with a little patience 
and a little 
deduction, can 
enable you to take a 
machine code 
program and 
disassemble it so 
far that not only can 
you alter and re- 
assemble the 
results, but you can 
come very very 
close indeed to the 

original assembly language program. 
Getting started is easy. 

Commodore's Standard Installer 
program is included, so if you have a 
hard disk, getting set up is a doddle. 
The documentation is excellent, with 
a good "Getting Started" section 

which takes you through an example 
disassembly, and you soon see just 
how flexible Resource actually is. 

Where it differs from conventional 
disassemblers is that you can 
gradually build up a more and more 
readable disassembly. Exactly how 
does it achieve this? Weil, a raw 
disassembly of a program without 

result is accurate enough to be re- 
assembled afterwards, which is quite 
an impressive achievement. 

To use Resource you just load in 
your file and select "Disassemble " 
from the menu, instructing Resource 
to scan the entire file and make its 
best guess as to what is data and 
what is code. It is impressively 
accurate, and the results give you 
your first clues to work from in order 
to further disassemble the file. See 
Picture 2 to see the results of this. 

RJSOU debugging 
information is simply 
a collection of 
numbers and 
values, as in Picture 
i at left. These 
numbers are pretty 
difficult to follow, 
even for experienced 
programmers, 
particularly if there 
is more than a 
screenful of it. 
Having to decode 
and understand a 
decent size program 
- say about 2 to 3K 
- would be a total 
nightmare. Resource performs its 
magic by enabling you to replace 
occurrences of numbers with 
meaningful names, and gradually 
work your way back until you have a 
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reasonably accurate representation of 
the original assembly language. The 

Picture 2: a disassembled program, freshly loaded Into 
Resource and before we start work on it. 

For example: Resource identified a 
reference to dos.library at the start of 
the program. A quick look at the 
following few instructions revealed 
that the dos ..library was about to be 
opened, and the result stored in label 
reference 1bL00O164". Our first step 
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Macro68 certainty Isn't as easy to use as DevPacf or 
as forgiving: it found errors in perfectly runnabte code 
a font so small that you need a 
magnifying glass to read it. 

Macro68 is a full macro 
assembler, capable of assembling 
code from the 68000 to the 68030, 
and also the codes for the 68851 
MMU and 68881/882 FPUs. It also 
assembles Copper instructions, has 
a wide and complete range of 
assembler directives, and is capable 
of putting information about errors in 
real time to a message port which 
can be read using ARexx, The 
manual is a bit flakey on this - it 
skips over it saying that it is "beyond 
the scope of the manual to provide 
detailed instructions for its use", and 

instead points you 
to the examples. For 
a beginner, this 
would be nigh-on 
impossible to grasp. 
Examples are 
provided for the 
CygnusEd text ed i to r 
[reviewed on page 
36 of this very 
issue, 
coincidentally] and 
allow the assembler 
to jump to the lines 
that contain faults 
as they happen. 

Unlike DevPac 
3, MacroBS is able 

to assemble the new syntax of 
68000 assembly language, as 
defined by Motorola, Its 
customisability is amazing. If you 
spend enough time on t, you can 
virtually construct your own 
assembler in the way you want it to 
look. You can even define the final 
output strings that appear when 
assembly is complete. I'm not too 
sure how useful this would be in real 
terms, but it's there. 

The manual is a bit hard to 
follow. There's no index, and finding 
a particular point can be very hard 
indeed, This is what made it hardest 
to convert assembly language that 

worked fine on DevPac 3 across to 
this assembler. A blessing is that the 
documentation is supplied also on 
disk, in a sort of Hypertext format. 
The Hypertext driver does not like Et if 
you don't use Topaz S point as your 
main font, but nevertheless it's a 
valuable addition to the package. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
If you're a beginner, check out 
HiSoft's DevPac 3. It is a fully 
integrated package, complete with an 
advanced editor, a powerful debugger 
and disassembler, and it's a whole 
bundle easier to use. The manual for 
it is very well laid out with a 
comprehensive index and table of 
contents, After spending a couple of 
weeks playing with MacroBS, I can 
honestly say that I would not leave 
DevPac for it. Hi Soft is much more 
friendly and easy to use, and a lot 
less complex to set up. I also enjoy 
the editor, and the debugger, and the 
ease of looking anything up In the 
manual, In addition to this lot, 
DevPac is cheaper. 

If you're a professional who 
needs the configurability and access 
to the Motorola new syntax, then 
maybe MacroGS could be the 
assembler for you. But if you do buy 
it, be warned: you'll need to buy a 
separate debugger and editor if you 

don't already have them. And again, 
if you're a beginner you will have a 
really hard time with this, CD 

SHOPPING LIST 
Macro 68 assembler £130 
Distributed ia the UK by 
Helios Software, Notts. 
* 0623 554828 

CHECKOUT 

MACRO 6 8 

Features 
••••••••• 
A flexible and very powerful assembler. 

Documentation 
§•••••0000 
The lack of an index makes it hard to 
find your way around, and some topics 
are not covered at all adequately. 

Ease of Use 
•••••ooooo 
Very complex and unforgiving, and 
daunting for the beginner. 

Overall rating 
••••••• 
A powerful advanced 68000 assembler 
with a great deal of configurability. 

PrajraiUtart 

ReScurce 

was to tell Resource that in future any 
references to Ibl000164 should be 
called "_DosBaseM. Things are 
looking better already. You can now 
see which of the calls to the 
operating system use das .library, 
Time to make these OS calls a little 
friendlier. I knew that the first one 
was a call to Open Library, and 
Resource spotted this. I saw two calls 
to dos.library functions - they were 
easy to identify, J moved to the line in 
question, told Resource to look up 
the function nameT 
and bingo - a call to 
dos.library Output, 
and dos .library 
Input. My conclusion 
from this is that the 
program was 
fetching the default 
input and output 
channels, STD1N 
and STDOUT. So l 
was then able to 
correctly name 
those two fabels 
too. By then 
following each of the 
subroutine calls to 
its destination and 
finding its use by getting back all the 
names to calls of OS routines (and 
things were easier now because of 
references to STDIN, STDOUT and 
_DosBase)r I was quickly able to 
identify what each of the routines did 
and name them. In a matter of ten 

minutes from start to finish I was able 
to make sense of several K of 
program, Picture 3 shows what I was 
able to do. 

I started with quite a complex 
programt which I had no remaining 
documentation for, and I knew that it 
did not have debug information, I did 
this on purpose, because I knew that 
with a conventional disassembler I 
would be unable to understand what 
was going onT probably even after a 
weekend s work. Resource tackled it 

WLAilttcJail 

m 

LEA H0VE<5 

m m TST.B 

HOVE,I HOVFAL JSB HOVLL 

mm A HWEA.L itSJt 
RTS 
i ,; 
d 

mr,K>M 

{ LWOpenLihrar!?rAt) 
No Das Lib 
M SAM!|<n: Fail 

MP' MiULPposran 
j DtijrjjHt),*! 

#!,» 

J tfos.i i hrary'J 

Picture 3: the same program, about 15 minutes later. 
This Is starting to make a lot more sense as code. 

effortlessly, and I hardly had to touch 
some of its more advanced features, 

Resource comes with a good few 
useful utilities, and a configuration 
program which enables you to change 
pretty much everything, 1 was a little 
alarmed though that the Configuration 

program gave an Enforcer hit; an 
illegal byte write to location FFFFFFFF, 
No commercial program should have 
Enforcer hits in it. 

One thing to watch for: Resource 
can be more than a little greedy with 
memory, though this is to be 
expected, given what it can do. A 10K 
object file that you are going to run 
through Resource will take up about 
100K. The documentation suggests 
that you will need at least ten times 
as much memory as the size of the 
program in order to work on it. For 
example, if you have a 20K file, by 
the time you have finished creating 
labels and working on it you are likely 
to have used about 200K of memory. 

THE BOTTOM LINE? 
Quibbles. I had to think long and hard 
about this one. The Puzzle Factory 
have really come up with a powerful 
tool here, And anyone who is thinking 
of buying a disassembler really 
should look no further. The only thing 
is that for most people, something 
this extensive might not really be 
necessary - it is an extremely 
specialised product. It's certainly not 
a debugger, by any stretch of the 
imagination; it is simply an 
exceptionally advanced disassembler. 
If you already own a reasonably good 
one, say MonAm 3, which comes with 
HiSoft's DevPac, then to be perfectly 
honest it's unlikely that you would get 
your money's worth out of Resource. 

And of course Resource is not a 
miracle worker. If you don t know 
what you're doing, you are unlikely to 
get much joy out of it. If you have the 
patience, though, you can achieve 
asto n ish i ng resu J Is. 

fDOOCOOOOCl 

SHOPPING LIST 
Resource  ™£130 
By: The Puzzle Factory. 
Distributed in the UK by 
Helios Software, Notts. 
^ 0623 554828 

CHECKOUT 

RESOURCE 

o 
Features 
• ••••••• i 
Brilliantly flexible and powerful. 

Documentation 
••••••••• 
Excellent, with a very helpful "Getting 
Started" section. 

Ease of Use 
•••tllllOO 
If you know what you're doing, Resource 
makes the job pretty effortless for you. 

Overall rating 
••••••••• 
The best disassembler I have ever 
seen, but definitely a highly specialised 
product - make sure you really need it 
before purchase. 
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The ACC Hardware 

Programming Manual 

his is a four-disk guide to 
programming the Amiga 
using the hardware 
directly, using 68000 

assembly Language. It comes 
complete with a linker and 
assembler (a particularly good PD 
assembler called A68K) - in fact, all 
you need to get started learning 
assembly language on the Amiga. 

There's plenty of documentation 
and installation is easy, though there 
is no hard disk installation facility, so 
you'd have to do that yourself. The 
tutorial is divided into modules, each 
containing text explaining what's 
going on, some examples and 
various exercises to try. 

The first part introduces the 

-acker r 

IntliKta NrPtay,i Include i fwdulf int» i CHIP data section of y&ur projran, using tnetaui, at the label 'ntjlacY, Call *ht intt' before curt*ling the Kl, Ensure DflflEK bit in WACOM is set. Tftt pUy NIBUM revum «s* of the flutfi* Wlfl channel*, but ifees     s«t thts bit itself. Call 'ntjuuit' fr» within the UB1 harder. JJtep. ctearing the interrupt renuest hit during Ufil handitr, only clear the VEfi-TB bit, the pLav routine Vtfttft bit clear an1 

Stop aH le?r anv requests that nay have occurred Stop all interrupts prior to ftnishtaj tall ^t.tnd' after stopping interrupt 

sets up titter Interrupt* an-d WB do not want to ( til ' f inishini 

nnve.g #SETIT!WflEN!CBPENJMWCW(aW use 
Stt address of Level 1 interrupt handler 

MM.! ttiounc«,S6c set handler a*Jr**s 
Fjaable VS1 interrupt ( Vertical Blank Interrupt i 

Halt for Lfffl to be pressed 
L*W otit It, CI BRIM 

TTie ACC Hardware Programming Guide: examples with 
easy-to-follow explanations. Shame they're a bit Iffy... 

basics, how to use the supplied 
startup code, and then the Amiga 
hardware in general, discussing 
Interrupts, DMA and the hardware 
registers themselves. You then go on 
to learn about programming the 
Copper co-process or, dealing with 
the mouse and keyboard, and 
information on interrupts and audio. I 
had difficulty getting a lot of the 
examples to work on an A4000/030, 
with some of them crashing the 
computer, and in one unfortunate 
case forcing a re-validation of one of 
my drives. Further investigation into 
the examples revealed some rather 
unfortunate programming techniques, 
which were causing some problems, 

Disk 2 is dedicated to display, 
bitplanes and 
screen organisation. 
Again, I had serious 
difficulty getting the 
examples to work, 
mostly because of 
the interrupt 
allocation technique 
used (take without 
asking). There are 
certainly some 
excellent general 
techniques 
explained though, 
for special effects 
such as flipping and 
melting the screen. 
Dual playflelds are 

also explained, but HAM, Interlacing 
and Extra Halfbright are not. 

Disk 3 deals with sprites, the 
blitter, showing text on the screen, 
and scroll texts. The sprites section 
covers some very clever techniques - 
joining sprites, 16-colour sprites, 
collision detection, and using a 
whole load of them to show starfields 
and other neat things. Most of these 
examples ran okayT although none of 
the scroll text demos worked for me. 
I had corrupted graphics on them all 
(most appeared to be screen modulo 
related). The AGA chipset is not 
detailed, which makes this guide 
effectively outdated, nor are some 
more advanced display techniques - 
which is a good thing: with some ECS 
screen registers, it's now possible to 
actually damage your monitor by 
setting up impossible displays. 

The guide is certainly clearly 
written and well organised. As for the 
content.,, well, if you're serious 
about learning to program the Amiga, 
this really isn't the way to do it Many 
of the programming techniques are 
very risky, and a considerable 
proportion of them are totally illegal. 
Accessing the hardware directly is 
widely used in writing games or 
demos, butt if you are going to do it, 
do it properly. Guidelines are in the 
Commodore Rom Kernel Guides. 
There are certain things you simply 
don't have to break the rates to do, 
such as working with Interrupts, 
memory access, and the blitter. You 
don't actually have to disable the 
operating system to prevent it taking 
precious processing time, However, if 
your heart is set on writing whizzy 

demos (despite the saturated demo 
market), and you're not fussed if 
they only work on a handful of 
machines, then I guess this is a 
pretty easy-to-follow way of learning 
how. Just be warned: when you start 
serious programming, be ready to do 
several months of unlearning, 
Toby Simpson 

SHOPPING LIST 
The ACC Hardware Progr<imiring 
Manual   ..£15.60 
From: Amiganuts, 
1 Daffern Avenue, New Arley/ 
Coventry CV7 BGR, 
« 0676 41257. 

....... £1S.6<) 

CHECKOUT 

ACC HARDWARE 

PROGRAMMING MANUAL 

Ease of Use 
oo 

Well-written and easy to follow. 

Legality 
oooooooooo 
Accessing hardware has to be done 
properly, and this is not properly. 

Value for Money 
••••••oooo 
Not expensive, but not that valuable. 

Overall rating 
•••ooooooo 
Even most demo-coders don't use most 
of these programming practices any 
longer, and many of the examples 
themselves don't work. 

CSA 1 2-Gauge 
f| he CSA 12-Gauge is a 

blindingly-fast 68030 based 
accelerator for the A1200. 
The version reviewed came 

complete with a 50MHz 68030 
chip, 50MHz 68882 floating point 
unit, 4Mb of Fast RAM, and a SCSI 
Interface. Installation is easy: just 
insert It into the trap-door in the 
base of the A1200. To use the SCSI 

The CSA 12-Gauge accelerator for the A1200 - a fuil 
'030 chip, JWWlf, FPU, SCSI, and lots of other letters, 

option, you have to do some fiddling 
to get the connector installed, but 
you don't have to open the case and 
Invalidate your warranty. 

The MMU (Memory Management 
Unit} enables you to run such tools 
as GigaMem virtual memory {see the 
review on page 61) and lots of 
debugging tools for programming. 
The FPU chip makes rendering 

applications, such 
as Imagine, whizz 
along almost as fast 
as an A4000/040. 

The SCSI option 
enables you to plug 
in any SCSI device, 
including tape drives 
for back-ups, hard 
drives and CD-ROM 
units. Software is 
supplied for setting 
up and partitioning a 
hard disk, or if you 
have Commodore's 
HDToolBox you can 
use that instead. 
CSA also supply a 

utility called DROM which maps your 
Kickstart ROM into the new Fast 
memory, using your MMU. This 
makes your machine even faster. 

The board worked pretty much 
faultlessly. It did however adversely 
affect the boot-process of A1200s 
that already had a hard drive inside, 
preventing you from disabling caches 
and changing other A1200 boot- 
screen options. This could be 
something to do with the power load, 
and if you already have an internal 
hard drive you might be advised to try 
this first. Other than that, this board 
is excellent It's quite expensive, but 
bearing in mind that it is well over 
twice as fast as an A4000/030, 
includes 4Mb of very very fast RAM 

SHOPPING LIST 
CSA 12-Gauge accelerator for the 
A1200  .— £799 
Without 68882 floating point unit; 

£699 
Distributed in the UK 
by; Omega Projects Ltd. 

0942 682203. 

I puim unu. 
 .£699 , 

V 

(expandable to 32Mb) and a SCSI 
interface too, it really Is impressive. 
Toby Simpson 

CHECKOUT 

CSA 12-GAUGE 

Features 
•••••••••O 
Full 030 chip, MMU, plus SCSI 

Documentation 
••••••••OO 
Okay - even covers inserting SIMMs. 

Supplied Software 

Very comprehensive. 
oo 

Ease of Installation 
••••••§IOO 
A doddle except for the SCSI option- 

Value for Money 
••••••OOOO 
No doubting its speed, but expensive. 

Overall rating 
• •••••••O O 
An excellent upgrade for the power user 
requiring the performance and 
expandability offered by SCSI, 
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CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FROM SILICA 

• FREE DELIVERY 
Nsrt Day - Anywhere in toe UK mainland * WINDOWS 3.1 

Fre& Windows 3.1 driver with Starter Kit 
• 2 YEAR WARRANTY •FREE HELPLINE (including Ihe dot malnx printer head) Technical support during office hours 
* FREE STARTER KIT With Ciliien das matrix, printers Irom Silica 

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES: 
■ 3'A"Dt$k with Amiga Print Manager 
• 3'A"Disk vritft Windows 3.1 Driver 
• M Metre Paraifei Printer Cable 
• 203 Sheets of Continuous Paper 
• tOQ Continuous Tractor Feed 

Address labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Traelor Feed 

AMIGA mm MANAGER V2.01 For lamer prinihg Iron yaur 4rrtga, wlti clearer irragss and mm AMtfotakl Avalatte Iree of charge as pan of rtfl Sftca Prrwr Slary K<v Fgaiur€i PCUM: » Imflrcued ir-age SmccttirQ • Image Sea ing • GarriralWtKJfConwtol • Colour Separate « ReducesillfcTiinalBS Barrio 
KIT 
VALUE £49 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 
EXCLUSIVE OFFER 

CITIZEN SHEET 
FEEDER 

EorSwttt 9, 9D,24, 24ex 20Qr 240, 224 
SemhAutomatlc CUT Sheet Feeder for smooth trouble frw paper handting. 

Requites manual sheet iyecrron using lever. 

X 
[£19" ♦Ws£2344-PflAl22fl 

Stf£ET FEEDERS PRA 1200 1200^ ....  £71,38 
PftA 1222 124Dt02«S«Hl U Col Printets. EM.13 

SERIAL INTERFACES PRA 1139  -....£5645 
PRA 1209 Swift &W12«K224 -....£33 25 PRA 17(19 Swifl 24.'24x?4e/2flQ/240..., £26.38 

MEMOflK EXPN PRA 1753 2245 wilt 24tf<W24e £14.45 
PRINTER STAND PRA 1242 Swft 5.90.24.24e. 200.2^D. 224 £22.33 

PRA 1274 $Mft StflXflMtf £34.95 
ORIGINAL RIBBONS 

R B 3520 1?DD.-Sv>i1 S.-S0 Jcik £2.91 RIB 3949 Swifl 9xfiJack £7.15 RIB 3924 1240^rf24v2M.?4Q Black.. £4.2{i 
RfB 3936 224/MA Col. £15,63 RIB 3248 PN4B Single Strike £3.B1 RIB 3348 fN48 Multt Strike £3,61 

COLOUR KITS 
PRA 1216 224'3wih&'9C^4*:2W1

,240... £35.25 PRA 1240 Swift fttf24x _ £45,25 
PN48 ACCESSORIES 

P^1148 PW46 Battery £46.70 
PRft 1155 PlHBCatil&cxtn £29.37 PRA 1162 PIU6 Car Adaptor £16.74 

   _ 
* Citizen Profit it inkjei - 89 cut 
* iStkps Draft (JQcpt}, 

120cp$ HlQ (itkpi) 
• 50 NozzteHaarf ■ 

Wntsper Quiet 46dB{A) 

fmj/^j'on    Font Upgrades 
» 3 ftinfe Bam-in 
• Optional HP Compatible Font 

Cants 
» Parallel Interface 
# Graphics Resolution. 

3Wx300dpt 
• HP Deskjet Plus (PClfr) {.mutation 
* Low Running Costs ■ Replace RRP- 

in* Cartridge Only wm vmE^ 
■ Auto Stmt Feeder (TO Streets) 
• Inciudes Windows 3.1 Driver 
* 2 Y&r Warranty SILICA PRICE: £219 +VAT.E257.33 - PRI 20&3 

• Cilm Swift MM - 240 - M 
• ?7JJcps Sff fjftft   cps M ^s LQ 
• ffi Pfflttef MiKwi * 7 to ftttfs 

• QMOT. /fiAf, £ Wffifi?flFmmCatfons 
• Qi/arfer Aiig nf Auto Sef My 

• CtiwPmina$tMri> Swift 20QC 
Cotoif Pnijf^ qp/ka/ ■ M 200 

• mSikaPrmrSmrKit 

SWIFT 200 MONO 
- a» 

SMCA PRICF. mi £169 

SWIFT 20OC COLOUR 
START! fl KfT r _MJ 
WML WtLOf. E32& straw oay £189 +VAT=£222.Cfl-PRIS495 

ft to/r - 9 pin * 
U4cps Draft,, 30cps NLQ 
4K Printer Buffer + ^ Fon?s 
Paraifei or Seriaf Interface 
Graphics Resolution: 240 x 216dpi 
Epson and IBM Emulation 
Pull tractor & bottom feed 
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

CITIZEN 120D+ 
RHP   El 99 SILICA STARTEH KFT .. £49 

TOTAL VALUE: £24B 
SAVIHG; £133 

SiUCA PTtlCF: £115 

Tftfi Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a ] paratlet interface as stantia.-c, u you require a serial interface instead, please state rel: PRI 2125 when placing your order with Silica. I £115 
t-VAT- £135.13 - PRI 2120 

• dtiort Swift 24Q/24QC -24pm-8Cw!Ui • 30Ocps SD tJSOHJ. 24Q cps Drift. SOcps LQ 
• to Printer Sutter - 40X maxonum 
• 9L0 Fonts * 2 Soiabte Fonts d .*sns.i 
• F^t Cartridge Sfot-for plug in 'styte'tonts • Pzrmtlnttrtate • Graphics Resolution: 330 x 360dpi • Epson, ISM, tfHC P2V & CEL Emulations • Quarter Printing Factbfy 
• Auto Set Facility - Bi-Oinctionai if, Auto Botutilion Deiectior, 
mSJttraOuist Metis-4368(A) • Colour Printiog Standard * Swift 240c, Coktur Printing Optional ■ Swift 240 • FRFE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

SWIFT 240 MONO M»—eug STABTEfl KFT _ 
TOTAi VAOK: E38fl 

SAVING fiag 
SttlCAffliCt: £199 +VAT=£233A3 - PHI 2560 

SWIFT 240C COLOUR . £3» S-fJUHTEH KIT.   
torn VALUE: i40& SAVttiG: CTB9 
SH1CA Witt: E2« £219 

+W=E25733-PRI£571 

• Ci'ftWjj Swift 90*9 pin*30 column 
• 2m$SD ItQcpi) >32cps fbaft 4*W NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer 
• fJ Fonts BuBt-m 
• ParaM Interface 
• Grapnics Resolution: 240 x 216dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Auto Set Facility 
• Ultra Quiet Mods -45d8{A) 
• Advanced Paper tiandiing 
• Cptour Printing Standard ■ Swift 90c 

Colour Printing Optional - Swift 90 
• FRFE Silica Prini$r Starter Kit 

SWIFT 90 MONO 
SlAKIfcH-.il __ 
rrJMt VALUE: £2<B SAVIIVG: £109 
ttLICAFniti. £1.39 £139 WAT^1S333'PRl^Oj 

SWIFT 90C COLOUR 1 £2« 
STMTFR mrr. _m 
tOTAL VALUE: E2&E SAVtfiS LI-? 
SIUCA FfUCf. £149 -fVAT=f 175.C6- PRI 2397 

• Citizen Swift 24x ■ 24 pin -136 col 
• 192CPS Draft, 64cps NLQ 
• 9K Printer Suffer * 4 Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi 
• Epson, IBM and rVFC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FPEE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
MP   SILICA STARTER KIT _MJ 

TOrAL VALUi: EM* SAVING' £239 
SUKA Mitt: E2M £299 «VAM3i133-PR 2574 

SILICA OFFER YOU 
Before jrou decide When tD buy J your new printer, w& suggest yau _ <j/ thm:< very carefully about WHERE ^ €*5T^f> fyt>~i buy it. Cojisicter wfkal 11 will bB TO ''^e a rnonlhs alter you have made your purchase when you may require additional peripherals and accessories, or f«lp and advice. And, will tfie company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Sifica, we ensure thai you wilt have nothing 10 worry about Wilh Our unrivalled experience and expertise, we con me-el Our customers" requirements with an understanding which is second to none. Complete and relurn the cwpon now far our lalesl FftEE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Servlc*". 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware crrJers shi^ec n iht .IK m n and. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: A team at lechnlcal experts wiM he ai vour service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We match competitors en a "Same praduci ■ Same pricE" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We hag* a jtflven traci reowd in professional computer saias. 

We are solid, reliable aid prof (table. 
Vs u me di^ounl s .are available Tel: Q&l -SBB (flJS. 

SHOWROOMS: We hav? defnrjnstralixjfi and iralnlng facilities ai ell DUT stores. 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All 01 your rEqurrarrwnts are available from one supplier. 
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be malted 10 yoir with special attars and full details al liardware, peripherals and software. 
PAYMENT: s'rt accep: .is?' rc -c credit ca.'ds. cam clique r monlhiy 

mm 081-309 1111 

• Citizen PN4$ notebook Printer 
• lion-impact Printing on Plain Paper 
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts 
• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading 
• Paraifei interface ■ Graphite Res: 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, IBM NECP6 £ Otim EmMon 
• Power Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor 

THERMAL 64 8C 

L 
RRP E3JS 
rem VALUE: tm SAVtM: _£126 
SILICA HfJFf; tISI £199 

LtWT42J3iSS-FRI21i3f). 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley" Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111^ Order Lin^s Open: Mgn-Sa1 g.OQari-e.QOtW m Late Nijfrt Qp^nhg Fax Mo. oat-30fl. OMS 
LONDON SHOP: Qprtning Hours:     Mor-Sai 9.30am.6.0Cbni 
LONDON SHOP: Selfrages Operjq Hours-      Mon-Sai g.Mam-T.rjQpm 

52 Tottenham Cuurl Roac'. Londan. wir OBA  No UK Night CyflnFig m 071-560 4000 Fax Not 071-3M 4737 
Arena), Oxfofd Street. Londan. W1A 1AB Lais Nijlii:- Thjrsday ■ Eprr Tel: 071-620 1?34 EabflflSiCn: 3914 
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TTO: Stfica Systems, AMSHP-0194-55  V4 The Mew&. Halheriey Rd, Sid cup, Kent, OA14 4DX^ 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 
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MEMORY EXPANSION 
RACE RATER V2 

THE BRAND NEW PROGRAM 
FOR HORSE RACING ENTHUSIASTS 

LOOK AT THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES 
* WORKS ON FLAT OR NATIONAL HUNT 

RACING (NO FURTHER PURCHASE NEEDED) 
* EASILY MAINTAINED DATABASE 

(EXTERNAL DRIVE REQUIRED) 
+ PRODUCES FORM, SPEED AND UNIQUE COMBINATION 

RATINGS 
* RATE UP TO 40 HORSES 40 HORSES IN ANY RACE 
* RATE ANY RACE IN A MATTER OF MINUTES USING THE 

DATABASE 
* FULL PRINT OUT FACILITY 
* MENU DRIVEN WITH POINT & CLICK INTERFACE KEEPS 

TYPING TO MINIMUM 
* COMPLETE WITH MANUAL & BOOKLET TO HELP MAKE 

THE MOST OF YOUR BETTING 
•k FULL USER SUPPORT FROM THE AUTHOR 

ALL THIS FOR £40 
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE AUTHOR & SOLE 
DISTRIBUTOR: 

M THOMPSON 
41 NELSON ROAD 
HULL IU 5 5HN 

ALL ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 18/12/93 WILL BE 
DISPATCHED IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS 

NO MORE REGISTRATIONS FROM RACE RATER V1.6 WILL 
BE ACCEPTED. I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL SATISFIED 

USERS OF V1.6 AND HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS NEW 
IMPROVED VERSION. 

IMbxl               -80ns DIP 6.03 
256x4                -80ns DIP or ZIP 6.03 
lMbx4[44C 1000]-80ns A3000    ZIP 21.82 
lMbx4 (44C1000) -80ns Static Col ZIP 21.82 
lMbx8               -80ns SIMMs (GVP) 44.65 
4Mb x 8               - 80ns SIMMs (GVP) 135.13 
4Mb (32) 70ns 4000/30 72 Pin 141.00 

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT included. Delivery £5,88 

™T     KINGSWAY UK LTD PI 

Phone: 0923 836473 Fax 0923 336474 
IS Foxfield Close, Northwood* Middlesex: HAS 3NU 

u 

Educational 

Programs Tel 4S2S 
mm E 

x- +    B Written by experienced 
5 D ■    ui teachers. 
Tel" 0626 779695      Format Gold in Amiga Format Autumn 92. 
Day or evening Trade enquiries welcome 
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REVIEW 

You bet it can! 

Andy Nuttall tests the new AGA version of 

CanDo, the "authoring package" that makes 

it easy to create multimedia presentations. 
ultimedia is the 
future - graphic 
Images, animation, 
film, sound effects, 

music, all roiled Into one. CanDo Is 
here now, and It's an "authoring 
package" which enables you to 
create multimedia presentations on 
your A1200 or A4000. 

CanDo presentations are called 
Decks, because they are made up 
from a number of Cards - single 
windows you can set up in different 
ways: you can use them to display 
information, either graphics or text; 
or you can include buttons which 
offer the user a number of choices. 
The contents page of a CanDo 
encyclopaedia would list the subjects 
and page numbers, with a separate 
button for each which the reader 
could press to access the page. 

either be used to receive data or to 
display information - buttons and 
menus enable the end user to do 
something, with your project while a 
simple text box is a good way of 
telling the user what to do. The Card 
is simply a container for Objects - 
you put in as many as you like. 

Creating a button is easy. Simply 
open a background window, click on 
Button, move a set of crosshairs 
over the background and click your 
mouse where you want the button to 
go. Determine its size and colour, 
then check which type of border you 
require (sunken, raised, embossed - 
you're given a number of choices). 
You can then test it out using the 
Browse option, and make sure it 
registers when you click on it with 
your mouse. Going back into edit 
mode, you can attach a iabei to it in 
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Other buttons could 
offer options to 
expand on specific 
parts of the subject. 

You could also 
create an adventure 
game, where the 
player presses 
different buttons to 
move around the 
game or interact with 
characters. The 
CanDo Cards could 
be set up to display 
pictures of the game 
area, to run an 
animation, or to play 
sound effects, If you have access to 
a video digitiser, you could even give 
people a guided tour of your house. 

You even have the capability to 
create arcade-style games* A version 
of fetr/s wouldn't be too difficult to 
knock up in a couple of days, while 
the odd puzzle game is supplied to 

mm FRI^I 

give you an idea of what you can do, 

CARD SHARP 
A CanDo Card starts out as a 
background, and you can either 
design this yourself or use one of the 
many backgrounds supplied with the 
package. Images created by external 
packages can be imported into the 
backgrounds, so you can even use 
digitised pictures. The colours used 
throughout the design stage depend 
on the particular mode you're using - 
CanDo AGA makes use of all full- 
colour AGA modes. 

You can place on the background 
a number of Objects, which can 

CanDo comes with examples which we call functional, 
rather than graphical, such as this calendar. 

any font, and tell CanDo which card 
to jump to, or which program to 
launch, when the button is pushed. 

As well as buttons, CanDo 
enables you to create Workbench^!ike 
pull-down menus, along with smaller 
sub-menus if your application needs 
them. When you begin to create 
menus, things begin to look a little 
complicated - because you have a 
menu bar at the top of the screen 
which you've created, and one at the 
bottom of the screen which belongs 
to CanDo and is used as part of the 
editor. But CanDo is laid out very 
well, with a clear use of colour. 

Other Objects can be set up to 
play sounds, display error messages, 
launch an ARexx script, run an 
animation - even to read the input of 
a joystick or mouse. You can create 
windows, fields, memos - even a 
timer to launch a script at a 
particular time of day. 

Using the main editing screen in 

this way is the most 
obvious, and 
certainly the easiest 
method of creating 
presentations in 
CanDo, As in most 
programming construction kits, 
creating projects using the graphical 
editor produces a separate script 
file, which CanDo then uses to run 
your project. 

The script file is structured in a 
very similar way to a high-level 
programming language such as C, 
Pascal or ARexx. As you add in 
buttons, menus and other objects, 
CanDo modifies the script file 
accordingly. If you happen to be 
conversant with high-level languages, 
CanDo enables you to get in and 
write your own script fifes from 
scratch, bypassing the graphical 
editor altogether. 

While hardened programmers will 
relish this prospect, it's a good idea 
for novices to stick to the main editor 
only - it's a damn sight easier, it's 
difficult to make mistakes, and 
debugging a CanDo script file is not 
easy, if you do want to get your 
fingers dirty, CanDo has the tools to 
help (see page 68 for details). 

USEFUL UTILITIES 
When you've created your project, 
you can run it directly from the 
CanDo editing screen. Clicking on the 
Browse button takes control from the 
editor and into your application to 
check that it's running correctly. This 
is necessary for debugging, because 
no matter how careful you've been, 
you'll always get at least one gremlin 
in your system. When you're satisfied 
it's bug-free, you can use one of the 
several utilities supplied to make 
your application stand-alone (that Is, 
to enable it to run 
without the main 
CanDo program). 

TheBinder takes 
your project and 
integrates (binds) it 
with an executable 
file called 
DeckRunner. The 
result is a tool 
which, when 
executed, will locate 
all the graphics and 
sound files you 
included, and load 
them into memory. 
Another program 

Okay, so it's a tittle on the nepotistic side; but you get 
a basic idea of what can he done with CanDo. 

called MultiBinder integrates your 
project, DeckRunner and all the 
associated files into one tool - which 
saves the hassle of a large number 
of files En your final application. You 
can then put your project on a disk 
and distribute it to your friends! 

Other useful utilities are: 
TbePrinter, which prints out the 
contents of a deck, along with 
information about objects and 
scripts; AnimManager, which runs via 
ARexx to control and play full-screen 
animations; and TheReiocator, which 
automatically changes scripts when 
you move associated graphics and 
sound files to a different path. This 
saves you having to go through 
scripts step-by-step changing path 
names whenever you move a file. 

DOES IT DO? 
Both the CanDo program and the 
manual are obviously geared towards 
the complete beginner. This is just 
as well, really, because the projects 
that most people will create with 
CanDo will be used by beginners. 

It's a cliche, but CanDo will grow 
with you - it can be as complicated 
or as simple as you need it to be. If 
you want to create a simple 
noticeboard to display text, that's 
easy; if you want to add in graphics, 
sounds and so on, that's easy too. if 
you want to create a thousand-page 
encyclopedia, with colourful pictures 
and reams of informative text - well, 
it might not be easy to produce, but 
CanDo will help you all the way. 

As you would expect CanDo runs 

CanDo applications are called Decks, which are made 
up of Cards. Our Shopper Guide has three Cards. 
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CHECKOUT 

CANDO V2.51 AGA 

superbly on an A4000 - menus and 
functions are lightning quick. It aiso 
runs happily on an unexpanded 
A1200P although you do need a hard 
drive to run it. One bizarre point 
regards an apparent bug in the 
Amiga operating system. When you 
first install CanDo to your hard drive 
and launch it, an Out Of Memory 
error occurs. With 6Mb of RAM free, 
this not an easy one to explain I 
However, it can be corrected by 
simply loading up the Screen Mode 
function in the Prefs drawer of 
Workbench, and then clicking on 
Save. Strange, but this corrects the 
fault - and then you won't need to do 
it again unless you need to re-install 
the software. 

It's worth noting that although 
CanDo v2.5i is AGA-orientated, it 
does work on Workbench 2 machines 
but without the benefits of AGA 
modes. It does not work with 
Workbench 1.3 or earlier. 

CanDo really is incredibly simple 
to use. The example files and 
manual tutorials go through the Deck 
creation process step-by-step, 
covering all aspects of objects and 
cards, so you'll need to spend a 
good few hours following certain 

portions of the 
manual before you 
start. Shock! Horror! 
Yes, you'll need to 
refer to the manual a 
lot while you're using 
CanDo, and it's a big 
tome, too. Trouble 
3sf it's geared 
towards version 2 of 
CanDo, and because 
the layout and 
general look of 
v2.51 is markedly 
different from the 
earlier version there 
might be some 
problems matching the manual to 
the screen. 

Any other niggles? Only a couple. 
With CanDo 1.5 you could play sound 
samples, and sequence them 
together using a script file. This 
version of CanDo enables you to load 
and play MED tracker files, with 
which you can create four-channel 
music using samples and link them 
with your CanDo project. MED also 
enables you to link CanDo up to 
external MIDI instruments - but what 
about a tink to MIDI sequences from, 
sayt Bars and Pipes Professional? 

The Memo Editor is used to display text in any colour 
or form, but doesn't support proportional fonts. Why? 

The main screen uses clear Icons to create an intuitive 
Interface that even an Idiot could understand. 

standard Amiga bitmap fonts, 
whereas a button will quite happily 
load in any type* This inconsistency 
is very irritating, and forces you on 
more than one occasion to display 
messages in the form of a button. 

For the Amiga user wanting to 
create presentations, applications or 
educational tools, CanDo takes away 
all the programming headaches, 
leaving you to get your creative juices 
flowing and actually make something 
quickly and easily. CanDo AGA joins 
a long list of multimedia creation 
programs, including Hyperbook, 
Picture Book, and the previous 
CanDo incarnations. It offers A1200 
and A4000 owners a creative tool 
which makes use of all the new AGA 
modes, all colours with all 
resolutions, adding up to a powerful 
piece of software. CB 

SHOPPING LIST 
CanDo v2.51 AGA ...£149.95 
Front; INOVAtronics UK ltd, 
Unit 11, Enterprise Centre, 
Cranborne Rod, Potters Bar, 
Herts. EN63DU 
^ 0707 662861 

Given that CanDo is 
capable of 
producing some 
stunning graphical 
presentations, is 
this not a glaring 
omission? 

Afso, the 
package now 
supports 
Compugraphic and 
colour proportional 
fonts, but it doesn't 
support them in 
every function. For 
example, a Memo 
box will only accept 

CanDo s script editor gives you the 
chance to get right into the code of 
multimedia authoring, bypassing the 
graphical front-end. If you want to 
get your hands dirty but you're not 
tech ni cal ly-m i nded f I NO VAtroni cs 
have included a number of tools 
which take some of the slog out of 
that heavy programming,,. 
• ARexx Enables CanDo to 
communicate with other ARexx- 
compatible programs via the 
Amiga's ARexx ports. This can be 
used to launch other programs from 
within CanDo, and transfer data 
between the two. 
• BrushAnlm Deluxe Paint iff and IV 
BrushAnims can be played, moved 
and controlled from within CanDo. 
The animation is loaded into a 

buffer, then the velocity, 
acceleration and position of the 
animation are entered - then just 
press the ShowBrushAriirTi tool, 
* Bugbasher Click on this to 
perform a thorough syntax check of 
your CanDo script - it even checks 
for inappropriate keywords and 
missing quotes, There is also a 
simpler VertfyScript command 
which just checks for typing 
mistakes. 
• DOS The DOS Editor tool enables 
you to run another program from 
within CanDo by providing you with a 
file requester. You then choose the 
program to be run, and the tool 
creates a DOS command which 
executes the file directly from the 
script. 

V 

Features 
••••••••0 0 
CanDo can do just about anything you 
need for the perfect presentation in any 
AGA mode. The MED player addition is 
good, but it could do with a sequencer 
file player as well to enable you to make 
more complex presentations using MIDI 
Instruments. 

Documentation 
ooo 

An excellent manual, welt laid out, great 
as a teaching aid and as □ complete 
reference guide. Problem is, it's geared 
towards an earlier version of CanDo, 
and things have changed - especially in 
the tutorials. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••CO 
This one's got "intuitive" written all over 
it. In large, friendly letters. 

Performance 
••••••••• 
A little slow occasionally on an 
unexpanded A1200. Got an A4000? 
You'll be laughing. 

Value for Money 
•••••••moo 
150 quid's a lot of money, but 
compared to multimedia authoring 
packages on other machines CanDo'$ 
the equal of must, and butter than 
some. 

Overall rating 
••••••••GO 
The best multimedia authoring package 
on the Amiga just got better. It needs a 
hard drive to run, but then if you're 
serious about your Amiga you'll need 
one sooner or later anyway. As the AGA 
machines grow in popularity, it's great 
to see packages like CanDo extended 
to encompass the new machines' 
features. 

• Field A field can be used to obtain 
information from the user of your 
finished project. With the Fleid 
Editor tool you can easily edit the 
posttion, size and look of the fields. 
■ Paint The Paint Editor tool acts 
like a basic paint program. Using 
the paint functions, you can draw in 
the selected window, and CanDo 
will create the appropriate script 
commands. Seware though - if you 
draw a complex picture, the script 
can become pretty large... 
• Picture if you need to locate and 
load an image fife from a script, the 
Picture tool is the easy way to do it. 
CanDo's file requester opens to 
enable you to find a picture, and the 
tool does the rest. 
• Sound This is multimedia, after 

all. Of course you can play sounds, 
which must be in the form of IFF 
samples - the SVSX type which 
most Amiga samplers save out 
* SoundSequenceA 
Sound Sequence can be created in 
the form of a Document, a text fite 
which contains a list of the sounds 
to be played in sequence. You can 
create more than one Document 
and launch them at different times 
during your presentation. 
• Text When you have your CanDo 
window set up, the Text icon 
enables you to position text in it 
quickly and easily. Type the text into 
the Text Requester, then use the 
mouse to position it in your window, 
and - yes, you guessed it - CanDo 
creates the necessary script. 
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CHECKOUT 

THE Music LIBRARIAN 

Documentation 
••••oooooo 
Trufy dreadful manual, which takes a 
number of reads before you can get it 
straight in your head. Presenting 
information in alphabetical order is not 
a sure way to be understood. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
However, despite the manual's faults, 
it's not difficult to get up and running 
straight away. 

Value for Money 
••••••o: o o 
Not bad for the amount of flexibility this 
program offers. 

Overall rating 
•••••••OOO 
A very useful program, although it must 
be saJd that it has somewhat limited 
appeal. You could feasibly turn it to 
other tasks, but there are better 
dedicated database programs if you 
want to create your own type of 
database. The integration of other types 
of file, and cross-referencing abilities, 
save it from being a rather limited and 
pointless release. 

The Music Librarian is a 
database program specially 
for handling a large music 
collection. It offers a way 

of managing Information on 
collections of music, be they CDs, 
LPs, tapes or video cassettes. Each 
file, known as a record, contains 
Information about a particular 
muslcaJ medium, and gives you 
instant Information on the recording 
artist, tracks on the album or CD, 
release date, catalogue number and 
other related Information. 

What makes it even more useful 
is the way you can link records of 
one type to another. Using External 
and Internal Pointers, records can be 
linked to other user databases within 
the program - so you might attach 
the record of a musical instrument to 

SHOPPING LIST 
The Music Librarian £39.95 
(plus £2,35 p & p if you order 
direct) 
From: Applied Research Kernel, Carve 
Farmhouse, Corve Lane, 
(hale Green, Nr. Ventnor. 
Isle of Wight P038 2U 

0983 551 496 

srnel, Conre . 

v 

The Musk Librarian 

the record of a track 
it s used on, as well 
as a biography of the 
composer. 

Even more 
powerful is the 
integration of other 
file types. For 
example, you can 
present IFF pictures, 
ASCII text files, and 
even 8SVX samples from within the 
database. The possibilities here are 
very exciting - imagine being able to 
bring up a CD s file, see the album 
cover and hear the first few bars of 
music, all from the one program. 

The program is not difficult to 
use, although if you have a floppy- 
based system I'd seriously advise 
against it I didn't 
once manage to get 
the program working 
properly running from 
floppy, and I tried on 
three different 
Amigas. On hard 
drive it's fine. My 
only reservations 
about the software is 

Crass referencing your music library is a doddle with 
The Music Librarian. 

its overall usefulness. How many 
people are going to want such 
specific facilities from a database? 
Still, there is a lot of flexibility built in 
to the program, and if you are looking 
for some way of cataloguing a vast 
collection, you need look no further 
than The Music Librarian. 
Tim Tucker 

You can Include definitions or explanatory notes, 
perhaps to go with a feature on a favourite composer. 

B 

ooks and magazines can 
help when you're learning 
the ins and outs of 
computer-generated 

music, especially since so many of 
the manuals are so badly written. 
However, given that the best way to 

CHECKOUT 

THE MAGIC OF MUSIC 

AND MIDI VIDEO 

Presentation 
••••OOOOOO 
The diagrams are awful, and some 
important concepts are described but 
not actually shown. Even reading text 
out loud doesn't make it any clearer. 

Information content 
•••••ooooo 
A lot of ground is covered, and a good 
deal of Amiga software demonstrated, 
but too often the explanations are 
unclear and confusing. 

Value for Money 
•••ooooooo 
Really only watch able once, after which 
you'll be using it to tape East Enders. 

Overall rating 
••••OOOOOO 
Trie lack of depth, gaping omissions, 
and some vague explanations ensure 
that you won't find all the answers to 
your music-related questions here. In 
fact, it's more likely to throw up some 
new ones you hadn't even considered. 
Best thought of as a way of seeing 
what's possible, but you're unlikely to 
watch it more than once. 

The Magic of Music and MIDI video 

explain almost any subject is 
visually, video clearly holds the key. 
Razza's latest, The Magic of Music 
and MIDI, not only covers the hard 
facts about computers and music, It 
also does it entirely from the 
perspective of the Amiga. 

The video covers all three areas 
in which your Amiga can be used to 
produce music - using the Amiga's 
own internal sound chip as a 
synthesizer, using the Amiga to 
digitaily sample sounds, and using 
the Amiga at the heart of a MIDI 
sequencing system. During the one- 
hour presentation a variety of the 
most popular music programs on the 
Amiga are used to give examples, 
including Dr T's Tiger Cub, Blue 
Ribbon Sound works' Bars and Pipes 
Professional and Super Jam, the 
Audio Master fVsampling package, 
Deluxe Music Construction Set and 
Sonix. By seeing what each of these 
can do and how they do it, you can 
see what might suit your own needs. 

An hour isn't long enough to go 
into much detail on all the subjects 

SHOPPING LIST 
The Magic of Musk and MIDI Video 

From: Burgess Video Group, 
Unit 6, The Industrial Estate, 
Brecon, Powys LD3 8 LA. 
« 0874 611633 

^£12-99^ 

y 

covered, and all credit to Razza for 
giving a broad range of information. 
However, although those involved 
and interviewed clearly know their 
subjects, their explanations are very 
badly communicated. The subject of 
MIDI suffers the most, with 
particularly atrocious diagrams. 
Someone's got Deluxe Paint and 
thought It would be useful, but a 
mouse user's handwriting is not the 
easiest to read. The chance to use 
practical examples is criminally 
neglected in favour of shots of 
someone aimlessly pushing a mouse 
around a sequencer's main screen, 
and the coverage of 
MIDI inputs and 
outputs is baffling. 
It's nice to see the 
famed American 
enthusiasm shining 
through, but the 
claim that MIDI 
offers "complete 
satisfaction 
instantaneously" is a 
little far fetched. 

Too often the 
video lingers on the 
obvious, rather than 
explaining the 
intricacies. Three 
times we are treated 
to the secret of 
plugging a 
microphone into the 
socket marked 

Microphone on a sampling cartridge, 
but never do we see where a MIDI 
interface plugs in to the back of an 
Amiga and how it should be attached 
to external equipment. In the section 
on the printing of musical scores, we 
see the Incredible advancements of 
printer technology, but not what 
printed music actually looks like. 

The best this video offers is an 
introduction and a guide to what's 
possible. But if you want useful, 
usable information you'll have to go 
back to old-fashioned books — and a 
subscription to Amiga Shopper. 
Tim Tucker 

The Magic of Music is a useful Introduction, but rather 
than answering questions it might throw up new ones. 
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This stop for music 

S 

etting up a MIDI system 
with your Amiga usually 
requires some peripheral 
equipment. An external 

MIDI keyboard with built-in sounds 
Is the simplest set-up, and possibly 
a separate tone module for 
accessing more sounds. You'll also 
need a MIDI interface to attach to 
your computer so that all your bits 
of kit can communicate with each 
other, and a mixer to enable you to 
hear the separate sound sources 
playing together. Before long, your 
bedroom or work area starts to get 
a little cluttered. In recent times, 
the concept of desk top music has 
crept into the home computer music 
scene. Desktop 
versions of tone 
modules are being 
brought out all the 
time, enabling 
musicians - or just 
people who wish to 
Integrate music into 
a multi-media 
environment on the 
Amiga - to work 
with equipment with 
great flexibility but which doesn't 
take up too much work space. 

The rdea of having a totally 
integrated multi-media workstation is 
highly appealing, and nobody has 
done more to further the cause on 
the Amiga than Blue Ribbon 
Sound works. Highly powerful music 
programs, such as SuperJam and 
Bars and Pipes Professional, have 
been carefully designed to enable 
the integration of almost any facet of 
the Amiga's many capabilities, 
including graphic artT animation, 
desktop video and of course sound 

The One-Stop Musk Shop offers quality synth sounds 

from within your Amiga. Tim Tucker checks it out 
effects and music, The same 
company has just gone one step 
further and introduced the ultimate in 
musical hardware integration - The 
One-Stop Music Shop. 

The One-Stop Music Shop is a 
card containing the Proteus 
Sound Engine synthesizer module 
from E-mu Systems fnc, so in 
essence it contains many of the 
same sound capabilities as the 
family of synths based on the highly 
popular Proteus range, widely used 
in professional circles all round the 

The One-Step Music Shop Is tike having an entire 
synthesizer sitting inside your Amiga ready to play. 

world. The card sits inside the Amiga 
1500, 2000t 3000 and 4000, and 
thus enables you to have an entire 
synthesizer available to you without 
using up any valuable desk space* 

Installing the card is not difficult, 
just requiring you to take off the 
outer casing and push the card into 
one of the available card slots. If 
you've never done this before, it's 
much easier than it sounds, and 
once it's done the card can be just 
treated as part of the Amiga. The 
only evidence of its existence are 
three new ports on the back of the 

Amiga - two RCA jacks, exactly like 
the ones which already sit on the 
back panel of your Amiga and which 
take the audio out of the sound card; 
and a new MIDI port which directly 
accesses the One-Stop Music Shop 
synthesizer. The great thing about 
the extra MIDI port is that it enables 
the use of 32 channels of MIDI, if 
you're using the card in conjunction 
with Bars and Pipes Professional, 
b oca u s e yo u c a n still att   h a n o rm a I 
MIDI interface to the Amiga's serial 
port as we 11 More on this later. 

SOFTWARE 
Accompanying the hardware is a 
program disk containing The One- 
Stop Music Shop's software tools, 
essential for making the card 
accessible to the user. The simplest 
way to use the system is to load up 
the LoopBack program and connect a 
MIDI lead from the MIDI Out of a 
keyboard to the MIDI In of The One- 
Stop Music Shop, This effectively 
turns the Amiga into a synthesizer 
tone module, enabling you to play 
music on your keyboard and trigger 
the internal sounds on the card, The 
individual sounds are organised into 
two banks of pre-sets containing 192 
sounds, which conform to the 
General MIDI specification (see box 
for information). All the sounds you 
need are available, from piano, 
stringst brass and gurtar to drums 
and percussion* 

Most of the sounds are handled 
very well by the card. There's a good 
variety of pianos, from the full-bodied 

concert mode] to the tinny honky 
tonkt as we]3 as other excellent 
keyboard instruments, including a 
superb funky-sounding ciavinet, rich 
and full-bodied organs (oooer), and a 
delightfulty baroque harpsichord pre- 
set. The guitars are noteworthy for 
actually sounding reminiscent of the 
real thing, rare on synthesizers, and 
the strings are truly wonderful, highly 
usable washes of sound. The brass 
instruments are slightly weedy, but 
can be layered on top of each other 
in a sequencer to great effect, and 
there are some useful choir and pad 
sounds to add the required ambience 
to your music. Unfortunately, there 
are no built-in effects in the synth, 
which is a shame - it's something 
which every synth worth its salt 
features these days. The extra cost 
of including them may not have been 
justified, and there are a lot of very 
good value reverb units available 
these days, but it does rather defeat 
the object of an integrated system to 
have to resort to outboard effects. 

Perhaps the weakest area of the 
sound card is the bass and drums 
side. There's nothing terrible here, 
but the punch and bottom end 
demanded by today's dance music is 
sadly missing from the pre-sets, Still, 
don't let that put you off - it's rare 
for a synth at this price to shine in 
this department, and itTs certainly 
possible, with the wide range of 
sounds available on the card, to 
produce music in any style you want. 
The convenience of having the card 
sit comfortably in your Amiga must 

GENERAL MIDI 

same channels as the other. Now any General 
MIDI compatible synth will allocate each 
instrument type to exactly the same program 

The One-Stop Music Shop's sounds are organised 
according to the General MIDI specification. 
General MIDI is a relatively recent introduction to 
the MIDI world. It solves the problem 
which many MIDI users were 
encountering, whereby the music 
created on one synthesizer is not 
necessarily compatible with the 
instrument layout on another. For 
example, one synth might have a piano 
sound assigned to a certain program 
change number (a MIDI command 
which instantly brings up a pre set 
sound on your synth), whereas another 
may have a harmonica. The result was ™e Fife player makes it easy to load up any General MtDi-compaiible 
that whenever you tried to play a song    mes an(f near tnem Played Immediately* 
created on one synth through another, all the change numbers. For exampie, sending program 
instruments could come out tragically wrong, and it    change number 16 to a General MIDI synth will 
would take a good deal of time trying to set the        always bring up a Vibraphone sound. Obviously, the 
new synth up to play the same instruments on the     sounds aren't identical, because each synth has a 

different sound-producing architecture, but you can 
be sure that the music will come out sounding as 
close as possible to the way you recorded It. 

Another advantage of General MIDI 
compatibility is the possibility of 
playing General MIDI files. These are 
songs and musical pieces written 
specifically with General MIDI in mind, 
and they enable you to simply load 
them Ento your sequencer, or the 
stand-alone MIDI Rle player which 
comes as part of the One-Stop Music 
Shop package, and hear them play 
back. The MIDI file player is also ARexx 
compatible, so you can issue 
instructions for it to load and play 

various pieces of music using ARexx scripts 
generated by other ARexx compatible programs, 
This is very useful if you want to use other 
people's music in your multi-media productions. 
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REVIEW 

CLOSE TO THE EDIT 

CHECKOUT 

THE ONE-STOP 

MUSIC SHOP You are not just limited to the pre-set 
sounds inside the One-Stop Music 
Shop. A software editor is provided 
which enables you to edit many 
aspects of the sounds to create your 
very own pre-sets. If you've never 
edited synth sounds before, have no 
fear - the process is made a lot 
simpler using the software editor. 
Instead of you having to wade through 
lots of incomprehensible numbers 
and data fields, the editor presents 
the information using sliders and 
graphical representations of 
envelopes which you can manipulate with the mouse. 
Even if you don't know what you're doing, you can easily 
muck around with the on-screen controls and see what 
you come up with. It s an ideal way to team the 
fundamentals of synthesizer sound design. 

If you do extensively edit the sounds on the card, you 
may well find that it is nc longer General MIDI 
compatible. For example, if you edit the piano sound to 
such a degree that it sounds more like a trumpet, then 
any Generai MIDI files which call up the piano won't 

The editing software provided makes creating your own custom sounds a 
breeze - but they won't be played back the same way on another synth, 

sound correct. You can save edited sounds to disk, and 
load them whenever you need them, so you can always 
keep the General MIDI side of the synth on power-up. 

On the other hand, you can save your edited banks 
as defaults, so that the card boots up exactly as you 
want it. This flexibility is a very powerful element of the 
One-Stop Music Shop and, especially with a hard drive, 
can make the accessing of edited sounds for different 
pieces of music an awful lot easier than with an external 
piece of MIDI equipment. 

not be belittled, and It brings the 
ideal of a totaliy integrated multi- 
media environment closer to reality, 

if you're looking for a new synth 
to add to your collection, this may 
not necessarily be the answer. There 
are hundreds of tone modules and 
rack-mountable synth expanders 
which can do the same task, and 
other synths may well offer more 
appropriate sounds for your kind of 
music. What this does offer is the 

convenience of being able to access 
top-quality synth sounds from within 
your Amiga! making the concept of 
integrated desktop multi-media a real 
possibility. In conjunction with the 
Bars and Pipes Professional 
sequencer it becomes even more 
powerful, offering the only current 
Amiga system which enables you to 
access more than the standard 16 
MIDI channels - a major step forward 
in making music on the Amiga. ^0 
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SHOPPING LIST 
The One-Stop Music Shop £569.95 
By: Blue Ribbon Sound works Limited 
From: Meridian Software 
Distribution, East Home, 
East Rood Industrial Estate, 
London 5W191AH 
^081 5433500 

V 

Features 
••••••••OQ 
Considered on its own, it provides no 
more than a normal synth module with 
the added convenience of sitting inside 
your Amiga. Integrated with Bars and 
Pipes Professional, it offers enormous 
potential. 

Documentation 
•••••••ooo 
An informative and well-la id-out manual, 
though I question the validity of starting 
the manual with how to edit the synth. 

Installation 
•••••••OOO 
An easy job to dor if you're not afraid to 
lift the cover off your Amiga, although 
there's no detailed walk-through in the 
manual. 

Value for Money 
•••••••OOO 
It seems a lot to pay, and there are 
cheaper ways of making music with 
your Amiga, but many of its facilities 
simply can't he found elsewhere. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
An excellent system, which can 
transform your Amiga Into an incredibly 
powerful workstation. Not necessarily 
the best sounds available at this price, 
but the convenience and flexibility of 
the system as a whole more than 
compensate for anything Sacking in the 
sound department 

You can use the One-Stop Music Shop with any 
MIDI sequencer on your Amiga, although it does 
take a little fiddling about. You have to load the 
LoopBack program, provided with the card, before 
loading your sequencer. You also have to have a 
separate MIDI interface connected to the serial 
port of your Amiga, and then take the MIDI Out 
from your standard MIDI interface and connect it 
with a MIDI lead to the MIDI In of the One-Stop 
Music Shop interface. You can connect a keyboard 
to your Amiga in the usual way by plugging a MIDI 
lead from the MIDI Out of your keyboard to the 
MIDI In of your standard MIDI interface. In 
essence, you Ye treating the card as an external 

WED_Sa^Jr . gong " ~ 

synth module which just 
happens to be sitting in 
your Amiga. 

By far the best way of 
integration, though, is to 
use the card in 
conjunction with the 
same company's Bars 
and Pipes Professional 
sequencer. The floppy 
disk supplied with the 
card provides One-Stop 
MIDI In and Out tools and 
Sound Engine In and Out 
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Alt tbew tools you'll need to run The One-Stop Music Shop from within Bars 
and Pipes Professional are provided with the card, 

There's a built-in patch 
sounds when using the 

tools. These can be just 
plonked into a pipeline in 
any of Bars and Pipes' 
tracks to access the 
sound card, without any 
need for further 
connections - it's ail 
done within the Amiga. It 
also frees up your 
normal MIDI interface, 
attached to the serial 
port, for sending out 
another 16 channels to 
any other external 

slider tool which makes it easy to change selected 
OneStop Music Shop. 

synths, samplers and drum machines you may 
want to use, This effectively gives you 32 channels 
of MIDI - a first on the Amiga - and enables you to 
produce incredibly complex musical arrangements 
and orchestrations* 

Integration with Bars and Pipes doesn't stop 
there, however, Software accessories are provided 
which enable you to bring up the sound card s 
software editor, change sounds on the card using 
an on-screen slider, and manipulate the 
arrangements of sounds in memory, all from within 
Bars and Pipes itself. This way you can simply 
control the sound card and sequencer all from one 
incredibly powerful integrated program, Superb, 
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REVIEW 

Printing with a purpose 

Jeff Walker tests two programs 

designed to improve your Amiga 

printouts: TruePrint/24 and Studio. 
The Amiga prints colours in 

12 bfts and shades of grey 
in 4 bits. That means ft can 
print 4.096 colours and just 

16 shades of grey, so you'll get your 
256 colours out of DPaint okay 
[although they may not print exactly 
as they are on-screen) and your 16- 
greyscale hand-scans will print 
perfectly well. But 
without help the 
Amiga can't take 
full advantage of 
the latest mono 
and colour Inkjets 
or 400/600 dpi 
laser printers. 
That's where 
TruePrint/24 and 
Studio Printer 
Software come in. 

As the 4<24" 
after TruePrint will 
suggest, it can 
print pictures 
containing up to 
24 bits of colour- 
up to 16,8 million 
colours - instead 
of the standard 
Amiga 12 bits. 
The same is true 
of Studio. Both 
programs achieve 
this remarkable 
feat by relieving 
the Amiga of the task and producing 
for themselves 256 shades of cyan, 
256 shades of magenta and 256 
shades of yellow; by mixing those 
shades together in patterns they can 
simulate printing up to 16.8 million 
colours (256 x 256 x 256). 

Shades of grey contain equal 
levels of cyan, magenta and yellow 

TruePrlnt/24 can enhance picture 
printing only - it won't help you get 
better WP or DTP printouts. 

•: | ■ ffjjwrj       fi lk,r f 

This Is Just half of the Studio software - the other half 
enabies you to enhance not only picture printouts but 
the printed output from almost alt Amiga software. 

(CMY}r so this means, for standard 
Amiga printouts, that because there 
are only 16 possible equal 
combinations of CMY, you can print 
only 16 shades of grey. TruePrint/24 
and Studio both increase this to a 
possible 256 shades of grey. 

Mow of course this doesn't mean 
that your 16-greyscale hand-scanned 

pictures are going 
to print in 256 
shades of grey - 
those shades 
must be there in 
the picture to be 
printed. Likewise, 
32-colour pictures 
will still print in 32 
colours through 
TruePrint/24 and 
Studio. But for 
colour printing, 
even in 32 colours 
or fewer, you need 
some control over 
the way the dots 
of CMY are mixed, 
so that they 
produce colours 
that print as close 
to the on-screen 
colours as 
possible, Colour 
correction, in 
other words. The 
Workbench 

Prefs/PrinterGfx program provides a 
very rudimentary colour correction 
facility that, thanks in part to having 
only 16 shades each of CMY to play 
with, does not work particularly well. 
TruePrint provides you with more 
power. As well as being able to 
adjust the brightness, contrast and 
gamma of printouts, you can adjust 

the levels of red, 
green and blue. This 
is a bit of a strange 
system for a printing 
program because 
colours are not 
printed in red, green 
and blue, but 
experiment a little 
and you soon get 
the hang of it. 

Studio provides 
even more control 
over colours, and it 
does it in CMYK (the 
K stands for black). 
In fact, Studio 
provides so much 
control that at first 
you can be 

overwhelmed by the seemingly 
endless options. As far as computer 
software is concerned, complexity 
always seems to be the price you 
have to pay for power, and you don't 
always have the time to learn. But 
again, with a little experimentation 
you soon discover what does what. 

The results of printing from 
Studio and TruePrint/24 are fairly 
similar. Both do an excellent job, but 
I would say that the Studio printouts 
have the edge once you've [earned 
how to control the beast, which 
means reading and re-reading the 
manual, experimenting a lotT and 
making notes, 

The big difference between 
TruePrint/24 and Studio is that 
TruePrint/24 can only print IFF 
pictures through the provided picture- 
printing program - no good at all for 
use with a word processor or DTP 
program. No printer drivers are 

SHOPPING LIST 
TruePrint/24 £69.99 
By ASDGlnc, 925 Stewart Street, 
Modison, Wl 53713, USA 
Distributed in the UK by; 
Meridian Software 
Distribution Ltd, East House, 
East Road Ind Est, 
London SW191AR. 
^ 081 5433500 

CHECKOUT 

TRUEPRINT/24 

Features 
###•••0000 
Limited dither patterns, only RGB 
correction facilities instead of CMYK, 
and no printer drivers supplied for the 
likes of the new and cheaper faser 
printers and colour printers. 

Documentation 
•#••••••00 
The manual will teach you a lot about 
printing and colours. 

o 
Ease of Use 
•••••••4 
Pretty much click-and-print 

Speed 
••••••••GO 
Printout speeds are dictated mainly by 
the speed of your Amiga, 

Value for Money 
• ••••• C) o o o 
You might be better off buying ADPro, 
which comes with this program as a 
saver module. 

Overall rating 
•••••••GOO 
Requires better drivers than come with 
the Amiga to get the best out of it. 

provided with TruePrint/24f so it will 
only work with printers for which you 
already have a printer driver. Studio 
also contains a picture-printing 
program, which is very similar indeed 
to TruePrmt/24. But the aces up 
Studio's sleeve are the Amiga printer 
drivers that come with it, providing 
support for all Hewlett-Packard 
DeskJets and LaserJets, and most 
Epson-corn pat ibfe 24/48/64-pin/jet 
printers, The Studio preferences 
programs provide control over page 
sizes, typefaces, dither patterns, 
colour correction, and any program 
that prints in the normal Amiga way 
(which is 99.99% of all Amiga 
software) is able to take advantage 
of the enhanced features in the 
100% Amiga compatible Studio 
printer drivers. Or to put it another 
way, as well as being able to print 
pretty pictures itself, Studio can also 
enhance the output from programs 
like ProPage, PageStream, 
PageSetter, Wordworth, Finai Copy, 
DPaint Brilliance, and many others. 
Both are good; this is great. £Q 

SHOPPING LIST 
Studio Printer Software ..£49.95 
By JAM, Jr 
75 Grearfields Drive, 
Uxbridge UBS 3QM< 
^ 0895 274449 

CHECKOUT 

STUDIO 

Features 
••••••••0 0 
So many powerful features that it may 
frighten and confuse the beginner, 

Documentation 
009«««««CC 
Good technical manual, but too little 
help for the inexperienced. 

Ease of Use 
• ••••••o o o 
Simple when you know how, but it can 
take quite some time to learn what 
everything does. 

Speed 
••••••••• 
Very impressive. Can print megabytes 
of data in just a few minutes. 

Value for Money 
••••••••CO 
Really gets the best out of Hewlett- 
Packard and Epson-compatible printers 
in both mono and colour. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
Gives the Amiga the printing power it 
deserves. I thought it was so good, I 
became the UK distributor for it. 
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You can't use Software this Powerful, 

and produce Documents this Good... 

frailer 
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If you're looking for a quality Word 

Processor/Publisher that performs as 

well as this, you may well start by 

searching through PC and Apple™ 

Macintosh™ software catalogues. 

Even then though, you probably 

won't find a program that will 

combine the very best in Word 

Processing and,, easy to use 

integrated DTP type facilities. 

You certainly can't find 

software for your Amiga 

that's capable of ail this... 

Unless, you buy an expensive PC or Macintosh™ 

a high priced Colour PostScript™ Laser Printer, 

and a complex, costly Desk Top Publishing Package. 

...or Can You? 
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Amiga C 

Everything you need to stort programming in C 

Beginners book on learning to 

program in C 

PLUS the fully-registered version 

of DICE, the leading shareware C 

compiler 

PLUS on-disk reference and DICE 

documentation 

PLUS all necessary Commodore 

Includes' 

A sample edition of this book is given 

away free with this issue of Amiga 

Shopper - check it out! 

C is the programming lan- 
guage of the professionals. 
Indeed, much of the Amiga's 
operating system was written 
in C. And C variants exist for 
all major computing platforms 
- once you've learnt C on the 
Amiga you'll be able to pro- 
gram any leading machine. 

Our aim with Complete Amiga 
C was not Just to produce a 
book explaining C for begin- 
ners. We wanted to provide 

Comes complete with 
FOUR 3.GHnch disks com- 
prising your complete C 
programming environment 

EVERYTHING you need. Which 
is why we sought out the best 
shareware C compiler avail- 
able - DICE - and secured a 
deal on the full, registered ver- 
sion. We also negotiated with 
Commodore to provide all the 
special C libraries and 
includes needed to program 
the Amiga properly. 

In short, everything you need 
to program your Amiga in C is 
right here! 

FUTURE LEISURE BOOKS PRIORITY ORDER FORM 

'Complete Amiga C is available In all good Method of payment (please tick one): 
bookshops, but you can also order it direct 
from Future Publishing - and sending this order Visa □ Access LI Cheque □ P/0□ 
form off won't even cost you a stamp! 

Your name .... 

Your address. 

Please send me: 

CARD NUMBER 

□□m □□□□ mm un Your signature., 

..copy/copies of 'Complete Amiga C at 
£24.95 each 
[ORDER CODE: FL6106A] 

Amount enclosed £ 

Expiry date: ODE 

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct 
mail from other companies: 

Now send this form and your payment to: 
Future Leisure Books Offer, Future Publishing Ltd, 

FreepostT Somerton, Somerset TA117BH 

For office use only: SCRATCH CODE: A533 



You Can Now... with New 

Final Writer 

Put Your Finger on the Buttons of the 

Ultimate Amiga Word Processor 

From the publisher of the acclaimed Final Copy II comes its 
new companion, Final Writer - for the author who needs 
even more! If you already use an Amiga Word Processor it 
won't include the complete and comprehensive array of fea- 
tures found in this latest addition to the SoftWood family. 
Can your Word Processor,.. 
Output crisp PostScript™ font outlines on any graphic printer 
(not just expensive lasers), and was it supplied with over 110 
typefaces? Import, scale, crop, view on screen and output 

structured EPS clip-art images (Final Writer is supplied with a hundred), again, on any 
printer? Also create structured graphics and rotate them along with text to any angle, giving 
you DTP quality presentation? Provide a huge range of printing options (eg, thumbnails, 
scaling, crop marks etc. on PostScript™ printers) and fulfil other advanced Word Processing 
functions easily such as automatic indexing, table of contents, table of illustrations and 
bibliography generation? With Final Writer, this 

W^A is now available to you 
alone with a list of fea- Adob* PostScript c _ 

Superior font C^mpbtml    ^CS that JUSt goes OH 
muwnKtKhnrtw. (m   \ye ^OW that 

you'll be impressed by this revolution in Amiga 
Word Processing, but don't be put off by it's 
advanced capabilities. With its complement of 
user definable Command Buttons and Superb 
Manual, Final Writer is simply one of the easiest 
programs to learn and use. 

Final Writer is not just a one-off product,.* 
SoftWood are acknowledged as the World's leading software company publishing 
for the Amiga and no other system. SoT if Final Writer exceeds your current require- 
ments - whatever your Document Processing needs, whatever your Amiga - 
SoftWood will still have the Perfect Package for you... 

Pen Pal or Final Copy II and 
Proper Grammar IL.a Complete Range. 

Once you become a registered SoftWood user, you'll gain 
access to unlimited free UK technical support (others often charge 
you or don't provide support at all) and preferential upgrades to future 
versions of these and other exciting new products being developed right now. 

SoftWood 

0 QQ a 

Quality software for your Amiga 

if you've outgrown your existing package ask 
about our 'trade up1 options from your 
current Word Processor (other 
publishers' WP's are 
eligible too). 

SoftWood Products Europe 
New Street Alfreton Derbyshire DE55 7BP England JRfef 
Telephone: 0773 836781      Facsimile: 0773 831040 

Available from all good dealers or, contact us for a list of nationwide stockists. 
All information correct .at time of going i& press. E&EOE Alt Trademarks acknowledged. The docu- 

ment on the previous page was output on a tow cost Canon Babbie JeL 
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CALLERS 
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OFFICIAL 

UNIT 1, 
253  NEW WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, UK, 
BD12   OOP rat 1984 
PAX  0274 6O01BO 

SALES 
0274 69 11 15 

OPEN EVERY DAY 

WE WISH ALL OUR 
CUSTOMERS A VERS 

HAPPY CHRISTMAS & 
A PROSPEROUS NEW 

YEAR. 

ACCESS VISA SWITCH 
DELTA CONNECT AMEX 
iWITCH  CARDS  ACCEPTED POSL 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
FAST PROFESSIONAL MAILORDER 
SERVICE.     gAMKDAY DESPATCH* 
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I MDDO 03 B 
I BOM HD I 13fjM HD I 17GH HDT 

I 11 2K HD' I ■')' I .HOH HD- | ■: ?3H R5T 

* irKiu 

[DATATLTBR K9I INTERFACE 479.99 | OVP ICSI iRERFACX   U1S,JS ADD  PC COMPATIBILITY 
mOM OWLT £299.93 

I VORTEX  3flfi   PC CARD   £2 99,9 9 
|VORTEX  486  PC CARD £599,99 ADD A  SECOND BARD DRIVE 

FROM 1139.99 

-AMIGA 120° 
DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE 
£334.99 

HMOS 99 

V* 

♦ADD €50 FOR DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE PACK 

A12O0+64MEG HD 
A1200+80MEG HD 
A1200+120MEG HD 
A12Q0+17OMEG HD 
A12O0+250MEG HD 
A1200+340MEG HD 

2,5"IDE 
INTERNAL 
£439.99 
£489.99 
£509.99 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

3.5"XDS 
EXTERNAL 

N/A 
£449.99 
£469.99 
£489.99 
£549.99 
£609.99 

THE AKAZING 
CHAOS GAMES P 

AMIGA 1 
RACE n < 
Inc TROLLS HAHSELL 

£279 

OPTIONAL 2ND YEAR WARRANTY £27.99 

AMIGA CD32 

C.279.91 

pC **** 

BBS 

THARD DRIVES for A6O0/A12O0    fro» only £159.99 
Two trp*> «ra availablei IntarMl fitting driTci 
CO*T Cxtsrnftl Driv*i using our IDS housing kit* in colour m»tah*d 
Betel only slightly larga-r than ■ floppy drir*. 

INTERNAL 2 ZDS  EXTERNAL 1,1* 
64 MEG only £159.99 N/A 
80 MEG only £189.99 £179.99 
120MEG only £229.99 O £199.99 
170KEG only N/A £224.99 
210KEG only £339.99 o £249.99 
25QMEG only N/A £279.99 
340MEG only H/A £329.99 

PRICE INCLUDES! 
* rocuttci ill pirfc.it ia-n.d dr if. . 
* l4w driTt cable vita   Int.real drive.) 
■      Colour aatefaad Alloy on. i Ide aoMa ■with Ektirml driT.i. 
* + IP rmr DUE, 

JUST FLUB IM 4 00, 
OVERDRIVE    EXTERNAL A1200 3.5"HARD DRIVES 

Plugs into PCMCIA card Jlot. 
OVERDRIVE  130MEG     £244.99                   170MEG £289.99 
OVERDRIVE  250MEG     SPECIAL TRILOGIC PRICE £349.99 
OVERDRIVE  340MEG     SPECIAL TRILOGIC PRICE £399.99 
OVERDRIVE  540MEG £699.99 

. £^1 .US *t« ■« tl»,95 

Baucp «flt5 BOOM MASTERINC AMIGA AftEXX   MASTERIfl<3 AMIGA DOS 2 VOL 1 MASTERING AMI M DOS- 7 VOL 1 MASTBftlSG WORKBENCH 5   ...... 119.95 MASTERING AMIGA DOS J VOL J £31.95 MASTERING AMIGA C   119.95 MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS ...£19.95 MASTERING AMIGA ASSEMBLED ..SZ4-95 MASTERING AMIGA SfJTKN   129.31 MASTERING AMIGA AMOS  EI9.95 MASTERING AMIGA - BE.CI6IVERS EJ9.9S A6Q0   INSIDER GUIDE  f. A .95 A120D INSIDER GUIDE £1*.9S 
VIDEOS 

DELUXE FAINT 4 VIDEO . ADVANCED DELUXE PAINT A . E12.9* . EI2 .99 

X COPT  FRO NOW €25.93 
Mk1 CYCLONE ADAPTOR CB99 

NB* Making backup, without th. I perniflsion of the copyright holder ii «L. 

A1200 

'I PR INTERS 
CITIIEN PRICES DOWH 

I CITIIEN SWIFT 9u MONO  ...... E149-99 | ClTiZEN SWIFT 90 COLOUR  .... E159.99 siZBN SNIFT 2aD MONO  E344.99 I CITUBN SWIFT 240 COLOUR  ... EH9.99 I ClTIZEW SWIFT 20ft HQHO   tl04r99 I CltlZEH SWIFT 20fl COLOUR ... L^Ug.g? | PJLOJBT II - HEW MODEL  t3M>99 
} DESKJET 55D C  t<°9»99 I OE&HJET £10 MONO ............ E169«W 

CANON DEALER | CJiNON BJIDSX  £ 199.99 :ON BJ2DQ , £314*99 I CAN9N BJ2J0  I CAKON BJiOQ „, E419 .99 I CAM OH BJ J.10  (479.99 I CA5I0N BJCS0D   E5T9.99 
|BJ1U AUTO SHEET FEEDER t49,99 

GVP A1230 40MHz With §BBG2 socket Cor FPU. But two libit 
*IW *o fpi 4   Om.f  .Ult.M HIT!   iXKO  BO  FPU . „ f J7»,« WIT■ iWO A iilll tiJtrf* 
GVP A1230  II  jaw, with ai«k 90H1. WITT no Fpv A Ofteg . IJ*4 J* »CM1. WITH 1ME9 >e FPU ..,..1944.99 K1I HOOVU 174.99 

AMIGA 1200 32BIT RAM 
CARD with 6HSBI fpu ft clock 

0»g £119.99    4«g £399.99 
A1200 32BIT MEMORY/ 

INTERNAL CLOCK CARD 
CLOCK NITN FPU SOCHI 

MODULE £74,99 
£15,99 laid, m 

TOf QVALITT 3.5" EXTERNA 
PUD PPT  DISK DRIVE £54,99 

SAMSUNG DEALER I 1HKJET - COMPACT t PORTABLE EI59.99 I SPIN B/W 215CFS J POSTS  .... £139.99 1 24PIN 27fiCPS 5 FONTS   £199.99 I ZIPIW WIDE CARRIAGE   E279.99 | BPAGT7HIN fJSSR PR IN 7      .... E 57 9 . 99 

AMIGA 600/1200 
XDS 3,5" HARD DRIVE 

BOUSING KIT 
* COLOUR MATCHED ALLOT CASE 
* TAKES 3,3" IDE DRIVES 
* IDE ADAPTOR L 2.5'   CABLC ioo 

power co»«#ctotn 
" ED  INSTALL  /  PREP DUE 
* EXTERNAL  PSD SOCKET 

The ceeplata •oUtlun lor connecting L5" IDE drivrD to your AnioB 630 and 12Q0. {!' high typei). Simply acfin*cx« to the intaxnil IDE OOfintCtcr with the cable lupptied. Existing interna 1 hard tlr i vt. r*Hini connected. Optional additOfwl power pack ■ay be required it »re than one hard drive, ii connected■ 
(INTRODUCTORY PRICE] 

ONLY   £69^ 99_ 
19.99 

MTBCELLAMEOUB  ITEM* 1 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT 
EXPANDERS 

S1D.99 2w*y - £24,99 ino oabl» 
3w»y - £27.99 ibo Cmblei 
4Wtty - €29.95  inc cable for connecting. Opto J d«»ica« to your conputeri PRINTER PORT■ Switch to Computet lead incudedl- State 'LONG" for printers; or Short for Digit iter, iC.ar.rui:   i      up ir;ra . 

SEAL N TYPE 
KEYBOARD SKINS £12.99 EEEPI OUT OUST £ LIQUIDS. Pit snugly over your keyboard - ■oulded to fit over each key, but flexible enough to type through unhindered. Available for a 11 AMIGA* - please atate union* 

■CD32  TITLES] 

ALICM  DREED SP E ALFRED CHICXBH BUBBLE 4 BQVEW CUDt   BTOI HE 
DEPEHDIA 1§T*TMI CROHN DflOINERAT IO H DEEP CALL 
EXIL1 P17 GENESIS twines DISC OP RECORDS 

J.   PAKtAS.tS SURF H1KJAB PROJECT  I Til QWAK BEJfSIALE BOCCEft SLEEPWALKER UTOPIA   TOOL 

STANDARD DUST COV 40PT AXlIiTATIC. IE AMIGA SOD/bDO/liuO   E4.$9 AKIGA JOOU/aDOO KETBOAftD  ♦,. EJ.99 SVIFT WflUQflW .>,>.>,..... E6.99 10BI/BIIJJ HOHITOR...  lb.19 C0BBCA1/l4fi0/i»40 MONITOR .. E7.99 
MOUSE 
SWITCH £9 

JOYSTICK 
99 O 

RICOH LP1200 LASER 
PRINTER   NOW £694.99 

PMONITORS 
PHILIPS 

CH8S33nk2 
£199.99 

COMMODORE 
10B4S 

£189.99 
TRILOGIC MULTISCAN 14 

| HI-RES COLOUR MONITOR 
with Digital memory 

picture sizing 
HOW ONLY £399.99 

2H ALL 1200 NODES 

20" 
MICROVITEC 

£949 99 

AUTOSCAM 14 
| HI-RES COLOUR MONITOR 

{ SLeiJ. 1 ar "pec to abavt, without Digital 
only £349, 

J 
99 

[AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES & UPGRADES 
PRICE DOUR - U01-99 ft __ PRICE OOSffl - 119i.9j el IEQA SPECIAL orFER   tH9 .$9 O ■ 

SPECtAL OFPEJE £349-9.9 O ■ HO DAJVC 1119.99 E191.49 0 1 

Htl'll     hlOHEQ £339,95 O 
£479^9 0  330MEO £359 99 O E349.49      340HEO £319,99 E599.99 Sutabte tor GVP HDfl/ 

RIBBON  RE-INKING 
SPRAY £11.99. 

Re-uae your bleck ribbon* 

CVP SERIES II           42 Hag tor AadO GV? SERIES II BU0+ BD Meg for A5U0 GVP SERIES II ND0+ lTDneg for ASDO GVP SERIES II UDB4 250Kg for A500 GVP SIRUP II    HC6    for AIB0D/3aDB^D00 GVP S8R1ES II BC8 * 12nag far A15OD/Z0OD GVP SSBJSS II HCB * BDnsg for Aj&0D^00D GVP SERIES II RGB * 1TOmeg SPECIAL OfFlR GVP SERIES II HCB 4 ?50mag SPECIAL OfPER GVP A530 CWBOSr with BDMb drive GVP A5JQ CGM&OS with lTOBb del**      SPECIAL OFPIR GVP A5J0 COMBOS with JSflMb <StiVt      SPECIAL 0?F£.R VOflTSK AT OKCB PLUS 2B6 PC EKTLATOR FOR ASOO 

SCSI DRIVE 
UPGRADES, 

E1Q9.99 CVF PC2S6 PC EMULATOR CARD POA SERIES II BARD DRIVES E9JH99 

« 2 

| HdsyAsaoi CBM AWQJ 

GVP GENLOCK £289,99 
ROCGEN PLUS £139.99 
MINIGENLOCK FRO £149.99 

PRO VIDEO PROCESSOR 
£149,99 lone   TWO input audio L VIDEO HIXER (with SVH& in/out). Hat oronfadej  Cade to black, over ley j wipet, tint t 2 Hie + atcrao line inputfl.   AHAZINC VALUE 

VTDX IX 
VIDI 13SST 
OVP XV 24 fr 

£ 76,99 
£109.99 
&SS9.99 

AMIGA  BAND  SC. ARM Eft 
40DDPX £114.99 

COMPUTER MUSIC DEPT 
■HCnPD UHPLER OAJMAIXt TBCHNQSOdKD TURBO 2 ONLT E STERE OMASTEft [29.99 34.99 

,9" 

PC VSftSlOH AVAILABLE 

**5 t*R^^ 

TWO WAY SCART 
SWITCH £14.99 O For connecting two iCart leadB to your TV or video 

OTHER MONITOR SWITCHES 
<KAY SCART SM1TCB inc 1 lead 139.99 VflA MoattOR «HITCHt«.UU> INCLUDED fitted with 15way HD SOCKETS) taty knt monitor lead  ►♦.♦.* E2T.99 4way inc imnitar lead £32-99 Types with 9way akt* A1*0 "tooked - deduct E3 aff abovV prica>f COMBIMED   2WAT   MDKITOR t 

RETBOARD SWITCH. 
*>pin Pin i ' ip HD Monitor aockets. For A^OQQ t PC* 2u&y  129.99 

MONITOR LEADS 
Large, rang* *v*il*bl* - 

pleas* •nquir*. ALl - HOiT TVff WITH SCART SOCKET TO ALL AM: CAS inc auctin lend  M 13.t9 AL7F CHfl B J/10fl4S MOKITOfl TO ALL AWTGAS inc aound lead   Ii4 .99 ALII 9FIH MALE HULTISTNCS LEAD TO ALL AMI GAS El 2-99 ALl2 IIPIK FEMALE 3ROH Many ■ultiiync monitors... 114,99 ALU ISP IS KALE 3 ROM Many aultiiync BOftitora... , EH,99 PRODUCT[VITT LEAD1 POR MULTISYNC MONtTORS 9 or 15 plutj ftkiElS,?? MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD - Aeduces «?rfuU tor overhang E10 .99 MONlTOJt SWIVEL - HEAVT DUTT EU<99 
CD 12 LEADS STOCKED 

jTOP AMIGA GAMESF 
PSONE  IF NOT LISTED 

A TRAIN .ir/r.'/.'.V.'.US.99 ALFRED CHICKED  127.99 ALl EM BREED 2 H«.f9 BIRDS OF PREY Eff,99 B LA STAR  U9>99 BLW   BOB *S BAD DAT ....,.,.<><» i 319 >99 CHESS CHAKPIOM ?175  ili.i* COWBAT AIR PATROL,. E3!.« DESERT STRIKE , .. + .*. E23 .li DEEP CORE ,., Eie<99 DOHK E21.94 DUKE 2 E23.99 EiLITE 2 - FRONTIER  , EZJ.99 E-UflOPEAN CHAMPIONS  E19.99 FLASHBACK  E23-99 FLIGHT SIM I E29.99 FLIGHT SIM BRIT SCENERV EJ2.99 FLIGHT COMMAND 120.99 GEAR WORKS *. 11S.99 GRAHAM COOCHS WORLD CRICKET Ul.W GOAL £11,99 CUNSUIP 200D .  iiS.99 El I RED GUNS , ..<>U4 .99 INIERHATL OPEN GOLF jAUOO} f2D.?9 JURASSIC PAAK i INKS * l]< NASCAR CHALLENGE 311.99 NICK FALOO 1 & CHAHPSNP GOLP . 12fi .S9 OVERDRIVE £tfl,99 OVERKILL  114 ,99 ONE STEF BETON^  •£ 1 h . M9 PREMIERE HAHAGBR 2 UBO   .... El9.^9 PGA TOUR COLF + E23.9* OWAK E9,99 R6ACB FOR TtfE SRI ES  EJ3.99 RULES OF ENGACEMEST   ........ *24.M SCABBLE ►.. EH.99 SENSIBLE SOCCER 9J/93   ...... Elfl.99 SPACE LEGENDS   E?3<99 SPORTSMASTERS 12 DO £22.99 THEATRfl OF DEATH   E2I.99 TH"E FATR ICIAN . . E2S .99 fO L JQJ  £19.99 
■ SPARES  &   SERVICE S I 
fV WOOULATOR Exchange} .... EL9<99 FATTER AGNUS SJliA E39.9S K1CKSTART i.3 ROM ....P4hHh., [31.99 KICKSTAAT 2.04 R*  £39.99 SUPER DEMISE EJ9.99 GARY  £39.99 B52DA I /O CRIP E15 ,99 AMIGA [NTERHAL    DRIVE   E&9.99 GVP GENUINE    PStT  ,..E69.9[, REPAIR IERVXCE 

REPAIR SERVICE 
UPGRADE SERVICE 

mew KKBe cowrgcT AS OF 1D-Il-S3r but aome may bava changad by 'the tiae jou read Lai*.   All registered Trodenarka are acknowledged, ci in™ ir* m<*\ mi COM b<a\ plana oho he rir>i in check MYMI. tmi  Lciu in ItOCX (inliVfl t<mt Ci ftir ^t^lcri And trill lUDly put, Ueat Midi fOT y«u to CtUlairt, but ftmt*§m Of POM U*at do OSCUr ffew Line |B tilt. 
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REV I E WS 

MM f, like me, you've got both a 
I scanner and a printer that you 
I use every day. you've got a 
I problem. Both need to be 

plugged into the parallel port, and it 
Is a real pain having to power down 
In order to swap cables. A switch 
box won't do: my Epson GT-6500 
scanner Insists on being connected 
directly to my Amiga's parallel port. 
What I need is another parallel port. 
And that's what the MultiFaceCard 

CHECKOUt 

MULTIFACECARD 3 

Documentation 
•••••ooooo 
Poorly translated from the German and 
way too technical for beginners. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
installation and initial operation are 
easy, but it takes a while to learn the 
extra intricacies of the software. 

Value for Money 
••tfftltOO 
Well worth the cost If you want the 
convenience of multitasking 
para He I/serial port peripherals. 

Overall rating 
•••••••OOO 
Two extra parallels and one extra serial 
might have been more useful than the 
other way around. 

3 has given me. 
A simple command automatically 

added to my user-startup fools the 
Amiga into using the MultiFaceCard 
parallel port instead of its own, and 
because the scanner software dives 
straight at the hardware to access 
the Amiga's parallel port I haven't 
got to worry about telling software 
which port to use: it just happens. 
Not having to manually swap cables 
saves me about an hour or two per 
week in computer downtime, so the 
board will quickly pay for itself. HeckT 
I can even scan and print at the 
same time, another time saver. 

Also on the MultiFaceCard 3 are 
two serial ports. A 9-pin sub-D 
connector is mounted on the rear 
bracket beside the extra parallel 
port, and a further 25-pin standard 
serial port is provided on a cable and 
bracket that can be connected to the 
board and slotted into another 

[UUUUUUUUU] 

SHOPPING LIST 
MultiFaceCard a  £110 
By: kc buroautomation AG, Postfach 
40G368, 80703 Mundien, Germany 
Distributed in the UK by: 
MicroPACE (UKKtd, Unit 10, 
Perth Trading Estate, 
Perth Avenue, 
Slough SL14XX 
^0753551888 

MultiFaceCard 3 

bracket position. Alas, my A4000's 
Zorro slots are ail spoken for, so if I 
want to use this extra serial port I 
will have to let the cable dangle 
loose out the back of the machine 
somehow. This will be less of a 
problem with the A1500/2000 of 
course because it has seven bracket 
positions, 

Workbench 2,04 is a minimum 
requirement for the MultiFaceCard 3 
software. If you are using Workbench 
2.1 or better the software will install 
DosDrivers, otherwise it'll provide a 
file of mountlist definitions for you to 
use with the Mount command, 

For controlling the extra ports 
there's just the one small CLI 
command, MapDevice. which is the 
aforementioned program that fools 
the Amiga into using the 
MultiFaceCard ports instead of the 
Amiga ones. In effect 
the MapDevice 
command is used to 
switch output 
between ports, 
although it is far 
more sophisticated 
than this. The serial 
ports have a special 
preferences program 
so that the baud rate 
(up to 115T200) and 

other protocols can be set. A special 
version of the ParNet networking 
software is included so that you can 
network two or more Ami gas vi a the 
MultiFaceCard parallel ports instead 
of the standard Amiga parallel ports. 
The manual details the pinouts for 
the cable you will need to make. 

Because the manual serves all 
versions of the MultiFaceCard and 
the SerialMaster board as well, it is 
a little confusing to say the least. 
But fortunately the MultiFaceCard 3 
hardware and software are pretty 
simple to install, I was up and 
running with the extra parallel port in 
15 minutes, although I think the 
serial ports and networking will take 
longer to master. And if you're into 
programming, developer notes and 
autodocs are provided. 
Jeff Walker 

—;—; 

Always wanted another parallel port? MultiFaceCard 3 
can give it to you, plus serial ports, and networking! 

Alfa Data products have a 
reputation for being 
well-made and reliable, 
and this new mouse and 

switcher live up to that reputation* 
The mouse boasts ultra-high 400 

dot per inch resolution - great for 
graphics or detailed drawing, The 
micro-switches too are of a very high 
quality, with a clean crisp click when 
you make a selection. There are a 
healthy five feet of cable, terminating 

CHECKOUT 

MEGAMOUSE 

& SWITCHER ' 

Quality 
•••••••••• 
Exceptional finish. 

Performance 
•••••••••• 
Both work impeccably. 

Ease of Use 
• •••••••Oft 
Beautiful, smooth and nice to use. 

Value for Money 
•••••••••• 
Astounding, The Microsoft mouse costs 
£99, and thEs is as good. 

Overall rating 
•••••••••• 
Rodent need replacing? Look no further. 

Megamouse and joystick switcher 

in the standard 9-prn moulded plastic 
plugP and the design is intelffgently 
ergonomic and comfortable, This is a 
first class piece of equipment, which, 
when one considers the price, must 
rank as one of the best value for 
money accessories for your Amiga. 

A matching unit is also available 
from Alfa Data which is primarily 
intended as an automatic switcher 
between joystick and mouse. This 
unit resembles the gender-changers 
often found on computer cables, and 
like those it has a 9-pin male port at 
each end. From the middle of the 
unit, however, emerges a one-foot 
cable terminating in a 9-pin female 
socket, intended for insertion into 
your Amiga's mouse port. Inside the 
unrt itself \s what I can only describe 
as a delightfully manufactured circuit 
board containing no less than three 
ICs and several assorted capacitors 

OOCC(X)OCC! 

SHOPPING LIST 1 

Alfa Data Megamouse....... £14.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switcher£12.95 
From: Golden Image, Unit J2A, 
Mil I mead Industrial Estate, 
Mil!mead Road, 
London Ht7 NQU 
^081 365 1102 

and resistors. There are two LEDs, 
one green and one redT which 
indicate which you have selected, 
mouse or joystick. 

You simply plug mouse into one 
port and joystick into the other, then 
the cable into the appropriate port. 
The unit detects which device you 
want to use as soon as you press 
the left mouse button. 

It works faultlessly, and adds a 
new dimension of speed and 
convenience to my It i-player games - 
and, more importantly, saves wear 

and tear on the delicate connectors 
that you'd otherwise be putting at 
risk by repeated pfugging-in and 
unplugging of leads, 

I like both of these units so 
much I have ordered them. Take my 
advice, if a new mouse is on your 
shopping list and you want the added 
convenience of not having to struggle 
behind your Amiga amidst the 
plethora of leads and connectors, 
buy them both - they are absolutely 
first class. 
Wiif Rees 

The Alfa Data Megamouse and switcher took fairly ordinary. But this is by a 
long way the nest mouse I have ever used on either my Amiga or PC. Both 
pieces of kit for under £28 must fce MM of the best bargains this Christmas. 
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REVIEWS 

Alfa Power hard drive 

I DE hard drives are often 
I frowned upon, but in fact IDE 
I has a major advantage over 
I SCSI - IDE drives and 

controllers are much cheaper. 
For this reason, AI fa Data ctiose 

IDE for a range of budget hard drives 
to market alongside their existing 
SCSI units. One or two drives can be 
mounted inside the thin steel case, 
relying on the Amiga for power and a 

The Alfa Power - a budget IDE-system hard drive, with 
some corners cut hut a respectable turn of speed. 

draughty room for cooling. 
Is this such a bad thing? 

Commodore recommend that ail 
peripherals have their own power 
supply and experts would argue the 
case for cooling DRAM - which tends 
to develop permanent amnesia if it 
gets too hot. A fan ts not available, 
but the extra PSU (recommended if 
RAM is fitted) should be considered 
at £39.95 extra. The RAM expansion 

- using ZIPS - can 
accept up to 8Mb in 
total; nothing less 
than you should 
expect from a 
modern design. 
However, lack of a 
fan may shorten the 
lifespan of these 
expensive modules 
(£69 per 2Mb}. 

Software 
supplied includes a 
formatter and 
memory test 
utilities. At first 
glance, they look 
cheap - but few will 
find them a problem 
in practice. 
Documentation in 
German and English 
is set in the next 

point size up from microfiche: myopic 
buyers will have to resort to 
magnifying glasses. The translation 
is similarly average, but things go 
smoothly once you adjust. 

On the down side, the attractive 
case has two tempting switches 
mounted right in harmTs way. 
Respectively these enable the RAM 
and hard disk - effectively making a 
game switch. (Does anyone need 
these things now?) Although they're 
not easy to catch, little fingers could 
crash the machine or cause strange 
boot failures. Not a major criticism, 
but one to be aware of, 

AI fa Data have cut a number of 
comers to bring hard drives to the 
masses and you might be forgiven 
for thinking these would lose in 
terms of speed too. Surprisingly, 
quite the opposite is true and once 
the tedious process of formatting 

SHOPPING LIST 

 £149 
. £199 
 £299 

.£369 

HD 
Controller only. 
40Mb  
85Mb ....  
170Mb 
From: Golden Image, Unit 12D, 
Millmed Business Centre, f 
Millrned Rood, 
London N17NQU. 
^ 081 3651102 

and configuration has been 
completed, the drive nips along at a 
respectable speed, though it's no 
GVP Impact. Pound for pound, the 
Alfa Power hard drive could be 
compared to the KCS dual-density, 
double-decker floppy drive that has a 
guaranteed capacity of 4Mb at 
around the same price (see opposite 
page). Think of that and you have a 
very cost-effective solution. 
Mark S middy 

CHECKOUT 

ALFA POWER HD 

Speed 
•#••••#000 
Respectable, if nothing to write home 
about. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••GO 
Software doesn't look pretty - but it 
works well. 

Construction 
••••••••GO 
Solid - especially considering the low 
price. 

Value for Money 
••••••••GO 
Cheap, cost effective and simple. 

Overall rating 
••••••••GO 
Probably the best budget drive around. 

Reference hard drive 

To compete In the 
overcrowded A500- 
compatible hard drive 
market, any new model has 

to be cheaper, faster or otherwise 
better than the competition. The 
Reference, a SCSI-DMA design 
Inside a tough steel case, at least 
looks hardier. 

From there on though, things 
start to go downhill at an alarming 
rate, The separate "dumb" power 

The Reference hard drive for the A 500 
noisyT and the external "dumb" PSU is 

module has to be switched on before 
the Amiga, thus allowing the drive a 
few seconds to spin-up and, more 
importantly, ensuring that the 
interface is present on the bus 
before the Autoconfig kicks in. The 
upsfiot is that you have an extra 
supply to turn on or off in the correct 
sequence or the Amiga will crash. As 
far back as the original Commodore 
A590, most designs have had a 
remote control PSU switched on 

when the Amiga 
comes on line. A!sot 
just like the A590, 
the Reference's 
cooling fan coupled 
with the drive make 
a very noisy 
combination. 

Supplied 
software includes a 
backup system, a 
low-level formatter 
that looks like 
something from the 
dark ages of CP/M, 
and one of the worst 
pieces of set-up 
software I have ever 
seen. Quite what 
possessed anyone 

~ it's tough but    to use Inovatronics 
troublesome.       CanDo 1.6 is 

beyond me. The software is not only 
slow and cEumsy, but ugly beyond 
compare. The wild mixture of palette 
and styles would make Picasso blush 
andP more importantly, is almost 
unreadable on even a decent 
monitor. If that were not bad enough 
the low level formatter proved 
unreliable, crashing the RDB on more 
than one occasion, meaning the 
whoie process had to be repeated. 

In use the drive proved generally 
unreliable when started from cold - 
although it worked well when running 
normally. All this could be forgiven if 
the Reference could claim to 
something in the speed stakes - but 
it fell short here too, in spite of the 
100Mb hard drive which would 
normally give it an advantage over 
smaller units. 

Like most modern expansions, 
the Reference is designed to accept 
extra memory - up to 4Mb, In light of 

SHOPPING LIST 
Reference Hard Disk with 
MRBackup Pro 
40Mb  £219 
100Mb £299 
From: Evesham Micros Ltd., 
Unit 9, Si Richards Road, 
Evesham, Worts. WR116TD. 
1*03867 65500 

this Evesham recommend the use of 
their own Autoconfig memory 
expansion. This Is weak and highly 
inconvenient too. The complete 
(8Mb) Fast expansion really should 
be on the controller if the Reference 
were to be a serious competitor; it 
isn't. It may be tough, but little else 
can be said about this hotch-potch 
other than to ask if it Is going to 
make any mark in the market at all. 
Mark Smiddy 

CHECKOUT 

REFERENCE HD 

Speed 
ittitooooo 
Not particularly outstanding. 

Ease of Use 
•tiooooooo 
Set-up software is tempera mental and 
not for beginners. 

Construction 
••••••••0 0 
Among the toughest boxes to date. 

Value for Money 
••••oooooo 
It's cheap certainly, but doesn't offer 
much for the money. 

Overall rating 
• • • • • o o o o o 
Think carefully and consider the other 
alternatives. 
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REVIEW 

Drive to 

destruction 

Mark Smiddy examines the KCS dual high' 

density disk drive - all hype, or the best 

thing since the non-stick frying pan? 

■ n the launch issue of Amiga 
I Shopper I was charged with 
I the task of choosing a drive for 
I all seasons- Given that all 

Amiga drives are based on a rigid 
electronic standard, there is little to 
separate them. To resolve this, a 
specially-designed series of tests 
subjected the mechanisms to a 
variety of extreme physical and 
environmental stresses. 

Three years later, little has 
changed- Most Amigas are still fitted 
with a limited double-density drive 
and the hardware is incapable of 
supporting the universally accepted 
htgh-density (HD) standard found on 
other platforms. 

Power Computing were the first 
with an answer - the XL HD drive 
(reviewed in Amiga Shopper 29 - see 
page 106 if you want to order a 
copy). But what's the use of a 
standard that isn't supported by the 
vast majority of Amigas? Two uses 
come to mind: first, backing up a 
hard disk will require fewer disks 
(although there is little saving in cost 
terms) and secondf it allows you to 
read and write high-density PC disks. 

Netherlands-based Kolff 
Computer Supplies, best known in 
the Amiga community for their 
ground-breaking Power PC boardt 
have now also addressed the 
problem, and come up with some 

interesting solutions. Their dual HD 
drive has been on the cards for a 
long time - but it was worth the wait 

A dever marriage of intelligent 
software and ingenious hardware 
results in a double-decker drive 
that's not only measurably faster 
than any comparable mechanism, 
but brings a Workbench-3-like filing 
system to every machine running 
Kickstart l.3-plus and PC 
compatibility to all. Thanks to real- 
time compression, storage capacity 
is quadrupled to beyond 4Mb on an 
HD disk (best case) and increases 
the read speed an average exceeding 
300% when compared to a standard 
machine. Counting these features, 
the double decker is not two drives, 
but eight rolled into two. 

Software supplied with the unit 
includes a driver, installation 
program, replacement for the 
standard DiskCopy, extra drivers for 
the KCS Power PC card, simple hard 
drive backup, track display and 
special formatter. The formatter 
currently supports no less than 12 
different capacities from 720K to 
4Mb-plus. Plus facilities for FFS, 
International and DCFS filing systems 
- all usable on 1,2 machines! (FFS or 
Fast Filing System was introduced in 
Amiga DOS 2; Directory Cache Filing 
System or DCFS arrived with 
Amiga DOS 3 to provide faster 

THE BENCHMARKS 

Our tests were compiled using an 
extended, high-speed file copier, 
duplicating a mixture of 56 various 
length files and several directories 
comprising over 740K of mixed 
data. The KCS compressed drive 
timings shown for the 25MHz 
A3000 model, while not achievable 
on slower machines, are 
Drive      Read % 
DF2:    37tS05 209 
CM2: 
DF2: 
DFO; 
DF2: 
DF2: 

35,970 
33,228 
18,072 
17,073 
16,321 

199 
183 
100 
94 
90 

Write 
21,110 
17T559 
12,909 

6,123 
4,453 
3,791 

representative of the software's 
performance. 

The table shows a selection of 
typical benchmarks. Relative 
percentages are based on a 
watershed Commodore internal 
floppy with a standard fifing system 
on an Amiga A3O00 running 
Kickstart 3. 

%     F/S    Capacity Manufr 
344 FFS 1.76 Mb KCS 
286 DCFS 4.00 Mb KCS 
210 OFS 1.76 Mb KCS 
100 OFS 0.88 Mb CBM 

72 FFS 1.76 Mb Power 
61     OFS     1.76 Mb Power 

directory reads.) It s 
a pity there isn't 
enough room to list 
full details here. 

PC disk 
compatibility is internal - so there's 
no need for PC-Amiga file transfer 
software like CrossDOS, MultiDOS or 
Messy DOS - and the standard 
hardware is compatible wtth Cyclone 
T2, Blitz and Syncro Express 
hardware back-up systems. The 
nearest competitor requires at feast 
Kickstart 2 to work and Kickstart 3 
for full functions, and cannot achieve 
the speed of a standard machine. 

Practically speaking it is difficult 
to find something the KCS system 
doesn't do. The software currently 
shipping at version 1.70 is due for 
upgrade before the end of 1993 and 
KCS promise better and faster 
compression with an improved hard 
drive backup sub-system. KCS plan 
to include an extra software driver to 
add the compression system to 
existing hard drive partitions - 
effectively doubling the storage 
capacity of all non-boot partitions! 

Also for this version will be the 
ability to read and write two disks as 
a single device (or volume) - 
doubling the possible capacity to 
over 8Mb (yes, eight) for HD disks. 
Although it will never replace a real 
hard drive, this makes it an even 
more attractive and cost-effective 
solution for media-greedy 
applications. In this sense, it could 
even be compared to a small 
removable hard drive - slower, yes, 
but a lot cheaper Last, but not least, 
is a replacement for the slightly tacky 
interim manual. AH registered users 
get all this automatically at no extra 
charge. 

No review wouid be complete 
without some criticism - and the 

SHOPPING LIST 
KCS Dual High-density Drive £199 
By: Kolff Computer Supplies 
From: Bifcon Devices Ltd 
88 Bewick Rood, Gateshead, 
Tyne& Wear ME8 IRS. 
^ 091 4901919 

Want a high-density disk drive for your Amiga? KCS's 
new dual HD drive can give you two of 'em In one unit 

KCS drive is no exception. It's let 
down by a poorly designed plastic 
case and a rear-mounted mode 
switch that's susceptible to little 
fingers. Also, the inclusion of copier 
hardware will furrow the Odd brow, I 
have no doubt On the software side, 
it would be nice if the compressed 
drives appeared as a straightforward 
dfx: rather than CMx: - but this is a 
minor irritation. 

The bottom !ine is that KCS have 
done for floppy drives what GVP did 
for hard drives, and others will be 
hard-pressed to better it. This is the 
most innovative and singularly useful 
product I have seen since Amiga 
Shopper began. Save up, sell the 
wife and take out a second mortgage 
on your granny: your Amiga is crying 
out for one, 

15 ^ 

v 

CHECKOUT 

KCS DUAL HIGH- 

DENSITY DRIVE 

Speed 
••••••••• 
Drool over those results and wonder 
how you're managing. 

Documentation 
••••••oooo 
Interim manual is cheaply produced, but 
it reads well enough. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••• 
Simple, logical and transparent - a 
delight to use. 

Durability and Construction 
• ••o OOOO oo 
Treat with care - it won't take the 
knocks. 

Value for Money 

Eight drives In one - 
wrong? 

Overall rating 

Enough said. 

how can you go 

o 
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CHECKOUT 

CANON BJ230 

RE VIEWS 

Canon BJ230 bubble jet printer 

E 

ssentialty, this printer is a 
BJ200 bubble jet with a 
longer platten and a wider 
case. That is to say, the 

actual mechanics of the machine 
are the same hut for the fact that 
they have been adapted to cope 
with a wide carriage. 

This may not seem important, 
especially since it makes this model 
around £60 dearer than its little 
brother, but it does have potential 
uses. Laser printers, apart from very 
expensive ones, are limited to an A4 
format, which makes them 

The Canon BJ230 bubble jet printer - 
combination of bubble jet quality plus 

particularly useless for spreadsheet 
work. Although most spreadsheet 
software has an option in the print 
requester to output in "landscape" 
format - that isT with the image 
sideways on the page - this means 
you get the width and not the height. 
Sure, ordinary dot matrix printers can 
handle wide carriage, but then you 
don't get laser quality resolution, 
which can be quite important, even 
on a table full of numbers. 

As you would expect from a 
Canon bubble jet, the mechanism is 
quiet (you only know that it is on by 

the rustling noise 
the paper makes as 
it is sucked in), the 
footprint is small 
and the output fairly 
fast. You always 
have to take 
manufacturers' 
performance claims 
with a pinch of salt 
- it is more Sike 
three minutes per 
page than three 
pages per minute. 
(This isn't really the 
printer for people in 
a hurry.) At that 
speed it would take 
rather a long time to 

file winning 
a wide carriage, 

deplete the stockpiles held in the 
automatic sheet feeder, which can 
hold up to 80 pages. 

The print mechanism itself is 
very accurate - it seems to be of a 
much better quality than the original 
designs which appeared with the 
BJ10. The print quality seems to be 
much less dependent on the type of 
paper used, and with the software 
provided you can get a very decent 
range of shades. 

The only real problem with the 
BJ230 is that if you use full carriage 
a lot, you are going to run out of ink 
a lot faster. Maybe a refill does only 
cost a couple of quid, but you don't 
really want to be fiddling around with 
nasty bottles of black stuff every 
hundred pages or so. Perhaps the 
time has come to start making the 
cartridges too just that oft bigger, 
Nick Veitch 

SHOPPING LIST 
Canon BJ230 . t £379.99 
By: Canon 
Distributed by: Phoenix Computer 
World, Unit 2, York Towers, 
383 York Road, 
Leeds 159 6TA. 
* 0532 350091 

Features 
••••••••oo 
Three print modes give a reasonable 
compromise between speed and 
quality. Otherwise it's the standard 360 
x 360 dpi and excellent grayscales you 
would expect from a Canon BJ. 

Documentation 
••••••oooo 
The manual covers everything In 
extreme [sometimes tedious) detail, but 
it's always handy to have all the info. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••too 
Built-in Epson emulation, and an 
appropriate driver is supplied. 

Flexibility 
•••••••• • o 
Many will welcome the wide carriage. 

Value for Money 
• •••••o o o o 
A reasonably-priced solution to the 
conundrum of having a wide-carriage 
printer with laser-quality output. 

Overall rating 
••••••••GO 
I'd heartily recommend a Canon bubble 
jet to anyone, but if you don't need the 
extra inches, go for the cheaper BJ200 
or the more expensive BJ600c. possibly 
the best-value colour printer available. 

Epson EPL"5000 

The EPL-5000 is Epson's 
latest laser printer Lasers, 
as any fule kno, give you 
much better quality results 

than dot matrix printers, and have 
the added advantage of not waking 
the dead with the noise. 

Epson nave certainly done some 
serious work on the design of this 
printer. It's about two feet long and a 
foot high, with a panel on the front 
which lifts to reveal the paper tray, 
which can hold up to 250 sheets of 
A4. The paper feeds through from 
this and ends up on the top of the 

Epson's EPL-5000 laser printer emulates three printers 
with Workbench drivers, so it's easy to get going. 

printer, although you can get an 
optional tray which means that the 
paper isn't bent on its passage 
through the printer. This means that 
it can cope with thicker paper and 
overhead projector transparencies, 
which don't like being bent after 
printing. 

The EPL-5000 can emulate three 
printers: the Hewlett Packard 
Laserjet, EpsonLX and EpsonQ. All 
three of these have Workbench 
drivers as standard, so setting up 
the printer shouldn't pose a problem. 
It comes with a parallel interface as 

standard, which 
includes a 32K 
buffer to speed up 
the flow of data 
(slightly). 

Print quality from 
this printer is 
superb, with solid 
blacks and excellent 
grayscale rendering. 
Add a printer 
enhancement 
program such as 
TurtooPrint or Print 
Studio, and the 
quality is even 
better. The 
maximum resolution 
is 300 x 300 dots 

per inch, as with most laser printers. 
As you'd expect working at this 

sort of resolution requires a lot of 
memory on the printer, and the half a 
megabyte included by default isn't 
really enough for fuli-page desktop 
publishing work. This can however be 
expanded up to a hefty 6.5Mb, which 
is easily enough for high-resolution 
full-page DTP work. Epson claim a 
speed of up to six pages per minute, 
but if you're dealing with graphics 
(and OTP pages are printed as 
graphics) this is more likely to be six 
minutes per page. Pure text is 
extremely fast, and I ve got no 
dispute with Epson's figure once it's 
worked up a head of steam. 

Overall, this is a very impressive 
printer. Laser printers are rapidly 
becoming more affordable, and this 
one certainly won't do anything to 
tarnish Epson's reputation. There's 
no option to add PostScript to this 
printer, although it can use Hewlett 
Packard expansion cards for fonts 
and so on. If you don't need or can't 

SHOPPING LIST 
Epson 11*15000 , £880 
By; Epson UK ltd, Campus 100, 
Maryland* Avenue, 
Heme) Hempstead, 
Herts, HP57EZ 
* 0442 61144 

afford PostScript, this printer is 
definitely worth considering, 
Richard Baguley 

CHECKOUT 

EPSON EPL5000 

Features 
••••••••GO 
Emulates a Hewlett Packard Laserjet 
IfP, EpsonFX and EpsonLQ, 

Documentation 
0•••••••OO 
Epson's usual high standards have 
been maintained. Includes an excellent 
glossary, 

Ease of Use 
••••••••OO 
The included HP emulation means that 
you don't have to use any external 
drivers. 

Flexibility 
•••••••000 
It's a good laser printer. What more do 
you want? 

Value for Money 
••••••••OO 
Reasonably priced. Expect to see it for 
around £600-1700 from most retailers. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
A good, so J id printer. It's not the fastest 
or best laser on earth, but it's 
affordable and reIIable. 
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REVIEWS 

CHECKOUT 

STAR LC24-30 

Features 
• ••••••o o c 
Can emulate both Epson and IBM 
printers, although the inclusion of Print 
Studio makes this somewhat 
unnecessary. 

Documentation 
•••••••COO 
Gives you all the technical gen you're 
likely to need, in a reasonably easy-to- 
find form. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••• 
The Print Studio software means that 
it's very easy to set up. 

Flexibility 
• ••••••OOO' 
The good range of fonts and built-in 
single sheet feeder are extremely 
useful. 

Value for Money 
•••••••OOO 
The list price is £350, but expect to 
see it for around £300 in the shops. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
A good, solid colour printer which looks 
as if it could take the knocks and can 
produce good results, although it's a bit 
noisy for my liking. 

ew from Star is the 
LC24-30r a 24-pin 
colour dot matrix. It's 
certainly good value for 

money In the pounds per pound 
stakes, weighing in at just under six 
kilograms and standing around 
seven inches high (not counting the 
sheet feeder) - so It certainly can't 
be described as a portable. Put ft 
next to Star's dinky new SJ-144 and 
you'll see what J mean. 

A single-sheet feeder is built-in, 
which can hold up to 55 sheets, 
although this does depend on the 
thickness of the paper. Fanfold paper 
can also be used, and this feeds 
through from the back of the printer. 
The control panel on the front has 
three buttons, using which you can 
load paper, change fonts, feed paper 
through or feed the dog. 

Also included is a cut-down 
version of Print Studio, which 
includes a driver for the LC24-30, 
and this is very easy to install using 

SHOPPING LIST 
Star LC24-30 £351.32 
By: Star Mkronks, Star House, 
Peregrine Business Park, r-___-^ 
Gomm Road, High WycombeA 
Bucks. HP137DL. 
"0494471111 

the Commodore Installer utility. This 
gives you a much greater degree of 
control over the output than a 
conventional Workbench printer 
drivert and includes a good range of 
dither patterns. As with all software 
of this type, the way to get the best 
results is to experiment. 

The LC24-30 does have a 
"Quiet" mode, but it's still a noisy 
printer and using the Quiet mode 
slows down the print speed, The 
quality of the output is very good, 
although there is a 
certain degree of 
banding on the 
printouts, caused by 
the paper being fed 
on the wrong 
distance, meaning 
that some strips are 
either printed twice 
or not at all. You can 
lessen the amount of 
banding by adjusting 
the printer, but you 
can't eliminate it 
completely, 

The 1X24*30 
uses the normal four- 
colour ribbon, and 
the colours are fairly 
good. They aren't 
particularly bright 

but there is a good range of tones in 
there, and some experimentation 
with the "Colour Adjustments" 
window of the Star Pre! program 
would improve this, 

This is certainly a heavy-duty 
printer. It's well builtr the print quality 
is good, and the text output is pretty 
fast (around 80 cps in letter mode). 
Unfortunately, the noise is extremely 
irritating, and would begin to grate 
after the first few pages, 
Richard Baguley 

The Star LC24-30 is a dot matrix with built-in colour 
capability, but it is noisy and certainly no lightweight. 

ot matrix printers aren't 
exactly cutting-edge 
technology these days, 
but new models keep 

appearing. The latest from printer 
pioneers Epson is the LQ-100. 

They've certainly had a rethink 
for this model, It's nearly completely 

CHECKOUT 

EPSON LQ-lOO 

Features 
••••••oooo 
Nothing particularly outstanding, I'm 
afraid. 

Documentation 
• •••••••o o 
Up to Epson's usual high standard. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••OOO 
Just plug it in and you're off. 

Flexibility 
••••••OOOO 
A basic, but solid, printer- 

Value for Money 
••••••OOOO 
Aimed at the budget end of the market. 

Overall rating 
•••••••OOO 
It's certainly a reasonable printer at a 
reasonable price, but nothing really 
distinguishes it from the many others in 
this price bracket. 

Epson LQ-100 dot matrix printer 
enclosed, with the printing area 
covered by a removable plastic 
coven which means it's significantly 
quieter than your usual dot matrix 
printer - the norma] whine is still 
there, but much Jess loud. 

Paper is fed into the machine by 
two possible routes: either through a 
single-sheet slot in the bottom of the 
printer or from a cassette at the front 
which can hold up to 50 sheets. The 
former can afso be adapted to print 
on continuous paper with an optional 
tractor feeder. 

The various settings (such as 
which font to use and leading paper) 
are controlled through two buttons 
on the front The usual DIP switches 
are not present on this model, 
because Epson have assumed that 
the printer will be mostly controlled 
from the computer. Unfortunately, 
there isn't a driver for the Amiga 
which takes advantage of the new 

Epson LQ-100......... £262.52 
By; Epson UK Ltd, Campus 100r 
Mary lands Avenue, 
Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts. HP57EZ 
* 044261144 

"Esc P2" control codes, but 
fortunately these are compatible with 
the standard Epson control codes 
used by the Workbench drivers. 
Unfortunately again, you're stuck 
with the old Workbench Epson Q 
driver, because Epson haven't 
included a Workbench driver with this 
printer, though it's worth trying 
printer enhancement programs such 
as TurboPrint or Studio (see page 
72), which have 
support for some of 
the newer Epson 
Printers. 

Like all 24-pin 
printers, the LQ-100 
is capable of up to 
360 dots per inchf 
and Epson claim a 
reasonable speed of 
200 characters per 
second in draft 
mode. Put it into 
letter quality, though, 
and it drops 
significantly to 
around 60 cps. The 
text quality is very 
good, and seven 
fonts are built in to 
the printer. 

Graphics, 
unfortunately, is 

another matter. The results are 
muddy, with some rather nasty 
banding. Some of this can be 
removed by careful adjustments to 
the paper feed mechanism, and the 
tonal range can be improved by using 
a printer enhancement program, but 
the quality is never going to be 
anywhere near what you can get with 
a bubble jet or inkjet printer. 
Richard Baguley 

'////A 

The Epson LQ-100's enclosed casing muffles the noise 
you Td normally expect from a dot matrix printer. 
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CHECKOUT 

FUJITSU DL11 50 

REVIEWS 

Fujitsu DL1150 dot matrix printer 

ow with wires instead of 
pins, can the dot matrix 
make a comeback 
against the bubbiejet 

brigade? Fujitsu think Jt canT and if 
nothing else I have to say that this 
is possibly the best documented 
printer I have ever seen. Apart from 
the 150 pages of user manual, there 
is also a programmer's handbook of 
around 400 pages, detailing every 
possible function and operation that 
this printer could ever perform, 
every piece of maintenance you 
could ever want to do, every screw 
that might come loose. Okay, it is in 
German, but it looks good on the 

The Fujitsu DLH50 dot matrix printer - wetf, wire 
printer, really - has a quite usable colour option. 

bookshelf, and hey, isn't It about 
time you learnt a second language 
anyway? 

A combination of fonts and 
styles give you a total of 15 different 
typefaces for text mode, although 
many of them are only available in 
the NLQ mode. Besides, a large 
number of resident fonts is no longer 
a big selling point. If you are printing 
out some high-speed text, it doesn't 
really matter what it looks like as 
long as you can read it, and if you 
are printing out a letter you'll 
probably be doing it through a 
program which uses a graphic 
rendering of a scalable font anyway. 

If speed is your 
thing, the DL1150 
can produce a fair 
200 characters per 
second, but rt is not 
the most legible 
draft mode I have 
ever encountered on 
a dot matrix. You 
will almost certainly 
have to splash out 
on some ear 
defenders as well - 
perhaps I have just 
become too used to 
working with lasers 
and bubble jets, but 
the Fujitsu managed 

to drown out the office CD player, 
which is a bad sign. 

There is a colour option, and it 
does produce surprisingly reasonable 
results - for a while anyway. The 
trouble with colour ribbon printing is 
that the ribbon is never long enough. 
The colours always migrate across 
the bands of the ribbon (in use, not 
in storage), so by the time you get to 
the third or fourth pass of the ribbon 
all the colours are brown anyway, Dot 
matrix printers have never been any 
good at colour though, so it is unfair 
to labour this point. 

The Fujitsu DLI 150 does come 
with the relevant Amiga drivers, so it 
is a very simple matter indeed to get 
it up and running with any software 
that supports a Preferences printer* 
There are a couple of fallback 
emulation modes too if you get into 
any difficulty. 
Nick VeJtch 

oocooocy^yo 

SHOPPING LIST 
Fujitsu DL1150 dot matrix printer 
  ™ £334,88 
(colour version £386.58) 
By: Fujitsu, 2 Longwalk \ 
Road, Stock ley Park, Oxbridge \ 
Middlesex UB111AB. 
«081 573 4444. 

Features 
• •••••o o o o 
Reasonable 360 x 180 dot-matrix 
output. Colour mode can give results 
varying from poor to quite good. 

Documentation 
• •••••••O O 
Pretty good manual with full information 
on emulation modes and everything 
else you could expect. Shame the 
programmer's / maintenance handbook 
isn't in English... 

Ease of Use 
•••#••0000 
Comes with its own driver, but then it 
doesn't tell you how to install it. Pretty 
basic though. 

Versatility 
••••••••oo 
Okay for speed, reasonable for colour. 

Value for Money 
••••••oooo 
Far from the cheapest model on the 
market, but it looks as though it could 
outlast many of the other models 
(though you may go deaf), 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
A well-built, sturdy workhorse that can 
output decent quality pages. The colour 
option is quite usable if you don't use 
colour all the time or you are prepared 
to buy lots of ribbons. 

Award Construction Kit 
You're kidding. J mean, if 

you've done something 
worthy of receiving an 
award, wouldn't you 

expect to be given a decent award 
certificate you could hang on the 
wall, rather than a trashy-looking 
printout from Award Construction 
Kit with pictures and words that are 
all Jagged around the edges? 

Award certificates are the kind of 
thing at which Professional Draw and 
Art Expression excel Okay, these 
programs cost three times as much 
as Award Construction Kit, but 

Reckon there's a demand in the Amiga market for a 
program that produces printouts like these? 

PageSetter 3 doesn't, and it will 
even print at the highest resolution 
possible on your printer, without 
jaggies around the text and pictures. 

The only thing ACK has going for 
it is ease of use. You can produce a 
certificate in under a minute, while in 
PageSetter 3 it might take five to ten 
minutes to Import and position 
everything. With PageSetter 3 you 
den t get the range of border and 
text styles that come with ACK, but 
shareware clip art and Compugraphic 
fonts are not expensive, and all the 
art and fonts in ACK are available 

from EMC on 
other disks. 

ACK provides 
about 50 
standard award 
topics - sports, 
school, family and 
so on - or you can 
make up your own. 
Various areas of 
the page are 
designated to take 
either text or a 
graphic. You have 
quite a degree of 

freedom over text 
style, and 11 ornate 

borders and five seals are provided. 
You choose styles and so on by 
number from various control panels. 
Dead simple. But it's aff ragged 
round the edges. The boot sequence 
for the floppy doesn't even run 
SetPatch, just a few Echos, Setmap, 
LoadWB and EndCLL Two hard drive 
installation scripts are provided so 
you can install the program on to 
either dhO: or dhl:. If your hard drive 
is called something else, you will 
have to do it by hand (though the 
manual does give step-by-step 
instructions). And the two installation 
scripts provided both automatically 
load sys:s/startup^sequence into Ed 
so you can add some Assign 
commands to that file. What a bloody 
stupid and irresponsible thing to do! 

This is Amiga software at its very 
worst, It's not even up to shareware 
quality, There are a million better 

Award Construction Kit £29.99 
By E M Computergraphic, 
8 Edith Road, 
Clarion C0151JU 
* 0255 431389 

things to spend £30 on. Like a week 
in Sarajevo, for example. 
Jeff Walker 

CHECKOUT 

AWARD 

NSTRUCTION KlT 

Features 
•ooooooooo 
All it does is produce very amateur- 
looking award certificates. 

Documentation 
•OOOOOOOOO 
Trashy 12-page A5 booklet. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••• 
An unborn child could use it. 

Speed 
•••••••••• 
But then it never takes long to do next 
to nothing. 

Value for Money 
•OOOOOOOOO 
Why bother when you can buy 
PageSetter 3 for a few pounds more 
and do it properly? 

Overall rating 
•OOOOOOOOO 
But then I guess simple things please 
simple minds. 
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J NEW! - 50MHZ A1200 

'ACCELERATOR + FEATURE CONNECTOR 
HGVP 

,EK AMIGA 

PERIPHERALS j 

VIDEO GENLOCK 
FOR ALL AMIGAS 

68030EC - 40MHZ 
RAM/FPU UPGRADE 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1200  

This 
extremely high 
quality Amiga .^Qm 
genlock, from 
GVPr has an 
intuition-based software control panel 
with full ARexx and command line 
interfaces. Easy to use the G-Lock 
genlock features many sophisticated 
attributes among which are: 
* Two Composite Video inputs or 

S-Video (Y/C) input 
• Simultaneous Composite & 

S-Video and RGB Output 
m Video Processor - Real Time 

Software Control of Video 
Attributes (Sharpness, Gain, 
Brightness etc) 

m ARexx Compatible 
9 Works with Flicker 

Fixers 
m Multiple Keyer Modes 
# Full Audio Support 

or 

G-LOCK 

£299 

ACCELERATOR ^ Trie 6SQ3QEC pfOC«6or Ort A1230 Turbo upgrades 1tie normal Amiga 1200 processor (CPU). The new version is nearly nine times the speed of (ha 
66020 in standard A 1200s. 
32-Brr RAM - The A1230 Turbo can have up to 3£Mt> of high speed 33-bit RAM. 
MATHS CO PROCESSOR The A1230 Turbo can ba fitted with a mains co-processor 
* 6B03QEC processor mn,vng at 40MHz 
* Easy Fining Trapdoor Expansion - Doe an 1 Void VCHJ'J WBirpnfy 
• Up lo 3Zw> of 32-bit RAM 
• Doesn't Disable PCMCIA Interface 
m Opncnsi SSS82 Co-Processor - much faster than the obsolete 68881 

U 

JDUH, BaJHdc ACCELEflATQR + RAM CARP & OPTIONAL FPU 
4tt, HAM NO FPU Jittu RAM -10IH, FPU Bvit RAM FID FPU 

£249 £379 £499 NC VAT UPQ IS3S 

68030 - 50MH* 
RAM/FPU + FEATURE CONNECTOR 
The new GVP A1230-11 is the most advanced 
accelerator for the A1200 yet 
• 50MHZ68030 
• Built-in Memory Management 
• Optional BOMHZ FPU 
• Up to 32m 32-bit RAM 
• Unique Feature Connector 
The new A1230-11 has a custom feature 
connector which allows a whole range of state- 
of-rhe-art Amiga peripherals to be attached. 
The first of these is a SCSI interface called the 
Al 291, and Is GVP's fastest SCSI controller yet. 
It features-. 
• DMA SCSI Design 
• Faaast ROM Controller 
• High Speed, Unique DPRC 

Technology for Direct HD to 
Memory Transfer 

SQiwu Qw> RAM 

INC VAT. LFQ16M £379 £579 £79 

24-BIT GRAPHICS CARD 
FOR A1500/A20007A3000 M4000 

EGS Spectrum is the 
answer to all your 24- 
bit graphics card 
requirements. It is a 
high performance, 
high resolution, 24-blt 
board that will take 
any Amiga 1500, 

2000, 3000 or 4000 beyond AG A! Bui the hardware 
Is only half of the picture. Wilhout quality software, 
your investment will be wasted. Not only does 
GUP's own award winning graphics applicalion 
ImageFX fully support EGS Spectrum, but also, 
using a Workbench driver, nearly ail existing Amiga 
Workbench compatible applications will also work 
on and support the EGS Spectrum system. 
* 1Mb or 2m of Qn-board Memory 
* On-board Hardware BUTTER 
* Future Re-targetabfe Graphics Support 
* Zorro tl or Zorro Hi Autosenslng 
* Scan Rates up to BOxm 
* 80,000,000 Pixels/sec Pixel Display 

Speed (8-blt) 
* Programmable Display Resolution 

$20x200 to 1600x1200 
* Supports Data Transfer Rates up to 

12.uf.fscc on Zorro lit Systems 
EGS SPECTRUM 

1 r/o RAM 2MP RAM 
NEW! 

£349 WC VAT - WD-T310 

NEW! 

£399 -iC v*1 ■■'in 

HARD DRIVE CARD 
FOR A1500/A20O0/A30O0M4OO0 

8-BIT SOUND SAMPLER 
FOR ALL AMIGAS NEW! 
|   "\JP    Capture sound from an external 

stereo or mono on your Amiga. 

A war 
FEATURED 

SCSI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 44000s 

The HC8+ is a high speed 
hard drive & RAM card 
which can also be used to 
increase your Amiga's RAM 
by up to 8Mb RAM. 
• High Speed DMA SCSI Controller Can 

Handle upto 7 Devices 
• Ultra Fast Access SCSI Hard Drive 

Option - See Below 
m Supplied Unpopulated the HC8+ can 

be Upgrade to Give You up to 8m of 
FAST RAM - See Below for Details 

m Direct Memory Access Style Design 
for Top Speed Transfer 

HC8+ HARD DRIVE CARD 

*    source and play It back in 
»    stereo or mono on your Amigj 

The latest version of GVP' 

SCSI/RAM EXPANSION 
FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

E 

Digital    Sound Studio 
> i j ^ (DSS8+) enables you to 

create audio effects for use 
in games or jingles. 

^ New style High impact, Clear Poly-Csrtonale Casing 
mSimuiianewsiy Holds op to 31 Sound Samples in Memory 
mHoal-time Osullosoope, 

Spectrum Analysis, Echo & 
ffffflfalflM 

• AREXX Compatible 
# Microphone Input 
+WD File & MIDI Compatible 
*FftEE Samples Disk 

DSS8+ 

NC VAT- WU£ 2t,'.Q 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1500 k 2000 
FAST!} GVP olter a range of 

At50Q/A2000 accelerators that  stmpty  outstrip the 
E£&ill competition lor speed and 

$pecifcallone. 
Owb HO 42nib HD 80Mb HD 120Mb HD 

£129 
>< 

£199 WC'.'AT HMMW £299 £399 

SAVESW 
42ife QUANTUM DFI?E COCk 

RAM UPGRADE CARDS 
GVP HC8+ INCLUDES 8 SIMM SOCKETS FOR EASY 

INSTALLATION OF FAST RAM. THE HC8+ WILL 
ACCEPT 2, 4,6 or 8MS USING 2, 4.6 or 8 SIMMS 

1Mb SIMM  £35 PER SIMM INC VAT ■ 

G-FORCE ACCELERATORS. 030 40MHZ 030 33M HZ 
S|:.K-nrJ MIPS' 12.1 30 6B030EC mm 
Maths Go-Pro. incl'JSG'd In ABOlO 
Std 32-bi! HAM 4Mb Max 32-bit RAM 16Mb Extras SCSf Sar/Par 

PRICE £699 INC VAT   UHfl MM £1299 INC VAT - UPQ(T7dO 

Adding 
RAM or a hard drive 
to your Amiga 1200 
will have a consider- 
able impact on its 
speed. The GVP SCSI/ 
RAM allows you to enhance your Amiga 
1200 with both. Its SCSI hard drive 
interface is one of the fastest, whilst its 
32-bit RAM upgrade is based on the 
same technology featured in the best- 
selling A1230, 
■ Built-in, SCSI Hard Drive Interface - 

Enables 2.5" SCSI Hard Drives to be 
Connected Inside the A1200 Casing 

• Optional 8Mb Of 32-bit RAM 
• Optional 88882 Maths Co-processor 

SCSI/RAM BOARD 
NOW INCLUDES SCSI KIT FREE OF CHARGE 

RAM 
NEW! 

!HC VAT • HAR tsw 

ib RAM ■ NO FPU 
NEW! 

£149 £349 £399 

NEW! 

INCVAt-HAR 12W     INC VAT - HAR 1233 

FOR A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000 
ALL-IN-ONE GRAPHICS CARD Impact Vision 24 ts a fully feaiured video card, Unlike olhe* graphics cards writer) require you to buy extra modules later, IV24 lias every* inlng you could want from a video board bjill-irtl 

Included with IV24 is GVP's custom Video Intorfaca Unit [VI U>. This gives you mora choices for in and outputting video signals than any other Amiga peripheral on me market. VIU-CT splitter provides addilional RGB, V, R-Y and B-Y oulpul, 
FREE SOFTWARE WITH IV24 Create stunning 3D lendtered (mages, relouch captured images and wipe between 2 vroeo sources wilh 50 packaged video Iransitlons for produclion studto effects. Also included is MacroPamt 2, a powerful 24-bit graphics package which can paint in 16,8 million colours. 

* 1SMb 24-blt, 16.8 minion Colour Buffer 
* Peal-time Frame Grabber/Dlgltiser 
» De-Interlaced, Video Flicker Fixer 
* Mo veabie/Slzeabte PIP (Plcture-ln-Plcture) 
* 2 Video Genlock (RGB & Composite) 
* 768 x 580 Resolution 
* Captured Image Reto uching/Processing 
m Anlmatfon/3D Rendering 
mFREEi 

Callgari 24, MacroPalnt 2, qp1 

A150O/A20M ADAPTOR  E49.S5 - OVA 5224 

MyLad end Desktop 
Darkroom Software 

IV24 ,rVIU-S IV24incVIU-CT 

£999 INC VAT.VID70S4 £1299 »4CVAT-VIO 

THE SILICA SERVICE 
Before you decide when to 
buy your new Amiga products, 
wc suggest you think very 

careluHy about WHERE you 
buy them. Consider whai rt will 

be like a lew months ailer you have 
made your purchase, when jyou may require 
Additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. 
And, will line company you buy from contact you with 
details of new products? At Silica, we ensure that you 
will have nolhirig to worry aboul, We can meet our 
customers' requirements with an understanding which 
is second lo none. Complete and return the coupon 
now for our latest FREE lileralure and begin to 
expeheoce trie "Silica Service*, 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in Ihe UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: A team of technics' experts will be at your sen/ice. 
• PRICE MATCH: We inatch tompetdors on a "Same product - Same price" basis 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We have a proven Irack record in professional compute sates. 
• PART OF A F.50M A YEAR COMPANY Wilh over 200 stafi ■ WA are solid, reJiaile and prolltatilc, 

• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts are available. Tei: 0S1-30B 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: We tiave demonstralioft arid training facilities al all our stores. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All 01 your requirements are available from <yn:- an^ser 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will l» mailed lo you with special offers and lull delays of hardware, peripherals and software. 
• PAYMENT: We ascepl most major cred-1 cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms wPHig.B^-firtitflaiirtcJOflJtM*. 

'XZ 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rtt. Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: DH1-3M 1111 0»dcr Lncs Oprjn Mon-S^t 9.0t>am-7.D0pni {Sat 9.00ann-5^0pm> No Lalt f4;ghi Opcnir- Fax No: 1X91-JOB 0606 
CROYDDN SHOP:   Debenharns i^rml 11-31 North End. Croydon. Surrey, CR91RQ  Tel: mvm 4455 Qpqning Hours:     rpton'Sjt g.OOarn-S.DQprTi Lai» fnpm ri'unjday • ^pm Fax No: 'jn l -fiSE 4653 
ESSEX SHOP:      Keddies <2no noor), High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essest, SS11U Tel: 070Z468039 Qpetiing Hours:     Mon-Fri g.30am-5.3rjpm {5a< 9.r^m-g;Qgprti) Lata Night: Thursday - ?pm Fax No: 0702 468039 
IPSWICH SHOP: Detenhams f2i»d RMrj. Waterloo House, Westgaie St, Ipswich, IP1 3EH M: 0473 237092 Opyilnp Mom-     W"--Fr <J :j: ■3rr-s.30pm {Sat 9.00am-5.DOpm? Lam Nigfth TflurA?ay ■ 9pm Fax No: 0473297092 
LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P DBA Tel: Q71-SS0 4000 Opyilftft H&urS-     Mrn-S.n ^oCam-COOpm Mo Uii> Niphi Opening Fto f^p; Q71-3S3, -1737 
LONDON SHOP: Selfridges ^n^^:. Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AB  Tel: 071-629 1234 Otwning Hours:      Mon-Sal &J30am-7.COi)m Lala Highl Thuraday - &mn Etmeion: 3914 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Maws, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX Tel: 081-a02 0811 Qpenirg Hojrs      W-ri-Sf;l fljQfttjvi-r '"':[■-, Lala Nqhl. Fiiday - 7pm to?- Qflt-grj? QQ17y 

I"To: Silica, AMSHP-0194-68. 1-4 The Views, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX^ 
PLEASE SEND ME A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE I 

Mr/Mr&'Miss/Ms:         Initials: .... 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address:   

Surname: 

  Postcode: . 
Tel (Home):  Tel (Work); 

I Which, computer^), if any, do you own? „„,..,. _ sax j 
EA.OE - AdvartiSEid pncea and spedricdllcins nuiy chnngn ■ PIBJISA r«ii im ihe coupon tor the latest Inrwmalion. 
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White Knight Technology 

- ™O=NAL   s 0992 714539 

FAX 
SPECIALISTS 10am-7pm Monday - Friday 

Ham - 4pm Saturday 

PO BOX 2395, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, EN8 7HQ 
CrotfitCartfeonly. 

|yd Switch w Visa-Date. 

AMIGA 4000 
A4O00/030,6Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb 
A4000/Q30, 6Mb 
A4O0O/030,6Mb 
A4000/040. 6Mb 
A4000/O4O, 6Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb 

* Drive nof covered by 

RAM, 80Mb 
RAM, 130Mb 
RAM, 250Mb* 
RAM, 340Mb* 
RAM, 420Mb* 
RAM, 130Mb 
RAM, 250Mb* 
RAM, 340Mb* 
RAM, 420Mb* 
WANG/ICLOn-Site 

£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 

1049 
1099 
1169 
1249 
1359 
1899 
1969 

£2049 
£2159 

Warranty 

32 Bit SIMM MEMORY 
1Mb ^pinA4O00/M1230XA/Demnger £ 45 
2Mb Z2pinA4O00/M1230XA/t>efTiriger £ 85 
4Mb Z2pinA4OOO/M123O)0VDerTinger £ 160 
8Mb 72p'nM1230XVCterringerelc £ 350 
1Mb GVPGFORCE/A530/A1230 £ 79 
4Mb GWGFORCE/A530/A1230 £ 189 

A2000 

ACCELERATORS 
CSADfRRNGER25MHz 68030 & 
MMU, with 0Mb 32&t RAM £ 299 
CSA DERRNGER - PLA71MUM 50 
50MHz 68030 (opfiional 50MHz 68882) 
With 0Mb 32 Bit RAM £449 
GVPfrFOR<I40MHz030,4Mb £ 689 
GVPGTORa50MHz030,4Mb £ 989 
GVPG-FORCE 33MHz040,4Mb £1279 
CSA MAGNUM 28MHz 040/SCS1 £ 849 
RCS FUSION 4028MHz040 £ 765 

A1200 ACCELERATORS 
GVPA1230, 40MHz030,4Mb £ 395 
GVP Al230Q, 50MHz 030,4Mb £ 579 
MKROeOTiCS Ml230XA 
WITH:  33 MHz 68030, MMU, 0Mb £ 249 

50 MHz 68030, MMU, 0Mb £ 319 

68882 FPU's 
68882 33MHzPGA £ 109 
68882 50MHzPGA £ 149 
68882 33MHzPLCC-faA4000/030efc.£ 99 
68882 40MHzPLCC-faA4000/030efc.£ 129 

BERNOULLI DRIVES 
150Mb Removable Cartridge Drive (SCSI-2) 
Internal 5.25" Drive + Cartridge £ 459 
External Drive, Cable & Cartridge £ 549 
150Mb Cartridges £ 89 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA 1200 HD 
Al 200+ 64 MB Hard Drive           £ 439 
Al 200+85 MB Hard Drive           £ 489 
A1200+127 MB Hard Drive         £ 519 
A1200 + 209 MB Hard Drive         £ 589 
DESKTOP DYNAMITE AVAILABLE + £ 50 

All A1200's are covered by WANG/ICL Orvsite Warranty 

VIDEO PRODUCTS 

DIGITAL BROADCASTER 32 Kail 
This Zorro Iff card performs the major functions of a full, 
broadcast quality, digital video editor. It provides REAL- 
TIME, FULL MOTION JPEG (25 fps) Capture & 
Compression, direct to disk. The captured video can 
then be edited and subsequently decompressed and 
played back in REAL-TIME, at 25 Fps in broadcast 
quality, direct to video, laser disk recorder etc. AEso 
included on the board is full SMPTE timecoding, read & 
write. The card also interfaces with the AD516 Studio 
\6f 8 track stereo oudio card from Sunrize and the 
VIVID 24 fmage Rendering Engine. 

GVP IMPACT VISION 24 
24 - Bit Professional Graphics board with Frame 
Grabber/Digitiser, Flicker-Fixer, Genlock & Picture-In- 
Picture etc. With Callgari 24, Macro Paint 2, MyLad, 
Sea la & Desktop Darkroom software. 
IV24 with VUI-S (RGB/CompJ £ 985 
IV24 with VUKT    (RGB/S-VHS)    £ 1279 

HARLEQUIN + (win mi VLAB Y/Q 
With 4Mb Vram/double buffered       £ 1595 

RETINA Display Card 4Mb £ 499 
VLAB Y/C Real-time digitiser £ 379 
Rainbow III Display Card £ 1499 
Picasso II 24-Bit Cord, 2Mb £ 329 
Picasso II & TV Paint 2, 2Mb £ 489 

$pmd dimus ©ffor |Irice 

AUDIO PRODUCTS 

soman ADSI6/STUDIO 16 
8 Track Stereo, 16-Bit, Better than CD Quality - 
Direct to Disk Recording, Editing & Playback. 
Can be used in conjunction with the Digital 
Broadcaster via SMPTE, 

£1249 

HARD DRIVES 

A1200 
80Mb & Cable £ 199 
120Mb & Cable £ 219 
170Mb & Cable £ 259 

A2000/3000 
40Mb SCSI 3.5" £ 110 
105MbSCSI3.5" £ 190 
240Mb SCSI 3.5" £ 295 
345Mb SCSI 3.5" £ 385 
425Mb SCSI-2 £ 499 
525Mb SCSI-2 £ 629 

1.0Gb SCSI-2 £ 859 
2.0Gb SCS12 £1299 

A4000 
250Mb IDE 3.5" £ 235 
340Mb IDE 3.5" £ 285 
420Mb IDE 3.5" £ 395 

NEW IN 
AMIGA 3000/3000T'S 
Ex-Demo. From £ 749 

GVP PHONEPAK 
Ybicemail & Fax Can!       £ 349 

DKB 128Mb RAM 
Cam1 for A3000/4O0O (0Mb )£ 275 

BSC MULTTEACE 3      £ 109 

EPSON GT6500 
A4 COLOUR SCANNER £ 739 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
Express £ 6 
Economy £ 4 

SURCHARGE 
If ordering with ACCESS or VISA, there ts 

a 2.5% surcharge. No Surcharge for 
VISA-DELTA, CONNECT or SWITCH, 

HOW TO ORDER 
Have your debit or credit card details 

at hand/ and call?- 

0992 714539 
10am*7pm Monday-Friday 
1 !am-4pm Saturday, Closed Sunday. 
OR BY POST TO:- 
l^\l^^EKMG^^lTBCH^f(MXJYf, 

PO BOX 2305, WALTHAM CROSS, 
HERTS EN8 7HQ 



REVIEW 

Drawing by description 

Professional computer-aided design on the 

cheap? Pat McDonald looks at XCAD 2000. 

ogether with a plotter or 
graphics printer, a CAD 
{Computer Aided Design) 
system can provide 

printouts of object designs with an 
accuracy far superior to that of a 
human hand. And XCAD makes ft 
easy as well. 

You need at least 1Mb of RAM to 
run XCAD 2000, though a hard disk 
is not required, it's dongle-protectecf, 
but the dongle is only needed for 
certain operations like saving a 
drawing to disk, Interlaced display 
versions are included if you have the 
display to make use 
of them, though they 
do run more slowly. 

Run the program 
and you discover 
that it looks bloody 
hideous. However, 
you rapidly come to 
appreciate the fact 
that you asked for a 
professional CAD 
program and you got 
one. In its own way, it's excellent. 

Although XCAD is an 
alphanumeric language that can be 
meticulously typed, practically every 
operation can be done with just the 
mouse, Input and output windows 
flash up and disappear, and if you 
just want a drawing area, you can 

it fooks totally word- and key- 
dominated, but in fact XCAD is more 
like having someone give a running 
commentary on what you're up to 
with the mouse. It doesn't take long 
to stop worrying about the words and 
concentrate on your drawing. 

Freehand artists, however, will 
probably still not be happy. The 
program is quite happy with working 
in miles and millionths of an inch. Or 
kilometres and centimetres. But 
XCAD 2000 uses a maximum of 16 
eoiours - sorry, AG A owners. The 
picture elements are not square- 

Sa- 

turn the whole lot off. At first glance 

Although ft may took 3D, this is a 20 perspective view 
of a 2D model, with hidden lines nicely removed, 

edged rectangles but lines of 
variable thickness. Obviously scaling 
up and down is necessaryt and with 
a CAD program you are absolutely 
dependant upon working on a grid. 

Those with an engineering or 
mechanical background will find 
XCAD much more approachable. CAD 
is not about producing stunning 

graphics - it is about 
modelling objects to 
a degree of precision 
where they could be 
manufactured, given 
the technology. 

So why is it 
better than using a 
draughting board? Well, apart from 
the accuracy factor, there's also 
repetition, A human draughtsman 
has to draw every single nut, bolt, 
window frame and door knob unless 
they have made a stencil that they 
can trace. Copying bits of a drawing 
about on a computer is faster, and 
elements can also be stored on disk 
for later use. DM call these reusable 
bits of artwork "Symbols'', and they 
have a few sets of standard items 
available - architectural and 
electronic schematic. As more 
people buy and use XCAD, I guess 
well see more, But the good news 
is, you can also import drawings and 
objects from AutoCAD on the PC (DXF 
format) via the PC-Amiga transfer 
utility CfossDQS. Sort of. It's not 
brilliantly implemented. Other output 
formats include Aegis Draw and 
Postscript. In addition, XCAD works 
with all Preference-supported 
graphics printers and HPGL, CPGL 
and RDGL plotters, tf you are lucky 
enough to have access to one. 

Once you have a view of a 

The first tutorial, by long tradition a simple house 
picture, Takes about half an hour to work through. 

design, you can load it into the 3D 
perspective modeller, it's nowhere 
near a true 3D rendering system, but 
it does let you get wireframe images 
(minus hidden lines) of a 3D model. 
You can output 3D models to Sculpt 
3D and 40. Those who wish to do a 
lot of work in 3D would be better off 
with XCAD 3000 - see the box. 

This is an individual program that 
is ugly and not shy about PL If you 
persevere, you recognise XCAD's 
brute, solid strength. Once you have 
mastered the keyboard shortcuts, 
you can express the shapes in your 
head as fast as you could on paper 
and with extreme accuracy. Highly 
recommended. (JJ 

SHOPPING LIST 
XCAD 2000 £79,99 
(Christmas promotional price) 
From: Digital Multimedia 
Services 
TT0702 206165 

km 
XCAD 3000 

But what if you want a real CAD 
program? One that reads DXF fites 
much more completely than XCAD 
2000 (though still not fully)? Go for 
XCAD 3000! But be warned, we're 
talking 700 pages plus of manual. 
And it does cost £249,99. And it 
needs 2Mb of free memory. 

XCAD 3000 is much more 3D 
orientated and can output 3D objects 
in Turbo Stiver format - very handy 
for getting accurate 
models into a 3D 
rendering package. 
Shame it's not AGA- 
compatible, but 256 
colours woutd slow it 
down. The redraw on 
XCAD 2000 is fast, 
but it's not on 3000. 

Why is a CAD 
package better for 
designing 3D models 
for rendering software 
like imagine and 
Sculpt? Quite simply, 

scate, 3D programs usually do not 
use real units. So getting your nuts 
and bolts to the right scale on an oil 
platform is largely guesswork. XCAD 
can provide the 3D artist with a set 
of correctly-scaled models. 

If XCAD 2000 seems deep, 
XCAD 3000 is an abyss. But 
persona I ]y I'D take a season in the 
abyss anytime. XCAD 3000 and 
Imagine is a potent combination. 

In case you 
XCAD 3000 

haven't seen what a combination of 
and Imagine can do, here's a due... 

CHECKOUT 

XCAD 3000 

Features 
••••••••• 
A comprehensive set of 3D modelling 
commands. Not quite as punchy as 
XCAD 2000. 

Documentation 
•••••••••' 
Heaps, but only a couple of examples. 

Ease of Use 
••••tooooo 
Takes even longer to get comfortable 
with than XCAD 2000. 

Value for Money 
•••••••too 
A snip compared to similar programs on 
other computers. 

Overall rating 
••••••••• 
Quite awesome on a powerful Amiga. 

price) 

v 

CHECKOUT 

XCAD 2OO0 

Features 
••••••••00 
Reasonable, considering the absence 
of decent CAD packages on the Amiga. 

Documentation 
•••••••COO 
All there, In 450 pages. It starts simple, 
then throws you in the deep end. 

Ease of Use 
• •••••••o o 
Maybe I'm being generous. You'll either 
love it or hate it. 

o 
Performance 
••••••••• 
Zooms and redraws like lightning. 

Value for Money 
•••••••••I 
At this price, it's very good value for 
money. 

Overall rating 

Sacrifices some power in exchange for 
being user-friendly by CAD standards. 
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REVIEWS 

The PC chore... 

If you want to run PC software on your Amiga but don't want to fork 

out for a hardware emulator, then a software alternative may be 

ideal. Wilf Rees boots up PC Task and runs a PC and Amiga at once... 

Sad but true: the 
commercial world is 
dominated by the PC, and 
there may be times when 

you want to bring work home with 
you but not lug a PC home as well. 
Or perhaps you need to to run PC 
software to do something that there 
isn't an Amiga equivalent for. There 
are hardware PC emulators you can 
add on to your Amiga, but these can 
be pretty pricey and their speed 
depends on the chip fitted in the 
emulator. Software emulators are a 
much cheaper option, and they take 
advantage of any accelerators fitted 
in your Amiga - so the faster your 
Amiga, the faster your on-board 
"PC", though software emulators in 
practice are still slower than real 
PCs in almost every respect. 

PC-Task, distributed by Meridian, 
is a software emulator with the 
added advantage that your Amiga 
can both pretend to be a PC and 
simultaneously remain an Amiga - it 
muititasks perfectly, operating simply 
as another application screen. It 
needs at least 1Mb of RAM to run, 
but it supports two floppy drives as 
well as two hard disks, so the 
environment is pretty versatile. You 
can create files on any of your hard 
disks which act as pseudo drives, or 
use partitions in the normal way. 

However, PC-Task does not come 
supplied with MS-DOS, so you'll have 
to buy this separately - version 5,0 
or 3.3 is recommended. 

Open up the disk window and 
you are presented with a collection of 
assorted icons. Three of these are 
Self-explanatory, offering bootable 

This is version MJ3 
Serial !*»?? 
Quasar Distribution 

Start [ 

M Colors * : 

Graphics Adaptor 0! Vfifi j 

list Serial Jj 
Use Parallel J\ 

CrHtg HarfekfiUl 

Priority when selected 
Priority when not selected 
Honory Kilobytes 
Hiflinun leave Available 

Use foUu\U j 

$m configuration ] 

You can set a range of configurations from here: floppy 
disk and Hard disk assigns, user port allocations, 
graphics display, memory allocations and processor 
options. Lots more preferences are available, but these 
need to be entered directly via the Shell. 

options for the 
68000, 68010, or 
68020 and up - you 
choose the option 
corresponding to the 
chip in your own 
Amiga. An additional 
icon named 
TDPatChl213 is 
provided for people 
running Workbench 
1.2 or 1.3, This 
routine fixes bugs 
and adds some 
features to the 
trackdisk.device to 
allow reading from 
floppy disks and 
writing to them when 
the emulator Is 
running. 

Once the 
appropriate icon is activated, an 
option screen appears, on which you 
select system configurations. You 
can then create a configuration file 
storing your own settings and 
automatically loading to these 
preferences. 

Assignment gadgets enable you 
to define your floppy drives as PC 
devices A: and B:. These by default 
are (IfO: and dO.:t but they can be re- 
assigned to any additional external 
devices if desired. Your assigned 
drives automatically configure as MS- 
DOS 720K, or 1.44Mb If you have 
one of the new-generation Amiga 
drives in the A4000 series. You can 
also define the Amiga's parallel and 
serial ports as LPT1 and COM1 
respectively - the PC device names. 

PC-Task will emulate four 
different PC display 
standards. MGA is 
monochrome text 
only, which gives 
pretty fast text 
updates. There are 
only two colours 
available, and these 
can be selected by 
slider control. CGA 
is the default 
setting, and the 
most widely 
compatible, EGA 
allows both MGA 
and CGA modes, 
and also additional 
higher graphic 
modest to run. The 

I )l;   BOX ) ■ Hun f FOLV )f TEXT = PPftV i| FILL . 

The feature that makes PC-Task really useful - no 
problem with multitasking whatsoever. This is the PC 
program Autodesk Animator running under emulation 
with the Workbench screen behind. "Running" may not 
be the right word though: It is really really slow! 

only cost is speed. VGA will do all the 
other modes. If you have an A1200 
or A4000 with the AGA chipset, 
naturally you have access to 
additional graphics modes. VGA has 
better palette definition, with the 
ability to pick 256 colours from 
256,000, but sadly Amigas with the 
older ECS chipset will only have the 
option of four. 

To get optimum performance 
when you wish to multitask, two 
options are provided to control 
processor allocation. "Priority when 
Selected" gives priority to the 
emulator when it is active and 
"Priority when not Selected" gives It 
priority when running as a 
background task. 

The final option on the startup 
screen is one for memory allocation. 
This enables you to assign 
determined amounts of memory to 
the emulator, up to 704K, Setting 
the level too low will cause PC-Task 
to slow down, then fall over. 

If you need help, the 
documentation is particularly good 
and very comprehensive. There is a 
very logical sequence of explanations 
for all of the functions of the 
software, a glossary and fault-finder 
to guide the novice, and lots of DOS 
routines to help with configuration 
and installation, as well as a list of 
th e pri ncipal M S-D 0 S com ma nds. 

Advanced users can choose the 
option of adding additional 
commands not available on the 
startup screen, These need to be 

accessed via the Shell, and allow 
several options. 

The simplest command enables 
you to bypass the options screen 
once all preferences are assigned, A 
further command offers sympathy to 
those with old ECS chipset machines 
with Chip (graphics) memory only: it 
limits the maximum screen depth 
which PC-Task will open. 
Unfortunately this is a trade-off: 
limiting the depth will speed up the 
program t but the price Is a reduction 
in number of colours available. 

If your Amiga has internal 
hardware offering additional serial or 
parallel ports, you can assign the 
default operations to secondary ports 
rather than occupying the main 
outlets. Default fonts can be 
assigned, as well as instructions to 
direct PC-Task to get PC memory 
from Fast RAM. This is only of use, 
of course, if you have more Chip 
memory than Fast RAM. 

Anyone with a A2000 still fitted 
with a 5.25-inch disk drive might 
want to assign this as a drive, and I 
found it worked okay. Alternatively, if 
you have an external 5.25-inch drive 
which is switch able between 40 and 
80 track, this will work too, but only 
If you add a command to your 
Devs: mount list file. A final provision 
allows for CD-ROM support, or so the 
manual claimed, but try as might, 
there was no way I could persuade 
mine to read PC CD-ROMs. I 
suppose, in all fairness, the manual 
did say it was a pretty basic driver, 
but for me too basic. 

DIRECT INJECTIONS 
Two further useful options are the 
ability to prevent the mouse pointer 
from turning offT and a routine which 
prevents checks for valid boot codes, 
just booting directly from any MS- 
DOS floppy. 

An invaluable addition to the 
program is a mouse driver. You turn 
this on just before loading a PC 
program by pressing <left Amiga>-P, 
and the effect is that the original 
Amiga mouse pointer replaces the 
rather boring block cursor 
synonymous with PCs. An even better 
solution than this however is to use 
the utility PCTMouse, supplied with 
PC-Task. This should be installed in 
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file on the virtual 
disk you create. An AUTOEXEC.BAT 
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Curious to see the real performance of PC-Task? 
Central Point's PC Toois system info compares the 
performance of PC-Task against an IBM PS/2 model 
60-a basic 286 machineT not particularly renowned 
for its speed. The PC-Task performance was .8 
compared to 4.6 tor the PS/2 - six times slower. No 
points to score, but my 486DX2-G6 comes in at 87.9 
file is the PC equivalent of your 
Amiga startup-sequence. 

ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER 
THAN WORDS 
Once you're past all the set-up 
procedure, the crucial question is 
how good is it? The answer is more 
complicated than a simple good or 
bad. PC-Task is a pretty remarkable 
bit of software, but you can t expect 
miracles from emulation software. In 

the first place, it is 
a difficult job 
cajoling the 
Motorola 68000 
family of processors 
used in Amigas to 
perform tasks 
designed for 
completely different 
processors - the 
Intel S088 or S086 
in early PCs, the 
NEC V20 or V30 in 
later machines, or 
the more recent 
386, 486t and the 
newest generation 
of Pentium 
processors. Any 
program that makes 
a lot of hardware 
calls is going to be 

hard to fool, and even in the best 
case there is an unavoidable speed 
penalty. 

It really boils down to what 
application you want to use. If you 
want to use your PC word-processor 
from work, PC-Task should give 
acceptable performance that will 
enable you to work at home, tf you 
think you are going to run Windows 
and exotic PC applications, forget it. 
The lack of speed is just too 

unbearable. This new version of PC- 
Task is an improvement on earlier 
releases and is slightly faster, but 
nothing like enough to run graphic- 
based programs, I got Autodesk 
Animator to run, but the screen 
refresh was so slow as to make the 
program unusable, Similarly, if you 
want to run PC games, you'll find that 
often these are written in non- 
standard modes, and PC-Task 
struggles to support them. 

That said, however, this is by 
miles the best software PC emulator 
available for the Amiga. If you are 
patient and laid-back, you will both 
get along fine. If you want to utilise 
the facilities offered by top-end PC 
programs, then sorry, folks, but a 
hardware solution Ss the only answer. 
Even the modest price of PC-Task 
could help you on the way to buying a 
second-hand Commodore A2286 
card, an altogether faster and more 

SHOPPING LIST 
PC-Task „™™™£4M5 
From: Meridian Software Distribution, 
East House, East Road 
Industrial Estate, East Road 
London SW191AR. 
TFOBI 5433500 

efficient beast, or maybe a Gotden 
Gate 386 or even 486 card, but then 
you would need a A2000 or higher to 
fit them. Other hardware emulators 
are available such as the AT-Gnce or 
the KCSr suitable for A500s or 
A600s. The choice is yours. CD 

CHECKOUT 

PC-TASK 

Features 
••••••••oo 
One of the program's strengths: it 
multrtasks, and offers bads of 
configuration options. 

Documentation 
••••••••• 
Excellent, with loads of useful tips on 
MS-DOS. 

Ease of Use 
ooo 

Dead easy to use - after all, PCs are 
designed for morons - but so slow I 

o 
Value for Money 

Got to be one of its best points. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
The best of the software solutions to 
PC emulation. 

Perhaps the most exciting 
branch of computer 
graphics is ray-tracing - to 
render a "3D" picture, your 

Amiga treats objects as geometrical 
solids with defined surface textures, 
lit by specified light-sources, and 
then calculates how the light rays 
from those sources would define 
those objects. You can get stunning 
results, complete with lifelike 
shadows and reflections. Whichever 

CHECKOUT 

ACCUTRANS 3D 

Features 
••••••••OO 
The software allows extensive control 
over the output of the final model file. 

Documentation 
•§••••0000 
The manual covers ail the necessary 
information, but is a little difficult to 
read. The Amlgaguide.llbrary helps a 
great deal for interactive tuition. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••ooo 
Apart from the large array of buttons, 
overall the process is fairly simple. 

Value for Money 
••••••••OO 
Wprth buying if you're into rendering. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
Until 3D rendering programs can agree 
on a standard, this will be invaluable. 

3D modeller or ray-tracer you 
choose, rendering an image is very 
time-consuming, but that is not the 
main problem. Various programs 
differ in their support for the range 
of Amiga hardware options - display 
boards such as DCTVr Harlequin, 
Firecracker, and so on, for example 
- so you may find that for different 
stages of the process you'd prefer 
to use different packages. It may be 
that rendering your 3D model could 
be better done on one program and 
the Initial modelling on another Or 
you might like to adapt an object 
created with one package and use 
It In another. The catch is that the 
programs available use different file 
formats. Enter AccuTrans 3D. 

AccuTrans 3D enables 
translations between various 3D 
modeller/ray-tracer programs5 file 
formats. These include Imagine, 
Lightwave 3Dr VideoScape, Modeller 
3D and Sculpt 3D/4D, with Aladdin 
4D and Caligari 24 soon to be 
supported. AccuTrans also supports 
OXF (Drawing exchange Format) files, 
which are considered a standard 
format for vector-based drawings. 

SHOPPING LIST 
AccuTrans 3D™ £39,29 
from Mkrolltee 
Productions (US) 
« 0101 306 522 6077 

AccuTrans 3D 

DXF support will enable you to import 
your files into various programs, such 
as XCAD 3000f AutoDesk 3D Studio, 
and AutoCAD. DXF support is very 
useful, because if you are lucky 
enough to have access to a PC 
running AutoDesk 3D Studio, then 
you will appreciate the vastly 
improved rendering times, even on a 
basic 386 equipped with maths co- 
processor. AccuTrans 3D will work on 
any Amiga with Workbench 2.04 or 
higher and 2Mb or more of memory. 
Although an accelerator is 
recommended, it is not necessary. A 
hard disk is useful, because 3D files 
consume heaps of 
disk space. 

As well as 
converting between 
various 3D file 
formats, AccuTrans 
3D also enables you 
to modify various 
aspects of the 3D 
models being 
translated, such as 
the index of 
refraction for various 
transparent 
materia is, or the 
colours of individuai 
objects. The settings 
for conversions can 
be altered to your 
preference - so, for 
example, you could 

convert a wooden object into a glass 
object. A useful list of transparent 
materials and their equivalent 
refractive indices is included. With 
this, you can specify that an object is 
made out of diamond or ruby. 

Ail of the conversion tests 
between the supported programs 
seemed to work, with a high degree 
of reliability. The only problem I 
encountered was the omission of 
some faces while converting imagine 
files to DXF files. Apart from this 
minor problem, aft seemed fine. A 
very handy utility indeed. 
Wiif Rees 

This model was saved as a DXF fiie from AutoDesk 3D 
Studio, converted to an Imagine fiie using AccuTrans 
3D, then toaded into ImagineTs Detail editor. 
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REVIEW 

Scan the 

silver disks 

Want to add a CD-ROM to your 

Amiga? Pat McDonald looks at the 

ASIM Compact Disc Filing System. 

The wonderful AslmPhoto program, designed to read Kodak-CD picture files 
and turn them Into 24-bit iFFpicture flies. Shame I didn't have any... 

■ t's five AM, I've just spent the 
I entire night looking through 
I literally gigabytes of data on 
I CD-ROMs and CDTV titles, and 

It could hardly have been simpler. 
The ASIM Compact Disc Filing 

System (CDFS) is a rather neat 
collection of drivers and utilities to 
enable you to hook up a SCSI CD- 
ROM drive to your Amiga, provided 
it's equipped with Workbench 2.x 
and a SCSI hard drive interface. Also, 

purposes it's too small scale. 
Other people may consider ASiM 

CDFS's ability to read CD-ROMs 
much more useful. Not only can it 
read the standard ISO 9660 CD-ROM 
standard used by Amigas and ISM 
PCsT it can also read Apple's High 
Sierra format. So if you have the 
relevant machine or an emulator, 
then you could (in theory) use foreign 
CD-ROMs, In practice, you would 
probably have to spool the data off 

J J Exr I tide? 
J Repeat? ^ - 38 

E.'ittct   [      Pause j   Stop  j   fit ay  |  ft - B | Ordered) Randan (■ 

m 
J C lawf inger- 

J 3:18 
|Deaf, Ottnfc and BUN 

It's a real shame that AsimTunes, the music CD management utility, can't 
read track, album and artist's names off a CD. At least any of the ones i tried. 
CDTV and CD32 owners can use one 
of the utilities, AsimPhoto, to read 
Kodak-CD picture files and turn them 
into 24-bit IFF picture files. Wow] 

However, you need a few 
megabytes of RAM to produce a PAL 
interlaced 24-bit image [768 x 512). 
Plus, the resulting image probably 
won't fit on a standard floppy disk. 
Don't get me wrong. I think this is 
the most useful feature, it means 
that anyone who needs some prints 
or negatives turned into excellent 
quality Amiga graphics can do it 
without spending a fortune on a 
scanner - your locai Kodak film 
processor can scan the pictures and 
put the fifes onto a CD, which this 
program can then convert. Very 
useful for if you want to do some 
high quality DTP on a shoestring 
budget, although for most video 

to a hard drive and access the 
information from there. Even then full 
compatibility isn't guaranteed. All 
ASIM CDFS claims to do is give you 
access to the data on CD-ROMs. It 
makes no claims about your ability to 
do anything with the information. 

Asim Junes is a bundled utility to 
make using your music CD collection 
as painless as possible. Which isn't 

much, Basically, you have to sit down 
with your collection and feed it one 
at a time through your CDFS- 
equipped Amiga. The computer reads 
the number of tracks and the length 
of each song, and you then have to 
type in the name of the album, the 
group and each track's name, You 
can alter the playing order or skip 
tracks that you don't like. 

Once you have saved the 
resulting database file, the software 
will recognize the CD next time it's 
put in the drive. Click on Play and off 
it goes. I had the impression that all 
the relevant information was read 
automaticatty off the CD. But no, you 
have to type it in. 

I was hoping that this product 
would let me convert the digital 
information from a music CD into an 
Amiga sound sample, but again I was 
disappointed. Pity. Such a capability 
would have knocked spots off a 
conventional sound sampler. 

One good thing is that ail of the 
functions of ASIM CDFS can be 
linked to an ARexx port. I've got no 
complaints at all about this part of 
the manual, although a few examples 
would have been nice for novices, 

You do get one free CD - 
surprise surprise, the Fred Fish 
collection on CD-ROM. If you have 

Ware ti? Direct Hutoit»r»t RftinTune^? fluto*tjet  DiscChanger? Rutohoat  fron CO-Ron? Iflnurd LUK& on open? 
« nul I '.f l« LUNs? 

J 

Getting ASIM CDFS going Is largely a matter of telling It what your SCSI 
driver Is called and which SCSI unit the CD drive is operating on. 

THINKING LATERALLY 

One inventive application for CDFS 
would be to use it and an Amiga as 
the heart of a DJ's console. Fitted 
with a touch-screen and with a 
couple of SCSI CD-ROM drives, the 
whole lot could be wired to a PA 
and cross-fader without much 
difficulty* 

What's the advantage? Well, 

using AsimTunes, atf you have to do 
is select the track, hit Play and 
Pause. You don t have to remember 
the track name or peer at the alburn 
cover, because AsimTunes 
recognizes and displays this 
information anyway (or at least it 
does after you have typed it in the 
first time). 

Cost would be competitive 
compared to a dedicated DJ rig, and 
although it wouldn't play vinyl 
records, you could mix the Amiga's 
sound output as well and throw in 
your own jingles and scratches. 
Good idea, inn it? Thanks to Daren 
Oliver for that and other help with 
these reviews. 

never encountered it before, then you 
can spend many happy hours 
transferring the programs to floppy 
and watching them crash, because a 
lot of them are horribly out of date 
compared to the sort of Amiga you 
need to use ASiM CDFS. 

In fact, that's the main problem 
with CDs. All the information you can 
currently get on them 3s available on 
floppy or printed in a book. If you 
could get titles like "How to hit AG A 
and AAA Amiga hardware", 
something that you couldn't get In a 
book, I might be tempted. As it is, I 
can't really get excited about a 
medium that you can't record on and 
that has a transfer rate slower than a 
motorway-mashed hedgehog. £Q 

{rJrJr5rJrJr5rJrJr5\ 

SHOPPING LIST 
ASIM CDFS software „ £49.99 
From: MkroPACE 
» 0753 5518B8 

y 

ASIM CD FILING" 

SYSTEM « ^ 

Features 
•••9«6»«00 
Overall quite a good selection of tools. 

Documentation 
•••••••ooo 
Good, but a bit economical with the 
truth in parts. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••OOO 
Tricky to set up at first but plain sailing 
after that. 

Performance 
•••••••OOO 
Gives access but absolutefy no 
guarantees. 

Value for Money 
• •••••oo o o 
The software's reasonable, but SCSI 
Ct>ROM drives ain't! 

Overall rating 
•••••••OOO 
If you need to hack CD-ROMs, this does 
the job quite well. 
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400DPI 2RAM 6PPM 
A4 TEXT/A5 GRAPHICS f 400dpi • A4 GRAPHICS <X 3O0cfpt. A 2Mb"RAM UPGRADE IS REQUIRED TO PR1WT A FULL A4 PAGE QF GRAPHICS ANMdpr 

HP LASERJET ill™ COMPATIBLE • FLASH ROM UPGRADEABLEl 
Ricoh, have used their expertise to produce a 'first' in laser printers, the 
LP1200 with FLASH ROM. HP LaserJet Hi™ compatible, the LP1200 
employs industry proven laser technology which, unlike LED printers, 
uses a (aser light source to produce the most accurate and intense 
printed images at a range of print resolutions up to 400dpL A fast 
efficient processor and engine, plus a straight paper path design 
allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. The 2Mb RAM version 
prints a full A4 page of text or graphics at 300dpL Using standard 
resident fonts and the alternate controller firmware supplied, it 
can also print an A4 page of text or A5 page of graphics at 
400dpi and, using the Windows driver supplied, an 
A4 page of text 
at 400dpi from 
Windows 3,1. J*J 

£599 

BEST BUY 

SHOWN WITH | 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER 
TOP TRAY (OPTIONAL EXTRA) 
The 4Mb RAM version can print a 
full A4 page of graphics at 400 dpi and makes 
full use of the LP1200'$ 400 dpi printing capabilities, such 
as using Microsoft Windows fonts. Unique additional standard 
features include FLASH ROM 'future proof technology and LAYOUT - a 
powerful document description language. The LP12Q0's unique internal 
FLASH ROM, which holds the pnnter controller firmware, can easily be 
updated as new developments in technology occur. This protects the 
investment you make in buying a Ricoh LP1200. Other manufacturers 
would require you to buy a new pnnter} Internal FLASH ROM and 
industry standard FLASH ROM PCMCIA cards can also be used to 
permanently store fonts, macros, graphics and extra emulations. Again, 
unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes LAYOUT, a powerful and 
intuitive document description language as 
standard. This offers unique opportunities to 
develop custom made printing systems. 
Forms and document templates can be 
designed complete with logos and stored 
electronically in the LPl200's FLASH ROM, 
alleviating the need for pre printed forms! 
The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 
paper tray as standard. An optional universal 
feeder automatically feeds up to 150 sheets 
of paper (up to 169gsm}, 15 envelopes, 
transparencies and labels. 

CONSUMABLES + ACCESSORIES 

PLAIN PAPER 

FAX OPTION 
• ONLY £120 

The LP120D is trie World's First Laser Printer to have the 
option of being upgraded to a PC independent plain paper 
law. Just download the software (£120tWTj into the 
LP1200's Flash ROM and connect any fax/modem to the 
Serial Port (we recommend the Pace Microlin FX - 
EISO+VAT). Using the Windows and DOS software supplied 
you can send and receive Laser quality faxes all over the 
world' 
FAX/MODEM SOFTWARE FEATURES ■ C120.wr KK 
* Combine 1 or 4ta*es onto one page (A4) * Grayscales, 3 types of images - Photographic. Line Art. Ricoh Scanned * Prions number directory (using Windows driver} 
* BroadcasH using Windows driver! 
* Windows and troS version 
* Receive laxen when PC is switched off ■ Use printer for printing while receiving faxes In background mode 
* Use LaserJet or Layoul protocol documents 
* Sand fanes Irom any Windows applecatlon 
MODEM'HARD WARE FEATURES E18CUAT morm 
* CCITTGroup3 scnoVreceive * Laser quality output ■ Automalic retry on busy (x3} 
* Memory useable - 2w. (upgradeable to 4ut) 
* Document macros 
* PCMC Winter Hash card firmware module available * M paper ■ but can receive A3 pages scaled down 10 A4 * 300 dpi. Can send AA pages scaled upto A3 - 300 dpi 
* Out ol paper receive * 9600 baud Fax modem 
« 2400 baud Data modem 
* Hayes compatible - UK manufacture * 5 year warranty on modem ■ Includes: fax/modem, software, mains adaptor, serial cables, PSTN connection lead and manuals FOR PCs & COMPATIBLES ONLY 

WINDOWS 3.1 
DRIVER 

SUPraRTSJOQ&UOnPi 
AMIGA DRIVER 

CORPORATE 
SALES TEAM 
Tel: 081-308 0888 
Fax: 081-308 0608 

PflOOUCT PRODUCT PRICE CODE DESCRIPTION EXC VAT 
CAB 7500 Cable for PC/ST/Amiga   £fl.47 
KIT 5200 Laser Starter Kit inc Cable  E12.50 
LAA 5236 Universal Feeder (2nd Tray)  £85-00 
LAA 5262 2w> RAM Module  E85-00 
LAA 5210 Developer/Toner Cartridge  E65.00 
LAA 5225 OPC Cartridge {Drum)   £89.00 
LAA 5312 A4 Paper Tray (100 Sheets)  £35.00 
FAX 1200 Ricon Fax/Modem Software/Firmware £120.00 
HOD 7199 Paco Mfcnflf! FX Fax/Data Modem.. £160.00 
LAA 5279 Ricoh Flash ROM Card (O.Smi)  £49.00 
IAAS2B& fliLOh I'lath HAM Ca-d Mv-i  ...    . ClSJU UO 
LAA5290 Ricoh Flash HAM CJ--.-I ;•"-.-) . :J0 
All Prices are- Era W - CALL FOP A FULL PRICE LIST 
Hp*      pjprtr tr*( s a\n&t{ MX*J*5<i In Wie pml« prttt Mara M Iraya can be purtfused !□ load drffeu-it cctoured blatonery. 

IBM Amm FUJITISU VMfiOO CANON SMI RICOH LP12DD 'FEATURES 
Aver«e Street Price (exd. VAT) £&as •■ii?L! Mawmum resolution in dots oer mcti 300x300 SCO t /Of. 300 * 300 Windows 3 Dnwr 34D0 dpi YES Prim Spwd Sppnl 6pp7n 4p0m 8oprn r^Dfli arakihrt Paper Palh NO JOAVfACcUPJ YES YES 
P& 5 Printer Conned Innrjuac* YES YE8 YES HP-GLtf Vector Grachc* included yes YES YES YES 
Beeofatiofi irrvrDyerneo^Bilwcenwit YK YES YES YES S&ntfanfRMJ U 1« 51ZK ZH Full wm dot arapfott wtiti standard RAM YES Warm Up Time 33 sect. ■: re Si-;-. GO MC4 ?    Pa^eorTRxr OntDU"! 15 sees 31 sees 

i'-v.t ;■    .::•>..! . •>.::,..! :! YES HashHOM VE3 Flash ROM UpBUdtabhl HirnTwar* VES 
PCMCIA Cart Sh* YES ScalBabteflesidonl FBnb • in HP LJ III EmulaSmn 0 6 0 S S 
RVSKIBI* Bit-Mapped fonts 10 1*1 '4 U 14 AGFA Nellifon! Seattle Fori Tetflrwlom YES YES YES HP LaserJet III Emulation Included YES YES YES EPSOM FX Emuiatlfln Indurjtd YES YES YFS YES ISM PmPririer ErnoMion tndufJtd YES; YES YES YES Started Tray Capacity 200 70 2B0 100 ProlBCtrve cover on standard :ray YES YES YES VE^S Cost per copy' * . i4 , PP 2.2p i isc Mir-Mln Paper We>gH -i qim 60-1&3 BO 157 Efl-IDfi «-1S5 Aire to ofim onOHr1 Film YES YES YcS YES YLS YES Abie 1o pnnl on IfiSgsm card {Manual Feedl 
Standby ■ Home L«el 3EdB(A) 35dB(A^ ^43oE|Ai Pricing - Noise Lwal SOdflittl 4&dGiAr dS3dlXA) ..4Sdg fC Inaspendont PlAlM PAPER FAX OPTION 

• "As flininj \rt rmnjiKlwifi - Jtty S3 

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE 
• 2Mb RAM AS STANDARD 

Upgrade to 4MI> RAM only £85*VAT - see below 
• PCL5 - ,*c HP-GL/2 

With scalable fonts and vector graphics 
• SHARP EDGED PRINTING 

Ricoh FfAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution 
• 400dpi RESOLUTION 

(Defaults. - SOOdpK Will address 200, 240 & 400dpi) 
• UNIQUE FLASH ROM 

For controller upgrade and storage 
• PCMCIA CARD SLOT 

For programmable FLASH ROM cards 
• EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 

For improved connectivity eg. Coax/Twinax* PC-LAN etc 
• LAYOUT Document Description Language 
• SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
» f YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Next working day response 
FREE DELIVERY 

LP 1200 WITH 
SINGLE BIN & 
2Mb 

RAM 
LAS S2M £599 

RAM UPGRADE - 2Mb to 4Mb £LAA &2&2) E85 +VAT 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER CLAA^)   £85 + VAT 
FAX OPTION Requires a modem {FAX 12U0> £120 < VAT 
M ODEM Pace Mocrolin FX for Fax Option   {MOD 7199) £ 180 < VAT 

SILICA OFFER YOU 
^      I Before you decide) when to buy I your  new   laser  printer, we v/ suggest you thifik very carefudy , jS^ about   WHERE   you   fxiy 11. 

^CF^TO Consider what it will be like a few c 1 months after you have made your purchase, when yDu may require additional peripherals or coreumables, or help and advice. Ana", will ihe company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica, we ensure that you wfll have nothing to worry about. With our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meet customers' requirements with an understanding which is second to none. Complete and r«tUfT! the coupon now for our latest FREE Irteralure and begin to experience the 'SiHca Servica*. 
* FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders snipped in rtic UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: A team of technical experts will be at your service. 
# PRICE MATCH: We milch wmyejiUirs on a "Same product - Same price" flas-ts. 
# ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: 

We have 3 proven track record in nrtfassiL-eiaJ computer sales. 
m PART OF A £50M COMPANY (*m MTW »utt}; V:H ir^ ^.olid, reliaote arxt pratitadle. 
% BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume rJiscoirrHs a/a availa!;!n. Tel: flfl1-30B 0808, 

# SHOWROOMS: 
Wo have damonslration and training facilities at all our stores. 

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of ywir requirements are available tram <m supplier 
* FREE CATALOGUES: 

Will bo mailed to you with special offers and ful details of hardware, peripherals and software. 
• PAYMENT: 

Weaccest most major credit cards, cash, tfiequs ormonthiy lemvs 'APfl29B%-wrrknwilesarreoitsli. 

081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 Tire Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Ken}, 0A14 4DX Qrflter Lines Open: Mon-5a1 9-00arn-6-0Opfn No IMt Ni^it Qwr«ng 081-309 1111 MO 061-308 0606 
LONDON SHOP: Qpqninj Hrxirfc     Man-Sal 9 30arn-6COpm 
LONDON SHOP: Selfridges ppenrirj Houre:      Men-Sat '9.30aim-7.0flpm 

52 Tottenham C'JII ; Kr y.   .uiiv--1. VV:r IB A Ha Late Night Qgarwig Tei: 071 5SD 4DDD Ha: Dri-asa 4737 
Arewi, Oxford Street. London, VV1A 1AB ral: 071-629 1234 

SiDCOP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-302 &B11  QperHng Hotro:     Moo-SaJ 9.CQam-5.30fim Lal& WgN: Friday - 7pm Fas No 061-309 0017 
ESSEX SHOP:     KcdrJies ind Ftaori, High Street, Soirthend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11 LA Tel: 0702 468039 Qpeiwig nmti;     Mdn-Fri 0 3Qam-5 30pm (Sat S.OOam fi.OOrxnl Lale Niqhl: Thursday ■ 7nm Feot Ha: 0705 465034 
IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams im Fiowi, Waterloo House. Westgate St Ipswich, IP1 3EH Tel Opeiwig ^*tHjrs:     Mon-Fn * 30am-5.a0pm (Sat S.OOBm-eorjpmi LedB WigM: Thursday - 9pm Fan 0473 221313 ■■ ■ >:•■::-:■: : : ■ j 
To: Silica, AMSHP-Q194-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rrj, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON RICOH LP1200 
| Mr/Mrs/rvliss/Ms:        Initials:  Surname; 

Company Name (if applicable):   

  Postcode:  
| Tel (Home): ,  Tel (Work):  
| Which computer^ il any, do you own? 75W j 

ESOE - Acfcurtaod puces onJ BpocilicalianR may «hnngn - M*su>o rdum Ihe coupon !<••> i- <-      :.i ml.irrr mun 
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rOt//? INDISPENSABLE GUIDE 

TO THE YEAR AHEAD 

Expert              Exclusive 124 packed 

opinions on news on the kit pages of 

the year to you'll be buy- essential 

come...            ing in'94 Amiga analysis! 

ON SALE... RIGHT NOW! 



AMIGA 1200 PACKS 

AMIGA CD32 CONSOLE 
FROM SILICA - THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

From December 1st 1993, wtar> 
you buy your Amiga from Silica, at 

our advertised prices, we will give you 
one or more FREE GIFTS. The gifts 

include the new Chaos Pack, GFA Bask; 
and Photon Paint II a tolal value of over 
£265. Check the panels on this ad to see 
which gifts come wish each Amiga from 
Silica. CHAOS is the software pack of 
the year and is an Amiga Format Gold 
winner. It includes Chaos Engine, Wick 
Faldo's Championship Golf, Syndicate 

and Pinball Fantasies. 
ALL FOUR titles have 
been rated over 90' 
and won the coveted 
AMIGA FORMAT 
GOLD AWARD! 

CHAOS ENGINE   £25,99 
SYNDICATE  £34.99 
PINBALL FANTASIES   £29.99 
NICK FALDO'S CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF .... £34.99 

p Boll, Syndicate 

^^^^^^ 

CHAOS PACK: £125.96 
GFA BASIC V3.5 - pp/wrful BasicProgranvning Language... £50.00 
PHOTON PAINT 11 - Powerful Graphics Panting Package,.,   £89.95 

TOTAL VALUE: £265,91 

mm 

UliJ.lllBHU.I £265 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS PACK 

AMIGA 600 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED 

AMIGA 600HD 
EPIC + HARD DRIVE 

FREE DELIVERY 
PACK INCIUDCS; 
• Iw, AMIGA 500,  £199.99 
• BUILT-IN Tut DRIVE  
• BLUUNN TV MODULATOR.. 
• DELUXE PAJISfT III  E79.99 
•LEMMINGS.......  £26.99 

FROM S«JCA|3OT Top \M\ £126.96 
TOTAL PACK VALUE; £431.93 LESS PACK SA WW& £242.93 

SILICA PRICE; £199.00 

FREE DELIVERY 
PACK IWCLUMS: • lUb AMIGA 600  £199.99 
• BUFLTN 1. rjarvE a TV MOOUUTOR 
•DELUXEPAINTIH  £7959 
• MlCROPflQSE ORAND PRIX,. £34.99 

SSLLY PUTTY   £25.99 
• PUSHOVER ,    £25.99 ™«uca<s«T5pUft) £i2S.9e 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £492.91 LESS PACKSA VtHG: £293.91 
SIUCA PRICE: 21 MM 

1 

2 

Mb 
RAW INC VAT - 

£219 IKC VAT -MttttM* RAM OttS 

AMIGA 

A 

©Er* CONSOLE 
32-BIT CD-ROM 

1 
Mb 
RAW 

m 
■ RAW 

IMC VAT - AMC DWB 

INC ^AT .Ai*;it$4S ♦ s\*u mb 

FREE DELIVERY 
PACK INCLUDES: 
• lit AMIGA 600  £199.99 • BtfLT* 1*MWE4TV MOOUATOH •64»httHDWa  E179.00 IRC ■ A SCI-FI ADVENTURE   £29.99 • flOME - ROIE PIAYMG ADVENTliflE £25.99 • UVT!" . STOP >E 5FflE*fJ Cf EVIL , £19,99 • TRIVIAL PjflSUlT ■ PCftAAR QUIZ .. £29.99 fflEf FROM 3UC* iSeflTopLstll   £265.91 

PACK VALUE; E750.45 PACK SAVING: £401.86 
£-IL:CA PRICE; £349.00 

1 

64? 
1Mb RAM 
85: 

£349 INC VAT - AMC 0964 

£399 INC VAT - AME D3EI5 

INCLUDES 
OSCAR & DIGGERS 

CD TITLES 
PLUS! 

LEMMINGS CD 

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR 

CEtrWiPHWFSKK GBOMIFC CSHO 
22-. 1 !6 m 
UtH !;-s-.- 

S VALVAL- RAM 2043K (28K 
I:.-:.. J-'P.-..1 n 812 

. C>■>■; 64 
FULl-SCREEM 
VIDEO CD OPTIONAL No 
L       . '-XL- Yfes No 
4'.' :..   ' ::.'; fa Y*s 
Mumi-SrssKM V-s to 
S-VHS OJTPIJT to 
MASt.VT.W RrSXJ7lHH :•."!;' 
CD TTIK Httt ?■ 
Pi; ,r EZB9 

-The Mega CO (£269) will only 
work when plugged into the 
Mega Drive (£129), Iherefore Ihe 
price shown is the total 
combined price of both models. 
The Amiga CD32, however, is a 
standalone system which works 
without additional units. 

FREE DEUVERY 
• 32-BIT POWER Tha world's 1irat CO-ROM garaOc !& use- 32- bt ledwofogy, i x raslEf dian a 68CO0 CM 
• CO QUALITY STEHEO SOUND 
• 16.S MILLION COLOUR PALETTE 
• 256K MAX COLOURS ON-SCR£EN • GAMES FROM BELOW £20 
• PLUGS INTO A TV OR MONITOR • PLAYS MUSIC CDs 
• DUAL SPEED Trans^n* data aCrtiwt tvrtx ;ia tost as udinary CD-ROM drwes 
• MULTI-SESSION awTKinises, ALL Uaia cm CDs, even tt tha lr4m™*B{i      aOdcd n*Jnr initial pressing 
• FULL SCREEN VIDEO-CD 11/93 Va en 'jpiiai'jl extra module when allowi you to wsfch likns c 1 

with 1h* talest ftftw-Cf) standard, endorwti by JVC Miibus'iiln PhlipB and Sony • 2Mb RAM 
• 11 BUTTON CONTROL PAD 
• 2 FREE CD TRIES • OSCAR  * DIGGERS 

PLUS FREE FROM S4UCA LEMMMGS CO WORTH t»M 
• COMPATIBLE WITH 2fi CDTV TITLES 
OVEfl 45 TfllJES EKPfiC-TED BEFORE. CHRISTMAS '33 

Amiga 
CD32 

+ 3 FflEE 
CD TITLES £289 iNCVAT-CCP 3200 

AMIGA 1200 PACKS+H«sR,VE 

RACE V CHASE    DESKTOP OYMAMITE 
,\\ AMIGA 1100 (U.* 

AMIGA 1500 
HOME ACCOUNTS 

AMIGA 4000 
SPECIFICATIONS 

1 VEAR^Snt/ATHOHEWAnnAiVrT'l ON ALL CONF'<aU RATOhS J ! • YEA R m SITE ''At HOMf WAMANTY CM ALL CONFIGURATIONS 
FREE DELIVERY PACK iNCLUOriS PACK IMCUJOES 

• 2*i Affliji 1?» • Nigel Manstirs •TrolSAGA          Wottd Ctumplanstio AGA + fflCC FftOW SDCA (See TOT itfn 
RACE N' CHASE 

■ 2ut ArniQi 1200   * 0«lua« ft»L'r| IV AGA ■ QenniE           • iVordAartti VZ * 0s«i             * WordWOrlh Pun? WJTJGUI 4- fflCf FFWW SKJCA (SeeTcjpLettl 
DESKTOP DYNAMITE 

£299 i,   0s £349 

2 .. 64 £449 2t, 64 £499 

2:,. 85 £499 2^ 85 £549 

2r™ 127 £529 2  127 £579 
2^ 209 £599 HC VAT - *i4C ■«£»       WW I 2 209 £649 

MIMA ItM tKCmCATIOMt * svMvmtlDEHirtikNvQipipm 
» wim^ fi«nwi - li.iwt wsw apna      - 1 

* 32H«A«WrttOT/2UaClip RAW HARD DRIVE OPTIONS • Amiga DOS «G Di'Buij-n TV MOAIIJUII         • ^. • AA Crap 3«lj'ie B Hilfon Ctfoutl              • ft • 1 r 32-P.il CFUV^M fnanswi Sto! la 
ififCwJ 2 5' Hitd [trr/R Had csrraff/ 5aicw maul safcry artteld - doai nol 

• PCIJCW Smirt Card Slrt                    • Cosiared cv CommDiJ-irai Dflicial 1 tor 0n-£<te Wjnart/ • 9fi Ksy KBjtoird vAD Nunarlt Kf^d        ■ L&tf 1w Sfi«cill WW* Upptta' Slckar 

AMIGA 4000 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The Ainiya JOOO '030' ar>d '04D' are available" in several RAM .'Hard Drive options frtwn Silica (please sea below}, All are fully configured and approved and cany Commodore's liill one year on-site warranty. RAM upgrades are also available from Silica. Due to cument fluctuations in the m&JtcAt, please call for upgrade prices. 
25MHE 68030.. 

CDTV ADD-ON 
FORAMOorAHOwd 

A570 UPGRADE 

fi FA t. ItjJL'liOiTia PHOTON ■WBiilMBil 
FREE DELIVERY 

1 YEAR RETURN TO SILICA WARRANTY 
PACK INCLUDES 
• ho AMIGA 1500 ,,.  £699 99 • 21 $T E5JILT-IN lib FJDPPY CflWEB .. 
•EXPANSION SLOTS  
• PC COMPATBIUTY  • VIDEO SLOT  Ft* pitWHtd grifNct • PC-XTBRID6EBOARDSUPPLIED,. flDO.arj 
• PJLATINUMViOWffiS^VAPE^ C1S9.B5 
• PUZZNIC  £24.99 
• TOKI .-.  £24.99 • ELF   £24,90 • HOME ACCOUNTS   E29.99 • DELUXE PAJNTIIf   £79.99 ■ IUCA|Soe-G(iLe':i   C2S5.91 

TOTAL PACK VALUE; E1420.80 LESS PACff SAVING Eloei.fiO 
SILICA PRICE: £390.00 

i YlA* <M WtiAt HOW WAJMIAWTY ON ALL CONF1GAJ RATIONS 
FREE DELIVERY 

A12«    MWHK MttK-W 
The A4000 runs At up to 21 timet 1h« spe&cl of the A60O 
GFlAPHJCf ; 
• 1&7 WILU0N CO.DURS 
• RESOLIJTWSLPTO .260(512 aid MOBBOJ 

1 
Mb 
RAM 

RRPIB699** 

U1C VAT - AME 15W 

hfl A4000 has been d«*»gn«l 1or mankOTm rlQKibllry pfovlAng plenty or room ' mprrviry & pflnphcjrn! expansion iie^-BJT 2DRR0 III SU0T3 mm 

aUIMOEOGLOT wt 

2 IP £899 
2 ■■ IK', 130 £949 
A* 80 £QQQ 

%130 £1049 

2J4 £1149 
4R!VI-. **:•> 310-E1249 
Av *ti-!V. >: ■ 540 £1499 

25MHZ 6&040 

139 £1899 

.214^1999 

6^340?£2149 
6^A'. 525 £2399 

FREE FROM SILICA; 1 
* HutchirlSuns Encyclopedia CD   nRP C29.99 A fascinating and unique reference tool comprising ine complete Hulctimsons Encydopedia. 
* CDPD - erjD Public Domain Titles       RRP El 9-99 Qvei 6Q0Mb ol Public Domain software and shareware. Includes word processors, dala bases and spreadsheets etc. games and uliliiies. _ 

r^R £49 
Tbis Compacl Disc-playing add-on simply dips to Ihe side expansion port of your Amiga 500 and is immediately ready to deliver ti& power. 
• Enatfes yrxr flnga SCO 1J run CDTV software 
• Pays normal aydo CD dSCS 
• Slorage capadty equal to 600 floppy diste 

I • Transfer Brrte i53KJitsflcond 
• f^fMlHevMhC&^fiaiidffi + MIDtfoTriatJ 
• C&Tpaiibe wilh IS096BC startdard 
• Scire -5id A50C& need rrodiritalitr. ^ '.< »ii 

WINNER OF THE 
AMIGA GOLD AWARD 91% 

• t.7Sft3iTRjCmDRrVE 
RAM UPGRADES 
CALL FOR PRICES 

NEW LOW 
PRICE 

£93 IMC VAT -OCOOaTO 

CDTV SOFTWARE 
LEMMINGS TheH ^Jjcda &'ir>-5 wen'l JiK^Jl to take up 

SIM CITY telhtirsyor or Sim Dty yau Uka ranlrcl o1 tf>* jroiiti'. 'in; jnj r'nnsrii/i iKpanrntnts. Vau must OtHMni dime, fgMve OraxrluT wulh^r .IIICMII ..taaatfa. 
INC £9.99 

SUPER GAMES PACK Tfia urln high actco fijrii|;ib"i::i S fturi (O ■aiH vour aKfranalm IwM IncUdK JailsreDK. Bytainan. DaalhboH jrtd uinar Rtsrm 

fOR OUR COmPtfTE RAMGE OF C0TV TITLES PLEASE CALL OUR MAIL ORDER WQTI1NF DR VtSlT OWE Of OUR SHOWROOMS LISTED BELOW 

& APPROVED 
Silica are a fully aulborised Amice dealflf. We can upgrade Amiga 600 or 12M's wltti hard drives for new or existing owners, without affecting Commodore's official on site warranty. W& offer other upgrades and repair service for A500 end 
A5O0H.LS compulers. 
UPGRADES A REPAIRS 

* Latest tost cQuiixnent * 20 trained toctmidans * J.rJOOs of ports in slvck * FAST. 48 hour serWce * WB can collect (£5* VAT) * FREE nttitn coorter * AH work guaranteed 
CALL FOB A PWC£ UST 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Before ynu decide when 1o buy your 
new Amiga computer, we suggest you think very careluliy abcjl WH ERE yoy 
buy It. Consider whiat it will be I4e a few monlhs attar buy.ng your Amiga, when 

you may require additional peripherals or software, or help arid advice. AJKL W£I the compeny you buy Imm contact you with details of r>ew products'' At Ssfca, we ensure lhat you will have nothing to worry about With our unrivaled experience and expertise, we can meel 
our customers' requirements with an understanding which -s second to none. Complete end return 1he coupon now for our latest FREE literalure and begin to experience ine "Silica Service'. 
• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES: 

Official Hard Drive upgrades wilh tCL on-site warranty. 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: 

On all hardware orders snipped in she UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: 

A learn of Amiga technical exiperls will be at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: 

We martcti competrtars on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED IS YEARS: 

We have a proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• PART OF A £$OM A YEAR COMPANY: 

With over 200 staff ■ We are solid, reliable and provable. 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: 

Volume draCDunls are availab.1". Tel: 0B1-3AB DSN, 

SHOWROOMS: 
We have demonstration and (raining 1ac;lities at all our stores. 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: 
All oi your Amiga requirements are available from one supplier. 
FREE CATALOGUES: 
Will be mailed to you. with special reduced price Amiga offers, as well as details on all Amiga software and peripherals. 
PAYMENT: 
We accept most major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms 
(APR 29.8% - written quotes on repest) 

^ 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER; 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriev fid, Sidcup. Kent, DAI4 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 Qrflfrr Lines Ops* Mai-gat g.rjCafn-7.K!prn (Sal rj.rjHiHm-S.3&prnr HP Late NigM Qpeniny Fax Nc: Oflt-3C3 Dfeae 
CROYDON SHOP:      Debenhams ^Fbw). 11-31 North End, Crwdon, Surrey. CR9 IRQ Tel: LTS1 688 4455 OpUng Hourt:     Mco-Sat 9,QOam~6,rjQpm Lale Nqhr Thursday - 9ptn Faw No; 0et-68& 

52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P DBA Tel: 071-580 4000  No Lais Nighl Qpenlng Fax No: O^-aaa LONDON SHOP: 
LONDON SHOP: ~ Self ridges (Ba»nr«ni AWB). Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB Teh 071-629 1234 ManrSal 9.30Bm-7.00poi mie Nitjft jpuriday ■ BpT £j(1ertson:a914 
SIDCUP SHOP: '-4 Trc "te<^. Ha'herlev Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 40X Tel: 0&1-3Q2 8811 Opering Hours:     Man-Sal 9.0Oam-5.3Ppm Late Night: Fnday - 7pffi Fan No: 031-309 Q017 
ESSEX SHOP: Keddies <2nu Floor), High Street. Southenrj-cm-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039 OptrWHa Hours:     Mpo-Fii !t.3qom-!> -30prra [Sal 9 QOarn-6 OQpml La1e HtgH: TrmrBday - 7pm  Fn> r-i.- rrri: j.yAori 
IPSWICH SHOP: Opening Hi>iir£ Mon-Fn Debenhams land fW. Waterloo House. Weslpate St. Ipswich. IP1 3EH Tel: 0473 2&7092 B.3Oam-5.30pmiBal3C<>ani'OC<)vfi^ ..oic tof. Tln^wi.'n   9I: >-  Faa tte &j-3zero»J 

Tu: Silica. AMSHP-0194-104. 1-4 TheMev^s. Halherley RrJ, Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4UX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/rVliss/rVIs:         Initials:   Surname' 
Company Name (if applicable):   
Address:   

  Postcode: .. 
| Tel (Home):   Tel (Work): 

Which computers), if any, do you own? ...„ 1045 . 
E&DE - Mwrittd prtOM and apecir<cario<n may change - Please return 1he coupon tor Ihe latwt inFnirnation 



CRAZY CHRISTMAS OFFERS FROM BCS 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE DISK LABELS 
50    3.5' DS/DD £21.99 

100    3.5" DS/DD ... ..£35.99 
150    35" DS/DD , £55.99 
200     35" DS/DD £66.99 
300    3.5" DS/DD.„. £99.99 
400    3.5" DS/DD £732.99 
500    3.5" DS/DD ,..,£159.99 

All prices include VATffree bbefs 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

★ PACK 1 ★ 
NEW Amiga CD32 
Oscar & Diggers 

ONLY 

* PACK 4 * 
NEW A1200 Desktop Dynamite Pack + 85Mb 
Hard Drive MicroswKch Joystick & Dust Cover 

COMMODORE 1084S COLOUR " 
MONITOR + LEAD + DUST COVER 

£179.99 

PANASONIC 9133 COLOUR ^ 

PRINTER + WORDWORTH S/W 

£215.99 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER BLACK COLOUR 

BRANDED COMP BRANDED 
Citizen 120D £3,40 £2.70 N/A 
Citizen Swift 9 £3.40 £2.70 £15.30 
Citizen Swift 24/S4E/224 £4.70 £9.70 £15.30 
Panasonic 1124 £8.50 £3.58 N/A 
StarLC-10 £4.47 £3.06 £6.70 
Star LC-20 £4.47 £3,06 N/A 
Star LC200 £6.11 £4.70 £12.30 
Star LC24 10/15 £5.58 £3,53 N/A 
Star LC24-2Q0 £558 £3.53 £13.25 

Calf for prices on any ribbon 
ADD £1.50 P+P 

DUST COVERS 
A500 £3.50 
A600 £3.50 
STAR LC200 . , .....£350 
STAR LC-24 200 , £3.50 
CITIZEN 9 £3.50 
CITIZEN 24 £3 50 
PHILIPS MKI/tl £3.50 
ATARI £3.50 

ADD £1.50 P+P 

DISKS + 100 CAP BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE DISK LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD+ 100 cap box £25.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £39.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD +■ 100 cap box £58.99 
200 3.5- DS/DD + 2x100 cap boxes. £75.99 
300 3,5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes £110.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 100 cap boxes £147.99 
500 35" DS/DD + 5 x 100 cap boxes ..£179.99 

All prices include VATffree labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

FREE DELIVERY 
^  — > 

* PACK 2 * N 

NEW A1200 Desktop Dynamite Pack. Includes 
At 200, Deluxe Paint IV AG A Dennis, Wordworth 

AGA Oscar, Diglta Print Manager* FREE Microswitch 
Joystick and Dust Cover 

£325.99 

NEW! NEW! NEW! ^ 

A1200 4Mb Blizzard Board £179->95 
Blizzard 1230 Turbo Board £044 OK 

68030 40 Mhz JT^7J7^m 
4Mb RAM for 1230 Turbo fil 79495 

A1800 EXTERNAL 
HARD DRIVES 

OVERDRIVE 130Mb HD £239.99 
OVERDRIVE 170Mb HD £284,99 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANK BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £32.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box..... £45,99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes,.,.£74.99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2x80 Cap Banx Boxes.. .£89.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x80 Cap Banx Boxes .£110.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. XI 45.49 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. £235.99 

Alt prices include VATffree labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

^ FREE DELIVERY  

* PACK 3 * 
NEW A1200 BCS PACK 

Includes A1200 + Nigel Mansells Grand Prix AGA | 
+ Trolls AGA + FREE Microswitch and Dust Cover 

.  £979*99 
 ■■■■ ..      in ,ii wr 

BCS EXTRAS PACK 
Includes Microswrtched joystick, dust cover, mouse | 

mat, 10 3.5" DS/DD Disks, Disk Box, Cleaning Kit, 

ONLY £20*00 
Available only when purchasing Amiga machines 

LIMITED OFFER 
Nigel MartselPs Grand Prix AGA version + Trolls 

AGA version 

©MY £24.99 (IHCL P+P) 

PENPAL £99.95 
FINAL COPY li £57.95 

NEW FINAL WRITER £94.95 

1000 Coloured I 
1000 Tractor Labels (White). 
Mouse M 
Mouse Holder.. 
14" Monitor Stand £10.00 
Printer Stand £6.00 
3.5" Cleaning Kit £2.75 
Printer Ribbons £CALL 
Parallel Lead £8.00 
Zipstick £11.50 
QS Python illM £9.50 
Amiga Mouse £15.95 
Joystick Extension Lead    ,.£6,95 

INKJET CARTRIDGES 
& REFILLS 

HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge £17.50 
HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge £27.47 
HP Deskjet 500C Colour Ink Cartridge £29.37 
Canon 6J10e/ex Black Ink Cartridge ..£16 99 
BlackTwin Refill Kit,...., .£14.96 
Colour Twin Refill Kit (3 cols) ,,££9.65 
500C Colour Refill Kit .,,£14,98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software £39.95 
Canon BJO0 Cart (8J02) , £19.99 

ADD £1,50 P+P 

DISK BOXES 
3.5" 10 Cap ,,.£1.00 
3.5" 40 Cap £4.10 
3.5" 100 Cap .....£4.50 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box £16,50 
3.5" 80 Cap Banx Box £10.99 
5.25" 10 Cap Box £1.10 
5.25" 50 Cap Box £5.10 
5,25" 100 Cap Box £5,90 
5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box £16.50 

INKJET PRINTERS 
Canon BJ10SX £219.99 
Canon BJ200 Mono £329.95 
Canon BJ230 Mono £374.99 
Canon BJC 600 £575.99 
HP 510 Mono £284.95 
HP 550 Colour £539.99 

! Established now for over 4 years BCS has thousands of satisfied customers throughout the UK, Come and see our new showroom 
also stock Amiga, Atari, PC, Sega & Nintendo hardware and software. We also operate a Sega game rental scheme. Don't delay, 

ORDER HOTLINE: Tel;0S73 506269 Fax:0S73 551477 
Send cheques /postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd*, 295 Ditchling Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 6JH 
Add £4 p&p unless stated* Add £10 next day* AM prices include VAT, 

All offers subject to availability. E&OE, Cheques will be held for clearance. 
Licensed credit brokers for Lombard Tricity Finance Ltd* 

SHOP PRICES AND PACKS MAY VARY 

in Brighton* We 
Call BCS today 



R O UP S 

mm 

This month: Scotland, Wales, special interest groups* 

SCOTLAND 
Amiga Helpline Software/hardware help service, 
free access to PD, DTP fonts and clip-art. plus 
general chit-chat. Send stamp for details. Contact 
Gordon Keen an, Amiga Helpline, 6 Skirsa. Square, 
Glasgow G23. Membership £20 per year, (AS37J 
Angus Amiga CDTV club Contact J Robertson, 
22a High St, Brechin, Angus DD9 6ER v 0356 
623072, Review software, discuss anything 
Amiga. Free membership. (AS37) 
Dunfermline Sound & Vision Club Video, cine, 
slides, graphics, titling & clip art using Amiga. 
Meet Viewfield Terrace, Dunfermline, 7.30 pm al- 
ternate Wednesdays. Contact Stan Reed, 7 Max- 
ton Place, Rosyth, Dunfermline, Fife KVll 2DG. 
£1 per meeting inc. tea. {AS3S) 
Edinburgh Amiga Club Advice, talks, PD ex- 
change, monthly meetings. Contact Stephen 
Fradley. 114 Duke Street. Edinburgh EH6 SHR, 
^ 03X 555 1142, (AS38) 
Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5, inc free 
advice and PD, SAE to Neil McRea, 37 Kings 
Knowe Road North, Edinburgh EH14 2DE. (AS37) 
Lothian Amiga Users Group Amiga contacts, 
group buying of disks, demo evenings, shareware 
swaps, advice Meet Room 71, Inveralmond Com- 
munity High School, Ladywell, Livingston, 6.30- 
9.30pm third Monday every month. Contact 
Andrew Mackie, 52 Birniehill Ave, Bathgate, W 
Lothian EH4S 2RR. £1 a meeting. (AS3S) 
Perth and District Amateur Computer Society 
General advice, talks, Amiga PD. Meetings third 
Tuesday in every month, 8pm. Membership £6 or 
free for under 16s. Contact Ala stair MacPherson 
137 Glasgow Rd. Perth. (AS 37) 
Red burn Computer Users Group Help, ideas, PC, 
graphics and business. Meets every second 
Wednesday 6.30pm to 9.30pm. Contact Ruby An- 
derson «■ 0294 313624. (AS37) 
Tay-Soft PD Ciutt Non-profit making postal PD, ad 
vice, disk newsletter, helpline 6-l0,30pm. Con- 
tact Dave Thornton, 46 Balmerino Road, Dundee 
DD4 8RH 9 0385 505437. Membership £2.50 
(free UtNs disk on joining), (AS37) 

WALES 
Amiga Maniacs Help Graphics, sound, WB, pro- 
gramming, help. Beginners welcome. Free mem- 
bership (by post). Contact Johnny, S Tan-y-Grais, 
Caernarfon Rd, Bangor LL57 4SD. (AS35) 
Amiga Navigation Contact Dave Thomas 4a, Allis- 
ter St, Neath, W Glamorgan. PD, advice, even 
small repairs and social evenings. Weds 7-9pm. 
Membership £10 per year, (AS35) 
Bloomfieid Video arid Computing Beginners, 
video techniques. Meetings at Bloomfield Com- 
munity Centre, Narberth, 7.30pm alternate Tues- 
days. Membership £5. Contact Mrs Beryl Hughes, 
Nashville, 50 Glynderi, Carmarthen, Dyfed SA31 
2EX IT 0267 237522, {AS35) 
Blue Bedlam Free disk based magazine with vari 
ety, news, views, games, etc. Contact Michael 
Grant, 48 Gills Avenue, Cwrt-y-goilen, Crickhowell, 
Powys, Wales NP8 1TG. v 0873 811791, (AS38) 
ShleldSoft PD, CLf help, AMOS help, newcomers 
welcome. 26 Doren Avenue, Rhyl, Clwyd LL18 
4LE, * 0745 134 3044. Membership free. 
(AS35) 
Solo (Amiga) BASIC and AMOS help, CLE and PD. 
Contact Mike. 26 Doren Avenue, Rhyl, Ciwyd LU8 
4LE. » 0745 343044 Mon-Fri 10am-7pm. 
(AS3S) 
South Wales Club Newsletter, PD library, free 
newsletter, programs, help and advice. For more 
info contact D Allen 53 West Avenue, Trecenydd. 
Caerphilly CF8 2SF. (AS35) 
Wrexham District Computer Club PD, library, 
equipment loan. lOp to join, 50p to get in. Meet- 
ings at the Memorial Halt. Wrexham every Thurs- 
day. 7-10pm. Contact Paul Evans, 3 Ffordd Elfed. 
Rhosnesi, Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 7LU. (AS35) 

SPECIAL INTERESTS, BBSs 
1520 Plotter Group (IGPUG) John Bent ley 
9 06286 65932. {A535} 
24-bft Club For users of Video Toaster, Opaf- 
Vision, DCTV and AG A machines, Imagine 2, 
Lightwave and other 3D modelling software. Con- 
tact Gordon Keenan, 24-bit Club, 6 Skirsa 
Square, Floor 1, Glasgow G23. Send stamp for 
details. Membership £20 a year. (AS35) 
Action Replay Users Club For help, tips, lists of 

pokes. Free. For more details contact Gordon 
Hagart, 66 Muirside Avenue, Kirkintilloch, Glas- 
gow G66 3PR. (AS35) 
Amiga Boatowners All things nautical, WHY ex- 
change, nautical aid programs etc. Free member- 
ship, send SAE to D Beet for details. Lock, 
Branston Fen, Lincolnshire LN3 SUN. (AS35) 
Amiga E Support Group Supports all aspects of 
programming for this excellent new language. 
Contact John Findlay, 52 Church Road, Brain- 
stem r Nr Daventry, Northants. NMll 7HQ, « 0788 
891197. Membership free; SAE for details, 
Amiga Musicians Club Membership gets you a 
disk with 50 IFF samples a month for 12 months. 
Also sample service. Membership £30. Contact 
Gavin Wylie, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, Angus. 
(AS35) 
Amiga Video Produce rsT Group Disk magazine 
five times a yean meets quarterly in Swindon. Ob- 
ject library for mainstream Amiga 3D programs 
(Imagine, Sculpt. VldeoScape, etc). For info SAE 
to J Strutten. B Rochford Ci, Grange Park, 5win 
don, Wilts SN-S 6AB » 0793 870667 before 9pm. 
Membership fee £10 a year. (AS35) 
AMOS Programmer Club Free membership, swap 
AMOS programs and PD, disk magazine and help 
for new users, Contact Gareth Downes-Powell, 6 
Brassey Avenue, BroadstaErs, Kent CT10 2DS. 
(AS35) 
AMDS Programmers Exchange Free member- 
ship. Swapping software and ideas. Help avail- 
able, j Lanng, 7 Majestic Rd, Hatch Warren, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD. (AS35) 
AMOS Programmers Group John Mullen at 62 
Lonssdale St, Workington, Cumbria CA14 2YD. 
Hints, tips, tutorials too. SAE for info. £10 mem- 
bership for bi-monthly disk mag, (AS35) 
Atlantic; Wave BBS 100s of files for download. 
DTP, clip art, graphics, utilities. First 200 mem- 
bers get unlimited downloads for life. Free mem- 
bership. Message areas ranging from sport to 
cookery. Aii Amiga BBS. Gail 0462 4S1745 f3Q0 
- 2400 baud 8N1) 24 hours a day. {AS35) 
BASIC Programmers' Group 68 Queen Elizabeth 
Dr, Normanton, West Vorfcs WF6 IJF. Encourages 
the use of BASIC, exchanges ideas and assists 
beginners to the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackall » 0924 892106. (AS35) 
Bible Bureau Online scripture output and informal 
bible study. Quarterly meetings, membership £5 
quarterly. Contact AD, 24 Brodie House, 10 Har- 
court Avenue, Wellington, Surrey SM6 8AR « 081 
669 7485. (AS35) 
Bright Lights BBS Amigaonly BBS, 300 - 14,400 
BAUD. 350+ fiJes on-line. On-line 7pm-7am every 
day. Sysop: Alan Clarke. » 021 325 1723 
(modem), {AS35) 
The CDTV Revolution Discussing and updating 
the ever-changing CD scene. Contact Lee Beck- 
ett, 4 Albert Road, Grappenhall, Warrington, 
Cheshire WA4 2PG. » 0925 26BS19. Member- 
ship £5 a year. (AS35) 
CDTV User Group Newsletter, reviews, advice, 
helpline, CD swaps. Membership fee £4.99. Con- 
tact Gary Ogden, 50 Ave hi I Road, Highfields, 
Stafford ST17 9XX TF 0785 227059. (AS36) 
CDTV Users Club Technical support, news, com- 
piling compatible software list- Free membership 
-just send SAE. Contact Julian Lavanini, 113 
Fouracres Rd, Newall Green, Manchester M23 
8ES. (AS35J 
Den's Den Mini BBS Small but nice BBS, very 
new & needs uploads. 7 days a week 
10pm-7am, Free, no download limits. Dennis 
Luckett, 39 Seaforth Grove, Southend on Sea, 
Essex SS2 4EW. » 0702 464818. (AS38) 
Digital Music Club First year membership gets 
you 2 disks a month every month for a year, plus 
sampling help. Contact Roger Hunt, 10 Devon- 
shire Road, 10 Devosnhire Road North, New Whit- 
tington, Chesterfield Derbys. S43 2BL. * 0246 
454280. Membership £25 a year. (AS38) 
Gamer-Link International pen-pal club for gamers. 
Free swap service, advice on tips and cheats. Life 
membership £5. Contact Stu. 28 Churchfield, 
Ware, Herts SG12 DEP. (AS35) 
GFA Basic Forum Free advice on programming in 
GFA. Arso tutorial disk for sale. Beginners and ad- 
vanced users weicome. Contact J Findlay « 07BB 
891197 or send SAE to 52 Church Rd, Braun- 
ston, Nr Daventry Northants NN11 7HQ. Free 
membership. (A535) 
Highlands BBS Lots of files, two CD-ROMs about 
to go on-line. Free membership. Contact Alan 

Walker, Mark Price v 0452 384702 & 0452 
384557, 300-14,400 speeds, 24 hours. (AS35) 
Impulse BBS Co-runts, riles, games and chat. Con- 
tact James Norris » 081 698 8978, online 10pm 
till 6pm the next day. 14.4 HST, (AS35) 
In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD, swaps 
£2.50 per year. For more information contact P 
Allen. 0342 B35530, PO Box 21, Ungfield, Surrey 
RH7 6YJ. (AS35) 
Look Northwest BBS 1,000Mb of on-line storage 
and CD-ROM, on-line games and much more. 
Speeds up to 14400. TF 0282 69B380 or 0282 
619518. Membership free. (AS35) 
Marksman {Trojan Phaser user group) Promotes 
use of the Trojan Phazer, swaps PD and own pro- 
grams, disk magazine. Contact David Green, 67 
Thicket Drive, Maltby, Rotherham. S Yorkshire 
S66 7LB. (AS35) 
Micro Academy Art, design and art-based games 
on Amigas. Meet in Richmond area. Contact Don 
Pavey, 30 Wayside, Sheen, London SW14 7LN, 
v 081 878 1075. Membership free, except for 
cost Df colour printing and materials used.(AS35) 
MUG - MED Users Group Club for users of Odta- 
MED. Disk magazine, advice, news, competitions. 
Contact Richard Bannister, 6 Glevum Road, Strat- 
ton St Margaret, Swindon, Wilts SN3 4AF. Mem 
bership free, send SAE for details. (AS35) 
Nickelodeon BBS All speeds up to V32B1S. On- 
line 6pm-9am weekdays, 12pm-9am weekends. 
Large file areas, download on 1st call. 051 
709 8508 (Liverpool), (AS38) 
Nothing But AMOS Help with AMOS, tutorials, 
monthly disk mag - £7 for 6 issues. Contact Neil 
Wright, 3A Riding Dene, Mickley Square, Stocks- 
field, Northumberland NE43 7DL. (AS35) 
OrvJJne Network BBS » 081 539 6763 (London). 
(AS 38) 
Pascal Programmers Group Disk-based newslet- 
ter for Highspeed Pascal users. Free member- 
ship. Contact Colin Varnall, 93 Manchester Rd, 
WUmslow, Cheshire SK9 2JQ, (AS35) 
Phoenix Demo Coders, musicians, artists and de- 
signers making the best demos. Free member- 
ship, Contact Frank, 46 Hall Road, Chadwell 
Heath, Romford. Essex, RM6 4U » 081 597 
4661, (AS35) 
Ray Tracers Postal club to swap ideas, objects, 
pictures etc for all formats. Also disk mag and 
help. Membership 50p. Contact Neil Hallam, 12 

MeesoAs Mead, Rochford, Essex S54 1RN. 
(AS35) 
System One B3S 1000s of filers on-line, support- 
ing all areas of files and message bases, includ- 
ing Fidonet. Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week. 
All speeds up to 16.800K HST and 14.400K 
V.328IS. ^0743 791501. 
UK Subs The Hanger BBS. trading post for PD 
files, swapping. Free membership. Contact Diddy 
or Arklight * 0525 875518. (AS35) 
Unique Styles Postal club for Amiga artists, pro- 
grammers, musicians. Free membership. Contact 
Derek at 15 Montgomery Rd, Highbrooms, Tun- 
bridge Wells, Kent v 0892 518319. (AS35) 
Video Visuals Exclusively for video producers, PD 
library, genlocking, digitising, quarterly disk maga- 
zine. Membership £10 per year. Contact Chris 
Brown, 4 Lavender Close, Witham, Essex CMS 
2YG. (AS35) 
Independent Commodore Products Users Group 
Free PD software, regular journal, technical 
helplines and discounts. Contact the Membership 
Secretary, PO Box 1309, London N3 2UT tr 081 
346 0050 after 6pm, or your local branch: (AS38) 
Cambedey » Fred Wellbelove 0252 871545. 
Meetings, lectures, advice. 
Chelmsford v David Elliott 0245 460189 
Coventry » Will Light 0203 413511 
Dublin (CUGI)» Geoffrey Reeves 010 353 1 288 
3B63. Meetings, newsletter, discounts. 
Exeter « Jchn Buckle 0392 214760 
Lothian: Andy fluddon, 65 Drum Brae Terrace, Ed- 
inburgh EH4 7SF. Meetings, workshops, dis- 
counts. 
Macclesfield ^ peter Richardson 0298 23644 
Mid Thames « Mike Hatt 0753 645728 
(8-lOpm) 
Solent » Anthony Dimmer 0705 254969 
South East" John Bickerstaff 081 651 5436. 
Open nights, newsletter, discounts. 
South Wales " Mike Bailey 0446 775287 
South West -a Peter Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage « Brian Grainger 0438 727925 
Stoke-on-Trent TT David Rose 0782 815589 (eve) 
Watford « Bob Rigby 0923 264510 
West Riding » Kevin Morton 0532 537318 
Wigan * Brian Caswell 0942 213402 
1520 Plotter Group * John Bentiey 06286 
65932. 
Note: this list is provided as a free service 
for amateur, non-profit-making user 
groups. Amiga Shopper does not endorse 
or recommend! any particular group and 
cannot be held responsible for any losses 
or problems you might suffer. 

WARNING: YOUR GROUP iS ABOUT TO BE DELETED 
Your user group will be listed here free of charge for six months, then deleted to prevent 
defunct groups being listed indefinitely. The number at the end of each entny is the last 
issue in which that entry will be included. IF you want your group's entry Isft in, just send 
in this coupon again a couple of issues in advance. PD libraries are now listed at the 
end of the PD section - this issue, page 120. 
If you run a user group which isn't listed on this page, ftll In the form below for your 
free entry. Send tt to Amiga Shopper User Groups LbtT 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. We reserve the right to refuse entries. 

AS33 
Group name , 

Type of activities. 

Place of meetings  

Time of meetings  

Contact name  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Membership fee..  

This is a new entry □ an updated entry □ 
i , - ,  
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REVIEW 

O 

wners of X-Copy Ut that 
most popular of back* 
up programs, wNI 
welcome this updated 

and extended version, which boasts 
new features such as hard disk 
back-up and file management 
facilities, as well as a complete re- 
write of all your favourite doners. 

There are six separate utilities 
on the disk, two dedicated to copying 
disks, The first, X-Copy Professional, 
does not require the supplied dongle 
for any of its functions. Four levels of 
copy are available: 
• DOScopy is a straightforward fast 
copier for AmigaDOS disks. 
• DQScopy-Plus is similar but 
attempts to correct any errors it finds 
on the source disk as you copy, 
• BAM copy-Plus is a very fast 
copier, with the capacity to ignore 

Py right 

Wilt Rees tests X-Copy & Tools, a 

suite of powerful data back-up 

and disk management utilities. 

! DIGITAL HlfiGt COPIER 
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Standard Nibble Mode 

X-Copy includes four back-up programs. Cyclone is the 
heavy-duty copier with the most sophisticated, but 
unfortunately stowestf means of duplicating your data. 
any tracks on the source disk which 
are empty. It also attempts error 
correction onto the cloned disk. 
• Nibble is the slowest, but by far 
the most accurate, backing up the 
majority of protected disks, and it 
even has the brilliant capacity to 
copy disks from other computers 
such as Archimedes or Atari ST. 

Within each of these four copying 
modes, there are additional tools for 
disk or system management: 
• Optimise reorganises disk data, 
enabling files to be loaded faster, 
Only operable with AmigaDOS disks, 
Optimise needs at least 1Mb of 
RAM. From experience I would advise 
using this only on back-up disks. 
• Format and Q Form at are both 
speedy formatting utilities, working in 
about 40 seconds. Q Form at 
additionally removes the directory 
and name of the disk. 
• Erase will de-format a disk, 
rendering it suitable for copying onto. 
While the use of new, unformatted 
disks is always recommended, Erase 
should not give you any problems* 
■ Install will write a bootblock onto a 
disk, and there are five options 

within it: you can make the disk 
bootable or not, FFS bootable or not, 
and run a virus-detection routine as 
well as install a boot-block. 
• Speedchk looks at the speed of a 
disk drive. This is useful for 
comparing the comparative speeds 
of the source and destination drives 
when you want to do some copying - 
the nearer together these are, the 
better, and ideaily 300 rpm. 
• DrivesOn is a routine to make your 
Amiga think it has four disk drives. 
• KillSys is a memory optimises 
useful mainly to those whose Amigas 
have only 512K of RAM. 

* Directory will 
display the current 
directory of the disk, 
and CJieckdisk, one 
of the most useful 
features, will 
analyse the disk for 
errors of various 
kinds, displaying a 
red error number 
which you can look 
up in the manual. 
* Finally, Default 
resets att of the 
options to their 
default settings. 

Any of the above 
options can be 

selected using the illuminating 
gadgets on the control panel. When 
copying, you can select start and end 
tracks, and it is possible to integrate 
different copying modes into one 
single copy. Using the program is 
simplicity itself, but one word of 
caution: always write-protect your 
source disk. It is all too easy to wipe 
a disk, either by inserting the disks 
into the wrong drive or by not setting 
the source and destination drive 
indicators correctly. 

connectors joined by a few soldered 
pins. Five modes of copying are 
offered - three are standard modes, 
and two are high performance modes 
named "AWPJVT (Adaptive Pulse 
Width Modulation) modes, which use 
the drive1 s pulse to lock the speed of 
sender and receiver together, the 
ideal conditions for duplicating. 
These are slow copiers, but the 
standard of achievement is excellent. 
Cyclone also hosts a Speedcheck 
and a Wipedisk facility. I have not 
found anything that Cyclone will not 
copy - it even backed up the sample 
disks for my Roland S550 sampler, 
notorious beasts to duplicate. Both 
X-Copy and Cyclone are first-class 
pieces of software, and they should 
enable you to back-up any data. 

Aside from these, the tools in 
this suite vary in quality and 
usefulness. X-Lent is a file-handling 
tool similar to SID but not as good. 
All of the usual facilities are there - 
copy, move, rename, delete, and so 
on - as well as 14 user-definable 
custom gadgets. I found X-ient 
worked okay but I really wasn't happy 
with the graphic interface, probably 
because I am so accustomed to 
using Directory Opus, 

X-Press FS a hard-disk back-up 
utility similar to all the usual 
programs of that ilk (and not to be 
confused with Quark XPress, the 
professional DTP package on the 
Mac and PC), The expected 
commands are all there, as well as 
the ability to archive, flag and filter 
files. I must confess that I avoided 
backing up my entire hard disk - 
frankly I am not that trusting - but 
the cluster of directories t did back 
up successfully restored to an empty 
section of my drive. X-Press uses a 

BIG GUNS 
Cyclone is the 
second copier in this 
suite of programs, 
and it is intended for 
those disks which X- 
Copy cannot handle* 
Unlike its junior 
brother, Cyclone 
requires the dongle 
supplied with the 
package. This is very 
well made compared 
to the previous 
version, which was 
simply a couple of 

The Impressive range of programs in the X-Copy & 
Tools suite, as shown when the window is opened, 
manual directory describes its contents. 

"Tree Disk" at the completion of a 
back-up, to display all of the 
structure on the disk. This is the 
most important part of the back-up, 
because all commands to restore 
selected or filtered files are done 
from the key disk. 

QED Is a text editor, and really 
one of the stars of this suite* The 
rather stark appearance on loading 
belies its very powerful and friendly 
nature. All commands are called by 
key commands, using either <Ctrl> 
plus a key or <Alt> plus Function 
keys. Text manipulation approaches 
word processing standard, 

QED also comes in handy to read 
the manual. Some people loathe 
disk-based manuals, others love 
them. I am of the latter persuasion. 
Producing glossy printed manuals is 
expensive and time-consuming - this 
way keeps the price down. The 
manuals for X-Copy & Toots are 
excellent - every conceivable aspect 
of each program is covered, and 
since you can select to print out only 
those aspects of the manual you 
want, you don't end up with useless 
reams of paper littering the room. 

Considering the power and 
usefulness of this package, it is a 
must for anyone who needs to back 
up important data, and it offers a 
good range of data management 
utilities into the bargain, © 

SHOPPING LIST 
X-Copy Professional & look 

£39.99 
from: Siren Software, Wilton House, 
Bury Road, Radcllffe, 
Manchester M26 9UR 
« 061 724 7572 

 W7,77 
on House, j 

v 

The 

CHECKOUT 

X-COPYPRO & Toois 

Features 
•••••••••• 
An amazing collection of programs to 
handle a multitude of back-up and 
management tasks. 

Documentation 
•••••••••o 
Very comprehensive, though some 
people may not like the fact that it is 
disk-based, with only a few notes. 

o 
Ease of Use 
• ••••••4 
A doddle really. 

Value for Money 
•••••••••• 
Incredibly cheap for guarding all of your 
precious data against accidental 
damage. 

Overall rating 
O 

A must. 
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REVIEW 

F 

rom It-Soft comes version 3 
of their embroidery/sample 
designer, incorporating 
many of the characteristics 

usually found in art packages, with 
new added features. 

The worksheet environment is 
essentially a piece of graph paper, 
with a collection of assorted icons 
underneath enabling the user to 
manipulate many passible features. 

CHECKOUT 

X-STITCH DESIGNER 

Features 
•••••••4 
All you need for the task, even an 
invaluable IFF conversion facility. 

o 

o 
Ease of use 
•••••••I 
A doddle for any age from 6 upwards 

Documentation 
•••••••I 
Simple but clearly written. 

Value for Money 
••••••••oo 
Not loo pricey, but caters for only a 
limited market. 

Overall rating 
+#••••••• 
Does exactly what it says and does it 
pretty well. 

The worksheet is larger than the 
Amiga screen, so a white square with 
an inset gadget gives an indication of 
which area of the design you are 
currently working in. You use the 
mouse for virtually all input of 
designt and you control the editing 
and disk activity from the keyboard, 
A colour choice panel displays 16 
different selectable stitch colours, all 
of which can be adjusted using the 
familiar style of RGB slider bar to 
match particular yarns or cottons, 
You can also select stitch type using 
an icon-driven menu offering the 
most frequently-used stitches. 

The package is really easy to 
use. The manual is only nine pages 
long, but explains in very easy to 
understand English how to use the 
software. Loading any of the five 
samples from disk (you just hit "L" 
for Load) and exploring ways of 
changing them is probably the 
easiest way to become familiar with 
the package. You can choose, for 

SHOPPING LIST 
X-Stitch Designer... €34.99 
From: IL-Soft, Burtercross 
House, 16 Lang dole Gate, 
Wrtney, Oxfordshire 
0X8 6EY 
^0993 779274 

X-Stitch Designer 

***** t. JI.YY 

7 

example, a back-stitch type as any 
form of vertical, diagonal, horizontal 
or cross-stitch pattern, though this is 
only available in one colour. 

Once you have created a basic 
pattern, you can exploit the powerful 
editing facilities. First it is possible 
to cut sections from other patterns 
and incorporate them into a current 
design: you call up the desired 
source file, draw a mouse-controlled 
box around the section to be 
captured, then use a simple find and 
paste procedure to 
place the section 
into your existing 
design. You can also 
rearrange a design 
using "Block" 
functions to 
manipulate existing 
elements. The 
options available are 
Fill, Delete, Move, 
Copy, Turn, Mirror 
and Enlarge, each 
executed simply by 
hitting its first letter. 

There is even the 
facility to Import IFF 
files and convert 
them to X-Stitch 
format. Any 16-colour 

image can be imported, giving you a 
tremendous opportunity to take 
advantage of all manner of external 
devices such as digitisers and 
scanners, making it easy to generate 
exciting pictures without the need for 
any great drawing ability. 

This is a very well designed and 
exceptionally easy to use package 
which deserves a place in any school 
or home where textile work has a 
high priority. 
Wilf fiees 

K Ik m 

X-STITCH us rrgM 
ri i imiii*             IB II Bill 

An example of a Ferrari (that's what it says!), in the 
samples directory. Not the best of the offerings, but a 
really friendly interface and very easy-to-use control 
system make X-Stitch Designer a smart package. 

Turbotech A41200 memory expansion 
Although the A12O0 is 

without doubt the best 
value full 32-bit- 
architecture computer 

on the market, its expandability is 
severely hampered by the fact that 
it has only one 150-pln 32-bit slot. 
This means you have to choose your 
upgrades carefully, But you'll rapidly 

CHECKOUT 

TURBOTECH A41 200 

Features 
••••••••OO 
Battery backed-up clock, 32-bit, 70 
nanosecond ZIPs - impressive. 

Fitting 
'O 

No problems - a tight squeeze, but 
easy to manage. 

IOOO 
Documentation 
• •••••< 
Minimal but adequate. 

Value for Money 
• ••••tooo o 
Compares very favourably with 16-bit 
4Mb expansions. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
Cheap, cheerful, and may just fill your 
requirements. 

outgrow the A1200's standard 2Mb 
of Chip RAM, so a memory 
expansion like this is a good option. 

The Turbotech A41200 board 
boasts 4Mb of 32-bit "zero wait 
state" RAM and a real-time battery- 
backed-up clock. It is well-made, but 
worryingly, on the underside of the 
board, there is a kludge in the shape 
of a small string of copper wire. 
While this shouldn't be a problem 
once the board has been fitted, 
fitting is a bit of a squeeze and the 
slightest bit of mishandling during 
installation could break it 

As for the claims by Siren that 
the A41200 can more than double 
the speed of code execution over a 
standard Amiga, we've got to remain 
sceptical. You certainly wouldn't get 
that with a typical application. 
However, there is no doubting that 
loosing the CPU from the shackles of 
the co-processors will result in an 

\rJrJrJr515r5t5rjr5\ 

SHOPPING LIST 
Turbotech A41200 memory 
expansion  £169.99 
From: Siren Software, 
Wilton House, Bury Road, 
Raddiffe, 
Manchester M26 9UR 
i*061 7247572 

MMi £ I U7,"T 

y 

overall speed increase. We checked 
exactly how much, using Amiga 
intuition-Based Benchmarks v5.0. 

Assuming a figure of 1 in each of 
the following categories for a 
standard A1200, these are the 
figures with the expansion, 
■ Integer: 1.19 
* Graphics: 1.16 
• Floating Point: 1,33 
As can be seen from the results, the 
A41200 certainly increases the 
overall efficiency of program 
execution. However, it definitely does 
not double the speed. The average 
figure we derived 
from the above tabie 
somewhat 
coincidentally tallied 
with the the 
Installation Manual 
and User Guide's 
speed increase 
statement of 122%. 

The A41200 is a 
commendable piece 
of hardware. When 
you consider the 
special introductory 
price of £169.99 
(only £10 more than 
a typical 16-bit 4Mb 
memory expansion), 
it's a steal. 
Expanded A1200s 

leave you a relatively unconstrained 
hand to explore the sizzle the 
machine offers - multitasking, video 
applications, desktop publishing, ray- 
tracing, the lot. 

The downside of the board is the 
fact that it is closed-ended. You can't 
add any more memory to it. Neither 
can you add an FPU, an accelerator 
or a SCSI interface. If ail you need is 
4Mb and a battery-backed clock, we 
have no qualms about 
recommending the unit. If not you'll 
have to consider looking elsewhere. 
Steve McGiii 

The Turbotech A41200 memory expansion - fitl your 
A120Q's expansion slot with 4Mb of 32-bit RAM. 
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...or your chance to reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver. 

Memory for A500. Base- 
board. 4Mb board with 3Mb 
on board and battery backed 
clock. Supports Kickstart 
1,2/1.3 and compatible with 
Fat and Fatter Agnus, In- 
structions. £55. " 0403 
217179 

ICD Flicker Free Video 2. 
Fits Amiga 500(Plus)t 1000, 
1500, 2000. Boxed as new, 
£100 ONCL * 0570 423518 | 
evenings. 

A4000030, 2-1-2, 170Mb 
hard disk, NEC Multisync 
monitor, Amos Pro + com- 
piler, Blitz2 basic, DPaint4 
AGA, Devpac3, £1,100, no 
offers. Buyer collects. 
» 0229 4718B1 

Modem Miracom Courier 
V32 MST excellent condition 
- as new. Under one year 
old. Offers around £200, 
» Joe 0775 713079 after 
6pm 

2Mb ASOOPIus. ICD Flicker 

fixer. 0.26 D/pitch Trinitron 
monitor. 105Mb H/disk. 
Dual floppy. Supra with 2Mb* 
Software on 200 disks, ex- 
tras, £750. No offers. Free 
PSU with system, w Tony 
0420 478668 

Amiga 500, 2Mb RAM, extra 
disc drive, TV modulator, 
Workbench 1.3T some 
games, all manuals and 
software, £275, Bring of- 
fers, v 0993 776234 

ASOOPIus, 2Mb, extra floppy 
£165. Dr T's KCS Level if 
3.5 £125. Pro Page 2.1 
£40. X-Copy Pro £18, Audio 
Master 4 £28. All boxed and 
original with manuals, 
w Chris, Cheltenham 0242 
67S6S1 

GVP A530 120Mb hard 
drive with 4QMHz 68030 
and 8Mb RAM. Boxed £700 
ONO. t J Sircombe, 6 Manor 
Place, Priors Park, Tewkes- 
bury, Glos, GL20 5HL 

Amiga B2000, WB 1.3. 
40Mb hard disk, two 3.5-in 
floppy drives, 1Mb RAM. A 

few games, word processor. 
Going for £280 ONO. * after 
6pm. Ronald 0785 227756 

GVP HD8+ 52Mb hard disk 
for A500 with 2Mb RAM. 
Boxed, as new, £250. Also 
C64 with software £75. 
tr 0933 623463 

KCS PC Power Board Enc 
DOS 5.0 and manuals 
£120. * 0442 642280 

Amiga Alternative Work- 
bench "Workhouse". Easy 
for beginners. Excellent utili- 
ties for all areas of comput- 
ing £4 inc postage. S 

| Warner, 70 Rosedate Road, 
Truro, Cornwall Allow 14 
days. 

A1500 WB2 6B030 MMU 
FPU 6Mb R.AM 100Mb hard 
disk, lots of software, 
Philips monitor £550. No of- 
fers. * Howard 071 431 
8030 after 7.30pm 

A500 1Mb RAM £100, 
buyer collects or pays deliv- 
ery. Comes in box. tr 0697 
476579 eves & weekends. 

Amiga 3000HD one year 
old, 115Mb hard drive, 4Mb 
RAMt WB2t mouse. Tracker- 
ball. 8833 Mk II monitor, 
software, £900 OVNO, 
* Allan 0992 630573 

GVP 52Mb, for A500 or 
A500 Plus, with 4Mb RAM. 
Excellent working order, 
£275. Two 1Mb x 32 SIMMs 
taken from Amiga 4000, un- 
used, £80 pair. Darren 
0689 856470 

Amiga 4000/30, 80Mb HD, 
6Mb RAM 6 months old, 
boxed, all manuals, £900. 
Possibly also Microvitor 
monitor 14-in muftiscan, 
same age, £375. Serious 
software Vidi 12 digitiser 
mono powerscan by negotia- 
tion * Peter 0277 363351. 

60Mb GVP hard drive, boxed 
and in excellent condition, 
hardly used £195 ONO, 
* Neil 0993 778596 

A500 Plus, 2Mb Chip RAM, 
Rochard 80Mb hard drive, 
4Mb Fast RAM, Power PC 
880B external drive. All 

it's ociSy £5 to sell youer used hardware tand scffwe^e m Ami$m Skapp&r 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Pub Pishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED, This magazine Is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods, Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. AH 
ads are accepted in good faith, The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name ........ ........ 

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 33 

Postcode . ...,...,„..„ Date 

T©1 ,  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted □ 

Personal 

Fanzines 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed Return with your 
cheque to: 

Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 

Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BAi 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature. 

boxed, £450 ONO. May 
split.    Dave 0344 424619 
Bracknell. 

A1200, 6Mb RAM, 34Mb 
HD, 68881 FPU with 
Cumana external floppyt 
MIDI interface, sampler, 
sound enhancer, Opus 4.03, 
c.30 games, c.200 disks of 
PD/shareware, excellent 
condition. Offers, = Sam 
0224 770996 

AD Pro 2,3. Prize from Amiga 
Shopper I have recently 
bought! Unopened £100. 
Amazing bargain. * 0602 
212967 after 5.30pm. 

Amiga 600T 2Mb Chip RAM, 
some software* price £130, 
* 0865 248913 

XCAD Designer £40. DPaint 
3 £15, Advantage S/Sheet 
£20. Top Form Designer 
£25, Flight Sim2 £10. Their 
Finest Hour and Mission 
disk £12, Perfect General 
£10. * 0622 747486 

A500, WB 1.3, Checkmate 
case, 65Mb HD, 3Mb RAM, 
200W PSU, £200, NEC 
m/sync monitor £185. Also 
stereo and 2nd drive, I CP 
FFV, £85, » Maidstone 
0622 747486 

Power Grayscale Scanner 
v3 £65. Apex disk copier 
£15, Robocop 3 £8, Pre- 
miere £6 {neither A1200 
compatible). May swap all 
the above for A1200 1Mb 
32-bit Trapdoor RAM. 
tr Barry 0661 872954 

Amiga 1200, MBX 68881, 
14MHz FPU plus real time 
clock. Mo RAM but will take 
from IMeg to SMeg SIMMs. 
£80 ONO, fits In Trapdoor, 
w 061 366 0247, 9am till 
5 pm, 

A1200, six weeks old, with 
Civilisation, Chaos Engine, 
Lethal Weapon, Robocop> 2 
year extended guarantee. 
Genuine reason for sale, 
£280.   Ian, Windermere 
(05394) 42790 after 6pm 
most evenings. 

Anim. Prog, Movie setter or 
Fantavision for Amiga. * or 
write to Kevin Shires, Lenter- 
sweg 67, Hamburg 22339, 
Germany, tr 00 49 40 
5382287 
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AMITEK 

Designed to bring you high performance at 
affordable prices AmiTek peripherals offer 
outstanding value-for-money. They are 
also designed and built to ensure easy 
fitting, and trouble free operation - 
making them a pleasure to use. AmiTek 
products are also thoroughly tested and 
are very reliable, So reliable that they 
are pleased to offer a full two year 
warranty on the full AmiTek range. 

AMITEK - 'FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY' 

PERIPHERALS 

FOR 
A500, A600 & A1200 

11Mb EXTERNAL 
FLOPPY 
DRIVE 

2 
YEAR i 
ytmnmJ 

TVAtflrTefc 
Hh*ili}M, itt win- CLICK win- VIRUS METAL CASE 

aUALITV SDNT W IS j? AN ISM 
ISOLATION SWITCH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

AMITEK / / r / / / / 
ZAPPO / 

GUMMA / 

FOR ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS 
* High quality W Sony mechanism 

• Formats to 880K 
• Anti Click as standard 

• Switchable hardware 
anti-virus technology 

______ ■ On/off switch 
Through connector for 
extra drives 

Compatible with all Amtgas 
• Robust metal casing and 

small footprint design 
Power taken from Amiga - no external PSU 

AMITEK EXTERNAL DRIVE 

INC VAT - DRI 1159 

AMUCK 1 Mb INTERNAL™ 
FOR AMIGA 5O0/50OPLUS 

The AmiTek 
replacement 
drive   is ideal 
for users who wish 
to repJace their existing 
faulty internal drive. Every- 
thing needed to fit the drive is 
included along with fully compre- 
hensive fitting instructions and 24 
months   replacement   guarantee. The 
AmiTek  kit features a  high  quality 3.5" 
mechanism   drive   offering uncompromising 
performance at a fantastic price. 

2 
YEAR 

VWARRANTV 

AMITEK INTERNAL DRIVE 

£49 
INC VAT - DRI 3600 

m PCMCIA CARDS 
AHITEK FOR AMIGA 600 

For sheer easy of use 
and flexibility you can't beal 
AMITEK's PCMCIA RAM upgrades. These 
compact credit card sized upgrades slot 
into the PCMCIA port on your A600 or 
A1200. increasing the RAW by 2M*> or 4Mb, 

2vt CARD 4 MJ CARD 
£119 

L IMC VAT - RAM 0020 £179 INC VAT - RAM 6040 

ERAM UPGRADES 
AHITEK     FOR AMIGA 500/600 
The following RAM upgrades are /A\ 
all trapdoor cards and do not (YEAR) 
affect your Amiga's warranty. 
A5Q0 - Low cost 512K upgrades, with 
or without 
a batt&ry 
backed 
dock. 

MgKjjjO CLUCK 
£18 IVA.i • R.AM CMS. 

51K-MTH CLOCK: 
£23 

A&OOPLLIS - The A500PIUS has a battery 
backed clock built-in so 
these 1wib RAM upgrades 
do not need this feature. 

A600 - 1Mb RAM 
increase with battery 
backed clock. 

lifc-WTH CLOCK 

m 

AMITEK 

f^/3BS7/5T RAM UPGRADE 

mi^mnvA & MATHS ACCELERATOR 
FOR THE AMIGA 1200 

Maximise the processing power of 
your standard A1200. Be ready for a 
new software which makes more 
demands on Amiga memory and 
technology. The AmiTek Hawk RAM 
expansion includes up to 8Mb fast 32 
bit RAM, the ability to support a 
sophisticated 68882 FPU and a 
battery backed up clock. Built to a high 
standard, this board can be easily 
installed and comes with a 2 year 
warranty. The Hawk RAM board is 
available in 8 pre-configured factory 
installed versions enabling you to 
select the model which best suits 
your requirements. 

* Plugs straight into A1200 trap door - 
No soldering required 

* Upgradeable FAST RAM board to 
1, 2, 4 or 8Mb 

* Uses industry standard SIMMs 
* Socketed SIMM for easy RAM upgrades 
* Three types of optional floating point unit 

• 20WHZ, 33MHZ or 40MHZ PLCC 68882 
co-processor 

• Comprehensive easy to foflow manual 
with illustrations 

• Works with all A1200 and A1200HD 
computers 

• Does not invalidate your A1200 warranty 

% MODULATOR 
4MITEK   FOR ALL AMIGA'S 
This modulator is recom- 
mended lor users who 
wish to replace a faulty 
external modulator. Everything 
needed is supplied. Like all AmiTek 
peripherals it comes win an easy to 
follow manual- 
* High quality design 
* Full manual included 
* FREE RF I £OQ 

cable supplied [ 

HAWK RAM/ACCELERATOR OPTIONS 
[ w FPU 20 

MHz OO FPU 4or,Hj ] 
1 Mb 
I RAM £99 IMC VAT - RAM lilO £149 INC V*T-?lAW 1213 

*£ RAM £129 INC VAX - RAM 1220 £199 I       VAT • HAK' 1^3 
A Mb 
H RAM £199 1WC VAT - RAM 1240 £299 INC VAT - RAM 1244 
Q Mb 
ORAM £399 **C VAT-FUM12B0 ; £499 INC VAT - RAM 12M _, 

THE SILICA .SERVICE. 
BeFore you decida when Eo buy your new Am lya products, we sugg&sl you Lhink very carefully about WHERE 
you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months aher you have 

TO> ^ made your purchase, when you may V*c 'v require erWitional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And. wilt Irta company you buy Irom contact yw witn details of new pmducls? At Silica. w& ensure 1hat you will havo nolhing tu worry abcul Wo can meet our customers" requirements wiih an ijnrJerslanriing which is second lo 
none. Comple-e and ralurr> itte coupon now fof our iate$1 FREE literature and begin to experience Bie "Sirica ServiceV 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders dipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE: A team of lechnical experts will te at your service. 
m PRICE MATCH: We maitfi competitors on a "Sams product ■ Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED Iff YEARS: We have a proven tract! record in proiessianal tomputor sales. 
• PART OF A £50M A YEAR COMPANY: With over 200 staff ■ We art solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS t EDUCATION t GOVERNMENT: 

Volume discounts are availa&le Teh OBI-SMI OflM. 

# SHOWROOMS: 
We have demonstration and training facilities at all our stores 

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ol your requirements are available irom one supplier. 
* FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you. wiih special otlers and full details of hardware, peripherals and software. 
* PAYMENT: 

We accept most major credh cards, cash, cheque or monlhty terms (APR 29.8% ■ written quotes on request). 

~) HOT 
J. LINE. 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Katuerley Rd, Sfdcup, Kant, DAI4 4DX Orttr Liiwa Open: Man-Sat g.QOam-7.QC»rn <Sat 9.00am-5.aipm> No Late Night Opining 
CROYDON SHOP:      De ben hams w nMr), 11-31 North End, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 IRQ Opening Houra:     Men-Sat a,OQam-6.00pn Ljta Ni^H: Thursday - &yn 

Tel' 0e1-3Q9 1111 Fax Ws: oet-aoa OSDJ 

LONDON SHOP: Qpgning Hours:     Men-Sal g.30am-e.D&pm 

Tel: 081 60S 4455 Fu f*? 081-686 46&ft 
52 Toltenham Crjurt Road, London, W1P OBA V; Late Nignl Opening 

LONDON SHOP: Selfridges Itemmm Arena). Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Owing Hairs      Mon-5at 9..3Darn-7jOpm LHIB Ntghl: TThirjxlav p ft"1* 

Tel: 071-580 4000 Fax NO: 071-323 4?& 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Side up." Kent. DA14 4DX Openiro HOL A       Uni\ ?-;,\    ir.ai-i-'.- "QpT  ma HjQhT Pr..-!av • .'PTi 
ESSEX SHOP: _ Opening Houra: 

Tel: 071-629 1234 EtiensKHV 3^14 
Tel: 081-3 (12 tiB11 Fa* No: IW1.309 0017 

Kerfdies Card Roar). High Street, South end-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Mpn-Fri 9.30aiTi-5 3Optn(SaL9.OOarn-6.OOc<ni] Ufa nSfjUk Umreday - 7pm 
IPSWICH SHOP:     Debenriams iM font), Waterloo House, Westgate SI. Ipswich. iP13EH Q:-or.-.j r '.'v.--. - - = ;,,. . y- ■ ■■■ r:     T i L3'e Night: Thursday - 3pm 

m 0702 468039 Wtn NO; O70J 466039 
Tel: 0473 287092 Fax No: 0*73207032 

To: Silica, AMSHP-0194-125, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

| Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:        Initials: .   Surname: 
Company Name {if applicable):   

| Address:  

  Postcode:... 
Tel (Home); Tel (WorK): 
Which computer(s), if any, do you own?  

AH".< iff I IT T"-   ill I 
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EIGHT GOOD REASONS WHY 

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO 

AMIGA SHOPPER 

1- You make sure of your copy each and every 
month - guaranteed! 

2, Your copy is delivered direct to your door - no 
more queuing at the newsagent's, 

3B You receive an exclusive subscribers' 
newsletter every month into the bargain, full of 
fascinating behind-the-scenes information, at 
no extra cost. 

4. You are guaranteed no price increases for a full 
12 months, even if the price goes up or VAT is 
imposed on periodicals. 

5, You pay no more for any higher-priced issues 
with special cover-mounted promotions. 

6- (f you use the handy direct debit form, you save 
a whopping £5 off the news-stand price. 

7, With direct debit, there are no more forms to fi 
in when your subscription runs out - we do all 
the work for you. 

8. And of course, you'll receive a specially- 
designed Amiga Shopper binder, worth £4,95, 
absolutely free. 
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of Hampshire Established 8 years 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shetf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
145 WG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or mouse are included. 

Special price £27.50 

i All Citizen printers have 
-    a 2 year warranty 

Citizen Printers 
120D+ 9pin Mono £115 
Swift 90 Spin Mono £145 
Swift 90 9pin Colour £159 
Swift 200 24pin Mono £195 
Swift 200 24pin Colour £209 
Swift 240 24pin Mono £235 
Swift 240C 24pin Colour £249 

Citizen Projet Inkjet 
Similar to Deskjet but Epson 

and Deskjet compatible 

£219 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform 
colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24E,  £5 
Version 2 (Swift series 21 £10 
Drivers 112 price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-1 Oe/ex £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Dust Covers 
For Printers, Monitors, Computers 
most types in stock fmm £4 70 

HP Deskjets 
300dpi, mono or colour St mono, 
They produce laser quality print 

Deskjet Portable mono  £199 
Deskjet 310 mono  £219 
Colour kit for 310  £35 
Deskjet 510 mono  £249 
Deskjet 500C colour  £295 
Deskjet 550C colour*  £499 
* 550C has Colour & black cartridges 
resident at the same time, 

All Deskjet prices include 3 year 
warranty, cable & paper 

New HP 

Deskjet 310C 
300dpi optional colour inkjet printer. 

310 Mono £219 
310C Colour £254 

Sheet feeder for GO sheets £54 
Prices inc. warranty, cable & paper 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 

£52.90 
1M 1 

While stocks Ian 

New 
All Amigas A50O-A1200 

1 M external drive 

Roctec/Zappo 

£56-90 

Printer Packs 
i erejsuppfed with a printer pack of printer paper and a ccrenectHon 
Free of charge 

A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer) 

AH 
cor cable 

-5f   Special Prices 

GVP Series 2 
A500 Hard Disks XL 
40Mb Hard Disk £189 
30Mb Hard Disk £289 
120Mb Hard Disk £385 
40Mb A530 Combo £389 
80Mb AS 30 Combo £489 
120Mb A530 Combo £58G 
A1500 Hard Disks 
40Mb Hard Disk £189 
80Mb Hard Disk £289 
120Mb Hard Disk £385 
Controller (no disk) £119 

GVP ram £55 per 1Mb 

GVP PC Emulator £95 
286 16MHz Emulator for HD8 +■ /A530 

Commodore 
Multiscan Monitors 

1940 r*)CZCk 14* Stereo Col, 
LZOy   Dot pitch .39 

1942 £365 
14" Stereo Col. 
Dot pitch .28 

Upgrades 
A5O0 0.5-1 Mram + clock .... £24.90 
A500 0.5-1 Mram no clock ... £19.90 
A50G + IMram + clock  £44.50 
A600 CBM 1 Mram no clock £29.90 
A600 CBM 1 Mram + clock £39.90 
A1200 16MHz Acc. + FPU £128.00 
A4000 32bit 4M Simm  £249.00 
A4000 1M CHIP Ram exp .. £157.00 
A4000 0-128M Ram exp ... £269.00 

Amiga CD32 
with 2 free games & joy pad 

£269 Special Offei 

A600 
A600 Lemmings pack £179 
A600 Wild Weird&W\pk £189 
A600 Hd 20Mb Epic pack £269 
Zool pack A600/A1200 add £14 

A1200 
Now (tee 

5K faster. Workbench v3, 2IVI ram. 
Custom graphic 256K col. from 16.7M 

Software Pack 
A1200 
No Hd 
80M Hd 
120M Hd 

Cr R D 
£279 £319 
£489 £535 
£519 £569 

Key to Software packs: 
C - Comic Relief 
R - Race & Chase 
D - Desktop Dynemite NEW 

Official Commodore appnovecf 
Himt Disk with CBM on-site. 

Amiga A4000 
4000/030 2M 80Mb Hd £895 
4000/030 2M 120Mb Hd £959 
4000/030 6M 80Mb Hd £1049 
4000/030 6M 120Mb Hd £1139 
4000/040 6M120Mb Hd £1919 

360K drive    £29 # 
Enables A1500Ts etc to read 

IBM 5.25" 360K floppies 

Canon BJC600 

lie £599 

Ink Refills 
BJ10 twin refill varoius colours   15.90 
Deskjet twin refill various colours 15, SO 

{We stock 200 types of ribbons) 
360dpi Inkjet printer. Visit out show- 
rooms com pair Canon/Epson/HP/Staf 

Canon BJ-10ex 

£199 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

Auto Sheet Feeders 
Canon BJ 10 series  £52 
Citizen Swift range  £79 
Panasonic KXP range  £85 

Commodore 1084 
14p Stereo Colour Monitor. 

0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res, 

£169 £165 
with cable without cable 

1084ST with stand add £10 

A# Amiga 1500 + 
Ex-demo limited stock £249 

BJ-1 Osx £199 
360dpi Inkjet BJlOex replacement 

Stylus 800 

Canon BJ-200 
Inkjet + Sheet Feeder 

with cable Si paper £299 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably the best 24pin ^ 
mono printer available, f 1 RQ 
With cable & paper      *~ 1 

Printers/Lasers 
KXP4410 Laser 5ppm 519 
KXP1170 9pin   134 
KXP1124i 24pin  215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 169 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 209 
HP LaserJet 4L4ppm ... 587 
Epson EPL4000 6ppm ... 582 
Epson LX400 9pin  119 
Epson LQ570+ 24pin 265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Mice * 
Golden Image Mouse  12.90 
Genius Happy Mouse  12.90 
True Mouse... 12.90 

New 

EpSOn Printei 

360dpi 
escape P2 

compat. 
£249 

Star SJ-144 

New ™Z £499 
360dpi thermal (suitable for transfers) 

Star LC100 
9pin colour with 
cable & paper £149 

Star 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
14" Stereo Colour Mon. 240V UK. 

0,42mm.  Medium Resolution 
£194 £190 
with cabte without cable 
Add £3 for Amiga f ST game 

4f Opal Vision 
while stocks last £449 

with cable 
& paper 

LC20 Mono 9pin  £123 
LC200 Colour 9pin  £179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  £185 
LC24100Mono 24pin .... £175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. £243 
SJ46 360dpi Inkjet  £199 
Auto Sheet Feeds from £59 

Kickstart/Upgrades 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.50 
KickstartROM only v1.3  29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer   24,95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.96 
Fatter Angus custom chip .... 37.50 

Accessories 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead 3.75 
A500 Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension 10.95 
23way Rug or socket  2.95 
Com puter Dust Cover  4.70 
Type Through Covers 17,50 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) .. 4.95 
Mouse House  2.95 
1M internal 3-5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU . 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU  49,00 
Rocgen Plus * Genlock +    149.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7,95 
CBM A1011 Floppy drive ..... 48.00 
A3220 Display Enhancer 99.00 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free J 
10x   3,5" DS/DD 135tpi,  7,50 
50x   3,5* DS/DD 135tpi  32.30 
100x3.5* DS/DD 135tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD t35tpi  141.00 

DISKETTES 
SONY/DYSAN bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

lOx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  5.95 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  21.06 
100x3.5" DS/OO 135tpi  39,60 
250x3.5M DS/DD 135tpi  94.88 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock...... 5.49 
50 x 3.5" Disk box with lock...... 5.99 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock.,.. 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 
Phone for our 70 page catalogue, AH prices include 17.5% VAT 

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8% 
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking. 
Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday- Carriage/order, 

Postage 94p or £3.S3 Securicor £6.46 Securicor AM £11.75 
Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
T#t: 0705 647000 

UJaSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

UUeServe Best tor service Telephone 0705 647000 



AMOS Action 

Jason Holhorn extends our AMOS 

paint program with the addition of 

a selection of extra painting tools* 
s you will know if you've 
been following Amiga 
Shopper over the last 
few months, we're hard 

at work on a paint program written 
completely In AMOS. DPaint rt may 
not be, but already ASPaint Is 
starting to show Its true colours 
(ouch). Already we have added a 
toolbox strip, a colour selector and 
a couple of painting tools and this 
month we continue by adding a 
couple of extra painting tools - all 
done within AMOS. 

This month also sees the 
release of a couple of new AMOS 
products. First up is Craft, a brand 
new extension that adds over 160 
new commands to both AMOS and 
AMOS Professional, Craft offers 
ready-to-go fractal generation 
commands, a couple of very hanciy 
new selectors (inctuding a very good 
colour selector), improved sound and 
music commands, powerful directory 
scaning commands and a whole lot 
more besides. Craft costs £24,95 
and is available from Black Legend 
on 0727 868005, Watch for an in- 
depth review in Amiga Shopper soon! 

Another monumental piece of 
news is that Future Publishing {the 
company that bring you Amiga 
Shopper every month) have just 
published a comprehensive book on 
AMOS games programming entitled 
Ultimate AMOS. The book, which just 
happens to be written by me, covers 
virtually every aspect of programming 
AMOS's "special1' features such as 
screens, bobs, rainbow, scrolling, 
AMAL and so much more besides. 
Unlike other AMOS books, however, 
Ultimate AMOS shows you how to 
apply afl this knowledge to games 
programming. Included with the book 
is a disk that includes ail the source 

code from the book and four fully- 
commented AMOS games. What's 
more, all this can be yours for just 
£19.95! See the advert on page 124 
for the full ordering details. 

Anyway, that's enough of the 
blatant book pushing. Let's get stuck 
into this month's juicy segment of 
code. It's on pages 102-103, but to 
save you typing it all in, once again 
you'll find it all on the cover disk. 

1/2. Before we can add the new 
procedures to ASPaint we need to 
add a few extra lines to the 
_PROCESSTOOLS procedure so that 
the program recognises them when 
the user presses the appropriate 
gadgets. Note that the first two 
If...Then constructs have already 
been entered, so ignore these. 

2. The first lf...Then construct that 
we enter passes control to the 
JJNEDRAW function if the user 
clicks on tool gadget number 2 in the 
toolbox window. This is indicated by 
a value of 2 being held in the 
SELECTED variable. 

3. If the SELECTED variable contains 
a value of 3, the program jumps to a 
procedure called 
OUTLINE BOX DRAW that, logically, 

handles the drawing of outline boxes. 

4. If the SELECTED variable contains 
a value of 4, the program jumps to a 
procedure called called 
_FILLEDQOXDRAW that, not 
surprisingly, handles the drawing of 
filled boxes, 

5. If the SELECTED variable contains 
a value of 5, the program jumps to a 
procedure called called 
_OUTLI N EC IRCUEDRAW that ~ you 

guessed it - 
handles the drawing 
of outline circles, 

The new Craft AMOS extension provides 160 new 
commands, including support for fractal generation. 

7. That's the 
_PR0CE5ST00LS 
procedure finished 
for this month. Note 
that as we add new 
painting functions, 
this procedure must 
be updated 
accordingly, or 
ASPaint will not 
recognise our new 
painting tools. 

8. The first of our 

new painting tools 
the line draw 
function that handies 
the drawing of 
straight lines. 

xtzl d □ o| #j iJ| 
-*l£lT3 fliAQl%lffj|ialgll 

9. The procedure is 
called every time the 
program's main loop 
Is performed, but the 
main core of the procedure is not 
executed unless the user is pressing 
the left mouse button and the mouse 
pointer is over the painting screen. If 
both of these conditions are true, 
then the user is marking the start of 
the line that they wish to draw, 

10. As with all our previous painting 
tools, the first thing we must do is to 
update the "Undo" buffer so that if 
our users make a mistake, they can 
remove the line they have drawn. 

11. Our paint program enables the 
user to reposition the line using a 
technique called "rubber banding", 
which constantly redraws the line 
without corrupting the background 
screen until the user decides that 
they're happy with the position of the 
line- This is done using AMOS's 
"Reverse' drawing mode. (Amiga OS 
programmers will know this better as 
JAM mode 3.) We therefore start the 
procedure by changing the drawing 
mode using the "Gr Writing" 
command. 

12. The next thing we do is to get 
the 4X' and JY5 screen coordinates of 
the start of the line by reading the 
coordinates of the mouse pointer, 

13. The procedure then enters a 
Repeat—Until' loop that constantly 

reads the position of the end of the 
line and draws a preview of the line. 

14. We already have the start of the 
line, so we now need to read a 
second set of coordinates that will 
be used as its end coordinates. 

15. Using this second set of 
coordinates, the line is drawn on to 
the screen. Note that at this point, 
the line is not drawn in its correct 
colour - because we1 re drawing in 
JAM mode 3, the pixels that lie 
beneath the line are simply reversed. 
The program then waits for a vertical 
blank (so that the user can actually 
see the line) and then removes it by 
drawing a reversed line using exactly 

With ail this month's code added to ASPaint you 
should be able to draw lines, boxes and circles. And 
you don't even need to type all the code in yourself- 
you'll find rt all on this Issue's cover disk! 

the same coordinates. Drawing a 
reversed line on top of the reversed 
line we have already drawn restores 
the display to its original state, 

16. If the user lets go of the mouse 
pointer, the two sets of coordinates 
that we have are taken to be correct, 
so the procedure moves on to 
actually draw the line into the 
display. In order for the line to be 
drawn correctlyt the drawing mode is 
changed to JAMO. 

17. Just like DPaint our paint 
program enables the user to use a 
variety of different brush sizes and 
styles. The first thing that the 
procedure therefore does before 
drawing the line into the display is to 
check the type of brush being used. 

18. If the user is using a simple one- 
pixel brush (the default setting), the 
line is drawn directly into the display 
using the AMOS Draw function. 

19. if, on the other hand, the 
BRUSHSIZE variable contains a 
value greater than zero, a procedure 
called _DRAWBRUSHLINE Is called. 
This new procedure draws a line 
using the currently-selected brush. 
We'li cover this procedure later, 

20. Well, that's the line draw 
function complete. Now we move on 
to the _OUTLI N EBOXDRAW 
procedure. 

21. Once again, the first thing we do 
is update the "Undo ' buffer so that 
the result of this drawing function 
can be removed if the user wishes, 

22. Once again, ASPainVs outline 
box tool uses AMOS's JJJAM3hh 

drawing mode to allow you to expand 
and shrink the size of the box in real 
time until you get the exact size that 
you want. The procedure therefore 
switches to JAMS mode using the 
"Gr Writing" command. 

23. Before we can start drawing the 
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box on to the screen, the current 
position of the mouse pointer is read 
and converted to screen coordinates. 
These coordinates will be used as 
the "origin" point of the box and the 
box will be anchored at this point, 

24. With the origin of the box now 
fixed, the first set of coordinates is 
read into the variables 'XI' and SY1\ 

25. The technique used to draw the 
box is very similar to the technique 
we used to draw the preview of the 
line in the LI NED RAW function. The 

function, the box drawing tool can 
take advantage of brushes of 
different sizes and shapes. Once 
again, the box is drawn onto the 
screen using two different 
techniques, depending upon the 
current brush setting. 

28. If the brush size is set to zero 
(indicating a single-pixel brush), the 
box is drawn onto the screen using 
AMOS's own "Box" command. 

29. If the user has selected a brush 
that is larger than just a single pixel, 

however, the box 
has to be drawn in 
four stages using 
the same 
_DR AW B R US H LI N E 
function that we 
used in the line 
draw function. Each 
edge of the box is 
drawn separately as 
a straight tine, and 
these eventuaHy join 
up to form a perfect 
square. 

Let your artistic talents run wild with ASPaint. As they 
say on Blue Peter - here's one i prepared earlier! 
box is drawn on to the screen and 
the program is halted until the next 
vertical blanking period before the 
box is removed. 

26. Now that we know the exact 
coordinates of the box, the drawing 
mode is reset back to JAMO. 

27. Just like the LINEDRAW 

30. With the outline 
box draw tool 
complete, we move 

on to the filled box tool. This is 
essentially the same routine but is 
more complicated, because AMOS's 
1 Barn command (the command that 
draws filled boxes) is rather picky 
about its parameters. 

31. After checking both that the left 
mouse button is depressed and that 
the mouse pointer lies over the 

drawing screen, the "Undo" buffer is 
updated, 

32, Once again, we'll allow the user 
to "rubber band" the box in real time 
so that they can stretch and 
compress it at will. The program 
therefore starts by switching AMOS's 
drawing mode to JAM3. 

33. The origin of the box is then read 
from the mouse pointer and stored 
into the two variables X2' and Y2\ 
These are automatically converted to 
the screen coordinates system using 
the "X Screen" and "Y Screenr 

functions. 

34, The routine then enters a 
"Repeat...Until" loop that is 
performed until the user lets go of 
the left mouse button, 

35. AMOS's "Bar'' command is very 
fussy indeed about the format of the 
parameters that are passed to it, 
The first two coordinates must be 
smaller than the second set. If not, 
your AMOS program will crash. Our 
filled box routine gets around this 
problem by constantly monitoring the 
two sets of coordinates to make sure 
that the "Bar" command is passed 
legal values. The first of these 
checks is made to see whether 
we've already swapped the 'Xr 

coordinates. This is indicated by the 
variable XT being set to 1. If the X' 
coordinates have been swapped, 
they are swapped back so that we 
don't lose the origin coordinates 
when a new set of coordinates is 
read from the mouse pointer, 

36. The second check is performed 
to see whether we've already 
swapped the 'V coordinates 
(indicated by JYT being set to 1), if 
they have been swapped, they are 
swapped back, 

37. With the coordinates restored, a 
new set of coordinates is read from 
the mouse pointer and placed into 
the variables XI1 and 'Yl\ 

38. At the moment, the coordinates 
are in their original form, so the two 
flags 'XT' and YT are reset to zero. 

39. The variable 'XI' is used as the 
left-hand coordinate of the box, which 
means it must be less than *X2' if 
the "Bar ' command is to accept it 
We therefore check to make sure 
that this is true. If it isn't, the two 
variables are swapped and 'XT' is 
set to 1 (indicating that they have 
been swapped). 

40. Just like the 'X' variables, the 
'Yl' variable must also be less than 
the Y2T variable. If it isn't, 'Yi1 and 
'Y21 are swapped and the variable 
YT is set to 1 so that AMOS knows 

we've swapped them. 

41. The "Bar'' command also insists 
that all four coordinates must be 
different - if X2' and Y2 were the 
same, for example, your program 
would crash. The program therefore 
check to make sure that all four 
values are unique before drawing the 
filled box onto the screen, waiting for 

I a vertical blank and then removing it. 
This section of code handles 

BREAKING THE CODE - 

1. procedure _FROCESSTOOLS ISELECTED] 
2. If SELECTED=1 

_FRBEHANDDRAW 
End If 
If SELECTED^12 

_FILLAKEA 
sad if 

3. If SELECTED-2 
^LINEDRAW 

End If 
4. If SELECTED?3 

_0UTLINEBQXDRAW 
End If 

5. If SELECTED?4 
FILLEDBOXDRAW 

End If 
6. If SELECTED*5 

_0UtLINBCIRC LEDRAW 
End if 

7. Rem *** Rest of paint tool code goes here 

If SELECTED=19 
_DUTO 

End If 
End Froc 

B. Procedure _LINEDRAW 
Screen 0 

9. If Mouse Key=l and Mouse Screen=0 
10. UPDATEUNDGBUFFBR 

ink CURCOLOR 
11*     Gr Writing 3 

12. X2=X Screen(X House) 
Y2^Y ScreenfY Mouse} 

13. Repeat 
14. Xl^X Screen(X Mouse) 

YlsY Screen(Y Mouse) 

15. Draw XI, Yl To X2(Y2 
Walt Vbl 
Draw To X2, Y2 

Until Mouse Key=0 

16. Gr Writing 0 
17. If BRUSHSIZEoO 
16. Draw XI,Yl To X2PY2 

Else 
19. _DRAWBRUSHLIME [Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 J 

End If 
End If 

End Proc 

2 0■Proc edure _OUTLINEBOXDRAW 
Screen D 
If Mouse Key^l and Mouse Screen=D 

21. _UPDATEUNDOBUE PER 

Ink CDRCOLOR 
22. Gr Writing 3 

23. X2=X Screen(X Mouse) 
Y2=Y Screen(Y Mouse) 

Repeat 
24. xl=X Screen[X Mouse) 

YlwY Screen(Y Mouse) 

25. BOX XI,Yl TO X2,Y2 
Wait Vbl 
Box XI,Yl To X2,Y2 

Until Mouse Key=0 

26»     Gr Writing 0 
27, If BRUSHSIZE^O 
28. BOX XI,Yl Tc X2,Y2 

Else 
2 3. _DRAWBRUSHLINE[Xl,Yl,X2,Yl] 

_DRAWBRDSHLIME[X2 r Yl,X2,Y23 
_DRAWBRUSHLINE[X2,Y2,XI,Y2] 

DRAWBRUSKLINEEX1,Y2,Xl,Yl] 
End If 

End If 
End Free 

30*1roc edure _FILDEDBOXDRAW 
Screen 0 
If Mouse Key=l and Mouse Screen=G 

31* _UPDATEDMEOBDFPER 

ink CBRCOLOR 
32. Gr writing 3 

33. X2«X Screen{X MouaeJ 
Y2=Y Screen(Y Mouse) 

34. Repeat 
35. If XT=1 

102 
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displaying the "preview" of the box- 

42. The loop is then terminated if the 
user lets go of the left mouse button. 
The two sets of coordinates are then 
taken to be correct. 

43. After swapping back to JAMO 
[graphic replace mode) and checking 
to make sure that the two sets of 
coordinates are different, the box is 
drawn onto the screen. 

44. Phew! That's another tool 
complete. Now we move on to the 
_OUTLINECIRCLE procedure that is 
responsible for drawing outlined 
circles. This too Is fairly similar to 
the other functions, except this time 
we make use of AMOS's powerful 
blitter-based Ellipse' command. 

45. Once again, after checking that 
the user is actually trying to draw 
onto the screen and updating the 
'Undo" buffer accordingly, we set the 
graphics drawing mode to JAM3. 

46. The centre point of the circle is 
then read from the mouse pointer 
and placed into the variables 'XI' 
and JY1\ 

47. The routine then enters a 
Repeat...Until" loop that is 

performed until the left mouse button 
is released. The first thing that this 
loop does is to read the radius of the 
circfe from the mouse pointer. 

48. AMOS's Ellipse" command is 
just as picky about the format of its 
parameters as the "Bar" command. 

so we need to start by making sure 
that the two sets of coordinates that 
we pass are not the same. If "XT 
and XT were to be the same, for 
example, the 'X' radius value would 
be an illegal value of zero. 

49. Obviously the radius of a circle is 
a value relative to the centre point of 
the circle, so we need to convert the 
a absolute * values returned by the "X 
Mouse" and "Y Mouse" functions 
into valid X' and V radius values. 
We start by checking to see whether 
the value in 'XI' is greater than the 
circle's X centre point. If it ist XI' 
is modified by subtracting the value 
of X21 from it If X2' is greater than 
xr, however, the value of XI' is 
subtracted from XT and placed into 
JX±\ This gives us a legal JX' radius 
value. 

50. The same procedure is then 
carried out for the V radius value so 
that the value held in Y11 is a valid 
radius value, 

51. The "preview" of the circle is 
then drawn, and removed after a 
vertical blanking period using the 
H Ellipse" command. 

52. To enable our paint program to 
draw circles using the brush styles 
that we defined last month, we need 
to check to see whether the user has 
selected either a single-pixel brush 
("BRUSHSIZE = 0'" or any other 
brush ( BRUSHSIZE > CT). 

53. If the user has selected just a 
single-pixel brush, the circle is drawn 

onto the screen using the "Ellipse' 
command, 

54, If the user has selected any 
other brush style, we can no longer 
use the "Ellipse" function to draw 
our circle, We therefore have to draw 
it ourselves using the math functions 
Sine and Cosine. This takes some 
time, so we need to Jet the user 
know that AMOS is drawing a circle 
by turning the mouse pointer into a 
"sleepy'' pointer. 

55, By default, the Sine and Cosine 
functions use radians, which arenTt 
really suitable for our needs. We 
therefore switch to more usable 
degrees using the command of the 
same name. 

56. Each point in the circle must be 
calculated separately and therefore 
we use a loop that counts from 0 to 
360, which plots a point for each of 
the 360 degrees in a circle. 

57. The 'X' and Y coordinates of 
our circle are then calculated using 
the "SlnO" and uCos()n functions. 

58. The results from these two 
calculations are then used as the 
coordinates of a point within the 
circumferance of our circle which is 
drawn onto the screen by passing 
the two values to the 
_DRAWBRUSH POINT function that 
we covered last month. 

59, The _D RAWBRUSH LI N E 
procedure is a slightly modified 
version of the _DRAWBRUSHPOINT 

procedure, it simply draws a line in 
the currently-selected brush style 
between two coordinates. 

6Q. The brush pattern definitions are 
held in a two dimension array 
containing eight different values for 
each brush. These values are 
extracted by using a loop that counts 
from zero to 7. 

61. Each of the eight values 
assigned to each brush definftion is 
transferred into a string variable 
called "BITMAPS" in binary notation. 
In many ways, this technique is the 
same as the technique we used to 
draw the toolbox gadgets. A zero In 
the binary pattern turns the pen off 
and a value of 1 turns it on, 

62. Each bit in the binary pattern is 
extracted in turn by entering a 
second loop that counts from 1 to 9. 

63. By default, each and every brush 
will be drawn on the screen using the 
'Xr and JY1' coordinates as the 
origin at the top left-hand corner of 
the brush. In order to centralise the 
brush so that it is drawn immediately 
below the mouse pointer, a set of 
offsets is calculated. 

64. Finally, a quick 1f„.TherT 
decision is made to check whether a 
point should be plotted. Using the 
counter that is updated by the 
second loop, each bit in the binary 
number is checked to see whether it 
is a 1 or a zero. If it is a 1, a dot is 
plotted onto the screen using the 
AMOS "Plot" command, 

ASPaint IN FULL 

XT*X2  : X2=X1  ; Xl=XT r XT=1 

36. 
End If 

End If 

If YT-1 
YT=Y2 ; Y2=Yl Y1=YT  : YT=1 

38. 

33. 

40. 

41, 

42. 

XI=X Screen{X Mouse) 
Y1=Y ScreenfY Mouse) 

XT=0  ! YT-Q 

l£ Xl>X2 
XT*X2  : X2=X1 

If Y1>Y2 
YT=Y2  : Y2=Y1 

Xl=XT : XT^l 

Yl = YT  t YT*sl 
End If 

If XloX2 and YloY2 
Bar XI,Yl To X2, Y2 
Wait Vbl 
Ear XI,Yl To X2rY2 
End if 

Until Mouse Key^O 

Or Writing 0 
43. If XloX2 and YloY2 

Bar XI,Yl To X2,Y2 
End If 

End if 
End Proc 

44. Procedure „0UTLIKBCIRCLEDRAW 

Screen Q 
if House Key*! and Mouse Screened 

_UPDftTEUNDCBTJFFER 

45-      ink CURCOLOR 
Gr Writing 3 

46. X2±X Screen(X Mouse) 
Y2=Y Screen{Y Mouse) 
Repeat 

47. XI =X Screen(X Mou&e) 
Y1=Y Screen(Y Mouse) 

48. If XloX2 and YloY2 
49. If X1>X2 

X1-X1-X2 
Elfl© 

Xl=X2-XI 
End If 

50. If Y1>Y2 
Y1-Y1-Y2 

Else 
Y1=?Y2-Y1 

End If 

51. Ellipse X2,Y2,X1,Y1 
Wait Vbl 
Ellipse X2,Y2,X1,Yl 

End if 
Until House Key=0 

Gr Writing 0 
52. If BRUSHSIEE=0 

53. 

54. 

56. 
57. 

58. 

Else 
Ellipse X2,Y2,X1,Y1 

Change Mouse 3 
Degree 
For C=0 To 360 

X=Ein{C)*Xl*X2 
Y=Cos(C)*Yl+Y2 

_DRAWBRUSHPOINT[X.Yl 
Next C 
Change Mouse 2 

End If 
End if 

End Proc 

59. Procedure _DRAWBRUSHLINE[XI,YlrX2,Y2] 
60. For A=0 To 7 
61. BITMAP $*Bin${BRUSH(BRDSHSIZE-1,A),8) 
62. For BBI TO 9 
63. XOFF=-5+B 

Y0FF--3tA 
64. If Mid$(BITMAP$,B,l)*"l" 

Draw Xl+XQFF,Yl+YOFF To 
X2 +XOFF j Y2 +YOFF 

End If 
Next B 

Next A 
End Proc 
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Have your say, and perhaps win 

£25 into the bargain! Send your 

missives to: "Talking Shop", 

Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

"PERUSED THE PAGES" 
I am one of a small but significant 
group of serious Amiga enthusiasts 
whose specialist interest is 
theological study. As I have perused 
the pages of your excellent 
magazine, I have found a reference 
in advertisements to only one 
particular program relating to my 
particular interest and that is The 
King James Bible, a PD package 
which I have acquired, and which I 
have found to be of considerable 
value. 

In contrast, I note that a wide 
range of programs have been 
produced on other computer 
formats to meet the needs of Bible 
students. To list but a few: the 
complete Bible in numerous 
translations, including the New 
International Version, the New 
Living Bible, the American Standard 

| I think your cover 
\\ disks are a good 
] idea. Would it be 
I possible to Include on 
jy one (or more) of them 

a public domain database with ail 
the articles and so on in all 
issues* entered and cross- 
referenced, giving easy access to 
Items which we know are there 
somewhere, but can't find? It's a 
daunting task to search by hand 
through the now sizeable library of 
Amiga Shoppers1. 

Also, I know that you try to 
cover all aspects of computing, 
but (there's always a "but" I) don't 
you think too much space is given 
over to DTP and reams of copy 
about fonts? In the limited space 
available, could we have more 

Bible, and the Good News Bible; 
Bible dictionaries; a Bible 
handbook; Bible commentaries; 
various Concordances; Hebrew and 
greek Dictionaries; a Bible 
Encyclopaedia; and a Bible Atlas. 

It is possible that such 
programs have already been 
produced to function on the Amiga 
range of computers? I am sure that 
serious Amiga users like myself 
would welcome any Information 
which could be provided through 
Amiga Shopper about additional 
Bible-based computer software. 

John Budge 
Glasgow 
Scotland 

Being a member of God's loyal 
opposition, I'm afraid I don't know of 
any Bible programs. However, there 
is a group of people who may be able 

articles on using packages - 
painting, digitising, sampling etc? 

H J J Weddle 
Heaton 

Newcastle Upon Tyne 

We were, some time ago, planning 
to release an index in conjunction 
with a software house, but that fell 
through. It's still a good idea, and 
one I hope to implement soon, but 
the information would be copyright 
Future Publishing, not PD, 

I agree with your other point 
and intend to shift the emphasis of 
the magazine more towards the 
"using" or tutorial side of things. 
Still, don't you think articles on 
fonts are useful for people who 
want to know how to use their word 
processors and DTP packages? 

to help: Bible Bureau, Contact Ad at 
24 Brodie House, 10 Harcourt 
Avenue, Wellington, Surrey SM6 8AR 
w 081 669 7485. 

"ONE SMALL GRIPE" 
One small gripe I have is about the 
way that some of the public domain 
software is reviewed in Amiga 
Shopper. 95% of the time I And lan's 
reviews useful and helpful. When I 
have the product he Is describing, I 
And I tend to agree with the 
comments he makes. 

However, I'm a developer of 
Windows (and Intuition!) based 
packages, and I feel that 
sometimes he is a little negative 
when reviewing programming or 
development tools. The review that 
finally made me write something 
was the one of the Touch program, 
in Amiga Shopper 32. Ian may not 
consider such tools useful, but I 
(and I'm sure many programmers 
too) find this sort of tool vital when 
it comes to development and 
project management. 

If I "touch", for example, all the 
source files for a given project at a 
recognised point in the 
development, then later I have an 
obvious and effective method of 
checking which files have changed 
since that point. 

This Is perhaps not the best 
example, but the use of Touch is 
not really the point of the gripe. 
What I'm really trying to say Is that 
In future I'd like to see Ian be a bit 
more constructive when he reviews 
this kind of software. If he genuinely 
can't see the point of something, 
that's fair enough, but then Instead 
of knocking It, could he just 
mention It under a list of Items 
"Also on the disk..."? 

Rob Uttley 
Charlton 

London 

I asked Ian for his reply, and this is 
what he satd: "I'm very surprised to 
hear you think that, and it's certainty 
not my intention." 

I d add that 1 do think it's a 
reviewer's job to assess the 
usefulness of a product. Ian couldn't 
see a use in the case of Touch, and 
you've put him right. Fair enough. 

"A BIG STEP BACK" 
I notice at the end of your column 
that Invite letters about the 
software which we'd like to see on 
the Amiga. I wonder if you would 
consider the subject of Windows 
NT? I realise that It's a processor 
and memory hog, and probably a big 
step back from Amiga DOS and 
Workbench. However, given that 
much, if not most, of Its 
functionality already exists In the 
Amiga, it would not be a major job 
for a large company (or really 

ambitious PD author) to convert and 
could with one set make most 
popular software packages available 
for the Amiga (when they are re- 
written for NT, of course). 

What do you think? Just how 
practical is such an Idea? 

Graham Keellings 
Munich 

Germany 

1 think writing some sort of Windows 
MT emulator would actually be a huge 
jobr and then there's the problem of 
copyright... 

In fact, Commodore's next 
machine (currently code-named the 
A5000 and scheduled for release 
late next year) is expected to have 
support for Windows NT. It will do so 
by having a processor which is 
compatible with the operating system 
- you'll be able to install it on the 
A5000 as you would on a PC. 

in the meantime, we've Deen 
asking some of the software big 
guns (Microsoft and friends) if they 
are planning to port any of their 
applications programs over to the 
Amiga. You can read what they have 
to say in next month's issue. 

' REPAIRED ONCE BEFORE" 
Back in May I bought an 85Mb hard 
drive from Diamond Computers at 
their Manchester store. Recently it 
started to behave badly, with 
checksum errors and so forth. 
Trying to contact Diamond proved 
fruitless, and i finally found out they 
had gone bust. 

A friend suggested I contact the 
drive manufacturer (Western 
Digital), which I did. The lady I 
spoke to there told me they would 
honour the guarantee. Great, I 
thought, one hard drive repaired by 
the manufacturer and no more 
problems. She asked me a for a few 
details about the drive, Including its 
model number, and then asked if 
the drive had already been repaired 
once before. I told her no, that I had 
bought It brand new, but she 
insisted that what I had was a 
reconditioned drive. I was given a 
repair order number from the 
manufacturer to send the drive back 
to the factory in Singapore for the 
repair to be carried out. 

What I want to know Is, who 
else besides me got ripped off by 
being sold reconditioned drives 
disguised as new ones? 

Barry Miller 
Widnes 

Cheshire 

I'm sure this must be an isolated 
incident. Well, I hope it is, anyway. It 
just goes to show, you can never be 
too careful. 

Please keep your letters coming - 
the best each month wins £25, 
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GVP IGA 500 OWNERS 

P@WBR WIPE 

Power up your A500 with the very best in Amiga peripherals. Give your computer a new 
lease of life with a hard drive or accelerator plus hard drive from GVP. 
These powerful, award-winning products plug neatly into your A500 or ASOOPLUS, giving 
you more storage and more speed. The improvements don't stop there! In almost every 
area of Amiga operations these GVP peripherals can enhance the performance of your 
A500 or A500PLUS, Both models can upgrade your Amiga's RAM, making operations run 
even faster You can add a PC emulator, (featured below left), which enables you to run 
thousands of PC software titles. Further hard drives, back-up systems and CD-ROM 
drives can also be added via the built-in SCSI interface. The list is endless, GVP s 
HD8+ and A530 are the undisputed premier Amiga peripherals available. 
If you were thinking about upgrading to an A1200 or A400Q, think again. With a GVP 
A530 Accelerator upgrade, your A500 will be 14 times faster than a normal A50Q, 
almost nine times faster than an A1200 and over one and a half times faster than the 
mighty A4000 030 (see chart below). 

AT NEW LOW PRICES! 

PC EMULATOR 
FOR USE WITH HD84 or A53Q 
For extra power arid flexibility 
you can also use GVP's 
custom expansion slot (mini 
slot) to fit a GVP PC emulator. 
This compact circuit board 
turns your Amiga 500 into a 
fully featured PC compatible 
computer, capable of running 
thousands of PC software 
titles, including Windows and 
MS-DOS 6. 
• 80286 16MHZ processor 
• Norton SI index of 15 
• Compatible with MS-DOS 

version 3.2 or later 
• Windows 3.x compatible 
• Includes 512K of FAST RAM 
• Built-in video adaptor 

emulates VGA/EGA (mono), 
and Hercules 

• Socket for optional 80287 
CO-processor 

• Hard drive compatible 
• Emulation support of Parallel 

and Serial ports, sound, 
realtime clock, CMOS RAM 
and extended memory 

PC EMULATOR 

INC VAT - EMU 0500 

TOR AGE 

HARD DRIVES + 
RAM EXPANSION 

A GVP HD8+ Hard Drive will have an immediate 
effect on your Amiga, Where you used to constantly swap 
disks, wait for files and programs to load and sit around waiting 
for disk accesses you will now be pushed to keep up with the 
speed of your Amiga. Hard drives are used for the same 
storage purposes as floppy disks, but can hold a great deal 
more information and access this data much more quickly 
The A500 HD8+ (pictured above) provides the ultimate in hard 
drive performance, it can afso increase the memory of your 
Amiga by up to 8Mb, support up to six SCSI devices and 
provide PC compatible emulation via its custom expansion slot 
(mini slot) see left. 

COMPARISON CHART 

FEATURES/MODEL GVP 
HD8+ 

ICD 
TRIFECTALX 

COMMODORE 
A590 
20Mb 

EVESHAM 
REFERENCE 

100 
•TRANSFER RATE: Kb per second 1066 1028 564 400 

GVP DESIGNER STYLING ✓ 
RAM EXPANSlONfMAX) 8Mb 8Mb 2Mb 4Mb 

MINI SLOT (FCfl FUTUflE EXPANSION) ✓ 
SCSI INTERFACE ] */ ✓ 

GVP PERFORMANCE Faaast ROM | ✓ 
DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY 

PRICES FROM E.199 £295 £159 £329 

"... the undisputed fastest 
Amiga hard drive available in 
the workT 

Computer Mart April '92 
"Wtlhoul doubt the best hard 
drive available for the A500 ...71 

Amiga Format April '93 

iguras- taken     Awga Conpuling, Octet*},' l£&3 
HD8 + 

• —— ^ 
42Mb HD Owib RAM 

PREVIOUS 
PRICE 

£199 
INC VAT - HAR 0640 

,|.Jl.r.liM.^».?:nK^5I^.Ti:f:lT» 

299 ^£399 

X 
RE SPEED 

40MHZ ACCELERATOR + 
HARD DRIVE + RAM EXPANSION 

The GVP A530 is a unique combination of a Hard Drive, RAM upgrade 
and an Accelerator Inside is a full Motorola 68030EC processor running 
at 40MHZ, making your A500 faster than you thought possible - almost 
nine times faster than an A1200. Andr fitting a PGA maths co-processor 
(40MHz 68882, ref: UPG 1982, £129 IHCVAT) can improve this still further, 
with some operations being 300 times faster than an A50G. In addition 
you can add up to 8Mb of 32-bit RAM, which further enhances 
performance. 

FASTER THAN AN A1200 or A4000 030 
An A500 with the GVP A530 fitted will be considerably faster than either 
the A1200 or A4000, This is possible because the A530 uses a 40MHZ 
68030EC processor, whilst the A1200 uses the slower 14.1 9MHz 68020EC 
processor and the A4000-030 uses the 25MHZ 6803QEC processor. 
Features include: 
* 40MHZ 69Q30Ic Processor (the At 200 has 1 hked thu

e A™ s°mucl; 
a slower 1 4MKZ 68020tc processor) that 1 bou9ht one 

• Up to 8Mb of 32-bit Memory, 1 MO of 32-bit Fitted CtMrraga October 
« PLUS Same Features as HD8+ 

- Mini-slot for Future Expansions, see PC Emulator - far left 
- Cut Off Switch for Game Compatibility 
- Dedicated Power Supply and Fan Unlike Many Competitors 

Factory Installed Hard Disk 
High Speed DMA SCSI 
Controller - Can Handle 
7 Devices 

SYS INFO CPU MIPS \ SPf-^n DIFFERENCE ~0 5~.*hDAHD A503 

FAST RAM GVP'j A53Q incudes 2 SIMM sockets tor easy Fast RAM installairon. One socxet already tontams 1M: RAM Options axe 2 x '<-■■ cards, 1 or 2 x 4ut cards offering 2uh, 4wn Or 8Mb 01 RAM. 
1 ub RAM * £69 I 4MS RAM ■ El 79 INC VAT - RAM 321G I INC VAT - RAM 1246 

'92 -97% 

CM 

A530 40MKZ &8030EC, 42Mb HD, lMt> RAM 
PREVIOUS 

PRICE 
£399 

INC VAT - HAR 0962 
40MHz. aOut HD, lr^RAM    *GMHz. 1 2 On-, HD. tuh RAM 

£499E £599 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 
Danam - 09.40 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Before you decide whan ID buy your Amiga peripherals, we suggest you think f very carefully about WHERE you buy ' them. Ccrsider what it will be like a tew months atler buying ihem, wheri you may I'j -^- —■ - require help; and advice with your rww 'Cf "TU purchase. And, will the company you buy f'Om L^'tiact you wiih details of new products? At Silica, we ensure thai you will have- notHing !□ worry about With ou' unrivalled enpenence and expertise, we can now meet our customers" requifemenrs with an undsrstanclirKj whidi is second lo none. Bui don't ,J&1 take ojr word 'or it. Complete and reium the coupon now lor our lates! FREE literalure and begin 1o experience ihe "Silica Servtce", 

• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES: 
Qtlicial Hard Dnrve upgrades with ICL on-site warranty. 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in ifle UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: A learn of Amiga technical experts will be at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: 

We matcn corrrpelfldrs dn a "Sami product ■ Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We have a proven (raft record in professional computer sales, 
• PART OF A £SOM A YEAR COMPANY; 

Wrtft owr 200 start - We are solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: 

Volume discounts are available. Tel: 061-309 OJBSS. 

We have demonstration m (rafntag facilities at all our stores. 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All o< your Amiga requirement are available from one supplier. 
Will be mailed to you, wrtft special reduced price Amiga offers, as well as details on all Amiga software and peripherals. 
We accept mosl rraaior credit cards, cash, cheque or (APR 29.6% - written quotes on fequest). 

081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: Qrdsr Uoes Open: Man-Sal 
LONDON SHOP: Opening HOuffr Non-Sal 

M The Mews, Hatlrerley Rd, Side up. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-303 1111 Fax No: 061-306 060S 

LONDON SHOP: Cpcnnrj- Houra:      Hon-Sat - 
fl.30ajTi-ftJ0uptTi 52 Tottentiam Court Road. Landau, W1P 0BA HO Lett) Nijftl Q0«ltrtfl Tel: D71-5&B 4000 Fax Ha: 071-323 A73T 

S1DCUP SHOP:  Q«nmg_ Hajra      Hon-San * 

SellricfgflS (Basement Arena), Oxford Street. London, W1A 1A0 Lata Nigt-l: Tfnireday ■ Sprn Tel: D71 529 1234 Escleoshzn 3914 

ESSEX SHOP; Oaen-ng Hours: Moi-Fri 

1-4 The Mews, Halherla/ RrJ Sx.cx, Kent. DA14 4DX LalB Night: Friday - 7pm Tel: 081-302 8811 Ffik No: pgi.30>? 0O17 

IPSWICH SHOP: Opetwg Hours: Mon-Fri 

Keddies foa Floor), High Street Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI 1 LA S 3tl!>m-5 30I:IT i S»i 9 OQg.T-ti Otenj Late Niglt: Thursday - 7pm Tel: 0702 4S3039 F*x NO: D70248e0t3fl 
Dsbennams, (2nd noor), Waierloo Mouse, Wesigate St, Ipswich, IP1 3EH 3 30»m 5 Stem iSsi S.OOsnt-e.OOpfn) Lola Nignt: Ttvjradav - 9pm Tel: 0473 22T313 

FAX No: 04732877B2 

To: Silica Sysiems. AMSHP-0194-120. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kont, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND ME A GVP COLOUR BROCHURE 

MrVMrs/Mlss/Ms:....... Initials: ... 
Company Name {it applicable): 
Address:  

  Postcode:  
Tel (Home):   Tel (Work):   
Which connputer(s), if any, do you own? ...,..„, 120A 

EaOE ■ Adverlisiso: prices and speciiicdcbua my chartgt ■ Pliasa re!um tha coupon 1ar1ha latesl infonnatiori. 



BACK ISSUES 

 1 

Here's your chance to complete your collection and catch up on all the 

ISSUE 2 

2D Paint packages reviewed and 
rated; which programming language is 
the ene for you; PageSiream 2, Scafa, 
Broadcast Titter and trie KCS 
Powerboard PC emulator reviewed..-£3 

ISSUE 14 

Hand scanners reviewed and rated; 
15 memory expansions compared; 
incorporating sound effects and 
soundtracks Into your animations; and 
artificial Intelligence £3 

The best year yet? 

ISSUE 21 

Amiga Shopper Awards. Cover disk: 
CG fonts, DirWork, screen blanker, 
ICalc, LhA, PowerSnap 2, ROES, 
Re Org, Safe Delete, SPCIock, Syslnfo 
and Virus Checker £4 

ISSU E a 

Accelerator cards put head*to-head; 
the versions of BASIC compared; first 
installment of C programming tutorial; 
Bars & Pipes Professional and AT-Once 
PC emulator reviewed £3 

ISSUE 15 

TIM   nor ■uwi   h. llMltf. 1 

'JMJ 
NHC^ ™ j J- 

GET THE 
RIGHT 

PRINTER 

wm 

mm mm 
I^CTVfckWr'^M II' !l II 

ISSUE 4 

Ten of the most popular printers 
checked out; creating a structured 
drawing package with C; Worfwortft, 
Real3D, imagine, Superba&e 4, T^X 
and Pro 24 reviewed —£3 

THE AMIGA 
BUYER'S | 

ISSUE 8 

The best In PD software - how to set 
up a complete software system for 
nothing; the PostScript interpreter 
Post, ImageMaster and SaxonScrlpt 
Professional reviewed...,. ..£3 

ISSUE 22 

ISSUE 27 

Upgrade your A500 to A1200 level; 
accelerator round-up. Cover Disk: 
OctaMED, XOper, Move file mover, 
JullaMoveT appointment scheduler, 
source code and Virus Checker £4 

20 printers - dot matrix, Inkjet and 
laser - reviewed and rated; beginner's 
Amiga guide; spreadsheet tutorial; 
guide to Amiga DOS 3; code clinic; 
sample storage techniques £3 

ISSUE 28 

SM  ISSUE 16 

irSiASTSS^1 

200 top tips - advice on everything 
from accelerators to Workbench. 
BASIC to WPs, C to video; Hit Hit, 
Professional Calc and HAM As 290 
genlock reviewed £3 

ISSUE 23 

A complete guide to buying Amlgas 
and related hardware; the HAM-E 
graphics system, RocGen genlock, 
KCS sequencer reviews PLUS tips on 
DTP, MIDI and spreadsheets ...£3 

"»™™ ISSUE 17 

The top desktop publishing packages 
reviewed and rated; understanding 
typography; write adventure games 
with Visionary, tips on writing your 
own arcade game.. £3 

How to fit a hard drive to an A600 or 
A1200, Cover disk: Alert, Cycle To 
Menu, Kwlkbackup, LhA, ReqTools, 
SnoopDOS, Virus Checker, assembler 
and linker package... £4 

AMIGA 
ISSUE 29 

How to make money with your Amiga; 
Amiga animations on TV; legal advice; 
chords with OctaMED; Directory Opus, 
Em plant and Art Department 

Computer crime and how to protect 
yourself from It; Power XL high-density 
floppy, Ami-Back back-up system, 
VLab YC digttiser and MBX1230 

Professional reviewed... ,......£4     accelerator reviewed. £4 

ISSUE 24 

RAM - what it is and what to buy in 
our In-depth round-up and tutorial; DIY 
hardware repairs; eliminating MIDI 
faults; Art Expression and G-Lock 
genlock reviewed £3 

Video on the cheap - the techniques 
and low-cost software you need; how 
to use fonts; Proper Grammar, 
TechnoSound Turbo 2 and Powerbase 
reviewed   £4 
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BACK ISSUES 

advice, reviews, tutorials and features you might have missed out on! 

ISSUE 9 

The complete Amiga software guide; 
how to receive satellite and radio 
transmissions; designing Christmas 
cards with Professional Pago; reviews 
of Scala and the A500 Plus £3 

51 ISSUE 10 

How best to draw with Deluxe Paint, 
the guide to the beat sound samplers 
available; budget business packages; 
GB Route Pius 2, Showmaker and 
Ren dale Super 8802 reviewed £3 

ISSUE 1 T 

CDTV and its software get a good 
going over; how to perfect your 
printing; Harlequin graphics board, 
Stereo Master sampler and KCS Power 
Board PC emulator reviewed... £3 

— — — -V  ISSUE 13 

FREE Tracy covermount and how to 
use it in our animation special; the 
unforgettable guide to Amiga memory; 
M i racle Plan o Teac frfng System and 
RocTec hard drive reviewed £3 

ISSUE 18 

E1NG  Pbitfftft Alight 
I moilur the ort <" 

ISSUE 20 

Amiga Answers special - 32 pages of 
solutions to problems on everything 
from AmigaDOS to video; using lighting 
to enhance your 3D graphics 
creations; Maxiplan 4 reviewed £3 

Step-by-step guide to ray-tracing; 
accelerator board round-up' 
mut lit as king tutorial; build a ROM 
switcher; AMOS Professional and 
Opal vision reviewed.....  £3 

ISSUE 25 ISSUE 26 

Nine top word processors reviewed 
and rated. Cover Disk: EdWord text 
edltor/WP, AZSpeli spelling checker, 
CompuG raphic fonts and Virus 
Checker .£4 

ISSUE 31 

Amiga Answers special - 26 pages of 
advice. Cover disk: debugging utilities, 
Flexer. EasyCalC, PayAdvice, ASPalnt 
source code, Address book source 
code, Virus Checker 6.30 £4 

Find out how your Amiga works with 
The Amiga Exposed; get the best from 
your samples; fractal landscapes; VHS 
back-up system, Personal Paint and 
TypeSmith reviewed ,..£3 

ISSUE 32 

Scanners special - reviews of colour 
scanners and their software. Cover 
disk: ACC Hardware Programming 
Guide, MapStatlon, Listings, Alarm, 
ASPaint and QulckTools £4 

BACK ISSUES 

ORDER FORfVt 

SEND THIS FORM (no stamp required) TO: 
Amiga Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Somerton, 

Somerset, TA11 7BR 
Do not send cash through the post with your mail orders 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited 
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AMIGA REPAIRS 

Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at £44,95 Inclusive 
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing 

Commodore registered for full technical support 

Computers repaired in the quickest possible time 

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak-test to ensure optimum reliability 

Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty 

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also included 
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement) 

Repairs to other Commodore systems, undertaken - phone for details 

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details 
collection service available 
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To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex* 
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address, 

along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest. 
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f 
WTS Electronics Ltd Chaul End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ lei 0582 491949 (6 lines) 

(We reserve the right to refect machines which, in our opinion, are beyond repair- Normal charge applies] 



AM I GADOS 

Cracking the Shell 

Mark Smiddy demystifies one of the most 

powerful, and yet most misunderstood, 

features of the AmigaDOS Shell - re-direction. 

R 

e-di recti on: even the term 
is enough to make your 
brain itch. It describes a 

. technique where the 
console window's input and output 
stream handles are changed to 
some other file handle. A file handle 
could be a real object on disk or 
another virtual terminal: AmigaDOS 
will not know the difference. 
(Actually, that is not entirely true, 
but III come back to that shortly.) 
It all sounds rather hair-raising, but 
once you get the hang of the terms 
it falls into place in an instant. 

What it means in plain English is 
this. Normally you deal with 
AmigaDOS through a "console 
window" - a window which displays 
simple text input and output. When 
you type a command, you see it on- 
screen; when AmigaDOS "replies", 
you see its message on the same 
screen. Re-direction simply means 
taking input from another file rather 
than the keyboard- or sending 
AmigaDOS s output messages to 
another file instead of the screen. 
This is done by changing the file 
"handles", which are analogous to 
handles in the CB radio world - ways 
of identifying a filet so AmigaDOS 
knows which file you mean. 

Now, what do we mean by a file? 
A file is a named object referencing 

If you are new to the Amiga, the very idea 
of AmigaDOS - an environment where you 
have to learn and type commands, one at 
a time - might seem a little daunting. ■ 
Why not just stay within the comfortable 
confines of the Workbench and handle 
the tricky bits with a CLI utility like 
Directory Opus or SID? 

There are a number of reasons, but 
* eclecticism" is a good one. This greasy 
adjective is typically used in the art world 
meaning to be selective. I choose it to 
illustrate a point: AmigaDOS is full of big. 
strange-sounding words that mean little 
until they are applied. An AmigaDOS user 
can be eclectic by choosing the best of 
several similar commands to achieve a 
similar goal. The SID or Workbench user 
must remain within the confines of the 
application s design - no matter how 
open-ended it purports to be. 

Few people would disagree that 
many operations are more easily 
performed from Workbench, but very few 
operations can take full advantage of the 
machine's multi-tasking capabilities. For 
instance, what if you wanted to copy 
some files from one place to another? 

zero or more bytes on a mass- 
storage medium - but we never 
describe it as such. Work you have 
saved from a piece of software - an 
AmigaDOS command - is a file. (It 
could be argued that even the 
Kickstart ROM is a file, albeit a very 
large one.) We use the term "file" as 
an analogy because the effect is 
similar to paperwork stored in a filing 
cabinet. Likewise, we arrive at the 
term 'filing system" to describe the 
complex software and hardware that 
looks after the files. 

When the operating system 
grants access to a file, it returns a 
32-bit address known as a BPTR 
(BCPL pointer) to a "lock". The lock 
uniquely identifies the file by its 
device handier (say trackdisk) and 
its physical position on the storage 
medium (a sector number). Of 
courset you neither need nor want to 
be bothered with any of this. A lock 
is also called a "handle" - the 
analogy being something you can 
grasp hold of. The terms "lock'1 and 
"handle" can actually be used 
interchangeably, although "lock" is 
the more common term in 
programming circles. 

LOCK PICKS 
Locks are worth discussing in more 

depth because they are central to 

BEGINNERS 

With Workbench you simply drag the 
respective icons from the source to the 
destination - from AmigaDOS you have to 
enter a command. 

Now what if you suddenly realise you 
have copied the wrong icons? You have to 
wait until Workbench finishes, go back 
and delete them, and start again from 
scratch. This can happen when you use 
AmigaDOS but you can stop the 
command immediately - so the total time 
to complete the operation is much 
shorter. In additron, AmigaDOS allows you 
to select files by group much more 
accurately than is possible from 
Workbench, it afso affords simpler access 
to a range of public domain and 
shareware utilities that can only be 
accessed from the Shell environment. 

AmigaDOS is powerful and perhaps a 
tittle difficult to learn - Workbench is 
great for everyday tasks when you are not 
in a hurry. The two systems complement 
each other wonderfully. You can 'get atr 

AmigaDOS by opening the Shell Icon - 
you'll find it on your Workbench disk. Even 
if you have never done so before, try it 
now - you have nothing to lose. 

the process of re- 
direction. AmigaDOS 
has several kinds of 
lock. An exclusive 
(write) lock grants 
the handling process 
sole access to a file: 
nothing else can 
read or modify it. A 
shared {read} lock is 
the opposite: any 
number of processes can receive 
access to the file. Once shared 
access has been granted, AmigaDOS 
will not grant exclusive access. 
(Think about that for a moment, it's 
quite sensible.} 

AmigaDOS commands create 
and delete locks constantly without 
ever bothering you. However certain 
operations are not possible on 
locked items. For example, if a file 
has been opened by some 
application and you try to delete it, 
AmigaDOS will fail with the message: 
"not deleted: object in use". 
Similarly, you cannot make an 
assignment to a file because the 
lock information contains the type of 
object (file or directory}. 

This basic knowledge of files and 
locks is not essential to 
understanding re-direction, but it 
helps. To summarise: files are like 
doors. Once a file is locked it cannot 
be opened; and an open file cannot 
be re-opened until it is closed, 

INFORMATION FLOW 
A transfer of information between 
two devices is often called a data 
stream because data is said to 
"flow" between the two places. This 
is quite unremarkable until you try to 
think of a console's input and output 
stream handles. How can a console 
(the Shell window) have handles? 

As far as AmigaDOS is 
concerned, every console is two 
open files: one read, the other write. 
Anything you type at 
the keyboard - the 
input stream (CIS or 
Console Input 
Stream) - is 
delivered to the input 
handle, and anything 
a command sends 
back is written to the 
output handle or 
COS (Console Output 
Stream). Re-direction 
enables the user to 
temporarily alter 

Workbench Screen 
■MM 

5.Vffi3,8:> type raftilisting 
Clapses td i r) 
C (dir) 
P8ase Cdtr) 

Using the basic redirection 
operator ">r we can send the 
output from any command to a file, 

either or both of these streams for 
the duration of one command. 

This might sound about as useful 
as a chocolate fireguard, but it is one 
of the most powerful features in the 
Shell, ft enables us to send output 
from a command to a file, or control 
commands based on the result of 
some other operation. Three 
operators are used to indicate re- 
direction: 

> xyz   Re-direct current output 
stream to XYZ, 

» xyz Append current output 
stream to XYZ. 

< xyz   Take input stream from XYZ. 

The re-direction operator is followed 
by the name of any legitimate file 
(including a path) and can appear 
anywhere on the command line after 
the command itself. By convention, 
the operator is usually placed 
immediately after the command, but 
this is not necessary. 

NEW DIRECTIONS 
The most useful re-direction operator 
is or re-direct output. When the 
Shell encounters this it takes the 
next phrase on the line and attempts 
to open it as a file. If the operation is 
successful, the command s output is 
sent to that file. Here's an example: 

1>DIR >RAM:Listing 
1>TYPE RAM:Listing 

continued on page 110 
Workbench Screen 

.113.B:> ECHO >T:Hetlo "Hells11 

M*:> ECHO >>J:ffeilo W 
m J:> TYPE T:Hello 
eHo World 

;fi> ; rrrfirettiMi USIRQ > 

II 

The "»'* operator is used tike u>" but appends the 
output from a command to an existing file. 
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AMIGADOS 

TYPE is used to view the file created 
by Shell - although you could use 
MORE or MULTIVIEW (AmigaDOS 3) 
just as easily, 

White-space can be included 
between the operator and the 
filename thus: 

1>DIR > RAM;Listing 
1>TYPE RAH:Listing 

but this is unnecessary. Use 
whichever you feel comfortable with 
and stick to it. 

Generally speaking, re-direction 
files are temporary, so they would be 
stored in the T: assignment. This is 
generally set to the RAM: disk and is 
expected to contain only temporary 
files- Therefore it is good practice to 
use this in any lines that employ re- 
direction: 

1>DIR : 
1>TYPE 

TtListing 
T:Listing 

OUTPUT RE-DIRECTION 
{APPEND MODE) 
When output is being sent to a real 
file - that is, not a terminal or some 
other non-filing-system (disk) device - 
then you can make use of the 
append mode. This is similar to 
normal output, but every time a new 
command line is entered, the output 
is tagged on to the result from the 
last. This is similar to the JOIN 
command. Append mode output re- 
direction is achieved using 
"»name". Here is a tediously 
clich&d example, for want of a better 
one. 

1>ECH0 >TiHello "Hello" N0LINE 
1>ECH0 »T:HellO "world" 
1>TYPE T:Hello 
Hello word 

In AmigaDOS 2 and above, if the file 
does not currently exist it will be 
created for you. Be extra careful to 
remove such temporary files created 
in scripts - they will cause havoc if 
the script is executed more than 
once and the bug can be a beggar to 
find. 

INPUT RE-DIRECTION 
Re-direction of the input stream is 
not usually necessary from 
AmigaDOS 2 and above. It s been 

Workbench Screen 

fS.MB3.B;> SETOWCoont 1 
mih> m $fomt *1 to ewtot 

5.HB3.B:> GEfEHV fount 
2 
5.tt3.lh> SETOW Count 1 
5.H83.«:> Wi <flW:C««nt Mil OM wlw2=tt* BMpe ? 
5.pMB3.ft:> GETEHU Cooet 

■mi:-> mm w 

note tte original uariabls is not changed 
we can copy It tack if required f&ra counter 
with a line like this: COPY EHv>e 10 EIW:Courtt 

already in use 
(locked) by the 
Shell. If you need to 
use the result In a 
script loop, the 
temporary file "qwew 

should be copied 
over the original, like 
so: 
1>C0PY EtfV: 
qwe to ENV;Count 

Reading variables using is fiddly but unfortunately 
it is the only option If you have Workbench 1,3. 

replaced by environmental variables 
which are much more convenient. For 
instance, the following is valid in 
AmigaDOS 2+: 

The console device CON: can be used as a file, even with 
redirection. Each "directory" is a position onscreen. 

1>SETENV Count 1 
1>EVA1 $COunt + 1 to BKVtCount 
1>GETENV Count 
2 

Shell expands the second line 
automatically, so EVAL reads the line 
thus: 

1>EVAL 1 + 1 to ENV:Count 

This is not possible in the earner 
versions, so we have to use a trick 
with an input re-direction operator 
like this: 

1?SETENV Count 1 
1>EVA1 <ENV:Count >NIL: Y*" 

OPB+ VALFE2=1 to EHVjqwe 1 
1>GETEMV <jwe 
2 

This looks a little frightening at first 
because the line is so much longer - 
be thankful if you have a more recent 
version. It breaks down like this: 

EVAL Is the command itself - EVAL 
comes from evaluate meaning to 
calculate an expression. 
<ENV:Count Means "take input from 
the file ENV:Count"." This file is 
automatically created in the ENV: 
assignment by SETENV. 
>NIL: Sends output to the NIL: 
device. NIL: is a dummy device 
(described later) and this operation 
suppresses unneeded output. 
OP=+ Describes the operator to use 
(addition). A keyword (OP) is used so 

the primitive parser 
in 1.3 can work out 
where it is. 
VALUE2=1 Send 
the value to the 
calculation. VALUE2 
is a keyword used 
as above* 
to ENV:qwe Tells 
EVAL where to put 
its result. The result 
cannot be placed 
directly back in the 
same file it has 
been taken from 
because the file is 

? This triggers EVAL 
into interactive 
mode and is the 
single most 

important part of the command tine. 
The query operator is usually used to 
get help from any command, but it 
also allows the parser to retrieve 
output from the current input stream 
interactively. The result of this is that 
EVAL gets the first argument from 
the environmental variable, Count. 

Don't worry at all if this seems 
beyond you at this stage - it is a 
difficult area and one 
which you will learn 
with practice. 

RE-DIRECTION 
WITH DEVICES 
I mentioned that a 
console window 
looks like a pair of 
open files. This 
means that the 
console device looks 
like two open files, 
so the following 
would seem to be 
true. 

path: 

1>DIR >CON;5/10/500/199 
/List/CLOSE/WAIT 

Other AmigaDOS devices can be 
used in the same way. For example, 
you can use re-direction to get a hard 
copy of all the files on a disk like 
this: 

1>DIR >PETJ  DFOi ALL 

Possibly a more interesting example 
uses the pipe device. The PIPE must 
be "mounted" before it can be used, 
In version 1.3 this is a simple matter 
of entering: 

MOUNT PIPE: 

But in release 2 and higher, the 
PIPE'S icon should be moved into 
the DEVS/DOS Drivers drawer and 
the machine re-booted. 

In this examplet I'll be 
transferring information between two 

1>DIR >CON: 
Shell error; unable to open 
redirection file. 

• In late releases such as AmigaDOS 
3t this is a valid statement, but 
should not be used for compatibility. 
If later Shells fail to open the file the 
error is returned like this: 

1>0IR >C0: 
dir: unable to open redirection 
file. 

The console device looks like a disk 
drive with lots of numbered 
directories, each one representing a 
position on the screen. When it's 
used you should specify a "directory 
path" corresponding to the position, 
size and name of a window to open 
like this: 

1>D1R >CON:5/10/500/m/Liat 

You will note that the window closes 
as soon as the listing is completed, 
This is because the console "file" is 
closed by the Shell as soon as the 
command is completed. You can 
prevent this happening in AmigaDOS 
2 and above by specifying the CLOSE 
and WAIT switches as part of the 

Pipes can be used effectively with re-direction - for 
instance, they are ideal for communicating between 
two Shells without a temporary file. 

Shells (indicated as 1> and 2>) 
without using a temporary file: 

1>TYPE PIPE:A 
2>DIR >PIPB:A 

Note how TYPE seems to jam while it 
waits to receive output from the 
PIPE:, 

SHUT UP! 
Since any device can be used for 
output, it is also possible to tell a 
command to shut up completely by 
channelling its output to the dummy 
sponge device, NIL:. Consider the 
following example: 

IxLlST >HlLi 

Such fiddles do have a purpose 
though. For instance, you might want 
to suppress output from some 
command while it works. While many 
commands support a QUIET mode, a 
few do not. Moreover, when the 
QUIET switch is used, errors are still 
reported to the current window (*). 
Re-direction to NIL: fixes this one 
permanently. Study this example, but 
don't execute it unless you are about 
to re-boot your machine. 
1>DELETE >NIL: RAM: #? ALL £Q 
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o Fish disks this month 
- instead, I've taken the 
opportunity to look at 
some of the disks sent 

in by PD libraries, disk magazines 
and authors of PD, shareware and 
license ware. 

Speaking of license ware, some 
people are against including software 
that's sold in this way in the PD 
World column - they say that in 
effect it's commercial software. 
However, personally i think that it's a 
perfectly reasonable way for authors 
to get some money from their 
endeavours - and an easy way for 
people to pay shareware fees, since 
in essence that's what you're doing 
when you buy licensware: a 
percentage of the sale price goes to 
the author. That way, they don't get 
as much money per program as if it 
were released as true shareware, but 
at least they're sure that every user 
has paid something - which, sadly, 
is not the case with normal 
shareware, 

Anyway, enough of all this, let's 
get down to the softwares 

LSD TOOLS 127 
Roberta Smith DTP disk UT547 
LSD Tools 127 is a fairly standard 

BEGINNERS 

What is PD? 

PD Is a general term which many 
people incorrectly use to refer to 
all freely-distributable software. In 
fact, PD (which stands for Public 
Domain) software or "freeware" is 
only one branch of this area; the 
other main one is shareware. 

Essentially, freeware may be 
coped and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount tor the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software, Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - ft's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. 
Paying your shareware fees 
encourages software authors to 
wrfte more programs - and If they 
don't, the Amiga scene will lie a 
poorer place. Don't think that 
you're paying money for nothing, 
either - often hundreds or even 
thousands of hours of work have 
gone Into creating a program, and 
it's only right that the programmer 
receives some reward for his or 
her hard work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

collection of utilities, encompassing 
some useful programs - such as 
ToggieClick, which turns that 
annoying floppy disk drive clicking 
off, and CKick, which loads any 
KickStart (for people who run, say, 
KickStart 2.04 most of the time, but 
occasionally need to use 1*3 to 
access a certain program). However, 
there are a couple of rather less 
useful utilities included too, like 
CiickHere, which puts a tiny 
requester on the screen with the 
message "click here* in it. Being an 
obliging sort of soul, you do - and 
the program quits. What a 
marvellous piece of programming 
ingenuity that isT and many thanks to 
LSD for including it on the disk. Very 
witty, I don't think, 

Here's a list of the more useful 
things on the disk: 
• SKick and CKick - Load other 
Kickstarts 
• SD - Super Duper copier 
• ToggieClick - Turn floppy drive 
clicking off 
• TWC- Comms package 
• Logicshop- Create and test logic 
diagrams 
• Viruscbecker 
• Dost - SnoopDOS clone 

• Trashmaster- Replacement for 

[ licenseware. This is a form of 
shareware which is licensed to 
one (or more) PS> libraries. In 
essence, when you buy a 
licenseware program you are 
buying shareware and paying the 
license fee at the same time. For 
this reason, you should treat any 
licenseware that you buy exactly 
as you would treat a piece of full- 
price commercial software - don't 
pass it around to your friends. 
You've only bought the right to 
use it yourself. 

Can I pass other people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution, These are normally 
things like not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, not 
altering the program, or making 
sure that all the original docu- 
mentation is Included on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs, if, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an Improved version of 
the program, then be careful not 
to give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, 
pass on licenseware - ft should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 

for free 

This month, it's a Fred-Fish-free 

zone as Ian Wrigley catches up 

with some home-grown low-cost 

and no-cost software... 

Temporary path  IRAK: UJS] 
Hotkeys 

Show uindau   |control  alt t" 
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PowerData enables you to use PowerPacker transparently to compress all 
your files - regardless of the program you created them In. 
the standard Trash. 
I'm not particularly keen on the fact 
that the disk autoboots but doesn't 
have a Workbench display - you have 
to do everything from the Shell. And 
since the number of commands 
included in the C: directory is 
somewhat limited - PPMore, Run, 
Type and the Nuke anti-virus program 
are all that's there - all you can do is 
run the programs on the disk and 
read their documentation. Why on 
Earth at least the Dlr command 
wasn't placed on the disk is totally 
beyond me. 

Stiff, I guess this is a reasonable 
collection of utilities. And since 
Roberta Smith DTP only charges 90p 
per disk plus 50p post and packing, 
you may well decide that it's worth 
getting. 
Value for money 7/10 

POWERDATA 
Round about Amiga Shopper 25, I 
looked at a program called 

PowerData, which would have been 
great had it worked. WeH, now it 
does - the author, Michael Berg, has 
upgraded it to fix the bugs (which 
were apparently due to a feature of 
WorkBench 2,1 that wasn't 
implemented in earlier versions of 
WorkBench). 

Quite simply, the program 
transparently adds compression - 
using the popular cruncher 
PowerPacker - to any program, with 
no user interference required. So 
when you save a file, it will 
automatically be compressed for you, 
whether you're in Pretext, DPaint Hi 
or whatever. Open a file and it will be 
decrunched before the program 
attempts to read it. 

This is an excellent idea, and 
one that s been popular on 
computers like the Mac for some 
time. It can drastically reduce the 
amount of space that files take up 
on your hard disk, and is ideal for 
anyone feeling the pinch of limited 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the like 
are given a +ivalue for money" rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a "program rating",, 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account usability, 
bug-pro of n ess, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on, Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10, 
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storage space, 
You control the program via an 

easy-to-use Preferences requester, 
where you have a surprisingly large 
range of options. For instance, you 
can choose to compress or not 
compress files depending on their 
names - not attempting to further 
compress archives created with a 
program like      for example - and 
set the level of compression 
depending on whether speed or file 
size is more important to you. 

The only problem with PowerData 
isn't really the program s fault at all- 
It's so easy to use (once it's set up, 
you don't have to do anything else 
with it at any time) that you tend to 
forget it's installed on your Amiga, 
And since it makes sense to have 
the program work on all files (even 
icons), pretty soon almost the entire 
contents of your hard drive will be 
PowerPacked, But then when you 
give disks to other people, they1 II find 
that they are unreadable until they've 
been decompressed - something 
that you'd probably forgotten all 
about, The easy solution, of course, 
is to let your friends have copies of 
the program too - and that way it will 
soon propagate throughout the whole 
Amiga world. 

PowerData is shareware; it 
displays a requester each time it's 
started, and will quit after 20 
minutes of use. But the shareware 
fee is only $10, and it's so useful 
that I encourage everyone to check it 
out and then register. With luck, this 
will become one of the most popular 
Amiga shareware programs around! 
Program rating 10/10 

COMMUNICATE 
Your Choice PD 
Communicate is a PD program 
written in compiled AMOS by John 
Cassar. it's intended as an 
educational program for anyone who 
needs (or wants) to learn any of a 
range of "languages": two-handed 
sign alphabet, one-handed sign 
alphabet, deaf-blind sign alphabet 
Braille, semaphore, "flags" (ship 
signalling flags), Morse code and a 
"Naughts (sic) and Crosses" code. 
There is also a font on the disk for 
the Naughts and Crosses code, if 
you have a burning need to word 
process in such a manner. 

The program itself is impressive, 
and includes well-drawn images of 
the flags, hands and so on. You can 
be tested by the program, can get it 

to show you any given letter in the 
language, and can even enter a 
sentence and have it display the 
signals, symbols or whatever for that 
sentence. This is where the graphics 
really do look slick: for letters such 
as "H" in the two-handed sign 
alphabet, for example, where one 
hand slides across the other, the 
gesture is actually animated - 
excellent. (The usual problem with 
AMOS programs, unfortunately, 
means that I can't screengrab the 
program, and you couldn't see the 
animation anyway, so you'll have to 
take my word for it,..) 

If you have any desire to learn 
sign language or semaphore, I highly 
recommend that you get hold of a 
copy of this program. I tend to think 
that Morse code is better learned 
using a program which signals to 
you, rather than displaying the dots 
and dashes on the screen, and 
indeed Brai 11e teachers wouId 
probably recommend that you use a 
textbook where the characters are 
embossed rather than just looking at 
them on the monitor. However, this 
remains an excellent program, and 
one well worth checking out. 
Program rating 9/10 

EDWORD PROFESSIONAL 
¥4.0 
EdWord has been around for some 
time - version 2.2 was released 

enough memory to do that), and you 
can copy and paste between them. 
There's even a split screen option, 
so that you can view two documents 
at the same time - and the amount 
of the screen that each document 
has can be altered by clicking and 
dragging on the split marker. This is 
something that I haven't seen in any 
other text editor on the Amiga, and 
it's a feature that's incredibly useful. 
• Macros, This seems to be a 
requirement in Amiga text processors 
these days, and EdWord's is just as 
good as any other's. 
* Power Packer support. The 
program will optionally decrunch any 
files which have been compressed 
with PowerPacker before it attempts 
to read them in. Of course, if you 
have PowerData then you won't need 
this feature... 
* A *'text casing" feature. Specific 
keywords can be forced to a 
specified case - for example, all 
BASIC keywords can be forced to 
capitals, regardless of how you 
originally typed them. This requires a 
configuration tile listing those 
keywords, and a couple are supplied 
with the program. 
• An ASCII table of characters, 
along with ASCII codes, so that you 
can insert any character into the 
document just by clicking on it. 
* A built-in RAM virus checker. 
• An auto-save feature. 
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EdWord has always bean good, if not quite a word processor, and the new 
Professional version is a rather fine text editor - weti worth checking out. 
about a year and a half ago, and was 
featured on an Amiga Shopper cover 
disk (the one with issue 25 - if you 
want to order that, see page 106). 
Now version 4.0 of this great £10 
shareware program is out - and It's 
well worth getting hold of if you need 
a text editor. 

The list of features is hugeT but 
here are some of the more 
impressive ones: 
* Multiple documents. Up to 15 
documents can be edited at a time 
(assuming, of course, that you've got 

GET IN CONTACT! 

j If you've; written - or discovered - any PD, shareware or license ware that 
' you think should be reviewed in these pages, or if you've got any other 

comments or suggestions, write to Ian Wrigley c/o Amiga Shopper, 30 
"■Monmouth Street. Bath BA1 2BW. Alternatively, you can contact Ian on 
f cix as iwrigley\ or on the internet as ian@vampire.demon.co.uk'r 

Add to this things like one of the 
fastest word counters I've come 
across, "live" scrolling as you drag 
the scroll bar around, and many 
more equally impressive features, 
and EdWord Professional becomes 
almost mandatory if you need a text 
processor. My only complaint is that 
the unregistered version produces a 
requester every three minutes or so, 
reminding you that you haven't paid 
your shareware fee - but since the 
cost is only £10, and includes things 

like over 16QK-worth of Amiga Guide- 
form at documentation, I'm sure that 
any users will soon register anyway. 

EdWord Professional is well 
worth investigating if you need a text 
processor. And if the author added a 
couple of things like automatic word- 
wrapping, it would make a damn fine 
word processor too. Check it out. 
Program rating 10/10 

PAY ADVICE ANALYSER 
Virus Free PD disk 3127 
This is a £5 shareware program by 
Richard Smedley, written after a 
friend was complaining to him that it 
was hard work keeping track of his 
weekly payslips. In essence, the 
program is a basic database, but one 
that's been customised for just the 
one task: recording payslip details 
for easy perusal. 

The data fields are pretty simple, 
and should cover most of the things 
that you'll find on a standard payslip; 
things like basic pay, extra pay, 
PAYE, National Insurance 
contribution details and so on. The 
program automatically calculates the 
totals and your net pay, giving you a 
quick check that the details on the 
payslip are correct. Once you've 
entered the details, you can save the 
file with a password, to prevent 
anyone else seeing just how much 
money you make. 

The demo version of the program 
has two features disabled: Send to 
printer, which, as you'd imagine, 
prints out the whole list; and Put into 
Date Order, which will order your 
entries chronologically - very useful if 
you've entered a whole slew of 
payslips into the program for the first 
time regardless of order. Because 
these two features are pretty much 
essential, anyone using the program 
is bound to pay up the shareware 
feeT but personally I don't like 
programs with features disabled - it 
seems to me that this goes against 
the "honour" concept of shareware, 
though I suppose you do still get to 
test whether you like the program. 
Still, each programmer to his own, 
and I'm sure that some people will 
find this program useful, However, do 
remember that, as Richard says in 
the documentation, you must still 
keep all your payslips at least until 
the end of the financial year even if 
you use the program to record all the 
details - a computer record won t be 
any use in case of a dispute. And, of 

DDS i 
Pay Advtce finalvser 
Created By ROBERT -if.cii & Ppogrjunned By R 1SMEDLEY 

Kane:  fred Bloggs 
Enploy«r:   Rene €o, 123 

Clock: 
Sone Street.  Anytown. 

IS £4 flepaptttent : Snipping 

Pertprf      Basic     IExtra ending   j  pay       | pay i Total     IPHYC |N!e>^ vrar.n (In) H^ut>   ! "deduct deduct| pay 

ill H  
4    1           r*n 1 * 1 

Pay Advice Analyser: no more ferreting around in the bottom drawer for your 
payslips when the Internal Revenue Invite you round for a nice "desk audit"... 
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repboBfnani but contains excellent utilities h, powerpocker v7.2a, powerployet, Systnta. VKUSX, Archiver, b-Base Boollntro, F si Aid Box [2] J A+ V**4 THE MOMET PROGRAM <t\.& fealUres include up*o a moxium ol 60 occDunls, „ did SC c rec1 paymenys J*+ VioOrj GRAPHPPOvl.OWr'ilen with Amos pro by David Jordan. Basically takes 0 set OF data, plots them on a graph U A+ VKX11 VMORPH vl ll Mill aUow you to create s^oih mojphs/worps bei-ween iwo drtlerenl Images over a penad aF frames ta create anontmofllon □ ** YW02 RAMOSPROvl.lirtyou have Amos Pro Ihen this disk will moke your progxoms Bool without Iheproftam J ** VT003 N1CKPREFS's an enhcMKe-menl to- WiZTlWhlcb adds 3 new prefer-erces WBPiclure, BuzyPianter &. Floppy J *•* VMXJ5 (AGAJ LTTLS Contains Ihe M balch aFA1200 and A4OOO;0JQ/0fl0 Ulilrty r^oQrarris J      VIOW TURBO TEXT vl.l Encellenl Ward Processor. Very impressrveversiori J *4 V101S POCXSPREDICTKJN .'.helping hand wilh f€ POD s J      V101* QCTAMEOv2.0V,.j51c editor vjhich was designed For making music -i *'   Vfol7 POST       An Btcelle^l Posiscrpi interpreter 1or the Amiga which implements Ihe Fgll Adobe language [31 J ¥1021 [AGA|i SCREENS Enhance vo Workbench dkjfe bockarourtds with theses nice full 
wortd map 5 you cdrt seled artf county Far travel iniormalian, Zooms up another close up map v " rr<y<:' cc'nil □A+   VI023 QUIZ Contains OvtsHons Answers wrtb ihe option to add _TA   VIOH iAGA]   MANDELSQUAftE vl,6 Generole enhanced AGA set images, requites numerical coprocessor You can create 25* COkXi* sr^towed pictures □ ** V1025 TERM v3.< Camm prgraqm. Xpr nansFer. ri!etype offer dcwnlood, cut ft paste, L''v'"'1 c- d-c ck, outa upood/downlcorl. VT102^ VT220. Ansl envj-olion, powCflull phone book 6V AGA support (3| J*+ Vt035 FE5 BASIC Juf.l - lii r.L-lor all "he new moc bines which do not have Bask with thier machines-any more. VH37 (AGA! A1200 WS HACKS An ntooMecllon of LMM« 6 Hocks □ A+ VK3« AMGS PRO UPDATE R v2.0 1st Lrpdote rolhe Amos Professional □ **■ VT03? (AGA] WflJ.O INSTALL If you need to insfaH your AliiOD Hfl Ihen yo.j need this Also ifttluirOi iJiSlt V1075 J ^» V1040 b&ASEIJI vl.S JMI'I in;.v t;;i uv.v versoHle, vel Full lealured database. Greatly enhanced successor 10 &9A5E it J "t  VlfHl DIGITAL   BREADBOARD   Fu I Featured digiloil circuit simulator J "   V1043 SUPER DARK vl.S A screen blanker like Afler dart from the MAC -J *+■ V1644 FANCY PRINTING Bonner, Graph Paper vl.2 and Disk Prinl v3.S9 J 14 +■ VlfMS uCHtAWvli.OFVovides a mechanism fdrtherct^dravv^oischemarico^&groms Bflmop grintMi □ A+ VI&46 THE XI HAVE SAMPLES CrOrelr IF= ffif. •■ -.ii,; :■■ U A+ V10S1 EASY CALC <t\jd A spread sneer desgned 1a be bolh eosy 10 use and fasV Built in C^ifrlertr t-iiro sw'e-^ ■JA+ V10S4 AOVANCED UTIS 2 Compress Disk doubles Ihe capacity oi yagr D on Ihe fly 'Aith 

the software you need to hookup 2 Amiga's or CDTVs. U      VK2e DEVELOPER Conr^ims the official Commodore developers K3 for 1he Amiga Guide £ ii'.-: ulililies J "+ V1057 EDPLATEH .\'A,S •; '.'OD oldyer Ihoi looks, OCtS fi ptays like a CD J      VWS8 3D   GRAPHICS   Se«rer0> 3d moddeling/ray toeing programs □ *♦ VWS9 GRAPHICS Creole sturtr'ing graphtcal imoges. MF^ath cearles swirling gatairy images foses. Rayshade J "t  V1P60 CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN Includes mCAD vl.26 and seven il I Ii; rouHres for Ihe eledfOniC enlhuskisl. VlMl DISK UUS Several highly recommended programs tar performing file hang drive backup, m recovery, disk Iroct feCoveryP ord forced cfe* validataion □ *+ V1&62 DESKTOP PUBTroosfersMacin-osn street lants .AFA', melrk. files to Amioo F&n's/PFtoge mf"< filf'i. J A+ VI06I RIPPtRS, SnBPPfRS A EtEAlS F-r the musK enlhusiosl.design-ed la strip music irom yov favorite games □ *+ VWtf 3D OEUECTS 3 About 20 objects n D:.ubl      DDsik'e' lormot •J * * VtO*fl PRINTER DRIVERS S DeS^-iel 550c, 500, 500c, Ricoh HP1200. Canon BJ300 130 IP6 10e,PJlW0a HPPain^e) J VT070 (AGA| UTLi 2 256 CO'OUr icon etfKv.Ptorn^s&.tacVGrab vl.l □ VK71 (AGAJ MSM vl.Q Martra system monttor tar programmefs □ V1072 r>fiAjWrN6LENOEHv3fl.2B Creole WCelint/Slunrtirig AGA f'acrals Also contains £B03O/04a/Faj versions J      V1073 FT.X ACCOUNTS yJ.Ol Waswritren 
untitles Includes <ill AGA Which allows you to run old bedly vrfitlen ^rwroms int.uhg demos ft some games □ A'   VI077 GENEALOGIST   v3 04   Is 0 special tied dotobose for keeping track ol genealogical Hormqlion Full featured & Owide selection oF features ta use. J      V1078 PC TASK v£.03 SoFlwoie IBM-PC emu(alo' II ollow5>ou l& i-jn Ihe rraro-tty of PC sc^o'e ] dware. tvdw supports VGA EGA, CGA and MfJA Ml *Mfi E49 99 see bekiw t VKJ79 KEYBOARD TRAINERvl. I fjesl Pubi < Domain Typing Tutor W* V»ei REPAIR-n-SConlainsosetechonof Disk; Hard Dr«e repairing ondflle SOwr q ™ *t- VHt3 CROSS vS.1 is a program mat Des crossword puzzles tor you t VKU SPECTRUM EM ULATCnvl .7 \2) I h ■■. is Ihe best A lnhe# -.^cri uf itse mosl pco.. ■:■ emularoi tar rhe Amiga ^erp is ar 020/030 vers onsnow&r' Ihe diS'^whchenhancelhe games □ ** VTCB7 STOCKAhlALYSTTechniCUl analysis and securities tracking program which calculate when ta buy £ sell shares J A" VIMe IrVB 2.U+ UTL5 Contains ChkFrog DFC5, FaslDos. Formatter, No-Ckk, UnDeleFe. Key.'ytac, MegaWB, MR, 1 Plane, Openl ResL-neMakert S^arElank vIBTO ANDYS |AGA) UTLi Anothet SeJeCcn aF utilities Far Al 200 owners also enctades Fake.Vem, KillAGA, AGATesi. Degraderand more ■ ' v VIMl ASTHONOWY M2.0 A nenu driver, astronomy ofoflrom lhar cal-culatoes mFcrm01(o,i about i._e km,Moon. Ptanels and Conslellalions h Vt092 HEROOUESTAlDWillaidsoloAD$,h players who do not have 0 ULfnoeon mosler oi N present lime It takes over tt» DMs tale. ^ *+ VK»S PASNET SET4JP |2] A two way letwofk Be system between two pcnaJet ports. 

establish via two amigas □ ** DE<J«AD€RS IF you hovo irouhle running scrfFwore on an A1200, or A40OO/030/fl*«0 give Iho dbk a vy It will *mulota the bask 1 3 ram FjeHftr Ihaa orty Cither software on the Amiga J *+ YK96 MING SHU CHINE5E A5T*CHOOY Wl» create a ryjroscope irt seconds nol hours. 1he complete aid. J ^+ VW97 TTTAN1C CHEATS vT.40 Contains 950k aF raw da'/i whicr is just a whisknr under MX) games well presented J *■+ VI101 RJ UTLs This disk contains hetpiul Image processing and pointing procjrun-j Like Peded Ftainl vl 33. Image Workshop vl.3, an IFF Manipulotar. J !■ 1/1104 DT UTU Contains Botaer lor Wfi v2.0-fl+ machines, MakefekFiJe. SKkk v3.34, is 0 replacement for kick-iFr 1 Kiev; ond tlOck kickers n wif saffkick any olher version of kickstah into ram, ■J** VH03 TEK-ATAK MOOUiES An exceflenr helping o" wondedul music loryourownproduCons or to Bsiern to J *' V1104 COLOURED ICONS Transfer your disks m'o cokjulul well presented works oi art with this colabase. U ^+ V1R15 VIEW TOOLS Contains COnverl, ViewTree, a FamiUlreeeosylo use datnb^sf pi i JI i: View*tior*. on rVii^htetephonesloragedalooase VIF^S^. is a small disk catalogue utility □ YIWJO MAJCrllLEAOUEAilc'^ya.'lokeep <rack of yaut tavorrle learns and ,he,e resyis, □ *+ VTU* PRINT LABELS DacDump2.1. t'wdope Print vl 2, Inlay Vaker vl 4, MC mosler vl.l, Banner Press lot*l Prini v3 5 J <V V112J FIRST ALERT VIRUS 3ooiX. EVfl v2 22/.VDvl.7£ MVKvS J, No Saddam riivip&hol VC, Virus X, v*US Z. _l*+ V111S LEMMINGS 2 INSTALL 1 his cSSi will install Lemmings 2 to your hard drive. I to Chip RAM * S12kRAM □ *+ VH33 NUMPAD v37.3 Emulates a numeric keypad on some Amiga keys J VP34 TOOLMANAGER v2.1 |2) rc _J(?s Ihe ability lo add menus ta your Tools menu, odd WB icons or Windows. □ *» VTISe DBK UTLs 2 Copy.C A tool tar making backup COpes. lormarfingecl DiskA'hOle A muttl anveatsk copier Disk Sahr 2 Dck repair, saivoge & undelete uil. Hrxiick, HD menu & workbench1oal. JA" V1137 [AOAr UTLi 4 Tesi. SB Ian* CheaiAGA CycletaMenu. DouWe^ force VGA, GIF Datatype. PKLudge, PP3hv#, Re-d£4, viewTek &. Verlaur J ini3» CAGAJ UTU S Degtoder. Pov-Ray, ArnlooToDouble, CatdMemLasl. Poierle. Promoter, Ifo™ :o^/.F"-i J V1T39 [AGA] UTLi 6 A^O^lPatth, Alert Timer. Besllcf. Oouds, Homd JPEG. NewPOP. NT5C4HT5C, PalchPoinler. Plosrro PCX & Screen Mode chance* □ *+ V1140 FOOTBALL EOfiECAST The lalesl and most uptadale FooHwll results prediction prg y A+ V1l4l MANDELPLOT v2.4 Does ' [us1 produce 2d rraclals, con view them in 2d ar 3d modes, mc*0 anirnotsorrs, even design your own fractals Fastest mandel-brol producer liV1144 GRAPHICS Contains JPEG DJes.DJPEGGul v37 I.MokeAfwm7,BOSlAGA anim pfoybock S-Anim-5 vl.l S-PlC vl 2 J ^+ VI145 MENUMASTER III A ydu wan1 10 produce o simple menu system this is ,T weJher for a "ordsk or Floppy disk J *+ VH47 EASTFJENCH Cantalna a wide selection of utilities which covers almost all the best utilities on the Amiga iZ\ yA+ vrisi acjLDCDv.HffiACuiBasededHbr wilh lols of tandlons/options loboul 250). DICf compiler Front end. look S- func'tfr-y fclorg parcgraphs, taly customizable menus. Hotkeys. Ajloback-up, Insertcolumns Clipbook ArdmO'e J V1153 AMtGABASE vl.31 p-ogrorr-moble doiabase, leolures indu-de 2 display methods, filler dntatypes, search, pr*l, string, memo lext. dote lime, Da'a anfy limited by memory size J V1154 MAGIC MENU Vl.2 7 Replaces a mluilian menus, supporting both pull-down ana' Poo-Up meiijs Menus con be <i iplcryed in a 3d Li *+ viiss PHXASS v3 J A complete macro assembler which suppons of important Motorola processors •J "* V1154 VIDEO TTTLER Con yoj generate professional fooiang TV Riles and creails tor you oun videos Well you con wrth 1his. It has outstanding abilities like very smooth scJXtfllriCj, colour slides IAGA suppotl and use of colour tonfs. ideal Far use with our Colour Fletcher Fonts f V1157 DtNOWARP TRIVIA Tau land suodenly £, apear ir Front oFo DmosOLf wtx) agres ia let you gorrytu answer SO questans Q *+ VT15B BACK TO SCHOOL (i| a coteclion of the best Public Domain & shareware educo^onol pragrams which will demoslrate ta Ihe youngest kid now 1o leaf n on the compuler whill rovingl..- □ 1A1MI NOSTROMO CHEATS vU The best OOVenture SOlu'iao cisi; ev^r made wilh ■:>-■:-' VX. arcade cheats ♦ Vllfrl GOALKEEPtSvl-OCornpLJ^soccer adminis'ration program, Creole your own Mini Football leagues upto eig'n,l leams, fri far Ihe European. UK leoques. Or IUSI use wilh Kcfc-Qtl 2 ■J *«• V1164 ASl A1200 FIX DISK Conic ■ 0 what you would need For getting disks 1a wo* on your new ol 200 computer -I WTM SAMPLES UNUMTTED A selection oi instruments lor all music programs like DctaMED, Sound Tracker. * VIT75 UOMvS.O Do you wart ta produce a utilitydiskof your own. well this disKwil put youon Ihe riflhUrack J *'  V1174 NO SAMPUBR UTILITIES Cantors K,"-,II_T III. ^rrjxo- Rppet, Sample Maker, Rl P •J "+ VII?? BEtTEBBENCFHI Ves its another intresttng Workbench utility disk packec 99% fuf of uhiihes and documenls JA+ V1174 KJCKSTART 3 EMULATOR This disk is a multi kickslart selection utility cs^ Yau can select Kiekstoti 1.3 l3J.00SJ<ick5fart machine las it is| Bckstart J.O P9 1061 No AGA oiclure support bur you do hove o Superior Workbench eel JA+ V117* PtE-0-fAX Denned *wfvi ID work al your own leisuie wifhoui worrying about ForgeBng those important meetings, or names oddress le! No's J V1180 BACK TO SCHOOL 3 Contains Tteosure Search. BoflexTesr, Type ot Die, more PCHlCO'O"* crccc^i Dike's ► V11S1 COLOUR THE ALPHABET T>is program is lor early learners wtxh may help wltn letter & COfcXif recognifion and 0 bit D! counting Ino far 1he yaunger fads " " y V11B2 IRREGULAR VERBS T-s is a r>iii game based around subtect Verbs 
i 3411 KINGDOMS AT WAR This is a 11a A f 5vC-! Misk type game with neot and culuurl'u! graphics and presentation ' +3412 THE LAST REFUGE Is a Space invajders voriart set in the middle ogos. J 3413 DARKSTAff Is anothet classy game this one From the spectrum world ' f 3414 CONQUEST S DOMINATION An exceflent sttatergy war gorr* in wbich yau Can battle wtlh Iraaps, Tanks, Guns. Panes. Bombers, battle ships Replace omol, o| wilb irairts tankers PuilU buildings, ger mare fuel, batqnee your fijns, buy ond sett ond much more. 

Prices are Per Disk 
3-5 . Disks ... ,.,.£2.75 EACH 
6-10  Disks ,„ ,.„ £2.SO EACH 
11-20  Disks .,,.£2.00 EACH 
21-50  Disks,,., ,.,..£1.75 EACH 
51+ .Disks.... £1.50 EACH 

CD4; Amine! CUkOM 
(£24,99+ £1.00 Pi Pi Just Released' PC TASK CFULL VERSIONS 

(£44.99+ £1.00 P&?| 
In.™ Archive. This disc ™]tl* n«rly oOO^abytts of sof,w,re. The f^^^Cchm th«Jsindsl>f,ppl1CiliionSiaCludcGNUPropm. »SZ ihe- GNU ANSI C/C++ S^&tS^SSr^ VOrttpikt. the CiDB symbolic dehu^cr. GNU Hmacs. OKGfioststripc pwviwer. u'hLlLJ"liy<' ond GNU Chc-ss. TJWTC is n hi»gc sclcclicwi of sound fiks. mnl utilities lo play DUfT COVERS £4.49 J A500 □ A600 

Font Disks (Adobe / Scoloble) w^r junncs. «rd games, and wnrd games. The dish contBirs mimy modem  DISK EASE LS 3a Each / M n SO or nirai   ■       P't^rams iind BBS sofEivsrc. j ;£n 99 for iCGO Which includes P&P £3.00  PER fJ5K Tllt: A nu m CDmm is in ISO-TOGO fbn&tt, so you ujn mad this di   Ii en n 1 ICN I iy r»SK BOXES J CO ^5 49 j 3D EB 99 
CAQ OQ OA ,„tr n*r* A Pi r.n Ci~ anJ' s>'sCC:m■ includip^ Amiga and IBM PC. BBS irnjtx files Bra included for □MOUSf PAD E3 i9 tqV-VS) 26 0U* PACK A0 QBSC

 popuJi. ^fSrX)S BBS's.  This disc is hrsnd ne* in IW.  Also coniains PfiLJ.ti.4» 
POSTAGE St PACKING 5 OP Workbench 2 and Workbench 3.0 sections. Full of software & shareware. CATALOGUE 1Mb 2Mb+ 

WSKSW g    _ £2.50 

| Your Name M | A/cNo 
Address | 

| Post Code | ^T^lephoiie 1 
Espiry p Qntr 1     1 Jl 

| Signature | | I enclose cheque/PO for | 



The 

KEW = I 
Collection 

Public Domain and Shareware fully tested, documented and virus free! 
THE LEADER - OTHERS CAN ONLY FOLLOW! 

RO. BOX 672 
South Croydon 
Surrey CR2 9YS 
Teh 081 657 1617 

The LATEST in PD and 
SHAREWARE! 

PLUS! Free help & advice by post 
or telephone - anytime. 
* Written Help! sheets. 

Unique 'PICK YOUR OWN PROGS1 for FULL DISK VALUE' 

* Edited & Printed docs 
* YOU choose the programs, 
WE make you YOUR disk. 

* 1-3 disks £1.50 each. 
* 4 plus disks £1,25 each. 

CPPD a* 
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR ALL AMIGAS 

300+ Workbench 2 Programs • 100 AGA Disks Available 
* LSD Logal Ulils to 143 • Fred Fish to 910 • 

UTILITIES 
PC Task V2.03 
Spectrum Emulator 1.7 - 2 Disks 
CPPD UWs -16 Disks 
Amos 1.36 Updates - 2 Disks 
The Best Virus Killers 
OctaMED, MED + Trackers 

OTHERS 
Over 100 Demos 
Over 120 Different Animations 
Over 1300 Music Modules 
Over 500 Fonts 
Over 130 Games 
Own Disks Assembled to Order 

No Gimmilks, No Cntih Phrase - Just The Best Public Domain Available 
Sand 2 First Class Stamps for Extensive Catalogue Disk to: 

CPPD 
3 DUNEDIN CRESCENT . WINSHILL . BURTON UPON TRENT . 

STAFFORDSHIRE . DEIS 0EJ . Tel: 0283 516736 

PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
TELEPHONE (0602) 444501 

All Public Domain is copied onto Branded Disks which are certified 100% error free. For a free disk catalogue, 
please send an SAE plus 2 1st Class stamps. Telephone orders: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm. Key: (J=No. of Disks. 

This is only a small selection from our library, we currently have over 2>500 disks in slock. 

UTILITIES 
Protrackcr V3 
Vims Checker 
Winblender (KS3) 
DisksalvV11.27 (KS2) 
Supcndupor V3.5+ (KS2) 
Togglecfick (KS2J 
Btortiylhm V2.2 
Resource Demo V5.12 
Pools Predicior V].| 
C Manual (12) 
Tsmorph (K52) 
Lyapunovia V1.5 
DBase III VI.3 
ABaektip V4.QI 
Genealogist V3.04 
Directorv■ Wuiks VI.62 
Octamed V2.0 
Fractuality Demo 
Agene V4.0 
Spectrum Emulator VI.7 
Rom Monitor V2.7 
Sys Info V3.22 

DISK PRICKS & 
POSTAL RATES 

No. of 
disks 
1-10 
11*25 
26+ 

Price 
prr Disk 

£1 
95p 
90p 

P&P 
£1 

£1.25 
£1.50 

GAMES 
We stock the entire Assassins 

games collection 1-150 

UTILITIES 
North C (2) 
AmiBase V3.76 
ReloKick 1.3 
Golf Recorder 
PC Task V2.03 
Text Engi ne 
R.S.I. Demo Creator V2 
DCOPY 3.1 
600 Business Letters 
Akalraz Legal Tools 
Spectrapaint V30 
F.ft-A-C Adventure Creator 
Magnum VI.4 (.Disk Mag Creator) 
Messysid V2.0 
Video Utilities (3) 
Kickslart V2 Emulator 
Fake Fast Memory 
Vmorph V2 Beta 

PLEASE Xm ? 
\\E ALSO HAVE ALL THE 

LATEST UEMGS, 

HOW TO ORDER 
By Credit Card or By Post 
Please make cheques, with 
bankers card number or 
postal orders payable to: 

VISAGE COMPUTE**" 

ART 
Clipart Pack 1 (3) 
Clipart Pack 2 0) 
Bodyshop 4 AGA (2) 
Beyond Force Slide Show (2) 
Cryptoburncrs "Revelations'" 1 Wiys to Stop Smoking L5Mb 
Compugraphic Fonts (5) 
AGASlideshow 

LSD 
LSD Legal Tools. The beat 

utility packs on the Amiga, we 
have J-155. 

LSD - Simply the best demo 
packs. As the name suggests, 

IbeHc contain all the best intros 
from all the top groups. 

We have 1-70. 

GRAPEVINE 
Disk Magazine by LSD 
Out now bam#11 (3 Disks) 

FRED FISH 
We currently have in stock Fish 

numbers 1-910 

VISAGE COMPUTERS (DEPT AS) 
18 STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE DE7 5LD 

TELEPHONE (0602) 444501 

AMIGA P.D. & SHAREWARE - IDEM STOCKING FILLERS 

UTILITIES MUSIC A1200 ONLY GAMES 
OctaMED Fro V5 h £30.80 

latest 2 disk version of this famous 8 channel tracker/sequencer with a totally new look - PULL DOWN MINUS, ON- 
LINE HELP, FULL MIDI SUPPORT WITH UP TO 64 TRACKS, SAMPLE EDITOR, SWTHESfSED SOUND EDITOR, STANDARD 

TRACKER OR TRADITIONAL STAVE NOTATION DISPLAY AND LOTS MORE. (Requires Kickstart 2.04 or later]. 
V4now only £18.00 

AM/FM 
Disk based 

magazine for Amiga 
Musicians, Issue 16 

now out 
£2.50 

(1-15 also available) 

SUPERSOUND 4 
Brilliant sample editor 

packed with many 
features and special 

effects. 

(Manual £10-99) 
A-GENE 
Latest version 
{V4.38) of this 
feature packed 

genealogical 
database 

£15.00 

ay ROMS 
CO Pa 3 - £19.45 

FF761-890. AGA pics 
classic books. Clip art 

etc 
17 1ft - €39.93 

an instant P D. library on 
this brilliant 2 disk set. 

V4 manual £8.50 
TOTAL IRRELEVANCE 

MED User Group (MUG) disk magazine 
Packed with news & reviews, tips & 

tutorials and lots, lots more - essential 
reading for all MED/OctaMED users 

Issue 4 (2 disks) - £3.00 
(issues 1 - 3 £1,50 each) 

CUt LICENCEWME 
, TYPING TUTOfi - complete couru: & speed tests - 

A-CHORD - guitar chord tutor ■ 
DftAGOM TILES - excellent Shantfii style puEfk 

ii3 50 
£350 

£3.50 
X BUTCH LITE - procluce cross-stitch charts - £3.50 
B.G TOP FUN - 4 circus based games - £3.50 
TIME RIFT' excellent platform same - £3.50 
POWER ACCOUNTS - keep &ackafyotir bank account 

£3.50 
PREHISTORIC FUN PACK - 4 dinosaur based games - £3.50 
WHITE ftA&arrS - brlinnit puzzle game - E3.50 
r<3WERTEXT-wofidpraes&cr^^llir^ £3.50 
WORD FlNDEfl +• - o mint foe BM cross word! fanatics - £4.50 
WVLJTREAimST-ltlcbMtpacl^-notforASOO £3.50 
JUNGLE EUNGLE - KHPS ADVENTURE GAME - £3.50 
FLOWCHARTER - create, print & save flow charts - £3.50 
OGl - help OG the cave man rescue his family 
while avoiding all those prehistoric nasties ■ £3.50 

ALL OTHER CLR TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE 
CM ENCYCLOPEDIAS These disk based encyclopedias cover a range of Interesting topics. Using a combination of text, diagrams, drawings and photographs, each title Is entertaining as well as edLpcatfonal 

DINOSAURS 3 (£4,50}, DINOSAURS 3 {£4.97} 
GEOLOGY (£4.50}, FRIS+fWATER FISHING (£4,99} 

SOLAR, SYSTEM IAS (£4<99eecM/ ECOLOGY (£4.99) 
KINGS & QUEENS (£4.50 ). DISCOVERY AMERICA (£4 JO) 
HUMAN ANATOMY (E3-54& HOMI INVENTIONS (£4.50) 

V4 & manual £26.00 
AM/FM 

high quality samples 
ideal for OctaMED etc 

disk 16 now out 
£3.50 

((1-15 also available) 

AMFCPRO 
Converts many standard 
music files to OctaMED 

& Music-X format 
£10.00 

ACC 
(Amiga Coders Club) 
hints, tips, tutorials 

and source code for all 
Assembly language 

programmers 
£3.30 per Issue 

(Issue 31 now available) 

ACC HARDWARE 
PROGRAMMING MANUAL 

Essential reading for anyone trying to come to gjip* with 
Assembly Language programming on th* Amiga. Easy to 
follow tutorial with toad* of examples that you can try 

with the built in Editor and Assembler. 
Dish 1 (PD) ■ £-130 

Disk 3,3 A4 £5.0*0 each (19-50 the set) 

TECHNOSOUSD 
SAMPLER 
£99.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
with leads 
£22,50 

MULTIMEDIA 
TOOLKIT 
CD ROM 

Packed to ine Mm with 
over 10,000 files - 9.4 bit a 
Ham S pics, fonts, clip art, 
music modules & sampl es 

£19,95 

C MANUAL 
i E disks packed with all you 

need to know about C 
programming on the Amiga 

A-BA&E (1) 
excellent database program 
AMtGAFQX(l) 
desk top pubhstilng on a budge* 
ASTRO 22 (1) 
serious astrology program 
ACC 1 -4(1) 
the best of ACC issues 1-4 
AMOS PRO UPDATER (t) 
a must for Amos users 
D-COPY3.1 (1) 
brilliant disk copying program 
EASYCALC(I) 
exceflent spread $hrjet 
ENG INEERS KIT (1} 
last your Amiga 
INSClFT(t) 
video tltler 
KICK 1.3 (1) now yau can mn those original 
A50O programs on your Amigs 
KICKSTART 2(1) 
emulates Kid; V2 on Amiga 1.3 
MESSY StD(l) Amiga PC file converter 
NCOMMV3(1) 
powerful comrns patkags 
NORTH C {2} 
popular C compier 
NUMPAD (1) 
adds numeric keypad to ASOT 
PC TASK   (Damn) (1) 
latest and best PC smulalor 
SID 2(1) 
comprehensive dlrsclory utility 
TEXT EMQINEV4,1 (1) 

CHRISTMAS MUSIC (1) 
Classic- Chr^irnas tunes 
DESKTOP GUIDE TO 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC (.3) 
eotcaflsm tutorial (req 2 rMres) 
DRUM KIT [2} 
high quality drum samptes 
MEDV3.21 (1) 
dassic mutsje editor 
MIDI CRAI T V0L1 f') 
dsmo varsion of Music-X and 
Mid songs from 1t*e Craft Bros 
MO SAMPLER? (1) 
no need for a sampler with this 
greal tutorial &. ulit from MUO 
OctaMED V2 (1) 
(ully tunctional -B channel editor 
OctaMED 
non-sawe demo version 
XSEAT PROvU(l) 
drum sequencer 
hEOISEPLAYER V4 (1) 
module player 
OCTAMED MODULES 
Miorocraft collection (4) 
OctaRock 3D Ml 
OclaSluff(l) Friends of Paula (3) 

TEXT PLUS 3(1) 
real word pfooessof/ted: editor 
TROMICAD VI (1} 
u:ectror k: circurt designer 
V-MORPH (1) 
create smooth morphs/warps 

FRED FISH 
1 - 910 + 

AGA TETRIS/UTILITIES (1) 
game and userut ulilities 
ANOV'S 1200 UTILITIES (1) 
great collection of utilities 
including PP st»ow V3.0a elc 
ASSASSIMS FIX DISK (1) 
get ywjrgokten oWleS T*orking 
A12001MTROS {\) 
4 greal demo inln?s 
CYNOSTIC SUDESROW £1} 
brilliant AGA slideshow 
HOI AGA DEMO (1) 
ffrgf briffisnt AGA demo 
KLONDIKE AGA (3) 
classic patience geme 
NIQHTBREED (2) 
brilliant AGA slideshow 
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS 3(1} 
more uselul L>ti!i1ies 
SUPER HAM PICS £6} 
brilliant iay-1raced piCS 
UCHESS (1) (needs 4 meg) 
the uihmste cness program 
VIEV/TEK (1) 
AGA picturs/animaiion viewer 
WB3 BACKGROUNDS (1) 
coloured WB3 backdrops 
W^LEND (1; 
AGA firactal gonerator 

CATALOGUE DISK - £1,00 
FEED FISH CATALOGUE - £1X0 

PD PRICES - PER DISK (No, of disks shown in brackets) 1-4o5sks-£1.50 5-9 rJtete-£1.25 1024 disks-£1-00 2S+-EO.90 Unless- otherwise stated ell titles wortt on all A500 (1 meg), A500+, A600fi.A1200 

3.31 DSDD DI^K5 1100 DtSK LABELS 3.5" X ID DISK BOX 3.5" X 100 DISK BOX HEAD CLEANING KIT 

ACCESSORIES (£1.00 P&P) 
50p    MOUSE MAT £2.99 £1.50    A500 DUST COVE* £fc99 £1,25    AoOO DUST COVES H.99 £5.M    A1200 DUST COVEft £3.« £2.00    PRINTER LEAD (1.8m) £3.99 

AGATRON STAR TREK (2) 
3 must tor all Irekies. 

AIRPORT (1) 
air traffic conlrol aim 
AMOS CRICKET (1) 
simple but fun cricket game 
DONKEY KONG (1) 
classic arcade game 
DUNGEON FLIPPER (1) 
pinball game. 
GUSH(1}-Pfce&ne game 
RETURN TO EARTH (1) 
space trading game 
ROBOULDIX(I) 
brllhanl bouldefdash game 
SKID MARKS (1) very fast driving game 
surrcASE m 
tBJfl^grapnic advenrlurs game 
1flTH HOLE GOLF (2) - goU sim 
ROAD TO HELL (1)(2Mag) 
overhead driving game 
STARBASE 13 (2) excellent 
graphic advenrure geme 
TETRIS PRO (1) 
classic tettis game 
TOTAL WAR (1) 
excellent risk style board game 
WIBBLY WORLJJ GIDDY (1) 
commercial qualily ptattorm 
game 

| LATEST ASSASSINS 
AS1 133 - Gafactokl, Scorched 
Tartks, AirHocfey AS1 139 - The B*g Game. Bat 
Dog, Amtganoid. 
AS1 140- Fatal Misraon 2, 
CronicThe Hodge Hag, Megaworm 
AS 141 - Black Dawn, Revanji 2, 
Geld Rush AS142-Rueda, GalaKy92. COurtlOOrtl 
CALl tOk COMPLETE LIST 

£12.00 

Ptcase add 5Qp P&P to alE PD/Lice nee ware orders, and £1 00 if your 
order includes other Etems. Subject to availability, all orders are 

dispatched within 24 hours of receipt. Send orders to: 
5EASOFT COMPUTING, (DeptAFJ), The Business Centre J i>t Floor, 

80 Woodlands Avenue, Rustirigton, West Sussex BN16 3EY 
or telepnone 

(0903) 850378 
9.30am to 7-Q0om Monday to Friday tto 5-00pm Saturday) 



course, there's always the danger of 
a hard disk crash... 
Program rating 6/ID 

POOLS-WIZARD JUNIOR 
This is an AMOS program designed 
to improve your chances at predicting 
score draws and generally winning a 
fortune on the pools. Itrs public 
domain, although for £10 the author 
will send you a more complete 
program (called, unsurprisingly, 
PooifrWizard} which includes an 
improved prediction engine and one 
or two other extras. 

I've seen a number of similar 
programs in the past, and I must say 
that this is one of the easiest to use 
- andt indeed, one of the best 
looking. Data entry is simple, and 
you don't need to enter the team's 
full name every time - handy if you 
start using it half-way through the 
season and have to enter something 
like "Hamilton Academicals" a dozen 
times, Instead, you can just enter 
the first portion of the name and the 
program will replace it with the full 
name. If there are two or more 
teams which match the first portion 
of the name, hit the + key and the 
next one will be displayed. 

After you've entered the results 
for a few weeks, it s time to start 

making predictions. Again, this is 
simple: enter team names and the 
program will tell you whether you're 
likeiy to be a millionaire at the end of 
the day. 

At the end of the season, of 
course, teams mil be promoted and 
relegated - and here you can reaUy 
see how much thought has gone into 
the program. Teams can be moved 
about through divisions with simple 
b utton c I i cks (" re I egate" an d 
"promote", for instance), and should 
the powers that be decide to alter 
the way that points are awarded for 
wins, draws, losses and so on, this 
too is easily alterable by simply 
clicking on the appropriate 
requesters. 

All in all, this is an impressive 
program and one that pools punters 
will no doubt want to try out The only 
problem is that we're already well 
into the footy season - so entering 
all the results will be something of a 
tiresome process. Perhaps the 
program s author, Paul Nicholls, 
could thank about sending out 
updates of league positions and 
results on disk for a subscription 
fee? Anyway, it should be available 
from the major PD libraries by the 
time you read this - Paul's sent it to 
most of the major ones, but 

recommends 
Penguin PDS who only 
charge 90p per disk 
and who have 
afready written back 
to say that they'll be 
including it in their 
library. 

Oh, and does it 
work? Well, Paul 
says that it performs 
at feast as well as 
one other popular 
prediction program, 
and better some of 
the time. The fact 
that its bigger 
brother (the one you 
get if you send him 
£10) has an "improved" prediction 
mechanism suggests that perhaps 
you won't actually win that £2 million 
next Saturday, but it's good for 
interest and a laugh anyway. If you 
use it and you do make a fortune, do 
let me know! 
Program rating 8/10 

DISKMANAGER III 
Kew=ll disk U1021 
Way way back, many centuries ago 
(well, in Amiga Shopper 20, anyway), 
I reviewed DiskManager 2 by Andrew 
Woods. And here it is in an all-new, 

Pods-Wizard Junior: it's a funny old game, Saint., 
so is trying to work out the dividend formulas! 

and 

improved version, 
DiskManager keeps track of your 

floppy disks for you, by creating a 
database of their contents. Scanning 
disks is a simple process of inserting 
them and choosing Scan Disk from 
the menu (and then clicking OK on 
the annoying 'you haven't registered 
yet" shareware requester). Once 
you've catalogued all your disks, you 
can then do a number of things with 
the database. For instance, you can 
find a specific file on any of the disks 
- since you can enter a title and 
comment for each disk, of course 

GVB-PD 
AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 

DEPTA8,43 BADGER CLOSE, MAIDENHEAD, 
BERKSHIRE SL6 2TE 

PHONE 0831-649386 ALMOST ANY TIME 
FOR A CATALOGUE DISK SEND THREE 1ST CLASS STAMPS, OR FOUR 1ST 

CLASS STAMPS TO INCLUDE MY FISH CATALOGUE DISK FISH 1 TO 925 

SMALL BUSINESS PACK only £6.00 incP&p 
Six disks to help you with your finances .almost all you will ever need. 

VISION & SOUND 2000 only £2.00 incP&p 
Play it - bear it - see it - show it - read it. 2 disks chockahlock will 

almost do it all, 

WE STOCK THE VERY LATEST ASSASSINS 
GAMES DISKS 

 ANY 100 DISKS ONLY £75.00 incpostage 

UTOJUES ununES GAMES 

DEFT,SS,12MeesontM«id( Rochlwd, Essex $54 1RN 
Tel: [0702)546796 
Over 3000 disks available including 

Utilities, Games, Fofifc, Demos, 
Cliparl, Music and many more. 

Smef now for out catabgue on disk 
for only 75p or 3 firsl cfass, stomps 

Afl orders senl 1 si Class iha same day 
BREEDERS 

Order 10 pick another di sk free 

80 pDISK 
Add 60p per order for P&F Chequej/POj payable to MJH PD 

(#}« Number ofdi*£ ' 

□ Hwfc>CgdbinC|2| CI 
n X-BearPro □ DJPeg □ 
3 Magnum 1.7 n 

□ 
3 A-Gene4.ll n □ £ng<o«rtKil □ 3 dlflisTutorS □ 
0 Kick 1.3+ [1200] 
3 Crack and Copy □ □ Virus KiUeo n 1 Free pQiPi 3 □ 200 UtfJihies a □ Fakfl Fast Man n 3 Taut Engine 4, f 
3 V-Morplii.3 

□ □ 3 Amiga Beginner □ □ Sd2 H 
Q Type | Fonts M 1 
3 ken Editors □ AflWilure Creotof □ □ Golf Recorder G 
H Spectrum Emulator 1.7 □ 3 Font Farm 3 □ 
3 600 Business letters CI □ KdUart 2 Emulator CI □ Gome Cheats □ □ Grapevine 17 [3) n □ Ncomm 3 o 

(12001 

n Motorola frrraden 2^12001 □ Star Base 13(2] 
a AGAKlondiU(3](l200) □ Gnu Chess (WB2/3] 
H Boron [1200) □ 21 Games Disk 
CI TetrisPro 
O WibbleWorto1 Giddy □ Neighbours |2| 
3 Bade Cor* 2 
n IB Hole Golf (2] 
□ AGA felrii (1200 aty 

DEMOS □ Panto RSV (12001 H French AGA Demo j 12001 
P Mirdv«rp(1200] rj PWl Groove (! 200] 3 txtertsrons □ Neural Assault □ 242 (needs Fait RAM] O T-ojan Tracks 2 □ falN an E'I (2] 
0 EndlesiMelo*«]2> H Star Trui Rare Demo □ AGA Slide* 13^1200 only} 1 Desert Dream (2] "1 Revelation! □ Haw to Skin a Cat 

ANIMATIONS/SLIDES 

Send to: 

mm n p© 
PO BOX 128 

WEST MAILING 
KENT ME19 6UA 

SAME DAY DESPATCH 
C+J A500+ COMPATIBLE. (A) A1 HOT COMPATIBLE- 

(AA) A12OT ONLV. (B> NO. OF EN5KS. {1M) MEMORY REQUIRED. 
AN01 Luxor Teenier AN29 
AN 02 Juggler Demo AN30 
AM03 T Pot Anim AN31 
AN04 Knight Anim AN32 
AM05 Walker2 AN33 
AN06 Walker 3 AN34 
AN07 Ghost Pool AN35 
AN08 Batman The Movie AM36 
AN09 T Pot 2 Anim AN37 
AN10 Piano Anim AN3S 
AN11 Fillet the Fish AN39 
AN12 Real PinballAnim AN40 
AN13 Fractal Flight AN41 
AN14 Space Shuttle AN42 
AN15 Porky Pig AN43 
AMI 6 Franklin the Fly AN44 
AN17 Light Cycle (2) AN45 
AN18 Frog Anim AIM+6 
AN19 Sculpt Animsl AN47 
AN20 Sculpt Anims 2 AN4B 
AN21 Fractal Flight AN49 
AN22 Trie Masician AN50 
AN23 3D Voyage AN51 
AN24 Fly Past (space) AN52 
AN25 Coyote 2 (1*M) AN53 
AN26 Coptor Anim AN54 
AN27 Rodent Anim Part 1 AN55 
AM28 Rodent Anim Part 2 AN56 

Fleet Manoeuvre 
Lotus Car 
Enterprise Leaves Dock 
Kuli - Star Trek 
X Wins Fighter 
F15M 
Gotta Go Anim (1M) 
Aliens APC Anim (3X3M) 
Space Odyssey Anim (2M) 
Cyclist C1M) 
Mayhem On Wheels 
Station at Khern (3X3M) 
Camouflage 
5 Utoys to Kill a Mole 
Another 5 Ways 
Alarm Anim 
Bad Bird Anim 
Speed Limit (3X3M) 
Road Ho3(2X2M) 
Weather Man 
Dam Busters (2M) 
Bird of Prey 
Landing (4) 
Buzzed (3X2M) 
Satellite's Revenge (2X2M) 
Hish Flyins 
State of Art 
Miners Anim 

For catalogue send 60p (FREE wftfi order) 
Make cheques with Bankers no., or Postal 
Orders payable to: "ANIM 1 PD" 

PD DISKS: 

I- 4 
5-10 
II- 24 
25+ 

= £1.75 
= £1.50 
= £1,25 
= £1,00 

Please add postage; 
1 to 10 disks £0.70 
10+disks £1+00 
Europe & World 
add 25% to total 
order 

AN57 Madonna Anim 
AN58 Mr Potato Head 
AN59 Zynex 3 Anim (2) 
AN60 Cover Up Anim 
AN61 Circus Anim 
AN62 . ast Stand on Hoth (4X3M) 
AN63 Lemmings Revenge 
AN64 Unsporting (2M) 
AN65 Anti Lemmings (2X2M) 
AN66 Alternative Reality 
AN67 Clothes Peg 
AN68 Dart Anim 
AM69 Dolphin Dreams 
AN70 PogoAnim(2M) 
AN71 My Tin Toy 
A1200 ONLY SLIDES 
SA01 NishtbreedS/Shcw(2) 
SA02 Revelations S/Show (2) 
SA03 Jurassic Park S/Show (2) 
SA04 AGA Landscapes 
SA05 TV Pics (2) 
SAOo Cynostic S/Show 
SA07 Fantasy Pics 
SA08 Ferrari AGA 
SA09 Fantasy Pics 
SATO Ghost S/Show (2) 
SA11 Ham 8 Pics 1 
SA12 RamSPicsS 
SLIDES 
5501 Fantasy Art 1 
5502 Fantasy Art 2 
5503 Fantasy Art 3 
5504 Fantasy Art 4 
5505 Fantasy Art 5 
5506 Robocop Slides 
5507 Tobias PJchter (2) 
5508 Total Recall 
5509 Forgotten Reals 2 
5510 Terminator (4) 
5511 NASA Slides 
5512 Ray Trace 
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D D 
THE PROFESSIONAL 

STANDARDS FOR DIS- 
TRIBUTION ENDORSED 

BY COMMODORE UK 

CHRISTMAS GIVEAWAY 
1. BUY 10 PO DISKS & GET A FREE 10 CAP BOX WORTH 1.99 

2. BUY 15 PD DISKS & GET A FREE MOUSE HOUSE WORTH 2,50 
3. BUY 20 PD DISKS & GET A FREE MOUSE MAT WORTH 2.99 

4. BUY 25 PD DISKS & GET A FREE DUST COVER WORTH 3.99* 
5. BUY 3S PD DISKS & GET AFRE E JOTSTICK WORTH 6.99 
6. BUY 50 PD DISKS & GET 10 FREE PD DISKS WORTH 9.90 

*DuSt covers to fil aSOQ/a&OO & a1200 only )on\y 1 free gift per order CENTRAL UCENCEWARE 
EST 1991 

fREE 1.00 GIFT VOUCHER WITH EVERY ORDER 
DEMOS 

Dl ■MesatHwssara'  JrJnccpto" Dono1 

rn -wadOflxf Did _17Bi Muac Dcm» Dll _W«karjfcrT*E2l 
DL3 TnalReinK Dono 
Dl*tf....ftedairt*a> 
DaQ21_.JtaJSK*r(2j 
D26„.„.„Tc**J Rfmbc 2 Demo 

_....TVThn«: 
DM       !T-, DttTJ i D34 .PDCcflcctBn D36„, ViuslW£:«fck 
D31 Veora SinfciigDnTO D38 ,TH=rxai«Vo^e 
D40 SsrVDnno D55 Vki»Etoc&3D 1*4 CiikVeaaDinx2 D6E JTT3TCTTK™ Dsn? TTK) JwvAgyDawn 
DM _ATriptoMars D76 .AaOOOGentekDama Dftl£2._Bu±tmi 1(2) 
DK3.........Buitomi I  .Cncmcs Mevcmtioc 
 Prmnrn Denu DI0I -....AfcahazMfDore. J 

DlCC_.....AChipfciDHro I Mf.-i .TLitdDesiuaion 
Dm AfrR.DemoCccTp-1 DlOi WaferS.T.Densii 
DHL Defaml 
D] 1? :„... JHiraa NiDtnw HIS OiMOem>2 
D125 Precise Dnrei D133 Frcbuflim 
DI36 GokfeMqpdemo Dl3J/J38SbWhat<2) 
Dl».....Xtevib'!Nofa%'' FU44 ..TteSSfcns"ke- 

DL45. Creel Syntonics 
D14S RayrfHcre2 Dl« NbBrakiNbftin 
DlSanWCjtag tenot23 DI95 .CfsoijJQfiip 
DI77._..JWCDidLl03HH DI99. EWrfOaKuryLW D2flfi_ Dreamm-i 
IW< M-.-m.-.T,Mr>.rt.< 
LW^I7BaaoMain2) D21A nsucfarbemo D219 TAnTEniff 
D225 Ccdfu^eDoiw D226 HMfca±W.teiti 
D233 Hyjnwtt: Fbrnrras 
D235 SoLiYCtcDam D238 Jtartsnfc 
D239 lant>i«*lfo«r«£ DIM TomJ ttefDOfgr 
D243 _&jdt™i3 IM 11 >LI n s I IL- u JltfKXUf [ n(;ij Hctn;U D247 ...._ftiEmg thtTriggr 
D253...-.CE5 DOTES 
D257.._...TaalRi*«.' 

!.u.^tsni>ti; DQfil._...D-MDhiM3mu 
D2&7 .-...SuiCccnxUxxi 2 D2T0—KefimsTteWiffl D27] _.....TraaHj*i D272„ BscmcDsows I D274 i tfpacfaas Drnio D276 .CwLaWanJ 
D77?.. InxiiDara 
D2KKS]D*IXM:C2) Eflffl LSIXDcmo 
D312 J3evfrCdai<, D314 mm D3 15 .HE Groove Hampn 
D3^26RriEmpum>t2) [m*S39Ridr)*aif<2> 
D330 Barfcntri NVDcmo 
13332 .NfcfcJIVbrt 
DJMO .WctJ^mwiDciw D34I Anarchy &ncfciC& 
D342 .IiJ2WTIir Revenge 
DMBWIIifciiwip D346 ..._Wftftc \: D& i, I >'UV...  M indwiBp MJJam 
D34S3«3cizzDDnr»f2) 
D3S3*352TrettteTe*TlO) D.m__M-r*fcn Stories 
D3S ■Sa^EBtJka'ing Dm $B*<*A*Aii 
D36] ......MnyteyUcsanKX 
DJM FWiTai 
D3ffi....... Upimujn Pnssjir 
EtfG6- MMMhl D3SF_....Jn The On Dono 
D3^..u„.DynDiK]IluKnE Km Puceofhnri 
D3?0.......3I>DnnB2 
D37L LethdExk Dm World Df Qjmmcdxc 
DJ77 JttaBtafhohH KMfl JinovcrDmiD 
D38I .ThcTuip 
D3S(...._lttn5pBce D3&J ....-Mindhwp (AGA> 
D3S7.._..FrtRhafAGA)  Hw*ria DS3-5....Q5i!CviiE]5{3) 
D39^LQiipcwixl7{3j 

UTILITIES 
Ul ....Gancs MjnacCraicr UB ThsCxmimrittk 
^....AtotrniUtils l>....fc.a-.J..:il-l U33.. s < nvirik.    S[vaV 
UB..^CaidDcsifijier 
U43 .-JiABcCaoipijscr 
m4.. -.Kiiftms Miikdxit< FE<»ntOft W U47_LBbdDesjgjjer 
U50....ibvra:CoiiTpUtilE 
US Vnicak 
057 Qukttxn* U59 FVwDis^jKf L*O....J>PmtFOTtE I UA] ....J3-RaiitFdrti2 
U62....Afcd320 Ufa ....Uvea AnimCrtanr 
U64 Cr ■  ft I Dcagner 
UB6....aiH*+Oiheffl US7._SnfeEbTMesL 
UM... .UllhwdeDaftl U»._UbkiKttBcab2 
U74._..M-GiJ 
U75_.. Jonral Home Aixs 
U77. 
U7K A*wBse* U8l-..-BcabQxhVZ0 
UK2 SlidbhwMiixr  C^JcifiWoitahcjp L 
U&l QadagWcddhapI UST H&tdDfikUril* 
LW^.J^in*ajrB«*j*J l?95..._Ciig^t+OtKE 
lS6....GFXlAfcl 
UlOO... HamL* U10L._^klV10 
U308.,-,A<cne UIL3.-.MdUtite 
UttUISLVIdboUliCg U132 .CFXlMi2 
U133/134..:NtrfL.CC20 U136 ...,CjiLii6lX«i<JenjLi> ; \ S...-...I v'ni: 
U139 TammaftiesVlW UL40 .w;,..;.'4.r::>. U141 S,n:>..V''4;r,K. 
UW2 TcaRus3 
U144 DonsSkrajiics I I US JSgilaJ Intro Dcsipi 
UI46 VinCipAit i.  .S| CL'IMI! I Emulra 
UI51 ....S^Btrcam VSOm 
0122 JEWDti4i0tils6 L']54..._Amifffi.1KW,'P 
UljS^DUIlDoeiDUE Vm..—QiStrmch 
UMkJtkmm Hai Disk UJG7._...DencMcrUtilE 
U16B JJcneBusiH;3 
U172_...S£|*ifi(L3crfv) U]7e_....CF>£Lltils3 U177_....Siaf Charts 
U179-[aO_Dicc(2> U18I ,OdD;l>!rii-iMak« 
UL&tfXk.TjadtlrjE 10-30 
LOOT JwnOolkakM I U2C6 Dan,t kro, Rrc; ] 
0211.. 
U3I2-. U2I3 .DeskTop P U2I3 J*wySid2 
U2I6 AterV/Hfc-22 i EMB»«Wu»i U223 Ton Hn Daa Baae 
U224 .Q-Basc Dtla Base (l:,r^K,:lr-XL, ! 
L^l._.J>ftirtRjrj&3 U235....J\n«C«tiV| 
L"23ft. lecxfuaiik I '^4!i     li HI "i!.•> I 
L^2.._..C^icarm;2J0 
U254.^JSe* SipddDcrs 2 |^5.~.Pirrmckffv?jO 
U25fi_.^Jad ST Bmlikr 
U2E_...PCEmulatjr U273„....VidiFtrtiJ U274„....IHinj;iT^di 
U275 .oOQBtsrwssLeftis U279 btvoiae Prima 
U2S3 IkadfaieR^tB 
U2S9 AnitxUpdbttr 
0290 KkissnlO U29S 5b3tTtpjUni2 U2*t Tan Bifpx V4Q U2% LnnrrateCHcCrca 
U27? ]0PDapws 
\im Jtarecka-V™ U&}....J-Abns.?iutV3.] L"3(» CsenelW 
[;.Wfl....._VJiKkBaa:Vl 
UX» J^Mnkrumn L31L._VrrajjtaV2J0 
mil rriiiiirinp U314 .TtobWiwdJf 
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CARD GAMES PKK 
ORDER NQF09 

CWT FTO THOSE Ci^RDS FEAR ISDT 
ALL YOUR FAWURTTE CAPD GAMES 

ARE AT HAND N THSPACK 
10 DISKS PDR OSLY 10£0 

SPBJTBJM EMULATOR 
0FOERNQFO7 

DtSKS 6&GAMES N ALL 
A MUST FOH ANY fJGLLB^TlOW 

50SKS FORONLYa25^PSP 

ASSASSINS PACKS 
1,50 EACH 

10 DISKS 10.50+P&P 
30 DISKS 28.50+P&P 
40 DISKS 34.50+P&P 
54 DISKS 43.S0+P&P 
70 DISKS S8.00+P&P 
ALL 116 95.00+P&P 
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ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE HOUSE 2.50 
MOUSE MAT 2.00 
AMIGA MOUSE 14.99 
10 CAP BOX 1.99 
A500 COVER 3,99 
ASOO COVER 3.99 
A1200 COVER 3.99 
3.5 DISDD DISKS 0.69 

10.99 

HOW TO ORDER 
Ail YOU NEED TO DO IS PUT THE NUM- 

BERS OF THE DISKS REQUIRED AND 
SEND IT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW 

ALONG WITH A CHEQUE OR P O MADE 
PAYABLE TO DJSKOVERY. PLEASE 

DONT FORGET TO INCLUDE THE COR- 
RECT POSTAGE TO ENSU RE SPEEDY 

DELIVERY 

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

PRICES 
PUBLIC DOMAIN .POSTAGE 
1-9 = I50each   ainopePD = 60p 
10+ = 1.25 each   Accessories = 90p 
20+- 0B9each   WorWPD = 1.50 

Accessories = 1.90 

DISKOVERY DEPT (AS), 108 THE AVENUE, CLAYTON, BRADFORD,W. YORKS, BD146SJ 

A1200 
DEGRADER 

NOW IN ONLY 
1 50ea MOST 
DISKS WILL 
WORK NOW 
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you I! then be able to find the disk 
from that huge pile balanced 
precariously on the edge of your 
desk, won't you...? Even more 
usefully, you can look for disks with 
more than a certain amount of free 
space on them - great when you 
really need to back up your work files 
but you can't remember which of 
those cryptically-named floppies only 
has a couple of files on it and which 
are full to the brim. 

The program recognises a range 

just remember to label it... 
Program rating 9/10 

PLOTTERS 
POSoft disk V1068 
PDSoft do a number of this type of 
disk: collecting several similar 
programs and sticking them all on 
one floppy. Some are more useful 
than others, and occasionally it looks 
as though the programs have been 
selected by title rather than by 
function - as youTI see with this 
Copyright   to  1992-3 andp*^ HaodR 

Current <Ut*fa«*c;   CUntitled3 Status;   Brousing through dats&iso 

t s kn a n a Q*> r-1 r % « full: 67 

l> K skMflinager 111 scandisk.help nat n.h« lp uschoip.he I p Pick.he lp opt.help 

set bii.L-.hr lp odbacc?   he 4 p "cf,Belp cd.help 

lit 563 773 
iir 

I D l ale Report HI Idcard O l.sk Label 

Unchecked Unchee k*d Jnchoctrd Unchecked Unchecked Jut hec kt.'d Unc hrc lr*n* i nchec Unc hec.. _ 
Jnrhcrkptj Unc hec hed Unchecke" Qrtchecke IJnc hec ke Uncheck* 

He** Disk 
Can't  go past   the start 

DIskManager III: keep a track of your floppy disks with this great utility - It 
even remembers how much free space there is on each. Now that's handy! 
of different program types, so you 
will be told that, for instance, 
"makeamillion" is an AMOS file while 
"begtobank" was created in your 
word processor. All useful stuff, and 
anyone thinking of setting up a PD 
library, or anyone with a large 
number of floppies lying around, 
would do weli to check this program 
out. My only real complaint is that in 
the report view you can't do anything 
such as quit from the program - 
even though the menu items are still 
enabled. It would be nice if the 
program either allowed you to do 
such things or at least dimmed the 
menu items so that you know to click 
on the OK" button before trying to 
do anything else. Still, this is a minor 
quibble, and certainly doesn't detract 
from the program's usefulness. 

DiskManager HI is certainly well 
worth its £10 shareware fee, just for 
the 'search for free space'' feature - 
and floppy-only users needn't worry: 
it works fine without a hard drive, 
storing the database on the same 
floppy disk as the program itself. But 

collection, Regardless of that, 
though, the disk contains a couple of 
useful graph plotting programs, and 
is certainly worth checking out 

First up is Amiga Plot 13> a 
three-dimensional function plotter. 
According to the documentation, it 
"takes a function derived by the 
user, parses it into a partially 
compiled form and then calculates 
coordinates to be placed in the xyz 
system/' What this means in 
practice is that you get the kind of 
cool 3D graphs that no-one knows 
quite how to create but everyone 
loves. Seriously, the program is fast, 
works well and gives you full control 
over things such as rotation of the 
image, the increments in x and y co- 
ordinates used to plot the graph and 
the range of both x and y axes. You 
can even save the image out as an 
IFF file - which is what I did to get 
the picture on this page. 

PiotXY is a two-dimensional 
plotting program, which plots graphs 
from data points rather than from a 
formula - great for scientists and 

Amiga Plot: just one of the programs on PDSoft's disk V1068. Cool or what? 
(Actually, you even get two versions of the program, but we won't quibble...) 

others who want to get a graphical 
representation of data. It deals with 
different types of graph - linear, 
linear-log, log-linear, log-log and 
histograph - and enables you to add 
grids, titles, legends for the axes and 
so on. There are even different 
options for the look of the mark used 
to show where each data value lies. 

Finally on the disk is - Amiga 
Plot 2.0. Yes, for some reason both 
versions 1,3 and 2.0 are on the 
same disk. Perhaps it's because one 
of the programs is named "aplot" 
and the other "plot ". Still* there's 
really no reason to have two versions 
on the same diskT and it would have 
been nice to see a standard, two- 
dimensional function plotter included 
instead. 

Version 2.0 has plenty of 
improved features over 1.3, although 
the basics are still the same; it s 
mainly user-interface considerations 
that have been changed, although 
the author does a is o claim a 10 to 
15 percent speed increase. 
Value for money 7/10 

VIDEOBA5E 
I know, I know, I said that I wasn't 
going to review any more database 
programs unless they were 
something extremely special, but I 
thought that I'd give this one a 
mention since it was written by John 
Cassar, the same person who wrote 
Communicate (reviewed on page 112 
this issue). It's a fairly standard 
video database program, created in 
AMOS, but it has enough useful 
features to be worth mentioning. For 
starters, it's rather more intelligent 
than most. As an example, if you 
enter a film time in minutes (85, 
say), the program automatically 
converts that to "1:25" - rather than 
stupidly assuming that you meant 85 
hours, or asking you to re-enter 
because it doesn't understand. 

Many of the fields have 
automatic values, which cycle as you 
click on them. The certificate field, 
for instance, cycles through U, PQh 
12,15, IS and XX (there isn't room 

WORLD!— 

for the third X). (Although in fact 
there's no such thing as a 12- 
certificate video, unless I'm 
mistaken; the 12 certificate is for 
films only.) 

There is room for five programme 
titles per video, and underneath 
there's a graphical and text display 
of how much of the tape has been 
used and how Eong is left - but for 
standard and long-play machines. 
This enables the program to offer a 
"find empty space" option - ideal if, 
like me, you've got loads of tapes 
lying around with a few minutes 
blank at the end of each one. 

i've said it before, and I'll say it 
again: I don't really see why anyone 
would want to take the time to fire up 
their Amiga, load a program and then 
search through to find a specific 
videotape. Unless you've got whole 
roomsfull, it's quicker just to scan 
the labels. However, if you're the 
sort of person who really does want 
to do the whole thing on computer, 
Videobase is probably about the best 
around. And it's free, too. 
Program rating 8/10 

  • 

There have been a few disk 
magazines sent In over the last few 
weeks « many from the "old 
faithful" crowd. Here's the pick of 
the crop... 

DIGITAL DISK ISSUE 3 
This is the third issue of Digital Disk, 
and it gets better with each issue. 
It's available free (issues 4 onwards 
will cost real money) and it's 
available from Digital Disk 
Publishing, 70 Donald Drive, 
Chadweil Heath, Romford, Essex 
RM6 5DU. Just send two blank disks 
(it's a two-disk mag) and a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope. 

Contents include the running 
"interactive adventure", which is a 
narrative story with the story 

Digital Disk issue 3: this disk magazine gets better with each issue, with 
game revie ws, features on music and AMOS, and an "interactive adventure " 

AMIGA SHOPPER O ISSUE 33 0 JANUARY 1994 | | 
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direction decided by the majority vote 
of readers. I'm not keen on the thing, 
I have to admit, but I'm sure that 
many people like It. There's a decent 
news section, which covers the 
Amiga and also the Atari ST family 
(the disk is multi-format, and 
available on the Amiga, ST and PC - 
although the PC version has been 
postponed for a month or so, 
apparently to write a new front-end 
and put some new staff members in 
place). There's an AMOS tutorial, 
reviews of games, space for reader 
ads when some are sent in, features 
on computer and conventional music 
{sadly the authors seem to lean 
towards 'house music" as a 
favourite style, but I suppose we 
can t have everything..J, pictures, 
song lyrics (from most of REMs 
Automatic for the People aJbum in 
this issue)... something, as they say, 
for everyone. 

The only trouble with the 
magazine seems to be that there 
hasn't yet been much reader 
feedback - no letters, for example, 
on the letters page. With luck, as 
more people get to hear about the 
mag, this will change - it certainly 
deserves to succeed. 

A "trial subscription" is £10 for 
four issues, or you can subscribe for 
a whole year for £26 (12 issues). 
However, if you mention Amiga 
Shopper when you subscribe, you'll 
get £1 off that rate. And you can't 
say fairer than that! 
Value for money 8/10 

NOTHING BUT AMOS 
Nothing But AMOS (or N.B.AMOS for 
short) is, as you might have 
guessed, a magazine strictly for- 
and written in - the popular AMOS 
programming language. Yes, written 
in, because the viewer is apparently 
the result of months of coding effort. 
It's certainly slick, with nice chunky 
3D-effect buttons for scrolling and so 
on (although the scroll up and down 
buttons confused me for a while - 
the upwardly pointing button scrolls 
down through the text), it's a shame 
that the programmer, Neil Wright, 
seems to have decided to only use 
the ISITSC portion of the screen for 

the text viewer, meaning that the 
bottom third or so is blank - why 
couldn't the text take up the whole 
screen area, as the pictures do? 

The content of the disk is divided 
into articles, pictures and music. The 
articles are well written, and include 
plenty of program fragments, 
although the images aren't 
pa rti cu I a rl y won d erf u I. 

Subscribing to N.B.AMOS brings 
a few extra benefits, along with the 
monthly disk magazine: reduced 
prices for disks from the PD library 
(£1 instead of £1.50), access to the 
source code of the disk mag for 
£4+99t and even a "debugging 
service" - send in your problem 
program and the team will attempt to 
debug it for you, free of charge! (Of 
course, Amiga Shopper's Code Clinic 
will also do the same for you... this 
issue it s on page 46.) 

N.8,AMOS costs £2,50 for one 
issue, or £24 for a full year's 
subscription, Cheques should be 
made payable to J Rutherford or N 
Wright, and should be sent to 
N.B.AM0S, c/o Neil Wright, 39 
Riding Dene, Mickley Square, 
Stockfield, Northumberland NE43 
7DL 
Value for money 9/10 

MR AMOS CLUB DISK 
And... yes, another AMOS 
newsletter! This one's from the Mr 
AMOS Club, which has been running 
for a little over six months - and has 
already got almost 850 members. 
Brian Bell, the bloke who runs the 
club, was responsible for the Charlie 
Chimp game that recently won the 
GamesMaster/ Eu ro pre ss 
competition to design a game in 
AMOS - it was given away on the 
cover disk of our sister magazine 
Amiga Format's May edition. 

The club's aim is, according to 
Brian, "to teach all budding AMOS 
users out there how to write winning 
software like Charlie Chimp and 
make a fortune of it all/ The club is 
busy on a number of programming 
projects including a Streetftghter H 
clone [Editor's note: this is 
apparently some sort of (shudder) 
computer game, i understand], and 

Some of the artwork supplied on the Mr AMOS Club disk - images so 
professional thai they're worth the price of the disk themselves! 
these will be explained in detail in 
the club disk magazine. 

The magazine has a nice 
interface, and it's clear that the 
programmers are very accomplished 
AMOS coders, However, unless the 
disk is auto-booted the text face is 
nearly impossible to read - it's a very 
narrow, compressed face, and while I 
could just about make everything out 
on my monitor, it would certainly 
have been a real strain if the Amiga 
had been connected to a television 
instead. The text only covers half the 
screen - a good thing, since taking 
up the entire display would really 
have made things impossible. This 
really is a problem that should be 
addressed, though - it could well put 
many people off, especially since 
much of the text is in colour, which 
adds to the legibility problem. If you 
autoboot the disk, everything is fine 
- the font is a nice, chubby, easy-to- 
read affair and covers the whole of 
the screen. But I didn't realise that 
this was the case for some time, and 
the designers should take into 
account the fact that many of us 
don't autoboot disks unless we 
absolutely have to. 

The contents of the disk include 
programming tutorials, contacts 
information and so on, reviews of 
programs created in AMOS, and 
AMOS add-ons such as the compiler, 
along with some very nice artwork. I 

looked at disk three, which contains 
a couple of great fonts and lots of 
characters for you to use in your own 
creations - there's a picture on this 
page of the contents of one of the 
files, and you can see just how 
professional it all is, 

The actual programming tutorials 
aren't the very best that I've seen, 
but aren't too bad; and in the 
"advanced programming ' section of 
the disk I viewed, Brian gives some 
good advice about how to pick 
subject areas that will make you the 
most money if you want to program 
commercially. Disk four will, he says, 
talk about marketing your products, 

Even if you only get the disks for 
the artwork that's included, they're 
well worth the price. And the extra 
information thrown in means that 
they are an invaluable resource to 
any AMOS programmer, from 
beginner to professional. 

Issue one of the club disk costs 
£1, issues two and upwards cost 
£2.50 in the UK, inclusive of postage 
and packing. The disks come out bi- 
monthly, and if you send a cheque 
for more than one issue you'll get 
the new releases as soon as they're 
ready. To order, make your cheque 
payable to Brian Bell and send it to 
The Mr AMOS Club, 8 Magnolia Park, 
Dunmurry, Belfast BT17 ODS. 
Value for money 9/10 

continued <m page 120 

WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold 
of Amiga PD arid shareware: from a 
bulletin board or from a PD library. 

The advantage of using a 
bulletin board (BBS) is that often 
the latest software is uploaded as 
soon as it's available. On the 
downside, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay 
phone charges (and sometimes a 

connection fee to the BBS as well). 
There is a growing number of 

BBSs with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. 
Check out 01-for Amiga (071377 
1358) and the Cheam Amiga 
Bulletin Board {081 644 8714). 
Another good option is joining CIX 
(the Compulink Information 
exchange), which not only has 

Amiga software but also contains 
conference and file areas on a wide 
range of subjects. Many of the 
Amiga Shopper writers have 
accounts on CIXT so you can get 
first-hand advice on your problems, 
too. For more details, call CIX on 
081390 8446 (voice) or 081390 
1255 (modem). 

If you don't want to use a BBS 

or haven't got a modem, the other 
way to get PD software is from a PD 
house. Many advertise in Amiga 
Shopper, and there's a full directory 
overleaf. Expect to pay between 
99p and about £2.50 per disk - 
there's often a discount if you buy in 
bulk, too. As for the difference 
between companies which charge 
99p and those which charge £2.50 
- well, try both types. There are 
brilliant, totally professional PD 
houses which charge less than a 
quid, and total incompetents which 
charge more than twice that. 
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ACC HARDWARE PROGRAMMING MANUAL 

THE perfect introduction to programming the Amiga's hardware using Assembly Language. Everything you will need to 
get started is included in the package. Through an integrated environment you can browse through the chapters, load and run 
examples and invoke the assembler Topics covered include; Interrupts, Input, The Copper, Replayers, Audio, The Display Sprites, 
The Blitter, Scroll Texts and more. 

Price: Disk 1 (PD) £125, Disks 2,3 and 4 £5,00 each. Postage 60p per order 

Amiga Shopper Offer: Disks 2,3 and 4, including postage, for £12.00. Ends Feb T94 
Amiga Shopper featured Disk 1 on the coverdisk of their December '93 issue., 

CU AMIGA:   should be on the shopping list of every budding programmer.^ Rating 89% 

FRED FISH DISKS 
We stock Fish disks I to 890. 
A catalogue is available on 

two disks for £1.00 

PICK N' MIX 
Select from hundreds of 

archives and get just what you 
want on a disk. There are 

numerous subjects to select 
from including utilities, 

graphics, modules, demos and 
games, 

PICK N1 MIX CATALOGUE £0.50 
PICK N1 MIX DISKS £2.00 each 

ASSASSINS GAMES DISKS 
Disk 1 to 110 available. A full 

list of disk contents is available 
on our catalogue disk. 

ACC DISKS 
We stock all ACC disks. Issue 

32 now available: contains 
mainly WB2 programming 

techniques, 

We now stock a range of 
accessories, eg: 100 Caps Box, 
Mouse Mat, Dust Cover, Head 

Cleaner, 10 Disks & 100 Labels as 
a Starter Pack For £19.00 inc. 

SCOPE DISKS 
We stock Scope disks ! to 220. 

A full list is available on our 
catalogue disk. 

T-BAG DISKS 

We stock T-Bag disks 1 to 77, 
A full list is available on our 

catalogue disk. 

CLR DISKS 
We stock a selection of CLR 
Licenseware Disks. A full list 

is available on our 
catalogue disk 

5 DISK PD PACKS 

All the following packs have 
been compiled by AmJganuts 
and contain 5 disks crammed 
with material relevant to the 
subject heading. Price £5.50 

plus postage. 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK (NEW) 
90 ADOBE FONTS PACK (NEW) 

43 CG FONTS PACK (NEW) 
32 COLOUR FONTS PACK (NEW) 
125 FINAL COPY II FONTS (NEW) 

CHART MUSIC MODULES 1 (NEW) 
B&W CLIP ART PACKS 1,2,3 (NEW) 

ARCADE GAMES 1 
ARCADE GAMES 2 (NEW) 

PD DISKS 
We have thousands of PD disks, 
too many to list here. Why not 

send 50p for a copy of our latest 
catalogue. 

PD PRICES 

1 to 5 Disks 
6 Disks or more 

£1.80 each 
£3,25 each 

POSTAGE 
3 to 10 Disks 
11 to 20 
21 or more 

£0.60 
£1.00 
£2.00 

1 DAFFERN AVENUE, NEW ARLEY, COVENTRY CV7 8GR 

ALL DISKS NOW 
ONLY 

£1.05 EACH! 

All disks work 
with the At 200! 

unless stated An^lia PI) 

(P) = Works on all Amiga Computers including A1200 

Printed Booklet with 
details uf Hundreds 

Mori- Disks Just 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (?)        £3.15 
Calendar, Mortgage, Spreadsheet, Grammar, Mileage, World Time, 
Budget, Chequebook, Database, Typing Tutor, Typewriter Grocery, 
UstMattr.HomBafidng. 
CUPART PACKS 1, 2 OR 3 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
3 diffeient packs of 5 disks, alt Ml of the very best clipart for DRsint 
*(W PC EMULATOR PACK (P) 3 DISKS £3,15 
TUTS your Amiga into a PC! Crudes the latest PC task vvhKh now 
gives Hue VGA flesokjtion (if you have a 1200)and includes 2 disks 
of K Public Domain softo&e. 
PC EMULATOR PACK 2 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
Includes the latest PC Task Plus P PC cVsta contort <? French 
language tuition program. Excellent tutorpreviously only av&'labie 
for fix PC 
AHGilA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 (F) 5 DISKS £5.25 
5 disks fuK of original cokxr fonts produced fare atAnglid There 
are 16 colour fonts -not cut arxi paste! They are produced inihe 
same, way as the chisel lont supplied with 
range c4 commercial fonts) fheyore hpe6 straight m aod yjcik 
with Dpaintand TV Tea. 
ANGUA CUPART PACK (P) (NEW)      5 DISKS £5.25 
Stand new Iff ciipattpfodjied byAfiglii! leads cftkgt) quakty arm-abased Iff 
.mage? rnducfag «te dogs, bfdf, nwtf onwiab, peqpte axf characters. Use 
wflftDtoflforarty pxgnm that accepts Iffgopftcs 
ASTRONOMV PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
This super® pact, rxyw.wkjdes- Star Chart, Amigazer, Total 
Concepts, Astronomy, GtwifyWell, f3w5i'm, Orbit, Planet and 
Fast Facts on the solar system. 
PRINTER USER PACK 2 (P) (NEW)        4 DISKS £4.20 
A compfEtetynew collection of programs to help you gefr the best 
cut of your printer! includes: Diskprint V3.51 (tusk labels), Monaster 
(Cassette coversX Printtiles, JBSPool, Emprint (Err^opes), New Print 
f Margins - Headers footers etc) and more. 
DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
tfyou     to learn mde about yourAm\ga, get this pack! - You'll 
be a tMtk expert in no time! Includes Power Packer (Easy fie 
compacted), 5xf (Brilliant Cll Replacement TooPX k&nmana 
(Change any loon m seconds), Ftxdisk, Vnuschedner VS. 1, D-Copy 
(Copies, Repairs, Tbmtats and more) CU Tutorial (AN you need to 
know) and SO? other ubhtesttl 

PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISK5 £6.30 
A compkte 'C language TO' superb mst7uchc*i m^al prcni cte 
all you need to tearr\ the f language, .ncludes Notfi C{$ disks) 
#nd the C Manual (4 disks) 
MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
M£D is vrtdefy recognised as the best music package, PD or 
otherwise.1 This pack contains V7.5T, the latest version complete 
with loads of digital sampies, a disk M of MED music scores and 
st>7ie great MEO n\us>c to load and play* Listen to vtiat your 
macnipe. is capable ofi 
CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 

An incredible coHerzOon of superb cvmm&ctal quatity arcade 
games! Hoot of fun for both Jtjcb and adults tncludes -. Defender, 
Ctfteeyns. Scramble, Missile Command, Pac-Mzn, Bi-Pianes, Dripf, 
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Breakout, Teths + morel 

CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £ 4 20 
Another outstanding cotSectxxt) 38 very good 'Thinking' Games!: 
Chess V9, Backgammon, Bfockba*, Towers, Pipe, Zerg, Maze, 
Connect4, Dominoes, Droughts, OtheJSo, Go Moku, Dragon Tries, 
IQondike, Canfiefd, Mastermind, Wordsestch, Hangman, tor/toon 
and rrwTy more, 
COMPUGRAPHIC FONTS PACK 1 (P)   3 DISKS £3.1 S 
36 Scaieobte Compugvptric fonts on 3 disks. They work with 
Vfakbench£cf3, Pagestream V2+ (on any Amiga), Propage St- 
and Pagesetter W+. Excellent fonts and great value for money! 
HARD Dl SK PACK 2 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
Great collection of the tatesthxd disk utilities includes HDcHck(tnenu 
maker), fUemmder (directory etc), a backup (superbO, superlock 
(password protect every dmt, mouse and keyboard!!), disk 
optim/zei, ccpier, wius killer and more! 
AGA PICTURE PACKS 1,2 OR 3, EACH PACKS DISKS £5.25 
3 different pads of 5 disks full of StUHftlnB pkitiltS that sh&w off 
the enormous graphical capabilities of the new AGA machines, 
you must have an Amiga 120Qor40Qu. 
A1200 PACK (A1200 ONLY) 3 DISKS £3.1S 
AH of the essential software for yourATSOOl Includes: fake fast 
MEM,AI$C0 Hun, Degtader, Sysmfo, Viewtek, Plasma, Winblend, 
Gil AGA TetrisAGA and morel Also includes the stunning 
i^'apunoviaAGA create vronderful patterns and pictures with fuil 
AGA support! 
M 200 5UDESH0W PACK (A1200 ONLY)        5 DISKS £3.2S 
Stunning hand draw Agd artwork! Includes ferran, Aga, Keith 
Shodes, Cynostic and Mghtbreed. 
PLATFORM PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Ail of the best games in Qyestyiec65vn\c and MttBrcs, If you 
like those games then you'll love these I Includes: Wtzrys Quest, 
Wonderland, Wbbrygiddy, Doody, Crazy Sue II, ffoach Motel, Son 

- gntjMomM  
HOME SUSIN ESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Designed especially fa newcomers to business somvere, thhoaci. 
contains a database (BBase). spreadsheet, accounts padage and 
Wbrdprocesscr(Ctt).A}soindu^ checker and a word statistics program! 
HOME BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £2.99 
Approx 50 page professionaSfy pnntedtnanud containing full 
rrist7L<^iciiro for She Home Business Pack, tncludes a specially 
written guided tour section that takes yev through the trv}jor 
features of each program and ensures thatyou can useeach program raft confidence* 
SINGLE DISKS AT ONLV £1.051 
BUSINESS 
8321 (P) Amigafox (English Desk Top PuUshing) 
B3S${P) 600 Business Letters (Superb! - Heady to use) 
B327{P) Testt Engine V4 (now the very best wore/processor win 

built-in 36.000 word spell checker!) 
B347(P) Address PnntV3 (easy to use address label printer) 6335 (P) forms Unlimited ( Design invoices etc; quickly) 
B339 (P) A-&aph VP.O (new version - easy staphs!) 
B348 (P) EssyCak (The best Spreadsheet yet I) 
B349 (P) Amiga Diary (Easy To C&e Diary) 

ARCADE PACK (?) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Our latest cotleetjon - The vcy best.Arcade style games m the 
VfhoieofPO. You'll play these over and over again! Includes-. 
CybemettK Hellzone, Galaga, fJebuia, Tenx, Oefenda, Oblivion, 
intruder Akrt, blizzard. 
UTIUTtES 
U437 (P) D-Copy VS. 1 (Latest disk copieti) 
IM 78 (P) Typing Tutor (New! Great features ) 
U4Q5 (P) virus Checker 6.33 (latest virus toiler) 
V496 (P)Me$sys>dV2(Readsand'wntesPCdisks) 
U4C28 (P) Printer Drivers (Over 100 - Most Star + Citizen 

models including colour and HP5C0C!) 
04036 P#B 92/3 ooty) Kick T.3 (lets you use WB 1.3 software. 
U4u3S (P) DPamt tutor (easy route to Pro Graphics) 
U4043 (P) Superdark (!^ew screen blanker) 
04054 (P) Disk Manager til (the finest disk catalogue prog) 
0405? (P) Engineers Kb (A health check for your Amiga!) 
04061 (P) (9 disks) Pice C 00 C Compiler) 
04062 ipVS ?c*3 oniy) JV Convn 3 (t&est comms package) 
04065 (P) ftxste Wizard (Bang up to date forecaster) 
04067 Onty')fofeeaster (Horse Hace Prediction) 
04068 (P) Spectrum Emulator VI. 7 (Works Immediately!) 
0139 (W83 only) Planet Groove (stunning AGA Demo!) 
GAMES 
G6036 (P) Total War (Perfect version of The disk board game) 
G6Q42 (P) Super Pacma* 99 (the best ever) 
66051 (P) Bridge (Card game - A.190Q version included) 
G60S3(WB 9J3 only) GW Chess (Best chess game) 
G6056 (P)CasttrW(pmbWte^tMtmhm 
G6061 (P) Artllerus (Like Tarn but Better - Great fun I) 
G6064 (P) SoOm Sampler (S Full Versions of the Card Game!) 
G6066 ffl (£ Disks )m hole (The best golf game available 0 
(56070(P) Kungfu Charlies (Bodet Beat Em Op) 
G6071 (P) lemmingvids 9 (Asteroids + ipmmin^s - SnUiant) 
G6072 (P) Teois Pro (Great Looting Teths) 
G6073 (P) Megaball 2.1 (Latest Breakout - V.Goocg) 
G6074 (WB3 crfy)($c^)Motorola Invaders (AGA Space invaders) 
CHILDREN* 
Cm (P) Colour Pad (New colouring book for youngsters) 
C72Q (P) Colour the Alphabet (education for 4y$+) 
Cm(P) GC5EAWhs (Greetregion desk) 
C7S7(P) Top 5ecjEt (platform gsme) 
C729 (P) Counting fun (4*. sums practice) 
C730(P)Wizzys Quest (Wizard, Damsel * Monsters, great game*) 
C736 (?) (2 Dnks) As\ Back To Skool (Good Educational Games) 

PHONE WITH CREDIT CARD OR SEND CHEQUE/PO (PAYABLE TO A.P.D). PLEASE ADD SOP (PER TOTAL ORDER} FOR P&P. 

DESKTOP VI DEO PACK 2 (P) (100%) 4 DISKS £4,20 
Probably our best pack yet! Provicfes everything to start you off in 
video. S Movie for Smooth scrolling rj'tfcs using any font of any size: 
Sbcwiz for sideshows with loads of wipes and fades.- A-Graph for 
busrr*&'je)eas:$hixi^ snwoflaryfor* 
'video Librarian- Video Toot - Video Tests: Loads of fens and moxeii 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL! 11 (P) £2.99 
A 50 page instruction manual for DTVpack 2. Prc^ssic^fypnnted, 
contains instructions for nil the prognjms in the pack and a section 
on fonts and how to use them! Also irvzludes a superb guided 
tutorial that takes you through the major programs step by step, 
letting you create your own titles as you go! Designed for beginners 
and experienced users, this manual will make desktop video easyi 

FRED FISH 
CATALOGUE DISK - 
350 TO M30 JUST 701* 

II 

HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
emrn High Quality Mouse Dad. £2,99 
Amiga 5OQ/5O04-/6OQ/12OO Dust Covers £199 
Phillips 8833 Monitof Dust Ccwer £4.99 
3.5' Drsk Drive Cleaning Kit £5.99 
Printer Stand (fits all Dot Matrix Printers) £5.60 
Blank Oisks (high quality with labels) £0,50 
ANGUA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

(Depl ASH), 30 Victoria Street, Felixstowe IP11 7EW 
PHONE 

VISA 

n£kS CREDIT 3Dp per L pest A packing, 

no 
:R 

D 
E 
R 
S 

0394 

283 
494 
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*An asterisk by a library's name 
means see its advert in this 
issue for further details. 

A12Q0 Only PD, Contact B J 
CowdaiL 27 Pheasant Way, 
Cirencester, Glos. GL7 1BJ, 

AMOS PD, 1 Penmynydd Road, 
Pen I an, Swansea, SA5 7 EH, 

*Amlganuts United, 1 Daffem 
Avenue, New Arley, Coventry 
CV7 SGR. 

Amiga Productivity PD Series, 
51 Ennors RoadT Newquay, Com- 
waH TR7 IRB. Contact M J Dock- 
ing. 

*Ang!ia POL, 30 Victoria Street, 
Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP11 7EWT 
v 0394 283494. 

*Animl PDt 2 Fatherwell Avenue, 
West Mailing, Kent ME19 6NG. 

Armchair PD, 180 Blackton 
Close, Newton Aycliffe, Co 
Durham DL5 7EY, 

Artman, 40 Northwell Gate, 
Otley. West Yorkshire LS21 2 DM. 
Phone 0943 466476, 

Asgartt PD, 20 Langdale Drive, 
Flanshaw, Wakefield WF2 9EW. 
Phone 0924 363059. 

Batty s PD, Contact fan or Lynn 
Battison, 7 Denmark Road, North- 
ampton NN1 5QR. tr 0604 
22456, Life membership £3.99, 

Beats Brothers, 6 Brownings 
Close, Pennington, Lymington, 
Hampshire S041 8GX. 

Belshaws PD. 55 Baldertongate, 
Newark, Notts. NG24 1EU, 
*f 0636 72503. 

BG PD, 6 Peter Street, White- 
haven, Cumbria CA28 7QB. 

Biitterchips, Cliffe House, Prim- 
rose Street, Keighley, BD21 4NN, 
t* 0535 667469. 

BTK, 7 Callander Road, Catford, 
London SE6 2QA » 081 473 
1650, 

Bus Stop PD. Contact Lisa or 
Cheryl, 6 Smiths Avenue, Marsh, 
HuddersfieldHD3 4AN, 
* 04S4 516941. 

C and C PD. Contact Chris Wild- 
man, 3a The Cedars, Tilehurst 
Reading, Berks. RG3 6JWt 
w 0734 411131, 

Chris's PD, 22 Merryfields Av- 
enue, Hockley, Essex SS5 SAL. 

Coiwyn PD. Free, non-profit-mak- 
Eng PD, membership £5 per year. 
Contact Andy Roberts, 17 Gladys 
Grove, Coiwyn Bay, Clwyd LL29 
7YB, » 0492 533442. 

Computer & Design Services, 
24 Blackmoor Croft, Tile Cross, 
Birmingham B33 OPE. 
» 021 779 6368 

*CP PDr 3 Dunedin Crescent, 
Winshill, Burton on Trent, Staffs, 
DEIS OEJ, a 0283 516736. 

Crazy Joe's, 145 Effingham 
Street, Rotherham. South Yorks, 
S65 1BL, » 0709 829286. 

Crazy Software PD, 50 Woodville 
Court, Porto be No, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire WF2 7DU. 

Deja Vu, 7 Hoilinbrook, Beech 
Hill, Wigan WN6 7SGT 
» 0942 495261. 

*Diskovery PD, 108 The Avenue, 
Clayton, Bradford, West Yorkshire 
BD14 6SJ, v 0274 880066. 

Essex Computer Systems, 118 
Middle C roc kerford, Basildon, 
Essex, SS16 4JA, 
» 0268 553963. 

Eurodisk PD, PO Box % Radlett, 
Herts WD7 SQL 

* Express PD, 47 Aberdale Road, 
West Knighton, Leicester LE2 
6GD,   0533 887061. 

*Five Star PD, 48 Nemesia 
Road, Amington, Camworth B77 
4EL * 0827 68496. 

George Thompson Services, 
Bridgegate Centre, Mart infield, 
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. 
AL7 UG, v 0707 391389. 

*GVB PD, 43 Badger Close, 
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 2TE, 
« 0831 649386, 

Haven Computing, 15b Meeching 
Road, New haven East Sussex 
BN9 9RL,tr 0273 513491 

Highland PD, Free list contains 
lots of education, business and 
games disks. Contact David 
Paulin, 255 Drumrossie Avenue, 
Inverness IU2 3SX 
tr 0463 242431. 

Holmes Brothers Compilations. 
Contact Craig for monthly compi- 
lation disk, 23 Rocester Avenue, 
Wedn esfield, Wolve rham pton, 
West Midlands WV11 3AU. 
* 0902 733418. 

Homesoft PD. Contact Chris 
Home, 23 Stanwell Close, Win- 
cobank, Sheffield S9 1PZ, 
* 0742 422000. 

ICPUG (Independent Commodore 
Product Users Group), PO Box 
1309, London, N3 2UT, 
tr 081 346 0O50+ 

Immediate Arts, 26 Lyndhurst 
Gardens, Glasgow G20 6QY, 
v 041 946 5798. 

Judge Dredd's PD, 1 Nottingham 
Road, South Croydon, Surrey 
CR2 6LN. 

*Kew=ll Collection, PO Box 672, 
South Croydon, Surrey CR2 9YS. 
tf 081 657 1617. 

*KT s PD. 75 The Drive, 
Rochford, Essex SS4 1QQ, 
* 0702 542536, 

Langham PD. Contact Richard 
Payne, 89 Wolverhampton Road, 
Codsafl, Wolverhampton WV8 1PL 

Logic PD, 8/5 Glenalmond Court, 
Sighthill, Edinburgh EH11 4BE. 

Magnetic Fields, PO Box 118, 
Preston, Lancashire PR2 2AW. 
* 0772 881190 

Mega PD, 78 Bockingham Green, 
Basildon, Essex SS13 1PF. 
TT 0268 559164 / 0621 828527 

NBS, 1 Chain Lane, Newport, 
Isle Of Wight, P030 5QA, 
t* 0983 529594, 

Network PD & Shareware 
library, Kenmare, Co. Kerry, Eire. 
*r 010 353 64 41603 

*NJH Computers, 12 Meesons 
Mead, Rochford, Essex SS4 1RN. 
tr 0702 546796. 

Numero Uno* Contact Dillon Eyre, 
21 Burstall Hill, Bridlington, N 
Humberside Y016 5NP. 
^0262 671125. 

Orbital Software. Contact A 
Flowers, 37 The Orchard, Market 
Deeping, Peterborough. Cambs. 
PES 8JR, n 0778 342064. 

Pathfinder PD, 41 Marion Street 
Bingley, W Yorks. BD16 4NQ, 
? 0274 565205, 

Penguin Public Domain, PO Box 
179, Reading, Berkshire 
RG3 3DD. 

*PD Soft, 1 Bryant Ave, 
Souths nd-on-Sea, Essex, SSI 
2YD, v 0702 466933. 

Premier PD, 45 Fairfield Gar- 
dens, Eastwood, Leigrvon- 
Sea.Esses SS9 5SD, * 0702 
520520 

Riverdene PDL, 30a School 
Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berk- 
shire RG3 5AN, " 0734 452416. 

Roberta Smith DTP, 190 FallQ- 
den Way, Harnpstead Garden 
Suburb, London NW11 6JE, 
** 081 455 1626, 

Scribble PD, 14 Woolner Close, 
Barham, Suffolk IP6 ODL 

♦SeaSoft Computing, The Busi- 
ness Centre, 1st Floor, 80 Wood- 
lands Avenue, Rustington, W. 
Sussex BN16 3EY, o 0903 

850378. 

Sector IS, 160 Hollow Way, Cow- 
ley, Oxford, ^ 0865 774472. 

17-Bit Software, 1st Floor Of 
fices, 2/8 Market Street, Wake- 
field, West Yorkshire WF11DH. 
Phone: 0924 366982 

Softvllle, 35 Market Parade, 
Havant, Hants P09 1PY 
IT 0705 498199 

Software Expressions, Unit 4, 44 
Beau ley Road, South vt He. Bristol 
BS3 1PY, « 0272 639593. 

Startronics, 4 Arnold Drive, 
Droylsden, Manchester M35 6RE, 
w 061 370 9115. 

Tazmania PD. Contact M Hew- 
son, 4 Boultham Avenue, Lincoln 
LN5 7XZ, * 0522 538706 (after 
6 pm), 

Telescan Computer Services, 
Handsworth Road. Blackpool 
FYS 1SB, n 0253 22296. 

Trevan Designs Ltd, PO Box 13, 
Aldershot, Hants. GU12 6YX, 
tr 0483 725905 {note: modem 
line, not voice). 

Valiy PD, PO Box 15, Peterlee, 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ, 
IT 091 587 1195. 

Virus Free PD, 31 Farringdon 
Road, Swindon, Wiltshire 
SN1 5AR tt 0793 512321 

* Visage Computers PDL. 18 Sta- 
tion Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire 
DE7 5LD, * 0602 444501. 

Your Choice PD Library, 39 
Lambton Road, Chorlton-cunv 
Hardy, Manchester M211ZJ. 
Phone 061 881 8994, 

BUYER BEWARE: The inclusion 
of a PD library In this directory 
does not Imply that Amiga Shop- 
per endorses or recommends any 
PD library in any way, We can 
accept no responsibility for any 
dealings you may enter into or 
for any difficulties you may en- 
counter. 
• When you write to any of these 
libraries for a catalogue, include 
an SAE for its return. Some li- 
braries ask that you send a blank 
disk as well. 
* If a library is named in a review, 
this means that that library pro- 
vided us with the disk reviewed. 
Given that PD can be freely 
copied, the same program may 
well be available legitimately from 
several libraries, 
• If you run a PD library not listed 
here and wish to be included, or 
if you want to amend any informa- 
tion given, send full details and a 
copy of your latest catalogue to: 
PD Directory, Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
Avon BA1 2BW. 
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FIVE STAR 

QUALITY SOFTWARE: WE STOCK OVER 3000+ DISKS 
*» M p mm CmiOGfJf IV/TH FffJrT OffPEft OA /t/Sf p V* 

SfND 2 X STAMP TO COVER POSTAGE & WE 
I m mm mm      Wlit »Mn vnim »« rATAi nr.nr annuitr 

99p 

Per disk 

0001-17+Gnaws (H 7) 
GQ1& + Family fori I (A) 
601? + Wit 9WYW Gain 
G077 + ^Mjrds (A) 
0079+^^871*] 
0081 Star Trek og 
G0B4 + Trip [A] 
G085 + Rogue Trooper 
GM8 + Miy Ttm (A| 
GMl+Vfongthikk 
0092 The Simpsons (A) 

+ Return to. EarTh (A) 
GM + PopeyelA) 
t3OT7+Plotting (A) 
GIM+FipefcuitA) 
0106 Drngontiles (A) 
GIC9+Bug Buster (A) 
Gl 10+ M«iirtow World 
0112 + Cuoolns |A) 
G127+Dtfinla(A| 
GI38+Peter Quest [A] 
G1S3 fSenW [A] 
G15& + Wasle Lands |A) 
0166 4 Ho Mans Lands (A) 
0172+ Dungeons Durlda 
G174+ Power Games I 
GJ75 +Revenge Cornel( A) 
G2l5+ScrumHut#rs(A( 
G222 +Mego2! Garni (A) 
G223 + Svrwvor(A) 
G224 +Adorn Fomi1y(A| 
G23S +Oregon-Co™ {A] 
G236 + Spacn Poker [A) 
G237 + Scrabble [A] 
G240 + Ouadrix {A) 
G242 +TnkeEmQut{A) 
0245 + GvHtt (A) 

+ Sup*r Pac« (A) 
G25a+ I n sider -(fir b (A) 
G259 + Crysrd Caverns (A) 
6620 + Property Market 
G265 +S*rWulhrfe [A} 
G266 +Tricking {2) 
G269 +Mental Images 1 (A) 
G27Q +Mf«itol Images! 
0272 +Tank Battle (A) 
G27'f+Mr Dug (A} 
0275 + FmH Machines IA) 
G27fl+Arcodki (A) 
G293 +Game Galore (H3KA] 
G 302 + Bounty Huntni 
G303 + Dta*^ K (A) 
G305 t Savors Revenge I A) 
G326 4 Mego Gome Col III {A) 
G329 + Maoonna Nud« P< 
C331 + Gravity (A) 
0333 + CyfceHietk(A] 
G334+Donkey Kong 
G335 +CrorySw II [A] 
G339+Dr Mario 
G342 + S. Skoda Challenge (A) 
0344 + Shr-Trek (A) 
G35Q 4 Raid 111 (Al 
G3S1 4Cavenmner{A) 
G356 4 Wonder Load (A) 
G361 + Ckhw Challenge II (A) 
G362 + Ptfoxe Paottan (A| 
G36AtBmgoCo!ler[A] 
G367 -Card Games |A| 
6372 + Game-lay Tetrf s 
G373 ♦ Aif Ace II {A} 
0374 + Sapw Twhrtrk{A) 
G380 +Shoal Em Up [A) 
Gm + B% the Dragon [A) 
0389+Casn» Games (A) 
G390 + Tftren|A) 
03 91 Strike ho II (AJ 
0393 4-Bubble Ghost (A I 
0400+Fnjnting Worrier (A) 
0401 + IFF2PC5 (A} 
G403 + Cattle Normis {A) 
0406 + Total Wan {A} 
O409 + Wot It Name Quit 
G41Q +Fatal Mission (A| 
0411 + Battle Car 7 (A) 
0417 +22P«ile Gomes [A] 
G422 +Serene 11(A) 
G435 +Roulette (A) 
0436+Airport 
0437 + JIHV 
G43B + Trrnlbfarer [A] 
G443+0tawfedoyi{?nA} 
G444+Obfido> |A) 
G449 +Empire (2) 
G4S3+Fire Flakier (A) 
G455 + Cntfk of Doom {A) 
G458 +Tedinotron(A) 
G4aO+WlHe World Giddy (A) 
G4a5 + Oiessil (A) 
G474 4 Tup of the bogve f A) 
G476* 4 Amos GkkeHA) 
G484 * Matcfi Slick Man (A) 

i (A) 

U0OI 
IJ002 
UD07 
U016 
U023 
U029 

A GEHE m 
System Tester (A) 
TeitPLns 2.2e{A) 
HmBt$*Msi2(6HA} Banking (A) 
Can Do (1Mb} (A] 

U031 + OUokt(lMb)lA) 
U033 +Crass Dai |A) 
UD4o + &arkjlar(?-5)(A) 
U05B+Mag Creator (A) 
HO 59 + CHsf-SorvofMA) 
UQ88 + Lay Designer (A) 
UlOI+Dala Base/Col (2) (A) 
Ullo+HerthCl2KAl 
U121 + Spread Sheet (A) 
U13I + Tet™ Copy (A) 
U137 + U*drt(A| 
U140 + Virus Killer (A) 
U144+Afl#fF«xDTP[AJ 
U14S+XcopyPrr^essiofid(A) 
U146+<-Ata*d 14) (A) U150 + W«i-I*i»di Hods (A) 
U153 + Assaslgn Printer [A) 
U160 + 600 Buiinesi l«t{A) 
UI494 Pamt Mi Aofrraote (AJ 
U170 ♦ Bwithin V4XJ1 (A) 
U177+EWlra-GadVL4{A) 
Ulfil +VrdtinriotB Pad (A] 
Mm + Ultimate Oisk Creator \A) 
U19I +SIB 11(A) 
UIW+AmifaflH-Pro fl (A) 
U198+Stentry(A) 
U?20+AfMS-PriM|A) 
U22a + 50+Mof1 Uied Util (At 
IJ229 + Slide Const Kit (A) 
11231 + The Game Tamer (A) 
U 233 + Speed) Toy (A) 
Uair+aChatmtlSTrafkef 
U242 + lmdoder 4.0(A) 
U25U+VW«BTIWI!33 (A| 
U25S + Graphic Converter (A) 
U261 4jort m (1-10} (A) 
U264+CapyACradiTooi(A| 
U287 + P.C O Pascal (2} (A) 
U30B+Mtsiy Sid II (A) 
U31F + Power Logo (A) 
17313+ Printer LFlitrtv 3 11321 4Grophk Utll{6}(A] 
1)331 f Pawer-MerwHfA) 
0332 +Grophk Const Kir (A) 
U334 + Emulator Cfll II [A| 
U33S+Free Copy (A) 
U337 + M*4el 3P (A) 
U33«TMvhi Visions 9 (A) U339tNlulli Visions 2 (A| 
U343 * Ijltle QfHte (A) 
U350 + PooiTooHAl U352 + Desktop Vki^ (A] 
U356 + Text Engine V3.4 (Af 
U357+BcnAppell!fA) 
U358+Stor Cot 2 (A) 
U363 + Disk Repdr Kit (A] 
1)364+Home A(co«nt [A) 
U363+Ajnkaslt(A| 
11370 * Ceptiofi Machine (A) 
U372+WardSofi(A) 
1)376 + HCOfflM II (A) 
U377+HCOMM 111(A) 
LF3S3 + Lyapwov Gengfalor {A} 
1)390 +Data Base Pack [A) 
LT391 + Fortran Ldiwaw |A) 
U394 + PralrnkerVs2(A) 
If397 + Fdrm Unlimited [A] 
17393 + Mortgage Calc (A) 
U39^ + FratKopeV1.2(A) 
U401 +PWsl lisvti (1-14) (A) 
D42Q+Speed Bench (2/3] (A) 
0424 + StaWaker (WB2/3) (A) 
D425 + Nil 2 {A) 
U427 +Printer Slodto(A| 
U430 + Sound Monitor (A) 
U43J +Vldea Apkaiior> (2) (A) 
U434+OrwlH2}[A) 
U442 + Syiwiro 2.56 (A) 
U444+FarrlFann(A) 
U46a+OrapeVheT2(3l (A| 
U477 +QvnknnDsi Eip ^2] (A) 
U4e0 4 Hard Disk CM (A} 
1)491 + Protfodot V3 (3} 
U49S * Hatd Diik Util (A| 
USDS + SnW/RepairKitCA] 
U5G7 t DCopy 3 Prolf (A) 
1)509 + Ullimale Btbtak I (A| 
USl3 + Vld«TitterA(2)(A) 
US16+Antos Fractal (A) 
IISS0+5«iwryCanstXit(A) 
U5ST4Ai»ssm^»lBlo{k(A| 
US53 + Crossword Creator 
US5S + Of tnriic Cwtst KH 
US47 + lKrtPksV4(A) 
U5fcB + Icon Canst Kit (2) (A) 
1)5*0+Picture Box (A} 
IM«1 +ttagneikPirw!s(A) 
U554 4 Hiw Sifpw KiHer (A] 

A001 Walker I £ 2 (2) IA) 
A004 4 Parky Pig [AGAJ 
A00S + FletThnFff«(A) 
A007+FranUhtHiFty(A) 
ADOS + Troa (2) (A0A) 
ADIO + Scufpr Anini 1 [AJ 
A013 + Spwe-Pral«(A) 
A017 + U.RWHA) 
A019 ; Sromji ia^a Anlm [A] 
A02I + Coyotes Strike Back 
A022 + Luxo Teenagers {A} 
A025 + CDDI Conger (A) 
A02B + Puggs h Span 
A029 +MBce Tyson (A] 
A033 +Fractal Flight (A) 
A036 + WciTd Scieitce 1(A) 
A037 + Weird Scheme 11(A) 
AD33 + Batman Movies (A) 
A039+ Newtek (2) (A) 
A051 + Dating Games [3Mb] (2} 
AfiSfi + iwjfletle IE {lMa)(A] 
A059 + Pogo (1MbI (A) 
A060 +Wo1ksf 1 (2Mh)[2)(A) 
A063 +>»Qjerll (A) 
A064 +Newtek III {2) {A) 
A06rj + DBW Render [A] 
A06B+Wohfir2 (2HA)(2M) 
A070 + Doitold Duck 
fiC72 + Life o Si(ch flS) [A) 
A073 + Its Mental 111(A) 
A082 + lts Mental I (A) 
Al 0B + Another World (A) 
Al 1S + Vietnam Conflict (A] 
A13B + Kylies A (20) (A) 
A141+teritilt,otor2[A] 
A150+ Madonna (A) 
Al 51 + Top Gun (A) 
A153+OalfTrlhnt#(A) 
At54+TT,artdeTt.ids(A) 
A15S + Rock Album (A) 
AlS7 + Watefshtaftwi(A) 
A15« Garfield (A) 
A175+MadaflM$5 II (AGA) 
A17B + Kim Wilde Shoes [A] 
A) 79+The Living World (A) 
A187 + Peril ol the Deep 1(A) 
Altt + Perfl ol the Deep 3 |A) 
Al 90+Terminator II (2) [JU A193 + NMiislsComk(A) 
A195+Real 3D (2) (A) 
Al 97+Star Trek (2) {A) 
A2Q0 4 Mois flights (A) 
A202+FroftoJA^ai |A) 
A205 * Planet Skta (A} 
A207 + Ffew Lemmings 
A2QS + LaayfttheTmi™(A| 
A209+ Mr Potatoes (A) 
A211 Copier Flight (A} 
A213 + Cannon Ftghl (A) 
A215 * Madonna 111(3} (A) 
A218+More Areotoon (A) 
A220 + Showbii Anlm 
A3 21 + James Whale Anim 
A225 + 5 Way Kill Mole 2 (A] 
A226+ hV Vli (A) 
A230 + loo Much 3D (A) 
A23! +Afiera(A] 
A232 + Bench FEght 1 & 2 (A) 
A2J6 Wliiiier * Chip [A] 
A241+ Super he (1-31 [A] 
A250 + Channel 42 
A252+ Space Flight Arrfm [A] 
A2S5 + Bar! Simpson [3| (A) 
A251 + Creep Snow (A) 
A260 + Freddy Dead |A) 
A262 +SinrTrnk (A) 
A26S + Let Me Out U 2 (A) 
A266 + Colour Cycle 
A 2S0 + OFF 1 & 2 (2} (A) 
A28B + Sotam Fly By (A) 
A289 + Reflerfior (A) 
A290 + Chrfstmas Anlm |A) 
A293+ManjDComk(2) [A) 
A296 + Cycfit Art (AGA) 
A299 + frkSfhwartt(AJ 
A30D 4 Vista Pro (2) |A) 
A302 + Cot S&kshow (A) 
A3rj4 4lomod*fAGA) 
A3 II * Colour Demo (A) 
A314 +Scenery Anim (2) [A] 
A317 + Rocking Robot (A) 
A320+Gwe [AGA) 
A334+DoUiiDrnoH (A) 
A372+Raaei»s Anim (2) (A) 
A375+Moonshine 12Mg} (Aj A376+oofl Prisoner (A) 
A377+fight Stent CMI2M) (A} 
A378+ Sweet Rtv#nge (2M)[A) 
A379+ Predator (2| 
A333 + AdVmtfrt Oscar (A) 

D001 +Space An (A) 
D008+ Predator (A] 
D011 + Mehrtaskjng(A) 
DO 13 + Frmdon Revenges (A) 
DDI 6 + Dead DUMB Thrash 
D029+Bahrein Mm (2) 
P033 + Phenomena (A) 
D035 + TWnesTVlW(A) 
D0S0 PmJi Floyd (») (A) 
D062+Predators (21(A) 
DO68 ^ Sani Fox Bibs Bobs 
D076+Contact Been Made (A) 
DO 78 + System Vlelation (A) 
Dl 20 +1911 Veyage 
Dl 52+The Electric Touch D1S4+ Virtual Real (2) 
Dl56 + KyB»s DBKM (2) 
Dlo3f Harlequin DE mo [A] 
D148+SllerHBof the Lamb (A) 
D180+Cheap Movies Ctp 
D138* Pweeef Wind 
DI90+ SeFtware FoJnre 
D201 + Forts Demo (A) D2D3+Hidden Demo [A] 
0205 + CDA Umellght [A] 
D218 t Scream (21 
D225 + DBIUXE Video 111 (2) 
D234 Silence Expose (2) 
0236 + Delude Photo Lab (2) 
D240 + Anon by 

^ofro/i Vol 1-3$ 

M001+ Beasty Beys (A) 
MOO 2+ Michael Jackson (A) 
MOO34 Do thl Bartmon (A) 
MOO 5 # 100 C64 Tun os 
MO 18+ The Xraas Song (2) (A) 
M020+ Lnornl 4 Hardy {21 (A) 
M025+ Money lor Nothing (A) 
M026+ Walk an the Way Remix (A). 
M029+ Safe Sex Demo (A) 
M03I+ Belly Boe(2) (A) 
M040+ Secret PMs Ball (2) |A) 
M05S+Sgt Pepper Disk (2) (A) 
MD62+ The Rainbow Demo (A) 
MD63+Oiebby Brown (A) 
M072+Madonna (A) 
MQ7Q+ Popeye {A| 
M0B4+C64 Games Music (A) 
MO93+ Miller Lite (A) 
H1D7+Flash Gordon (2) (A] 
MllS+Mahoney A Kaklus 2 (A) 
Ml 22+ The YelloMIx (A) 
Ml 23+Homee; Away + Brand (A) 
111 25+ Addams Family (A) 
M131+Kofrens Megemlx (A) 
M147+langle (A) 
MlSO+lTffany (A) 
M153+Xmos Mvsic Col |A) 
M154+Ky1ies (2) (A) 
MlSo+CD Pleyet (A) 
Ml 58+DottoringTardis (A) 
M160+ I an too Sony (2) (A) 
Ml68+Racks 'n' Roll (A) 
Ml 71+Madonna (Virgin) (A) 
Ml 77+Pel Shop Boy 4 Tune (A) 
M184+Samfox (Please Mn) (A) 
M186+Medennn (Rescue) (A} 
Ml8S+Jae Le Taxi (A) 
M194+Jesnc One's (2) (A) 
M230+Now Music (1-15) 
M262+A to Z C64 Tunns (4) {A) 
M274+LSO Techno Warrior (A) 
M276+Viealdi 4 Seasons 
M293+Ba<h Canterto 5/6 (A) 
M314+Dkk Tracy (2| (A) 
M317+Freddy Repp [A) 
M3]3+Madonna Immaculate Col (A) 

F011+ 
E012+ 1013+ 
E0I4+ E0I54 

F001+ Kids Palst [A) 
E002+ CokivHHA) E003* Treasnre Search (A) E0044 learn £ Flay I 
EO0S+ Learn £ Flay II EO06+ Spanish Translator (A) EDO 7* Education Graphics EO08 Mr Men 
E009+ Astronomy [A) E010* Simon fi Space Math (A] 

Disk 1 (A) Disk 2 (A) Disk 3 (A) 
Ditk4(A) Disk S (A) F0!6+Ed«ation Disk 6 

E019+Dmosaorf(A) E020 World Database E02l+5tefyUrndll (A) 
E022+Language Tutor (A) F023+Talkme Cobwlng (A) 1024+ Easy Spell II (A] 1025+ Scrabble (A) 
E026+ Words (A) E02 7+Oswald {A| 
E02&+ Arindns Astrology (A) E029+ Ariochs Astrology (A) 130+ Evolution (A) E31+ 10 Test + IQ Gomes (A] E33+ Keyclick II E3S+ Chcss Helper (A) 
E36+ Bask Tutor (A E3B+ Amiga Tutorial (A) E39+ Postmen Pot (A) E4Q+Guide to Buck Pain (A) E41 + Kid Alphabet [A] 
E42+ fraction 8 Slquest (A) E43+ Math Muster (A) 
E44+ Steam EwmeV2(A| E45+Petrd Engine (A) 
E46+ Gas Turbirc Engine (A) E5D+ Droom for Angels (A| ESl+WisihleWarla (A) 
E52+Fish rank Sim E54+Demoll Mission {A) 
E55+Word Power (A) E56+ Worm Hole (A) 
E57+Apple Catcher (A) 
E5B+MoreAOypok (A) E59+Verh Ouiz (A) E6ft King JDIHC» BIN* A [A) E66+ Tnrot A (A) 
E67+TmotDisk (A] I EoS+ Oallow (A) 
E69+ Treasure Trap E70+ Math Drills (A) 
E7T+Error info [A) E73+ Pictere sV Utter (A) E74+ Amiga Beqin Guide (A) 
E75+WorWWaT2|A) 

wmm 
CA01+ Caloer Cartoon C01S4 FSClLpartn-51 C024+Horl«,iiinVoll 
C025+Horlequ1nVol2 C02b4 HaireciulnVldBOl 
C027+ Dynamite Fonts 1 (028+ Am s of I Font C lip 1 
C029+ Artisoft Font Ch> 2 (0304 Various Fonts 
C031+EicleFwt Opart C0324 Disney CTrporl C033+ Cosmic (apart 
C034+ Space Clpart (0354 OelenltB tents (3) 
(043+Rip-Foflt&Lo» C0444CoWObArfl 
(0514 Op Art Vol (1-20) (lOU IFFPk Cllport (1-24) 

F001+F5 Font (1-5) F01S+ QehiKe Petnt font 1 F01o+ Mm fmt Font 2 FD17+ Deluxe Paint Font 3 F018+ Deluxe Palm Fen r 4 F020+ Hak Font (1] 
F023+ Compotes Eye Font 1 F024+ Computer Eye Font 2 F025+F«cy Font Volume I F040+DlgiFonr Volume 1 F045+Mega Fant Volume 1 F0S0+PS Logo Fant (1-9) 
F070+PqgestTeora Font (1-4) 

5001 Sample ST Vol (1-50) 
SI 51 Mega Modules (U) SI 71 Mouse Samples A 
5172 House Samples B SI 73 House Samples ( S174NoE*B Less, Mozart 
SI 75 Korge Sample (3) S201 ST Modules [1-4 D) 
5401 HT Modules (1-3) S501 mstrumenl(l-5) 1 

THE ABOVE 15 ONLY A SMALL UST OF THE TITLES AVAILABLE. PLEASE ORDER A CATALOGUE DISK 

We also stock: 

FRED-FISH 1-890 
T-BACS 1-57 
LS.Ddocs 139 
SCOPES 1-220 
ASSASSIN 1-115 
Glamours etc* 

C64 EMULATOR Vs 2 
k 50+ original C64 Games Pack 

The very Icr?«f C64 Venion 2 Frrrutofor. Now you can wen program it juit like the C64 computer. 
SUPERB VALUE PACK ONLY £4.99 

ZX SPECTRUM 48K 
& 50+ original Specy games packs 

This is she very latest version ().7) now runs much faster St includes sound. You con even program it tike the original ZX-SPECTHUM 48K mill ANT. 
ONLY £4.99 ALL AMIGA 

(please state) 

j 4 4<k »f Cames Compilations j 
I V I Packoniy112 99 j 

g     Super value ?U? oreof gomes, pack includes I '   CRAZY SUE, INVADER!!, TETRiS ELECTRIC TRAIN, 1 :,      MONOPOLY and 96 more great games etc. 
1^ Suitable for all ages k for ail Amlgtu j 

30+ CAMi PK10R2 ONLY £1.99 EAOI 
Cames are some quality as above 

fcrai oats iwtd for aiAMKAs 

ASSASSIN 
GAMES PACKS Voll -115 
Very higbty rated gomes compilation, has been reviewed in most Amiga magazines, loch disk 

contains between 2 lotf very high quality games. 
For full list of (he ASSASSIN garnet pleaie order o 

CATALOGUE disk, 
ALL AMIGA (order by disk no 

^eg.Ms 93 for Assassin disk 9B) _ 

SPECIAL PACK...FOR ALL AMIGAS 
MANGA ARIKA (6 disk) NtW Oflty £5,50 
Sritliont MANGA gomes anim demo (6 disk) 
D PAINT FONTS pack 1, 2 or 3 Cfljy £4.95 150+ QUALITY IFf FONTS. 4 DISKS PER PACK 
fS LOGO FONTS pack 12 or 3 only      £4.9$ 
ideal for logo headlines, A disks per pack. 
QUALITY D. ZP CUPART (5 dish) £4 95 
lOOOi of high quality images (S disk) 
PAGE STREAM FONTS (6 disk) only        £5.95 Why pay more for quatiiy fonts. 
C O, FONTS (for all major D.T.P) (? dhk) £6.9$ 
Another 7 disks quality C.C fonts. 48 HIGH QUALITY PAGESTREAM CUPART 
only 99p per disk. Lood into P. itarems. 

Latest releases FOR ALL AMIGAS 
£074 SCIENCES VOL 1 (4 disks) 
Excellent collection of SCIENCE, PHYSICS & 
CHEMISTRY programs. 
E084 ASTROLOGY PACK (4 disks) 
Find star, galaxy etc position , A must for 
ASTROLOGY fans. 
H490 MKA BALL 2 (just released) 
Brilliant breakout clone MEGABALL v2 and lood of 
new features. 
€494 EXTREME VIOLENCE (new) 
Fantastic 2 player duel shoot-em-up set in a 
future city. 
U622 ACTfON REPLAY V4 (A 1200) 
Freeze, copy, rip gfx & musrc, infinite lives, MC 
Monitor etc 
V6I3 CHEAT COMPENDIUM (ntw) 
NEW cheat Bt compete solution for 452 (old k 
new) games 
V6J7 DISKS REPAIR KIT II 
repair, saWoge 6 copy for hard disk fir floppy disk. 
0639 DtSK SALVAGE V2 (latest) 
New.. salvage program etc from damaged HD & 
floppy disks. 
0640 HOW TO CODE IN C (2 disks) 
New., teach you how to program the C 
language (tutor), 
0645 PC EMULATOR 2 (new) 
V2.1 PC emulator now with 256 VGA colour on 
your Al 200 
0650 COPY b CRACK TOOL 2 (new) 
New compilation copy tool for back-up software. 
V6S1 C MANUAL 3 (12 disks) (latest) 
Latest manual vs3 better than learning from books. 

EDUCATION & 
21 GAMES Our best seller. Best of 

education & 2? games (5 
disk) (FOR ALL AMIGAS) 

ONLY £4.95 
COMPATIBLES NOTE 
A500 (WBL3) any disk 
A50O Plus (WB 2.0) with a f+J A60& (WB2.0) with a M 
A}200 (WB1.0) with 0(A) 
CDTV/AISO0/A20QOeK check for (Kickstart) that matches one of the tap 
Amiga...Ok. ( ) means number of disks. 
OVERSEAS TRADERS 
who wish to become Official Five-Star PD 
Distributor, p^ax write to us.flimiled) 

PRICES HOW to ORDER FIVE STAR (dept AST I) 
48 NEMESIA 
AMINCTON 

TAMWORTHB77 4EL 
ENGLAND 

TEL 0827 68496 
We open 7 day s a weeli 

and oil orders are same day 
► despatch. 

FREE 
COMPETITION 

(FREE ENTRY WITH EVERY ORDER) 
monthly price draw until February. 

The ffrst three customers orders 
picked out of the box will win. 

1ST PRIZE 
CUBMAN DISK DRIVE 

2ND 40 f*D DISKS VOUCHER 
3RD 25 PD DISKS VOUCHER 

Prices 99p per disk 
Postage 70p per order 
For latest catalogue disk please add 70p. 
(Europe add 2Sp per disk for P&P) 
(worldwide add 50p per disk P&P) 
MAKE P.O or CHEQUES payable to: 
FIVE-STAR PD. Send to; _ 

R.S DEMO 
MAKER Ik 2 

S disk set, the best demo 
maker yet! (ASOO fj only) 

ONLY £4.9$ Extra fcor * fogo (Os* owfoWf. 
DISK CATALOGUE 

Add ?0p with order or send 3 jr 24p stamps. 
We recommend the disk catalogue as rt 

contains a full description of over §000+ disks 
& a special offer fx free SYS INFO program. 

SYS NFO ...Gives info on your Amiga set up, 
check all drives, ram, hardware & speed 
check etc,very USEFUL test to determine 

how healthy your Amiga is. Brilliant. 
WE ALSO HAVE FRED-FtSH SCOPES 

CATALOGUES. 

NEW 
ZX SPECTRUM 1.7 

EXTRA GAMES DISK 
fust in four new original ZX Spectrum 

games disks for the ZX Spectmm 
emulator 1.7. They contain ail the 

great titles, like Elite, jet-Pack, 
Wheeiie etc. Far too many titles to 

list. Order code 2X Spectrum Data 
disk(U4). 



.more 

OIU THE 

COVERDISK: 

Blue Ribbon 

Software's powerful 

music-making tool - 

SuperJAM! For the 

beginner, creating 

music isn't always 

easy. But now, with 

this fully-working 

program just pick 

your instrument, 

choose a style and 

jam away! 

In the shops now! 

SEtl \<JH fcDlT WINDOW iUHfc tDII WINDOW 

i - ■i.i"pp 
r 

tl I III i Ml ill] 
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Step-by-step guide on how to make the best music with your Coverdisl 

...All on the cover of the Amiga Forma 
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software, SuperJAM! 

OIU THE S ECO WD COVERDISK: 

CANNON SOCCER - a crazy Christmas demo combines two top 

games, Sensible Soccer and Cannon Fodder, to create this 

mad mission-packed footy shoot-em-up. 

CAFFEINE FREE - written in Blitz Basic, this great gravitating 

blaster includes full source code. 

XAP - more shoot-em-up mayhem with this demo of an 

addictive and peculiar Shareware game. 

special bumper Christmas issue 



From the makers of comes.:. 

Ultimate AMOS 

The ultimate games creator just got the ultimate guide 

If you've got AMOS, 
then get this book! It 
explains what AMOS 
can do, and how to 
make it do it. 

There are sections on 
program planning, pro 
ducing 'readable' code, 
and screen handling. 

AMOS is built to 
handle scrolling, art i ma 
tion, sound and music 
everything you'll find 
in a commercial game 
And this book, from the 
makers of Amiga 
Shopper, shows you 
how it's done. 

If you've got AMO 
you're half way to ere 
ating your own gaming 
worlds. Don't stop half 
way - order 'Ultimate 
AMOS' today! 1 

SAVE £10! 
Ultimate AMOS' is available on its 

own at £1935 but, for a limited period 
only, you can order 'Ultimate AMOS' 
and 'Get the Most out of your Amiga 
1993' for an all-in price of £29.90. 
That's a saving of £10 on the com- 
bined RRP, See the form at the bottom 

this page for ordering details. 

^^IK^LW pre sen t s.. ^fjSjjw 

Get the most .-♦♦J 
out of your 
Amiga 

Includes a disk contain 
ing all the code printed 
in the book, plus four 
complete AMOS ga 

'Get the 
Most out 
of your 
Amiga 
1993'- 
yours for 
only £9.95 
when you 
buy 
'Ultimate 
AMOS' 

FUTURE LEISURE BOOKS 

These Amiga Format books are available in all good 
bookshops right now, but you can also order them 
direct from Future Publishing - and sending this 
order form off won't even cost you a stamp! 

Please send me: (tick as appropriate) 

..copy/copies of 'Ultimate AMOS' at £19,95 
each 
[ORDER CODE: FLB025A] 

..copy/copies of 'Ultimate AMOSV'Get the 
Most out of your Amiga 1993' double offer 
at £29-90 per set 
[ORDER CODE: FLB025B] 

Amount enclosed £.  

Method of payment (please tick one}: 

Visa I Access i ! Cheque 

CARD NUMBER 

curl mm mm rtm 

Expiry date; mm 

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct 
mail from other companies: 

PRIORITY ORDER FORM 

Your name u,.,.„wm.  

Your address. , -  

Your s i gnature...  -  

Now send this form and your payment to: 

Future Leisure Books Offer, Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

For office use only: SCRATCH CODE: AS33 



PUBLIC DOMAIN » PUBLIC DOMAIN « PUBLIC DOMAIN « PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN • PUBLIC DOMAIN 
Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide tells you what's hot and what's not In the month we deal with public domain software. For reasons of space, it may 
Amiga market. It's a comprehensive guide to help you make the right not include every PD package ever produced for the Amiga - for details of 
buying decisions. We'll be updating it as new products are released. This       the latest products, see our regular PD reviews section (see page 111). 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Program Library Disk Type Issue Rating 
AMaster Fred Fish Fish 824 Simple Adress book database 27 ** 
AZSpell Oigftj Utl2T7 Spell checker 13 **## 
Account Master Various - Home accounts program 19 **** 
Ami Base Pro 3 AmlgaNuts - Powerful database 9 * ** * 
AmiCash PS Soft V630 Home accounts 16 *** 
AmlgaDex PD Soft V757 Pap up address book 19 ***** 
AmigaFox Office Choice UI73 Combine text with graphics 8 ft* 
Atfcl Fred Fish Rsh 740 Unix-Like table formatting utility 22 * ** * 
BBase III Fred Fish Rsh 860 Powerful database program 28 ***** 
BuddBase 1 □eja Vu L/2B Powerful database program 22 ***** 
Cruise word PD Majik - Word processor 16 ** 
DaiaBench Fred Fish B20 Very good PD database 26 **** 
Easy Banker GTS Home2 Home finance program 10 **** 
Epoch NBS U72G Pop up address book and calendar 22 ** 
Forms Really Unlimited PD Soft V7S2 Create your own business forms 21 1 
Home Business Pack Anglta PD HB1 Database r spreadsheet, wp 25 ***** 
Home Manager PD Soft V660 Personal organiser 16 ***** 
HumeHdp GTS Homel Computerised grocery lists 10 **** 

GTS Home2 Inventory list management 10 * ** 
Ins [lire Demo r r tru r r-oi i 3lS Powerful word processor 26 
JCGraph Demo Fred Fish Rsh 760 Demo of shareware graph program 23 ***** 
Liner Fred Fish 265 Ideas processor like Flow 10 * ** * 
MultiPlot Fred Fish 467 Data graphing program 7 **** 
Newpnr DlgrU 149 Printer drivers for PageStream 10 * *** 
PageStream Fonts CHgrtz 149 Fonts far PageStream 10 ***** 
PaperBackf Fred Fish Rsh 749 Create printed booklets with ease 12 ***** 
Philo Startronlcs N/A Databases for beginners 21 
Power Base Deja Vu License ware Database 15 ***** 
Power Planner Deja Vu License ware Diary/telephone book 15 + ** 
PowerS nap Fred Fish 542 Grab screen text as ASCII flfe a ***** 
PowerText Deja Vu Licenseware Word processor 16 ***** 
QuickFlle Fred Fish 820 Absolutely awful PD database! 26 MotMri Stock Control 1.0 Deja Vu L/lll Powerful stock control utility 23 *•** 
TextEngine 3.0 Dlgitz 277 Word processor 13 *** 
TextPlus 3*0 PDSoft V261 Word processor 1 **** 
UEdit Amiga Nuts nea Text editor 1 **** 
WBase Anglia PD U4015 Pop up Workbench database 18 ** 
WFILE Fred Fish 776 Convert PC and Mac text files 24 **** 
Will&Testament PD Soft V706 Tern plate for wills 19 ***** 
Word Power Deja Vu Ltcenseware Spall checker 17 ***# 
Wo rcfW right PDSoft V28 Word processor 13 **** 
CDTV Player Fred Flail Rsh 759 Play Audio CDs from WB on A570 23 ***** 
MUSK UTILITIES 
C2ED Fred Fish 223 Patch editor for Casio synths 10 ***** 
Desktop Harp Various Collection of tunes IS ***** 
Kl Editor Fred Fish 332 Patch editor for Kawaii Kl 10 ***** 
MED 3.11 AmigaNuts 973 Sound Tracker 1 ***** 
Module Master TBAG 58 Play modules in various formats 9 **** 
Module Processor AmlgaNuts 864 Convert modules to executable 1 ** * 
Nutcracker Suite 17-Bit Software N/A Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker suite 21 **** 
Rippers Disk ITBht 1055 Rip modules from memory 5 **** 
Sound Ed Fred Fish 436 Sample edttor 5 **** 
EMULATORS 
A64 Amiga Nuts 1030 Commodore €4 3 ***** 
IBEM VirusFree PC compatibles 3 **** 
QL Emulator AmlgaNuts 1030 Sinclair QL 3 *+* 
ST Emulator UTJ149 Atari ST 15 *** 
ZX Emulator AmleeNuts 1030 ZX Spectrum 3 *** * 
VARIOUS UTILITIES 
A-Gene AmlgaNuts 933 Genealogy program 1 **** 
ABackUp Fred Fish Rsh 759 Hard Disk backup utility 23 **** 
AIBB PDSoft V943 Standard benchmark program 25 ***** 
ARTM 17Btt 1274 System monitor 7 ***** 
ARestaure Freri Fish Rsh 760 Restore deleted files 23 ***** 
AWP Fred Hsh 554 Animate WB2.0 clock pointer 11 **** 
AniMan Fred Fish 722 Voice control your Amiga 20 *•* 
Anti-Virus Soft Expression U155 Kill those viruses IS ***** 
AppiSizer Fred Rsh Fish 853 Ffnd out size of drawer easily 

Improved system requesters 
28 *:- + - + 

Aiq cix Download 6 ***** 
Assassins Handy Tools Aardvark PD U186-183 Three disks of handy utilities 23 *** 
Astro 22 PDSoft vees Astrology program 17 **** 
AutoSave Fred Fish 771 Execute ARexx script at regular intervals 24 **** 
Avail Mem Fred Fish 335 Graphical memory monitor 10 *** 
BackUp Fred Fish 724 Hard disk back-up utility 20 ***** 
Badger Fred Hsh 543 Event scheduler 13 *** 
Banner TBAG 52 Print huge banners 10 **** 
Boot Logo Fred Rail Rsh 754 Display picture during boot up 23 t *** 
BooUob Fred Rsh Fish 760 Store game bootblacks an disk 23 ** 
But Exchange Fred Fish 494 Reverse mouse buttons $ **#* 
C Commands PD Soft V586 Even more CLI commands IS «** 
CFX Fred Rsh Rsh 750 File type Identifier 22 ***** 
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CG Fonts PD Soft V713 
Cass 1.1 Fred Fish 579 
ClockTtck TBAG t 58 
Command.COM tim see 
Cook & Stitch GTS 
Datc2Day Fred Fish Rsh 326 
DCopy AmlgaNuts 700 
DsafUth Fred Fish 494 
DevRen GTS Urifsl 
Disk Manager 2 Various - 
DiskMate Fred Fish 754 
DtskSpeed GTS Utilsl 
Distance Deja VU Ucenseware 
Drag It Fred Fifth 792 
Ego Mouse Fred Rsh 778 
Electronic baby book PDSoft V65S 
Elements Fred Fish 593 
FastDlskll GTS UtHsl 
FastlntroMaker Fred Fish 814 
File & HD Utilities 6 PD Soft V97S 
File & HD Utils 3 PD Soft V815 
File and HD management PDSoft V573 
File and HD management 2 PD Soft V575 
FlieMaster GTS Utilsl 
FileSearch Fred Fish 531 
Flier Fred Rsh 562 
Findlt Fred Fish Rsh 731 
Flash Disk GTS Utlls2 
Font Manager Digits 149 
Fontviewer Fred Rsh Rsh 732 
Formal 1.1 Fred Fish 535 
Formatter GTS Utilsl 
GeoTime Fred Rsh Rsh 758 
GrabKick Fffld Fish Rsh 831 
GraphPaper Fred Fish Fish 851 
HAM Radio Aardvark PO - 
HAMLab 2 Demo Fred Rsh 726 
Hard Drive Special GTS 
Hyper Fred Rsh Rsh 853 
Icon Mania PDSoft V730 
Imploeter Fred Fish 422 
JnputLock Fred Fish 494 
Install 1.2 Fred Fish 817 
KeyCall Fred Rsh Rs!) 854 
KlngFisher GTS 
LC24-200 Fonts NBS L503 
LS Fred Rsh 772 
Label Print Fred Fish 227 
LabelMaker Fred Rsh 548 
LockDevlce GTS Utilsl 
Lockit Fred Rsh 798 
MKSLens Fred Rsh 574 
Macro 1,0 Fred Rsh 786 
Magnetic Pages PDSoft V68B 
Main Event Soft Expression U149 
Master Virus Killer AmlgaNuts 971 
MegaStation Five Star PD U195 
Megad 2.0 Fred Rsh Rsh 736 
Menu Runner AmlgaNuts 1024 
Messy DOS NBS UG19 
MessySID 2 PDSoft V490 
Mlnlx Demo PDSoft V711 
Morse Tutor Deja Vu U.01 
New Aqua Fred Rah Rsh 837 
NicePrefs Fred Rsh 780 
Outline fonts George Thompson 
PWKeys Fred Rsh 494 
Pager FTed Fish Rsh 824 
Password Fred Rsh 804 
Pools Tools NBS U725 
PopUpMenu Fred Fish fish 756 
Post Fred Rsh Rsh 826-830 
PowerPacker Utils Fred Rsh 542 
Printer Driver* PDSOft V724 
QC Fred Rsh 788 
QDIsk Fred Rsh Fish S53 
QMouee Frsd Rsh 789 
RMBSnlft Fred Rsh 547 
Recover Digltz 149 
RunMo AmlgaNuts 1186 
S-Text Fred Rsh Rsh 760 
School TlmeTablc AmlgaNuts 1100 
ScreenMOD TBAG 58 
SetNoCHck GTS Utilsl 
Sid 2 17Bit 
Single Fife Fred Rsh Rsh 851 
Sksh Fred Rsh 791 
Smart Icon Fred Fish 318 
Snap 1.4 Fred Rsh 326 
StarClock Frad Fish 814 
SuperDark Fred Rsh Rsh 835 
Super Format Fred Rsh Rsh 835 
Syslnfc Fred Rsh 571 

Lots of Compugraphic fonts 19 
Make your own cassette covers 13 
2,0-like clock mouse pointer 9 
CLI commands In RAM 2 
Learn to cook, stitch and brew beer! 25 *** 
Tells you day when given date 27 * 
Disk copier 10 '*** 
Sign language utility 9 
Rename devices including DFO 10 **** 
Disk cataloguing program 20 
Powerful Workbench disk copier 28 ***** 
Disk drive benchmark program ID 
HAM radio utility 20 
Drag a window without using drag bar 25 
Make your mouse point where It's going 24 
Record your baby's details 18 
Periodic table of elements 13 
Disk optimiser 10 
Create your own scolly demos 26 
Selection of file and hard disk utilities 25 
Various file and hard disk utilities 21 
Hare drive utilities 15 
More hard drive utilities 16 
Binary file editor 10 
Rnd files on a hard disk 11 
SID clone for Workbench 2.0 11 
Search for named files on any disk 22 
Disk optlmlser 10 
Manage your bitmap fonts 10 
Keep track of all your bitmapped fonts 22 
Replacement disk formatter 11 
Replacement disk formatter ID 
World Time Zone Display 23 
Grabs Kickstart ROM to disk file 27 
Prints graph paper to printer 28 
HAM radio utilities IB 
Powerful image processor 20 
Collection of hard drive utils 8 
View AmigaGuide files 28 
Lots of now Icons 13 
File compressor 7 
Turn off mouse and keyboard 9 
Workbench Install disk utilhy 26 
Load programs via hotkeys 2B ***** 
Database of Fred Rsh disks 5 ■M If * Mr + 
Fonts for Star printers 8 
Very powerful Unix-like 'LS' command 24 ***** 
Disk label printer 10 
Create disk labels 11 
Better AmlgaDOS 'Lock' command 10 **** 
Password protect your files 25 ** ** 
Magnify area of screen 11 
Record end playback user inputs 24 **** 
Create your own disk magazine 17 ***'* 
Event scheduler 20 
Virus killer 1 **** 
More CLI commands 18 *** 
Brilliant SLD-llke directory utility 22 ***** 
Run programs from menu 8 ***** 
Read and write PC disks 6 
Access PC disks with ease 13 If. +  4  + ^ 
Demo of Unix-like OS 19 
Teach yourself Morse Code 19 
Database of Fred Fish library 27 
Extra WB 2.0 Preference programs 24 
For ProPage and PageSt ream 16 
Manipulate windows with hotkeys 9 
Add page numbers to documents 37 
Password protect a hard drive 26 *«•* 
Pools predictor 22 *** Modified Workbench menus 23 
PostScript interpreter 27 
Utilities for PowerPacker 11 
Star and Canon printer drivers 19 
Display information on CLI/SheII 24 
Get size of AmlgaDOS volumes 2B 
Mouse accelerator utility 24 
Select multiple Icons 11 
Rescue files from corrupt disks 10 
Run programs from menu 9 ***** 
Create stand-alone text files I 23 * + 
Generate school timetables 5 * * * 
Modify screens and windows 9 »*» 
Turn off annoying drive dick 10 ** * 
Directory utility 16 ***** 
Checks bard disk for duplicate files 2S *** 
Unix 'ksh'-like Shell 25 + t 4 * + 
Icon [flea windows 10 * * * 
Grab screen text into clipboard 10 * ** 4 
Display time In StarTrek fashion 26 * ** 
Modular screen blanker 27 **** 
Workbench 2.1-1 ike disk formatter 27 ***** 
System information program 11 
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Syslnfo 3.11 
ToolsDemon 
Touch typing tutor 
Track Display 
Twilight Zone 
UnixDlrs 
VCR Tape Filer 
VlrusZ 
Word Finder-Plus 
Words 3 
X-Stltch 
X Search 

COMMS UTILITIES 
All 1.35 
BSBBS 
LHA 1.11 
NComm 
Phone Line Watcher 
Term 3.1 
PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 
Acc Assemble! 
Amiga E 
Arnica Pascal 
BRef 
Copper Master 
DICE 
DPU 
Frac 
GadTool Box 
ICalc 
MIDI Library 
Map Editor 
MegaEd 
Mem Snap 
MlnTerm 
NortnC 
PCQ Pascal 
Power Logo 
Renttn and Rams 
Strfplt 
GRAPHICS UTILITIES 
3D Objects Disk 1 
3DFbnt 
AMOS Paint 
BezSurf 2 
CM Demo 
Converters 
DPairrt Tutorial 
Deluxe Draw 
Desktop video pack 2 
DrawMap 
FracScape 
HA M Lab 
ImageLab 
LarvdSuild 
Mandel Mountains 
MapTrix 
PlctSaver 
Plasma 
SkyPaint 
SlideShow Kit 
SpectraPalnt 
Sprite Designer 
Vector Designer 
Video Text Displayer 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
4 Stroke Engine 
CPK 
Complete Bible 
Constellations 
Drafu 
JigManla 
Learn&Play 
MathPlot 
Maths Reflex 
Maths4Fun 
Quingo 
Runes 
Shapes 
StHWI 
Space Maths 
SpeH4Fun 
Touchstones 
Treasure Search 
WarBook 
ChemBalance 
XTables 

Fred Fish 
Fred Fish 
NBS 
GTS 
Ffed Fish 
Fred Fish 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
Virus Free PD 
AmigaNuts 
Dsja Vu 
Fred Fish 

fred Fish 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
178tt 
TBAG 
Fred Rsh 

AmlgaNuts 
Fred Fish 
Fred Fish 
Fred Fish 
AmlgaNuts 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
AmigaNuts 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Fish 
Fred Rsh 
AmigaNuts 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
AmigaNuts 
AmlgaNuts 
Ed Lib 
Deja Vu 
Fred Rsh 

AmlgaNuts 
17 Bit 
Deja Vu 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
17Bit 
Soft Express 
Slipped Disk 
Anglla PD 
Fred Rsh 
Various 
AmigaNuts 
PDSoft 
AmlgaNuts 
Softvllle 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
Fred Rsh 
TBAG 
VirusFree 
Slipped Disk 
AmigaNuts 
AmlgaNuts 
AmlgaNuts 

Soft 
Fred Rsh 
PD Soft 
Astronomy News 
fred Rsh 
Deja Vu 

Fred Rsh 
Anglla PD 
AmlgaNuts 
Deja Vu 
DTP 
Riverdene 
Deja Vu 
Deja Vu 
AmlgaNuts 
Deja Vu 
Deja Vu 
Asgard Software 
Fred Rsh 
AmigaNuts 

561 
CLU03 
UtilSl 
782 
Fish 850 
721 
786 
Ucenseware 

Ucenseware 
804 

S25 
729 
593 
1275 
£B 
Rsh 831-833 

Rsh 349 
494 
1083 
443 
721 
1251 
Fish 731 
Rsh 742 
227 

Fish 743 
Fish 826 
Rsh 560 
1112 

24 
Ucenseware 
Fish 750 

1007 
S3 
315 
Rsh 757 
1221 
U160 
IS 

315 

1149 
V518 
1190 
751 
Rsh 653 
543 
573 
37 
1465 
19 
1102 

1199 

V73B 
809 
V715-71T 

Rsh B54 
LPD13 
Mls637 
Rsh 850 
0728 
1146 
LPD21 
05125 
QAM907 
APD135 
APD135 
1146 
LPD18 
APD2 
Freeware 
Rsh 759 
1146 

Latest version of system analyzer 26 
Run programs for 2.0 Tools menu 11 
Teach yourself touch typing 17 
Shows position of drive heads 10 
After Dark-like screen blanking utility 24 
Unix-like directory movement 27 
Organise your video collection 20 
Virus Kilter 26 
Crossword puzzle solver 21 
Solve anagrams 9 
Pics to knitting patterns 19 
File searching utility 26 

Intuition-based a rcnivlng toll 27 
Bulletin Board System 20 
Archiving utility 13 
Terminal Program 7 
Keep track of phone bill 9 
Best Amiga comms program available 27 

Fast Assembler 6 
Programming language compiler 26 
Amiga version of Pascal language 27 
BASIC cross referencing utility 9 
Generate Copper Lists 5 
C Compiler 3 
Hex disk and file editor 20 
Adventure game creator 18 
Create Intuition font ends 22 
Brilliant Shell-based calculator 22 
Program MIDI applications 9 
Map editor for AMOS 19 
Powerful text editor 22 
Trace lost allocated memory pools 27 
Calculate blltter mlnterms 28 
C Compiler 6 
Pascal compiler 6 
Enhanced Logo Interpreter 9 
Map editor and scroller utilities 17 
Strip comments from ascii source code 22 

Collection of Sculpt Objects 6 
Text to Sculpt Object 3 
Paint package 3 
Create shaded 3D objects 10 
Demo of ASDG's ClneMorph 23 
Image conversion tools 9 
Comprehensive DPaint tutorial 22 
Paint package 3 
Various DTV utilities Inc tftlof 17 
Generate maps of the world 10 
Fractal landscape generator IB 
Image processing 3 
Image processing program 12 
Fractal landscape generator 9 
Creates 3D Mandetbrots 5 
Fractal texture mapping utility 28 
Grab screens in IFF Format 9 
Fast fractals program 11 
Tent-based graphics 3 
Create your own slideshows 3 
Paint package 3 
Create animated sprites 6 
Vector graphics designer 9 
Basic text scroller 9 

Demonstrates 4 stroke engine 19 
Create rendered molecule illustrations 26 
Complete Bible on three disks 19 
Info on stellar constellations 20 
Function plotting utility 26 
Maths/Logic 5 
Maths/Reflex/Logic 5 
Mathematical function plotter 27 
Test your maths 20 
Maths 9 
3 'R's 5 
Mystic runes explained IS 
Maths/Logic 5 
Reflex/Memory 5 
Maths 5 
Spelling 9 
Logic 5 
Maths/Logic 5 
History of World War 2 21 
Balance chemical equations 23 
Maths 9 
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FOR SUPPLIER INFORMATION ON ALL THE PRODUCTS LISTED ABOVE SEE UK PD HOUSES PAGE 120 
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5 A F E   S H O P P I N G 

BUYING ADVICE 

IF ^3^^^ ^5H^^^^^^^^E ^^^^ 

Whether you're buying over the phone or at a local 

store, here's our advice on getting what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that everything works properly* 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you should have. 
• Dont forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONG 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
mode] of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering is 
actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you are 
buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where It's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should aiso make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you use to buy, 
you are entitled to return a product if 
it fails to meet any one of the 
following three criteria: 

BUYING BY MAIL 

• Before you send any money, ring the supplier to confirm that the Item you 
want is In stock and when the delivery is Likely to be made. Enquire about 
returning unwanted goods and the supplier's refund policy. Find out about 
hidden extras like postage and packing charges, and whether the prices 
quoted Include VAT. 

• Beware of companies that do not Include an address In their adverts. 

• If ordering goods of more than £100 In total value, always try to use a 
credit card - if anything goes wrong, you wilt be legally entitled to claim 
against the credit card company, even If the retailer has gone bust. You 
may also get extra Insurance - check with the credit card company. 

• Always buy from the most recent Issue of Amiga Shopper 

• When your order arrives, check everything carefully. If anything Is 
missing, don't use the product at all - contact the supplier Immediately. If 
something doesn't work, make the obvious checks such as the fuse, but 
don't try to fix the product. 

• If a problem does arise, contact the supplier In the first Instance and 
calmly and politely explain your problem. In most cases these things are 
merely a mix-up or a misunderstanding that the supplier will happily put 
right, tf you think you have a genuine grievance that has not been resolved, 
you might consider contacting your local Trading Standards Officer {the 
number will be in the phone directory - check the local council listing). 

• Always keep records of correspondence with any mail order company you 
deal with and also make a note of where and when you saw the product 
advertised. False or misleading advertising is an offencer and suppliers 
must stick to what they've said in adverts. 

O The goods must be of 
"merchantable quality". 
© They must be "as described". 
G They must be fit for the purpose 
for which they were sold or for the 
purpose you specified when ordering. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it Is important that you oheck 
as soon as it is delivered to make 
sure everything you ordered is there 
and works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
your money back from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the maiL 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee, 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different sources charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit- 
making operations, CD 
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Your Guarantee of Value 
This magazine comes from 
Future Publishing, a company 

I   111 J founded just eight years ago 
^■J I I \0 but now selling more computer 
PUBLISHING magazines than any other 

publisher in Britain. We offer: 
Better sdvice. Our titles are packed with tips, 

suggestions and explanatory features* written by the 
best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial 
independence, and our reviews give clear buying 
recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and you need 
it fast. So our designers highlight key elements in the 
articles by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, 
annotated photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate under two 
golden rules: 

* Understand your readers' needs. 
■ Satisfy them. 

More reader Interaction. We draw strongly on readers' 
contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages and 
the best reader tips. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better quality: 
magazines you can trust. 
The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 

Amiga Shopper, Amiga Format, Amiga Format Specials, 
Amiga Power. PC Answers, PC Plus, Sega Power, Mega, 

Commodore Format, PCW Plus, ST Format, GameslVTaster, 
Amstrad Action, PC Format, Total!, Super Play, Edge, 
MacFormat, Future Music, Sega Zone and Game Zone 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 

m   FMe   I.dpi   Formal   Fan! | 

/slropHnt ■ 

/Toe Amiga world 

an timing 

Perhaps one of the most annoying things 
about being an Amiga owner is the 
knowledge that the PC, a machine 
inferior to the Amiga in just about every 

respect, has gained much wider acceptance in 
the commercial world. 

Okay, the Amiga's certainly king when it comes 
to vrdeo and graphics 
work, but most 
businessmen 
wouldn't even 
consider it when 
looking for a machine 
to run a database, 
word processor or 
desktop publishing 
package. 

Why should we 
care which machine 
some be-suited 
businessman buysT I 
can almost, by virtue 
of the cosmic a it her 
that binds us alls 
sense you asking? 
Simply because if 
more of them were 
buying Amigas, we'd 

Open HeadfT.r. 
flpen Foater-r- 

Hvpaqlnare Nour $£J 

Insert Page Brest | 
Insert Graphic* 
Invert Table... 
Inter I Index Entry ■   T   inscri TOC Entry 

.J?. 
-i 

* Q n't wnjh to je*p tn# 

. There, wo*, ft. 11 me- 
wfien AMOS was the only serious option ror programmers Lnal couldn't quite handle the throught of having to wade through mora complicated languages like C and assembler to produce the same soft of results, but times ere Indeed Changing. Now thet Sill; B»<1c 2 1s out on the market <lhent» to OUT 

Microsoft Word, probably one of the best word processors 
on any system. Next month we ask if well ever see it on 
the Amiga, and wonder if we really need it anyway? 

be seeing lots more decent software for the thing. 
That's not to say that there isn't some decent 
Amiga software - there is - but let's face it, it 
doesn't really compete with the sort of stuff 
available for the Mac or PC. 

Next month we're going to be appraising this 
situation. We hope to talk to the big boys at 
Microsoft and Quark (makers of Word and XPress 

WIN A YEAR'S 

FREE SUBSCRIPTION 

What were the ingredients for the spaghetti 
sauce made by Cfamenza in the film of The 
Godfather? Send your answers to "Tomatoes 
certainly", Amiga Shopper, 29 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BAI 2DL. The closing date is 
Tuesday 7 December. The first correct answer 
wins. Last month's winner is Vicki Baldwin of 
Finchiey. The answer was: David Janssen* 

respectively) and ask them if they have any plans 
to port their programs to the Amiga. And if not, why 
not? We'll also be analysing how easy such a port 
would be. 

There's another side to the coin that we'll be 
considering, too. Do we really need these programs 
when the new breed of Amiga software - Final 

Writer, PageStream 3 
and Wordworth 3, for 
example - are 
looking so good? 
We'll be reviewing 
the first of these, 
previewing the other 
two, and assessing 
just how well they 
compare with the 
competition on Mac 
and PC. 
Part of the reason 

such top-quality 
software is available 
for the Amiga is 
because 
Commodore, with the 
A1200, have raised 
the power of the 
base Amiga. 

EE 

Software manufacturers can be sure that there are 
a large number of potential users out there with 
powerful machines. Consequently, they can afford 
to make software that relies on this power. Next 
month's feature will be taking a look at what else 
Commodore could be doing to help. 

Issue 34 of Amiga Shopper goes on sale 
Tuesday 4 January, and jolly good it will be too. © 

YOU'VE WON! 

The ten winners of November's Score Some 
Speed competition are: G Col I will of Bristol, A 
Daniel of Sheffield, J Richardson of Cambridge. 
C Parkes of Basingstoke, J Rumball of Wigston, 
H Peily of Haverhill, S Restorick of Liverpool, 
D Woolnough of Beccles. R Nurdern of RJsca 
near Newport and M Cavers of Duns in 
Berwickshire. Congratulations, 

Each wins a copy of the AMOS Pro 
Compiler, courtesy of Eurepress Software, 

MAG* SAVE 

AMIGA SHOPPER SELLS LIKE DON CORLEONE'S 

OLIVE OIL - SO MAKE SURE YOU RESERVE A 

COPY AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! 

BEAR NEWSAGENT, Please reserve/deliver me a copy of dmp Shopper every month, beginning with the February issue, 
which goes on sale on Tuesday 4 January. 

Name _  

Address 

Phone 

NOTE 10 NEWSAGENT; 4m/ja Shopper is published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) and is available from your local wholesaler. 
i  

• Pi 0hf ond ttyov do have tiny problems getting hold of pur favourite Amiga muOj coll Kate Sston on 0225 442244 and she'll help you out. 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

I   I   'i l 

AT-A-GLANCE 
GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, here is a 
cross-referenced list of everything 
covered in this month's Amiga 
Shopper. You'll find a detailed 
index to the problem-solving 
Amiga Answers section on page 
37. The page numbers given are 
for the first page of the article in 
which the subject is mentioned. 

ACQ Hardware Manual 
AccuTrans 3D 
Alpha Power Hard Drive 
Amiga DOS 
AMOS 
ASM CDFS 
Award Construction Kit 
Blitz Basic 
Buying Advice 
C Programming 
Caiigan 
CanDo AGA 
Competition 
Cover Disk 
CSA 12 Gauge 
Cygnus Ed Pro 
FrameStore 
GigaMem 
Image Engine 
imageFX 
KCS Floppy Drive 
Letters 
Macro 68 
Mega mouse 
Microvitec Monitor 
MultiFaceCard 3 
Music And MIDI Video 
Music Librarian 
NCommand Pro 
News 
Nexus Backgrounds 
1942 Monitor 
One Stop Music Shop 
PC Task 
Picasso II 
Prime Image Converter 
Printers 80 
Product Locator 
Public Domain 
Reader Ads 
Reference Hard Drive 
Resource 
RPaint 
Single Frame Controller 
Studio 
Subscriptions 
True Print/24 
Turbotech A41200 
User Groups 
Video Toaster 
Vidi Amigad2 AGA 
Wordwortft AGA 
XCAD 
X-Copy 
X-Stitch 

64 
86 
78 

109 
101 
88 
82 
55 

128 
53 
28 
67 

130 
12 
64 
36 
17 
61 
20 
26 
79 

104 
62 
77 
33 
77 
69 
69 
61 

9 
32 
32 
70 
87 
27 
14 

81 ( 82 
125 

11. 125 
96 
78 
62 
33 
29 
72 
98 
72 
95 
93 
14 
22 
36 
85 
94 
95 

12, 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to take a 
look at? Well, just drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA12BW. 

A new breed of 

word processor 

We've got ten copies of Softwood's brand new Final 

Writer word processor, each worth £129.95, to give 

away. All you have to do is answer the questions. 

mm—lurrrr aici"^^r urrr-rrrrr JT ^TI 

Any Size 

w 

Final Writer gives you the sort of typographical control 
that you'd normally expect from a DTP package, 

e announced the 
arrival; of Final 
Writer, the latest 
addition to 

Softwood's range of word 
processors, back In issue 32. Then 
we reckoned it could well be trie 
first of a new breed of serious 
software for the Amiga. Well, now's 
your chance to decide for yourself. 

We've got ten copies of the 
package to give away, each kindly 
donated by the good folk at 
SoftWood Europe, and each worth 
£129.95, And one of them could be 
yours for little more than the price of 
a stamp and envelope, and a few 
moments of your time. 

So what can we say about Final 
Writer to whet your appetite? We 
could mention that it's going to be 
the new top-of-the-range word 
processor from SoftWood, with many 
more features than the company's 
already renowned Final Copy 
program. And we could mention 
some specific features. 

Tell you what - let's mention 
somes pecif i c featu res... 

For a start, the program can be 
driven almost exclusively via clicking 
on buttons contained in a tool bar (a 
means of operation that should be 
more than familiar to Deluxe Paint 

users). You can 
switch between 
several tool bars 
depending on the 
kind of document 
you are using. They 
are also all 
custom E sable. 

The 
customisability 
(great word, eh?) of 
the program doesn't 
end there. It will also 
enable you to create 
macros to automate 
common layout 
procedures. 

But that's not 
all. Oh no. Final Writer is fully 
PostScript-compatible. Not only will It 
print to a PostScript printer, but tt will 
also send PostScript fonts (it comes 
supplied with over 
110 of them} to 
other printers too. 

A number of 
structured drawing 
facilities are provided 
in the package, and 
it is capable of 
importing graphics in 
both Amiga IFF and 
Encapsulated 
PostScript Format 
(the latter type being 
scalable). Just to get 
you going, Final 
Writer comes with 
100 clip art images. 

To win, answer 

the questions in the box. Send your 
answers written on the back of a 
postcard (or a seated envelope), 
along with: 
1. your name and address, 
2. whicht if any, word processor you 
currently use, and 
3. what two features you need most 
from a WP, to this address: 

Write on 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA12DL 

The closing date for entries is Friday 
7 January. The first ten correct 
entries drawn from the editor's 
receptacle will win. Send only one 
entry per household and please state 
if you don't want your name included 
on a mailing list. The competition is 
not open to employees of Future 
Publishing or SoftWood. 50 

c! Untitled - Main flBady) JSlEi 

EE 

tts lotus ftaror b* lanctaen ft 

ttpiwdnuymwfitodisucasia 
data fapm. Quite wtp[ 
B^nt to actually eat ore 

It goes without saying that high quaiity colour graphics 
and text can he freely mixed in the same document 

THE QUESTIONS 

1. Who wrote A Christmas Carol? (b) Charles Dickens 
(a) Umberto Eco (c) Gustav Flaubert 
(b) Charles Dickens 
(c) Gustav Flaubert 3. Who wrote the review of Final 

Copy back in Amiga Shopper 25? 
2. Who wrote the stylistic classic (a) Umberto Eco 
Madame Bovary? (b) Charles Dickens 
(a) Umberto Eco (c) Jeff Walker 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 
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ine reviewed 

One winner 

Wordworth ® 1931-92 Digits International 
h  

1 1    ^ • —: . - ■ • ——■— . :  
0   Document: Ooobh 

4:41 PM 

bo 

Digita Wordworth 

(Just thought you'd like to know) 

If you want to know more 
a bout award-winning Wordworth,.. 

AWARDS 

AMIGA 

^^^^ 

Voled Best Ward Processor "The ultimate in word Voted Best Wb-c Processor 
"A good length cleor of ihe field"     processing power"     "InjpifQlioocil, that's (he word" 

or Agfa Compugraphic 

font and clip art collections... 

Genuine Agfa Compugraphic Font Collections 
Pride And Presentation 20 fonts 29,99 
Classic Collection 25 fonts 39.99 
The Reference Library      50 fonts 69.99 

Each collection includes the Digito font disk creator for WB2PQ4+ 

call 0395 270273 or write to Digita FREEPOST Exmouth EX8 2YZ England 

DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited      Black Horse House      Exmouth EX8 1JL      England      Telephone 0395 270273 
—A nrt&mber oF fhe Digiia group— 

Facsimile 0395 268893 

Digita, ihe Digito logo, ond Vtordwortti a*e r&flisterad trademarks of Digita Holdings Ltd. Scalable type outlines are licensed from Agfo Division of Milos Inc. Agio is a registered irademark of Agfn-OftvnerI, AG Intellifont is a registerec 'radenark of M l?s Inc. 
Digita Holdings lid ocknowladges fho< all registered and other trademarks used in ihe text of this advert are the properties of their respective companies. Whilst every care has been token to ensure mat the information provided in this advert is accurate,, ,h k.. ,.„\.i I „U- [, 



Power Computing s lotest 32-bit memory expansion for the Amiga 1 200 is now available. The 
PC 1208 combines exceptional value with incredible features The original PC 1204 4MB 32 bit 
memory expansion is still available, and is exceptional value. 
Slmm Technology The PC 1208 uses the latest industry standard 32 bit SIMM technology 
which allows you to use 1MB. 2MB, 4MB and 8MB modules 
Zero Wait Stale The PC 1 208 never leaves the processor waiting around for data. Meaning 
your Amiga 1 200 will run at its maximum speed Simply adding either a PC 1 204 or PC 1 208 to 
your Amiga 1200 will increase its processing speed by 219% 
Real-Time Battery Backed Clock Allows files to be date stamped with the correct time 
and date so that you know exactly when they were created 
Ultra Fast FPU - With the addition of a maths co-processor intensive maths operations will be 
accelerated by up to fifty times. The PC 1208 is the only memory expansion wfuch offers the capability to 
take either PGA or PLCC type FPU's. 
Easy To Fit FiMed in minutes without the need to remove the computer's case Does not effect 
your warranty 
PCMCIA Friendly - Unlike other expansion boards the PC 1 208 does not conflict with your 
Amiga 1200$ card slot, using the PCMCIA friendly |umper even an 8MB SIMM can be used 
PC 1204 with 4MB RAM 
PC 1204 with 4MB only  £185.95 
PC 1204 ♦ 68881 20Mhz Coprocessor  C219.95 
PC 1204 ♦ 68882 20MHz Coprocessor  C235.95 
PC 1204 ♦ 68882 33MHz Coprocessor C259.95 
PC 1204 ♦ 68882 40MHz Co-Processor C279.95 
PC 1204 ♦ 68882 50MHz Coprocessor C319.95 
PC 1208 with a choice of bare, 2MB, 4MB or 8MB RAM 
Bare 
PC 1208   C69.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68881 20Mh/ C96.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 20MHz C109.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 33MHz C119.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz CI39.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 50MHz C1 79.95 
PC 1208 with 4MB 
PC 1208 ♦ 68881 20Mhz £240.95 
PC 1208 * 68882 20MHz £269.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 33MHz £285.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz £305.95 
PCI208 ♦ 68882 50MHz £347.95 

PC 1208 with 2MB 

PC 1208 ♦ 68881 20Mhz £ 139.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 20MHz £159.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 33MHz £199.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz £225.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 50MHz £265.95 
PC 1208 with 8MB 
PC 1208 ♦ 68881 20Mhz £419.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 20MHz £439.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 33MHz £465.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 40MHz £489.95 
PC 1208 ♦ 68882 50MHz £530.95 

The PC1204 & PCI 208 Memory Expansion 

for the Commodore Amiga 1200. 

Power Computing's XL 1.76MB Drive* for any Commodore Amiga is now available 
The XL Drive includes these many features: 

Formats to 1.76MB Using high density disks you can fit a massive 1.76MB on 
each disk 

Acts as a standard drive Insert an 880K Amiga disk and the drive behaves 
like any other Amiga drive 

Fully compatible Will read and write disks written on an Amiga 4000 internal 
high density drive. 

Compatible with PC disks'* Also read and write high density PC disks using 
a suitable device driver 

Compact size  No larger than a standard 880K floppy disk drive 

High quality design  Uses a high quality Sony high density mechanism 

Easy to Fit The external XL Drive simply plugs into the floppy drive port at the rear 
of your Amiga The internal XL Drive simply replaces or adds to your existing drive(s). 
These drives can be installed in minutes and no soldering is required. 

Software compatible - The XL series is fully compatible with all existing hard- 
ware and software 

External XL Drive £85.00 
Internal XL Drive C 7 5.0 0 

A4000 Internal XL Drive C75.00 

•Roqj'fei Kicks**! 2 or above * 'Requires Workbench 2 1 or above 

Next day £5, 2-3 days £2.50 
Saturday delivery £10 

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice 

All Trademarks acknowledged. VAT included. E & OE 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate 

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 
Tel 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234 

Goods are told subject to our standard t#rms and conditions of sale and are available on request 


